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_- PORh-_ORD

., The development of large hori=ontal-ax/s wind turbines, whose primary use is
', the powering of electric utility generators, has advanced rapidly in the past

five years. In that relatively short time the capacity of experimental wind
:. power plants has been increased by almost two orders of magnitude, from single
i-" machines producing 100 kilowatts _o a three-unit cluster generating 7.5 mega-

wa_ts. To document the work of many organizations and individuals who have

'!_. contributed to this progress and to discuss technical and economic issues, a

three-day workshop was conducted by the NASA-Lewis Research Center, under the

°" sponsorship of the UoS. Department of EnergY° More than 300 persons met in

_.- Cleveland to hear technical papers contributed by man_Ifacturers, government

i.i! laboratories, electric utilities, and private research organizations°

;., The technical program of this workshop emphasized recent experience in build-
; _; ing and testing large propeller-type wind turbines, expanding upon the pro-

: ceedings of three previous DOE/NASA workshops at which design and analysis- . .4

_. tcDics we_c considered (references below)° A total of 41 papers were pre-

•o_,, sented on the following subjects=

• Current and advanced large wind turbine systems

_ I_" * Rotor blade design and manufacture

_": * Electric utility activities

:.,=; * Research and supporting technology

• Meteorological characteristics for design and operation

t'_ * Wind resource assessments and siting

_--_".- A highlight of the workshop was the commemoration of the 40th anniversary of

i " the historic Smith-Putnam wind turbine project which produced the world's! ,',

_ _. first _egawatt-size wind power plant° Keynote addresses by Messrso Smith and

i_" Putnam are include in these proceedings, together wit_ descriptions of cita-

!__; tions presented '_o them and to members of their project team.

;, The Workshop Committee is pleased to acknowledge the many contribution_ of

_, presenters, session chairmen, and staff members which made possible the suc-
_" tess cf this conference.
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VIEWPOINTIN RETROSPECT

)!_)' BeauchampE. Smith

ii_:'_:L PresidentEmeritus,S, Morgan Smith Company_;i_"' York, Pennsylvania

!i_'_ INTRODUCTION

:_,:' I was thrilledto receivean invitationto participatein this
:,:_,:_,c_ DOE/NASAWorkshop,just as I was to witnessthe dedicationof the
_:)_:- Mod-O in 1975. Unfortunately,circumstanceshave preventedme from
=_., attendingthis meetingand hearingthe many fine papersbeing
_ presantedin the technicalsessions. I deeplyregretbeing unable to
-°_._:_T,_ join mv,good friend and colleague,PalmerPutnam,and the otherswho
:/:_; contributedso much to our projectforty years ago.

_,'i_ My disappointment,however,is completelyovershadowedby the pride
:_': and happinessI feel on this memorableoccasion. It is truly an
_ii'; honor at this time of my life to receivespecialrecognitionfrom two
;:_:: Qf the Nation'smost respectedorganizations:The National
._,_. Aeronauticsand Space Administrationand the U.S. Oepartmentof
_,_),, Energy.

'.:_ .J,

:_i:, When doe Savino asked me to be a featuredspeakeralongwith Palmer
;_"_.." Putnam,I asked what detailsI could providethat Put could not
_ °.... describe better. After all, it was Put who conceived and led the

_" entire project. My role was to providethe money and other

),i!i_ T resources. Joe suggested that I tell this audience why my firm, theS. Morgan Smith Co., had undertakenthe projectat such a terrible
i_:_:_L_; time, in the middle of the great depression,and that I describesome
)-)_" of the benefitswe derivedfrom this experience. He convincedme
i_°i that the Workshopattendeeswould be interestedin the project
_,:._:_:,. sponsor'spoint of view, so I consentedto say a few words about how
_: • those experienceslook in retrospect--40years later.

":_" THE VIEW POINT

_"° In 1939 The S. Morgan Smith Companywas in the businessof
_ , manufacturingwater turbinesand relatedmachineryfor the

i hydroelectricindustry. By the late 1930's,most of the desirable

i _ _.: sites for hydroelectricplants in the UnitedStates had beendeveloped. As a result, the market for our products was declining.
_? To make mattersworse, the depressionpostponedthe developmentof
_ many of those sites which remained.

i "o ,
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There was yet anotherfactor to consider. The 5. Morqan Smith
Companywas a family.ownedbusinessthat enjoyedthe re_pectand
loyaltyof its workers. We made every effort to k_ep our employees
working. This was becomingincreasinglydifficultto do for the
reasonsI Just mentioned. So, in the late 30's, we lookedfor other
areas in _hich we could utilizeour englneQringand manufacturing
capabilities.

When PalmerPutnam came to us with his conceptof using largewind
turbines in utilitynetworksas supplementalsourcesof power,we
were interested. There were many small hydroelectricplants in New
Englandand in other sectionsof the country. Combiningthem with
wind turbinesseemedto be an excellentway to boost their capacity.
But we were up againstsome tough competitionbecausethe fossil
fuels--coal,oil, and naturalgas--werevery cheap, and seemingly
foreverabundant. Coal-firedelectricpower plantswere being put up
as fast as the demandfor electricityincreased. The low cost of
coal and oil togetherwith the absenceof pollutioncontrol
requirementsmadc the cost of electricityvery low. This fact made
the developmentof low-costwind turbinesto competewith fossil fuel
plants a real challenge.

Which bringsme back to the originalquestion--whydid we decide to
fund the Putnamproject? The answer is simple: It was purely a
matter of economicsurvivalthat led us to take the chancethat this
projectmight lead to a new productline for our company.

_, Once the commitmentwas made, we selectedPalmer Putnam as the
13 ProjectLeader,and we proceededfull speed to design,build, and
, test the 1250-kWmachinethat became known as the Smith-PutnamWind

Turbine.

I'm not going to discussour directexperienceswith the project in
the periodfrom 1939to 1946. Putnamtsbook Power from the Wind

• documentsthose experiencesquite thoroughly."Instead,I'm going to
focus on the b{nefitswe realizedas a resultof our participationin

_ Putnam'sconcept.

First, we generatedwork for our companyat a time when there was not
.. much work to be had. We were able to keep most of our workers

employeduntil World War II broughtabout an abrupt surge in demand
throughoutthe economy. Secondly,we receiveda lot of good
publicity. After all, no one had ever built a wind turbineof such a
size before. We were the subjectof a lot of ridiculetoo, but the
good publicityfar outweighedthe bad.

The S. Morgan Smith Companyalso benefitedin other ways.
Developmentof new capabilitiesby our engineeringstaff was an
immediateplus. The fact that this increasedcapabilitywas noticed
by otherswas evidencedby receiptof contractsto work on projects
for which we never beforewould have consideredourselvesqualified.

00000001-TSA12



The long term benefitwas an incrnasein the amountof engineering
and manufacturingwork our companycontractedto perform.

i " I'd like to give one example,..particularlyappropriateat this
time,.ofthe kind of engineeringwe were contractedto do as a direct

'" ro_ultof our expnri_ncewith the wind turbine. In the late40's and
early BO°s, NASA'sI.ewisResearchCanter (then it was known as the

- NACA Flight Propulsio_Laboratory)gave The S. Morgan Smith Company
contractsto design,build, install,and put into operationthe large
air compressorsthat still power the lO x I0 and the 8 x 6 supersonic

,, wind tunnelsat the Center. I firmlybelievemy companywould never
have been asked and would probablynever have consentedto tackle
these Jobs if it hadn'tbeen for our experiencewith the Smith.Putnam
Wind Turbine. There are many other examplesof projectswe were

i_ asked to executebecauseof the added capabil'_ywe developedmeeting
the demandsof our wind turbineproject.

o. Buried in this accountsomewhereis the messageI wish to impart. We
took on a risky projectthat was beyondour normal engineering

_,_! experiencebecausewe were forced into it by decliningeconomic
circumstances. We were very lucky. The risk paid off both
immediatelyand in the long term in ways we had never planned. But

" as you know, this is not always the case. The message,as I perceive
it, is that risks should be undertakenby a privatecon_)any(and by

_. an individual)when the company is healthyinsteadof when it is in
trouble.

_. There is a tendencyfor a healthycompanyto continuewhat it is

{i!! doing as long as the profitsare coming in. Privatecompaniesinthis situationtend not to take on new and differentprojects. I
_C_i': suggestthat the-timeto strikeout in new directionsis during a
_o periodof strengthand profitability. Isn't it possible,for
i i: example,that our domesticauto industrywould be doing better today
i_!;= if in the period from 1973 to 1980 it had put more of its profits
!::_ into developingsmall, reliable,low-costcars, insteadof waiting
_ until people stoppedbuying the big cars?

_, Let's apply this messageto the wind turbinebusiness;I believe
;..:. there is a continuingneed for a DOE/NASAresearchprogramon wind
iy,i_: energy, But it is alsomy beliefthat now is a good time for private
!"" companiesto plunge into the development,manufacture,and marketing
! • of these machines. NASA and the Departmentof Energy have spent a
! ,i; good deal of the taxpayer'smoney to bring wind turbinetechnologyto

!_.o the advancedstate it is in today. Now is the time for p_ivate

i.i_., industryto take this technology,to developit furtherand to___-:'_ establisha vital, important,and profitableindustry.
c_
_ By takingthis risk, many companiesmay find themselvesfar stronger,

_ more diversified,and more profitable, I am told and I have read
_.. that there are a few companiesthat have alreadygone into the
_:: manufactureof wind turbinecomponents,and that they are doing
: well. That's great and I wish them continuedsuccess.

O0000001-TSAI3
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' Years ago, I provided _omecomment_that are included In Putnam's
book,Powerfromthe Wind, In thesecomment_I expressedthehope

o that I-W6'QTalfv-6-t__thewindturbinemarketdevolap.Although
- . it is notyet fullydeveloped,thewindturbinemanufacturln_

industryand themarketfor thesemachinesis alreadyin the early ]

stagesof formation.I am heartenedto sea thi_forty-yearold dream

...._: becominga reality.

In conclusion,I wishto expressmy gratitudeto the NASAand DOE
officialsfor the honorbestowedon us at thisbanquet.You have

o made thisoccasionone of themost rewardingof my life. In
_ ." particular,I wishto thankLou Dlvone,Ron Thomasanddoe Savlnofor .-,
: _ many personalklndnessesextendedto me. Good luckto allof you in
-: your effortsto makethe windone of mankind'smajorsourcesof power
...._._. onceagaln.

t

_,

_,, Editor'sNote: This speec_was dellveredon Mr. Smith'sbehalfby
_" his grandson,FrankC Zirnkllton,Jr. The S MorganSmithCompany

is now the Hydroturbine, Valve, and Nuclear Division of the

'_ Allls-ChalmersCorporation.

- ._,.

'2.
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WIND POWER: YESTERDAY,TODAY,AND TOMORROW

PalmerC. Putnam
Wind EnergyConsultant

INTRODUCTION

Officersof the Departmentof Energyand the NationalAeronauticsand
Space Administration,citizensof Cleveland,distinguishedmembersof
this Workshop,and honoredguests. Good evening. I have no words to
expresshow honoredand happy I am to be here tonight,sharingin
this Workshopwith all of you and with my colleaguesof 40 years ago,
who were referredto by BeauchampSmith on the telephonelastnight
from Seal Harbor,Maine, as "that motley crew of rugged
individualists."What's more, we're all still ambulatory!

Joe Savinohas asked me to put togethera few thoughtson the theme
"Wind Power: Yesterday,Today, and Tomorrow." But, before I make my
few remarks,I must say that the kingpinof this occasionis
BeauchampSmith. If it hadn't been for his courageand his vision,
we wouldn'tbe here tonight. But his contributionreallygoes
fartherthan that. He is the true prophetof windpower,and I have
to confessthat for many years I was the apostate.

Back in the 50's, I had occasionto visit Beauchampin his home on
other matters,and the conversationcame 'roundto windpower. He
astonishedme by sayingthat he expectedto live to see windpower
come into its own. I had Just finishedthe last chapterof Power
from the Wind, the book that he had asked me to write. In tT
chapterI had tried to gauge the future of windpower. The best that
we could do after five years of experimentwas to achievea design
that might possiblygenerateelectricityfor about 21 mils per
kilowatthour in a referencewind of 14 miles per hour. But, in New
Englandin those days steam stationswere operatingat 4 mils. I had
found that discouragingand had felt that for a long time windpower
would be marginal. It seemed to me that under the best of
circumstanceswind might possiblycarry four percentof the national
electricalload at some time in the distantfuture. So I left
Beauchamp'shouse shakingmy head in disbelief,and wonderingwhat he
saw on the horizonthat I had failedto see.

I realizenow some of the dimensionsof his wisdom,especiallyat a
time when technologywas not evolvingat today'space. Obviously,he
had had an intuitivefeel for the progressof discoveryand
invention. If he did not specificallyforeseethat microprocessors
would follow WilliamShockley'sdiscoveryof the transistor,or that
OPEC would result from aggressiveArab nationalism,he apparently
knew intuitivelythat there would be some developmentswhich would
Improvethe chancesfor windpower.

•,. ;_
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_,,i_._ Edgar Allen Poe obviously had BPauchampSmith in mind when he coined
-_, his neat paradox: "Wisdomshould reckon on the unforeseen."

,_ So, here we are this eveningwith 81 units in operation,feeding13.8
./ MW into high-lines,and with 2100 other units totallingBOO MW under
"._; contractor in negotiation. If the new member of the energy family
=;i;: is not yet a mature adult, at l_ast we can say that the infantis

strugglingto be born. BeauchampSmith,witnessingthe laborpains
...._:_ from Seal Harbor,has sent us that thoughtfuland stirringmessage
_.,-, that his grandson,Frank Zirnkilton,has Just read. I think this is!

_ ::t very wonderfuland that Beauchampis due a great tributefor his
;_. courage,his vision,and his wisdom.

.i WIND POWER YESTERDAY
=_:i Forty-twoyears ago we had thoughtthere were two questionsthat had
_,., to be answeredbeforewe could establishwind as an alternative
_ sourceof energy.

_I_:_L- The first questionwas, is it possibleto convertgusty wind into
ii_i,_' alternatingcurrentso steadilythat it will be acceptableto the
_!? dispatcherof a utilityhigh-line? This had never been done. No one
_.._ knew if it could be done. I had kind friendswho said it couldn'tbe
ii!i,_T done! Second,if it could be done, could the energy be generatedat

=_- a cost attractiveto a utility?

==_,_ The first major decisionwe had to make was, what kind of a windmill

,_i_i.!_ is the right one to test? Verticalaxis or horizontalaxis? If
_, vertical,should it be mountedon a track or a pedestal? Should it

-_,_:_ be Savoniusor Darrieusor one of the others? If horizontal,how
_/_ many blades? One, two, three, or more? Should the generatorbe
_,_::_ aloft or on the ground? Shouldthe drive be mechanicalor
_';_ hydraulic? Should the tower rotateor be stationary? Examplesof
..... all of these configurationsexisted in the literature. Some had been

built, but only for the generationof directcurrent.

_. BeauchampSmith and his cousin Burwellreviewedmy arguments. They
_ agreed with my parametricselections,namely,the horizontalaxis,
=o. two-bladedconfiguration,with a mechanically-drivensynchronous
_ generatormountedaloft.

Then came the question: How big shall we make the test unit? Having
_ selectedthe parameters,I had made two optimizationstudieswith the
_;_IL/,_ help of Tom Knight,GE's Vice Presidentfor New England. The second

envelopewas quite flat in the range of 2 to 3 MW.

_:,: At first glance,it seemed sensibleto try to get only one answer at
_ a time, and to start out the test with a small unit, say lO0 kW. But

; I was afraidof this. I felt that harnessinggusty winds to produce
_ alternatingcurrentsmoothlycould be so difficultthat we might get
_c';
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a false negativeanswerfrom a small unit of low inertia,easily j
accelerated. I argued that it was essentialto make the experiment
full scale and that this would have the added advantageof givingus
both answersat once. TheodoreVon Karman backeame in this, and
Beauchamppicked 1250 kW as being the smallestunit representativeof
the optimumrange.

_'f Then came the questionof site selection Being sailors,Tom Knight,
VannevarBush (thenDean of MIT) and I knew that the roaringforties
were windy,with strongwesterlycomponents. New Englandlay in the
forties. The Green Mountainsof Vermonttrendednorth-south.

' Withoutdiscussion,it was tacit among us that the test site should
: lie somewherein.theGreen Mountains.

But specificsite selectionwas quite anothermatter. In our
- innocence,we thoughtwe could look at the profileof a ridge and

say: "This ridge obviouslywill acceleratethe free air flow while
' that one won't." Thus, we guessedthat Grandpa'sKnob would
_ acceleratethe free-airwind by a factorof 1.2. After five years of
'_ observationwe concludedGrandpa'shad actuallyretardedthe free-air
.... flow, giving us a factor of 0.9.

" Also, in our innocence,we thoughtthat if we testedmodels of
• candidatesites in the wind tunnel,we could obtainprecise

informationabout the wind velocityover a ridge. Even while
proceedingwith the selectionof Grandpa'sKnob, we made four models
of other Green Mountainsites. Over 20,000measurementswere taken
in the Guggenheimwind tunnel at Akron with inexhaustibleingenuity,
under the supervisionof Von Karman. Our regretfulconclusion,since

_ confirmedin Englandby Golding,was that model testingof wind sites
:, yields no useful information.

_ We tried every other method we could think of to evaluatequickly
what appearedto be the more attractivesites in New England.
Dr. Karl Lange of Harvard,for example,flew balloonsin westerly
winds over a numberof the sites,followingtheir trajectorieswith

_,_. range-finders. Becauseof turbulence,the method proved useless.

In the end, the tool that we discoveredto be most useful,short of
actualanemometry,was what I called "quantitativeecology,"which I
worked out with the botanist,Dr. Robert Griggs. He and I discovered

. that the deformationsof evergreensby wind, which are easily
observedand hich fall into half a dozen readily identifiable
categories,were good wind prospector'stools. We found it possibleZ

. to look at deformedevergreensand say: "At this site the long-term
mean annualvelocityat a hub height of 140 feet will be 25 miles per
hour, with a probableerror of about lO percent." However,until we
had taughtourselvesthis new technique,our only recoursewas
anemometry,and the constraintof the impendingwar forced us to
select a site for the test unit withoutwaitingfor such measurements.

•T. 9
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Map and fi_Id studioshad suggestedto Hurd Wl!let that the
four-mile-longLincolnRidg_ shouldbe a powerfulsite. But it stood
at 4,100 feet. and we were all afraid of icing, It seemed to me that
the experimentwas going to be chancyenough,withoutthe challenge
of ice. So I chickenedout and joined the oppositionto Lincoln
Ridge. Now we know that ice is no problem.

We sailorsthoughtthat our educatedguessesof the output at the
2000-ft.Grandpa'sKnob were sufficientlyreliableto permit the
experimentto proceed. In the end, we obtainedonly thirty percent
of the outputwe had predicted. So much for the intuitionsof
sailorsabout specificsite selection!

The next major decisionwas, how to make the blades and of what? We
had severaldelightfuldiscussionswith Frank Caldwell,Chief
Engineerof HamiltonStandardPropeller,but he decidedthat a
propeller175 feet in diameterwas too much for the then state of his
art.

The Budd Companyhad been making stainlesssteel trains and destroyer
superstructuresunder Dick Heckscher,who volunteeredto break new
ground and make up our bladesout of stainless,to the aerodynamic
specificationsof Von Karman and Homer Joe Stewart.

In 1939 the phony war was alreadyon. Our own eventualentry seemed
likely,and American industrywas alreadygearingup for war
production. We felt that if we did not order the long lead time
items promptly,we might not get them for many years to come. For
this reason,the entire projectwas driven at a fairlyfast clip
under Bud Wilbur as Chief Engineer,with the assistanceof Chris
Holley. By the way, Chris said to n_ wife yesterdaythat he's been
going around this conferencefeelinglike OrvilleWright.

The Smithsmade the decisionto proceedwith the project in October
1939. Seventeenmonths later,Stan Dornbirerhad erectedthe unit,
despitea Vermontwinter. After some months at slow rotation,
followedby more manths at speed-no-load,Bill Bagley of GE, on the
eveningof 19 October 1941,phased the unit into the linesof the
CentralVermontPublic ServiceCorporationin a,northeastwind
gustingto 25 mph.

Within half an hour, while generating500 kW, we got the answer to
our first question. We could indeedmake gusty winds generate
alternatingcurrentsmoothlyenough to be acceptableto the
dispatcherof the high line, In Fact, the operationwas so smooth
that Ralph Durgln,the Chief Engineerof CentralVermontPublic
ServiceCorporation,told me laterthat they took their regulation
from Grandpa'sKnob rather than vice-versa!

Thereafterthe unit was operatedfor severalhundredhours under
Grant Voaden'stest programuntil one of the 24-inchmain bearings
failed. The f_ilurehad nothingto do with windpowerin general,or

iO
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:',.: with the designof our unit specifically. But, becauseit occurred
during the war, It took many months to replace. The unit was then::_ '_ ,_ ',

, startedup again and in all had loggedabout l,lO0 hours of very
, :. smoothoperationwhen we lost a _lade,

,; .... Many years later I was consoledfor the blade loss by Clyde Jones,
: ::, who had been Howard Hughes'Chief Engineerin the designof the
_:._. Hughes helicopters. He told me that if we hadn't lost the blade
•,,,, then, we would have been bound to lose it later,because in those
_, days nobody knew anythingabout the stressanalysisor the fatigue
_.o,.. factorsof helicopterrotor hubs. They didn't becomereliableuntil
"""_" the mid'fifties.

:,,i_'i_.i When I considerthe elegantcomputerizedstructuralstress analyses
:,_: that today have permittedHamiltonStandardand Boeing and GE and,_,_
.._.:_.:.., Westinghouse,for example,to reduceor balanceout stresses,thus
,_:; reducingweight with confidence,I am somewhatappalledat the blythe
:_._':, temeritywith which we attemptedto design our hub in those days. If!.._,,"_,_,_
_oo_ I had known then what I have learnedsince, I would hardlyhave dared

_,"_ •

•L_II::. recommendthe projectto BeauchampSmith.
".',r

i_:_/ After the war, in the light of five years' experienceand of
E,o,,_, suggestionsfrom many of the membersof the team who are here
,.__:.. tonight,two furthersets of optimizationstudieswere carriedout
_-_cc, under the directionof Carl Wilcox,working in the officesof the
i }:., Budd Company. The final set confirmedthe three previousstudiesand
_" indicatedthat the optimumcapacitywould lie somewherein a range

;_:_o_ between1.5 and 3.0 megawatts,but with an envelopethat was quite

'_'_'r'" flat at the higher capacities.

_!iii'" Assuming a productionrun of lO0 units, the lowestconceivable
_..... capitalcost in 1945 was a very uncertain$I00 a kilowatt. Installed
°_" on LincolnRidge,where the velocityat hub heightwas 27 miles an
_,_:,-. hour, this would have meant a cost of electricityat the bus of about
o_" 5.3 mils a kilowatthour. But in New Englandt.en, as i mentioned,
°?_ utilitiescould not affordto pay more than 4 mils for wind energy.

_, _. So, we had our two apswers. Yes, we could convertgusty wind energy
_J:" into alternatingcurrentsmoothlyenou_l_for _he dispatcherof a
$ high-line. No, we could not do so economically.

_: Beauchampasked me to write Power from the Wind. And we all theno .,,_ '- .

",_.'_ turned to other things.

_- . WIND POWER TODAY
=_,

_,., If NASA's predecessorhad held a workshopon windpower40 years ago,
° .. the Smith-PutnamTeam would have been the only attendants. But there
_ " would have been no papersbecausenobodyknew how to write them.

o .
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Here we are today attendingthis workshop,so beautifullyorganized
" by Dave Spera and Joe Savinoof NASA and Bob Thresherof Oregon
" State. We've now spent two stlmulatlngdays discussing23 papers
: . concerningthe specificsof windpowertoday, I'll make no attemptto

summarizeall this. InsteadI'lltry to look at windpowerin the
: large,with the fresh eye of someonewho has Just returnedto it
, after a long absence.

It's a matter of great sat.isfactionand some astonishmentto observe
_ that my parametricselectionsof 40 years ago have stood up. DOE and

NASA have fundedparametricstudiesby GE, Boeing,and others,using
computers. These studieshave confirmedmy parametricselections
(Fig. I). Even the computerizedoptimizationstudiesgave results

i'ii that were not dissimilarto ours of 1939 and 1945. The envelopeof
_i; the capacitycurves is still flat, althoughthe minimumpoint is

furtherto the right•

_ As we all know, the most recent optimizationstudiesby GE, Boeing,
_ and HamiltonStandardsuggestthat the optimumcapacitytoday lies

=!: somewherein the range of 5-7 megawatts(Fig. l). It has been
.;; explainedto me that this shiftingof the minimumpoint of the
_' envelopeto the right has not been the result of fundamentaldesign

changes. It has been in improvementsin the past ten years in
_;: computerizedstructuralanalysissolidlybased on a billionflight
_ hours of helicopterexperience,and backed up by such inspection
:: techniquesas sonic and X-ray examinations• The net resultof all of
,: this has been an abilityto greatlyreducethe weight per kW.

,," For example,as shown in Figure 2, our Grandpa'sKnob machineweighed
"i 598 pounds per kW. Our pre-productiondesign of 1945 broughtthis

-:_ weight down significantly,to 470 poundsper kW. But, GE's Mod-SA is
now reportedat 184, Boeing'sMod-SB at 179, and the others are also

1.7 under 200 poundsper kW. This paring away of 2/3 of the unit weight
is what has permitteda triplingof the optimumcapacity,from a

,; littleover 2 MW to a littleover 7. I've also been told that about
7.2 MW, with its associateddiameterof 500 feet, is perhapsan

_ absolutelimit today. It's as high as we can go with available
_-. bearings•

_ In 1945, when steel railroadgondolaswere sellingfor 6 cents a
pound, our preproductionunit cost 31 cents F.O.B.--aratio of 5 to

;.; I. In 1981 gondolasare priced at 59 cents a pound,while the lOOth
unit of GE's Mod-SA is quoted at "less than" $2.95 a pound--alsoa

: ratio of 5 to 1 At the other end of the size spectrum,the 25-kW
Carter unit is priced at about $4.00 a pound F.O.B.

• These ratiossuggestthat not many manufacturersof intermediateand
,_ largewind turbineswill be temptedto offer their machines at much

over $4.00 a pound, in 1981 money.

12
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In the final sentenceof Power from the Wind, I had said in 1945 that
it would probablytake governmenthelpto get low-costproduction
runs started. Since the oil embargoof 1973, DOE has spent a quarter
of a billiondollarsto stimulatewindpower. Apart from the splendid
Battelle12-volumeatlas of the Nation'swind resource,and
innumerablestudiesby such groupsas JBF Scientific;Booz, Allen and
Hamilton;Arthur D. Little;EPRI; SERf; and others,the bulk of the
money has gone to fund the productionof hardware,lookingto the
uvolutionof a commerc< _ multi-megawattproductionunit.

Beginningwith NASA's lO0-kWMod-O at Plum Brook in 1975, continuing
throughthe Westinghouse200-kW Mod-OA seriesat Clayton,Block
Island,Culebraand Kahuku Point on Oahu, throughGE's 2.5-MW Mod-I
at Boone, and Boeing'sthree 2.5-MWMod-2'sfor BonnevillePower, we
have Just now arrivedat the design studiesof the first units of the
fourth generation. It is hoped that their tests will show them to be
mature prototypes,and the basis for productiondesigns. They are
the Mod-5'sof Boeing and GE, rated up to 7-MW, and the 500-kWof
Westinghouse. Also, in the privatesector,there is the WTS-4 of
HamiltonStandard,rated at 4.8 MW. I am told the first unit of this
design should be on line in Sweden in November. And the first WTG
500-kW is in the wings.

In short,the birth of the baby is underway. At this interesting
juncture,the administrationhas been saying that it must turn out
the hospitallightsand send the staff home, leavingthe baby to be
weaned while deliveryis underway. Can there be a live birth without
furtherhelp? I don't know. It remainsto be seen whetherthe
privatesectorwil] take up the slack. In the meantime,what can we
say about the infant,from as much as we can see of it? Is it a
healthyspecimen?

We still have the same two questionsthat faced us in 1939, but in
the reverseorder. As I will try to show in the next section,
"WindpowerTomorrow",howevershaky the transitioneconomicsmay
appear,the ultimateeconomicsare no longer in doubt. It is nnw the
technologyas perceivedby venturecapitalists,whose maturity is in
question.

RecentlyI was talkingwith the chairmanof one of the Fortune500.
He summed up his view of windpowerby tellingme that windmills
either blow down or blow up, or, if they work, they are noisy: To
hell with them!

Regrettably,the test recorddoes containjust such episodes,but I
seem to rememberthat some early airplanesfailed and some early
helicoptersdid shed blades. If wind turbinesappearto have had a
very large numberof accidentalshutdowns,I wonder if this hasn't
been due in part to a very general impressionthat harnessingthe
wind is child'splay? Didn'twe have millionsof windmillspumping
water in the last century? Weren'tthey reliablework horses,
year-in,year-out,often with servicelives of fifty years or more?
All true, but deceptivelyirrelevant.



.}_''t.

-#,iii. The truth is, harnessingthe wind to generatealternatingcurrent is
a straightforward enough problem, but more subtle and difficult,

_: apparently,than many people have realized. Wishingto developrenewables, people have said to themselves, "Hey, let's build some
-_,_.._ windmills." And they have• And the windmillshave blown down or

_ii..;. blown up or gone thump in the night.

,_!i,} I believethat in the multi-megawattrange,the Mod-5 designconcepts
.... of GE's Dan DiGiovacchino, of Boeing's John Lowe, and the WTS-4 of
o_.i__: HamiltonStandard'sArt Jackson,are very promisingpreproduction

__,_, prototypes

_,,, I believethis to be true also of the intermediate500-kW unit of

i!_:, Will Treese of Westinghouseand of the 125-kWunit of Carterof_i.! Texas. I wonder how many in this audience would disagree?

;,,,... Finally,among the small machines,there is the interestingcase of
-_:_i the 50 kW unit of U.S. Windpower,assembledfrom stock components

(apart from the blades), and going into a lO0-unit windfarm by year
_'_' end.

,,:.,_ Some of these designsare truly elegantin their simplicities,and
,_.... their predecessors have already shown reliabilities of 85 percent.
_:°' Their electronicredundanciesare protectedby inherentlyfail-safe
_._, mechanicalredundancyagainstover-speed•
°% :

=_i°_:, So the practicalquestionstoday are two: How do we bridge the
_ ' remainingtantalizinglyshort R&D gap beforeproductioncan begin?
_:_' How can a manufacturerget to his competitivelypriced lOOth unit?

_.!"; Which brings us to the crystalball•
:!SI.

'=o}7_: WINDPOWERTOMORROW

_' ,.
_._ Is there anythinguseful that can be said about the future of
_"_ windpower? Every time I hear somethingby a futurist,I think of
" what that Anglo-FrenchphilosopherHilaireBelloc once said: "Men

_?_- prophesy and the futuremakes fools of them."

:_": About all one can do, it seems to me, is to identifysome of the
o,:_ trends likelyto help or hinderwindpower.

_ 7
._; What about the future trend in the cost of wind-generatedenergy at
..... the bus?

° - Accordingto the statementsof the manufacturers,1981 costs of
_ energy at the bus, in the 14-milereferencewind, generatedby
° .: machines that could become available in 2 to 4 years, are asymptotic
° to about 2.5 cents a kWh (Fig. l).

•_ , ..
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Is any breakthroughin sight,that would dramaticallyreducethese
costs?

.-. As we have heard, there are peoplewho are wonderingif variable
_i, speed might be cost effective. Others are studyingthe possible

eliminationof hydraulics,and so on, Even if effective,these steps
would be only refinements. No quantumJump is on the horizon.

. Are no quantumjumps conceivable?

Everybodyknows that negativestatementsare often disastrous.
: Wasn't it the great physicist,Lord Kelvin,who, as presidentof the
_. Royal Society,said that heavier-than-airflightwas impossible? And
_ wasn't it Ernest Rutherford,the discovererof the atomic nucleus,

who said that the energy in the atom could never be released?

RecentlyI've been tryingto touch most of the bases in our small
: world of windpower,by visits,by telephoneand by reading. As your
_ friendlyneighborhoodreporter,I can only say that I've encountered

=_ no whisperof what a breakthroughmight look like.

As of today the logoof this splendidconferenceappearsto say it
all. In 1939 the multi-megawattway to go was the two-bladed

: horizontal-axismachine. In 1981 it's still the multi-megawattway
to go.

_ With no breakthroughsin sight, let us then examinethe extentof the
_ market for wind energy in the lightof what we know today about the

-_ demand for it and about the costs of its competition,that is, the
/ costs of coal, naturalgas and oil.

The portionof the market that is most often talked of consistsof
blocks of windpowerin the form of windfarms,added directlyto a
utility'sgeneratingmix.

How large is this market? Total generatingcapacityin the U.S.
_. today is about 600,000MW. By the end of this century,it may
_ increaseby 200,000MW. Could wind supply fifteenpercentof this
' increase,which would be about 30,000MW, or about four percentof

the total? Such a penetrationdoes not seem implausible. This
market would absorbmostly the largeand intermediatemachines.

What are the economicsof this market? To start with, what are the
trends in the cost of wind energy at the bus in constant1981
dollars, and in the 14-milereferencewind? Figure 3 illustrates

" possiblecost trends. In 1945 our hypotheticalcost of energy at the
bus, in 1981 dollars,was about 126 mils per kwh. If today we take

. variousmanufacturers'claims at face value, then the COE in constant
1981dollarswill have droppedabout 76 percent,to about 30 mils or
less by about 1984. Refinementswill surely continueto reducethe

15
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_,_ COE in constantdollars,perhapsreachingabout 27 mils in 1990 and
24 mlls in 2000. By contrast,a specificutility,when peakingwith

_':i naturalgas In 1981, has a COE of 65 mils, But this apparently
... cFmfortablemargin is not the whole picture.

°: The U.S. utility industryis havinga hard time "inancing
_: conventionaladditionsto plants, Even if it w_,,ed to, a utility
"_, would be unlikelyto obtain a P.U.C. permit to add an unprovensource

of energy to Its rate base.

:i_, At least in its introductoryyea_s, therefore,large-scalewindpower
_ that is a part of utility'sgeneratingmix wou_d requirethird-party
_; financing. While long-termTreasuriesare earning 14 percent,with
"_ minimum risk, and until wind technologybecomesmature,venture
_, capitalistsare going to demand a minimumof 35 percent internalrate

of returnon their investment. This means that a windfarmgenerating

:;_:_. for three cents at the bus must then add the costs of the venture
_, capital,amountingto severalcents more, to arrive at a sellino

ii_i,! price possiblyfalling in.therange of 5 to 8 cents• (Three
_ windfarmsare now venture-capitalfinanced. Rolf Laessigdescribed
,._ two of these this afternoon.)
:c/_,

i_ii: How does this range in the sellingprice comparewith the worth of
=_:i_ wind energy to a utility? The principleworth is as a substitutefor
_;:: coal, gas or oil. What can we say about the trends to expect in the
_ costs of these fossil fuels?

.._ Let's look first at crude oil prices• Whetherthey are trendingup
-_ or down dependson the expert you consult A couple of weeks ago a
_ New Jersey think-tanksaw crude'sprices tumblingdown from $40 a
_i::_ barrel to $20 and $I0 or less. The argumentwent likethis: Without
_o:, alteringour life-stylesvery much we have decreasedour importsin
=!_i._; the last 3 years from 8 millionbarrelsa day to 5. Otherscan and
:,_ will continuethis process. Non-OPECproductionis rising. The
_ conclusion: OPEC has lost its leverage.

_,' But, if you don't care for this scenario,then turn to the Wall
_i_ StreetJournalof a week later. The glut is over. Inventorieshave

been pared down. World demand is increasing. Prices are firming

_'_i/ and will go on up.

iii Fortunatelyfor windpower,and except in specialcases, it may not be
°" very importantin a generalway which scenarioprovescorrect,
,:. becausethe nationalfuel mix for generatingelectricitycontains

only 15 percentoil. One specialcase of great importance,however,
_ is the West Coast and Hawaii,where utilitiesare heavilydependent

_°.i . on oil. If oil prices should fall, windpowerthere would face a very
_. tough challenge.

.
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' Apart from nuclear,most generationis by coal• What about the
F '+++ future trend in the price of coal? Those who follow the fortunesof

il :" coal estimatethat its price may conformto the trend in the
_J.. Inflationrate, within a few percentagepointseither way.

,/' If the price of coal, especlallyof sub-bituminouscoal, shouldnot
escalateat the general inflationrate, then it might be nearly a

+ .. decade beforewind could generatemore cheaply,except at the
:.. Indiestlocations• This time-framedoes not allow for the monies
:+,- _hat wind must earn to reward the venturecapitalists•
+

., When naturalgas is deregulated,a portionof that fuel may increase
_/ in price five times or more• The averageprice may go up 50 percent,
_:/:. and the Congress,with administrationbacking,has now rescindedthe
_+_: law that deprivedutilitiesof all naturalgas by the year 2000• On
;,::' balance,therefore,the future of gas prices should help windpowerin
V_;c+: those localitieswhere utilitiesburn this fuel (Fig.3).
_i_i..ii_"*..

_,:,,_ Those utilitiesburningmostly coal and gas have base-loadcosts of
about three cents and peakingcosts of perhapstwice as much, or more
in some cases• Most of them shouldbe able to pay somewherebetween

+"i+ these limitsfor wind energy If a levelizingfactor of 2 is.." •
r ,, ._

_++>++_._ acceptable,then perhapsseveralcents more. For preliminary
_ii_;" planningwe might think of a range,therefore,betweenlevelized

base-loadcosts of about 6 cents and levelizedpeakingcosts of
L .+.

_+'+: perhaps lO to 12 cents,yielding a margin that ranges from nothing in
_::!'+. some cases to as much as 4 to 5 cents in the most favorablecases.

°:i,;+ If aspectsof this market seem a bit tight, we may reflecton four
:-"+_: additionalfactors First, interestrates of 14 percentfor,,"_' •

,>i°. long-termTreasurynotes are not likelyto be permanent• Second,
._, I've been talkingaverages,but there are some specialcases, not
++o.,_

+_.+ only in the continentalU. S., but also in the Caribbean,on some
i '_+_,*+. oceanic islands,and, perhaps,in certainforeigncountries• Third,
i_._+:.',_ althoughit varies from utilityto utility,in certainspecificcases
i+_,_!_ it will be found that wind can earn a capacitycredit. Fourth,
!_c.il. windpoweralmostalways earns a KVA or power-factorcredit of at
i +.,!_'
__;_ least a few dollarsa kW.

!/i
_., The costs of venturecapitalare soon to be a heavy burden in this

li!Ii_i_i/i•..: utilitymarket• Is there any way to avoid the cost of this ventur_capitalassistance? Yes, there is. By sellingdirectlyto
businesses,institutionsand individualranchersand farmers,who

?iii:!.+_ will then harnessthe wind for their own account,sellingthe excess
_. to the utilitythrougha two-waymeter. Price relief appearsat both
+i,_ ends• First,the avoidedcosts of the individualuser are what that
++iI user is now paying the utility• These costs may run from 5 to 12
i_ cents or more. Second,the cost of the wind-generatedenergywill

+.._- drop by the amount that the venturecapitalwould have cost• As we
_'i'" have seen, that amountsto severalcents.

.+

.+
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The sum of these two r_liefsmay amountto 4 to 8 cents or more,
creating a total margin that might run from a few cants to I0 or even
more In c_rtaln specialcas_s. Of cour_, a part of tllislarger
margin will be neededto defray the extra costs of resParchingand
penetratingthis more diffusemarket.

How large is this privatemarket? I can't find any close estimates.
There are suggestionsthat it may amountto anotherlO,O00MW by the

_: end of the century,suitablefor the smallerand intermediatesize
machines.

I've said nothingabout governmentassistance. Just as the airlines
needed governmentsubsidiesat first but are now on their own, so

i windpower,having had the governmenthelp I asked for 35 years ago,
must look forwardto ultimate,prosperltywithouthelp. Has that time
arrived? Surely not quiteyet. We are in transitionbarely;, •

In sum, then, what are the salientpoints about w_._dpowerthat offer
some clues to.its future? I think there are four.

I. Design

i: The essentialdesignparametershaven'tchangedin 40
years. There is nothingin sight to suggesta

: revolutionarybreakthrough. The costs of wind energy
:i in constantdollarshave declined 76 percent in 36

years. They may declinea few percentagepoints
further,but a revolutionarydecline is not

"i foreseen.

2. Reliability
/

Today there are alreadymachines that run silently
with a reliabilityof over 85 percent• Higher
reliabilitiesshould result f_'omthe orderly

:' developmentof qualitycontrol in production.

3. Economicsand the Market

i A. The domesticmarket for windpowermay amountto
_;/ 30,000MW by the end of the century,with costs
'_ at the bus between2 and 3 cents in 1981dollars

(Fig. 3). The foreignmarket is not yet
! measured. Wind energy financedby venture

capitalmust receivea minimumo. 5 to 8 cents a
,: kWh to be profitable.

_ B. An additionalmarket consistsof direct sales to
: businessesand individuals,withoutventure

capital. The domesticprivatemarket may amount
to 10,000HW by 2000.

i

,.[
1
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In the multi-megawattrange,public R&D has developed
_ the Mod-5 designn and conceptsof Boeing and G£.

_ There remains,however,a 3 to 4 year test program
'_ beforeproduction. If this minimumremainingpublic

_:i: assistanceis not forthcoming,large-scalewindpower
>,: could suffer a set-backand long delay. Even if
•- manufacturersdo start production,windpowerin
' generalmay still need tax relieffor perhapsa
_ decade.beforeit can stand alone.

I heartilyendorseBelloc'sremarkabout prophecies. I wouldn'task
I0 secondsof your time to listento a prophecy. But I don't think a

...... dream is in the same categoryas a prophecy,is it? I do have a
., dream I'd liketo share with you. I dream of a galaxy of
_,_ windfarms--manythousandsof megawatts--deployedin the mid-continent
::." region and along the foothillsof the Rockies,in referencewinds of
.....; 16 to 19 miles an hour, all tied togetherby upgradedhigh-linesand
"_: feedinginto the great power pools and grids of the region;these

blocks of power to be amplifiedby multitudesof units sold directly
to privateusers withoutthe need for venturecapital.

_'_ My dream has broughtme a new partner,Aerovironment. I'vemetioned
' that TheodoreVon Karman had been our seniorscientificadvisorand

/ chief aerodynamicist. He was assistedin this by his ablestgraduate
_'_ student,Homer Joe Stewart,who is here tonight. Stewart,succeeding
_ Von Karmanat Cal Tech, had an able graduatestudent in his turn, the
-_._ amiablePeter Lissaman,Vice Presidentof the Aero SciencesDivision
...... of Aerovironment. As most of you know betterthan I, it was

-<<_ Lissaman'swork that has been so fundamentalto the designof modern
_T: wind turbinesand the geometryof windfarmarrays.

/_=z: I'm so happy to be the beneficiaryof this apostolicsuccession--
'_;. Von Karmanto Stewartto Lissaman. The Presidentof Aerovironment,
_'_ anotherstudentof Homer Joe Stewart,is Paul MacCready,of Gossamer
_•., Condor fame, whose Solar Challengerhas just flown from Franceto

_iii;:iLI England. Lastyear he and Yon Karman were each named by the ASME
_ "Engineerof the Century." With such associates,I dare to hope that

---_/i:i you'll be hearingmore about my dream - soon.

_i I'm not overlookingenvironmentalresistance. I am an environ-
%11 mentalist. I have to believethat most people want windpowerto

succeed. A few weeks ago I was in Clayton,N. M., to study
!; Westinghouse's200-kWMod-OA,which I found puttingout 150 kW in 25

mph of gusty southwestwinds. I asked Eli Garcia,the City Manager,
_:. if the townspeoplewere opposedto the unit. He told me that, on the

=_ .... contrary,they were proud of it and proud to be using the wind. We
, stood beside a house about 800 feet downwind. The unit could not be
: heard above _he rustlingof the leavesin the trees!

.i 19
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' May I closo by quotingthe lastparagraphof my foreword to the nQw
_ .. edltionof Power from the Wind, which has boen updatedby Professor

• Jerry Koepp1-_n--dT-s-t-o-a_l_-ea-rIn September, It was writtenbefore
my visit to Clayton. ".......

" ' "A seascapeor a landscapewithout a work of man In the middle
_',s:_ distance is often thoughtto be not worth photographingor
_ painting. An expanse of mere ocean does not say much. Put a

laboringvessel in the middle distance,and there is a point of
:...._. interest- dramaticvalue. A distantmountainrange is Just
i

i_:::i:o.: there. Add a forest ranger'stower: the compositionbegins to
_._:. say something, How much more will it say when a slendertower is
• .. /,

_. seen to supporttwo blades that rotate slowly,gracefully,
i-.....,, silently- evidencethat man is once again, and at last, using
;.. his environmentbenlgnly_"

i:";" Thank you verymuch.

i ._2",L"

| o, ,

i-:ii!-
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I.,ARGR IIORIZONTAI,-AXIH WINI)TIIRBINE WORKSIIOI'

_'-y,'.,!,m.i.-._LF:,mmu!n.,,.r:_t.l.ng..t.h.n..l,',L_:ti .et.h..^.n.n.i.vp.t?;_,Jr.y..'_.(_t)_o.sm.|.tIv-y_Lt:-,,m_w.irid.'.!'u_o"1!Lt!_l?]L,.__o_t

Awards t,, the S,nith-l,utnam Projeol: To.nn

Beauch,_mp E. Smith

j Palmer C* |)utndlll

I Dr. John B. Wilbur, Grant II. Voaden
( Carl J. WilcoxI

'[ S nton D. DornbLror
l)r. llomer J. Stewartt

"J Myle J. llolley, Jr.
] Dr. llurd C. WJllett

I We IIman Eng |neer ing Company

_,!
i "The Smitl_-Putnam Wind Turbine"
"'( Grant It. Voaden

4', Rel_rinted from Turbij__eTp/_iys, Volume I, No. 3, June 1943

[ A Publication of the S. Morgan Smlth Company
p

i.
1
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FORTIETH ANNIVERSARY AWARDS TO THE SMITH-PUTNAM PROJECT TEAM

This Workshop provided an oxc_llent opportunity for the wind ennrgy

community to honor Beauchamp E. Smith, Palmer C. Putnam, and key mem-

bers of their project team for pioneering achievements in wind power

development. Forty years ago, this team designed, built, and operated

the world's first megawatt-size wind power plant. On October 19,

1941, the Smlth-Putnam 1250-kW wind turbine (below) was brought on-

line as a generating station of the Vermont Public Service Corpora-

tion. The historic Smith-Putnam project advanced the field of wind

power engineering from small DC generators and water pumpers to large

AC units capable of integration into electrical supply systems.

To honor these achievements, citations were awarded by NASA, in co-

operation with the U.S. Department of Energy, to Messrs. Smith and

Putnam, and to the following eight members of their project team: Dr.

John B. Wilbur, Chief Engineer; Grant H. Voaden, Assistant Chief Engi-

neer; Carl d. Wilcox, Administrative and Project Engineer; Stanton D.

Dornbirer, Manager of Assembly and Operations; Dr. Homer J. Stewart,

Aerodynamicist; Myle J. Holley, Jr., Structural Analyst and Designer;

Dr. Hurd C. Willett, Meteorologist; and the Wellman Engineering Compa-

ny of Cleveland, Principal Designer and Manufacturer.

The following pages contain brief descriptions of the award recipients

and their roles on the project team.

The Smith-Putnam 1250-kW Wind Turbine

,"' 1941-1945

PRECEDINGPAGEBLANKNOT t;IL_:,T3

25
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."_,," Beauchamp E. Smith
-_: 1901- 1981

-=i!!:77_:=_, _ _q;tional Aeronautics and
..,.:, ace Administration
......__:,,_.,::_:'° Lewis Research Center ,:,._.

-.- in cooperation with

_"°;_ Department of Energy
....•,... Honors

BeauchampE. Smith
;/: i'. a pioneer in the development of large Wind Turbines

_""° as a source of oh,an reneu,M_le energy.for his
" ": leadership, courage, and fon,.s_,t_t u,hich made possibh,

" :. the construction and operation of the
.o o. v

.... WorM's First Mq_uuatt-Siz, Wind Turbine
_". at Rutland, Vermont..from 1941 to 1945.

" Cleveland, Ohio
July 29, 1981

¢.. .

o . ., 4

,... 2_._
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Beauchamp E. Srnlth

,iI Project Sponsor
.p

.i

i Beauchamp E. Smith was born in York, Pennsylvania, on October 8,

-' 1901. Be attended Haverford School and graduated from Cornell Univer-

ii sity with a Degree in Mechanical Engineering. During 1924 and 1925 he

i was employed by the Georgia Power Company, first as a draftsman andlater as a field engineer. He joined the S. Morgan Smith Company as a

Junior engineer on December I, 1925. From 1927 to 1937 he served as

secretary and director of the company. He became vice president and

} general manager in 1937 and president in 1942.

I_ When the S. Morgan Smith Company was acquired by Allis-Chalmers H_nu-

_i,/ facturing Company in 1959, Mr. Smith became a vice president of Allis-
Chalmers and the general manager of the corporation's Hydraulics Divi-

:_ sion. After his retirement in 1961 he served as a director of the

_I._ Allis-Chalmers Corporation until 1974.

i_ It was during his tenure as vice president and general manager of the
B

_. So Morgan Smith Company that Beauchamp Smith's belief in the feasibil-

ii_. ity of wind power was put into action. He persuaded the company di-
_ rectors to sponsor Palmer Putnam's unprecedented wind power project.

:; Under his guidance, the company constructed a megawatt-size wind tur-

_ bine generator in 1941--the first in history.

Speaking at the 1975 dedication of the NSF/NASA Mod-0 wind turbine,

i_ Mr. Smith said "I always felt that something good would come out of

our tests in the 1940's, even though we were ridiculed at the time.

Energy sources seemed then to be more abundant than our country would

__; ever need. We were Just ahead of our time. I got a great feeling of

satisfaction today when I saw those majestic blades going around."

ii Beauchamp Smith was always active in the leadership of educational,
charitable, commercial, and professional organizations. He served on

many boards of directors and trustees, including those of the Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology, the National Electrical Manu-

facturers Association, and the Cornell Engineering College Council.

Because of illness, Mr. Smith was unable to attend the Workshop. His

, = citation was accepted for him by his grandson, Frank C. Zirnkilton,

; Jr. On September 21, 198', shortly after the Workshop, Beauchamp
Smith died at his summer home in Seal Harbor, Maine.

27
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Palmer C. Putnam

Q National Aeronautics and
Space Administration

Lewis Research Center ' ,,,.,.
in cooperation with

Department of Energy
Honors

Palmer C. Putnam
a pioneer in the development of large Wind Turbines

as a source of clean, renewable energy and

who conceived and led the construction and operation of the
WORLD'S FIRST MEGA WATT-SIZE WIND TURBINE

at Rutland, Vermont, from 1941 to 1945.

Cleveland, Ohio
July 29, 1981
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Palmer C. Putnam

Project Originator and Leader

Palmer C. Putnam is one of those creative persons of immense energy

who cannot be easily classified--his accomplishments are so many and

so varied. During World War If, he worked as a special assistant to

the director of the Office of Scientific Research and Development,

Vannevar Bush. In that position he invented 10 original weapons and

_' directed the development of 22 others. Among them was the well-known

°" amphibian vehicle, the DUKW, which the German General yon Rundstedt

_!< called "a strategic surprise that assured the success of the Alliedo v_,

'_c invasion of Normandy." Mr. Putnam received the Medal of Merit from
..... President Pranklin D. Roosevelt for his contributions to the war ef-

__i fort. The citation accompanying the medal stated that "his efforts

_ undoubtedly resulted in shortening the war and in saving the lives of

;, many American and Allied soldiers."

_q_ Mr. Putnam operated his own business and was the president and board
:_/ chairman of G.P. Putnam & Sons, one of the oldest publishing firms in

2L_/!. the country. He has been a consultant on-projects too numerous to

_. list here. He is the author of several books, one of them the re-

_ : nowned Power from the Wind. It is not surprising, therefore, that it
g_:

o:o:: was Mr. Putnam who conceived and led one of history's most successful

_ * attempts to harness the wind on a large scale.

_:_/_ Mr. Putnam's interest in wind power was stimulated in 1934 when he
_[_ ; noticed that both the winds and the cost of electricity were high on

_<:, - Cape Cod where he had built a summer home. These two facts prompted
.. him to investigate, with the help of many prominent engineers, the

_: _:. feasibility of generating electricity from the wind. His investiga-

.,_<,;,: tion eventually led to the design of the 1250-kW unit that was built

:_...... and installed on Grandpa's Knob in 1941 under the sponsorship of the

!L'J/°o, S. Morgan Smith Compan_ of York, Pennsylvania.
, o
•_JL. ,

o;_:! By his foresight, creativity, and leadership, Mr. Putnam demonstrated
-",o_ that large wind turbines can be integrated into utility networks as a

•, supplemental source of clean, renewable power. Had today's energy

-%_: shortages existed forty years ago, there is no doubt that Mr. Putnam's
•' ,, machine would have been followed by thousands of large wind turbines

_c_ in operation around the country and the world.

o _!

_ /
oQ
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. Dr. John B. Wilbur

Chief Engineer

f

: A8 Chief Engineer of the Smlth-Putnam project, Dr. Wilbur coordinated all of the design,

fabrication, construction, and testing activities from 1939 to 1945. As h,_ recalled at the

i _; Workshop, "The design was being carried out by experts all across the country, from MIT to
; Cal Tech, from the Budd Company in Philadelphia to American Bridge in Pittsburgh to Wellman

Engineering in Cleveland. These were very creative people. My Job was to focus all this

:. creativity on one project."

Dr. Wilbur's distinguished career has encompassed a broad range of positions and experl-

_,,: ence. In 1930 he Joined the faculty of the Civil Engineering Department at Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. He rose to the rank of full professor and became department

. head. He is a Fellow of the American Society of Civil Engineers, serving as the president
o_ its Northwest Section. Dr. Wilbur is also a Fellow of the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences. In 1947 he received the highest award given by the Boston Society of Civil Engi-
neers for a paper he wrote about the Smlth-Putnam wind turbine. Since 1970 he has been

• * Professor Emeritus at HIT and is enjoying life these days in Hancock, New Hamp_hlre.

i
=

i-, Grant H. Voaden

i_ Assistant Chief Engineer

,=

• i Mr. Voaden was employed by the S. Horqan Smith Company from 1925 until 1968. In 1939 he was
/i: assigned to work full-tim_ on the Smith-P11tnam wind turbine as th_ Chief Test Eng|neer,

'! reportin,l to D_. John B. Wilbur. Mr. Voaden later became Assistant Chief En,tineer, In the

_{ early !_,_g,,_ of tht_ l)roj_et, he was involve,_ il_ th,, d,_slqn of th_ inachlne and in the sel¢_c-

" 'i tlon, co,)r,lin,ltion, and i>itr:has,_ of the hydraulic and electrical control e, Iulpm,,nt. He ,-tlno

! helIx_d with the' ags_mhly OIl Grdn,1|)at.gKnob, trlined the win,] turbli,,,opt;raterq, and roans,led
"; the fi,'td-test progrdm.

Since l')(_H, Mr. Voad,,n has be,,.n (*njoying retirement in York, Pe.nnsylvanla.

: ,. 30
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• Dr. Hurd C, Wlllett

Meteorologist

Dr, Willett's spcoialty is lonq-ranqe WeAther foroca_tinq. He has had ,l 41stinguished ca-

roer at the Massa_,husetts Institute of Technology extend|ng from 1929 to 1973, His research

has centered on the r(_lationship between solar activity and weather. He headed a group of

four meteorologists on the Smlth-Putnam project. Dr. Wil]ett made many site surveys, fre-

quently alone and in the dead of winter, on mountain tops and ridges of the Green and White

Mountains of New England. While the wind turbine was in operation, he prepared weather

forecasts as a guide to testing. To do this he analyzed many years of data to identi{y

seasonal changes and stratification characteriq_t_.e,s of the wind.

•.j Dr. Willett is Professor Emeritus at MIT and still quite active in professional activi-

ties. In 1974 he assisted NASA in the selection of a site on Culebra I_land, Puerto Rico,

for the 200-kW Mod-0A wind turbine which was installed there. Dr. Willett and his wife

I_ reside in Littleton, Massachusetts.

t
(

;.} Wellman Engineering Company t
!, Cleveland, Ohio i

I! Principal Designer and Manufacturer
J,:
,°

=" In 1939, the S. Morgan Smith Company selected Wellman F.ngine__rinq of Cleveland, Ohio, to

i, design, fabricate, and a._semble all the equipment in the win,1 turbine between tile tower and

_._ the bl.lde,3. This includ_.d the blade A-frame supports wlth their massive hinges, the rotor

!" hub _tnd turbinr._ shaft, all components of the power train, the blade and power control sys-

I.. t,:ms, th_ bedptAte, and the yaw turf,table and drive system, hl[ this caluipment warn as:_em-

bled and chee.ked out in the company shops ill ClevelAnd in 1941, prior to shipment to

': Grandpa's Knob.

! _ht, Wr_t[m.:ln Enq[ne,,ring (?ompany was started in I_{9b by Samuc_.l Wellman, a prominent (?l-velan,i

• ndustriali_t, In the t')_,_)'s and lq40tg, the firm sl_.CIAtized Ln tile manufacture of ht_.avy

._,lu[pm+,nt for r_kirlq steel and for handling bulk t_tPrials. Mr. Kenn_th Webb ace_l)tod tl_e

." ,,Itation on b_ha[f _)_ th_ company which iH uow kuown A:4 th¢_ ;)ravo-tlnllman Comp4ny.

&
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•. This reprinthas been made availablethroughthe oourteeyof Carl Wlloox,Smith-
". PutnamproJeotengineer;the NASALewisResearGhCenter;,andtheU.S.Department

-'_; of Energy.TurbineTopicsweba publloatlonof the S. MorganSmithCo.
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THE SMITH-PUTNAM WIND TURBINE...
A StepForward In Aer0-ElectricPowerResearch

BY (_XAN'|'I-l,VO^DEN

Asst, Chle/ /,:n&/net_rol th_ Projoct

()ur company,always in the h,ad T.chn.h,gy, l)r, S, lh,twr_wn,At,roe time, A wind .f ahmlt ,2. M,P,I[,*
it, hydro.eh,¢tri¢ developments, has ._y l';xpvrt of MaKsachusvtls lnsti, is n,quired before any apIn'e¢iabh'

t)('en ('Xl)Orilnt'lltJllg for the past tilt(, of Tvchllology, IIOW ('onni,ct(,d ;|lnolln| of usahh, power (qtll |)i, d('-

three ytars on a new type of tlll[t wlth tit(' Norw(,gian Air Force ill veloped,_Jll('(' _(_lllt'tilnvs till' wind ,
:m acro.eh,ciri(' tlllit. Jtlst =is;| hydro- El|gland, l)r. Jolln I|. Wilbur, Pro. velocity is helow this figur(, thpro

eh,ctric unit consists of a hydrauli(' ft,ssor of (:ivil EI)ghl('t'ritl _ {it M. 1. IliUM bc otht, r sources of power avail-

turbine driving a generator, st) ;ill T., and others, the t'onlpally decidcd abh' to supply the full dt,nmnd.

at,ro.,.,h,ctrlc unit is ¢,ompriscd of a t(, take up the I)roject. It furtiwr However, if aero.chwtrlc units art,

wind turbine and a gcncrator, tlt,t'itlt,tl that tilt, units should bt, added to an existing lmwer system

While some of the eXl)crlmenting known as Smitil-Putnam Wind Tur- supplied by hydro.electric units or

done in thl, early stagt's was on small bint,s and that ;t test unit should steam driven units or Imth, tht,n

scale wooden nlothqs nia(.h, by our I)t, built of t,ooo K. W. rated ca- whenever there is sufficient wind a

pattern shop, it was nect,ssary to l)acity, and a blade spread tip to certain numbcr of hydro or sttqml
llave a full scale unit of largo dilll(,ll- tip of 175 ft. units can bc idled or shut down
slim:: it_ ordt.r to dt,tt, rtnint, whetht,r The fulldanii,ntal basis of tilt, t'olll, tht,rt, by allowing watt, r to I)e stored

the project was ft,asibh, from a toni- i)any's intt,rt,st was the fact that atmve the dam or coal to be saved.

mcrcial standl)oint. For this purtmsc wind lmwer can it' used as an In the early sl)rlng of 194o Dr.

tht, building of such a unit was auxiliary to water power. Wind Wilbur accel)tcd tilt, position of

undertaken and on Octolx, r 19, 194 I, ]x}wt, r by itself is not prinlc i)o_cr: * This figure can be reduced on future
un|ts, dtq)ending on the wind regime at

for the first time in history all afro- that is, it is not available all tlR, the site for which the turbines are built.
eh'ctrk' unit was synchrtmized with,
was connected to and delivered

power to a cotuiucrcial, altt,rnating

current tmwcr system. The l)hoto -

graph on till' t'ovt'r shows tilt' unit

it(oi)eratlot) at night, tht, st;it.'s ap-

pt,aring =is horlzoiHal streaks bt,caust'
_f tilt' t,itrth's rotation dtirillg tilt,

time of t,xpo.sltrt,. This t,Xl)t,rhutq)tal
I|Uit is hwat¢'d Oil the top of it

i_.tre tliountaltt kilt)wit its (;ral|tlila_s
Knt)l), tit',It" Rtitland, V¢t'ltlttlll, ;trill

iS IIOW OVetlPd an,,l Olr'ratt'd tW tilt'
(._t'lltrdl Vt'ritltH;t Public Service

Ct_rlr)ration.
The itlVt,lltt,r tff tilt, wind ttn'l)illO,

P, (:. Ptttlilmlo it lh_xtt)ll t'llRint't'r_

tlO%Villour ct_tltttry's .MWVit'I'oI)l't_-

I.,_ed this project It) tilt' _|alla_t'-

lilt'tit Of our ¢Ollip,ttly late ill the

year l!l:t,I. After conqder.thh, prv-

litlliltary Mtldy I)y .soltll' tff ollr

t'tt_illel'l"_ ;lith,tl I)y coil,lilt,tilt,, MII.']I SMITIt-Pt'TMAN WIND 'l'tlltltlNV, installation on (;t'alldl)a'It Knob tit';It Rutlaud. VI., for
ii_ I)r. Titt,t,dort' _..'()lt Kdlllhltl, (:l'lltl'al Vertlltmt Puldic Set'vlce Corp. Tower height, Ill) ft.. weight 1'2.5 tOtl,ll.Blades
I)h'i't'_;_l', (;tt U._t'lth('illl ."st'rtm,ttttlc_ t75 ft. tip tt tip speed :it tip _li'.l ft per second. Weight aloft '24o tots. Mast for

t|lllqllt)lllt'lPl'_ i11 tPlltl'r to IlII'iISIIIP Wittd vehwitv, (:Ollt'rl'tl' c(mtrol }ltltt_l', tlallsforlttl'r,s

l..ll),_r,ttttry, (.:,|lifollti,i lnqitut_' of ;Hid traltStllission line to Ruthu,d. (:apacity t!.t)ot)K. W.

37
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:._,,.i the eonilflete avm.eh,etrie tvst lilllt
, inslallati_m on Grandpa'_ Knoh, You

;; . ._4 set, the tllrhhl0 itself llitillnti,d on ;i

-... structural sit'el tower iio ft. high,
=_i.,:;'_i the i'Ollcrete control hou.se ctmtahl-

::_.,: inll swhi'hboards and hlslrulil0nts for
._,,._';.. remote control and ohsl,rwttitm, tilt,
°" ': tr;tllsfflrlllt'rs and polos for the power>. ,...

---i_' .'.i line, all of whh'h contprlse the sta-
.:_...,. ", tion llropt,r, The skeh,ton.like strut.
...:, ture in the center supports lulel|lOtn.
• .,,,. ,.

-i".- eter_ to measure wind velocity and
• ;;"..: would not Ix, necessary in a tmrvly

_,_. commercial installation. It is a
°_}'_; significant feature from the economic

....!!!if.' standpoint that the above principal

_,i:':: " component parts do comprise the
.,-_....... entire installation, whereas ill a

"*_' .... hydro-electric phmt it is necessary
_!(';.ii-. in addition to have a large dam

-_oi".'• and power house with exlx.nsive
.', :".7 _ auxiliary equipment such as pen." c

_,"..., Tills IS Till.; WAY TIIR WIND 'I'uIII_INS LOOKS coming up the path front the control stocks, head gates, valves, cranes,
.. _ ' _ house, flow would )'ou l|ke to he up there with "Ros|e" Rozell? etc. Then too wind turbines have

...._,: the adwmtage that the hind which
_,.,. (thief t'_ngineer of the Project and steel and were erected at the site by it battery of say _lo units would oc.

--:._".,, all engineering fort'e was organized the American Bridge C,ompany of cupy would be of little value for
.,:_.,. under his direction. Due to the large Ambridge, Pa. The generator and all other purposes, whereas the land

,:% '

•..':_." anmunt of work in our own plant, of the switchgear were designed and art,a flooded by a dam is usually
..... ,-, _. the need for Sln,ed duo to ;_ number furnished by the General Electric quite extensive and _metimes of

of conditions, and the specialized na- Oo. Published herewith is a photo of relatiwqy high value,
" : ture of tilt, various phases of the
_:' ,-.. project, it was necessary to have tilt,

_i" design and construction of the unit
_>..:._.:.: proceed ;it the s;lliit, tilne_ and to

hart, the work done by outsidt, con-
°.. terns. The design and huildhtg of

ii,::',': llracticallv all the machinet 3'

"_'_.", nlottnted ;it the top of the lower,
=_Y- with tilt' exception of tilt' blades

•: _:,i. tht,niselves, was by The _%'elhllan

_...... Engineering (:Otlllially of (:]evoland,

_:' ()hie. For ,t few lnollths it stall' of

..._ .' tivt,r I rio t,ll_itleers iilld th,si}Lnt,r,_

" ;' " wt'rt, working flill thile el! tilt' draw- '

=: in._ ,dent'. Thv hhidv_, which art'' b ,, .

of st,lillh'_ _tevl and shaped like the
" _vinlz__,f it ht,,nber, were desigm,d

.,:" and ctui_lrtit'tl,tl b,¢ Budd ,M_muf..'.
:. ?

till'iti_ (:lltVllhlllV, l'}lil,idt,lldli,i. The

oo iiiwt.r llIi which the ttlthiln' imqr,r i_
lil_llilllt,d ,illd lhv ,illl,lllllllll,lt'l ' lllli_l

-% ,i_ wrll I%t'I'I' fahric,ltt,d of sit'utturill I itt,_1 ,lll{tn hll%'l" just colilllh.ied a ltllll'Otlllh itlslwt'ti.ll lit the slliiilh'll sti'el llhl¢ll' skin,

' 3_ TURIINI

-,' .° ., ' u ..... ".................................... ' ' "..................................'" ,, "' " "......." ...... \xl_t_.t'/'<"......................._:' ......... _,........ ......................." :: ..... ......" i', L..............,.: :; : :: :: ..................
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The turbine proper, which is
': nlounted on the tower, is swzlng

about a vertical shaft by a hydraulic
motor and gearing in accordance
with changes in wind direction so
that the turbine, shaft is always in
line with the wind direction and the

" blades downwind of the tower, This

;_ motion is called "yawing." The rota-
"" tion of the turbine about its main

• "i shaft axis is right-hand when look-
. ing at the turbine with one's back

to the wind.

The pitch of the blades them-

selves, which are only two in num- L_vT ¢o RmaT: C. J. Wilcox, P. C. Putman, the inventor, O. A. Jeuop, B. E. Smith,
ber, is changed automatically by a Llewellyn Evans, W. P. B., 8. D. Dornbirer, J. B. Wilbur, G. L. Avery, Woodward

"/ mechanism similar to that on a Kap- Governor Co., M. O. Dow, Central Vermont public Service Corp., M.J. Holley, Jr.

; lan turbine to maintain practically
constant speed of rotation regardless _* :", ' .':C;

of wind velocity. Up to about t8
': M.P.H., however, the wind is not

: high enough to make the turbine
: rotate at full speed. When that

velocity is exceeded the generator is
_ connected to the system and as the

wind velocity further increases the J
turbine gives mort" and mort, power

': without any change in blade pitch

i++_:': until at 3° M.P.H. it has reached
•i , the t,ooo K.W. rating of the gen-

! : erator. Beyond this velocity the
i blades are pitched automatically in

!.... response to a Woodward governor
to keep from overspeeding and over-

i _' ',ading the unit.

! i:: Another motion of the turbine is
" "coning." The blades can move up+:
• ;rod downwind pivoting on hinges

at the hub undcr restraint of it

danal)ing mechanism. This is to pro-
vide some "give" to the mechanism
in severe gusts of wind: that is, when
the wind either increases or de-

,. ,. crea,;es suddenly.

; The generator is mounted aloft at

the upwind end of the pintle girder
and operates at 6o0 R.P.M., '-',4Go
volt_, 6Ocycles, being driven through

_. gears which step up the turbine
-,. q_t'ed from 'zS.7 R.P.M. lnterl_sed

ht't_,vPl'tl these Eears and the genera-

tt,r i, ,t hvdraulit" t't,uplltlg, _inlilar WtNt) Tt'RBIst.' _.ll'tl l|t.At_t-:._" FFATIIERt"IL" From Kit)tit|t] tO tip of up|,er hlath' in this
, in ]n'incil)le to a "fluid drive"; it_ position i_ a|mut ac,P_ ft.

?

: : TOPICS 39
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.., This project involveK a gre.t many

..... ..._:.... ' ',"., + ,. .,]'i .... field_ of engineering knowledge _md
+ ........,,+.:. .., endeavor; for example, aerology,

aemdynamlcs, mechanics, structural
and electrical engineering, to name
only a few, Also in the production

of these units every type of worker
will find a job--pattern makers,
boiler makers, welders_ pipe fitters,
mac_(nlsts, electricians and mechan-
ics--all are needed, Some of the

pictures on these pages illustrate the
different types of shop work that
are involved in the manufacture of

wind turbine. It is confidently ex-
pected that some day--and it may
not be so long--many more wind
turbines will be built right here in

our own plant and built from draw.
ingz made by our own designers.

J. B. WIt.BVR, CrtlzV ENOINgI_It of the Project; Grant H. Voaden, Asst. Chief Engineer As was naturally to be expected in
of the Project; George A. Jessop, Chief Engineer of the S. Morgan Smith Co. a new machine of such magnitude

involving so many novel features,
purpose being to allow a certain be operated completely from the con- frequent troubles developed which
amount of "slip" or difference in trol house several hundred feet from were eventually overcome in the two
speed between the high speed side the base of the tower and partially years since erection was first started.
of the gears and the generator itself, from aloft. This feature is particu- However, the unit has proven itself

At zero load this slip is negligible larly desirable on this first unit for fundamentally sound and practical.
and the two halves of the coupling testing purposes. Mechanically it is as satislactory as
rotate at the same speed, but as the
load on the generator is incrca_d it
is necessary to rotate the driving half
coupling faster and faster to over-
come the slip until at hooo K.W.
output its speed is 625 R.P.M. while
the generator speed is still 6oo R.P.
M. While this represents a loss it is
necessary for two rea._ns: primarily
+o provide means for the loading
avd unloading of the unit by chang.
ing the speed adjustment of the
gt,vc rnor and. secondly, to provide
a cu;hion between the turbine and

gen('rat+,r to take u l) shocks due to
extren_ely wvere gush which fre-
qu(,ntlx occur and which ntherwlse
would -auto the generator to he
thrown +;ff the line due to overload.

The n,rm,d c,ntrt_l c)f the tilllt is

c,mll)b'h'ly ;lllttlnl;ttit', I'VI'II tit, tht'

I)ha,in_ with the _ystt,ln+and it rune.
titan, with_mt att_'nd;mte. M,mttal .gx_xox I) lh_x_imt-_, St,P-r+ at Erection; Ella 'raranovich; Carl J. Wih-ox, Office

Mal+a_+,r and +rt.s! En_inc, t.r Mary Skala, Msle I. ltollvv, Jr+, Test Engineer; and
r(mtrol is ,tlst, prtwkh,d. The unit can Arthur !!. ChPney+who works'in our Rutland o_cq,+

40 TURBINE
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_: '_. ERNEST STUMP, Machinery Erection
'""_ ' Porenlan.

--_" ":""° SHOP AR,_EMBLY NEARING t:OMPLETION in Welhnan Engineering Shop, stainless steel
">_"" blades in position to give maximum power. Note provisions for *'coning" of blades up

__:_:_._'" and downwind in gusts, and cylinders and struts for damping the motion.
,o.¢J,. ..

.... , , could be expected with an -ntirely
°;°Y':' new design having no basis of past

.::_!i:: experience. The knowledge gained
_':_:=. during the process of bringing this HAROLI_S. P_:a_tv,Steel Work ErectionForenmn.

unit to a state of successful operation
,.__ " will enable us to design a production

-_:_k unit which should not only be much

_ _"_i improved mechanically, but aim be
:......... capable of producing power on an
,_ ,_,. economically competitive basis in
o:;" areas with suitable wind regimes.

"L,,

"%

_" AS_,I-',MIII._I" (IF I'&II.PII'I.F Ill'R, ,A,-frAltlt'

and torqu,' ttl}.'_ If,_r pitchint_ thc
hl,.h'_, lht,dt,li,,m |'wits will ha_'

Welded t t_l_.slrttt_tiutL ttut ri_,.tcd.

,_ TOPICS 4t
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:_ ;•" The views above taken inside the ously whenever the unit is in opera- unit can be stopped.Normally, how.
control house show on the left the tion. These films are later projected ever, all this is done automatically as

' :' instrument panel which is special for on a screen and the readings of the a function of wind velocity, and the
the test unit, and on the right the various instruments tabulated and numerous relays, etc., moanted to

:_::,. switchboard, test computations made. An elabo- the right on the larger panel are for
The eighteen instruments on the rate instrument panel like this would this purpose. A 125-volt storage bat-

, test panel indicate the functioning of not be required on a production unit. tery provides the basic power for
! _" various parts of the unit, which itself From the control panel, whenever these controls. The right view also

_i" is several hundred yards away, and there is sufficient wind, the unit can shows W. A. Bagley, Switchgear Ex-
also the wind velocity at a point ap- be manually started, brought up to pert of the General Electric Co., New

proximately on the center line of the speed, phased with the system and England District, conducting an
_,. turbine and fifty feet upwind of the loaded. Conversely, of course, the Operators' Instruction Class.

.... - blades. A few of the indications are

!_"i blade angle, governor speed adjust-

_:ii.I ment, generator output, turbine
• . speed, coning angle, various oil pres-

sures and temperature._. These in-
struments not only allow the opera-

: tots and test engineers to know what

th,' unit is doing even though they
art. on the ground and several hun-

! '_ drc'd feet from the tower, but also :

: pr(,vidt" a mc'ans for recording simul-
tan,,,_usly ;ill conditions of a test.

°: 'l'hi_ is done by an eh'ctrically driven
motion pictur,, camt'ra which take:_

picturt'_ of tht, entire panel continu.



LARGE HORIZONTAL-AXIS WIND TURBINE WORKSHOP

Introductor_ Remarks :'

"The Federal Wind Energy Program"
D. F. Ancona fix

Large Wind Energy Technology Branch
Office of Solar Electric Technologies

Department of Energy
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i::_i: THE FEDERALWIND ENERGYPROGRAM

',",I D.F. Ancona III
Large Wind EnergyTechnologyBranch

!_,i',,,_: Office of Solar ElectricTechnologies
i_:,,,_,-_, Departmentof Energy

,-.Y,,._ There have been significantadvancesin the Wind EnergyProgram. In the
!_'_",:,"; areas of large machinedevelopment,researchon wind characteristics,
o_,_:v:, utilityinterconnection and environmentalconcerns major progresshas
_*_:_ been made. In additionto the large wind systems,the subjectof this

i_:o_,: workshop,small systemsare being testedand being used for power gener- :
i _o_,:.' ation by consumers,and severalvertical-axisDarrieussystemsare
i_,:,_;: being.fieldtested. More importantly,privateindustryhas signifi-
F:,ii_,v cantlyincreasedits involvementin the developmentof wind energy,and,
{:_,_,,.. consequently,the Federalrole will decrease.

:_:o._, Researchintowind characteristics,performedby PacificNorthwest

_.:_!_:_: Laboratory,has resultedin the publicationof twelve regionalwind
' atlaseswhich documentthe wind resourcein the UnitedStates and its

;:_:::. territories. A detailedU.S. wind resourcemap, based on data from the
...._::.. atlases,is shown in figure I. In addition,the first versionof a

Lo:_'>".

_:, handbookfor siting large wind turbineshas recentlybeen published.Studieson the utilityissues,addressingeconomic,legal,and insti-
!_o:,:,_' tutionalaspects, have been conductedby the Solar EnergyResearch
_°"_"_ Institute(SERI). SERI has also investigatedand made significantpro-

gress in understandingwind turbinenoise and local televisioninter-

i::! ference,focusingon the Mod-I turbinein Boone,North Carolina.

:_'_" The Small Wind SystemsProgramhas developeda series of wind generators
_,,, in varioussizes for differentapplications. Three such systems,under
=_.__ test at the Rocky Flats Test Center,are shown in figure2. The 2 kilo-
:if", watt machinecan be used in remoteapplicationswhile the 8 kW machine
o:°,-: is designedfor residences. The 40 kW machine is aimed at agricultural

markets. Other designsin these sizes, as well as 4 kW and 15 kW
machines,are nearly completed,and commercialsales are mounting.

o.,*; Progresson the vertical-axisDarrieuswind system has occurredrapidly.
::i__ Three 17 meter systemshave been installedfor testing,the first at the
:°-, Rocky Flats Test Center,the second at a Departmentof Agriculturesite

in Bushland,Texas, and the third on Martha'sVineyard,Massachusetts.
,.," These machines are performingwell and are inherentlysimple.

. We havemade great stridesin the developmentof large horizontal-axis
..... •. wind turbines,which are nearing _he point where they can producecost-

i

i " 4 'Ji :'i PRECEDINGPAGE BLANK NOT FIL_'g;.I_
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effectiveelectricityin many windy parts of the country. This workshop
.. will focus on the progress made in the development of large machines,

such as the first cluster of three Mod-2 turbines shown in figure 3.

- In the past year private industry has dramatically increased its wind
program activities. Industry is beginning to Blake significant invest-

i.: ments, with many companiesplanningprojectsand severalbuilding
.. facilitiesfor the manufactureof wind systemsand components. Utili-

ties also are initiatingmajor projects. Accordingto an ElectricPower
_,, ResearchInstitutesurvey,gl utilitieswere involvedin 152 projectsh_

during 1980, rangingfromwind data collectionto field testingof small
and large systems. These numbersrepresentthe largestincreasein any
of the new, renewabletechnologies.

Becauseindustryhas shown this interestin wind power,the need for
•' Federalinvolvementis decreasing. The FederalWind EnergyProgram
i will continuebut its effortshave been redirectdtowardresearchin

high risk, potentiallyhigh pay-offareas, and toward studlesbeneficial
_._- to all manufacturersand users.

"' The FederalWind Energy Program'sobjectiveremainsthe same--toenable
;.. wind energy to be used on a significantscale--butthe new thrustof
.... the programis to providethe technologyand informationbase needed by
_; industry (figure4). Researchwill continuein severalkey areas,

includingaerodynamics,structuraldynamicsand fatiguephenomena,reli-
: ability,and multiplesystemsinteraction. Environmentalresearch,
._ which includesnoise and electromagneticinterference,will continue
_ as will researchon wind loads, forecasting,and sitingmethodologies.
• Areas which will receiveless emphasisincludesystemsdevelopment,
-, field testing,and market studies. The currentbudget for the Federal

._.: programis decreasedaccordingly,but this is more than offset by the
:_ increasedinvestmentby privateindustry.

.! Much work remainsto be done by the FederalWind Energy Program. Its
,."- effortshave been redirected,but it will still be a major force in the
:' field as it providesthe basic technologicalinformationaimed at help-
c. ing to make wind energy a cost-competiLive,viableenergyalternative.
:,_

',,

-) ,

,, • _.. , .... . ... ,_ o " ..... .. '_ _ _ ,., • .. . . , ,1 _ ..............
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- 5ARGE IIORI?_ONTAL-AXI3 WIND TU_INE WO[_,SI|OP

,-,),
.:,LL,

- "':' lln_naruh a,d Sup_qJrtin_T,chnolo__

_ _-Innn.lonohnlrmnn _ I:. L. P_th¢_ff (NANA hnRC)

¢ i": "'I'|IIl|(Oflpilllll(10_il 3Rm Ilor:l,;',,)nt,'d AXill '_nnt;(_rodRotor. _o YnW"

,.... ' J, C, q.l.m_(.JoW
_... II, U, Pg_mnor
_",.. E. ,I, Wo_Jteckamp

..... (NASA l,ol,tC )

:_" "Fixed Pitch Rotor Performance of Largo llorigontal Axlu Wind Turbinou"
, _ L.A. Viterna

•" R.D. Corrigan

°' ' (NASA LoRC)

_"_" "Stall Induced Instability o£ a Teote1:ed Rotor"

O. C. Glasgow

_J R.D. Corrigan

:, (NASA LoRC)
6';'

"Free Yaw Performance of the Mod-0 Large Horizontal Axis 100 kW Wind Turbine"

%: R. D. Corrigan

.t.. L.A. Viterna
..: (NASA LeRC)

-'_'i'!;,' "Multiple and Variable Speed Electrical Generator Systems for Large Wind Turbines"
, T.S. Andersen

P. S. Hughes

H.s.  irscru
--.:.'. G.A. Mutone

%'"- (Westinghouse Electric Corporation)
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:_. THE RESPONSEOF A 3Bm HORIZONTALAXIS
_ _ TEETEREDROTOR TO YAW

_i:i.i: J.C. Glasgow,H. 6. Pfanner,and E. J. WeSterkampNationalAeronauticsand Space Administration
_.,_. Lewis ResearchCenter
_i.- Cleveland,Ohio 44135
! •L

:Z.'_- ABSTRACT
,':.,o

Recent tests on the 38m Mod-O lO0 kW horizontalaxis experimental
wind turbinehave yieldedquantativedata on the teeter responseof a
rotor to yaw. The test resultsindicatethat yaw rates as high as 5

_: deg/s could be used in emergencysituationsto unload and slow a
._ rotor for intermediatesized (500kW) wind turbines. The results

also show that teeterresponseis sensitiveto the directionof yaw,
_. and that teeter responseto yaw is reducedas eitherthe rotor speed
ic/': or the blade Lock number is increased.

>._%. •

"/,:; INTRODUCTION
%_"

" A primaryconcernof designersfrom the beginningof the use of wind
:_,': power has been the problemof unloadingthe rotor and preventingan
;:: overspeedin the event of a failurein the drive train or, in recent

times,the loss of electricalload on the generator. There are three

_ -- ::_:_ _"m:"'_ L r_ ", ,_ [ methodsof handlingthis situation: (I)the blades can be unloaded

}iii_._:., either by featheringor by use of devicesto spoil blade lift and/or
_ic_, increasedrag, (2) a brake can be installedto dissipatethe energy

_::i:_:i." of the rotor,and (3) the rotor can be yawed or pitchedout of the
_,_; wind to removethe drivingforce. Until the present,only the first
_i_!:' of these methodshas been given seriousconsiderationfor largewind

,:!i_ turbineswith a rated power of I00 kW or more. However,with the use
of a teeteredrotor higheryaw rates can be used and the potentialof

!_:, yaw as a safetyprocedurehas becomemore attractive. This paper
_>_:,:' presentsresultsof tests designedto evaluatethe effectof yaw on

- teeteredrotor responsewith a view toward using this maneuveras an
emergencysafetyprocedure.'. ..

b_ b. .

_'°' Operatingexperienceindlcatedthe teeteredrotor had considerably
.....:. more toleranceto yaw than did the rigid hub rotor and tests were

_...._ conductedto determinethe maximumyaw rate that could be safelyused
:o_" with a teeteredrotor to assessthe potentialof the yawingmaneuver

X.

_ :
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as a safety device. In addition to this primary objective, the test
results were considered to be valuable in that they would provide
baseline test data for future analytical studies.

; The results presented were obtained from tests conducted on the Mod-O
: lO0 kW experimental wind turbine located at Sandusky, Ohio. Two

rotors were tested, one with twisted aluminum blades and the other
with untwisted tip-controlled blades having a steel spar as the
primary structural member. Both rotors used the same teetered hub

:_ and tests were run at rotor speeds of 20 and 31 rpm on the steel spar
I blades and of 26 rpm on the twisted aluminum blades. Yaw rates were
_ varied from 0.8 to 4.7 deg/s.

; TEST CONFIGURATION AND PROCEDURE

The teetered rotor yaw tests were conducted on the Mod-O I00 kW
experimental wind turbine shown schematically in Figure I. The

'" essential features of the machine have been described previously [l
_ and 2]. All tests were conducted in the downwind rotor configur-
• ation, i.e., with the rotor downwind of the supporting tower and the

rotor axis was tilted 8-I/2 deg to provide tower clearance for the
," blades. Two rotor configurations were tested; a tip-controlled rotor
F': with untwisted blades _nd, a fixed pitch rotor with highly twisted
_ ": aluminum blades. Both rotors were unconed and used the same teetered

i_. hub. The blades are described in Table l and Figures 2 through 5.

! . Tests of the tip-controlled rotor were conducted at 20 rpm and at 31
_:_, rpm and of the fixed pitch rotor at 26 rpm. Unfortunately the fixed
! pitch rotor could not be safely tested at 31 rpm due to the danger of
_ exceeding the lO0 kW power limit. Also, testing at 20 rpm was

inconclusive because of the tendency of the rotor to lose teeter
_ stability in higher wind speeds as the blade began to stall near the
' : tip, and the difficulty in starting the fixed pitch rotor in low wind

speeds. The yaw rate was varied by making use of the yaw brake
hydraulic power unit which is installed in the nacelle. This unit

:- and the hydraulic yaw drive motor provided capability for yaw rates
c: up to approximately 5 deg/s. A manual flow control valve was used to
_ control yaw rate.

i ii The tests were conducted by first setting a yaw rate, aligning the
_. wind turbine with the wind and yawing the machine lO0 deg out of the

wind in first the positive and then the negative yaw directions.
_ _.i ' During the test the generator was synchronized with the utility grid
i_;" and the overrunning clutch was in the drive train. The overrunning
)-: clutch permitted the rotor speed to d_op below synchronous speed when

the wind load was removed but would not permit the rotor to exceed
. synchronous speed.

Test data were taken on a strip chart recorder and on magnetic tape.
The response of the teetered rotor to yaw of the nacelle was

._. 54
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determined by analysis of the teeter angle trace. From this time
history, the amplitude and phase of the teeter motion was obtained.
Teeter angle amplitude was determined by taking a mean of the
one-half amplitude of the teeter angles which occurred during a yaw
maneuver of lO0 deg. Teeter motion is limited by the teeter stops at
approximately + 5.8 deg; therefore, a mean value of teeter amplitude
slightly in exTess of 5 deg can involve some teeter stop impacts and
a teeter amplitude above 5.5 deg involved teeter stop impacts
throughout most of the maneuver.

Phase angle, , was determined by noting the rotor position at the
instant when teeter angle was a maximum for each rotor revolution
during the yaw maneuver. Typically, phase angle achieved a steady
value during the first five rotor revolutions after the yaw maneuver
commenced and maintained a relatively constant value during the
remainder of the operation. This relatively constant value is
reported as the phase angle for a given yaw rate.

Each data point presented represents an average value obtained from
five yaw maneuvers unless the data indicated that excessive teeter

stop impacts occurred, in which case the test was not repeated.

Sign Convention and Definition of Terms

Figure 6 presents the sign conventions used at the Mod-O test

facility. Nacelle and wind azimuths, _.N and _i, are measured
in degrees from north. Yaw rate, _/_, is considered to be positive
if the nacelle azimuth is increased. Nacelle yaw angle, _NW, is
measured relative to the wind. A positive yaw angle results if the
nacelle azimuth is larger than the wind azimuth. A positive yaw
angle, _NW, is shown in Figure 6.

-
Rotor position, _ , describes the angle of blade #I relative to the
vertical and down location and is measured in degrees from zero to
360. The rotor direction of rotation is indicated in Figure 1 and by
the vector,,_, in Figure 6.

The elements essential in describing the motion of a teetered rotor
are shown in Figure 7 and are described below. When a rotor is
turning in uniform flow without teetering, the blade tips define a
circular track in a plane which is perpendicular to the axis ot
rotation. This plane is called the rotor reference plane. Teeter
motion is described by two quantities, maximum teeter angle,
_) max, and phase angle, _. Positive teeter angle is defined as
that teeter angle which causes blade #1 to move upwind of the rotor
reference plane and, of course, maximum teeter angle is the largest
positive teeter angle during a given rotor revolution. The point of

maximum teeter angle is located by a phase angle, _ , which
describes the angular position of_ max relative to the lowest
poln_ of the rotor disc. In steady wind conditions, the rotor
teeters at a frequency approximately equal to the rotor speed or,
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...... once per revolution. This producesa tilt in the plane describedby
o;.... the blade tip path relative to the rotor reference plane. Teeter
i-_:oi_: amplltude,_max, definesthe angle the rotor plane makes with the
:_,:,.__._ rotor referenceplane while the phase angle, , definesthe

orientation of the tilted plane relative to _,_,I;hc,rotor zero position.
,i'.:i,'f'C._

_:'"°: Blade Lock number,7' , is a non-dimensionalterm used to describe
)<-::i.>- the ratio of air forcesto inertiaforces for a rotor blade. The

_:i:., term is definedas

._.,_..'C: -_ /0aocR4

!_i_i; where:

_._.'.' /- - air density

:.._._": ao - slope of airfoillift curve

_}_,;, c - averageblade chord
,_.... R - blade radius at tip
_)_)_:

_*_ IB - blade mass moment of inertiaabout the rotor
_°..-_o_. center of rotation

i:_-./.. Lock number is a measureof the dampingof a rotor blade and the
....._." term Iri16 for a rotor blade has a meaningsimilarto C/Cc in
_°_o";" damped harmonicmotion in that it indicatesthe natureof the blade's
-_;,_:_: transientresponse.

Oi,o.;:,, RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
.LC ..

:o{_.L:,._ The resultsof the yaw rate tests are presentedin Figures8 , 9 and
o;,_', I0. Figures8 and 9 presenta mean value for the maximumteeter
_-_/_ angles,_lmax, recordedduringthe yaw maneuverof I00 deg for each
°_:"_:=' of the yaw rates shown. The teeterangle value is the averageof

.=oo_o:,., five maneuversfor most of the points. Teeter angle versusyaw rate
_....., is shown for ';worotors. Figure lO presentsphase angle versusyaw
°t_.'. rate for the tip-controlledrotor only.

..,._., The tip-controlledrotor at 20 rpm producedhigher teeteranglesthan

_ . it did at 31 rpm. This is to be expectedbecauseaerodynamicforces,._.., which stabilize the rotor and reduce teeter angle, increase as the
•;_."' squareof the tip speed or rotor speed while gyroscopicforceswhich
._.C_...... increase teeter angle with yaw rate increase with the first power of
;..i rotor speed. Therefore,increasingrotor _peed will increasethe
.,,o;..: permissibleyaw rate for a given rotor. Also, rotors with higher
_.o:'i Lock numbersshouldpermit higheryaw rates at the same rotor speed.i

. 56 1
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: This conclusion is indicated in Figure 9 which shows a yaw rate of
i. +4.3 deg/s was required to cause teeter stop impacts on the rotor
_, with aluminum blades, with a Lock number of li.95, while a yaw rate

of only 3 degls produced the same result on the rotor with the steel
r spar blades having a t,ocknumber of 6.56, shown in Figure B. Also,,

for negative yaw rates, the mean teeter angle for a given yaw rate
_ was approximately the same for the aluminum blades at 26 rpm and the

_i_ steel spar blades at 31 rpm. This indicates that lower Lock numbers
'!i produce higher teeter angles for the same yaw rate if rotor speed is
_: held constant• Unfortunately, the fixed pitch rotor could not be
:_ operated safely at 31 rpm and a direct comparison of the rotors at
,/_ the same rotor speed was not possible.

_i There was a definite difference in the teeter response to positive
: and negative yaw rates, with positive yaw rates producing a higher7;I

/_ teeter angle response than negative yaw rates. This is shown clearly

_::._ in Figures 8 and 9. The reason for this behavior can be understood
,,_ by examining the phase angle of the rotor during normal operation and
,',!,_i during yaw maneuvers of the nacelle.

,'_ During normal operation of a downwind teetered rotor aligned with the ,
-:"_ wind,,the phase angle will be at or near 90 deg. This is due to the
:; variation in flow over the rotor disc caused by wind shear and tower

interference and the fact that the response of a teetered rotor lags
, the disturbance by go deg, Thus a disturbance occurring when the
_: blades are vertical will be seen when the blades are horizontal•

Tower interference and wind shear are most pronounced when the blades
"-, are vertical and the response measured by teeter angle is maximum at
" or near the 90 deg position (which produces a phase angle,l] , of 90
: deg) and further, since wind speed is higher at the top of the rotor

disc, (a blade position of 180 deg) and lower at the lowest point on
_°- the rotor disc, the lower, ascending, blade being lightly loaded

relative to the upper, ducending, blade will cause a teeter motion

i which brings the tip of the ascending blade into the wind or upwind
of the rotor reference plane when the blade is horizontal (see

:_' Figure 7)•

",' A second concept is necessary to the understanding of teeter response
i_: to yawing motion• When a teetered rotor is yawed, gyroscopic forces
,= resist the motion These gyroscopic forces on the rotor in a uniform

.. flow would tend to make the rotor have a phase angle and teeter angle

i', of zero if no yaw motion were taking place, a phase angle of +go de9
for yaw in a positive direction and a phase angle of -90 deg for yaw

"c in a negative direction. In this instance, the phase angle and the
-: teeter angle would be created by the tendency of the rotor to remain

in its initial plane of rotation•

When the effect of non-uniform flow over the rotor disc is added to

the effect of yaw motion, we have a situation which is additive for
positive yaw and is cancelling for negative yaw. The_e effects are
indicated by the phase angle versus yaw rate results shown in Figure
IOfor the tip-controlled rotor operating ,It31 rpm. When the rotor

' t,';
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operatesnormallywithoutyawing,a phase angle of 92 deg was
m_asured. For positiveyaw rates,the phase angle for operation
withoutyawing is nearly the same as that producedby yawing the
machineand the two effects,tower interferenceand wind shear plus
yaw rate, tend to add creatinga higherteeter angle and very little
change in phase angle.

When the wind turbineis yawed in the negativedirection,the two
effectstend to counteractone anotherwhich results in smaller
teeterangles and more tolerancefor highernegatlveyaw rates. In
effect,the initiaJyaw rates are usea in cnanglngtne phase angle
from _90 deg to -90 deg rather than in merely increasingthe maximum
teeter angle as was the case in yawing the machine in the positive
direction. As indictedin Figure I0, the rotor phase angle is
changedfrom +go deg to -60 deg by increasingthe yaw rate to
approximately4 deg/s and the data indicatesthat negativerates near
5 deg/seccould be toleratedwithoutteeter stop impacts. Thus, a
negativeyaw rate of approximately5 deg/s is requiredfor the rotor
gyroscopicforces to overcomethe effectsof non-uniformairflowand
create a situationwhere impactswith the teeter stops could occur.

The test resultsalso indicatethe connectionbetweenphase angle and
rotor responseto yaw rates. This impliesthat the additionof S 3
to the teeteredrotor would have an effect on the allowableyaw ii
rate. S 3 is a term taken from helicopterterminologyand refers _
to a method of couplingblade pitch with the teeteringof a teetered
rotor as indicatedin Figure If. S 3 has an effecton the phase
angle,_ , of a teeteredrotor and shouldthereforeaffectteeter
responseto yaw. Resultshave been reportedin this area [3], and
work is currentlyunderwayto extendthis effort. These test results
and work done previouslyindicatethat yaw could be used as an
effectivemethod for removingthe load from a rotor under emergency
conditions.

CONCLUSIONS

The resultsof yaw tests on a 38m horizontalaxis teeteredrotor
indicatethe followingconclusions:

o Teeter responseto yaw was lower when the wind turbinewas yawed
in a negativedirection.

o Teeter responseto yaw is decreasedas

(a) Rotor speed is increased
(b) Blade Lock Number is increased

o Yaw rates of 5 deg/s appearto te possiblefor intermediatesize
wind turbineswith teeteredrotors.
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r-

_ ' ao - slope of airfoil lift curve
• .R, " t

•_._ c - averagebladechord

:.:'_ C/Cc - ratioof dampingto criticaldampingfor a damped
; :.,:' spring mass system

_:'::i:4.::!;i IB - blade mass moment of inertia about center of rotation

:;_ R - blade radius at tip

:_.;_. Vwlnd or VW - wind vector

.:, #4 - teeter angle

E..:;: _,e - Lock number, defined in text

'_:: _3 - pitch--teeter angle coupling
__.,_.,o._ = sin 3

! :;:!/IC:, e - bladepitchangle

_:_: T - phase angle, defined in textF'o ?_. "

' _' /,_ - air density

)_, _ - rotor position, angular position of blade 01•,.-__.
i o. relative to vertical, down line

i_:/- _/N - wind turbine nacelle azimuth
P

. W - wind azimuth
o&y.,

r . : kPNW - nacelle yaw angle i.e. angle made by nacelle axis
i J.." and wind vector

!.':! _ - rotorspeed

m
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...._!- Table l - ROTOR CHARACTERISTICS

_ Steel Spar, Tip ControlBlade Twisted AluminumBlade

_i_. Rotor dia., m (ft).. 38.39 (126.0) Rotor dia., m (ft). 38.5 (126.37)
Root cutout,% span ...... 23 Root Cutout,% Span ...... 5

_ tlp_o,t,ol,__p_n...... 30 _i_dPit_,"i_;__G"" ""_ Blade pitch, inb'd sec., deg. Zero Blade Pitch 75 p n e . . 2.8

:" Taper......... Linear Taper . _ . . . . . . . Linear:_ Twlst, de9_ ......... Zero Twlst, deg ........ 34
i:'." Sol idity ...... 0.033 Sol idity ..... 0.030

:.i Max. teeter motion, e . . +..6 Max teetermotion, d g _ +6
_:: Blade mass, k9 (Ib) . . 1815 (4000) Blade mass, kg (lb) . 1043 (2300)
°_ Blade Lock number ..... 6.56 Blade Lock number .... 11.95

.o, -
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Figure 8. Teeter Angle Versus Yaw Rate for Tip-Controlled
Rotor at 20 and 31 rpm.
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,I,C. Ol_sgow

From; (51.R. Kotloy

Q: Can you oxplsln the action of Dolta-3 hinge geometry :Insupprosslng
tooter amplitude?

A: Dc,l.i:a-;_ makes the tc_,-:,terc:d _oton _tiffe_ in tMt it reduces _he
l.cel;t,r reuponoe to a dv:at'urbance, l)eT.ta-;_ will also change the
l,hane,which tlhoul,d have arteffect on teeter ar_,litudeduring yaw-
ing manouvers.

From: R. Barton

Q: Have you or do you plan to run a transient free yaw from an upwind-
loss of load condition (i.e. MOD-2)?

A: No, we have not ,us this case but measurements of yaw moment for a
teetered upwind rotor indgcate the machine is unstable in this mode.
However, teetered rotors in free y_cwappear to respond very slowly
in yawing to a desired zero load condition and the test would prob-
ably be very well behaved.

From: A. Swift, Jr.

Q: Have you considered yaw control for power or torque control above
the rated wind speed or only for emergency shutdown? Is 5° per
second sufficient for power control (for fixed pitch-aluminum twist-
ed blades)?

A: We have considered this but the test results to date indicate that

t,teresponse would be poor for "up gusts" while operating at the
rated wind speed and aligned with the wind. In this condition
about 30° of yaw would be required be¢bre significant power could
be shed.

From: S. Ore

Q: What was the actual Delta-3 angle during your experiments?

A: The Dclta-_ angle was zero degrees.

From: C. Rybak

Q: What is the teeter angle sensi'lvity to yaw error or yaw rate?

A: Tll{_data is presented in a report "Teetered, T"p C,ontrolled Rotor:
PncZim{n_n,yTe_t HcsuILs," reference 1 above. These data ind.icat,,d
hifThcr teeter anfft_:_: Jbr po6/t._,oc tlca_ ancjles,bvt no trc_td,i.e. i
J'7,,_for z,:roand ne_?_tioeyaw angZcs.

4
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FIXED PITCH ROTOR PERFORMANCEOF
LARGE HORIZONTALAXIS WIND TURBINES

Larry A. Viternaand Robert D. Corrigan
NASA Lewis ResearchCenter

Cleveland,Ohio

ABSTRACT

Experimentalfixed pitch wind turbineperformancedata is presented
for both the DOE/NASAMod-O and the Danish 6edserwind turbines.
Furthermore,a method for calculatingthe output power from large
fixed pitch wind turbinesis presented. Modificationsto classical
blade element-momentumtheory are given that improvecorrelationwith
measureddata. Improvementis particularlyevidentin high winds
(low tip speed ratios)where aerodynamicstall occursas the blade
experienceshigh anglesof attack.

INTRODUCTION

Recent tests on the NASA Mod-O lOOkWwind turbineindicatethat
classicalblade element-momentumtheory is inadequatewhen the
airfoilsare at high anglesof attack. This problemis particularly
importantin the calculationof fixed pitch and tip controlrotor
performance. Since the maximumpower producedby a fixed pitch rotor
is a criticaldesignparameter,effortsare being made to improve
theoreticalanalysisof this operatingcondition.

Experimentaldata from two Mod-O rotor configurationsas well as from
the Danish Gedserwind turbinewere analyzed. An empirical
correctionto the aerodynamiccharacteristicsis presentedwhich
shows good agreementwith the experimentalresults.

EXPERIMENTALDATA

Tests were run on the NASA Mod-O lO0 kW wind turbineto investigate
the performancecharacteristicsof fixed pitch rotors. Two rotors
were used in the Mod-O tests, both of which were 38 meters in
diameter. Detailsof the blade planform,twist,etc. are given in
Tables la and lb and Figures ]a and lb. Significantdifferences
betweenthe two blades are that the aluminumbladesh_ve a variable
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i .... thickness to chord ratio (t/c) and 34 degrees of non-linear twist,
i" _ while the steel spar blades have a constant t/c and no twist The

thicknes_ and twist distributions for the aluminum blades are giveni .(_,i-
.,:...... in Figures 2a and 2b.

! ._':i The Mod-O _,indturbine was operated with the highly twisted aluminum

{ :/!i_, blades at nominal rotor speeds of 20 and 26 rpm. Due to slip of the
i ' fluid coupling in the drive train, actual rotor speeds were 21.0 and
,_':- 27.4 rpm at the maximum power of 50 kW and 105 kW respectively.
;__ Alternator output power and reference windspeed were recorded on
,_r magnetic tape and analyzed using the method of bins [ref. l]. Figure
_;i:i"i.i 3 shows the median measured output power versus reference windspeed,

_,_! The reference windspeed is measured by an anemometer located at hub

!!:! height about 60 meters upwind of the rotor. This location is
believed to give windspeeds which are representative of the average

!_:,_,:_._ freestream windspeed at the rotor. The most interesting
i;:_'-_ characteristic of the curves is the relatively constant output power

_i:i at high windspeeds for both rotor speeds. The leveling off of thepower output occurs for wind speeds at which stall occurs over most
! iC):i,; of the blade. Maximum power is greater for the higher rotor speed
i_'__ since higher wiqd speed is required to achieve the same stall angle

_Z_ . of attack.

F_:_,C::_ Further tests were conducted using the steel spar blades with noc _.S
t _ _ twist. The rotor speed was 32 rpm. The inboard 70 percent of the
i;_L!I;_ blade remains fixed in pitch and thus experiences high angles of
_-_:':_;'(" attack at high windspeeds. As the wind speed increases the wind
,_" turbine power output increases until the generator rating of lO0 kW

_ _" is reached. When wind speed increases further, it is necessary to

_=_CL, pitch the outboard blade section so that the generator rating wlll
,, , not be exceeded. The tip pitch angle versus nacelle windspeed is

,_._ given in Figure 4. The nacelle wind speed is measured by an
_) .: anemometer located on the wind turbine nacelle. As shown in Figure

=;_%: 4, the outboard section pitching continues to increase as wind speed
...., increases. This data indicates a continuing production of torque by

!_./._ the inboard fixed pitch portion, of the blade even though thati oo_:-"
_" section is stalled.

Finally, performance data from the fixed pitch Gedser wind turbine
i _:_'" [ref. 2] is presented in Figure 5. Table 2 and Figure 6 present the
i i:_,_ rotor configuration for this wind turbine which operated in Denmark
! _=_,::' beginning in 1957. Though not much data was recorded for very high
: _ winds, operators of the Gedser turbine also reported constant power: .. :'.,

;° _,' at windspeeds above stall.
! .._ L "

_'%,' Classical Theor_

, ._ Blade element-momentum theory used in the PROP Code [ref. 3], as well
:_: as others, divides the blade into small spanwise elements. These

elements are each considered to act as airfoil segments in[

;.... two-dimensional flow fieids, each at a particular angle of attack.
.' From the geometry, the rotational velocity component, the wind

,'' U
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component, and tllt_, "induced" axial and roLaLional components, the,
_: local angle of attack is calculated. The l ti:t and drag forces on th_

elements are.then determined from two-dinlensional(infinitt_aspect
ratio) wind tunnel data at the loual angle of attack [ref. 41.

: Comparison of cambered and uncambered data indicates little
difference in airfoil performance beyond stall. Therefore, data for

"" symetric sections may be used [ref. 5, 61. The "induced effects" of
tllewind turbine on the flow are determin_d in an iterative procedure

', until momentum tlleoryis satisfied. Tileend effects of the finite
_"_" length wind turbine blade are included by using a tip loss model.
-,"i There are a variety of these tip loss models, the simplest being to
':': reduce the lift coefficient to zero for approximately 3 percent of

the radius neat-the tips. A more complete description of blade
_ill', element-momentum theory, ix contained in reference 3.

=".' The Mod-O aluminum blade rotor was modelled with the PROP Code. Tile
aerodynamic data used is given in Figure 7 for a NACA 2301B

_"ij "half-rough" airfoil. Tiredesignation "half-,-ough"denotes
aerodynamic data which is an average of NACA smooth and rough data

.,: given in reference 4. This roughness effect was included to account
'." for manufacturing imperfections and for Liveaccumulation of dirt as
°" the airfoil is exposed to the environment.

/'. Since tileoutput of the PROP Code is rotor power with no drive train
./":': losses, the following drive train efficiency model based on

experimental data was used to calculate the electrical power:= ,

(1) P3 = -1.932 + 0.823,_P2

. in which P_ is the electrical power, (kW) and P.,is tlterotor
ii power,(kW).

- Figure 8 shows the predicted power versus windspeed for the Mod-O
": aluminum blades using tilePROP Code. The correlation between

measured data and aralysis using infinite aspect ratio airfoil data
... ix not very good. Similar results were obtained for LiveMod-O steel
". spat"blade ['Figure.qland LiveGedser wind turbine [Figures I0].

Smooth airfoil data was osed for lhe Gedser wind turbine since
:_ standard rougtl data was not readily available for the its airfoil
•, (Clark-Y). Tile most apparent deficiencies of the predicted results

,i._ are (I) tlverapid incre.,Isein power before sta11, ('_')the
_.. less-than-measured maxlmom power, and (3) tiledecrease in power after

- stal I.

: ._w'oved Model

"... I_y manipulation of tl,e airfoil cllaracterist, ics tire PROP Code was able
' tO II|,Itchthe Ille_Isuredpt_rt'orlllatlceof" tileMod-O and Gedser wind
.. turbines. A reduction in the unst, alled lift curve slope, an increase

2.,

'/[

...... _. i_ • - _ , _, .. . ' _J ,. ' _._, .. _ ' ,, ,' ' '
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in the drag coefficient before stall, and a decrease tn the drag
coefficient after stall were required. It was observed that the
resulting airfoil characteristics were approximately the sameas
those of a finite length wing with the same aspect ratio.

The formulas for converting infinite length airfoil data to finite
length data are from the work of Munk, Glauert, and Prandtl. The
equations are [ref. 7] given by the following:

(2a) CL = CLo

C2

(2b) CD = CDo +_(I + o)

57.3 CL
(2c) + (1

in which:

CL is the lift coefficient
a is the angle of attack,deg
CD is the drag coefficient
/R is the aspectratio

_ are factorsto allow for the changefrom ellipticalspan
loadingto an airfoilwith rectangularloading

0 is a subscriptdenotinginfiniteaspectratio data

The actualaerodynamicload distributionon a wind turbineblade
varieswith windspeed,twist, planform,etc. However,since the
factors T and _ are small, the loadinghas been assumedelliptical
( T,o are zero). The above correctionsare made to the airfoildata
below stall. Furthermore,becausethe end effectsof the blade have
been accountedfor in the airfoilcharacteristics,the tip lossmodel
has been eliminated.

It shouldbe noted that the above correctionsare empirical. The use
of airfoilcharacteristicsfor infinitespan in classicaltheory is
regardedas established. The fact remains,however,that classical
theory appearsincapableof predictingperformanceat high angles of
attackwhich occur for low aspect ratio bladesat low rotor tip speed
ratios. In the extreme,for example,at a tip speed ratio of zero (0
rpm) classicaltheorywould predictthe thruston the rotor to be
proportionalto the drag coefficientof about 2 for an infinite
aspect ratio [ref. 5]. We know, however,this is not true. The drag
coefficientfor even a flat plate of aspectratio 8 is lessthan

?2

I....
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:..' 1.3 [ref. 8]. It could be that assumptionin momentumtheoryof an
;,,'_..: infinite number of lightly loaded blades needs to be reassessed and

_-_..'' improvedtheoreticalmodels developedfor this condition.

.-,.. Investigation of the airfoil characteristics after stall reveals the

........: reasonfor the predictednegativepower at very high winds. Figure
-;::::.,'i 11 shows an airfoilelementoperatingwith its chord line parallelto
-_""'";"_ the plane of rotation (as on the steel spar rotor). The resultant
:'"':'::' wind velocityacts at an angle of attack, _ , with respectto the
;:_:_;" plane of rotation. The coefficientsof lift, CL, and drag, CD,
_"_ forces operatingon the elementcan be resolved into a coefficientof
_,_;.,:.: torque force,C0 , which acts in the plane of rotation. This
:_._:.,_:, coefficientis _iven by

Z _'z.j .' .

_'_::.,:; CQ= CL sin (_ - CD cos c_c,:;:_. (3)

' Using the infiniteaspectratio data from Figure 7 it can be seen in
;.,:;:i Figure 12 that negativetorque can be expectedfor angles of attack

:_o_,L_ betweenstall and 45 degrees.

:.... The airfoil characteristics after stall were determined for an
-.,i:!_:': idealizedstall which would result in constantpower (torque)at high
'_:"/.... angles of attack. The torque force on a blade element is

oi!?_ proportionalto the coefficientof torqueforce and the squareof the
_i._ resultantvelocityor mathematically

_., (4)"o -.'

• :.' For a constantrotor speedwe can divide by the constantV which
3 ::i yie1ds

e:_4!:!-, V2

...... (B)

o,_ _,

_"_L.,' but from Figure II cos_ = Va / VR and thus

: (6) coCs

_:". SubstitutingEq. (3) gives

:,,.:', CL sin _ CD

cos2c_ cos oc

^,,_ ,

:., 73 ;
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If we let

= •_i '

(8) CL = AlStn 20_+ A2 c°s2_: sln (z

and

•.. CD = BlStn2o¢ + B2cos o¢
- (9)

_•' and substituteintoEq. (7) we have

....° (I0) Q _ (2AI " B1)sin_tan _ + (A2 - B2)

<; Since the measuredtorque after stall is independentof wind speed it
./ must also be independentof angle of attack. Thus, taking the
2;. derivative with respect to _ and setting it equal to zero yields

.... B1
._... (11) A1 =-2-

_.i Referringto Figure 13, at an angle of attackof.90 degreesequation"'./,..

_ (g) gives

<_ BI
:_i (12) = cDMAX

C,

_:; For a finite aspectratio blade

_: (13) CDMAX_ 1.11 + 0.018_R

::, for _ < 50 based and experimentaldata from Reference8.

Thus
>..

.i CDMAX
(14) AI =

Rearranging Eq. (8) and substituting Eq. (14) yields

(15) A2 = (CL - CDMAX sin e cos _) sin

," 74
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[- . ._

"!':!i SimilarlyEqs. (g) and (12)give
! .....,,

CD sIn2a
E':, (16) B2 =. " CDMAX':': ' COS a

_::_; For continuitywith the below stall airfoildata, A2 and B

"!';ii' are solved at the stall angle conditionand thus Eqs. (15) an_ (16)become

- :o..: sin e s

=__:_i_;;° (17) A2 = (CLs " CDMAX sin % cos %)
,._ .',

=_c.:' and

_ o ,4

.:, CDMAX sin2%

i::,l (18) B2 = CDs " cos as

L:_L- in which the subscript s denotesthe value of the constantat stall.

i :::;i The resultingairfoilcharacteristicsfor a NACA 23018 airfoilwith
an aspect ratio of 25 are given in Figure 14 and 15 along with the

i_i characteristicsfor an infiniteaspect ratio airfoil[Fig. 8]. With
;L_ these correctionsto the airfoilcharacteristics,the predicted
i;_ performanceof the Mod-O aluminumblade is found to correlatewell
i:_'ii" with the measureddata as shown in Figure 16. Similarresultswere
;_;i,! obtainedfor the Mod-O steel spar blade and the Gedser wind turbine
_':, are shown in Figures 17 and 18.

i ' 4"

,t ,4,

-._,4 CONCLUSIONS

-:.j :;

)/)! A method of correctingthe airfoilcharacteristicsfor use with bladeelement-momentumtheoryhas been developed. The airfoildata below
'_.*' stall is correctedfor the finite lengthof the blade This approachF:-:I
!_'_'I appearsto accountfor the inducedeffectsbetterthan classical
io_/I blade element-momentumtheoryalone,particularlyfor highly loaded
_c_!ii_. low aspectratio blades. An idealizedmodel for aerodynamic
_ _ characteristicsafter stall has been developedwhich resultsin
::_' nearlyconstantpower in high winds This model shows good agreement_
_.: with experimentaldata from two rotor configurationson Mod-O as well

,"i

iJ:)) as the DanishGedser wind turbine.

o i"

::l:

k.' :

.!

)_ _ 75
) I'.
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,... NOMENCLATURE

7.
.:.. PR aspect ratio of blade, R/c, based chord length at 75
: percent radius ,,

%:;.,., Al, A2 constants in lift coefficient equation after stall
gc: •

L(;_ Bl, B2 constants in drag coefficient equation after stall

L'.,,;, c chord length, m

J:L::, CD drag force coefficient

-_.:...' CDmax drag force coefficient at 900 angle of attack

['_i";' CL lift force coefficient

[_.%, CQ torque force coefficient
|..o_,:,,

i , " '%'

i°'._,,'_":- P2 rotur output power, kW

i)i_.t:_'.. P3 electrical output power, kW
_,,,' Q torque force, N

,_.:.. _ local radius, m

• -""." R radius of rotor blade, m

:_ m/s....,'_- VR resultant velocity vector,

-,_:.,_:_ Vo free-stream wind speed, m/s

,_....,. V1 wind velocity at rotor plane, mls

°._.;>, V velocity due to rotation, m/s

•o. _ angle of attack, deg
_S.."'

'"_ • _ factors to allow for the change from elliptical span
v loading to an airfoil with rectangular loading

'iy:., 0 denotes infinite aspect ratio airfoil data

_,.,. s value of airfoil character_stic at stall

i- ,'<./ '

L__.. '.",: 7b
o, . .

_)° " _....... " ' . ...................... ; - ___,,_ +- -- _l.................................
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'0,

:-., TABLE la
_+._

!_._/:' ALUMINUMBLADE CHARACTERISTICS
i+.;.

Rotor dla,, m(ft) . , ........... , . . 38,5 (126.4)
_" Number of Blades 2tlIIlOlIOIIOOell tOIlO

i_:,,i Root cutout % span 5, .$.eeeeeeeeoeoeeoeee

i:% FI Pitxed ch ................... . --
""" NACA 230 Se;ies+;_;_ Airfoil ...................

__._+_,

,. Taper .................... Linear
_': Twist de9 34 iN;n:linear)i ' .................Solidity ..................... 0.031

d_g" 0_!I;C Precone, .......................
Tilt deg 8 5

_,n TABLE Ib

:_# STEEL SPAR BLADE CHARACTERISTICS

_:":'" Rotor dia., m(ft) ................ 38.4 (126.0)
•+ '_ Number of Blades 2.........eeeemeemmle.

,, ; Root Cutout % span 23
_L::. Tip Control, % span .................... 30

Blade Pitch 75% span deg . 0, ....l..*..e.ee..

' • Airfoil NACA 23024....eeeoeeeme.eeeeeme.

i;:_:". Taper . Linear" • ......eeeeoeommmemeee.

Twist deg" 0 033,+'_" , • ......em..eemm.eme.ee .
! i'<_

.... Precone deg 0_:,>" , .oeeeemeeeeeeeeeeeemm..

P;':' Tilt deg 8 5

_ii:_: TABLE 2

+":" GEDSER BLADE CHARACTERISTICS
_+_;:,.

+_>, Rotor dia, m(ft) .................. 24 (28.7)
+:" Number of Blades ...................... 3
"": 25
,_'_i Root cutout, % span ...................

Fixed Pitch ....... ............ --
• o-'!',-, Blade Pitch span, .............. .

Airfoil ....................... -

_°'+ Taper None
• deg .................... i2"(Linear)'+ Twist_+"_ , leOlO.lleeeeleee.o..

Solidity ....................... 0.090
deg 0Precone, ....... . . . . . . . . . . .... . .

_..'L]

i_+...,. Tilt, deg ........................ 10

i ,++ .

; / , ,

{ _:_",'

.,,+.,

' 78

,_ +++ +_ •..... ....... .....+?+................. •..... -+.
,_ .... _ ....• + ..... ,......... _...... •......... •.+............ •................ .... +.•.... _+. .....

• I ,," .................. " ..... + " ++"+ , ' ...... " ' "' - " - 1
" '" ',+ " - '+i. ._-_-: ....... ' , ',,. + _ ' _. ' , , , , ,m I IIIIII dill II IIIIII ......
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•,.,. Figure la - Mod-Oaluminum t; tl _ _ 4 . ,_, -,...+-_..._4
,!:'-..,, blade planform _ o "............

"10 _j..._,.L._,.-[ . ;.I ..... |, - J. ,I
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..'L..
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i'?
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:="_,;r,,; Figure 3 - MeasuredPerformance

}";2"o Figure 2a - Mod-O aluminum of the Mod-O aluminum
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i "I" QUBSTIONS AND ANSWERS
L J'l '

++ _' L. Viterna
' !

,-: From: B. Dahlroth

i_.-.-_,: Q: Commont on tho offoct of dynamic stall.

:" _.gn_I_any effects of dynamic stall eveni '°'F A: We did not observe ,my s' "-'a -
+..,,.:i' though the 280XX series airfoil were used on the MOD-O. System
_-:_ dyno_nt 7.cads were well behaved during these tests.
i u:

,_'V+.+._ From: J. Dugundji

...,%, ¢,

; ,_._ Q: How did you keep the turbine at constant RPM throughout the wind
i_,:., speed range'/ How do you keep it from overspeeding?

L,_+':= A: The electrical generator is held at a near synchrcnous speed with
:_.,':)'i,:, respect to the electrical line• The actual rotor speed deviates
_/'!:!+'!i from the nominal RPM due to slip i,. the fluid coupling in the drive
_i_'::i! train. A high speed shaft brake was available to prevent overspeed
! _;':L in an emergency upon loss of electrical load.

_4
, °.: I+ From: Anonymous
!.+.:,o!

°:;+.+I Q: If the peak power is more than doubled by going from 20-26 RPM, what
-z ,.°" is the power limit from increasing RPM?

_!"..;; A: There is no practical aerodynamic limit to maximum power with in-
:_'"""+"+_+:_-, creasing RPM• At higher rotor speeds the rotor stalls at a higher

..+_:+'."+",_++.,., windspeed and thus a much higher power.

From: M. Rolland8':'"% "+,

; _'_+ Q: How would you characterize the starting ability of the fixed pitch
rotor? Is there a sacrifice with fixed pitch?i. -.... -_.,

,+....o_+ A: This is not az_dressed in the presentation. We have studied starting
._...... c,_racter_st_es of fixed pitch rotors and believe it is possible to

i-_:',.',, desioq_a fixed pitch machine which will start in low winds and not
+.,:. be pencilled szgn jzcan_y in performance. The zero twist blades

_+ on MOD-O start with about 4 degrees of pitch in a 5 m/s wind. The

34 degree twisted blades start with 0 degrees of pitch in a similarwind•

i _oT
+.+., From: K. Foreman

! i: :T

i_.:,.' Q: How do you explain the revised aero-characteristics of the blade
after stall, also Reynolds number effects?

I,*

,++°_ A: We believe thi_ _ due to three-dimensional flow effects which are
_ not accounted for usinffthe classical blade element-momentum theory.

: ":+ , The ain]b{t cb_ta_ modeled at the Reynolds number at the 75 per-
,i._ cent span of _he blade.

.... ' i
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•, L. Viterna Lcant[nuod)

"._ From: 1;.R, Kotloy

q' Do you havo any oxpor:l, oncc of the o£Eoct on tho st_tlled power curvo
-' of tile smooth surfaco-lmn:lnar flow aorofotls, in._toad of tho h_81f-/

..' rough 23XXX set Los?
. J
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:_ STALL INDUCEDINSTABILITYOF A TEETEREDROTOR

John C. Glasgow and RobertD. Corrigan

NationalAeronautics& Space Administration
:" Lewis ResearchCenter
ili'_' Cleveland,Ohio

' ABSTRACT

=C:;.: Recent tests on the 38m Mod-O horizontalaxis experimentalwind
L,, turbinehave yieldedquantitativeinformationon stall induced
:' instabilityof a teeteredrotor• Tests were conductedon rotor
_'" blades with NACA 230 seriesand NACA 643-618airfoilsat low rotor

speedsto producehigh anglesof attack at relativelylow wind speeds
" and power levels. The behaviorof the rotor shows good agreement
.,_ with predictedrotor responsebased on blade angle of attack

calculationsand airfoilsectionproperties. The untwistedblades
with the 64 series airfoilsectionshad a slowerrate of onset of
rotor instabilitywhen comparedwith the twisted230 series blades,
but high teeter angles and teeter stop impactswere experiencedwith
both rotorsas wind speeds increasedto producehigh angles of attack

_ on the outboardportionof the blade• The relativeimportanceof
, blade twist and airfoilsectionstall characteristicson the rate of

onset of rotor unstabilitywith increasingwind speed was not
establishedhowever. Blade pitch was shown to be effectivein
eliminatingrotor instabilityat the expenseof some loss in rotor
performancenear rated wind speed.

INTRODUCTION

!i_ The latestlaryt,horizontalaxis wind turbinedesigns in the U, S•
have shown a definitepreferencefor two-bladed,teeteredrotors.

'" This design choice is influencedlargelyby the cost of wind turbine

!ii)!. blades and the reducedloads afford 'by a teeteredrotor on a
two-bladedmachine• Both the 2.5 MW Mod-2 wind turbine,recently

i_:_ installedat GoodnoeHills,Washingtonand the 4 MW WTS-4/SVUwind
_ turbine,under constructionat MedicineBow, Wyoming have two-bladed,
_:'" teeteredrotors In supportof these programs,tests have been
_,°_, conductedof the Mod-O lO0 kW Experimentalwind turbineto provide
'_' informationon operationalcharacteristicsof two-bladedteetered

°i' rotors and resultswere p_c_entedin References1 and 2.

..:: ._ IE_ECEDINfi PAG,Z_LANK NOT FILMED , -,,-', ,' _,;_.,,_
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i Concernwas expressedearly in the designof teeteredrotorsabout
the amplitudeof teetermotionwhich affectstower clearance,
Coriolisforce_ in the drive train, and the design of teetermotion

.. stops. Initialtests on the Mod-O indicatedteetermotions in excess
of +6 degreescould be expected in gusty wind conditions[I]. As
mort operationalexperiencewas gained,it becameobviousthat the
large amplitudeteetermotionswere connectedwith a reducedrotor
stabilitymargin which occurs as the rotor operatesnear ratedwind

", speed [2], where high local anglesof attackoccur on the outboard
" portionof the rotor blade. Subsequentto this discovery,tests

_. were conductedon the Mod-O wind turbineto more clearlydefinethe
effect of stall on a teeteredrotor stability. The resultsof these

" tests are the subjectof this report.

; TEST CONFIGURATION

" The teeteredrotor stall tests were conductedon the Mod-O I00 kW
experimentalwind turbineshown schematicallyin Figure I. The
essentialfeaturesof the machineare describedin ReferencesI and

• 2. All tests were conductedin the downwindrotor configuration,
" i.e.,with the rotor downwindof the supportingtower. Two rotor
" configurationswere tested,a fixed pitch rotor with highlytwisted
: aluminumblades and a tip-controlledrotor with steel spar blades
:, having no twist. Both rotorswere unconedand used the same teetered

_- hub. The blades are describedin the rotor section.

i Wind speed was measuredat hub heighton an anemometer1.56 rotor
diametersupwindof the wind turbinetower. (Wind data are currently
being taken at the Mod-O test site on an array of five measuring

_ stationsat hub height,at a radialdistanceof 59.4m (195 ft.) from
• the tower centerlineand spacedat 45 degree intervalscoveringthe
_. directionsof the most prevalentwinds. The measuringstationmost

nearly upwindduring a test is selectedas the referencewind
speed.) Wind turbineorientationrelativeto the wind is determined

'-i. by the anemometer/windvane mountedon the nacelle.

_ .: The tests were conductedat nominalrotor speedsof 20 and 26 rpm;
however,actualrotor speedswere somewhathigherdue to slip in the

" drive train, and more preciserotor speed is presentedin the text
:' below. The drive train was changedduringthe test, with the tests

of the fixed pitch aluminumblades being conductedwith a synchronous
generatorand a fluid coupling(for slip) in the drive train,and the
steel spar blade test being conductedwith a high-slip,2-speed

": inductiongeneratorand with the fluid couplingremoved. Other than
": the slightchange in rotor speed, it is felt that the drive train
"" changeshad no effecton the test results.

, L
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'- Rotor

,!
Two rotorswere tested for the effect of stall on teeteredrotor

'4,

._ instability. The first serlesof tests was run with aluminumblades
which employ the NACA 230 seriesairfoiland are highly twisted, Due

:i to the constraintsof the hub geometry,these blades had to be
,,_ installedsuch that the chord plane at the 3/4 radius point made an
i. angle of +2.8 degreeswith the rotor plane (featheredis -gO des.)

i! which exacerbatedthe tendencyto stall by creatinghigh anglesof
attack at lowerwind speeds. The secondseriesof tests was

:_ conductedwith a steel spar, tip-controlledblade with a high '
performanceNACA 643-618alrfoilover the movableoutboard30% of

ii, the blade. This airfoilhas very gentle stall properties,and the
effect of this characteristicon stall was of particularinterestin

":! the study. The characteristicsof the rotorsare summarizedin Table
r l, blade planformsare shown in Figures2 and 3, and blade thickness:i
;_ and twist distributionfor the aluminumbladesare presentedin
:! Figures4 and 5.

.;: Table I - ROTOR CHARACTERISTICS
,L'

, Steel Spar_ Tip ControlBlade TwistedAluminumBlade

'.:.. Rotor dia., m (ft).. 38.39 (126.0) Rotor dia., m (ft). 38.5 (126.37)
:'i.: Root cutout,% span ...... 23 Root Cutout,% Span ...... 5

. , 30 Fixed Pitch .... --
,:_-: Tip control,% span . ,'deg

,eli Alrfoil (inb'dsect.)i N!CA 23024 Airfoil ..... NACA 230 series
°. (outb'd30%) N C 643-618 (root to tip)!, , •

_" Taper . Linear Taper . . . Linear";: .... :......:: Twist, d g ........ . Zero Twist, deg ........ . 34
i :'::_' Solidity. 0.033 Solidity......... 0.030
i ._ Precone,des: Zero Precone,deg........ Zero
i._:! • • . G • . .':.i Max. teetermotion,de . +6 Max teetermotio , des.... +_6
i:.:i Blade mass, kg (Ib) 1815 i400-0)Blade mass, kg (lb) . 1043 (?300)
_,: Blade Lock number*...... 6.56 Blade Lock number*..... 11.95

"".".,.,_ * Blade Lock number,'_, is the ratio of aerodynamic force to inertia
'_ force on a rotor blade and is definedas:

_,i /OaocR4'-'1 =

"'i _B

I-_ _". ,

/

'" _19
I '.,

!

'..... ° " _ " •.... ' o,. .. o • . •.... " .... :i', "
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" where

f _ air density

ao " slope of airfoillift curve

c _ averageblade chord

- R = blade radiusat tip

IB _ blade mass moment of inertia

'!4 ! ,

_°. TEST RESULTS

= _ Tests were conductedon the wind turbineat low rotor _peedsto
reduce the wind speed and power at which blade stall was predictedto,, ,, .'

o° occur and at two rotor speedson the fixed pitch rotor to demonstrateu_

__ any effecLswhich might occur due to increasedrotor speed. Results
are presentedfor the tip-controlledrotor in two modes of operation,

/i'_ first with the blade pitch fixed at zero degrees;and second,in the
_i power controlmode with the maximumpower set at 90 kW.

- _, The test resultsare presentedin terms of power and teeter angle
versuswind speed. Data presentedwere obtainedfrom a Bins analysis

°°:_ [3] of data taken duringwind turbineoperation. The median values
_ of alternatorpower output,and the median and maximumvaluesof each
' bin of the cyclicteeter angle are shown in Figures6 to g. It

_:,:_,;, appearsfrom the test resultsthat the median value of teeter angle
,_ is indicativeof the behaviorof the rotor in steadywinds while the

o. maximum value of teeterangle is indicativeof the stallmargin or
_ the behaviorof the rotor in unsteadywinds. A decreasein stall
>;.. margin is indicatedby an increasein maximumteeter angle. The
__,,: resultsare discussedin detail in the Discussionsectionbelow.

_/ Tests were conductedat nominalrotor speedsof 20 and 26 rpm;
however,due to variouslevelsof slip in the drive train, slight

<_:" variationsin rotor speed occurredfrom these nominalvalues. Rotor
_° : speedsat zero power leveland at a power level of I00 kW alongwith
, '_ the slip at I00 kW as a percentof the zero power rotor speed are
,:;_. given in the table below. Drive train slip has been found to vary
°:: linearlywith power over the normalrange of power levelsfor both

the synchronousgeneratorand fluid couplinqdrive train and for the
_°_::, rigid drive train with the high-slipinductiongenerator. Rotor
_, specJs and valuesof slip fo_ each test configurationare presented

in Table 2 below.

• , uv

_'

_,.
" 90
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_'.. .....Table 2 - Rotor Speed and Drive Train Slip.for Confl_uratlon__Te_ted
S'

Ne i. ! Rotors ....... o Power took___WW...........................S

Aluminum Blades - 20 rpm 20,0 21.4 7,_

Aluminum Blades - 26 rpm 26,3 27.5 4,6

Steel Spar Blade 20 rpm Ig.g 20.B 4.5
Fixed Pitch Mode

Steel Spar Blade 20 rpm 20.7 22.2 7.2
Power Control Mode

We feel that the rotor speed changes due to changes in tile drive
train have no effect on the general conclusions of this work and
therefore the nominal values of rotor speed are used in the data
presented below.

Resultsfor the twistedaluminumbladeswith the NACA 230 series
airfoiland for the steel spar, tip-controlledblade with the high
performanceNACA 643-.618airfoilare presentedbelow.

TwistedAluminumBlades

Figure 6 presentspower and teeter angle versuswind speed for the
230 series airfoilat 20 rpm. The power curve indicatesthat rotor
stall beginsto occur at a wind speed somewherebetween4.5 and 5.5
m/s and that stall is well establishedby 7 m/s. The plot of teeter
angle indicatessimilarrelationshipswith wind speed,with the
median value of teeter angle startingto increasefrom a base value

"; of 1.25 degreesat about 5 m/s and total stall occurringat 7 m/s.
The maximumvalue of teeter angle indicatesa similartrend with
unstalledoperationindicatedbelow 3.5 or 4 m/s and fully stalled

' operationoccurringabove 6 m/s.

Operationof the twistedaluminumblades at 26 rpm, shown in Figure
7, producedresultssimilarto operationat 20 rpm exceptthat the

'_i effectsof stall are seen at a wind speed about ? m/s higher. The
-' power versuswind speed curve shows unstalledoperationat wind

' speedsbelow 6.5 m/s, the onset of stall at about 7.5 m/s and a fully
/_ stalledroto, at 8.5 to 9 m/s. The plot of teeter angle versuswind
' V

speed would indicatesimilarconclusions,particularlywhen only the
, {

median valuesof teeter angle are considered. Using the maximum
values of teeter angle as the stall criterionwould reducethe wind
speeds for stalledand unstalledrotor operationslightly,however.



I

,TipControlledRotor with High PerformanceTips

Figures8 and 9 presentoutputpower and teeterangle data for the
__,, tipocontrolledrotor with the NACA 643_618high performanceairfoil
," on the moveabletip which extendsfrom the 70% span point to the
j tip. This airfoilwas of particularinterestin th_e test_ becaus_
' of its gentle stall characteristicscomparedto the NACA 230 series
- airfoilwhich loses llft abruptlyas the stall angle is exceeded.
.,:i Sectionliftcharacteristicfor the airfoilstestedare shown in
: Figure lO. The _ectionlift characteristicsare derivedfrom
; Reference5 and representvaluesfor a "one-halfrough" _urfaco[6l

on the outboardsectionof the rotor blade.

°.T The power versus_ind speed curve of Figure8a indicatesthis gentle
•' stall characteristichut it is demonstratedmore vividlyin the
,: teeter angle versuswind speed plot, FigureBb. Althoughthe maximum
, valuesof teeter angle indicatesbehaviorsimilarto that obtained
._ for the rotorwith the NACA 230 series airfoilthe median valuesof

teeter angle show a much gentler increaseof teeter anglewith wind
:_ speed. To determinethe state of the rotorwe must rely on the
: maximumteeterangle ratherthan the power curve or the median value

_ . of teeter angle since maximumvalues indicateincidenceof extreme
_ motion. Using the maximumteeter angle as the criterion,unstalled
_.i operationis apparentat wind speeds below 5 m/s, stall onset occurs
C/" between5 and 6 m/s and the rotor is fully stalled,at wind speeds
- above 6.5 m/s.

Tests of the tip-controlledrotor were run with the maximumpower set
at 90 kW_ referredto as the Power Controlmode in Table 2, These

_,.... resultswere of interestbecausethey show the effect of power
"_ controlon rotor teeter stability. As power controlbecomes

effective,the bladesare pitchedtoward featherwhich reducesthe

_ angle of attack. When the blade angle of attack is low enough to
,, unstallthe blades,teeter stabilityis reestablished.These effects

. are indicatedin the _esultspresentedin Figure9. The power versus
,_i wind speed plot, Figure 9a, is linearwith wind speed and shows no
-.°_ tendencyto flattenas wind speed increases,over the wind speed
_ range of the test. The teeter angle plot, however,indicatesmajor
,:G: differenceswhen comparedwith the fixed pitch case shown in Figure
," 8. The median value of teeter angle increaseswith wind speed until
_,_i a wind speed of 8 m/s is reachedwhere the teeter angle decreasesas
= , power controlbecomeseffectiveand startsto reduce blade pitch
' angle to maintainthe power set point. The effect of power control
" is also seen in the maximum value of teeterangle where the data

, indicatesthat impactwith the teeterstops did not occur at wind
...., speeds in excess of II m/s showingthe effect of blade pitch angle in

reducingthe angle of attackon the tip sectionand reestablishing
..... rotor stability.
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A comparisonof the teeter angla_for fixed pitch operation,Figure
'_ 8b, with tho_e af the pawar can_ralmad_ of operation,Figure 9b,
!I
_, will show that teeter anqle_far wind _peed_below B m/_ are hiqh_r

for the power can*eelmode of operation, No explanationcan be glvon
i_ for thl_ dlffarnncea_ thl_ tlmn, Both ratnr__re opnratlngin the
_: fIxnd_pltch,full powar po_itian_t thaGe wind _pe_d_ _nd all athor

I machlneparameterGwith the exceptionof a _mal] change in rotor
i _poed,were the _ame, The diffornn_o_ould arise from a dlffnrancn

in the characterof the wind for the two tr_t_, Each ta_t wa_ run
,r for a period of approximately3 hour_ on differentday_ and
•,_ turbulenceor 5hear in th_ wind Gould affectth_ results, Rog_rdle_

of the differQnce_in the details,the generalrelationshipsand
informationobtainedar_ felt ta be valid,i'

.._ DISCUSSION
'L

J. The test data indicatesgraphicallythe effect of blade stall on the
stabilityof teeteredrotors. The fact that nearly identicalteeter

' responseoccurson the fixed pitch rotor with twistedaluminumblade_
,_,,, at _0 and 26 rpm but at 2 m/s higher in wind speed indicatesthat tee

i-'" rotorinstabilityobserved is stronglyrelatedto the local angle of
: L ".

attackon the outboardportionof the blade, Figure 11 show_
[ ::

_,.-. calculatedvaluesof angle of attack versu_wind speed for 20 and 26
__ .............rpm, at 0,7 and O,g span for the twistedaluminumblade, obtained
J.:. from the PROP code [4], Figure l_ shows similardata for the tip

i ,,';-' controlledrotor operatingat a fixed pitch angle of zero degrees.

i ii' Figure 11 shows a 2 m/s differencebetween20 and 26 rpi_fo_ the samelocal angle of attack. It is also of interestto note that with the
L.; highly twistedblades,see Figure II, the 0.7 and O.g blade stations

are predictedto have approximatelyequal anglesof attacknea_ the
i-/.: stall point of 14 degrees. This could explainthe abrupt natureof
,_" the stall indicatedby the median teeterangle values in Figures6b
" and 7b, as well as the sharp stall characteristicsof the NACA 230
..,. seriesairfoilsshown in _igure I0. Indeed,the fact that the
"', twistedblades tested are predictedto stall over the outboard30% of
,,.,, the blade at the same wind speed may be the most importantfactor in

" the behaviorof the fixed pitch rotor. Tests are plannedwith
,_ untwistedblades and.the NACA 230 series airfoilwhich may shedmore

lighton the _elativeimportanceof twist and airfoiltwo-dimensior,al
!_ , stall characteristicson teeteredrotor stability.
i .F.;''

......'" The untwistedblades of the tip-controlledrotor,see Figure 12,
! °: experiencea calculatedangle of attackdifferenceof _ degreesor
o; more from the 0,7 to the 0.9 blade stationwhich could have some

_..L_' effect on the behaviorof teeter anglesas wind speed increases,as
well as the benign stall characteristicof the NACA 64 series
ai_'foil.Unfortunatelythe configurationstesteddid not eliminate

.... ,, this variablefrom the data.

!
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If the wind speed is obtainedfor a given rotor condition,l.e.,
stableor unstable,from Figures6b, 7b, and 8b, an approximateangle
of attackfor each conditionfor the blade tip can be obtainedfrom
Figures11 and 12 which presentcalculatedanglesof attack versus
wind speed for each rotor. This processhas been followedand the
resultsare presentedin Table 3 below.

Table 3 - CALCULATEDANGLES OF ATTACKFOR STABLEAND UNSTABLEROTORS
(Averagevaluesfor Outboard30% of Blade)

Rotor Configuration Stable Unstable
Wind speed A6gle of Wind Speed Angl'eof

Attack Attack

.. m/s deg. m/s de_.

230 Series,20 rpm 4 8.5 6+ 13.5

230 Series,26 rpm 6 9.5 8+ 13.5

64 Series,20 rpm 5 6.5 6.5 9.5

Airfoilsectionlift propertiesfor the two rotors,derivedfrom
Reference5, are shown in Figure lO. Locatingthe calculatedangles
ot attackfor stalledand unstalledoperationon the sectionlift
curves,shows that the calculatedangle of attacksand the section
liftcurves give a good indicationof rotor stabilityfor both the
NACA 230 series and for the NACA 643-618rotors. In the case of
both airfoils,a stable rotor is indicatedwhen the angle of attack
is a_ong the linearportionof the sectionlife curve and a stalled
rotor is indicatedby an angle of attackwhich is high enough to
place the blade on the non-linearportionof the curve. Also, the
results indicatethat a ratherstraightforwardcalculationof blade
angle of attackwill show where teeteredrotor stall can be
expected. Operationon the non-linearportionof the lift curve
reducesdampingwhich makes the teeteredrotor lose stability

_: margin. This makes it subjectto high amplitudeteetermotions in
, variablewinds.

The resultsfrom the teeter angle responsetests indicatethe need to
; pitch the blades towardfeatheras the blade local angle of attack

approachesthe non-linearportionof the sectionlift curve. In
cases where rotorsoperateat high blade angles of attack,this
actionwould providea stallmargit;and preventexcessiveteeter
motion. This approachwould reduce the performanceof the rotor near
rated wind speed somewhat,but would reducethe chanceof impacting
the teeter stops which would improvethe reliabilityand life of the

: rotor.

94
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CONCLUSIONS

Tests conductedon the lO0 kW Mod-O experimentalwind turbinehave
demonstratedthe causes and effectsof stall inducedteeteredrotor
instability.As a resultof the experimentsperformedthe
conclusionslistedbelow were derived.

o Rotor stallwhich producesteeteredrotor instabilityoccurs
when the angle of attackon the outboard30% of the rotor
blade approachesthe non-linearportionof the sectionlift

; curve of the airfoil.

/ o Tests at two rotor speeds indicatedthat rotor speed had no
Influenceon stall. The same effectswere noted at
approximatelythe same tip speed ratio, i.e., at a higherwind
speed for the higher rpm case.I

o Blade angle of attackcalculationsmade with relatively
straightforwardaerodynamictechniquesand airfoilsection
lift propertiesappearto explainfully the basic elementsof
stall inducedteeteredrotor instability.

"_ o Blade pitch can b_ used to providea stabilitymargin which
will preventor reducethe tendencyof rotorsto become
unstablenear rated wind speed. This will result in a slight
loss of rotor performancehowever.

o The relativeimportanceof blade twist and of airfoilsection
stall characteristicson the rate of onset of rotor

i-_'' instabilitywith increasingwind speed was not establishedby
i these tests. Tests are plannedwhich will providethis

information.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

d. C, _lasgow

From: M. SnydQr

Q: If a design is one in which the stall limitation of power is expect-
ed for control, what measures can be taken with a teetered rotor to
minimize the tooter instability?

., A: Some meang nn_st be provided to replace the ae.nodvn_Tmic dcvrqn'n9 which
:' iu lost ao the blades stall. We,+plan to test a teetered hub which
: providec this type of d_nping with e'/aetomericmaterial in the to_J-
_ ter stops. We also plan to limit the free travel which will make

=il these stops effective at teeter angles near I°.

_'_

-_ From. R. Barton

.:i: Q: How strongly did the 6° teeter stop setting influence the "stability"

,!; definition (i.e. as l,_ngas CL/a is not (-) a bigger deflection
-:i" allowance should be stable)?

•%

"i A: This is not the ease, a teetering rotor creates an individual angle
;:; of attack, a, equal to the maximum teeter angle. As the teeter
_" angle increases the tendency for the rotor to become unstable in-
:_. creases because the tip angle of attack increases and goes more
,"', deeply into stall.

- i

" From: B. Dahlroth

":' Q: Do you see an increased variation in generator output at high tee-
;,:;. ter angles?

il A: Yes, this is due to the Coriolis forces associated with rotor tee-
,_ toting. These are proportional to the teeter velocity which is a
_: function of the teeter amplitude. Drive train damping produced by

;f fluid couplings, slip in induction generators, or damping in thei
_. gear box mounting will reduce the effects of these forces.
!
;_i From: B. Barren

:¢ Q: Are you considering installation of a dynamic stabilization mechan-
ism into the teeter system?

._ A: Wc ave planning to in_taU_ eta_tomePie tcc, t_r _tops with about +- 1°
oJ .tree tc.cter mot.ion to ct,al.uate the cJ'.lcot of this dc'ozc.'e in l,vo-

'4'[ oldin:7 the damp{nit Lost: whc'n th,! blade _talls.
r

: From: L. P. Rowley

i_ Q: Has the MOD-2 data confirmed the findings produced by thc MOD-O tests?

"_ A: r ,.,,mn_,! v,'_'l'O_,l t,, ,'.;.th_',[.,vt{cm. ; am not fw,{/.{,o' w{th th,: dc'tailc
: of the MOD-:: ,!,zt.,,.

't

, ioi

....._ _ ....... _ =_==2_ .............. =2 i ;=, := i, ;-. ..... _ ...... : _ / . ""." " -.'' "" . .'" "_ ° ' " , • _ - • • . "
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,,,, J.C. _lasgow (continued)

From: K. Foreman

•": q: What aro your oatimatos of the tooter atabill,ty charactorlstlcafor
a 5-bladed instead of a 2-bladed turbine?

" A: X have no ezperinooe with a 3-bladed rotor. I do not believe tea-
totingwould offer mu_h advantageto a 3-bladedmachinesince the

:: rotor ia polar sy,_etric.

S;"' From: T. Anderson

i_a;i.: q: How closely was the yaw error controlled during the stall/teeter
i,,_ instability testing?
L- -

io: A: 2he _tandard yaw control was used during these tests. 2his has a
_ ' +_.20° dead band and corrects to +-I0° or better when the yaw motori •

" is activated.

i_,': From: D. Z. Bailey

; Q: Did you see any evidence o£ dynamic stall, CLs higher than the
--,': static or moment increase?
! / .-i

i!/ A: Yes, we have seen this in every test in which we have attempted to
_i/:".: define the stall point for fixed pitch rotors. Rotor stall occurs
._;.;.i at higher power levels than predicted by the _D rotor power programs.
_ ...:.,";i More work is needed to gain an understanding of the aerodynamics of

.... the horizontal axis wind turbine rotors.

• '2

v /

_"" <2 •
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FREE YAW PERFORMANCEOF THE MOD-O
LARGE HORIZONTALAXIS lO0 kW WIND TURBINE

: R.D. Corriganand L. A. Viterna

NationalAeronauticsand Space Administration
Lewis ResearchCenter
Cleveland,Ohio 44135

ABSTRACT

The NASA Mod-O Large HorizontalAxis lO0 kW Wind Turbinewas operated
in free yaw with an unconedteetered,downwindrotor mountedon a
nacellehaving 8-I/2Otilt. Two seriesof tests were run, the
first serieswith 19 meter twistedaluminumblades and the second
serieswith 19 meter untwistedsteel spar bladeswith tip control.
Rotor speed were nominally20, 26 and 31 rpm. It was found the
nacellestabilizedin free yaw at a yaw angle of between-550 to
-45O,wasrelativelyindependentof wind speed and was well damped
to short term variationsin wind direction. Power outputof the wind
turbine in free yaw, alignedat a largeyaw angle,was considerably
less than that if the wind turbinewere alignedwith the wind. For
the Mod-O wind turbineat 26 rpm, the MOSTAB computercode
calculationsof the free yaw alignmentangle and power outputcompare

: reasonablywell with experimentaldata. MOSTAB calculationsindicate
.,:. that eliminationof tilt and addingconingwill improvewind turbine

alignmentwith the wind and that wind shear has a slightdetrimental
effecton the free yaw alignmentangle.

INTRODUCTION

' Free yaw of a wind turbinehas been a goal of designersfor some time i
becauseof the attractivenessof eliminatingthe yaw drive. If a.
wind turbinein free yaw, alignscloselywith the wind direction, i

power output can be maximized. Additionally,an activeyaw control i
-" system is not required;which simplifiescontrolsystemsand reduces

mechanicalcomponents. Also, it is anticipatedthat duringshutdown
: in high winds, the wind turbinecould be placed in free yaw with one
; blade tip feathered. This configurationwill cause it to weather :

vane, bringingthe b_ades parallelto the wind and thus reducing
blade and tower loads in high winds. To be practical,a wind turbine
in free yaw must align itselfcloselywith the wind in order to allow
the rotor to capturethe most energyfrom the wind. As expected,the
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power outputof a wind turbinein free yaw alignedat some largeyaw
angle off th_ wlnd shouldnot pruduceas mu_h power comparedtQ the
wind turbin(_in activeyaw alignedwith the wind.

.. Te_t_ have been conductedby NASA on fr_ yaw of the Mod-O wind
turbin(_,Thi_ intermediat_reportwill presentdata on the
operationalcharacteristicsof the NASA Mod-O wind turbinein free
yaw having a nacelletilt of 8.5o, OO coning and a downwind

_ rotor. Two blade configurationswere used: (I) fixed pitch twisted
' ' aluminumbladesat nominalrotor speedsof 20, 26, and 31 rpm, dnd
" (2) untwistedsteel spar bladeswith tip controlat a nominalrotor ,

speed uf 31 rpm. Operationalcharacteristicsto be presentedare
.. nacelleyaw alignment,nacelleyaw response,and power output.
', Experimentaldata for the twistedaluminumbladeson nacelleyaw

.....- alignmentwere comparedwith MOSTAB computerprogrampredictions,and
MOSTAB calculationsused to analyzethe affectsof nacelletilt,

_ blade coning and wind shear on Mod-O wind turbinefree yaw alignment
_' angle.

,, K

EXPERIMENTDESCRIPTION

_ Free yaw tests were conductedon the NASA Mod-O lO0 kW Experimental
.: Wind Turbine,as describedin Referencesl, 2 and 3. The wind

turbinewas configuredwith a teetered,downwindrotor. Two test

:,_ seriesconducted,the first was with fixed pitch, twistedblades
.... operatedat nominalrotor speedsof 20, 26 and 31 rpm; and the second
_ serieswith a tip-controlledblade havingno twist operatedat a

._/ nominalrotor speed of 31 rpm.

_ The Mod-O wind turbine(Figurel) is composedof a 31.5 meter truss

.'_:i_: tower supportinga nacelle(Figure2) which housesthe alternator,
_,._ drive train assembly,yaw drive assemblyand rotor assembly. In

order to provideadequateclearanceof the tower by the blades,the
_ _' nacelleis mountedwith its longitudinalaxis tilted8.5o to the
,,_: horizon,rotor end elevated.

__: The yaw drive assemblyshown in Figure 2 consistsof a single
....:_._ hydraulicmotor/gearreducersystemconnectedthrougha clutch to the
--_ pinion and ring gears. For activeyaw, the y_w controlsystemwas
_!.'i operatedwith the clutchengagedand the yaw brake pressurizedto
.....,_ maintaina set nacelleyaw angle with respectto the wind. For free
•: yaw, the yaw drive systemwas disengagedfrom the ring gear by the

_ clutch and the yaw brake was deactivated,allowingthe nacelleto
_--. move freely about the yaw axis. (Thefrictiontorque in yaw, with
=_ _ the yaw drive and yaw brake disengagedis estimatedto be 1912n-m
,..: based on a frictioncoefficientof .02, nacelle/rotorweight of 14215

Kg , and a bearingradiusof .69 m.)
" . k.

The rotor assemblyconsistedof a two bladed teeteredhub with
, _6.0o of teetermotion and OO coning. The first seriesof

tests were conductedwith fixed pitch,twistedaluminumblades
_::. describedin Table l and Figures3, 4, 5. The 19.25meter blades
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., TABLE1
• (

' BLADE CHARACTERISTICSOF THE TWISTEDALUMINUMBLADES

( ," Ro*or dia., m (ft.) ..... , . . . . . . . . . . 3B.5 126._,')
_ Root cutout _ span 5, eeeoooeoeoee|Oueeoeeeoe

Fixed pitch . . . . . . . .
0 0 0

'"': .. pitch 75i span,deg ' ' '' '2i0' 2.8
lade . . . . . . . . ' ' ' '

Airfoil (rootto tip) . . . . . .......... NACA ,_eries
' Li

Taper .... . . . ...... . . . . • . • ' ' ' ' ' ' near
Twist deg .... 26.5' ' " ' .... ' .... ' ..... ' ' 030

,r 4¢eeeeeeoeoeeceeoel eSolidity , , • , , , o• 00
Precone deg ' ' ' ' 'h, , oooeeoeoeooeeooooeeo

"" Max teetermotion deg i04_'(230U)
_' , eeeeeeceeoeeeOeee

Blade mass kg (Ib)_',,. , e eoeooeOooeooee •

1'

!-L ';

_-_" BLADE CHARACTERISTICSOF THE STEEL SPAR, TIP CONTROLLEDBLADES

i .°t ( o).... Rotor dla., m (ft.) ........... , ..... 38.39 126.
%:L. Root cutout, span . ..................... 23

: Tip control, % span ................... 30

..:_" Blade pitch, inb'd sec., de; : .............. NACA Zero
l._. Airfoil (inb'dsect.) ................. 23024
_ NACA643 61B:i:.: (outb'd 30%) "o.o.so.oe_o_.._oe

, . Linear
;!.'_ Taper ........... , ...............
:;>!: Twist, deg Zero,t oooQo.oe._oooloeoeoeo'O_"

..:?:._ Max. teetermotion, ' " " " ' " " " ' ' ....... 1815 (4UO_)
Blade _ kg (Ib.........) ......_"'. m_, o • . ,
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i P= have a NACA 230 seriesairfoil,300 of twist and are mQuntedon the
: • hub _o a_ to hav_ a pitch angle of +2.8 relativeto the plane of
}_ rotation(-goo is feathered)at the .75 radius _tation(figur_4).

The second seriesof tests were conductedwith untwistedsteel spar,
_ tip-controlledbladesdescribedin Table 2 and Figure6. The I9.1B

meter blades have a NACA 230 seriesairfoilover the inboardsection
,:: and a NACA 64 seriesairfoilover the outboard30%. The blade is
_, mountedwith the chord plane parallelto the plane of rotationand
_ the tip sectionmountedso as to have a OO pitch anglewhen
_,. parallelto the blade chord. The tips can be pitched+lOO to
, ,650.

_I.LI_ Meteorologicaldata was taken using an array of meteorologicaltowers
59.4 meter from the wind turbineand spaced450 apart. For a given

' test, the wind data was taken from the tower most nearly upwindof
...... the wind turbine. The sensorson the towers are mountedat the wind
_ turbinehub height. The nacelleyaw angle shown in Figure 7, was

_!ii taken as the differencebetweennacelleazimuthand wind azimuth• taken from the performancearray, Data collectionand reductionwas

il i accomplishedusing the data systemand analysisdescribedin

reference4. Brush stripchart recordingswas also used.

The ModularStability-HighFrequencyWind Energy SystemVersion
• (MOSTAB-HFW)computerprogram,which calculateswind turbineloads

_i and motions,was utlizedto predictthe wind turbine'sfree yawi alignmentangle for comparisonwith experimentaldata. References5,6 and 7 describe in detailthe developmentand use of MOSTAB-HFW.

_oL_ For this paper, the wind turbinewith fixed pitch, twistedaluminum
bladeswas modeledfor use with the MOSTAB-HFWcode as describedin

E_ AppendixA. Calculationswere made for varioustrim conditionsin
_; order to obtaina relationshipbetweenyaw torque and yaw angle,for
_r wind speedsof 5, 7 and g m/s. This data was then used for the yaw
_'_" angle predictions. MOSTAB calculationswere then made to determine
_ the effectsof nacelletilt, rotor coning and wind shear on the free

i! yaw alignmentof the Mod-O wind turbine.

-_,.;i.; RESULTS

Free yaw data was collectedon the rotor operatingwith: fixed pitch
twistedaluminumblades at nominalrotor speedsof 20, 26 and 31 rpm
in wind speedsof 4 to lO m/s ; and with tip-controlledsteel spar

_!_" bladesat a rotor speed of 31 rpm in wind speedsof 4-10 m/s. The
_:#_ tests were designedto definewind turbinestabilityand performance
_./_L in free yaw. Specifically,the data analysisdeterminedthe free yaw
: ,, alignmenta,gle,nacelleresponseto wind speed and directionchanges

:,,_ and alternatorpower.

' ' Analysisof the test data was accomplishedby the use of the Bins
_:iii analysistechniques(Ref. 4).

The nace]le'stilt of 8-I/2O plays an importantpart in the wind
!. turbine'sfree yaw alignmentangle. The 8-l/2O tilt introducesa

.J

_" Io6
p
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torquecomponentfrom the rotor torque in the yaw axis. Becauseof
the blade rotationaldirectionand the fact the rotor is producinga
t_rque,this torquecomponenttends to yaw the machinein the minus
yaw direction. This causes the wind turbineto align itselffurther
away from the wind directionthan if there were no tilt.

TwistedAluminumBlades

Measureddata for nacelleyaw alignmentof the wind turbinein free
yaw with fixed pitch twistedaluminumblades is shown in Figures8, 9
and lO for rotor speedsof 20, 26, and 31 rpm. The figuresdescribe
wind turbine'syaw angle,or alignmentrelativeto the wind, wind

_,. speed distributionand yaw angle distributionwhen stabilizedin free
yaw alignment. Shown in figures8(a), g(a) and lO(a) for the three
rotor speeds,the nacelle'syaw angle is relativelyconstantand
independentof the wind speed. The differencein free yaw operations
for the three rotor speeds is the free yaw alignmentangle. This is
seen from the yaw angle distributionin figures8(b), 9(b) and lO(b)
which indicatesthat the modal (most occurring)yaw angle of the wind
turbineat 20 rpm is -46.20,26 rpm is -53.60 and 31 rpm is
-45.40off the wind.

The directionalresponseof the Mod-O wind turbinewith fixed pitch,
twistedaluminumbladeswas very stableand well damped in free yaw.
The characteristicswere similarfor the.three rotor speedsof 20, 26
and 31 rpm. Becauseof the similarityin directionalresponseat the
variousspeedsonly 26 rpm rotor speed data is presentedin figures
II and 12.

These figuresare segmentsof strip chart recordingsof the nacelle
azimuth,nacellewind speed and nacelleyaw angle. The nacellewind
speed and yaw angle are measuredby an anemometer/windvanemounted
3.4 meters above the nacelleand 4.6 meters upwind of the rotor.
Specialcare shouldbe taken in directlyusing the nacellewind speed
and nacelleyaw angle in these recordingsbecausethe sensorreadings
of the nacellemountedanemometer/windvane may differfrom the

• undisturbedwind speed and directiondue to aerodynamiceffectsof
the nacelle_t,drotor. As describedbefore,the nacelleazimuthis
the absoluteangle of the nacellewith respect,to the earth and the
yaw angle is the differencebetweennacelleazimuthand the wind
direction. The nacelleazimuthsignal shows the motion of the
nacellewith respectto the earth. Since the nacellemotion is
generallysteady,any short term fluctuationsin the yaw angle signal
are due mainly to wind directionvariations.

Figure 11 shows the yaw responseof the wind turbineoperatingat 26
rpm. In this case the nacellewas in activeyaw alignedwith the

, wind and then placed in free yaw. The nacelleyaw angle indicates
that the nacelleyaw angle asymptoticallyapproachesthe free yaw
alignmentangle,with the yawing rate dependentupon the angular
separationof the nacelledirectionto its free yaw alignmentangle
and decayingto 0 as the free yaw alignmentwas approached. It
shouldbe noted that the nacelle'smotion, as shown by nacelle
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azimuth, in reaching free yaw alignment was smooth, gentle and
withoutovershoot,indicatingthat the dampingin yaw is very high.
With a wind speed of 4 m/s, the nacellehad a 2/3 time constant(time
to achieve2/3 of the differencebetweenan initialconditionand

o' final condition,used to describeasymptotictype situation)of a
approximately30 secondsto travelfrom OO yaw angle to -360yaw
angle;based on free yaw alignmentof -54o yaw angle.

Once free yaw alignmenthas been established,nacelleyaw responseto
short term variations(+ lOO in I0 seconds)wind directionappears
well damped and stablest the three rotor speedstested. This can be
seen in figure 12 by comparingthe nacelleazimuthbehaviorto the
nacelleyaw angle behavior. Nacelleyaw angle signalshows that
short term variationsof +lOo or more, due to variationsin wind

.... direction,have littleaffecton the nacelle'smotion relativeto the
earth.

Alternatorpower outputfor the wind turbinewith twistedL,ades at
free yaw alignmentwas recordedfor rotor speedsof 20, 26 and 31 rpm
and in wind speedsof 4 to 8 m/So The power generatingsystem

IC. consistedof a synchronousgeneratorset up as shown in figure2.
• For all three rotor speeds,the alternatorpower for the wind
: turbine,stabilizedin free yaw, was between30% 50% of the
'. alternatorpower for the same configurationalignedwith the wind.

No generalrelationshipbetweenpower loss and yaw angle could be
determinedthat was consistentwith the data for all three rotor
speeds. Since wind turbineoperationsat these poor efficienciesis

:Z not practical,only one power curve, typicalof the three rotor
_, speeds is shown. Figure 13 comparesthe power outputversuswind

speed,of the wind turbineat 20 rpm in activeyaw alignedwith the
: wind and in free yaw. Table 3 is a tabulationof points off the

figurefor the prevalentwind speeds.

_ TABLE 3 -WIND TURBINEPERFORMANCE- FREE YAW VS. ACTIVEYAW
INTO WIND-TWISTEDALUMINUMBLADES - 20 RPM

i.r'

" REF. WIND SPEED AT POWER- YAW ANGLE- ALT. POWER
(m/s) FREE YAW FREE YAW ACTIVE YAW

(RW) (DEG.) (kW)

4 6.5 -45 15.0
5 14.0 -46 28.0

6 19.5 -46 35.0

'< Steel Spar Blades with Tip Control

Nacelleyaw alignmentfor the wind turbinein free yaw having
untwistedsteel spar bladeswith tip controlis shown in figure 14i
for a rotor speed of 31 rpm. The data was collectedwith the Mod-O
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wind turbinestabilizedin free yaw and depict a free yaw alignment
: angle. The nacelleyaw angle versusreferencewind speed and wind
_' speed distributionshown in figure 14(a),is similarin natureto the
: free yaw data taken for the fixed pitch twistedaluminumblades,and
,, shows a fairly constantyaw angle which is relativelyindependentof

, -. the wind speed for the wind speed range of 4-14 m/s. Figure 14(b)
i depictsthe probabilitydensityof tilenacelleyaw anglesand
i" _ indicatesthe wind turbinestabilizedin free yaw with steel spar

i ': blades,and tip controlhas a modal yaw angle of -46.50. _li

i_.._ The nacelledirectionalresponsesfor the wind turbine in free yaw
._-- with the untwistedsteel spar bladeswith tip controland at 31 rpm=I
..'_ are shown in figures15 and 16. As statedearlier,care shouldbe
.;:.T taken in directlyusing the nacellewind speed and nacelleyaw angle
'i,.' shewn on these strip charts becauseof the possiblenacelle/rotor
.,! interference.The nacellewas placed in free yaw at approximately
_:::_ -350 yaw angle and shows the tendencyto reach and stabilizeat the
_"" free yaw alignmentangle. Unlike the rotor with twistedaluminum
__" blades,the nacelle'smotion as shown by the nacelle'sazimuthis not
°:_., clearlyasymptoticnor as well damped. The "low dampened"yaw motion
_:' of the nacellecontinuesto uccur at a "stabilized"nacellefree yaw
_. alignmentas shown in figure 16 where the wind turbinehas been in

_,i:_- free _aw for a longperiod of time ( 20 minutes). This figure does,
i_i!_, however,indicatethe nacelleyaw is dampenedto short term

=_,..ll,

oJ,_. variationsin wind directionof +lOo in lO seconds.

_iii_ Alternatorpower of the wind turbinein free yaw with untwistedsteel

-_!'I_';: spar blades and tip controlwas recordedfor a nominalrotor speed of31 rpm after the wind turbinehad reachedfree yaw alignment. For
"Y_ this test a 2 speed high slip inductiongeneratorwas used with no
_._ fluid couplingbetweenthe gear box and generator. It was set in the
_ii high speed mode and the maximumpower was set at 90 kW. Drive train
_". slip was measuredto be 4% at rated power of lO0 kW. The alternator
_' power output for the wind turbineat free yaw alignmentis presented
;i:" in figure 17. The alternatorpower output of the same wind turbine
_- in activeyaw alignedwith the wind is also given for comparison.

=_ The differencesin power for the wind turbine in free yaw at
.. approximately-480 yaw as comparedto activeyaw at OO is readily
_ii:_i apparent. The wind turbinein free yaw did reach the same maximum
ii'i (limit)power output as the wind turbinealignedwith the wind,

=,:. however,at a wind speed 3 m/s higher. Power for the two
configurationsand at the prevalentwind speedsalong with the median

" free yaw angle are tabulatedin table 4. Again, simplepower ratio
_ of the wind turbineinto the wind to the wind turbinein free yaw as

a functionyaw angle could be determinedthat was consistentwith the
data.
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: '" TABI_E4 '-_INDTURBINEPERFORMANCE- FREE-YA_ VS. ACTIVE-YAW
INTOTHE WIND - STEEL SPAR BLADES WITH TIP CONTROL

": AT 31 RPM

REF. WIND SPEED AT POWER- YAW ANGLE- ALT. POWER
(m/s) FREE YAW FREE YAW ACTIVE YAW

(RW) (DEG.) (kW)

" 5.9 5.7 -49 39.0
6.9 18.4 -50 65.1
7.9 29.9 -50 98.0

" 8.9 49.0 -47 102.1

Analysis

An analysiswas made of the predictedfree yaw behaviorof Mod-O
using the MOSTAB-HFW(MOdularSTABility- High FrequencyWind) code.

": This code is a wind turbinever-"s'i'onof a ro-torc_aftcode_Iso called
MOSTAB-HFWdevelopedfor Air SystemsCommand(ref 8). In HFW, each
rotor blade may be modelledwith up to four aeroelasticdegreesof

" freedomand the rotor hub may includeteetering. The supportfor the
rotor, however,is assumedto be rigid. Furtherdetailsof the
MOSTAB-HFWcode are given in reference9. The assumedblade
distributedpropertiesused to model the Mod-O having8-I/2O tilt
with twistedaluminumblades describedearlierand at 26 rpm are
given in AppendixA.

The MOSTAB programpredictionsof the free yaw alignmentangle for
the Mod-O wind turbine,with 8-I/2O nacelletilt, havingteetered
fixed pitch twistedaluminumblades,0o coning and at 26 rpm, were
verifiedwith data taken on Mod-O wind turbine. To determinefree
yaw alignment,nacelleyaw torqueswere calculatedfor varioustrim
yaw angles at wind speedsfrom 5-9 m/s. Since at free yaw alignment
the sum of the yaw torquesfor the nacelleshouldbe zero, a plot of
yaw torquesvs. yaw anglosshould indicatethe free yaw alignmentat

• zero yaw torque. With the yaw drive disconnectedby a clutch and
brake pressureset to 0 PSI, the yaw torquesactingwould be the
torquesgeneratedby the rotor and frictiontorque. The rotor
torqueswere computedby MOSTAB. The frictiontorque was estimated
from experimentaldata to be 1900N-M, based on nacelleweight of
1421 kilograms,frictionCoefficientof -.02 and a yaw bearingradius
of .69 meters. Figure 18 shows the yaw torquesat variousyaw angles

, calculatedby MOSTAB for the given wind speed envelope. Also shown
is the estimatedyaw frictiontorque. The yaw equilibriumwhere the
sum of the torquesare zero and free yaw alignmentoccurswould be
the range of yaw angleswhere the yaw frictiontorque intersects
MOSTAB'snacelleyaw torque envelope,Figure 18 indicatesa range of
yaw anglesof -550 to - 350 where yaw equilibriummay occur

' dependingupon the wind speed. The experimentalfree yaw alignment
of -53.6ofalls in that range. Consideringthe accuracyof the

iio
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,_ estimatedyaw frictionand unsteadyme,;eorologicalvariablesin the
:_ experimentaldata, the MOSTAB programpredictsreasonablywell wind
,_., turbinefree yaw alignment.

Studieswere made with the MOSTAB-HFWcode to determinethe effects
_,," of nacelle_ilt, rotor coning and wind shear on wind turbinefree yaw
• alignment. For these cases, a baselinewind turbineconfiguration
_ was modeledand then one specificcharacteristicwas changed. The
i resultingvaluesof yaw torquewere then comparedto the baseline
i configurationyaw torque values• The baselinemodel u_ed was the

T_f Mod-O lO0 kW wind turbinewith 8-I/2O nacelletilt, teeteredrotor
with 0o coning,and fixed pitch twistedaluminumbladesoperating

1_ at 26 rpm in steady7 m/s wind speeds. The effect of removingthe
_ 8-I/2O of nacelletilt is shown in figure 19. The MOSTAB
_ calculationsshow a positiveshift of the yaw torque vs yaw angle
.:_ curve which indicatesthe nacellewill align closer to the wind of
:._i nacelletilt is removed. A significantpositiveshift of the yaw
'i

_._ torque vs. yaw angle curve was calculatedby MOSTAB for the wind
_: turbinewith 70 coning as comparedto the baselinewind turbine
_ withoutconing,as shown in Figure 20. The additionof coning to the
! baselinemodel would cause the wind turbineto align closerwith the

wind. The effect of removingwind shear upon predictedyaw torque
vs. yaw angle is small as shown in Figure 21. However,it indicates

i_ the wind shear does contributeto the off wind alignmentof the wind
_ turbinein free yaw.

CONCLUSIONS

, Free yaw operationof the NASA Mod-O wind turbinewith 8-I/2O
_ nacelletilt and OO coning and using both fixed pitch twisted
, blades and untwistedtip controlledbladesresultedin the following

conclusions:

• I. The wind turbineis stable and damped in free yaw and readily
seeks and maintainsfree yaw alignmentat some yaw angle.

_:_ 2. For the Mod-O wind turbineconfigurationwith 8-I/2o nacelle
_. tilt, free yaw alignmentwas between-55O,and-450 and

independentof wind speeds between5-9 m/s. The large off wind
_'i alignmentof the nacelle,is believedto be mostly due to the
_; nacelletilt.

:_ 3 At these yaw anglespower outputof the wind turbinewas reduced
_ 30% to 50% from the power outputof the wind turbinealignedwith
c_ the wind.

_, 4. Free yaw operationwith twistedaluminumbladesprovidedslightly
:" more nacelleyaw dampingthan operationwith untwistedsteel spar_.
, bladeswith tip control.
!)

,_, 5. MOSTAB predictionsof free yaw alignmentand rotor power
i.: correlatedreasonablywell with experimentaldata in the case of
il the Mod-O wind turbinewith twistedaluminumbladesat 26 rpm.

)

;,, Iii
,,r
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. 6. MOSTAB calculationsindicatethat both removingtilt and adding
:. coningwill cause the Mod-O wind turbinewith teetered,fixed

i " pitch, twistedaluminumbladesto align closerto the wind.

)_ T' 7. Wind shear variationshave a small affecton freeyaw alignment,
i _-. the lesswind shear, the closer alignmentto the wind,
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APPENDIXA
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2..i,' QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

.: R. Corrigan

";:"_. From: B. Dahlroth

i :,,'.:. Q: I understand the measurements were done with pitch control Have
•,r,:,, you taken any measurements with stall control_ i,e, fixed pitch?

_'___ A: Yes. The twisted aluminum blades were fixed pitch and stall limited.
i .2': ".

;_"": From: A. C. Hansen
iG:2

__,.,. Q: The test data indicate no chant's in yaw error with wind speed,
iz:_. MOSTAB appears to predict significant dependence of yaw angle upon
--.__.o,.... wind speed (looking at your wind speed envelope). How do you ex-
i-.%" plain this discrepancy and how did you select the wind speed for
L_',,:" your predict ions ?

--_;!_'ii A: In looking at the experimental data, I stated the mean yaw angle
I" _ for free yaw operation appeared fairly independent of wind speed.
_,_:_ There could be several reasons for this; one being the limited

ioi'i""" amount of data with the median wind speed being poorly predicted
_/. and biasing the data on both sides. The MOSTAB code is sensitive

i_./., to wind speed at lower yaw angles, however, as the yaw angle in-
!_"'"" creases above -15% this sensitivity is greatly reduced as shown
_,.. in Figure 18. This can account for the seeming independence of
o,:., the free _dawalignment angles at -45" to -5__ to the wind speed.
_",_; Input wind speed for MOSTAB calculations were based on the wind• c

speed range .for experimental data.

C; From: R. Pelote
c?,t

'_:' Q: Why was the coned rotor more offset from the wind direction than
_;., the untilted and unconed rotor?

:"'_ A: The coned rotor was more closely aligned with the wind (20°) than'.!:
,- the unconed rotor (-54_). It was more offset from t_e wind direc-

: ': tion than the untilted case (-10_) There are two possibilities
: ¢": that could cause the coned rotor to be more offset than the un-i _!;

V'° tilted cases; the effect of I) tilt associated with the coned wind
v:' turbine, or 2) the wind shear model used for the coned wind turbine
": " predictions.

.- • From: Anonymous

Q: What is the impact on energy capture resulting J ,om operation at
i approximately 50 _ of yaw angle?

-_'.. A: We noted eneray ,_:aptune leases of " _00/o-50,o,when thc turbine y_w
l '" an@de was this high.

_.... 123
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R. Corrigan (continued)

From: T. Anderson

• Q: MOSTAB predicts less yaw misalignmcnt with higher brake friction.
Was or will brake friction be added to test this hypothesis?

t •

A: ._ht._ _, a deed t._'st, and hopcfull U wc will do it on the MOD-O w.[mt
. tbtvb'[nc ndxt q,_(n't_'v.

From: W. A. M. Jansen
i -

Q: Does the computer program predict a yawing torque if the rotor
center to tower axis is zero?

A: I don't know for certain, but the wind shear a_d tower interference

. may cause a ycrw torque to be predictcd by MOSTAB. Al,8o, nacelle
ttLt 8til_ affect the yaw torque component due to the rotor torque.

L,
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MULTIPLEAND VARIABLESPEEDELECTRICALGENERATORSYSTEMSFOR
LARGEWINDTURBINES

T. S. Andersen, P. S. Hughes, H. S. Kirschbaum, G. A. Mutone
WestinghouseE1ectrlcCorporation

Pittsburgh,Pennsylvania

ABSTRACT

A cost-effective method to achieve increased wind turbine generator
energy conversion and other operational benefits through variable
speed operation is presented. Earlter studies of multiple and vari-
able speed generators in wind turbines have been extended for evalu-
ation in the context of a specific large sized conceptual design.
System design and simulation have defined the costs and performance
benefits which can be expected from both two speed and variable
speed configurations.

BACKGROUND

A previous paper by the authors(1) reported an examinationof the
costs and energy captureperformanceexpectedfor a spectrumof sin-
gle, two, three, and variable speed generator designs in wind tur-
bine applications. That study concluded that the two speed
WestinghousePole AmplitudeModulated (PAM) generatorcould provide
a cost effective 13 percent improvementin energy capture and that
more expensive variable speed concepts require cost Justification
beyondtheir 20 percentenergy capture improvement.

The key to the sensitivity of annual energy capture to speed of

operation is the variationof the rotor performancecoefficientCp
with the ratio of blade tip speed to wind speed shown in Figure I.
In single, constant speed wind turbine rotor operation, the tip-
speed ratio varies inverselywith the wind speed, and the efficiency
of rotor energy capture of the wind, Cp, reaches its maximum value
at Just one point. As shown in Figure 2, continuously variable
rotor speed operationbetween 12.7 and 19 rpm would a11ow Cp to be
maximizedbetween7 and 10.5 m/s while two speed operationsuffersa
12 percentdegradationof g m/s.

TWO SPEED SYSTEM DESIGN

The specificationsfor comparison of generating systems evaluated
are shown in Table I.

The PAM generatoris an asynchronous(induction)alternatingcurrent
machinewith a single statorwinding and speeds availablein a vari-
ety of ratios between one and two. It differs from conventional

single speed AC induction generators only in winding design since
constructiondetails are identical. PAM is a method of obtaining
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:: two speeds from a single winding, three phase squirrel cage tnduc-

':' tion machine. It ts accomplished by stmpl.y changing the connectionsto the six main leads of the stator. The tnterna] motor cotl con
",i necttons are not changed, but one half of the coils are reversed tn
! polartty (modulated) and the number of parallels in the motor wind-, i

•I tng are changed as the matn leads are reconnected.

_i The baseltne PAM generator selected for comparison is a 6,000hp,
z ' 1800/1200 rpm machine which requires a ftve pole double throw speed
!_:'. switch to reconftgure the machine windings to achieve four pole and
i ' six pole operation. Since the PAM ts an induction generator, a bank
i :. of capacitors is provided in the design to accommodatethe magnettz-
_ trig current of the machine and provide for power factor correction.

Swttchgear is located at the interface with the utility to isolate
" the machine from the network durtng periods of shutdown and during
• speed changing operations.

Two sets of winding configurations were evaluated for the baseltne
- PAM. The machtne can be configured with the windings for low speed
: (6 pole) operation series delta and for high speed (4 pole) opera-
°_ Lion parallel wye. Figure 3 shows the windings for low speed
i: (6 pole) operation series wye connected and for high speed (4 pole)

_ operationparallel wye connected along with the speed switch, surge
i '_ capacitors, and lightning arresters. As a result of its higher
ii_." equivalent impedance,use of the series wye configurationfor the
i : motoring mode results in minimum inrush current and peak torque and
i is chosen for the baseline system.

_: TABLE I: GENERATINGSYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

• 4400 kW NameplateRating

;_: • 25 Percentoverloadfor a period of one hour per day

_ • 6600 V TerminalVoltage

• Class B Insulation

• Drip proof enclosur_
L.

• 3300 ft altitude

_. • Across the line starting

• Self-startingcapability

• 1.37 per unit limitationon drive train torque for frequent
occurrences

• Minimum startingtorque 77,000 lb-ft

il
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The cost, stze, and weight of the components for the ba_eltne PAM
system are shown for a 6600 V system in Figure 4. A11 costs are

,,. based on the lOOth unit of a 1,000 unit production run in 1977
dollars,

L' BASELINE PAM SYSTEM.DIAGRAM AND COSTS

:" 1000/1200RPM 6 PDT IWITCHGEAR • j

; ': IPEEDIWITOH i _L, !,- S I

p GENERATOR SPEEDSWITCH CAPACITORS. SWlTCHGEAR TOTAL

"COST,S 99.463 6,212 S,700 19,654 131,021)

/ .... SIZE,m 9612FRAME 38 x 34 x 12 x'/7 60 x 60 x 60 83 x 40 x 102
•, : (_mOOV)

_o WxLxH,m 61½x 91½ x 76
mr

_,_,, WEIGHT.LBS i 27,505 1,376 1,375 3,000 33,2SB

i _ ,'i "1977DOLLARS 7OBO_OWA
w. Figure 4

C-E"

_,_ VARIABLESPEED SYSTEM DESIGN
,i_i<
_ For this study, consideration was limited to conventional single
_:_ rotor doubly fed machines with solid state converters. Two types of
°:._. converters were evaluated: a bidirectionalcycloconverter and a

: unidirectionalrectifier-inverterslip power recovery system. The
-°" basic configurationfor the cyclocorvertersystem is illustratedin

LY,". Figure 5 The stator of the
wound rotor inductionmachine is tied

_,:. to the interfacingutility network through a starter which consists
E_IT of a.three-polecontactor,current limitingfuses and the protective
_":":,- relayingrequired to protect both the wind turbine generatingsystem

and the interfacingutilitynetwork•
_.*_ ' ' IIX-PULBE MIDPOINT CYCLOCONVERTER

"°' '! _ .' t_tol

.,':.{"' I I L _"::'....._-:'----N IF__r_

: L '.................
: , \ liar • I_,_*

•. Figure5
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The rotor leads are brought out of the machine through slip rings.
Starting impedance and associated contactors are provided in those
instances where the wind energy system must be started with the
machine in the motoring mode to accelerate the blades to a point
where the wind is capable of bringing it within the operating
range. Startup as a motor for a doubly fed machine configuration
results in relatively low inrush current since the starting imped-
ance can be tailored to the desired characteristics.

In the generatingmode the rotor circuit is isolatedfrom the start-
ing impedanceand connected,through contactors,to either a cyclo-
converteror a rectifier inverterdependingupon the doubly fed con-
cept utilized. The cycloconverteracts as a frequency changer and
providesfor power flow both to and from the rotor. When the oener-
ator input is less than synchronousspeed power flows to the rotor
while generator input above synchronousspeed results in power flow
from the rotor. The rectifier inverter utilized in a slip power
recovery system is active only when the generator input is above
synchronousspeed. The rectifier inverter rectifiesthe rotor out-
put then inverts it to 60Hz for compatibilitywith the interfacing
network.

Due to the machine winding ratio the rotor voltage is less than the
stator'voltage. As a result, the voltage level on the 60Hz side of

=: either the cycloconverteror the rectifier inverter is significantly
less than the networkvoltageand a step up transformerprovidesthe
interfaceto the network.

_ C_cloconverterDesign

Basic cycloconverterdesigns are availablefor three, six ana twelve
pulse systems. In its conceptual designs Westinghouseeliminated

_ all three pulse systems as probably being too rich in undesireable
frequencies. The twelve pulse circuits were eliminated since they
were consideredto be too costly. Among possiblecircuit configura-ml

tions, transformerutilizationfavors a six pulse midpoint cyclocon-
i verter configurationas the baselinedesign. The fundamentalspeci-
e:! ficationsfor this system are illustratedin Table 2.
I
) TABLE 2: VARIABLESPEED SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS
J
j PARAMETER SYSTEM RATING
"I

System Rated Power 4.4MW
Wound Rotor Machine 4.JOhp
SynchronousSpeed 1800rpm
Speed Range + 20%
Primary Voltage _600V, 3_, 60Hz
SecondaryVoltage - 1650V, 3¢
Open Circuit

Cycloconverter +12Hz through
Output Frequency Zero, to -IZHz

Commutation Line Commutated
CycloconverterDesign 6 Pulse Midpoint

Z2U!
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:. Data shown on Figure 6 for the cost, size and weight of the princi-
pal generatingsystem componentsreflect costs in 1977 dollars and
the scenarioof the IOOth unit of a I000 unit productionrun.

b

.- BASELINE VARIABLE SPEED SYSTEM DIAGRAM AND COSTS

I ] _ "OUNO.O,O.

,®, I-''°"°-'I
!

I.-.,.oI

GENERATOR CYCLOCONVERTER STARTING TRANSFORMER SWlTCHGEAR TOTAL
IMPEDANCE

i

: eCOST,S 126.3,18 74.038 6.825 8500 19,654 238,353 J

SIZE m 6811 FRAME 48 x 180 x 100 40 x 30 x 90 60 x 60 x 84 83 x 40 x 102

WxLxH m 61½ x 83 x 76
i

WEIGHT 23,680 8.400 2.600 9.400 S680 46,960
LBS

"1977 DOLLARS Figure6 7o,_

WIND TURBINEGENERATORSIMULATION

A complete Wind Turbine Generator model has been implementedon a
Westinghousehybrid computer to evaluate alternativeelectricalgen-
erator systems. Basically,the non-linear items are implementedon
the analog consoles while the control and integrationfeatures of

._ the model are programmed into the digital portion. The drive train
is composed of a blade, a low speed shaft, a gearbox, and a high
speed shaft which drives the rotor of the generator. A transmission

F 11ne network provides system voltage. Generator parameters,namely
rotor and stator impedances,are generated in real-time as a func-

;" tlon of the slip. A slmple cycloconvertersimulationprovides rotor
_:,_ voltage. Digital computer routines determine wind conditions,
,. speed, torque compensation,and other controlcommands. The aerody-

namic rotor is represented in a simplified fashion by means of a
digital computer routinewhich accepts wind speed input and calcu-

i fates the wind torque using the Co relation of Figure I. The
curve is extrapolatedfor high velocity ratios to assume negative

i . F

'" values to simulatedrag under startupand transientconditions.
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"" The 2.p perturbation caused by wtnd shear effects ts modeled on the
. analog console as a stnusotdal wtnd torque variation wtth an ampli-
' tude of +25 percent of the wtnd torque ttself. It ts added to the

::_ output oT the wtnd torque subroutine, its frequency ts determined
:;. by the blade speed and changes centtnuously as the blade speed
-' : varies.

_!!' The mechanical dynamics of the drive train are simulated as lllu-
[i strated tn Figure 7. The hybrid computer implementation of the

ii. model Includes drive train efficiency and friction.

MECHANICAL DYNAMICS MODEL OF THE DRIVE TRAIN

Rote. OeA.OX ae..ATO.

_%..: , I

|_'i eM eaoae
il&'_

4: JRe'R " T| + KLslOGB-O R) + DLSI#aB-dR)i
_:, _a_'a" -T, (oa - eas)+ OIls(ea- ea.)
I::i ..

!, JaB 0GB " KLS (,baB - .#R) + DL8 (_GB - 0R ) + KHS (Ca - eGB) + DH8 (ea - _aB)

, Figure 7
°i:

!:i Both 2-speed PAM and vartable speed synchronous flux generators are

/!! modeled as polyphase induction machines. Generator voltages, cur-rent and fluxes are represented tn a transformed d-q coordinate sys-
:! tem which rotates synchronously wtth the staler field. The genera-
::i: top parameters, rotor resistance, rotor inductance and stator tnduc-

_ tance, are allowed to change wtth sltp. They are generated through
a digital computer routine. Separate 4 and 6-pole models are
swtLched in and out by digital control to stmulate the two speed
PAM. The cycloconverter ts controlled so as to vary the rotor volt-
age in accordance with a control algorithm. Such action produces
variations tn the generator speed atmed at controlling and stabiliz-
Ing electrical power output.

SIMULATIONRESULTS i

The E-speed PAMgenerator configuration was simulated in a number of
hypothetical operational situations and found to be very tractable
for wtnd turbine application. Figures 8 and g represent a combina-
tion of startup, steady state, and speed switching transients. ":ur-
btne speed ts fully controlled by the electrical generator with no

_' active pitch or other aerodynamic devices. The following sequence
_ of events is Illustrated.

: 131
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1, Motortng from zero speed tn a 6 pole configuration (wind
speed - 19 mph),

2, Termination of motoring when the wind torque rnachn_ a
0,1 pu value (Approx, 60_ rpm),

3, Aerodynamicaccelerationto 1,200rpm,

4, Steadystate generatingoperationat 1,200 rpm (6 pole),

5, Wind speed increaseto _B mph to trlggorpole switching,

6, Generatorexcitationremovalupon pole switch command.

7. Aerodynamicaccelerationto 1800 rpm.

8. Return to generatorexcitationwith a 4 pole connection.

9. Steady state generatingoperationat 1800 rpm.

10. Wind speed decreaseto lg mph to triggerpole switching.

II. 4 pole to 6 pole switch command,

12. Removalof generatorexcitationfor 2 second.

13. Speed increase of approximately2% (aerodynamicoperation)
at the end of the 2-seconddelay.

14. Return to generatorexcitationwith a 6 pole connection.

15. Generatorforces deceleration.

16. 14 mph wind gust overcomes generator torque and speed
exceeds1800 rpm.

17. 6 pole to 4 pole switchcommand.

18. Generatortorque sufficientto controlspeed.

19. Gust subsides- 4 pole to 6 pole switchcommand,

20. Generatorforced decelerationto 1200 rpm.

21. Generatorsteady state operationat 1200 rpm.

Figures 10, 11, and 12 show typlcal results obtained from the
dynamic simulationof a baselinevariable speed wind turbine genera-
tor. Figure 10 shows the effect on wind torque produced by a gusty
wind and the two per revolution blade shear effects. The figure
shows that the rotor excitation can be controlled, through the
cycloconvertertto produce a nearly constant power output under the

132
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severe wind torque conditions. _lgure 11 shows a transient that, by
m_ans of varyinq frequencyperturbationon the wlnd speed, triggers 1
a drive train natural resonance. The resonance is clearly visible I
_nd is obtained without making an attempt to compensate for it
through the rotor circuit. Figure 12 shows the same transientwhen

: variable speed compensationis fully applied. It is seen that the
resonanceis completelyeliminated.

CONCLUSIONS

Both 2-speed PAM and variable speed baselinegeneratorsystems offer
attractivebenefitsto wind turbineperformance. Table 3 summarizes
the relative advantagesand disadvantagesof each. Final selectlon
of a generator system, however, must be made in the context of an
overallwind turbine design. Table 4 i11ustratesa generator system
selectionprocess. The findings conclude that 2 speed PAM is pref-
erable to single speed providedthat further evaluationof switching
transientsuncoversno adverse impact. The variable speed option is
preferred over both single and two-speed if the project schedule
a11ows final development. These conclusionscould differ for other
wind turbinegearboxand/or blade controlconfigurations.
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QUESTIONS fiND ANSWERS

T. S. _lderson

• : From: R. I,. Moment
. .'L

Q: If added MOO-5 energy capture was outside the scope of your study
(verbal answer given to another question), how can you state (in
conclusions) that added energy capture justifies additional cost of
variable speed generator?

A: Th_e i_ the qualitative rceult of the Bowing erudition.

From: R. Shokar

' Q: 1) What is the power rating of the cycloconverter?
•:': 2) Is the power from the eycloconverter fed into the rotor through
: slip rings?

3) What is the speed range of the generator?

A: 1) 733 kw (.:3x 4400 k_/1.2).
: :2)' Yes.

3) 1440-:',160RPM (1800 +-:20%),

From: W. A. M. Jansen

• . Q: Did you consider rectifying the current from the synchronous genera-
tot and afterwards using power electronics to get proper voltage
and frequency?

ha_nonio aontcnt weighted ag, z[u_t its ,:_,h'etL,n.

From: E. tlinrichsen

Q: What speed variations are allowed at the generator to dampen drive
train rcsonancc?

: A: Within ttw + 5% aont,,,,l /,and, indA:at hvw _,* $,u' o'h,,w l .... o.

From: E. llinrichsen

• Q: Are costs for both systems (I'AM and doubly fed) both in 1977 dollars?

A: Y_'s.

•_: l'rom: E. Rybak

- Q: iVhot is tile increased energy capture front the variable speed opera-
t ion?

: A: ::t:,',"j_,' ,'_,'_'._i_ ,',zl'tnv, w,u.' ,,,z_a;_,_,,',/ b_, th,,'[u,j.
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: T.S. Andersen L¢',_tinued)_,o.

.z
From: P. J. Pekrul

Q: on the two-speed generator, please describe how you "shift gears."
,, Does the power drop to zero during rotor speed up and slow down?

i. A: The paper contains more information on the shift sequence. A momen-
: tary (_-second) power interruption is required.

','i'; From: Anonymous

•_ Q: By what means does the variable speed machine reduce gust induced
_./ current surges ?

i :i:_ A: Gust induced current (and torque and power) surges were attenuated

_ by allowing rotor speed to increase_ temporariZy storing the gust
i:; energy much like a flywheel.

From: Anonymous
,=:. r

_; Q: What was the variable speed efficiency at lower percentages of rated
_':}:. output ?

....'. A: Efficienc_ decreased somewhat more sharply than fixed speed induc-
_':'_ tion machines below rated output. Its effect was considered in the

_/_,: overall evaluation.

From: R. Barton

i-
_ Q: Why was the speed range limited to -+ 20%?

_ A: A $:1 minimum frequency ratio would allow a total of +_33_ variationj
, but wind turbine structural considerations and energy capture results

_, indicate little motivation for an operation range beyond +_20_.

_ ._... From: R. Pelote
!%.

Q: How does energy capture compare for: single-speed vs. two-speed vs.
....-.: variable-speed?

=oi- A: Variable-speed - highest, two-speed - medi_on_single-speed - lowest.
Specific energy capture was calculated by Boeing.

From: R. Pelote

Q: Has Boeing selected the variable speed generator for the MOD-SB?

A: Yesj a_ the conclusion of conceptua_ design.

- 136 '
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LARGE HORIZONTAL-AXIS WIND TURBINE WORKSHOP

Wind Resource Assessments and Sitin_

Session Chairman - W. R. Barchet (Pacific Northwest Laboratory)

"Putting Wlnd Resource Atlases to Usa"

D. L. Elliott

(Pacific Northwest Laboratory)

"Approaches to Wind Resource Verification"
W. R. Barchet

(Pacific Northwest Laboratory)

"Assessing the Representativeness of Wind Data for Wind Turbine Site Evaluation"
D. S. Renn4

(Pacific Northwest Laboratory)
R. B. Corotis

(Northwestern University)

"Wind Turbine Siting= A Summary of the State of the Art"
T. R. Hiester

(Pacific Northwest Laboratory)
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" PUTTING WIND RESOURCE ATLASES TO USE

D. L. Elliott

Pacific Northwest Laboratory

i- Richland, WA 99352

ABSTRACT

P_ An assessment of an area's wind resource a_d proper site selection are

9! critical to the successful utilization of Kind energy. This paper
i describes how the twelve recently published wind energy resource
_ " atlases for the United States and its territories can be used toi

evaluate various aspects of an areats wind resource. Interpretation of

information in the atlas on various geographic scales (regional, state

i. and station) and time scales (annual, seasonal and diurnal) is dis-
_.... cussed. In addition to techniques for extracting the magnitude of the

wind resource, methods are presented for estimatins the seasonal and

:/".-. diurnal variations of the wind resource for an area, the certainty with
i- which the resource has been estimated and the fraction of land area
L

F - with a given wind resource.
i

INTRODUCTION

i £

Wind energy resource atlases have been produced for 12 regions of the: £

i_ United States and its territories. The atlases depict various aspects

i- of the wind resource in graphic, tabular and narrative form. Major

i users of wind energy resource atlases include: local, state and fed-
!./
F.:.o eral agencies involved in energy planning, private power producers,

I? electric utilities and cooperatives, wind turbine manufacturers and

i- distributors, and energy organizations. The atlases are intended to
• meet the needs of these and a variety of other users. For ease in use

i.:" and interpretation, the atlases have been structured in a standard

i _.! format. Moreover, the atlases were produced using comparable data
i - sets, analysis techniques and presentations to ensure the comparability

of the wind resource assessments. For convenience, information on the

! wind resource is summarized at regional, state, and local scales;

1 however, the assessments are not intended to be site specific. Supple-
mental information, such as the degree of certainty in the resource

estimates and the land area represented by the assessment values, is
" provided to aid in the interpretation of the resource assessments.

_.." The wind energy resource assessments are based primarily on readilyb;

. available, summarized, near-surface wind data; upper-alr data contrl-.
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buted to the asees_ents in mountainous areas. The data used in the
assessments were obtained from various sources" the National Climatic

,:" Center (NCC), the U.S. Forest Service, universities, utilities, and
other 8overmnent and private organizations. The National Cl.imatic

' - Center offered the large._t collection of wind data [1]. Screening

"' procedures were applied to identify stations with the most useful data
and to eliminate stations that would not significantly contribute

.......: information on the resource.

-, For the purpose of estimating the geographical variation of the wind
._,:.. resource, wind energy flux was chosen over wind speed since the energy
_ flux incorporates in a single number the combined effect of the distri-

=. _ bution of wind speeds and the dependence of the energy flux on air
_,;i_': density and on the cube of the wind speed. For locations for which the

::= distribution of wind speeds was not available, the energy flux was
_,,_. estimated by assuming the speed distribution followed a Rayleigh dis-

_! tribution [2]. Qualitative indicators of the wind resource aided in

_- estimating the magnitude and extent of. the resource in some data-sparse
_:_ areas. These indicators included the identification of certain combl-

T._o.:;. nations of topographical and meteorological features [3], areas con-

___d_i.: talnlng eolian landforms [4], and areas with flagged trees [5].

"_.". The analysis of the wind energy is shown on maps usln8 wind power

°:",- classes. Each wind power class represents a range of wind energy

_i':. fluxes (or wind power densities) likely to be encountered. Table 1
'J gives the wind power classes used in the regional atlases for the 10-m

and 50-m reference levels. A 1/7 power law for mean wind speed and 3/7

!_i,ii power law for mean wind energy flux relates the 50_n estimates to the

_:i.," lO-4n estimates.

--_'ii_ TABLE 1. CLASSES OF WIND POWER DENSITY AT 10 m AND 50 m (a)

10m (33ft) 50 m (164ft)

Wind Wind Power Wind Power

"__ Power Density, Speed,(b) Density, Speed,(b)
°': Class watts/m 2 m/s (mph) watts/m 2 m/s (mph)

.... 0 0 0 0--

_ _ 1
-_: 2 100 4.4 (9.8) 200-- 5.6 (12.5)
?.-.._ 3 150-- 5.1 (11.5) 300-- 6.4 (14.3)

200-- 5.6 (12.5) 400 7.0 (15.7)

o _ 5 250-- 6.0 (13.4) 500 7.5 (16.8)
3OO-- 6.4 (14.3) 6OO 8.O (17.9)_':.Y' 6
400 7.0 (15.7) 800 --8.8 (19.7)

o .: 7 '1000--9.4 (21.1) 2000--11.9 (26.6)

..... (a)Vertical extrapolation of wind speed based on the 1/7 power law.
: (b)Mean wind speed is based on Rayleigh speed distribution of

equivalent mean wind power density. Wind speed is for standard sea-
--_.._ level conditions. To maintain the same power density, speed increases

_f.: 5%15000 ft (3%11000 m)of elevation.
3/o
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The analyses of the wind energy resource apply Co terrain features that

are well exposed to the wind, such as plains, tablelands, hilltops, i
ridge crests and mountain summits. In wooded or urban areas, the i
assessment values represent large clearings that are relatively free of

obstructions to the wind (e.g., grass, no trees o_ buildings in imme-
diate vicinity). Local terrain features may interact with the wind-
field to cause the wind energy to vary considerably over short dis-

tances, especially in coastal, hilly, and mountainous areas. Thus,
: there may be local areas of higher or lower wind energy than can be

shown on the maps. Maps depicting the degree of certainty of the
resource estimates are included and should be used in combination with

the resource maps.

Because the wind energy estimate generally applies to well-exposed
locations, the fraction of the land area represented by the wind power
class depends on the physical characteristics of the land-surface form.
For example, on a flat open plain close to 100% of the area will have a

"_ similar wind power class, while in hilly and mountainous terrain the

wind power class will only apply to tb_t small proportion of the land
area that is well exposed. Areal distribution maps show the percentage=,

of land area with or exceeding a given wind power class.

The objectives of this paper are to demonstrate the use of the regional

atlases to determine six aspects of the wind resource: 1) the magnl-

rude of the wind resource; 2) the certainty of the resource estimate;
3) the fraction of land area that the resource estimate represents;

4) the seasonal variation of the resource; 5) the diurnal variation of

the resource; and 6) the prevailing wind direction(s) of the wind

• resource. The primary intent of this exercise is to provide the user
with a better understanding of how to interpret and use the information

in the atlases for estimating various aspects of the wind resource in

: his geographic area of interest.

Assessment Area Selected

For demonstrating the use of the resource atlases, an area roughly

i00 miles by i00 miles in size has been selected. The area has a wide

diversity of land-surface forms, ranging from open plains to high

mountains, and a wide range in wind resource estimates and in degrees

of certainty of the estimates. Across the nation, numerous types of

areas exist, ranging from flat, smooth plalns with a falrly uniform

wind resource over a large area to mountainous and coastal regions

where the resource can vary dramatically over short distances (1 to
;. 5 km). However, this area was chosen as a prime example to demonstrate

the interpretation and use of the resource atlases in a variety of
scenarios.

Estimating the M_nltude of Annual Wind Resource

Figure 1 shows the estimated annual average wind resource at exposed

locations in the assessment area. The numbers on the figure refer to

the wind power classes given in Table I. The assessment area is
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:, FIGURE i. ANNUAL AVERAGE WIND RESOURCE. NUMBERS REPRESENT CLASSES OF
', WIND POWER, WITH "i" THE LOWEST AND "7" THE HIGHEST.

i: divided into grid cells; each grid cell is 1/4 ° latitude by 1/3 ° lonsi-

ii. rude, which in this case is roughly 17 miles on a side. In the atlases,
the grid cells are 1/4 ° latitude by 1/3 ° longitude in the conterminous

:- United States, 1/2 ° latitude by 1° longitude in Alaska, and 1/8 ° lati-

tude by 1/8 ° longitude in Hawaii and Puerto Rico. The east-west dlmen-

) sions of the grid cells vary in size with latitude. The primary
purpose of the grids is to aid in locating the area of interest and for

_._, ease in switching from one map to another; they are not intended for

!ii , precise positioning.

!"i: A topographic map should be used to determine the relative exposure of

the area of interest. Is the area in a lowland or river valley, on a

tableland, plateau, or hilltop, or on an open plain with little local

!-:-:\ relief? A large-scale topographic map, such as a 1:250,000 scale,
'* should be used to determine the relative exposure with respect to ma_or

"" terrain features. In producing the wind resource assessments, sec-

t' tional aeronautical charts, 1:500,000 scale, were valuable in evalu- '

" ating general exposure of locations from which data were commonly

';; available. Small-scale topographic maps, such as 15-min maps (1:24,000)

can be u3ed to determine local exposure with respect to small-scale

L/ I[., features (e.g., bluffs, small hills, etc.).

! The analysis _hows that class 4 wind power is estimated fo: exposed

i ' areas over most of the region in Figure i, with areas of class i, 5,

'_-: and 6 wind power in the northern portion. What exposed fes+ures do

the map values represent? Figure 2 is a land-surface form maps which

shows the general character of the terrain [6]• Table 2 gives the

_,_'- exposed feature represented by the map value for a variety of land-
surface forms. As shown in Figure 2, the region of interest is pri-

_'_' marily composed of plains with hills, high hills, and low mountains,

::i and two areas of high mountains. The class 5 and 6 areas on the wind

resource map in Figure 1 are shaded, which means that the estimates are

for exposed ridge crests and mountain summits. Referring back to the

,/
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"_"_,: B3b - PlainswithHills
;., . , • eeeeeoet

..,L" B4b- PlainswithHigh

:_,._:: ,........ HiIls
• J,_' I

: _ BBb - Plainswith Low

i__.,._. '.........................!....... Mountains
_, / :

_-_:_;_" " D6 - HighMountains_-_.,,_ ........ t ............ I.......

;"_'" B6b_,:,f,,,
!_;!._'.-
_- ,_ ,_. , .,_.... .... ...._..oo.o..

_.".'_'i,. FIGURE 2. LAND-SURFACE FORM

.%:7 TABLE 2. LAND-SURFACE FORM TERRAIN FF_TURES

•' REPRESENTATIVE OF EXPOSED LOCATIONS

; "_,i_i' Land-Surface Form Exposed Feature (Map Value) Percentage Area(a)

..._:_. Plains: A1; B1,2 Plains 93

..... Plains With Hills: A, B3a,b Open Plains 79

' _" Plai_ With Mountains: B4-6a,b Plains (not shaded)(b) 67

._,_;.:ii Ridge Crests and Mountain Summits

. ._i:. (shaded) 10

•,/.._ Tablelands: B3-6c,d Tablelands, uplands 80

_ Open Hills: C2-4 Hilltops and Uplands 27

.,: Open Mountains: C5-6 Broad Valleys (not shaded} 80

..i.i,i.". Ridge Crests and Mountain Summits
(shaded) 12

_..
o _ Hills: D3-4 Hilltops and Uplands 9

". Mountains,' D5-6 Ridge Crests and Mountain Summits
'_."" (shaded) 3

(a)Percentage represents an average over the land-surface fo_ms found in the region.
(bgShaded areas on the wind map_, emphasize thai map values are estimates lur ridge crests and

. mountain summit locations.

,_.j,o"
:-.--,
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land_nurfaco for_ map, wn find that Chaan clan_ 5 and 6 a_oa$ are
Renernlly high mountaln, with vertlca! relief of 900 to 1500 m (3000 to
5000 ft). Valleys and canyon_ in thane a_oan w_ll 8onornlly have
com_Idorabl.y1owo_ wind ronourc_i o.R., only clnnn I or 2 powo_.

Over the remalnd_r of the wind _onou_co map_ _ho ela_ I through 4
oa_lmateo moot3y repronent exposed plains (see F_Bure 2 and Table 2).
Hill_ and low mountalnn arc _eaCtered th_ouBhouC po_tlons nf tho
plaints, a_ indicated by the land-surface form map. However, those
smaller-scale terrain £eaturea are not shown on the wind rosourco map.
Hilltops and ridge crcsto within the plains arcs may have at least one
or two classes higher wind power than chaC of the plains, Conversely,
locations that are in small depressions or are shielded by local ter-
rain features (e.g., hills, mesas, low mountains) will have lower wind
power than that indicated by the map values.

As an example of how local terrain effects the wind resource, consider
stations A and B in Figure 3, These are two stations with long-term
(5 yr or more) digitized hourly or 3-hourly wind data, Both are
located in plains areas that are estimated to have the same wind
resource (class 4). Table 3 lists the 10-m annual average wind speed
and power computed from the hourly data for the two stations,
Station A has considerably higher wind power than Station B. Station A
has about the same wind resource (class 4-5) as that indicated by the
wind resource map, whereas Station B has a lower wind resource
(class 2-3). Why is one station represented by the wind power class
given in Figure 1 and not the other station, even though both stations
are supposedly in the plains? Consulting the station descriptions
given in the wind energy resource atlas and identlfyin_ the station
locations on topographic maps, one finds that Station A is better
exposed to the prevailing strong winds than Station B. Station A is
located on a plateau that is well-exposed to the wind. Station B,
however_ is located in a shallow baslnwith hills and ridges
lO to 15 km away in nearly all directions. Westerly winds (which are
the prevailing strong winds in that region) at Station B appear to be
diminished by hills and ridges which are about 300 co 400 m (i000 Co
1200 ft) higher than the station. Thus_ Station A appears representa-
tive of the wind resource at well-exposed sites in the open plalns,
whereas Station B is not so well exposed. Nevertheless, the wind
resource information for Station B was still used in qualitatively
estimating the wind resource at exposed areas near Station B, assuming
that a well-exposed site should have about i to 2 classes greater wind
power than Station B. Of coursem tllecertainty of the resource at
exposed areas is greater near Station A than near Station B. The
following section discusses how to use and interpret the certainty
rating maps.

Ccrtalnty RatjnE,of the Wind Resource

The dt,gree of certainty with which the wind power class at exposed
sites can be specified depends on three factors: i) the abundance and
quality of wind data; 2) the complexity of the terrain; and 3) the
geographical variability of the resource.
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C] DOQITII|D DATA
i,l,*eot,.oa *.***.*** ,,,t**,,, ott._*,,. ,**lot, *I*H_*_

d_ IUMIMAIIIIED DATA

I.........'.........'................................. X UNSUa4MAmHDDATA
q/ OTH_R AND P|RiPH|RAL DATA

X
......... I................... !....................... _" FIRE W|Al'fl|lll DATA

_ l

..... f,i .........1........._......................
0

A B

FIIIURE 3. S'rA'rIONSUSED IN ASSESSMENT AREA

TAIH,E 3. ANNUAl, AVERAGE NIND SPEED AND PONER AT T_O STATIONS IN AREA

I0 m Speed I0 m Power Power (a)

.St a lieu " .....(m/.s_) .... (N/re")_ __Clayy ....

A 6. I 242 4-5

B 5.3 167 2-3

(a) Power class determined from 10 m power + 25 N/m :_

in the atlases, a certainty rating from I (low) to 4 (high) of wind

energy resource estimate is given for each grid cell. Cert__Inty

ratings are shown In Figure 4 for the area of interest. The assignment
of a certainty rating, as defined in Table 4, requires the sub_eetlve

evaluatlon of the factors itwotved. In Figure 4, the certainty ratings

of the resource estimates range from l (low) to 4 (high). A certainty

of I has been assigned to that region where the wind resource estimates

change Item class 4 to class i and no data uxists at exposed sites.

The only cells with a high certainty of the wind resource estimate are
near Slat ion A, where data from this well-exposed site can be confi-

• dent ly applied it1 estimate the resource In nearby areas because of the
low complexity of the terratn and low variability of tim resource.
Other cclh_ in which stations exist have been assigned a certainty of 2

or 3. ,qome of the stations may have limited data (e.g., unsummarized,

dayt lineonly, _flmrt period of record_ etc.) which can only b_, used as
an indicator of tile wind rt,_otnrce. Other stattom_, such as Station B,

m_y 11ot be repr_,e_ent'_ttve of a wt, ll-exposed s:lte_ but serve as a qnall-
tat ivc .[ndic:ltor {or estimating the rc,_onrct, at exposed art,aSo The
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ridge crest and mountain summit resource estimates (the shaded areas in
Figure i) were assigned a certainty rating of 2, because upper air data

i were used to approximate the resource in these areas.

Each state chapter in the resource atlases contains a description of
the certainty rating maps and usually includes interpretations on the

iI, certainty rating assigned. Because the certainty rating required the
_:: subjective evaluation of the interaction of the factors involved, there

_I may be some variation among the different regional atlases in the
ii_ evaluation of the various factors and in the certainty ratings assigned.

i_ For these certainty ratings not always match along state
reasons, may

ii_ or regional borders.

!_: The wind resource maps should always be used in combination with the
_ certainty rating maps. In areas of high certainty, one should not

i i imply that the resource is known and that no further information or

i_ data is required. The assessments are not site specific. Moreover,
i:'_ assumptions on the representativeness and exposure of a station's data

!_ may, in some cases, bias the estimates. Influences of local obstruc-

_ii tions, such as trees, buildings, and terrain, are usually unknown. In
some cases, apparently well-exposed stations with long-termdata (e.g.,

i i_ i0 to 30 yr) have been found to show questionable trends, such as ,
_: increasing or decreasing mean wind speeds over a long period of time.

i j_. This is not to say that measurements at the prospective site are always
i!:: needed to improve the certainty of the resource. What's important is

__ to understand the particular set(s) of data and information that were

i= used in estimating the resource in the area of interest and to under-
;ii_ stand the meteorology of the area. Over regions of extreme variability

i- in the resource, an almost infinite number of measurement stations may

_ be needed to fully characterize the resource over the area; whereas
! i!
,_ over flat regions of uniform resource, few, if any, additional measure-
,/

_:, ment stations may be needed, provided the data used are actually repre-

0 ,iii sentative in the first place.

i '!

!',_ Estimating the Areal Distribution of the Resource
.,r
_._

i-,.I Because the wind power class values shown on the maps apply only to
"•4

_I areas well exposed to the wind, the map area does not indicate the true
_I land area experiencing this power. The fraction of the land area

i represented by the wind power class depends on the physical charae-
,._ teristlcs of the land-surface form. For example, on a flat open plain

_i! close to 100% of the area will have a similar wind power class, while

_ in hilly and mountainous areas the wind power class will only apply to

ii a small proportion of the area that is well exposed. For each land-

:"_ surface form, the fraction of land area that would be representative of

:.'i exposed locations has been estimated (see Table 2 for averages in
various land-surface forms). Furthermore, to be able to establish a

wind power class for the remaining area, it was also necessary to

determine a factor by which the wind power was reduced in the less

exposed areas or increased in better exposed areas (e.g., isolated
hills and ridges that rise above a plain may experience a higher wind

_ _ power class than the map indicates). To adjust the wind energy flux
: from the map value to the various exposure categories, the energy flux
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' QUALITY!-.,,-,,. OFPOOR

o

_. was scaled to be I) greater thanp 2) equal top 3) slightly less than,

' ;_ and 4) much less than the map value. Greater detail on these scaling '

. :. and partitioning procedures are given in the wind energy resource
,. atlases.

IL;:
In the regional atlases, a representation of the areal distribution is

• _ given in a map that indicates the percentage land area in a cell over

:. which the wind power class equals or exceeds a threshold value. Four
--,: _: maps are shown in the chapters on the state wind resources for thresh-

....I,'_ old values of classes 2, 3D 4, and 5. These maps refer only to the

_!"_:"_ annual average resource.

: _fy For the area of interest, Figure 5 shows the estlmated percent land
:/'f?',_. area in each cell with or exceeding power class 4. Over much of the

:_;'i_!:_' B3b erea (plains with hills - see Figure 2), 80% of the land area is

,_--_;,.:,_.. estimated to have wind power class 4 or higher. However, only 2% of

:':-" the land area is estimated to have class 4 or higher power in the

_*. mountainous regions indicatin 8 class 5 and 6 wind resource in Figure i.:-_;_.:_.
,_-,.- If a cell contained two or more land-surface forms, then the land-

!.:.',"p surface form which occupied most of the cell to which the map value
:_-,,',". pertained was generally chosen. The areal distribution derived from

_=_:'::0._, the wind power and land-surface form maps must be considered only an
........,. approx_natlon. The quantity and quality of wind data and topographic

_/::, information required to make a highly accurate appraisal of the areal

__?i'. distribution of the wind resource are far beyond the scope of these
_+'_"_ assessments.

CLASS 4!;:/iii
.:,.̂ .

-.._Y.'u/

'"2"2'c Y "°_°

, :Lc" . . : : :

!5:0 o ig
::_ il0_8 BO ..:80i80!80_
'- '%;

' ' ieOi80!6Si6S_ :'68i80 • .'

i68i80i80180!65
• !68180180i80i65!65!

....... _...,.;._, ..J

, FIGURE 5. AREAL DISTRIBUTION OF RESOURCE. NUMBERS REPRESENT PERCENTi _ LAND AREA WITH OR EXCEEDING WIND POWERCLASS 4.
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l_t.imatin__ tile Seasonal Variation of the Resource

tn each state chapter of tile regional atlases, maps of tile average wind
power class are preseul ,,d for eadl season: winter (December, January,

i' February); spring (garcii, _'_pril, May); summer (June, July, August); and
:.: autumn (September, October, November). For tile area of interest, the

four seasonal maps are shown ill Figure O. Oil these alaps, the northern
_, basin shows little seasonal variation (class i and 2 throughout the
i.: year), whereas tilewind resource over most of tileplains varies from

class 6 in winter to only class 2 in summer. This exemplifies the fact(

., that seasonal variation can vary over short distances. Local varia-

tions in tilewind resource (of a scale too small to be shown on these

i maps) .re often greater in winter than other seasons, as a result of

: more s_able atmospheric conditions. Moreover, the 1/7 power law (3/7
for energy flux) may not be as applicable to vertically adjusting the

seasonal average wind resource estimates as it is to tile annual average
resource. However, the 1/7 power law was used nationwide for the 1

:' adjusting seasonal average resource estimates because of tile lack of ]i sufficient information on tilegeographical and seasonal variation of

tilewind profile with height at exposed sites. Thus, tile certainty I
ratings of tileseasonal average resource estimates (which have not been i

determined in these regional assessments) are expected to be lower, in ]

i general, than the certainty ratings of the annual average wind resource. 1

Moreover, the distribution of the certainty ratings may change season- 1
ally as the distribution of tilewind resource estlm_tes change, e.g.,
as tile spatial variability of tile resource over an area increases, the i

,: certainty of tile resource in that area usually decreases. I

To evaluate seasonal trends more directly for a particular area or
cell, one could plot tilewind power class values for each season and

connect tilepoints. For adjusting the seasonal estimates to better or

less exposed areas than that typically represented by tilemap value,
one should keep in mind that tilevariations in resource with terrain

height and local terrain Influences are usually greater during tile
colder (more stable) months. As an example here, the difference in the

wind resource between Station A (well exposed) and Station B (in a

shallow basin) Is greater In the winter than in tile spring. Station Ais

winter and spring average wind energy fluxes are 36b W/m ? (class b) and i
244 W/re" (class 4-5), respectively, while Station B's are 235 W/m:

(class 4-5) and lq8 W/m:" (class 3-4), respectively. Thus, tile ratio of

the winter to spring wind energy flux is 1.50 at Statlou A and 1.19 at
Station B, which Indlcates that tile seasonal trends of tilewind resource

vary locally as terrain and exposure conditions vary. Thls effect 18

highly pronounced between ridge crests and valley bottoms, which may
have opposite seasonal trends tn wind resource.

in the regional atlases, graphs of monthly average wind power and speed
for selected stations with d:lgltlzed hourly or 3-hourly data are pre-
sented. Caution should be used In the Interprutat:lon and application
of these graphs. Stations with less than 5 yr of observations may not
show rt, l,Lable monthl.y or seasonal trends. Also, slat 10118 In complex
tel'rdiu may not repl'eseul, tilt, lllOllthly/sedsollal tFeilds In lie,,rby dl'eaS.
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""- FIGURE 6. SEASONAL AVERAGE WI_D RESOURCE

+ _

,,; Estimating the Diurnal Variation of the Resource

The diurnal variation of the wind resource at a site typically changes

_ with season and height above ground. Influences of terrain and water

" bodies cause the diurnal winds to vary locally. Examples of thls are

_- drslnage winds and sea breezes. Although no maps of the diurnal wind
_- resource are presented in the regional atlases, graphs of the diurnal
! _ variation of wind speeds by season are shown for selected stations in
,<" each state chapter. Again. caution should be used in applying these

diurnal characteristics to nearby areas, especlally in hilly, moun-

._. tainous, and coastal areas. Maximum wind speeds on ridge crests and
" mountain summits are frequently at night, whereas valley, basins, and
+, open plains typically have afternoon maximum winds.

m
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_ Figure 7 shows the diurnal variation of wind speeds at Stations A and B.
No attempt was made to adjust these data to l0 m or 50 m because of
uncertainties in the height variations of the mean wind throughout the

+_? day in each season. Typically, the wind shear is considerably greater
i during night and early morning hours than during the afternoon and
t early evening hours. At Station A, the diurnal variation is largest in

_"_.. the summer and the smallest in the winter. Since Station A is in a

.'" well-exposed location on an open plain, nearby areas with similar expo-

:+,. sure can be expected to have similar diurnal variations. At Station B,

.!. which is in a shallow basin surrounded by hills and ridges, afternoon

-_;i_:.i' mean wind speeds in the spring exceed those in the winter. The diurnal

":ii:t+i variation of wind speed at exposed hilltops and rldge crests near
_, Station B may be considerably different than that at Station B. These
_ examples demonstrate the importance of knowing a station's exposure
:):.

°+:i (with respect to local terrain, water bodies, etc.) and the meteorology

_."i. of the area before attempting to apply the diurnal characteristics to

_ _; nearby areas.
-: :?.,

._.i? -- WINTER .....SPRING ORDINATE - M/S
•;_i :

._'i_. -- -- SUMMER .... AUTUMN ABSCISSA - HOUR
_::!2

o-,,

.......1ii" i ......................'......"+

'_; e " : '" : ' " " e • ! +_
i: 4 "_ .....+...... ;"--,_..... i , .+..... +........*......, 4 _'". ,'"' .... "" "' ..... ':"--'_.

++, "+ ' ' + " _ .... t ..... + + t .... _ ..... t ' + " _ .... ' + I + ', ..... '_ ...... + ..... ' . " ' " " '_ .... _ + ' '1

:++' 0 i + ; ,'" + , , 0 + ,+:++:. _ + i i , , ,
,)? 0 :I e e i_ i_ Ii IJ 14 o :l I) e i_ iI_ _ _ i+

o++.,+._

+": Station A Station B

[. FIGURE 7. DIURNAL VARIATION OF WIND SPEEDS BY
1 SEASON AT TWO STATIONS IN AREA

i° _

[ Estimating the Prevailing Wlnd Dlrections of the Resource
J

°_'+ In siting wind turbines, a very important consideration is the prevail-

; Ing direction(s) of the strong power-produclng winds. The prevailing

:"' or most frequent wind direction may not be the direction with the

i!t highest percentage of wind energy. Thus, standard wind roses which
=+ only show the frequency of wlnd direction are not very useful. In the

regional atlases, graphs for selected stations show the percentage Of
tlme that the observed wind direction was from each of 16-point compass
sectors and the average speed of all observations in each sector. The

coincidence of peaks in the two curves indicates that the highest wind

speeds occur from the prevailing directions. Again, caution should be
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used in applying these data to other sites_ because nearby terrain and
obstructions strongly influence the wind directions. Some of the

directional data presented may not be reliable or representative because
of the anemometer location.

Figure 8 shows the directional frequency and average speed for

.: Stations A and B. At Station A, the most frequent p_evailing strong
winds are from the west-southwest and west. Because Station A is a

well-exposed site on an open plain with no apparent terrain obstruc-

: tions nearby, the directional data should be applicable to nearby areas

: with similar exposure. At Station B, the prevailing strong winds are

_ also from the west-southwest; althoush moderately strong winds from
the east-northeast occur, they are much less frequent than those from

the west-southwest. Because of Station B's locatlonp there may be some

;." local terrain influences on the wind direction. However_ these are not

!_ readily apparent from the graphs and topographic maps of Station B.

.., ----- PERCENT FREQUENCY LEFT ORDiNATE - PERCENT
......... WIND SPEED RICHT ORDINATE - M/S

ABSCISSA - WIND DIRECTION

_'",'" '_"',"'t"._-'"l'"...'r'-v'.':" i'..T...f'.T.l,- _ ................

,.i...""'i'=ii''_'.,,....I_,'........_,'"_.........'..."...._.':.:_t_"_'' "=]...,.. .+,.."___.'"_fii!ii==.:.:.=:+....,.._.....,.,...,...,...,.,r"
'- / : t,l, t =__,,.._/i I / i i i I I i ; i ii! i ! i/"1i;...."'"__"'it ,d.: t t-T . ,. z t m4..i...l.._,..-;...i..-.-'..; 4..' ; : _ " ii .-., :_' i i i'I 14 " !.."r'"_.'i._,"_'':';'_'±'+':':'I'.

t ! • , . i

_._i.._. : .._. =-t:ff!rt-,..,i!-_H-._+= i....! __-_._-r__" r,.: : • . I@ -I- t "t.'_"'_'.'_"_"""'i'

: _i!!N_ i__!_i"" "o ......_,,...... o--.__ _ o
• N NI | il_ It _ II Nll II NIC • _ 8 _ _ Nil

Station A Station B ;

_ FIGURE 8. DIRECTIONAL FREQUENCY AND AVERAGE SPEED
AT TWO STATIONS IN AREA

Considering the directional frequency and speed data from both

• Statlonls A and B and other stations in the region, it appears that the

i----., areas with the highest wind energy potential are those well exposed to

westerly winds. Ridges that are perpendicular to these westerly winds

may have considerably higher wind energy flux than exposed flat areas.

CONCLUSION

Described above are some of the ways in which information in the

regional wind energy resource atlases can be put to use to evaluate

various aspects of an areals wind resource. One key point which we
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:_
have tried to emphasize in this paper is the importance of properly
interpreting the wind resource maps and other information in the atlases.

: The wind resource maps alone are not adequate for an evaluation of an
_ ereats wind resource. The user should be aware of those areas where

'i the resource estimates serve as only rough indicators (low certainty

: ratings). Additionally, the user should be aware that the map assess-
ment values only refer to the fraction of land area in each land-

" surface form that is considered to be well exposed to the wind. We

i::; recommend that these various components of the resource assessment be
considered together for a more thorough investigation of an areals wind

i_ . resource. Use of grid cells on most of themaps in the atlas should

_' make it easy for the user to locate his area and transfer the informa-

!:¢ tlon conveniently from one map to the other. Any comments or su8-

i _!,i! gestlons on the idformatlon given in the wind resource atlases and the

_-:_ presentation of this information would be kindly appreciated by the
...... author.

i'!_'. _
!_ :" •
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

D. L. Elllott

Frow: Mr. Iriarte

• Q: Why are calculations and measurements not references to 30 m in
the atlases?

A: The two reference heights of 10 m and 50 m were chosen to bracket
_. typical application heights for the assessment. Adjustment to

other heights is a straight forward application of a power law.

. From: Anonymous

_-_ Q: How did you apply the 1/7 power law in extrapolating the data to
" nearby areas or to areas outside the grid cell in which the data

were located?

.. A: The I/7 power lw_ was used to ad4"ustobserved wind speeds (,_/?for
wind energy flux) to the 10 to 50 m reference height from the
given anemometer height for each station. No fixed extrapolation

• model was used to project the values from a sheltered site to an
exposed site. This was done subjectively using guidance from
stations at exposed locations and, most oftenj topographical
indicators.

From: B. Liebowltz

Q: How was "he upper-alr data extrapolated downward?|

A: Upper-air wind speed climatologies and for the 850, ?00 or _O0 mb
levels were extrapolated linearly to representative ridge top

_" elevations in each grid using the mean heights for these pressure
levels in each grid cell. The extrapolation provided a mean free-
air wind at ridge top height. One-third of the equivalent Rayleigh
distribution free-air wind energy flux was then considered to
represent the 10 m wind resource at the ridge top.

From: H. J. Stewart

Q: What rules did you use for the high speed end in estimating averageo

power density?

A: For statlon_ w_th di.<_"8 _zzed data, no limit was placed on an ae,cept-
" able upper _peed. For _tationo w.'Zthmer_ar_zed dataj a wi_ _peed

only o_itlht_yhigher (1 or 2 mph) tl_n the Zow speed end of the
upper w_,a]speed cla_s was used in the power density calculation.
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D. L. Elliott (contlnlmd)

From" S, Frandsen
;,,

q** How good a £1t was the Raylclgh distribution as used in the,wind
atlases? Did you consider using tho Wclbull distribution?

A= At most InZandsites with wlnd speeds averaging in emcees of
4.6 m/s the Rayleigh distribution adequately _epreeented the
frequency distributions. At a few inland areas with a peauliar

_ wind resource (e.g., San Oorgonio), at some coastal sites, espe-
cially in the trade wind latitudes, and at many island locations,
the Rayleigh did not fit well. In some of these asses much
improved flte could be obtained using the Welbull distribution.

i :. However, in the resource assessments analytical distributions were
i used where only mean wind speed data were available; and in this
_ case the Bayleigh version of the WeibuZl was used to estimate the
!._. Wind energy flux.

i From: L. I. Szabo

i Q: What is the complete title of these wind atlases and where can
i" they be obtained?

_,_
i A: Wind Energy Resource Atlases are available for each of 12 regions

of the United States and its territories from the Superintendent
i _'' of Documents, U.S. GoverranentPrinting Office, Washington, DC.

,__',_ From: J. W. Snow

i-/ Q: Are the assessments contained in the atlases based upon data,
i _ i.e., "measurements" only? Have any areal distributions suggested
i by numerical simulations of the wind been incorporated?

_' A: Measured wind data provides the backbone to the assessments.
i"_ Projection of these data to exposed sites was guided by informa-
i ._ tion from topographical indicators and the results of n_ner_cal
_-:,. and physical modelling (where available). No specific modelling
; '_ efforts were undertaken to support the resource asses_nents.

: Q: Does PNL consider its atlas series as a "preliminary" assessment
_ at the size scale of about 25 x 25 kin?

A: It is not prel_i_ in the sense that a follow-on series is
anticipated. But it is p2.eliminaryin the sense that verification

-, st_ies will shed light upon the accuracy and detail of the assess-
". ments at this scale.
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APPROAO_EflTO WI_ R_OUROE VERrFIOATTON

W. R. Butcher
Pacific Northwest Laboratory

Rtchland, Washing¢on 99352

ABSTRACT

Verification of the regional wind energy resource assessments produced
by the Pacific Northwest Laboratory addrcuges the questiou_ Is the
magnitude of the resource given in the assessments truly represontatlve
of the area of interest? Approaches using qualitative indicators of
wind speed (tree deformation, eolian features), old and new data of
opportunity not at sites specifically chosen for their exposure to the
wind, and data by denign from locations specifically selected to be
good wind sites are described. Data requirements and evaluation
procedures for verifying the resoarce are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Wind energy resource assessments have been completed for 12 regions of
the United States and its territories. These assessments are based

primarily on readily available, summarlzedb near-surface wind data;
upper air data contributed to the assessments in mountainous areas.
Annual and seasonal average wind energy flux (wind power class) is
given for sites which are well exposed to the wind. Figure i shows
those areas of the country with a wind resource of >.3CJW/m2 at 50 m.
However, in many a :eas of the country only a small percentage of the
stations used in the assessment could be considered to be representa-
tive of well-exposed sites.

An estimate of the degree of certainty associated with the resource
assessment was made. Assignment of a certainty rating was based on
the availability of data in well-exposed locations, the complexity of
the terrain, and the expected geographic variability of the resource.
Certainty ratings of i or 2, shown in Figure 2 for the 48 conterminous
states of the United States, indicate that little quantitative data is
available in that area, that the complexity of the terrain makes the
available data unrepresentative of well-exposed locations, or that
the wind resource may vary greatly over small distances. Areas with
low resource certainty are candidates for verification.
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FIGURE i. AREAS OF THE CONTERMINOUS 48 UNITED STATES WITH A WIND
'°i

,: ENERGY FLUX >300 W/m2 AT 50 m ABOVE THE GROUND

sq:,

A.j 7-

.,,,._,. FIGURE 2. AREA OF THE CONTERMINOUS 48 UNITFJ) STATES WITH A LOW

:":;_" OR LOW-INTERMEDIATE (2) RESOURCE CERTAINTY RATING

'-: But, a low certainty rating alone is not a sufficient reason for

I ,".i_i' conducting verification activities. Other factors related to the wind
= ,_ resource wi"" likely enter into a decision on verification. For

: example, it.areas with low _.ind energy potential (say, less than

[ fi(;_" 300 W/m 2 a_ 50 m), in areas wlth low present costs of energy, or in

,_,o,,' areas with no apparent markets for wind energy, there is likely to be
"'_. no urgency for verification activity.

.-L'_" lu this paper several approaches to conducting resource verification

will be discussed. These approaches mainly address the question: Is

•,o:,., the maynitude of the wind resource given in the regional wind energy
> resource assessments truly represeutatlve of the area of interest?
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Vorlf/o¢ltion at:t lvitioH _'ould al,HO bt_ dos lgned to llnnwor etcher quot_ _

•° t tom_ M_out tile rouourct_. For t:xnmplt_ is tim nronl d:i.ntrthution o£
l:ho w:ind l:Ollollreo ropro, HOllttlt,l.v._ of l_II(-_tlrO.(l of JlltorOl_t? The..LoA:tOr
quimLion iil much more dl.ffl.eult Lo aWlwt:r titan the formo.r. A meamtre
of tim wind reHouvuo nl: HpOe[|'J.e I_J,tO_l will tlUffl_O 1_0 nm_wor tile
qtioiltion on lllai_nJ,tudo, but an ox_romo,Ly lnrge number of moamlrumontl-i
wou.ld be needed to ofl'o_t:.lwdy verify tilt: nreill d]l_l;rIbuL'lon. I'n

• :' fa¢:l_ lnmiorleal nlodo|.l.np, may be the olily l_rnet, cd)l_: appro¢leh to VOrl-

I+yInp, tile area.I, d IHl+ribnt i,on e_lt,+imatoH.

^PPROAC',lll'_S

All approaches to w:rlf.tcatl.on of resource magnltudo rely on clio

awtLlabLL:ity o£ wind data. Thi_1 data may be qualitative, i.e., the

result of the analysis el: some :Lndlrect indicator of wind speed such as
the deformatlon oi" trees or quantitative, i.e., the result of a wind

measurt,ment program, using data of opportunity or data by design.

.t_Ulli tat ive

Qualitative approaclteu to resource verification depend on the presence

of indicators of wind speed such as wind deformed vegetation and evi-

dence of wind erosion. Techniques have been developed for estimating
mean annual wind speed from wind-induced tree deformation [ip2].
Figure 3 shows the dlstrlbutlon of tree speelea (pines, hemlock,

spruce, Douglas fLr, and firs) for which the extent of wlnd-induced
deformation has been calibrated in totals of the annual mean speed.
Those calibrations have been developed from data obtained mainly In

' the Pacific Nortilwest:and the Northeast; similar species growing in

otiter areas may not respond to the wind in an identical fashion.

/n aft'US of the country In which wind erosion helps shape tile landscape,
certain eolian features stlt'h as sand dunes, wind scour streaks attd
playas may be useful indicators of wind energy potential. Figttre 4
shows areas of tile 48 eouterminous tlntted States that may be suscep-

2: tibte to wind erosion [3]. Techniques have been developed for esti-
mating wind speeds from sand dunes and other eolian features [4].

Qual ltatlve approache_ to wind resource verification are likely to be i

Labor-intensive and to require personnel with expertise in biology i
(dendrology) and geology (geomorphology) its well as meteorology. Pro-

l imtnary 8tutltes of sate.llltt, imagery and high altitude aerial photog-
raphy may be needed to ldent i[y promising locations for more detailed

, tltudy. Field obserwttlon programs may then be conducted In tile prom-
1,4trig lot_ltiont¢ to obta lit tl_lt_l Oil trot. del'ormatton or eolian features.
Post-[lt, ld-program atlll.lyt, ls will then be uet_tled tO convert: these data I
to t'qulvaleut w lud tH,t,etls.

(:lVt'll the I_t't'St'lit't ' Of auliahlt, bloLoglt_a] or goolog]t'al lndit.atorm,
thl_: aplU'O:lt'h to vt, rll lt'at [oil t,t.tld be carried otlt In a ported of

t_t,voral inontht_ ovt, r an _lt't,a of _everlll htttldrt,d ttqtttil't, miletl. Point
etlt IlliCitt,.,_ of wind t_l_t't't[ WOlf It[ I [kelv be obl il[nt,d |'o17 many [attar 1o11,,t

lt, l

' _., "....... . ........... -"-_- _i
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:' THE DISTRIBUTIONOFPINES,HEMLOCKAND SPRUCE
IN THE UNITEDSTATES.

•' i '

THE DISTRIBUTIONOF DOUGLAS-FIRAND PONDEROSA
,. PINE IN THE UNITEDSTATES.

FIGURE 3. THE RANGE OF SPECIES OF PINE, HEMLOCK, SPRUCE AND
" DOUGLAS FIR IN THE UNITED STATES [i]
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that meet the criterion of good wind exposure. The accuracy of the
" resulting verification is dependent on the accuracy with which indirect

.-i' indicators can be converted to wind speeds.

Data of Opportunity

The wind resource assessments available today are based primarily on

'*data of opportunity", that is, data taken for purposes other than

wind energy prospecting or monitoring. As a result the location of

: such stations is generally quite different from the optimal wind energy

i_ site that is well exposed to the wind in an area of low surface rough- ,
ness and with no nearby obstacles.

• At present existing quantitative methods do not reliably convert wind

data obtained at a less than optimally situated site to what it would

be at the optimal site. The approach taken by PNL is to first become

as familiar as possible with the topographic setting and exposure of

_ each station. The weather patterns that affect each location and their

i.: influence on the wind resource are thoroughly examined. Then the

wind resource at exposed locations is estimated by subjectively extrap-

' elating the available data. In this extrapolation those sites with

the best wind exposure are given greatest weight.
[[,

In some areas, especially in terrain of large vertical relief, the

data of opportunity are supplemented with upper-alr wind cllmatologles.

Vertical extrapolation techniques are applied to estimate the free-alr

wind resource at mountaln-top and rldge-crest levels. Estimates of

-i the ridge crest or mountain summit wind resource are guided by both
; the upper-alr extrapolation and available surface data of opportunity.

In a program of wind resource verification in which data of opportunity

" are the principal source of quantitative information, extrapolation
techniques similar to these will have to be applied. In this case the

verification Informatlonmay be subject to the s_e uncertainties as
the resource assessment being verified. Nevertheless, if the two

estimates of the resource magnitude are based on independent data sets

and are in agreement, a significant increase in credibility of the

resource magnltude will have been achieved. !

Where are these data of opportunity to be found? The regional resource I
assessments made use of data that had been archlved by the National

Climatic Center, either in time series form in the TDI440 tape series, I
or as wind summaries [5]. Wind data from other sources such as elec- I

trle utilities, nuclear power plants and research projects were used I
in the resource assessments whenever they were already summarized, i

The Wind Energy Resource Atlases provide the location of stations used
in each regional assessment. Additional data of opportunity, not used

-: in the regional assessments, are available from the NCC for many

stations for which the data have not been summarized or digitized [6].

_, Many colleges and universities, electric utilities, consulting

meteorologists, state highway departments, state departments of natural

resources, other gogernment agencies, etc., have wind data in unsumma-

rlzed form (e.g., strip charts, magnetic tape, log books) or as
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summaries not used in the regional assessments which may be suitable

- for resource verification. Locating, reducing and analyzing these
_ data for resource verification will be a major undertaking.

The data of opportunity so far discussed have been previously taken

and archived; they are old data. However, new data of opportunity are
now being taken at many sites across the country. Much of these data

- will have a short life time because the data are being used for real-

time monitoring rather than for obtaining a climatological record•

;_ Therefore, tapping these sources of data will require that: i) the
organization responsible for collecting this data be made aware of the

_.: usefulness of their data for wind energy purposes; 2) an arrangement
be made whereby the wind data are in some way retained or made acces-
sible for retrieval by someone else; and 3) the data be collected or

"'_ retrieved by those doing the resource verification in a timely and
routine manner.

_ A number of federal and state a_encies presently make use of the

Geostationary Operational Enviror_ental Satellite (GOES) Data Collec-
_._ tion System (DCS) to telemeter data from remote sites to the National

-:'_. Earth Satellite Service (NESS) computer in the World Weather Building
x in Marlow Heights, Maryland [7] Data received by NESS are archlved

_: for at least 24 hours and can be made available to parties other than

:r- the original user upon request. Access to the data in the computer

_ can be via dlal-up modem or direct llne [8] It is also possible to

receive the telemetry slgnals directly from GOES with an appropriate
ground receiving station.

_:;_, Some of the federal and state users of GOES-DCS [9] are:

U.S. Department of Interior Mr. Dale Vance

; Bureau of Land Management Office of Scientific Systems
_:. Development

: (303) 234-4620

: U.S. Department of Interior Mr. Donald Rottner

-:', Bureau of Reclamation Office of Atmospheric Resources• j,

_: Management
;: (303) 234-3901

State of California Mr. Larry A. Mertens
:: Department of Forestry Department of General Services

; Department of Water Resources (916) 445-2034

State of Washington Mr. James B. Tucker

Department of Natural Resources (206) 753-5350

: U.S. Department of Agriculture Mr. John Warren

.... Forest Service (208) 384-1439

Each of the GOES-DCS users listed above collects wind da_a along with
other parameters and has expressed a willingness to share this data

; with other interested parties. Because the data sent through the
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GOES-DCS may not be in engineering units, it will be necessary to
_/, obtain calibration equations or tables from the organization operating

the remote telemetry platform.

;,., The use of data of opportunity in resource verification has the advan-

tage that data over long periods of record can be used and that the

; expense of procuring, installing and operating a wind measurement
_i- system are avoided. However, the disadvantage is the lack of control

_ :; over the location of the station and the quality of the data.

_°_: Data by Design

_:!_A In contrast to data of opportunity, data by design refers to a measure-

_ii_ ment program specifically designed to meet the needs of resource verl-

_ii fication. Such a measurement program should encompass activities such
...._. as anemometer site selection and acquisitlon_ measuring system procure-

_:: ment, calibration and installation, data retrieval, and data processing.

_i_; This approach to resource verification will involve an investment in
-_:_i_ hardware (the measuring system and processing equipment) as well as

_':::'"_o.., labor (siting, calibration, installation, maintenance and data

_"_i processing).

,_< Site selection is very important to the verification of resource

=i__,_. magnitude. Since the assessments give the resource at locations well

:_:_, exposed to the wind, proper verification depends on selecting sites
z that meet this criterion. Siting guidelines similar to those needed

._ for siting wind turbines [10,11] should be followed for selecting the
.:i.i_i anemometer sites. Preliminary site Identiflcationmay bemade from an

_o_, analysis of topographic maps of the area of interest. Field inspection
of these sites must follow to further refine the selection.

At this point the access to desirable sites may be an issue. Ownership

_L. of or Jurisdiction over each site may need to be determined and permls-

_ sion for access to and installation of the anemometer may have to be
obtained. Permission for access may be needed even for the fleldo.

_ inspection activity.
J,

_° Some resource verification activities have operated on the principal

_!_: of data by design at locations of opportunity. Most anemometer loan

_L programs operate in this mode. By a careful screening of applicants to

o_ a loan program, sites suitable for resource verification can be located
if the loan program is widely advertized.

Towers in microwave communication networks also present sites of

opportunity for resource verification. Very often the towers are

_, _ located on ridge crests or hilltops, which may be representative of
_-_ . sites well exposed to the wind. Microwave communications towers offer

another advantage in that it may be possible to use the communication

system to telemeter the wind data to a central facility for archivlng

and processing.

/ The selection of a wind measuring system will depend on the end-use

', of the wi_d data. For verification of the magnitude of the wind
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resource, the minimum that must be measured is the wind speed. However, !

if it is desirable to have a more complete understanding of the nature

of the resource at the verification point, wind direction should also 1
be measured.

Wind-run anemometry over long time periods will provide a measure of

the mean wind speed, but not the wind energy flux. As the frequency

of reading the wind run increases, the detail about the wind resource
: will improve. Measurement strategies that provide frequent (more than

one per day), uniformly spaced samples of wind speed are desirable [I0].

However, other measurement strategies employing intermittent or random
sampling may also be applicable [12,13].

Wind measuring systems chosen for resource verification need to be

., highly reliable and durable. High sensitivity to low wind spe_ds or

_ to rapid wind fluctuations is not needed for this task. Onsite data

storage should, as a minimum provide speed (and direction, if included)
i frequency of occurrence information. However, if the labor for

!_i analysis is available, strip chart recordings of speed (and direction)
will suffice. Wind sensors should be positioned no less than I0 m

(33 feet) above the ground and even higher in locations surrounded by

tall vegetation. Other references to wind measuring systems and

measurement strategies may be found in the sources listed in the Solar

Energy Research Institute's Wind Energy Information Directory [14].

In any extensive measuring program an effort to ensure the quality of
: the data is essential to success. Procedures for routine calibration

of equipment prior to installation and at regular periods thereafter

__ provide for user confidence in the data. This opportunity for quality

_. control is not available when using data of opportunity.
i

• VERIFICATION

Data processin- needs for resource verification are modest. The quan-
tity to be cu _lated and compared to the resource assessment is the

: wind energy flux (WEF), also called the wind power density:

I V3WEF

• where 0 ffiair density in kg/m 3

V = wind speed in m/s

..... so that the WEF is in W/m 2. To compute the average WEF over a long

period of time requires calculating the mean of the cube of the wind

" s_eed, _/, and estimating the mean air density. The mean air density
(0) can be estimated from climatic information and the station eleva-

tion. V-/ can be calculated from different types of data:

N C

i Z Vi3 = >] fj Vj3VT= J=l
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,. ::- where Vt = the t th wind speed obtained from a time series record
i :'i (e.g., strip chart) that contains N readings, or
i

:' jth
_''.l_ VJ = the midpoint of the wind speed bin in a speed frequency ,

distribution for which

i _ jth
_r_.: fj _ the frequency of occurrence of wind speeds In the bln.

i ._' Now the mean wlnd energy flux is
!,

i If, however, only mean wtnd speed is available, such as that obtained
from a wlnd run anemometer (wlnd odometer) then an assumption about

_:I' the distribution of speeds about the mean speed must be made to arrive
.... ate. A study of 140 stations, showed that the wind speed dlstribu-

_o'" tion can be adequately described for most locations with a Weibull

_.....: distribution [15]. From the information presented in [15], _can

_-._... be approxlmated from V.
./

_'" A final adjustment to the mean wlnd energy flux may be needed to scale

,_;. the measured (calculated) value to the same reference helght (i0 or
!,._"

i.:"_ 50 m) used in the wind resource assessments. Standard practice In the

_... resource assessments was to scale the wlnd energy flux to 10 or 50 m
i ..... using a 3/7 power law (equivalent to 1/7 law for speed):

:l : " _ Z 3/7
_'-_R =

_ _ l I: where WEF Z = the mean wind energy flux at the anemometer,

i_ Z = the height of the anemometer above ground in meters and
ii

:_, ZR is the reference height of 10 or 50 m.

._ If the mean wlnd energy flux so calculated falls within the range of
_"_.., the wind power class given for that location In the resource assessment

atlas, the resource has been verified. Departure of the measured
_" value by more than one power class from the assessment could mean

.'_ a) that the assessment is incorrect, or

_:' _I b) that the verification site is really not representative of

:. the typical well exposed site for that terrain type. This
_ situation may be the case if the verification value is less
:_". than the assessment.

L.

L

c) that the period on which the verification is based is not

representative of the long term climatological mean for that

location. This may be especially applicable to verlflca-

tionts based on data obtained over a period of one year or
less.

,
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The author would be pleased to hear about any resource verification.....)!
_i: activities in progress and, of course, the results of the verification•
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POOR QUALITY

-.. QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
¢

:" W.R. garchet

From: Mr. D'Aquanni

Q. Does the certainty index reflect poorly ex_ _sed sites?

'-:i A: Grid cells which contained sites with poor wind _posu_a were
i lower certainty rating t_n grid cells with sites that are._. g yen a

well _xposed.

From: A. Jastiani

Q: Over what period of time should wind data be collected for an area
to verify the power class?

;_ A: For the purpose of assessing the resource_ periods of record less
:! than one full year are considered inadequate. Present statisti_l
_ guideline is that mean wind speeds derived from data from a _ll
i annual cycle will be within 20% of the long-tez_ mean 80_ of the
;: time. A longer period is needed for the some confidence and
ii! accuracy for wind energy fluz.

-_ Q: How do you compute the power density for a specific site?
,L,

:i!!: A: The exact mathematic expression depends on the form of the data
ii available from the site. For time series data the mean wind

energy flux (WEE) is '!

;'_" "_" i=l i-i

where Pi and Vi on the air density and wind speed for the ith
_i: reading out of a total of N readings. If density is not measured i
_ a mean density (_) estimated from the site climatology and eleva- ]
_ i tion can be used. For frequency distribution data the WEF is 'I

ii -- ½WEF = "p 7. fj V.]3
I

.!

where f.¢i8 the frequency with which speeds in the jrh* speed
-:_[ categor_ are observed and Vj is the mean speed associated with the
"i $th class, i

_::: If only a mean wind speed is available for the site an analytical
"'_!_ speed distribution can be used to estimate the WEF. For the
'_ Wei_ll distribution this reduces to:

•" WEF = _- - -- 3
:' [r + i/k)]
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W. R, Barchot (continued)

",., where k is the Wegbull shapa pa_aonotar. For a RayleCgh dCstr_-
butlon thgo beaomes

, :_. wE--_.½o (1.91)V3

(i._.;
•/..u. .

'::;:'_"' ORIGINAL " ''
-"+ OF POOR QUAL!TY
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.... and
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i_. ABSTRACT

:-_ Once potential wind turbine sites (el,he" for single installat'ions or
-""i..., clusters) have been identified through siting procedures, actual evalu-
i=-::'_' ation of the sites must commence. This evaluation is needed to obtain

i:_i.;.",_ estimates of wind turbine performance and to identify hazards to the
_:..... machine from the turbulence component of the atmosphere. These estl-
. mates allow for more detailed project planning and for preliminary

--,,/o financing arrangements to be secured. The site evaluation process can

" ":" occur in two stages: I) utilizing existing nearby data, and 2) estab-

i'°ii:,: lishing and monitoring an onsite measurement program. Since step (2)

._,'- requires a period of at least 1 yr or more from the time a potential

!_/ site has been identified, step (I) is often an essential stage in the

_""." preliminary evaluation process. Both the methods that have been devel-

i_i.i."- oped and the unknowns that still exist in assessing the representative-

ness of available data to a nearby wind tu-blne site are discussed in
i _ " th-'s paper. This paper then discusses how the assessment of the repre-

._,,: sentativeness of available data can be used to develop a more effective
°"'/,,..[ onsite meteorological measurement program.

-:>.:•

!:_'°':;" 1.0 INTRODUCTION

=%.._ Successful site selection activities, described in another paper at
this conference [i], should lead to the identiflcat_on of one or more

_"" "candidate" turbine or turbine cluster installation sites. Once these

,.'.,,, candidate sites are identified, evaluation of the wind characteristics
, at the sites must commence to allow for project planning and for prelim-

_._ .... inary financing arrangements. This paper discusses our current state
o,

•-._.:'..
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of knowladg_ of _he slto evaluation process as it relates to ins_alla_
tion of larg_ machine clusters, and poln_s out areas whore additional
work is roquirmd.

:, In genera], c_ndldato slte_ will not have sufflclont onsltc documonta-
tlon of wlnO chnract_rlntlcn to bo completely adoquat_ for plannln8 _h_
installatlon. The developer of the installation must then make use
of oxlstlng data sources, and d_t_rmln0 the raprasantatlveness of
Cho_o data to =ho candidat¢_ sitos. A numbor of cechniquos may hav_ to
be applied, including numerical simulations, statistical procedures,
and even subjective judgment, to estimate the wind characteristics at
the candidate sites. These estimates may give early information on the
projected performance of a turbine or turbine cluster at the candidate
site; although the lack of onsite information will probably mean that
the developer can not place the highest possible confidence on the per-
formanee projections. In addition, the=e.m_y be certain turbulent
characteristics of the atmosphere at the candidate site that only an
onsite measurement program could identify adequagely.

Another important reason for the developer or planner to assess the
representativeness of existing data to a candidate site is that a more
intelligent and cost-effectlve onsite measurement strategy can be
developed. In some cases D nearby data may be sufficiently representa-
tive to eliminate the need for onslte measurements at all; in other
cases, an extensive measurement system (including multiple towers if it
is a large cluster site) may be necessary before sufficient information
can be derived from a site to allow the project to proceed.

Basically, the following must be taken into consideration in assessing
the representativeness of an existing data set to a nearby candidate
site:

:, i. The degree to which the data represents the interannual variability
of diurnal, 3easonal, and annual wind statistics at the site.

2. The degree to which the data represents actual conditions at the
site given geographical and topographical variability between the
data source and the site.

L"

3. The degree to which there would be impacts on the representative-
ness of existing data occurring due to modifications in the lower
atmospheric boundary layer as a result of an installation of a
large cluster of turbines.

" The focus of the first section of this paper is on (i) and (2); under-
:_ standing of (3) lq very limited at present and should be a major thrust

of research in the future. Following thl8 first section, the results
of recent research in determining the most appropriate onslte measure-

ment strategy for site evaluation will be presented.
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2.0 I)ETERbiININfl'riieREIIRI_BEI_rATTVENES8OF EXTSTIN_ DATA BETS

2.1 _!_ljmatoloB:[en!AdJu_t.m_,_tof _ghort-'rvrmData

In runny cnmm_ dt_clHions to d_,w_Iop a wind turbint_ proJ_mt will Imvo to

be based on tlm L,x,lt_,enceof wind dattl that cow;rs only _Ishort period

of tim_,. 'rhq daLa may imvt, he en collected by the dew._loper of the wind
proJ_m[, so _hat moat likely tlmre w_,u.Ldnot haw, b_c_n time to wait

until a furl. cl._matology of the _ind characttariet'ics at the site has
been e_tabli_ht_d, in other caaLm, nearby dat_ collected fo_ somL: other
purpose may be available, but aga:ln w[l'l, not have had _ufficient ,length
of record to discern lnterannuai variability. Since the wind project
dc:veloper, as well as finance institutions that provide thL: developer

"' with working capital, need to know variations in year-to-year cash flow

,_ that tilt:project will experience, and in particular need to be aware of

: potentially serious cash flow situations that would occur during one or

several consecutive low-wlnd years t knowledge of tile Interannual varia-

,._,, bil[ty 'i_extremely important in the planning stages of a project.

A number of studl,es have been matle to adjust short-term measurements to

long-term climatological values. These studies include statistical

procedures for relating short-term data to long-term records that are

.< near the site, retch as National Weather Service statlons_ t_me series

analysis of short-term data in compurJson with nearby long-term weather

.: records, _tudies of synoptic climatology patterns_ and use of numerical

._ models.
i

2.1.1 Wind Variab:illty Statistics

-- Extensive research :Into using statistical and time aeries procedures

for determining the representativeness of short-term to long-term

(e.g.. 30 yr) means, and the variance of the mean has been made [2,3,4,

5,6]. These .qtudle_ are 8unmlarlzed by lliester and Pennell [7].

Corot[s [5], for example, assesse_ the_reliability of a computed mean

: speed with a confidence interval. If V and ov are the computed mean
and hourly standard deviation of wind speed for a period of time, such

• a_ a season or a year, then there Is a probability of (i-_) that the

: true long-term mean wind speed for that period of time is bounded by:

--- r--

Probabl[ity = V +_ k /2 ov/Vn [[]

"_ where Iq_/2 Is the standard normal deviate cw_luated at a cumulative
Level of (t-_/2_, and n [,_ the number of equivalent independent hourly

readiug_ on which V i_ ba,qt, d. Values _,1 kc_/2 are readily aw_ilable
from _tandard _tat[,qtic_ textbooks. 'rh[s study, a_ well as others

! re|erenced above_ all conclude that the following general guideline
-_i applie,_: "...the climatic mean wind speed will be within + 10% of a

,_ln_,l.emean wind speed ob,qervatlon w/th about _)0_/confidence." It:

_,eueral, thi_ _ame _'uidel[ne applies to a single _ea_on of mea_uremt, nt_
' being within + 10,% of the climati,: ,_ea,qonal average with qO% confidence.

I 'I',

|
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Obviously, this guldeliPe does not apply to all sites. In fact, the
accuracy of the estimate at any given site depends on the coefficient

.... of variation o£ the site annual mean wind sF_ed aa/V , where Va(a) is
:. the climatic mean and __a is the standard deviation of aauual means.
/' Information on how Oa/Va can provide more precise error ranges on a
" long-term estimate from a single mon_.hlyor annual value is demon-

strated in [3]. Figure 1 shows their results of the average divtribu-

,=;:' tion of monthly and annu_ wind variations for a survey of 40 National

_ Weather Service stations. This figure shows that on the average a

_ single observation of annual mean wind speed falls within the interval

*_ o£ approximately 0.8 _ and 1.Z6 V with 90% certainty. They then looked

,_/:'//,_, at the distribution of _m/_m for monthly values and _a/_a for annual
.:_ values. The variability distributions of various percentiles of o/V

-, values are shown in Figure 2 (for annual) and Figure 3 (for monthly).

E_._:, Thus, for sites where it is assumed extreme variability occurs, the

__:_ 90 percentile _/_ values would be within about + 15% of a given single

_'_ annual or..+.18Z of a monthly value. -

;:"_:: 1.2
"" • ------ Annual

I;:!: ,.o

iii
, ,_ .8 /T OA %oz confidence limits

_, 10 30 G0 70 90
..[,? '

--,::. CumulativePr0bab111tythat V/F_.x, _.

i,_' FIGURE 1, AVERAGE DISTRIBUTION OF MONTHLY AND ANNUAL MEAN WZNDS
_.,.::i ABOUT THE LONG-TERM MEAN (FROM [,3])

: strategy which can give an indication o_ the long-term mean using only

_:_I intermittent.,measurements, These strategies will be discussed in
_ Section 3 2 i.

; ...."_. 2.1.2 Climatological Adjustment Using a Reference Station

A number of attempts have been made to develop reliable techniques for

°,..i adjusting short-term (season or year) data to climatological values by

°_ i (a) In thls report, subscript "a" refers to annual values, and sub-
script "m" refers to monthly values.
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_Ot'lg0t confidence limits
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Q
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Cumu',attvaP_babtltty that V/_S x, %

FIGURE 2. AVERAGE DISTRIBUTION OFANNUAL-MEANWINDS ABO!)T THE LONG-

TERM MEAN FOR VARIOUS _/_ VALUES, ASSUMING A GAUSSIAN

DISTRIBUTION OF V/_ (FROM [3])

i i i

I,P " Percentile o /V_ /

• _-B"---- _o'_8_ /_.,

,, ,_ • 50 .098

o II 90 .145 _ CS" .1.0 - ..tf--

o.8." ://= ,o,t,ly ]
._Or'l90%confidence limits /

I

o,s i I i i i _ t I i i i •

"" I 2 5 I0 20 40 60 80 90 95

CumulattvoProbability that V/V < x,,

FIGURE 3. AVERAGE DISTRIBUTION OF MONTHLY MEAN WINDS iBOUT THE bONO-

" TERM MEAN FOR VARIOUS _/V VALUES, ASSUMING A GAUSSIAN

DISTRIBUTION OF V/_ (FROM [3])
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: comparison with nearby long-term data. These techniques range from ,
evaluating the ratios of the data sets to applying statistical or time

series climatological relations [8,3,5,9]. For exempts, Coretis [5]
suggests use of the statistical relation;

.i

0
• C

%- - 0(v-Lg t,l
' . where V = estimated long-term mean at the candidate site
• ' C

_ V - observed mean at the candidate site
,, C

V = observed mean at the reference site during the period of
r candidate site measurements

j_,'T

V = observed long-term mean at the reference site
. r

p - spatial cross-correlatlon between sites during period of
candidate site measurements

O ,O = hourly standard deviations for candidate and reference
... c .r sites, respectively._,_

" However, because investigations have shows that monthly and annual

:" cross correlations between nearby stations is relatively low, even in

simple terrain, ample evidence exists to show that adjustment of annual 1
. or monthly mean wlnd speeds using relations such as (2) or the simple

ratio method does not result in sisniflcant and reliable improvement in

_:i" estimates of climatic means over using the guidelines presented in the 'i:
, previous section.

.'_ Recent and ongoing research show that synoptic climatology methods may

: also provide useful ways of characterizing short-term data sets to a

i.-._ long-term climatology. For example, Ossenbrugen et al. [9]_ in a study
, of offshore wind power potential, compared the 3-yr Boston Lightship

i_ records with the 31-yr Boston Logan Airport records by stratifying the

i;i:. latter into various categories of "wind _easons". By applying statis-
,::..: tlcal tests between comparative data sets, and accounting for serial

:_ correlation between observations, the authors were able to adjust the

_ Lightship data to the longer term Logan Airport data to within speci-
"_' fled confidence limits.

• !

7 2.2 AdJustlng Nearby Data to a Site

2.2.1 Numerical Methods

In many cases, there will be no data available on the candiaate site at
,, -,

all. This leaves the wind project developer with the dual problem of
- first interpolating nearby data to his site accurately, and then adjust-

ing the interpolated values to long-term climatological statistics.

. Recently several studies were completed to produce methods of estimating

: " '_' 178
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:_' wind chacaatarlstlcs at a candidate site using only available nearby

National Weather Service data [i0,iI,12,13]. These studies ranged from

-i,.i". the application of sophisticated numerical ob]ectlve analysls models to
simpler interpolation techniques, All of the studies incorporated the

-_:." effects of topography on wind flow between the National Weather Service

_,,. stations and she site, Topography is incorporated in the numerical
:: schemes by introducing topographic features on the computatJ,onal grid

and enforcing mass conservation in the calculations, The interpolation

o:._jl scheme is adjusted for topography by utilizing weiShtlng factors.

_:_i_,i A sample of the results of a test of one of the numerical methods is
_'_:- shown here, This method is an improvement of a modeling technique

_. developed by Bhumralkar [13] followlng a concept of atmospheric flow
...._ modeling in the lower atmosphere developed by Sherman [14]. The

__,_, details of the methodology and test procedure are described by Endlich
_. et el. [15] Basically, the model operates in a sigma coordinate

=.:_:. system. _he wind flow model is used to solve the continuity equation

_::=';:-. for each set of representative wind vectors (elgenvectors). A simu-

_'" lated wind history can then be produced at the candidate site, and from
_,r this simulation the statistics of the winds at the candidate site can

be estimated.

=_, The results of a test of the model at Clayton, New Mexico where nearby

=:;"" National Weather Service data is used as model input and compared with

w!_'_';:_ simultaneous wind measurements at the Clayton MOD-OA site is shown in
, Figures 4 and 5. Figure 4 gives a map of the location of the Clayton

_.: site, as well as locations of the available National Weather Service

=_; sites. Figure 5 gives comparisons of seasonal and diurnal values of
_ simulations and observations.

__:_ In general, the simulated results are lower than observation for this

_i:_ case. Tests at other locations give similar results--only occasionally
_,i_ do simulations actually give higher statistics than observations.

_' Despite these deficiencies, the simulations produce seasonal and diurnal

_/ patterns comparable with the observations. This does not necessarily
:: occur at some of the more complex terrain sites, where National Weather
=o Service stations are in valleys and candidate sites are on mountain

_?! tops. Nevertheless, modifications to this modeling scheme have produced

_:_ improved results from earlier tests. This approach can be useful for ,
_-:" estimating wind characteristics at a site with no known wlnd informa-

:/'. tion. Results of these model applications should only b_ used as a_i; _ means of providing preliminary guidance on the wind characteristics at
_°'_:' a candidate site,

1

_:" 2.2.2 Use of Spatial Data Arrays ]. 7 _ .

....:_. Suppose that some knowledge of the variance of wind speed is available

-:,o ' !.n the region around a site, and that it is desirable to determine the

; 7 representativeness of nearby data sets to a site. This type of infer- i

.?. marion may be available, for example, if some preliminary site survey i
_' work had been done over the entire region in which the candidate site

i had been selected. Such data are often available in areas where a i

ib'" known resource exlsts and extensive measurements were established
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because of an interest in wind energy development. Under these clrcum-
., stances the principles of Section 2.1.1 can be applied to establish

confidence limits on the representativeness of a given data station to
the site. Rewriting Equation [i]:

: S

f

'.! where V - spatial aversSe of mean wind speed values
.[ S

"_ O - standard deviation of individual site mean values to the
T S

,," spatial average.
q_
:I'

The total standard deviation, accounting for spatial and temporal varl-
!,i ability, is given by:
,,

: oT _ + [4]

..',_ Based on guidelines established from a survey of Natlonal Weather Set-
!:! vice stations around the U.S. by Corotis [2]:

•_, 0.i V

_:_ % J_ IS1

.! Then, for one year of measurements:

_!T _ (:Tv)
"'} 90% confidence = V + 0.i [61

i" Thus, Equation [6] states that, in general, inclusion of spatial varia-
4 bility of mean wind speeds with climatological adjustment increases our
/i uncertainty of the true long-term mean wind speed. Conversely, we have
-"i:i less confidence that the true long-term mean wind speed is _ 10% of the
::.- nearby measured mean winds.

:_ For oth_r confidence limits, [6] can be written in a more general form:

Confidence interval (x) " V _ 0.l _- ,_90%l [7]

3.0 ESTABLISHING A SITE MEASUREMENT STRATEGY

In the previous sections we have explored a number of techniques that
can be used to estimate wind characteristics at a potential turbine or
turbine cluster site where little or no onsite data exist. However, in
many cases the information gained from employing these techniques is
adequate only for initial planning purposes. It will not provide
sufficient reliability or detail on wind characteristics at the proposed

iI

• " o ' _ _ • " , _ "'" " '_" " :" _ o o -:- :: =_ . :', . . ' _ ......... _' ..... "_ • _
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_ site to complete detailed cluster design and to evaluate the economies
_: . of the cluster performance, Consequently, representative onslte mea-

surements will still be required. In this section, we will explore

0 factors that need to be considered for an effective onsite measurement
strategy and review some recent research intended to shed a better

• light on a meaningful site evaluation process•

,:,: 3•1 Current Site Evaluation Technology

,, In broad terms, a site evaluation strategy should be designed to build

" an information based on what is already known about a site• It should

"" be structured to acquire needed information in a cost-effective and
_' efficient manner. Guidelines have been published in documents such as

: siting handbooks [6,7], and experience is being gained through meteoro-
_o= logical measurements at the Department of Energy's candidate site and

:'/_: turbine test site programs, The current strategy at DOE's candidate
% ,.,

_-"_ sites is described here as well as in reference [17]

Three levels of high response wind speed and direction cup-and-vane

.._ type sensors are installed on a 48.8-m guyed meteorological tower at

heights of 9.1, 30,5, and 45.7 m. Although current technology is

_, producing large wind turbines with heights considerably taller than
_ these towers, the decision was made to install a shorter tower to

_ conserve costs due to the large number of sites. (Currently, there are
_ 34, including 6 with large wind turbines installed by DOE for field

_?.. testing). Furthermore, it is assumed that the three levels of measure-

ments will allow a reasonably accurate extrapolation of wind charac-

teristics upward to a higher hub height. In addition, costs of purchas-

_:i. ing, installing, and maintaining meteorological towers taller than
_ 61 m (200ft) increase signlflcantl7 because of FAA requirements to
_ > install safety beacon lights. Nevertheless, at a given site, a tower

with sensors at hub height or above, particularly in areas of complex

"'"" terrain, may well be worth the additional costs so that improved

. estimates of turbine or turbine cluster performance can be obtained.

•'. At DOE's candidate sites, instantaneous samples of wind speed and

-:::'_,_. direction are recorded once every 2 min on a digital cassette data

"_!: logger. For most data loggers available on the market, this allows at
: i; least 2 wk of measurements to be made before the tape must be removed

!.-:_.,i_i and replaced. Computerized monthly summaries of each site's wind

.,,:_. characteristics are prepared from these cassettes. The summaries

=:;-,'_ include such information as data recovery rates, mean wind speed and
_', resultant wind direction for each level, peak gusts, diurnal wind

:.o characteristics, frequency distribution, power law coefficients by
i direction, and turbulent intensities•

_'[ 3.2 Research on Alternative Measurement Strategies

-., . 3.2•1 Intermittent Measurement Strategies

_' In cases where funds for site measurements are limited and numerous

< sites need to be evaluated, Ramsdell et al. [6] have investigated the
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value of intermittent measurement etratogies at a site, where measure-

ment equipment would be installt_d for only a faw months out of tha

year, and then reinstalled at other 81t_s. The equipment would be

rotated amonR tlle sito_l gO that eventually all _tteB would have a few

months of measuremont_ each year. Such a _tratagy may be particul_rly

e[gnlfleant fer _mall machine applications, especially in canes where

tiletime required to obtain ,ufflciant mo,asurements to have climato-

logical Hignificance i_ not critical.

Tile authors define a relative uncertainty as a way of relatln8 short-

term moamtremonts at a site to long-term climatological averag,_s. The
r_latlve uncertaJnty i_ the ratio of the standard deviations of earl-

mates of long-term moan wind using individual monthly averagos of a

specific Intermittent measurement strategy to that of a continuous
measurement strategy. Based on an examination of 40 data sets,
Figure 6 shows how tile relative uncertainty decreases as tile duration
of nmnthly measurements increases. Tile figure shows that little reduc-

tion in uncertainty occurs beyond about 24 me of measurements.
I ' [ I ' ! ! I I I I I ! I

LO

&2

OL I ,. 1 t I I t I i I I I I

m 2o 25 3o 4o m 6o
DURMIONOFMEASUREMENTPROGRAMINMONTHS

FIGURE h. RELATIVE UNCERTAINTIES OF CONTINUOUS I_mASUREHENT

STRATF.GIES ( FROH [6])

Figure 7, also taken from Ramsdell et al. [b] shows how an intermittent

measurement strategy can actually decrease the relative uncertainty of

establishing a long-term climatology at tilesite. For an equal amount

of time of equipment usage, the authors show that tilesamples obtained

u,qlug an [ntermlttenl :_trategy are in essence independent, thus lmprov-

tug the certainty of having acquired a representative sample of data
for establishing a long-term mean wind speed at the site. Of course,

an tntermlttent strategy requires more actual tlme to develop a clima-

tology. 'l'hu_,if an intermittent strategy is employed, Figure b shows

that nearly twl.ee the measurement period is required to obtain the same
relative uncertainty than 11 a continuous strategy were used.

The :ttudy by Ramt_dell et al. also eonl'trms the conclusion of tilL'
c 1 Imatologlcal reprt, Nentat IvelleHH O[ Hhort-term measurements dlscuusud

it_3
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FIOURE 7. COMPARISON OF THE EFFICIENCIES OF INSTRUMENT USAGE IN

CONTINUOUS AND INTERMITTENT MEASUREMENT STRATEGICS. OPEN

SYMBOLS DENOTE STRATEGIES SHOWING TENDENCY TOWA!_ BIAS

(FROM [6])

in Section 2.1.1. For the data sets used by the authors, a relative 1
L_

uncertainty of 0.35 for 12 me of continuous measurements was obtained.

Figure 8 gives the relationship between relative uncertainty and percent

error in estimates of the long-term mean from their data. At a relative

uncertainty of 0.35, the figure shows that there is a 90% confidence

"'" that the long-term mean wind _peed lu within + 10% of the continuousu

meas_rements for 1 yr.

i 3.2.2 Site Evaluation at DOE's Turbine Test Sites

At ttlcDOE MO_OA 200 _4 wind turbine Lest the meteo:ological

i .. towers that had been in_talled prior to the installation of the turbine

i : for site evaluation purposes have been retained to support this phase

....._ of the research program. At each of the sites the towers are located

less than 1 m from the turbine, and are situated such that they are

L. measuring essentially the free-stream meteorological conditions at the

site. Besides the routine measurement program discussed earlier,

: turbine output parameters are simultaneously recorded on the cassette

i... data logger. These parameters include turbine electrical power output,
•- nacelle yaw error, and wind speed and direction recorded from the

"' (a)Loeated at Clayton, New Mexico; Block Island, Rhode Island; Culebra,

•'! Puerto Rico| and Kahuku, Oahu, Hawaii.

.7
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: FIGURE 8. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RELATIVE UNCERTAINTY AND PERCENT ERROR
IN ESTIMATES OF THE LONG-TERM MEAN (FROM [6])

.:. nacelle anemometer. In addition, the data logger has the capability of

_., recording short bursts of high frequency data (_ 1 sample/see). This

/_". capability allows research into the most appropriate sampling strategy
-L". (average time per sample and frequency of samples) that should be
-_ : undertaken as part of a site evaluation process at candidate sites.
: _ % [

_": Several hours of high speed data collected at the Clayton, New Mexico
"_':,, MOD-OA site on August 22, 1980 at a tlme when the turbine was operating

between the cut-ln and rated wind speed values is being examined as

_ part of this site evaluation research effort. Preliminary results of

thls analysis are presented here to 81re an indication of the type of

": sampling strategy that might be appropriate at a site bein8 considered
" for a turbine or turbine cluster installation.

Figure 9 shows the autocorrelatlon of 1-see average values obtained
; : From the three levels of the meteorological tower. In general there is

an exponential decrease in autocorrelatlon with time between samples,

,:. occurring more rapidly at the lower levels where turbulent fluctuations
_._: in the surface layer due to friction are greater. As the correlation

.__., approaches O, the samples become more and more independent. Since only
: independent samples enter into a climatological average, this figure

.. implies that, when collecting instantaneous (i.e., l-see) samples

.. to obtain a climatology of wlnd charaeterlstles at a site, no more than

_ ......,: 185
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FIGURE 9. AUTOCOPAELATION FOR 1-SEC AVERAGES OBTAINED FROM THREE

LEVELS OF METEOROLOGICAL TOWER AT CLAYTON, NM, AUGUST 22,

1980. (NOTE: HEIGHT 1 = I0 m, HFIGHT 2 • 30 m,
HEIGHT 3 = 50 m)

=_h/

=_:_ one sample per minute ie necessary, and one sample every, 2 min is

_ ',_. adequate. This is comparable to the sampllng strategy used at DOE's i

ii:il candidate sites.

" As the sample averaging time is increased, the reduction in autocorrela-

_; tion with lag time occurs at a slower rate. This is exemplified in

":/_ Figure I0, which shows data from the 30-m level of the meteorological

;/, tower. The obvious conclusion from this figure is thac a longer period
-..i',._ of time between recording intervals is required as the averaging time

i::.i.. increases to obtain independence between samples. It is '_nteresti_g,

:": however, that the autocorrelations converge at a sampling interval of

"_" 3 to 4 min, regardless of averaging time. i

. It is also of interest to examine cross correlation of measurements

,,, between the tower and the turbine pa._ameters, Cross-correlatlon anal-

" '_" ysls sh_ds light on how various sampling strategies at th_ tower can

=_i explain variation of turbine power output. Figure ii compares measure-
"i":'_i! merits at the 30-m level on the towe_ with measurements from the nacelle

[:;i:_i' anemometer, lhe dlsplacement in lag from the center of the figures
"_ • shows the effect of travel time for small scale eddies from the tower

".i':.:_- to the turbine (the tower iS approximately I00 m upwind of the turbine).

';: As the averaging time increases, the cross correlation increases since

smaller scalc eddies are averaged out of the calculations. However,

:: even for relatively long averagln$ periods, a perfect correlation is
not obtained.

: ,. The sam_. pattern is evident, but correlations are significantly lower,

_: : when the tower values are compared with turbine power output (Figure 12).
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AT CLAYTON, 1_ FOR VARIOUS AVERAGING INTERVALS,

AUGUST 22, 1980

The obvious concluslon is that the variance in turbine power output

cannot be entirely explained by variances in short-term wind speed

' fluctuations from the type of anemometers used. Other parameters, such

as wind direction, are also important. In addition, longer averaEing

times may also be appropriate.

The preliminary conclusion from all this in terms of site evaluation

measurement strategies is that near-instantaneous samples once every

few minutes are adequate for obtaining a site wind climatology, but

some type of sample averaging is appropriate to better estimate turbine

_.., energy production. In additionp other parameters besides wind speed
fluctuations are needed to better relate wind observations to turbine

performance. These parameters are probably wind direction fluctuations

and perhaps fluctuations in atmospheric density. Nonmeteorologlcal

factors,such as the interface between the turbine and the electric

. _rld, may also come into play.

4.0 SUb_RY AND CONCLUSIONS

Perhaps the best way to summarize this paper is by an examination of

Figure 13. The goal is for a wind project developer to have as accurate
of an understanding as possible of the performance of the turbine or

t.rblne cluster on his proposed site. The "performance" includes

enc_rgy production from the array as well as operation and maintenance

costs. Determination of this performance depends to a large extent on
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•! '-" FIGURE 13. SUMMARY OF THE METEOROLOGICAL SITE EVALUATION PROCESS

r -',.

o;, an appropriate site evaluation measurement strategy. This paper has
discussed how such a measurement strategy can be defined. First, a

,, number of techniques are available to utilize existing data or short
"._' term (including intermittent) onsite measurements to obtain general

:]Q knowledge of wind characteristics at the site. But in order to esti-
_-., mate cluster performance, actual onslte measurement programs must be
="::_:. established that reflects knowledge of turbine operating strategies, as

i : well as factors relating to the interface between the turbines and the

_-iii electric utility system. This noumeteorologlcal information can most
.... likely be provided be manufacturers and utillty personnel.

Ip --
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS i
I

R. B. Corotls and D. S, R_nn_ ,]

From. J. S. Anderson

Q. What physical process does Dr. Renn_ attribute to the rather long
decay time of the autocorrelation function he showed?

A. Decay times which giw. rise to 1 sec s le indepen, afts
about _ rain are associated w_th large turbulent eddies that mo_e

passed the anemometer. Decay times at other sites may differ from

that found at Clayton, New Mexico.

From: A. Jagtiani

_. Q: How many years should we collect wind data before we know if we

have enough wind for a wind turbine installation?

i

_, A: If it ks known that the site will experience a large seasonal

_i_. variation in the resource from the large scale climatology, a
,... year's data is highly desirable. Whether one year Is data is a

!-,. reliable measure of the long term mean is dependent on the inter-

!-"i!.I an_=_al variability at the site. Generally this can only be
,-i _ inferred from long term records at nearby locations. Judgments on

_ the adequacy of the resource for turbine installation need to be

iii__ tempered with the confiders needed of the estimate--a long period

_.i'.. of record generally improves the confidence and scot,racy.

,I: Q: How many anemometers should be used at a site to be sure of accu-
rate wind speed readings?

l_i

i A: If the question refers to redundant data at a given height, the
1 answer is one if reasonable quality control is exercise_. If the

i_ question p-_ins to making extrapolations to hub height then a
minimum of two anemometers is the answer. The use of three (or

;-_ more) levels of anemometers, especially if all are located below

i _ the hub height will help improve the estimation of hub-height

'I speeds. HoweVer, even in this case some extrapolation model

_ (e.g., power law) is needed which will introduce uncertainty in
.:.i. the hub-height projected winds.

_i Q: Where can I flnd tabulatlons of spatial standard deviations (etc.)

_" for calculating the confidence interval associated with a partlcu-

! far station?

"i, A: Tabulations spatial standard deviations and cross correlations on

._ scale_ pertainfng to clusters of wind turbines are very scarce.

i Few data sets exist on which to make such calculations. Further-
" morc, it would be quite risky at this time to assume spatial
' correlations in one area are the same elsewhere. The work

.,. rcportcd here will be published by Corotis as part of his report

J
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• i R.B. Coterie and D..S. Ronn6 (continued)

to the Department of _nergy. 8patlal correlations on scales
-_, , comparable to the separation of National Weather Service stations

have been produced by Justus and others.

= From. J. W. Snow

, Q: Does the term "numerical model" as used in your presentation mean

(: a scheme which treats the physics of the atmosphere in some approxl-
::;_ merely complete way or does it mean a scheme ba:.edsimply on the
/ prlnclpal of mass conservation?

A: The model applied in the study reported here was a mass consistent
model, Parameterization of some physical propertieej s_h as time

_:" variation of the height of the boundary layerj has been incorporated.

:-_'. From: G. G. Blro

i;ii;
Comment: The industry needs data on practical correlation between

..!_i wind speed and machine performance. Speclflcally we need to
:(. determine the response time for wind turbines when wind reaches
_: cut-in and cUt-out speed as the wind speed is inoreaslng or
:o decreasing.

_ ;; From: Anonymous

',..

_.. Q: You indicated that measuring the wind data sites 6 me (once in
spring, summer, fall, winter) for 3 yr would likely give a better

-: . estimate of the true annual mean than 1 yr for 12 me. How about
shorter perlods--1 wk or 1 day?

_: A: As you go to periods much shorter than 2 mo_ i.e._ a week or a
_ ,, day_ the time scale of major weather systems becomes comparable to
." the averaging period and the inherent variability increases rapidly.
o_ Therefore_ it is unlikely that weekly or daily averagesj taken in

=-:,. each season for a period of $ yr_ would provide better estimates
.,_ of the long-term mean than on average based on continuous measure-
_: ments for a period of 2 yr.
a

": From: J. W. Snow

,,o,:. Comment: The atlases are biased in the direction of overestimating
•, the wind resource because the interpolations assumed well-exposed

sites, low roughness and no small-scale effects.

• From: L. L. Wendell

Response: The average wind power maps are not intended to repre-
sent estimates of the total magnitude of the wind resource. These
maps are intended to indicate the wind power potential at a
selected location provided it is well exposed to the wind. The
areal distribution maps provide an indication of the degree of
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_ WIND TURBINE SITING= h SUMMARY OF THE STATE OF THE ART

T. R. Hieste_ (a)
: Pacific Northwest Laboratory

._. Richland, NashinBton 99352

 STZACT
: The process of siting large wind turbines may be divided into two broad

;" steps: site selection, and site evaluation. Site selection is the

ii" process of locating windy sites where wind energy development shows
promise of economic viability. Site evaluation is the process of
determining in detail for a given site the economic potential of the

site. This paper emphasizes the state of the art in the first aspect

\,:_ of siting, site selection. Several technlquea for assessing the wind¢

:" 'resource have been explored or developed in the Federal Wind Energy

Program. Local topography and meteorology will determine which of the

: techniques should be used in locating potential sites. None of the
_: techniques can do the Job alone, none are foolproof, and all require

i considerable knowledge and experience to apply correctly. Therefore,

_- efficient siting requires a strategy which is founded on broad-based

" application of several techniques without relying selely on one narrow
L . '

i:"" field of expertise.
P

Z

[_':'. TECHNIQUES FOR RESOURCE EVALUATZON
|

• wind resource. The variation in magnitude of the wind from one place
!',":i, to another makes site selection difficult. The variation of wind with

_ time at a particular location complicates site evaluation. Wind charac-

i-i.":,, terlstics such as average wind speed, turbulence intensity, and seasonal

..: and diurnal variations can be significantly different over seemingly

_-'." short distances. This means that there is only limlted value in direct
_? application of existing wind data collected at historical statlons--

stations that were probably established without wind energy applications

L. in mind, such as airports or thermal power plants.

'° Since the wind resource variability i_ so great and the cost of onslte

measurements can be large, there is great interest in techniques forJ

'. (a) Present affiliation: Flow Industries, Inc., 21414 68th Ave. So.,
Kent, WA, 98031, (206) 872-8500.
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_i"_:l estimating the wind energy potential of an area or site without having
4_ ._ to initiate wind measurements everywhere, Numerous _oohntquoa _or

_:._--::._..;::I doing this _xiot or have boon proposed, Those _ochniq=as _an be applied
:_! over largo land areas to identify flmaZlor high wind po_on_ial areas or

they can bo uflodto ootlmate wind bohavlor at a partlcular Alto, Among

,!i thoso techniques arc:
• analysis of cxIBtlng and supplementary wind data

'_ _ • topographic £ndica_ors
• biological indicators
• geographical indicators

: • social/cultural indicators
,:"_',' • numerical modeling

A brief description of these is given below. Further detail and refer-
ences to original sources are found in [1]. Followlng these descrip-
tions, example guidelines on their appllcation in a siting program are

Ii.! given.

..

_igistingand SupRlementar_ Wind Data Analysis

Since the atmosphere obeys physical laws governing conservation of
: mass, momentum and energy, some knowledge of the state of the atmosphere

_:._'. at one or more points presumably should allow statements to be made
• ::: about the state of the atmosphere at other points. The topographical
_:'; indicator techniques and numerical and physlcal modeling techniques may

fi._'' be applied to make these statements. Basic input to each technique is
.._ some kind of analysis or summary of patterns of the meteorology at

_ selected points throughout the territory being analyzed.

i_.;.. The elements to be characterized as a pattern depend upon the subsequent
_,._ use of and references to these patterns. A reference to "prevailing
_.. northwest winds at the site" may be as close as one gets to recognizing

_'"_. a pattern at a very flat site. More formal recognition of patterns may
be required if numerical models will be used. Whether or not air tem-

_": perature is an element to be considered in the pattern recognition
_o.__: process is also dictated by the choice of analysis methods. For one
_i ._ type of numerical model discussed later, the fact that the valley winds
_". can be cold does not matter. However I this might be a highly signifi-

• _:_ cant point to other kinds of models or to the meteorologist using topo-
i.:._,, graphical indicators.

o,

• > When data from a single station are being analyzed, the common products
used to characterize the wind behavior are frequency distributions of

..". different wind behaviors of interest and averages. Innumerable displays
: '_ of statistics could be used to characterize a measurement location.

._° Table 1 provides some indication of the utility of several different i
...... single or Joint frequency distributions.

-" "" 196
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'PABIJ,II. TYPICAL FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION PROBIICTS
AND TIIEIRPOTENTIAl0APPLICATIONS

Dlmons:tou. of Um_ful.noss of Cimractori_,on oI_ Wind
Fr_B _ Dintrihutlon .B_=)l._la_vl_o_____9or_Aj_alytl_. of W:l,nd Por._nt:lal

W'lnd,qpood EstlmatlnB energy producClon,

," Wind D_rc,ction Assost_In_local or regional,cf'foctt_of
t,opography

* Wind Spe,ed - Wind Directlea l_oterm.tnin$principal dlr_ctlonu of wind
pow_r. Necessary for cluster dct_n.

, Wind Speed - 'rimeel:Day l)etcrmlnin8diurnal load match. Caution
is required, however, for vertical extrap-
olaclon of diurnal behavior.

Wind Speed - Month of Year l)ctcrmlneseasonal load match.

Wind Directlon - Time el Assessing local or regional thermally
Day -Honth of Year driven wind systems, such as sea breeze

or mountaln-valley winds.

Duration of Wind Speed Assessln8 probability of continuously
Perslstcnce in Specifled availabl_ wind powe,r. Determining partl-
Speed Interval - Month of tioning of available wind energy between
Year large-scale migrating storms and regional

or local thermally driven wind systems.
Determining optimum times for scheduled
wind turbine maintenance.

Here involved approaches are required to recognize wind behavior pat-
terns using several meteorological stations instead of Just one. The
approaches range from highly subjective to completely automated objec-
tive derivation of categories of meteorological behavior.

One approach to use when analyzing data for a reglon is to establish a
synoptic climatology. A synoptic climatology regards patterns of

_".... weather (winds, clouds, precipitation, etc.) as functions Of the static
surface pressure distribution [2]. Basic pressure pattern types are
recognized using subjective or objective analysis of a long history of
weather maps (which are contour plots of the atmospheric pressure
field). 'then,at every time in the record and for every location, a
pattern type can be assigned. Following that, wind behavior at measure-

"" ment sites is statistically analyzed as a function of pattern type, or
wind behavior as a function of pattern type is estimated between sta-
tions by application of numerical models or topographical indicators
for each type. With the statistics on the frequency of occurrence of
each type determined from the assignment procedure, weighted average
wind behaviors can be established at points of interest. Examples o£
this approach to preliminary resource assessments using subjectively
derived pressure patterns or types are described in [3,4].
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On_ objective procedure £0_ pattern _ec_ni_ion i_ known as p_incip_l
cemponanC_ analynle (PCA), alee aom_t_mon _forrad to an aigonvector or

_plrical orthogonal function an_ly_i_, PCA appliaa_ton_ _o w_nd
. energy problo$_ have concentrated on pattorn_ among wind va_tora man-
.. aurod _hrouahou_ a roalon prior co appllca_ion of numerical modal_

[5,6,1]. Con_idor wind apood and dlroa_ion moaauromontn mado hourly at

,¢,_ I0 1ocn_Iona for a year. The PCA _ochnlquo (followln8 the procoaurco
. of [5] would ma_homa_i_ally do_o_ino I0 pattorno, or olgonvoctoro.

_, All 8760 hourly pattorno could be described ao variously weighted

!_ _ombgnatlons of _he i0 elgonvectors, h s_rongth of the PCA analysis la
that all 8760 hourly pattern_ could be approximately deac_.ibed usinB
weighted combinations of Just a few of the elgenvcctors, wl_h the
remainder off the eisonv_ctors needed only to d_ucrlba soma small rasld-

" ual variance in th_ da_a set unexplained by the primary elgenvactors.

It Is frequently possible to assign some physical meaning to these

primary elgenvector wind patterns_ although this is not n_cessarily

true since the eigenvectors are a_cifacts of an abstract mathematical

i" procedure.

Once the elgenvectors and their weighting factors (known as the princi-

._:_ pal components) are determined, they may be used to generate approxl-
mate statistics of wind behavior at sites throughout the area. Days

. for which the behavior of the elgenvector weighting factors are similar

can be identified. From each group of similar days, a typlcal day can

' ° be selected. Numerical models [5] or other techniques are then used to

interpolate winds between measurement locations. Then, knowing roughly

the frequency of occurrence of these typical days identified by PCA,

one could generate statistics of wind behavior at any desired locatlon.
: Alternatively, Endllch at al. [6] exploit the properties of a linear

_ numerical model. That is, i£ the input data may be represented by 70%

•- of elgenvector A, 25% of eigenvector B (and some residual variance),

L the solution can be represented by 70% of the solution for elgenvector A

plus 25% of the solution for B. Since only a few eigenvectors can

: describe most of the input data set, the numerical model need be run

_:,_ only a few times. Weighted combinations of these solutions yield
-: statistics (for as long a period as the data set) at any point in the

region (Figure i).

After analyzing wind patterns and applying other techniques to pick out
_ likely high wind resource sites, one may wish to instrument those

sites. Then there arises the problem of interpreting the _limatological

i '_' significance of the relatively short-term data. A basic first question 1

i to ask of a year's data at a candidate site is how representative of a

_. long-term (e.g., 30 yr) mean is the measured annual mean, since annual
energy production from a wind turbine will be roughly proportional to

the annual mean wind speed. This question has been studied extensively
[7,8,9] with roughly the same result based on analysis of numerous
National Weather Service sites and across the United States and in

. Hawaii and Alaska. As a national average, there are regional variations

[7] the climatic mean wind speed will be within +_10% of a single annual
mean wind speed observation 90% of the time.

Attempts to adjust the climatic wind speed estimate using a season or

.:. year of site measurements and a comparison with nearby climatic data
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__ SPEEDS FOR MT. TOM, MASSACHUSETTS. PREr.LCTIO"" (,._SED
_"' ON AN EIOENVECTOR ANALYSIS PROCEDURE "" ",ED : . A MA38

CONSISTENT MODEL [6].
|_',

;-.' have been made [1,7,8,10]. The simplest approach is tO determine the

r-_" ratio of the mean wind speeds simultaneously measured at the site and

[i_._• the climatic station and multiply the ratio by the climatic wind speed

_:. measured at the climatic station. This essentially assumes that monthly

or seaso:al mean wind speeds are perfectly and linearly correlated (a
correlation coefficient of r = 1.0)(a) at all locations with an area.

i"_,, Typical correlation of monthly mean speeds between sites within i00 km

_._' of each other in fairly simple terrain is r _ 0.4-0.5| for annual means
", r = 0.3-0.5 [7]. Corotis [8] suggests an adjustment that incorporates

the correlation explicitly. However, ample evidence exists to show

i_-._[',:_: that adjustment of annual or monthly mean wind speeds does not yield

i _; significant and reliable improvement in estimates of the climatic means

':' [1,7,8] Furthermore the correlation of annual and monthly means

[,.: between sites is a very sensitive quantity, because the interannual

_.-' . standard deviations are small [1,8].
%

i_"} Topographical Indicators

u_ Historically, wind machines have been sited by applying topographical

i""" indicators, which are empirical guidelines describing the general
'.7

_ (a) Tile square of the correlation coefficient, r2, is a measure of the
..; [ractlon of the variance about the mean value that is attributable

,,. to the relationship of two quantltltes. Thus, if the correlation

I:=_" between monthly means at two situs is r = 0.5, only 25_ of the

i _i:'; variance about tile climatic mean at each 81te may be attributed to

i-_'"_i a correlation between monthly ,leans at tile tWO sites.
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P.fft, cLH of _4_rratn o_' ,urfact_. obatael..a on tlw w:htd. Rt,et,ntly, Lopo-

graph:l, vaI t.ndicatort_ were stied extensively tn tim I_OE r¢_g,lonnl resource
a,st_Htnm_atn. Topographl,cal gu:Ldt(l.lnt_t_art, baHt,d on a physical tinder
t_tandlufi of how I:Olmgraphy afflicts fl.ow and o11 ¢,xpcrt'.[ermc gained
through obat_rvat|.on. An uudt,r,Lmlding of tlmm, gu_tdolinea is also
:Lnwttuabl.e tn Itlt-orpi3d:Ing1:110 l:o.aul,is of nnmt_.rleal, alld phyM,val
model, lag tlktldlt_tl and mt_amtrqm¢_nt, tl.

A numb_._r of t:opographl.cal ft_aturtm art_ rqeagn:lzed aa :Lnd:l.cators of high
wind qnorgy potent'taX. One group :lncl.udL:s gaps, patmes, and gorgtm i.n
are.litt el! l'requq.nt strotlg pressure gradit:nts. 'rhone strong pressure,
;,,radl¢_ntt; occur when large temperature gradients form across a mountain
barrl.qr. For _.,xample. t coastal, mountains separate a nearly un.l.form
temperature marirto a:l.r mass from continental air masses. The inland
alr can become hot In summer or daytime, or cold in winter or at night,

thereby causlng seasonal and diurnal fluctuations in the pressure
gradient across passes. Pressure gradients also form across mountalu

ranges when strong winds, as from a storm, blow up against the mountain

barrier. If the flow has Insufficient kinetic energy to cross the

potential energy barrier that the mountains represent, the gaps,

passes, and gorges are the relief points for the winds driven by the
storm,

Long wllleys extending parallel to prevailing wind dlrections are often

good wind energy regions also. The wind stream is channelled by the

valley walls. At narrow points along a broad valley, mass conservation

causes winds to accelerate through tlm constriction. In the opposite _:
way the river of alr spreads out and slows do_n_ where the valley widens.

Summits of ridges and mountains usually provide enhanced wind resource
areas. Over small-scale bills and ridges (less than 300 m hlgh), the
air accelerates over the crest. This is also due to mass conservation;

a stream of air is vertically compressed as it flows over the hill ana

so must move faster in the constricted region. This is not necessarily

so for the flow over largo-scale mountains. The winds at summit

clevatlon of a high mountain may actually slow do_ near the summit
because of the drag that the mountain exerts on the flow. However,

mountains and ridges are still usually good resource areas because they

are llke tall towers that intercept the flow a.thlBlmr levels where
winds are usually stronger.

Some features that indicate Low wind energy potential are basins and

wllleys that are perpendicular to tlm prevailing wind. 'rlmse features

can be Low wind areas because the flow spreads out over them, opposite

t'o the el'feet of flow acceleration over ridges, or bocaust_ tlmy collect
cold, heavy air that ,tagttates at potential energy mlnlma.

l'roper use Of topographlca[ Indicators requires an experienced boundary

layer meteorologist because the issue of when and how to use them, and

how I:ar to trust them, are complex. Cons:ider the complexity of flow

over a small Ira, Isled bill. Nind speeds at a given height above the
terrain surface u.qually are higher over the stumntt of a h:[ll than over
surroundluy lowlands. One eapt, r lmr.t reported by Bradley [111,
designed to collect a data set for te.ttng of uumerlcal and analytical
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i ' models of flow over hills, consisted of detailed measurements from a
? !' L_I'

tower atop a 170-m hill and from another tower on the flat plain upwind
_:°_ of the hill. Reasonably good comparisons between model predictions

.i';, (based on the upwind tower measurements) and the summit measurements

t ._c,, : were obtained for a very restricted set of atmospheric conditions. The

I_" ' first restriction was tlmt the atmospheric stability was nearly neutral,
r_ " which moans that the vertical temperature structure is such that buoy-

L _,_. ancy forces on warm or cool parcels of air do not contribute to gonera-
t

i ,i,_ tion (unstable conditions) or suppression (stable conditions) of turbu-

_§_5 lento, and hence do not contribute to mixing of mean wind speeds from
_... different levels. The second restriction was that the height of the
_ .,. planetary boundary layer (PBL) was at least 500 m above the plain. The

!-i!_' top of the PBL is often made visible by the temperature inversion that '
,,, : forms a "lld" that traps smog beneath it. Oftentimes the wind speed

=:. increases as air flows through the constriction formed by the tempera-L.I%
L_._ ture inversion and the hill, but due to the complicated response of the

Fii_;!'); atmosphere this may not always be so. Bradley states, "Several occur-
rences of the distortion of [wind] profiles by the low-level inversion

_:_)':" have been observed but were not consistent, sometimes resulting in

!!_(_ strongly accelerated flow at the upper levels on the tower., and at
_,.,o: other times strong retardation."

"_'S;__ The example illustrates that even in the most simple of cases, topo-

....., graphical indicators provide only qualitative information. Generic

_%', flow guidelines have been developed from theory, from numerical and
_',_ physical simulations of flow over model terrain, and from actual

_.",. measurements of flow around full-scale features. Succinct generallza-

_,_.L_II,_I_I' tions drawn from these studies are useful; however, reliance upon them
_°.i.' must be tempered. Topographical indicators should therefore be used as
"Y,(,' guidelines to:, _o

%"_::.' • understand flow-terraln interactions

:_': • indicate where to look for, or when to use, other indicators
_':.. • indicate where to make measurements

bc_/i: • interpret measurements already made.
I,J',,/.

i] Biological Indicators

I=:o i The study of tree deformation indicates that trees are a useful tool

_:_"' for determining prevailing wind direction, identifying areas where

_°i severe wind and/or ice loads may occur, and for estimating mean annual
_/:_:i wind speed. Estimates of mean annual wind speed based on wlnd-deformed
[:_:-;_''i trees, although subject to some uncertainty, are simple, quick, inexpen-
_::Z:_ slve and usable for identifying locations where more detailed wind

.._.:,,]: measurements are Justified, and as a guide for preliminary ranking oi
_"' sites in terms of wind power potential.

• The degree of permanent tree deformation has been calibrated against

%o... the annual mean wind speed for numerous genera of trees [12]. This was

_ ._ accomplished by measurement of the annual mean wind speed near several 1
trees of each genus and determining a linear relationship between the

, value of various indices of tree deformation and the measured mean wind 1

:"J speed. Several indices of tree deformation were explored. The Grlggs- I

" I
, 1
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Putnam index for conift:rt_ and the Barsch index for duciduous trees

subjectively categort.zt: the degree of deformation into L_i_ht elanses.
Tile deformation ratio measures racism angles of tree crown asymmetry
and trunk deflt:ction. The comprtmsion ra_:lo meaauren aHymmotry t,n tim
tree ring growth in the trunk.

The Griggs-Putnam Index or the Barsch lndex, ta_ general, provide the
best estimates of mean annual wind speed. The mean wind speeds and the
95% confidence limits as a fuT_,.'tion index value were determined for

many genera of trees [12] and also reported in [1]. ltowever, it is
best to interpret tree deformation in a local region as a relative
indicator of wind speed, The data used in [12] represent trees and
wind measurements that span much of the U.S., but calibrations can vary
locally [13]. In addition [13] found that deformation of California
Oaks could not adequately discriminate between the intermediate wind

speed indices, and suggested this may be due to the effects of local

winter ice loading on the trees.

In mountainous areasp winds are complex and the sparse wind data avail-

able provide little information on wind direction. By observing
flagged trees, the branches of which grow away from the prevailing wind

direction, the direction of flagging can be determined and marked on a 1

topogr_phlc map. In this way, the mean flow pattern in a local area
can be noted.

Trees can also be used as indicators of destructive forces of severe

wind and icing, which may present problems for wind turbines, their

support str_mtures, and the power transmission lines from the turbines

[4,12]. Broken branches, wind throw (leaning trees) and blow-down are

all evidence of severe winds. Trees with broken branches or tops and
a lack of bark on the upwind side can indicate severe winds or wind-
driven ice.

t.eomortlhological Ind lcators

When winds Interact with and alter the earth's surface, the geomorpho-

logical features that result are called eolian landforms. Especially

in arid regions where vegetation is sparse, winds can erode the surface,
transport sand and dust, and deposit sediment. The erosional and
depostttonal eolian landforms and the characteristics of the trans-

ported sediments are indicators of the history of the winds that caused
these landforms.

(:eomorphologleal interpretative techniques can be applied for three
purposes:

.: * to indicate that a relatively good wind reuource exists where
eol. lan landforms are present

• to determine crude estimates of mean wind speeds from observed
./'

sand dune migration rates, sand stz, c particle dtstrlbtttions, and

sand t'Ipl_le tormation [1,14]

•_ • to hldh'ate prewllling wind dlrt,_ttons.
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Thq pr,tucJpal dlfftcul.t.v with o._Lmat.i11_ wind .pleads u_'_11g ttltmt_ t_ctl-
n lqlam .In tlmt uubut, autial prior knOwl_dgo of the wlnd climatology is
required. For x_xamplt_, how much of tlm total dune migration la emx-
col.l,e_d by wlxldtJ of oppoHl_e dls'uetlOtlfl, or how f1"oquen_ly are wlnd_
.t1"ong enough to cnu_O tlu_ 8alldN of a v_wt, ahl slzo to movo,? If tlltme
_IlIHWO.I',I are In hilnd prior to eolian feature iH1ll.[ysi_, why +arry otlt tho

aua Iy_i_?

Information gained from tilt: use of 8eomorphologtcal indicators is
sometimes he.tpful in forming an integrated picture of the wind regime

in ¢I dat.a-sparao area. Ilowevor, tilt, effort expended should bL_ compared
with tile groat uncertainty of the teelmlque. Aerial photographs may be
obtained during the early stages of tile slttng process for purposes
other than for ex_m_ining col..tan landforms. If eolian indicators are
found in tile photographs, interpret tlle photographs as quickly as
possible and use geomorphological indicator techniques only as part of
stt:o v:isits tiler include other activities, e.g., setting out anemom-
eters or inspecting terrain feasibility. In this way, information can
be added to tile data base of the site without undue delay and expense.

Social and Cultural Indicators

lhtman cultural and behavioral, responses to the climatic wind resource
provide indications of the wind resource characteristics, Just as
geomorphoLogy and ecology are partially determined by the wind. A

sharp observer expiorhtg a candidate resource area should actively look
for and evaluate clues provided by ,qocial and cultural indicators of
wind. Some examples are:

• Location of grazing land versus crop land
• evidence of past n,qe of wind power
• roadway signs
• evidence of past use of wind power

• roadway signs
• wind damage to power ltll_S, bulldtnss, bill.boards, t_tc.
• Location of _uow fences,

I.ong-t line residents of an area, t, apecially those that work outdoors and
cover a large territory (such as utility linemen), can sometimes pro-
vidt, useful information. Ilowover, people tend to overestimate average
wind t_i_eed_ becant_e they remember specific discrete wind event,_ rather
than dvorttgo condlt latiN. |0:volt so t it per'soil may be able to say with
connh|erable confhlcnce that region X has more wind than region ¥. if
region Y 1_ near an egist, tng anemomoter_ then 8amp useful information
may be available to Incorporate Into the evaluation.

Nume r Ic a I _tod_e I lut',

A ittttnt, rlcttl moths| con,qlt_tt_ of It ttt, t of eqtlitt|otl8 that are ilssnmed to
;hh't|U*ltt'lv rtqsl't'st'tlt the I_roceH,_l bt'lttg .qtudit'd ,ithl *1 l_l'Oct,dure for
etol%.'lltF I llt,elO eqtlitt letter. Ilntorlunittely tltet'e IS no gl, tR, ral tteltttion to
t he ¢,qtlitt Loiter t lulL dt_sct'[bt ' theft, pt'oct, et,qt,8. A t'oulttlon itpprott¢lt |8 to
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;.".. enlist the assistance of computers to numerically achieve a solution to
the fundamental equations, also known as primitive equations. Even

:/.. numerically derived solutlons of the prlmltLve equations are extremely

:- difficult and costly to obtalnt so other approaches seek to simplify
i:+:'_' the problem by starting with a set of simpler equations, e.g., a set
.:,,. that only considers conservation of mass.

:" The advantage of numerical modeling as a tool for siting is that=_ .

...._,. numerical models provide an objective method for estimating the effects
"/:")"" of terrain on airflow and for interpolating wind. data from locations

_i,°,_ where there are observations to locations where there are none. The
' primary disadvantage associated with the use of numerical models is the

_;:.. uncertainty in their accuracy, which is due to lack of verification.
i.....:. There have not been enough experiments in which model simulations have
i .,_=' been compared with good field measurements. This will remain the case

FL_#'+'+.,.,, for a long time, since there are not very many good data sets for

,_o_:._,_: experiments of this type. The expense of gathering good verification

.... data is large. The only alternative is good Judgment. The person

:+:,i!ii!:'_ analyzing model results should accept or reject them on the basis of

[_$7,+ how well he feels the model simulates the important physical processes
-_:, contro11ing the flow.

i '_?'

[-_°"(_. A primitive equation model available at the University of Virginia was

F_ tested with wind turbine siting applications In-mlnd [15]. Figure 2
:?.ti'_(. compares model predictions of wind power density (units of i00 W/m 2)
i_'_.,_..., wlth measurements obtained primarily from a research aircraft that flew

__"!:.:" a rectangular pattern over the Delmarva Peninsula. The general patternj..

_+.,-• of the wind power field (inland minimum, coastal gradient, offshore
_:,. maximum) is reproduced by the model, but the model missed on details of
'i,/_i; the magnitudes.

i+>,iiIL

i °_'+_. PREDICTED OBSERVED

i o/"w

i+
+ ,:+/_ .

+

• +.. ,O,m-
.+ .

FIGURE 2. AREAL DISTRIBUTION OF PREDICTED AND OBSERVED WIND POWER

. ::+ DENSITY (i00 W/m 2) AT 170 m ABOVE THE SURFACE OVER THE
DEL_LARVA PENINSULA. PREDICTIONS MADE BY THE UNIVERSITY

?+: OF VIRGINIA MESOSCALE MODEL INITIALIZED FOR 30 JAN 80,

". , 0828 EST.
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In an analysle of the skill of the model [15], it was arsued that

prediction errors must be pa_tltioned into those due to inadequacies of
: the model and inadequacies of the initial data Used to start and carry

.. out a simulation. St was argued that the skill of choosing initial
data was lower than the skill cf the model. In the same study, the

' model predictions showed no skill at all in the South Texas Coast area.

That was attributed to the diurnal variations of the large-scale pres-

sure fleld caused by the gently slopln8 topography in the south central
' United States. Those variations were not incorporated into the initial

•:" and boundary conditions. That study concludes: "We conclude that for

'_: coastlines with llttle topography, the mesoscale model usefully pre-
dicts the magnitude and location of the centers of maxlmumand minimum

".: wind power. For coastal areas with considerable topography, a more

=',i, complete initialization of the model is required." In fact, whether or
not primitive equation models can operate successfully for wind energy

assessments in areas of significant topography is still a matter that
_ ..i is under research scrutiny.

A simpler class of models that attempts to satisfy many of the physical
i _._ laws of a complex primitive equation model but at a small fraction of

_ the cost is conceivable. Most of these would be generally referred to

_: as two-dimenslonal models. One type of two-dlmenslonal model simulates

_ _ air flow in a vertical plane by specifying that terms in the equations

dealing with variations perpendlcular to the simulated plane are non-

_ existent. For example, flow from the ocean over a coastal ridge might

.!,,i be simulated with such a model. Often times this type of two-dimen-

sional model is developed as a subset of a larger three-dimenslonal

. primitive equation model and used for initial tests prior to a full-
_i scale three-dimensional model run. Other two-dimensional models solve

_i_i equations describing flow in some suitably defined layer near the

: ground, usually the planetary boundary layer_ which may be several

_" hundred meters to a few kilometers thick. Layer-averaged primitivei

equation models [16,17] require surface and lateral boundary conditions

" similar to more elaborate models, but a number of questionable assump-
_.i riots must be made about conditions at the top of the layer. The same

': is true for layer-averaged models that solve simplified equations

i.. derived from the primitive equations [18]. How the upper boundary is

modeled will have a significant impact on the resulting near-surface

::._ windfleld for reasons related to processes discussed previously under
_ topographical indicators. Although these models should be able to

mimic certain effects where differences in surface temperature, surface

•"_ roughness, and elevation are present, there has not been much verifi-

cation effort. Consequently their reliability and accuracy related to
wind energy applications is still poorly known.

The simplest models that have been used for wind energy applications

are known as objective analysis or mass-consistent models [1,5,6,19,20].

These models use input data and some initialization scheme to generate

a wind vector at each point in a three-dimensional grid. This initial
windfield is then adjusted with successive iterations until the wind-

field satisfies the physical constraint imposed on the solution, namely,

the conservation of mass. Mathematically, the minimum adjustment

posslble is made so the flow is as near the initial guess as mass

,.' consistency allows. The quality of the initial guess windfield is
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obviously critical. Other conditions in the model determine how the

adjustments are achieved. The low_r boundary condition requires the

surface winds to be parallel to the terrain slope. A model parameter

controls how much adjustment takes place in the vertical dimension

rather than horizontally, thereby controlling how much air blows over a

ridge and how much goes around. The height of the top of the modeled
region can be varied (tuned) to control the amount of speedup realized

over mountain summits [6].

Objective analysis models have received the most attention for verifi-

cation _,_,dies for wind energy applications [i]. The general results

are usually quite reasonable. A modellng study of Oahu [21], for
example, showed some reduction of wind speed upwind of the steep wind-

ward ridge, maximum winds along the ridgetops, and light winds in the

lee of the mountalns. Of course, those general predictions are Just

what one would expect from appllcation of topographical indicators.

Table 2 provides a perspective on numerical model accuracy and relates

it to accuracy achlevable through use of topographical indicators. The

table shows, for example, an Oabu simulation using a high data density

input [21]; that of the four windiest sites predicted with the model,

only one was actually observed to be in the four windiest sites.

However, five of the top seven (and nine of the top ten) sites pre-

dlctea were actually observed in the top seven (and top ten) most windy
sites. The table indicates that there is a 20% chance that the result

could have been obtained through a random selection of any four of the

sites. However, there is Just a very small chance that random selec-
tion of seven of the 20 sites would result in at least five of the

observed top seven sites being selected. These results suggest that

the model should be used as an indicator of high wind resource _e_s

from which several sites may be selected for further consideration or

instrumentation, but that the model should not be relied on to pinpoint
the absolute best site.

The results in Table 2 from modeling the Nevada Test Site [22] differ

somewhat from the Oahu results. Three of the top four sites were

selected by the model but only five of the top ten. This occurred

because the best sites were on well-exposed high ground, easily dis-

criminated by the model, whereas the remainder of the sites did not

span a very large range of mean wind speeds.

Table 2 also shows results from a ranking of the 20 Oahu and the 20

Nevada sites where a meteorologist experienced in the use of topo-

graphical indicators and unfamiliar with the model verification studies,

determined a rank. Evidently, a qualified meteorologist can compete

fairly well wit}, the mass consistent models.

A model's accuracy should also be Judged in terms of the use of its

output. A first investigator might claim the seasonal trends shown in

Figure i are well capt,red by the model. A second might say that the
error of nearly 1 m/s in the mean in every season but Fall represents a

significant error in tileprediction of sltc energy production. And a

third might counter the seCOlld by questioning the accuracy with which
energy production estimates can be made and by pointing out that the

lob
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• . ,...

....."_" TABLE 2. NUMBER OF SITES OBSERVED IN TOP X SITES

The value in parentheses is the chance that the tabulated

,. result could be achieved by random selection

Top X Sites _of. 20
I, '_: Case and Prediction Method X-4 X=7 X-10

Oahu, NOABL (a), 6 stations plms i (20%) 5 (<1%) 9 (<1%)
"' " rawinsonde input [21]

_._ Oahu, NOABL, rawlnsonde input [21] 1 (20%) 5 (<1%) 8 (<1%)
-y r

_i_:'_/' Nevada, NOABL, 6 stations plus 3 (<1%7 4 (1%) 5 (2%)

,:_,._!. rawlnsonde input [22 ]
-_......

:_.::.i_" Oahu, topographical indicators (b) 3 (<1%) 6 (<1%) 8 (<1%)

_il)),. Nevada, topographical indicators (b) 2 (3%) 3 (3%) 6 (1%)
|_%_,i_

i__i_.' (at NOABL is the name of a mass consistent objective analysis•' model [20]

_i. " (b) The rank was dete_mined independently using topographical
_..,.' indicators by a recognized expert.

_iiiI importance of the errors may vary seasonally as the fuel mix of the

[_e... utility varies seasonally.

__.' Physical Modelln$

',i:i Physical modeling involves placing a scaled model of an object into awind tunnel, water tunnel (also known as a flume), or a towing tank in

! order to determine how the object interacts with a fluid flowing over
it. If the modeling study is constrained to consider only those prob-

_: lems that can be properly posed in a flow facility, physical modeling ,

-_:_:i,'_, can yield results more accurate than numerical models. Physical
=/:. modeling of atmospheric flows does require large, specialized facili-

,.'-. ties, however.

_' _ The theoretical foundation of physical modeling is the principle of

_._, :i. similarity. The principal states that if certain constraints are met,

-:.. flow over a dimensionally similar model will be identical to flow over ,

! _ , the full-size object--as long as boundary conditions are also the same.
:.... The constraints can be found by analyzing the equations that describe

t__
• _ fluid flow.

The equations describing air flow in a wind tunnel are identical to the

•- equ_itlons describing flow over full-scale terrain (and the same as the

.. prlmit[ve equations discussed under numerical modeling). What differs
_" between wind tunnel and full-scale flows is the relative importance of
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various te_s in the equations of motion. The importance of various
" terms in the equations of motion is related to the relative values

; among a group of dimensionless numbers. The Reynolds number, Re,
describes the ratio of accelerations in the flow to viscous forces

(actually, force per unit mass, hence units of acceleration). At high

,, Reynolds numbers typical of atmospheric flows, the value of Re charac-

terizes certain properties of the turbulence structure of the flow.

, The Rossby number, Ro, relates the accelerations in the flow to the
effects (Corlolls force) due to the earth's rotation. The Rossby I

number is small, meaning rotation is an important aspect of the flow,

if large (i000 km) sections of terrain are being Studied. The ratio of
" accelerations to buoyancy forces is expressed in the Froude numbe_, Ft.

•,. Atmospheric stability, which depends on the vertical variation o£ wind

; and temperature, is reflected in the Froude number. Atmospheric sta-
' billty controls detailed characteristics of the turbulence structure,

which in turn feeds back to affect the wind structure, so the Froude

number is an important descriptor of the flow.

" Analysis of the equations of motion shows that the key requirements for

modeling atmospheric flow for wind energy purposes are a region smaller

than a few tens of kilometers, a large Reynolds number, a Froude number

identical to the actual flow, and identical initial and boundary condl-
tions [i]. Strict similarity is impossible to achieve for all flows.

For example, maintaining Reynolds number slmilarlty within full-scale

, and laboratory flows may make it impossible to _mintain Froude number

similarity. How satisfactorily a physical model satisfies these

;_ requirements is largely a function of stability. The slmllarlty con-

, straints are met most easily for slightly to moderately unstable flows

when local terrain relief is small compared to the depth of the 5ound-

ii_ ary layer. Under these conditions, flow in the boundary layer should

', be fairly homogeneous and the wind profiles simple with little turning

_, of the wind vector with height. This situation results in fairly

:,, simple boundary conditions and the atmospheric flow can probably be
represented by a neutral stabillty boundary layer in a wind or water

.:. tunnel.

APPLICATION OF THE SITING TECHNIQUES

The siting techniques discussed above are applied differently, or not

at all, at various points in the siting process depending on the partlc-

ular problem at hand, Currently, a siting methodology is under develop-

', ment(a) that encompasses all siting issues, not Just the meteorological
aspects of siting. Four stages of slting are Identifiedt

" I Identification and Ranking of Candidate Resource Areas

: II Selecting Potential Candidate Sites

IIl Selecting Candidate Sites

IV Selecting Preferred Sites.

(a) Electric Power Research Institute pro_ect RP-1520, Developing a

i Wind Turbine Siting Methodology for the Utility Industry.

.", . .
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The following is a description of how a m_teorologlst might undertake

the second stage, which is most like what one might call wind pros-

pecting. Further guidana_ for this and other stages may he found in
[i] and the forthcoming EPRI report.

Stage II seeks to identify Potential Candidate Sites (PCS) within the

identified Candidate Resource Areas (CRA). The usable siting techniques

in an approximate order of cost ,£_ectivenes_ are:

• evaluated axistlng data

• topographical indicators

• biological indicators
• social and cultural indicators

• numerlcal modellng

• geomorphological indicators.

The meteorologlst should begin by determining the meteorological pat-

terns that dominate winds in the eRA. Especlally important are the

wind directions. Then, topographical maps would be consulted. When
the wind patterns are interpreted with the topographical indicators,

the meteorologist should be able to identify the best likely wind

zones. Looking more closely at the topography within each zone, the

meteorologlst could even 5egln to make a tentative llst of locations

from which the llst of Potential Candidate Sites may later emerge. 1

IThe most cost-effectlve thing to do at that time is to have the meteo-

rologist go to the CRA, drive through it and examine it for biological,

social/cultural, or geomorphological indicators. Special, though not
exclusive, attention should be paid to the sites on the tentative list

of locations developed prior to going out in the field. During this

drive through the CRA, the meteorologist will clearly be somewhat

confined to stay near roads (road qualities and bridge load limits
should be considered for possible future construction access) and

posslbly transmission lines. On this drive through the CRA, the meteo-

rologist may formulate a recommendation on the necessity of performing

off-road prospecting trips, aerial surveys, or appllcation of numerical
modeling studies.

If the topography is hilly or mountainous and the meteorologist sees no

consistent evidence from biological or geomorphological indicators, the

use of numerical models should be considered. Physical modeling is not

appropriate because of the large terrain areas involved. The mass-

consistent models are probably the easiest to apply. However, since
mass-consistent models tend to predict Just what one would predict

through appllcatlon of topographlcal indicators, the time and expense
of a field program Just to obtain data to drive a model must be care-

fully weighed against the anticipated results. It is probably more

prudent to first run the model with available data. The sensitivity of

the model predictions to variations or adjustments to the input data

should be determined. If llttle sensitivity is found, one could accept
the indications of the high wind areas and go examine those areas for

supporting evidence (such as deformed vegetation). If a great deal of
sensitivity is found, supporting field measurements should be consid-

ered. But the reacon for the sensitivity should also be considered.
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The model .my not be h_ndllng _he epeclfic 81muhtlon well, in which
case its predlntlons will be suspect, 0_, the seneltlvlty may be duo
to real physical interaction between winds and terrain. In that case,
the sensitivity should raise the question of whetheg ar not there might

, be troublesome h_gh variability of the wind rcnource in that area,

The primitive equation models theoretically should porformbetter in
the flatter coastal candidate resource areas where surface temperature
and roughness variations are significant. Recall, however, fram the
discussion on numerical modeling above, that a sophisticated primitive
equation model failed to demonstrate skill in its predictions on the

:i_ south Texas coast due to the fact that subtle diurnal changes in the
: large-scale atmospheric pressure field were not incorporated into the

•' input conditions. That kind of failure to obtain proper input could

i ;_: easily occur in the actual application of models by utility subten-
d,,.. tractors. The evidence of failure wouldn't appear until after veri-
_° fying site measurements were made. Again, the best use of the models

_:i is probably in sensitivity testing.
•

,°- There &re wind resource evaluation problems to solve at all stages of
_ the siting process. The problems stem primarily from the spatial varl-

-'"',__ ability of the wind resource, whlchmakes site selection difficult, and

_!.'. from the temporal variability of the resource, which makes the estima-
.., tion of long-term wind statistics difficult. Numerous techniques for

_?' solving these problems have been studle_, and are summarized in this
_.,,, paper.

The current capabilities and limitations of each technique are fairly
well-known. As a result, some techniques are applicable only to cer-

_._i rain problems. Efficient solution of the meteorological siting problems
o,_,, at each stage of the siting process requires a strategy for applying

the techniques. The s_rategy should be governed by applylng techniques
=_,_ together or in sequence at each stage. This is done in a way that the
.....;_ first technlques(s) applied produce the most information toward satis-
_ fying the objectives of each stage for a given increment of cost. A

suggested guideline for one stage is given. The actual strategy used
_" for any specific siting problem will require fine tuning by the boundary
" layer meteorologist overseeing the wind resource evaluation efforts.

p
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._'_7" ABSTRACT

" In mid-1979, NASA contracted with Kaman Aerospace Corporation for the

_;",. design, manufacture, and ground testing of two I00 foot composite rotor

_ o blades intended for operation on the Mod-I wind turbine. NASA stlpu-
lated that the blades utilize, to the maximum extent practicable, the

_._" technology developed in a forerunner program in which Kaman produced a
...... 150 foot test blade.

[iii The Mod-i blades have been completed and are currently stored at the

'_':' Kaman facility.

o' This paper describes the design, tooling, fabrication, and testing

J_:" phases which have been carried out to date, as well as testing still

.j planned. Discussed are differences from the 150 foot blade which were
,.. introduced for cost and manufacturing improvement purposes. Also

included is a description of the lightning protection system installed

....."'_ in the blades, and its development program.

Actual costs and manhours expended for Blade No. 2 are provided as a

_. base, along with a projection of costs for the blade in production.

_%_.. Finally, cost drivers are identified relative to future designs.

,,8',

...." INTRODUCTION
v:

<_,." Thus far, large U. S. wind turbine generators have utilized rotor

:_ blades made from metal or wood, since the technology involved in these

_o_ materials is well understood. However, the use of composite construc-

[_,_.:[ tion has long been considered to also have excellent potential for
._:_ large blades. The advantages of glass fiber reinforced composite struc-

•. ture include:

,._. • Nearly unlimited design flexibillty in adopting optimum
planform tapers, wall thickness taper, twist, and

-_+. natural frequency control

_[ - • High resistance to corrosion and other environmental
"_" effects

' • Low notch sensitivity with slow failure propagation rate

-._. • Low TV interference

• Low cost potential due to adaptability to highly auto-

mated production methods.
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Composite construction has been in successful use for some years in

helicopter rotor blades. To assess the state of composite technology

, for wind turbine blades, especially in the very large sizes, NASA con-
tracted with Kaman Aerospace Corporation in 1977 to design, build and
ground-test a 150 foot all-composlte blade. This program (see Refer-

ence) was accomplished successfully; i.e., design and manufacturing

methods were developed, the blade constructed, and measurements and

structural testing confirmed that the design analysis methods had sat-

isfactorily predicted the strength and dynamic characteristics of the

final article. The 150 foot blade is the largest composite rotor blade
over constructed.

Based on the encouraging results with the 150 foot blade, NASA decided

!:: to extend the investigation of composite blades into an operational

i test phase. Accordingly, NASA contracted with Kaman, in mid-1979, to

design and build two i00 foot blades to be installed and evaluated on

!_ the Mod-I , nd turbine in Boone, N. C. NASA stipulated that these 1
blades were to directly utilize the technology developed in the 150

:? foot blade program; i.e., they were to be designed and manufactured

i_ using the same methods and basic structural configuration. In this

i_ program, NASA assumed responsibility for assuring compatibility of the
blades with the Mod-I system; to this end, NASA provided all design

load cases and interface parameters. Kammn's task was to carry out the

structural design and analysis, manufacture the tooling and the blades,

and conduct limited ground testing prior to delivery.

,i

.>

SUMMARY

i ii At this writing, the design and construction phases of the Mod-i com-
i,_ posite blade have been successfully accomplished. The two blades are
_ completed, as shown in Figure I, and are stored at the Kaman facility

ii' pending availability of funds for completion of the ground-test phase
I" of the contract, followed by shipment and installation on Mod-l. The
i-
i 150 foot blade, which preceded the Mod-i blades, is shown in Figure 2.

_,..: Two primary constraints were influential in the design; first, the

blades were to directly utilize the 150 foot blade technology, and see-

:. end, the composite blades were required to match the static and dynamic
U-: characteristics of the steel blades they are to replace. The latter

,"_ requirement proved to be particularly challenging since the modulus of

':" elasticity of the composite is approximately one-slxth that of steel.
°" Considerable care was thus required in selecting cross sections and

wall thicknesses of the spar, which is the blade's main structural ele-
]m.
i • ment. Achieving appropriate stiffness and dynamic properties was

i_, greatly fm'|l_tated by the nature of composite construction which
readily permitted dimensional var_atlon to be built into the spar as

" required.

. The blod-] blades utilize wound fiberglass Transverse Filament Tape

(TFT) for the spar, a material used in tilecommercial pipe industry and
[

further developed for tlle]50 foot blade. The afterbody portion of the

airfoil, is comprised of upper and lower panels of fiberglass and paper

i honeycomb sandwich construction. Means of attachment to the wind
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turbine hub is provided by a steel adapter fitting, permanently mounted

in tilebinde spar at tile inboard end. Use of an aft spar member at tile i
trailing edge, such as that employed in the 150 foot blade, is elimi-

nated in the Mod-I d_slgn for simplification and cost saving. A light-

ning protection system i8 incorporated in the Mod-1 blades. The system

was developed under the contract, using the services of a lightning

test laboratory for developmental testing and substantlatlon of tile

design. This was a new development, not having been provided in the

150 foot blade. The resulting protective system has been shown capable

of sustaining the 200,000 ampere stroke level specified by NASA.

The blades were weighed and CGs measured. Final blade weight is

26,846 ibs which represents an increase over the steel blade weight;
however, since the spanwise CG location is farther inboard than that of

the steel blade, the growth in mass moment is minimal and satisfactory
for Mod-i use.

Certain planned testing of the finished blades, and installation of the

required instrumentation, is being held in abeyance pending DOE funding

for continuation of the Mod-I wind turbine program.

Cost of manufacturing the Mod-i blades was carefully tracked. Blade

No. 2, which is considered the more representative base case, cost

$307,000. This projects to approximately $5.70/Ib for the lO0th blade

with appropriate tooling and the application of a learning curve. The

requirements to utilize the 150 foot technology and to match the steel
blade's properties, represent some compromise to production design and,

hence, to cost. Elimination of this effect could reduce the above cost

per pound figures by 25 to 30%.

DESIGN

Design Concept

NASA retained responsibility for the interface of the blade to the wind

turbine. To assure compatibility, NASA provided all design parameters,

as well as the static and fatigue load cases .required by Kaman to carry
out the structural design.

Also 8tipulated was the basic configuration of the blade, which was
required to utilize tim design features of the 150 foot blade to the

maximum extent. However, as the design process evolved, Kaman recom-

mended certaLn changes to the configuration to introduce more recent

thlnklxlg in blade constructfon and to effect a reduction of complexÂty

and cost. One such change, concurred in by NASA, was elimination of
the trailing edge as a primary structural member reacting edgewise
bending. This allowed deletion of a trailing edge spline, as w, I I as
the it_board truss structure necessary to accommodate spllne load,,_ in
tile 150 foot blade. In the Nod-[ b lmh,, the forward spar was Increased
in its chordwlse dimension to serve as tile main structural mr,tuber, car-

rying the primary loads. Afterbody panels react only local air loads.

i
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: %i'

:'_." The requirement that the Mod-i blades duplicate stiffness and natural
frequency characteristics of the Mod-i steel blades, resulted in growth

_:_,,: of the blade inboard beam thickness to effect the necessary sizeable
:v., increase in section moment of inertia. Chord length was required to

/ : grow in proportion; thus, the blade's planform and root thickness
._oj' represent the most evident difference from the Mod-i steel blade. This

=_!"[_!i entailed some compromise in performance, weight, and cost from an opti-

-_g'i:" mized blade design.

_%'3 Configuration

%_:,_ The Mod-i blade is shown in Figures 3 and 4 which depict the planform
:r .".._,_,. and cross section.

_I: Critical Structural Areas

._/. Spar Buckling

__!L Discussed earlier was the required stiffness match of the composite
blade and steel blade. Since stiffness is a function of the product EI,

_:/ and the E value for the glass flber/epoxy composite is approximately

_.r_ 106 106.;_-_ one-slxth that of steel (5 x psi vs 29 x psi), it was necessary

:_o_ to provide a compensating increase in I by means of larger cross sec-

_!_i_' tions. However, with blade weight also a prime consideration, the wall

_<::, thickness of the larger size shell had to be held to a minimum; thus

_/"_ the critical design consideration became buckling or wall crippling in

f',,_, a thin-wall shell. Fortunately, Kaman's analytical programs for design
,'_:_': of TFT composite shells had been substantiated by empirical results of

_ the full-scale buckling test in the 150 foot program. In addition, a
'_/_i trial Mod-i spar was manufactured and subjected to further buckling

_'/_; tests to provide direct correlation of analysis and actual results.
:o_" Thus, the final spar is considered well designed and substantiated for_-v-:;[_ ,

-_#_ strength under the critical buckling load cases; these proved to be the

_;_ emergency rotor overspeed and the hurricane wind condition.

_,:o

.... In addition to providing adequate buckling capacity, the spar also was

=:_[! designed to meet the bending moment distribution called for in NASA's. design specification.

....•r,_ T-CIip

'_' The afterbody panels attach to the spar by means of a lap Joint and a
'_[ T-clip for the outer and inner panel skins, respectively; this is shown

_ '!: in Figure 4. The cavity between these attachments is filled with syn-

._°.,,!'i tactic foam to act as a shear connection, reacting the shear loads
,_: resulting from applied alrloads over the panel area.

i:', The T-cllp reacts tension loads in the panel inner skin arising from

" o.,_ the panel reacting airloads as one member of a truss in conjunction

_ ; with the lower panel, and due to bending in the panel itself. The

,." T-clip is a structural connection whose principal design challenge lies

.... " in developing an arrangement which can be manufactured with consistent

= ". bond quality in a relatively inaccessible area. The solution proved to
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be a good example of a cooperative effort among engineering personnel4
} in the design, stress, materials, and manufacturlag disciplines, acting
_ together to develop a satisfactory design. The result is considered a

; significant improvement in strength and consistency over the T-clip of
the 150 foot blade. Development of the manufacturing technique was

i carried out on a full-scale section of the outboard 30 feet of the

_i blade.

'i Adapter/Spar Attachment

As in the 150 foot blade, a steel adapter fitting is located at the in-

I board end, attached to the composite spar by means of a double row of .
bolts (18 total) as shown in Figure 5. A large diameter bushing is

employed at each bolt, seated by means of a heavy clamp load against a

_I spotfaced surface of the adapter fitting. Thus, the bushing serves

:_ essentially as a rigid stud, integral with the adapter fitting. Deflec-

i_i tion of the joint under the eccentric loading, inherent in the single-
i:_ shear arrangement, is accommodated by means of a taper machined in the

!! bushing wall. This taper serves tO bring about, in the deflected
:_ Joint, an even distribution of bearing stress between the bushing and

/_ the composite socket.

_i To provide adequate bearing strength for the bolt (bushing) loads, the
composition of the laminate at the root-end was carefully chosen using

!
a Kaman finite element code for analysis. The laminate in this area is

!_ changed from that of the outboard spar by introduction of additional

i._ spanwise unidirectional as well as circumferential and + 45 ° materials.

!_ The result is an essentially isotropic laminate with con--slderable thick-
21

hess buildup, to approximately 5 in. (vs 1.5 in. of the nominal spar

'. wall). Fatigue testing of four quarter-scale specimens of this Joint,

begun in the 150 foot program, was carried on to intentional failure
under the Mod-i contract. Results confirmed the adequacy of the Joint

for the 30 year design life imposed by the design specification.

;i

,:, Materials Selected
!

i ,,

!_i The primary structural material of the spar is Transverse Filament Tape

i'[_ (TFT), which was also employed in the 150 foot blade. As the name
implies, TFT is a fiberglass tape in which all structural fibers are

_ _ aligned across the tape width, that is, perpendicular to its length.

ii It is commercially available and has been used for some years in the
._ manufacture of less critical structures such as wound pipe, storage

_i tanks, etc. When wound circumferentlally with an overlap, followed by

_i i a minor amount of conventional 90 ° windings to provide compaction
and

hoop strength, extremely rapid laydown of predominantly spanwise fibers

is accomplished.

• The TFT material is E-glass, 17 in. wide tape of 36 oz/sq, yd density.

The hoop band consists of 64 rovi:tgs of S2-g]ass at 750 yds/ib density;

, S2-glass is also used in the various reinforcing layers of material
added at the root-end. Because of its excellent fatigue properties

under adverse envlronmental conditions, an epoxy resin system is util-

ized for the spar and for all other bonds in the blade.
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Afterbody panels are lightweight sandwich construction, made from
2.3 lh/cu, ft phenolic-lmpregnated kraft paper honeycomb core faced on

both sides with E-glass cloth/epoxy laminates.

The adapter fitting, a weldment made up of forged and rolled sections,
as shown in Figure 5, is HY-80 steel. This high yield strength alloy,

which was recommended by NASA materials specialists, possesses excep-

tional toughness, strength and ductility in the as-welded condition

without the requirement for stress relief. It is widely used for con-
struction in large, thick section applications such as submarine hulls

and missile test platforms.

Lightning Protection System

A lightning system was developed by Kaman for the Mod-i blade. No

lightning considerations were included in the 150 foot blade program,

so this represented a new technology development. NASA's design speci-

fication required a capability of sustaining 200,000 ampere strokes, a
very stringent level of infrequent occurrence in nature.

A straightforward and effective approach could have been taken by sim-

ply covering the blade with grounded metal screening or incorporating

several conductive cables to ground. However, it was considered deslr-

able, in this wind turbine blade, to seek a more optimized approach in
order to minimize cost and also to preserve the inherently low electro-

magnetic interference of composite blades. The latter feature would

have been severely compromised by incorporation of an excessively large,

metallic conductive system.

Consequently, a development program was carried out in conjunction with

a lightning test laboratory, Lightning and Transients Research Insti-

tute, St. Paul, Minnesota, in which a full scale portion of the blade

was tested. This included long arc strokes on the unprotected specimen,

applied and photographed to identify the discharge paths which light-

ning strokes would take during a natural occurrence. Stroke current

was kept low enough to permit repeated tests without incurring damage.

These tests demonstrated that lightning protection is needed for compo-
site blades. 'i_

A protection system was devised and installed, in stages, during subse- q

quent long arc tests to determine the minimum configuration that elimi-

nates discharge paths inside either the spar or afterbody cavities,
since this is the critical condition which must be avoided. The final

protection system thus developed, shown in Figure 6, was successfully

subjected to the high current, 200,000 ampere strokes without damage.

The protection system configuration consists of a metal tip cap incor-

porating a short flange, or skirt, on the outside of the blade. This
is connected to a single conductor cable of flattened copper braid,

which is mounted along the entire trailing edge and is connected to

ground through the steel adapter fitting. The copper strap is imbedded

in plast[c to effect a resilient attachment to the blade so as to pre-

vent load plck-up by the strap during blade bending. A shield is
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[ i'

:, provided at the inboard end, consisting of a Thorstrand _x covering on
the outside surface of the blade root, extending Just outboard of the

_' :.. extreme end of the adapter fitting inside the blade. Thorstrand _ is

'" : a woven cloth of aluminized glass fibers. This shield, which was not
.... included in the developmental test program, was added as a means of

':,: of streamers emanating from the adap-preventing a build-up pre-stroke
. tar fitting within the spar, which could provide an inside path to

:#i' ground for a lightning stroke attaching at the blade tip. Kaman's

":: " experience with lightning tests of helicopter blades indicates that
_:.:":' such a shield can be effective in this manner.

i__- It should be noted that although the system is considered substantiated

=_..'. for a single, high amperage stroke, the repeatability of the system has

_" not. yet been substantiated. Kaman has proposed additional testing to

3_'_ determine the amperage level which can be repeatedly sustained; to date

'_:,,_ this portion of testing has not been contracted.

.__.;:7 MANUFACTURE
%'i'"'

•.._..-. Blade Elements

¢._._:r Figure 7 depicts the various elements which comprise the Mod-i compo-

_q site blade, consisting of: spar; afterbody panels; miscellaneous clo-
_L., sures and wraps; inboard adapter fitting; lightning protection; and
_°..'.: paint. Manufacturing of these areas is discussed in the following
.... ph>_.._ paragra s.

--:_V'_.... Spar

_: Construction of the spar is carried out as a single stage winding opec-
_i 'I_ atlon, utilizing a large, lathe-like machine. This system and process

__:.. are illustrated in Figure 8. The primary tooling member is the winding
::=_;7 mandrel, Figure 9, mounted as a seml-cantilever beam. Designed by

>_,. Kaman as a steel weldment, this mandrel represents a departure _nd con-

t'_. siderable improvement over the winding system of the 150 foot blade.

=_ .... The latter used a steady-rest support at appreximately mld-span; this,

o_:_.:-, along with the method used for spar removal, necessitated winding the

_:to. 150 foot spar in four separate stages, each requiring the complete

....'o_.".. sequence of winding and curing.
='_ J

__°_" Manufacturing th_ Mod-i spar involved thirteen winding passes, each

_:_. laying down a TFT layer followed by the hoop roving hand for compac-

o._..., tion, Figure I0. Certain of these winding passes were varied in length

_,,..- to produce wall thickness taper, a simple matter with the TFT winding

_"' process as compared with conventional filament winding. Additional

...._ broadgoods and TFT layers were locally introduced at the inboard end

by hand layup between spanwise runs. The spar was cured using portable
-_" oven sections, assembled over the total spar, and a hot-alr heating

" system which produced the 180° - 250°F curing temperature. Each cured

=. _ spar, weighing over 18,000 ibs, was released from the mandrel by a

.. hydraulic jack system which exerted approxlmately ].5 million pounds of
__ . force against the bucking ring to loosen the cured spar.

\.t _
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The entire winding process for the first spar required 5.5 days, shor-

tened to 4.5 days for the second spar. Considerable further reduction
in this process would result from elimination of the extensive hand

layup through implementation of production methods. Also, the use of
"' the 36 oz/sq, yd TFT necessitated resin prelmpregnatlon, involving

pressure/vacuum cycles in a special tank to ensure full wetting of the
transverse roving bundles. Kaman has experience in utilizing a lighter

weight TFT in its more recent 40 kWwlnd turbine blades, with consider-

able shortening of the winding process resulting from elimination of
prewettlng.

:_ Afterbody

The six curved panels were fabricated by use of an adjustable bond fix-

= ture, shown in Figure ii. This tool consists essentially of a caul

" plate which can be reset for each panel assembly to provide proper cur-

:._ vature and twist. For each panel, the preimpregnated glass cloth outer

•' skin was first layed up on the caul, followed by the lightweight honey-

comb core material; the panels varied from 3 in. to i in. thickness for

_ each spanwise set. The inner skin was then layed up, followed by curing
of the panel assembly in an autoclave at 250°F.

i The afterbody panels were assembled to the spar using the same bonding
fixture developed for the 150 foot blade. This consists of a series of

iii formed wooden cradle headers, modified for the Mod-i contour, and a

• movable upper steel frm_e which reacts forces exerted by pneumatic
hoses in bonding the lap Joint of the outer panel skin to spar. The

inner skin was bonded to T-cllps which were preassembled to the aft

ii wall of the spar; the T-clips themselves were layed up as two indivi-
dual angle legs. Bond pressure for the cllp-to-panel Joint was applied

_ by use of temporary backing plates drawn tightly into place by mechan-
' ical fasteners.

The remaining step in the panel installation consisted of injecting the

_ syntactic foam material through temporary holes in the outer skins.

Closures and Wraps :!

_. The trailing edge closure consists of a three-ply cloth layup over the
,_._: full length, cured under vacuum pressure.

_.,._ Panel-to-panel Joints take the form of large ten-ply overwraps which

comprise full circumferential bands around the spar and afterbody.

Five such bands were required by NASA as a secondary means of retaining

the afterbody in the event of any loss of integrity in the panel/spar
Joint.

The inboard closure member is a flat panel, built as a skln-honeycomb-

skin sandwich in the same manner as the afterbody panels. Edge closure

of the triangular panel utilizes seven layers of cloth doubler material;

this build-up serves to carry afterbody secondary loads forward into
the spar.

D
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Adapter Fitting

As shown in Figure 5, the steel fitting Is constructed as a weldment in
three sections, a forged ring and two rolled rings, the latter being

1.25 in. and 1.5 in. thick. Weldlns was multiple-pass shielded are.

The end bolt circle, being critical for field attachment to the Mod-1

rotor hub, was drilled using a drill tQmplate. An identical template

was provided, and checked by NASA against the actual hub in Boone,
North Carolina, as an additional dimensional confirmation of this

essential Joint.

The adapter fitting was installed into the spar end using optical

tooling for alignment of the fitting axis with respect to the spar

quarter-chord axis, and for pitch orientation. Used as a reference in

this process was a template placed inside the spar at the three-quarter

blade span station. By means of this system, the two blades were
matched to within 0°1.6 ' angula;ly, and 003.6 ' in pitch.

Epoxy adhesive was injected into the voids around the fitting, once it

was aligned, to act as a liquid shim to ensure an intimate fit of the

adapter in the as-wound spar socket. Temporary bolts were then used to

hold the fitting in place while the main bolt/bushing holes were

drilled. This consisted of locating and boring each hole to final size

and perpendicularity with respect to the adapter fitting. A Bridgeport
boring head was mounted on the adapter fitting for this process. The

bolts were torqued by means of a hydraulic torque wrench, using mea-

sured bolt stretch as the criterion for achieving proper tension.

Lightning Protection System

Each tip cap was built as a sheet metal, welded assembly fitted to the

blade end. The trailing edge ground strap was constructed of a flat-

tened braided copper tube, around which was molded a thermoplastic

coating using a platen press. The plastic-encased strap was then

bonded to the underside of the blade, at the trailing edge, and over-

wrapped with a two-ply cloth layup. The Thorstrand _) layer at the in-

board end of the spar was wound in-place during the spar fabrication
process.

Paint System

All portions of the blade are protected with an epoxy primer and poly-

urethane top coat. This paint system has been found effective in hell-

copter blade use to protect against environmental attack, including the

ultraviolet sunlight influence on resin.

The outboard one-third of the leading edge has a built-up heavier layer

of the polyurethane outer coat, to a thickness of 8 - i0 mils. Again

based on helicopter technology, this material and thickness have been

found to provide effective protection against erosion due to sand and
rain impingement.
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: TESTING

Developmental testing carried out to data under the Mod-i program con-
•",_" slated ofl

_- Full-seals spar buckling

; Quarter-scale fatigue, adapter-to-spar Joint

TFT laminate material characterization, statle coupon

" ,-.:. Weight and balance, finished blades.

".' L

_:_. The weight and balance measurement, noted above, established the total
weight and spanw_se CG only, chordwlse CG having been determined ana-

_'i[':. lyrically. Results of the measurements were:

_. Blade No. i 25,698 ibs at sta. 354.9

-_._,._ Blade No• 2 26,846 ibs at sta. 360.2

...... The weight difference of 1,148 ibs is larger than had been anticipated

-_fi analytically from variations to be expected in the weight of compo-

_"i'.: nents. The growth is considered primarily due to increased resin con-
i'! tent observed in the second spar. A different technique for resin

' application and squeeze-out had been employed during a portion of the

-._. second spar's winding process. The result shows that spar weight is
-._!_,i_" much more significantly influenced by the resin application technique
,___i_,." than had been anticipated. For production spar winding, this point

_ should be carefully addressed, and manufacturing means and procedures

_'"' developed to insure consistent resin application•

'_['_ Mass balancing to bring the CG difference within specification limits
_ has not been carried out for the blades at th-iswriting It is anti-

"_'_ eipated that this will take the form of composite material added inter-
_'_":' nally at the tip end of the spar of Blade No. I; mass balance will be

i_i determined in conjunction with the natural frequency testing to be con-
_._:._.,,.," ducted at a future date. The added mass must be of a non-conductlve

_i".'_ material due to the lightning consideration.

"_ Tests Planned
o

J'" Certain further testing and pre-deployment tasks were included under

'_-".'"' the contract but are currently being held in abeyance by NASA due to

_' funding uncertainty. These include:

°.. _ • Static bending of finished blades: proof testing to

_i .. critical limit loads in flatwise and edgewi e modes

- • Installation of permanent instrumentation: bending

_,-._ strain gage bridges inside of spar

• Calibration of instrumentation

,"i"' • Natural frequency determination: flatwlse and edgewise.

224
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BLADF COSTS

In asse_ming tlm signlfic_ncc of the recurring costs expended for the
Mod-] blades, certain spools1 con_iderntlons should be noted.

First, the _wo blades were Imllt on soft tooling and used shop methods

sulttlble to tht_manufacture of two _irtlclos only. Thus, much hand

labor was employed in lieu of automated methods; an example is tile hand

iny-up of approximately 140 layers of broadgoods for loon], relnforce- I

sent at the spar root-end. For the afterbody panel installation, the
critical location and orientation of tileT-clips was accomplished with-

out iocatlng or holding fixtures. Hole preparation of tile adapter-to-

spar hardware was done entirely without drilling fixtures or gauges,

necessitating dial indication for perpendicularity and individual diam-
eter measurements for each of the 36 holes. Many other hand operations

I were employed throughout the blades.

In addition, a considerable amount of manufacturing development and

tool tryout was required in building of the first blade. The second

: blade benefitted from this non-recurring effort and represented a more

: straightforward fabrication Job with a minimum of further development

needed. For this reason the second blade is considered the more repre-
" sentative baseline for the cost of the Mod-i blade.P

i-,!

!'= Records were kept of labor and materials, showing that Blade No. 2

i'_ required 5,109 manhours of shop and inspection labor and $161,000

_. material cost (1981 dollars). With Kaman's labor rates and overhead

[ burdens applied, the cost was $307,000, or $ii.40/ib. For comparison
._ purposes, the 150 foot composite blade, described earlier, cost $14.50/

i ib (in same year dollars).

•_ A projection of tlleMod-i cost-per-pound was made for a manufacturing
ii run of i00 blades of the present design. This included the effect of

! learning curve slopes derived for each element of the blade, based on

Kaman's helicopter rotor blade experience. Also introduced were the

.: effects of modest production tooling and handling equipment. The

]' result is a $5.70/ib cost for the lOOth blade. This projection is con-
servative and considered readily achievable fDr this blade design.

i

1 It is recognized, however, that certain features of the design repre-

.!. sent cost drivers; these resulted from NASA's requirement to retain the

-.. design approach used in the 150 ft blade, and from the special need forequivalence with the steel Mod-i blades. The former includes such

design areas as the bolted adapter fitting and the built-up afterbody
.[ assembly. More productlon-oriented methods have been demonstrated to

improve these areas, with attendant cost reduction. For example, Kaman

! utilized a molded-in-place foam afterbody for the blades now operating

I on the Company's 40 - 65 kW wind turbine. Production methods of fabri-eating this type of afterbody, including tile introduction of fiberglass

I" skins over tlm foam, can be accomplished in a one-shot manufacturing

t procedure. Regarding the inboard attactmlent fitting, its configuration
totally depends on the inltfal design of the blade-to-hub Joint; much

i can be done to simplify such a connection, resulting in possible
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elimination of th_ noQd for a fitting altogether, or at least the dis-

carding of a multl-bolt connection to the spar tuba.

It :Isbelieved that this type of radeslgn will _ff_et a reduction on

the order of 25 - 35%, _n the production cent of a I00 ft blade whi!o

still rota:Ining all the benefits of composJtos described earlier.

CONCLUSIONS

• As the result of this program, _wo composite blades hav_ b_on sue-

' cossfully produced, mooting th_ Mod-i interface requlroments,
o " which will perndt operational evaluation of the benefits of compo-

• sites for large wind turbine blades.

• The anticipated potential of composites for reducing manufacturing[,I

_ and life-cycle costs in WECS blades continues to be borne out as

•L the result of the work of this program.

• Analytical methods developed for the 150 foot blade, and refined

_, for the Mod-i blades, are adequate for design of operational

,.'; blades.

• Similarly, the manufacturing techniques developed in both blade

;l_ _ programs, particularly the TFT approach for applying composite
._ materials, have been successfully utilized to produce operational

: : blades. The method of resin application in the spar winding pro-

cess will require further development in production to ensure con-

.f::_ sistent spar weight control.

• It has been determined that lightning protection is necessary for_'o

an all-composite blade. An effective protection system has been

-[ developed which meets NASA's 200,000 ampere stroke requirement.

i/'I • Cost of the Mod-i Blade No. 2 was $ii.40/ib in 1981 dollars, using

soft tooling and many hand o..erations. Production methods and

#:':f, quantities would potentially reduce the cost level to approxi-

.:..,_:. mately $5.70/ib for the lOOth blade.

:"" • A number of cost drivers have been identified which are amenable

.... to design improvement within the present state-of-the-art, and

o which could further reduce production costs by 25 to 35 percent.

i
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' ' oF poor Qu cr'¢
i QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

W. R. Batosolo

": From: P. A. Borgman

_ .. Q: In winding the blade span as shown, what type of dimensional tolor-
'o ancos were attainable?

i.- A: Manufacturing procedures differed somewhat between the two blades
:;,_- in such areas as winding technique and resin application. _here-

_°"_._ fore, a quantitative level of tolerance control for repetitive
'_ manufacture has not yet really been investigated. The built-in

ij:.,, twist was comparp,d for the two spars and found to match very close-
_°_*",,. ly, although a quantitative value is not available.

' From: F. P. Mclly

"_'- Q: Is it really necessary to protect a GRFP rotor blade againsti _' _' '

"_o"_. lightning? GRFP is an electrically nonconducting material. Are
-'_"_ there any experiences from W_.Cs?

l* ,_ . •A: The full-scale tests showed that _gn_n,ng discharges were attract-
_o*_/_.... ed to the steel hub adapter inside the spar, entering at the tip.

:_:i_!:._ Similarlyj other discharges occurred through the afterbody panels,
....._" "stitching" in and out through the panels .from tip to root. High

:?:': .. current stro_e8 passing through the inside of a confined cavity in
_:'_; this manner will cause catastrophic damage to the blade.

.% ,

•a, ,. "y '

: .., o ,.

. ..o
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!" LOW-COST COMPOSITE BLADES FOR THE MOD-OA WIND TURBINES

-_" O. Weingart
>_': Structural Composites Industries, Inc.* .

i-' ABSTRACT

:;}- This paper describes the Low-Cost Composite Blade Program,
carried out by Structural Composites Industries, Inc. (SCI)

=I_ under contract to NASA-Lewls Research Center (NASA),

evaluation and fabrication of a pair of composite rotor
.. blades for the MOD-OA wind turbine. The objectives of

-:') the program were to identify low cost approaches to the

iiV design and fabrication of blades for a two-bladed 200 kW

! wind turbine and to assess the applicability of the-_/ techniques to larger and smaller blades.

j ,:i SUMMARY

:, Rotor blades represent a substantial portion of the cost
*_ <!._.,. of intermediate to large-size wind turbines. Therefore,
_"i. low-cost blades are needed to improve the overall cost
'_": effectiveness of these systems

"" In Phase I of the Low-Cost Composite Blade Program, several
"-_ blade designs were developed to the point where reasonably

accurate estimates could be made of the structural pro-
:_: parties and costs of tooling and fabrication. The most
":" cost-effective design was selected for detailed design
.,,., in Phase II Structural analysis of the selected design
,-'..:.: was performed, with assistance from NASA in some of the
,'.' more specialized techniques (e.g., flutter analysis).
°:"' Subelement and subscale specimens were fabricated in
" Phase I for testing by both SCI and NASA. These tests

._." were used to: confirm the physical and mechanical pro-
,/"," perties of the blade materials; develop and evaluate
'.."i certain blade fabrication techniques and processes; confirm
,,. the structural adequacy of the root end Joint design.

; * Now with Rohr Industries, Inc.
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. .,,"

....(_ In Phan_ II, blado tooling was designed and fabrioatod,
" Two enmpl_to blades and a partial blnd_ for tool tryout
' w_ro built. A patant_ponding i00 ft long "ring_windor" .

maehln_, d_s_.gnod and built with privat_ funding, wail
.... contributed by SCI.

!" The p_iton_od TFT process, developed by fiCl _nd u_d to
_ fabricate the spar for the DOE/NASA 150 ft oomposlte
_, blade (Rof. I) was used, in this program, to wind the
• entire blade. This process allows rapid winding o_. an

: ° axially oriented composite onto a tapered mandrel, wi_h

i taperc_ wall thickness. Th_ TFT process thus is uniquely_,', suited to low cost composit_ blade and spar fabrication.

_ : The ring winder/TFT process combination was used for the
first time on this program. This approach allows the.

_:;i blade to be wound on a stationary mandrel, an improvement
_" which alleviates some of the tooling and process problems
' :: encountered on previous composite blade programs. The
:._ stationary mandrel, with it's chordline vertical, is in

_-_ it's stiffest orientation, so deflection is small and
constant. The absence of cyclic stresses reduces the

ii_i'' chance of premature mandrel failure and assures long
tooling llfe. In addition, doubts about the effect of

-_:' constant mandrel flexing on the wet or partially cured
-_," composite are eliminated.

". The low-cost blade adapts to the MOD-0A hub via a bolted
;" circular metal flange. This flange is in an area of
: ', maximum steady and cyclic bending moments and shear forces.
__'" One challenge in composite blade design is to incorporate

.":.' such a flange into the composite structure in a manner
_ _"_: that facilitates low-cost fabrication while assuring

_i_ adequate structural margins in this critical area.

._ In preparation for the low-cost blade program, SC_
_!_.,_ developed, using private funds, a patented metal hub

_!:[: fitting design which meets the goals stated. The flanged
metal fitting is designed to fit over the winding mandrel.

"_;_' It is provided with angular grooves into whJch the TFT

::.: composite is pulled, by tensioned hoop windings, for a
mechanical lock. The fitting also contains a bonded

",ii transition area where the stiffness gradually transitions
_;_"_ from composite to steel.

" For redundancy, either the bonded or mechanical Joint can
_- accept the full load on the hub. This Joint has been
i /f thoroughly tested by NASA on two half-scale spars

,.. provided during Phase I.

_ 24[)
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'L'ho 111-1oo1 lill _11'1_w_nlnd b]_ldO I_trttef'u.I:o wlt h _1 wottnd _ In
lult_ t {.I I Irw, 1TMInt od _lnd eurod .ill tho wl_nd.ln_ Imlelrlno,
mo:mr_ lh_ll lho bl.ndo .I.tl md_tlt:lnl'i.wl.'ly eomptvlo whon It
Io_lVOtz tho wimllnl, ;ire,. Ouly illlnor l_.ituulitl_; _md
nt_m,tllbly Olml.':ll.lmm roumtn. Thlrl _lpp_'¢meh, w:ith t'ho
'1111provo111oll111 1111tod |II lho ctule'luttlo1111 ,lild rt,_OtltltlOtld,ll'l,,u111
11e¢t-I,o11, p1"o111,11tt'1_to prnVido lruly low ¢olt! eolllpotl'llo
wind 1111'l_lno blndotl Ill _1 lU'Odueflou t'DV[l'¢lllIll¢'llt.

'rho two (_0 l'i-b.l_Ido¢1WOl'O tV_all_IpOrfod I.'oNAHA*.I,tq{P.,Ill
1.11.ove.lmtd,011|o from ,gel In A:*,um'1,_:n'l:ll'or_tl.u_:Lnp,ono
_tandn1:d o_tiondlbl.o (_0 i't truek. No ernto_ m: _poe:Inl

hnndllnv l':Ixt:ure.-_wew, neoded.

The pvojoetod eo,'_t _1" product:ion b'Indo_ tn 1978 dollnr_,
built in 100 unit l ot:_, .l_ $11,765 e_leh m" $4,12/lb. for
a '285",. I b l, lndo, Th:l,u :t_ well wtth|n the NA,qA guidelt,ne_

BI,AIII4 II!48CR I.PTItIN

The I'tnn I. btnde conl'ip;urat:ion, which W,l_ de,_:lgned and

m_nly:::ed to meet nl.1. tlm NASA de._:lgn requirements, i.,_
,,dlown l.n the p'l.anl'ornl sketch ot" F|gure 1. The blade
eolu_l_ts o1" _I TFT gla_,_-epoxy n:trl7o'il, utru¢t:uro ,f.tl.tmlent
WOUlld OlltO _1 uteel, root: end ft.tt:in_,,. Tb,e £tt:t::!ng, ts,
.[ti till:It, bolted to a con:ieal uteel adapter uoct'ton to
proVlde l'or lUOtint [llg _ltt'glchnlor_t to tho NASA hub.

A t yp:leal eros,_ ,_ect.1on of the blade is ,*drown tn Figure 2.
The 1,l,,ide coluprt_m,'_ _1 3-cell deui.gn eonflguration ¢on-
tntnt.np, a 1.end|nB edge l.}-spnv section |7ollowed by at
foamed n.l'terbody Iitld gl l'oanled tval:|l'ing ed},;o eel1. The
D-upar m_d afterbody eell,u eou,,tt |.ruLe the pl:t111_lry
,_truetural eell.a of tho blade.

ROOT F,ND FITTTNC

'rile ttteel root end fitt:lng t.._ ,_hown !!thereat'really In
l,'!_;ure 3. The t'ltttn_, cont:,lln:_ two recet_t,d groow., area_

- to nll.ow Ulecluln:ieal l.ockin_, o|" the ax:l.a] TI,'T t'ilamout

WOtlttd co111po_ite onto the I':ttt:t.ng. The locking :t_ ach'.tevod
: by 11 ttot'Iot_ o I" 90 ° hoop Wrllptt at the groove locations.

'rlllt_ ,qCl lmt:ontod dott|t;i't appi-o_leh {lnp.vovet_ the ,_truetural
t:t, llabl'ltty oF the Jot.n! 'in tilt, event of _ldhet_:lve bond
.l'a i l.tlre at l ho TgT-t_t eel. In!or C,Ioo.

The _;l:_ldu_tl tnpt, r of tim fitting nt the out-bo_lrd t,d_,;e :iu
dett|_;tlt,d I"o1; t1111ooth load t l',ltltil'er botwootl t:ho !1pill! lltld
the ¢[tt in_,. '1'|11, !!hallow eon|.cztl ltn};'lo o|" 4 ° _1.111o f,lc]-
1 it ,It t,'_ b1,1de lnalntt I'ne t t11:| 11_,,dill _i tl}; the I"i I Iltllt,tlt wlnd tng

|_1"0¢t'1111. 'l'ho {'[|'f |11_', tit ell"till!It In el'or!it l;oct:!oll to mate
to tho |ltll_ i ldaplt,r I'lmlgt, alid to llllOw low co,,xt

.'.,|I

• .,. . , ;) _. - . . .
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: o: _i

" " fnbr.l.cai:ion by l.athv turnLnfi of n r.i.n_; lk)rginf,. Thrt,e
-..:s,--. Ihwk-I_olt_ nre re, need rmlin'.ll.y around tho circumference

to pt_litlvely prtwent bladt, rotntlon In tho. ovt:,nt of

_i!.!¢" adh_n:l.v,, bond I?nI.lure.

_ IIUB AIIAP'rER

_',.:i-" The ult,e'l,hub adapter For tranaferrl.ng blade Ioa¢I_glo Che
_,:, NASA hub I_ .hewn sehemalically in l,':l.p,uce 4. The adapter
_4,..... con[il_urat Lon and :in parttetlhw the ov_u'ail l,cnp, th wa_
_:,',_- de_lgnt:d to tu,lnlullzt, k:I,ek ,load effects /it; both the bl.ado
_° : hub I'lt:ting a1'_d MOD-OA hub luount:ing, interfaces. The
_._,_i bolted :]oiut configuration at the hub/t'ittlng interface

_:;_'I Is deslgned to faclllt:ate field installation of the blade.
" 4 The internal bolting surface of the adapter at the hub/
...._,,'i adapter interface requires assembly of the adapter to
o:i[.,_"i: the hub prior to blade attachment to the adapter.
¢ ,

8c'.

:'::' BALANCING, ICE DETECTION, LIGIITNING PROTECTION

_._,,., BALANC ING PROV IS IONS
.'-'7,.

ii,"I Forward and aft tubes are provlded at root and tip for
:i chordwlse and spanwlse btllanclng; and tuning. A large
,;e, tube i._ provided ne,lr tile e.g. for matching the weights
".... o17 blades in a pair. Weight is added by injecting a
;!:?' non-tnetal]le hlgh density i'illed room temperature curing,
<:_' resin into these tubes.

'_" '_L_.LDETECTION

= ":' The NASA-furnished Ice detector t.s mounted into a metal

• recessed t:lange which ts wound into the traiItng edge
_}'; The wiring conduit t,s routed along the aft end of the
_ _'. first afterbouy wrap. This arrangement allows installatlon

-,:,.,.,,-, of the detector and wiring without cutting holes in any

-.:,iiz,_:';,_ of the prinlary blade structure.
"7-"" '.

-_" _ I,I,t,II_NIN(., IRorE(,TION

-_}' .i Since t.he composite bl.ade iS non-conduettvo, t.t t.s:'k,¢, ,,,!

_Ji necessary t:o provide a conductive path alon_; the blade
raft,face from the al.untinnm tip cap to the hub fitting to

'ii"';'_"ii"v ,. _;l'OUtld auv., lt._;httllng strikes. A 6-in. wide by 0.004-In.
"_;:. i thLck _huuluuut foil str[p l,'._ bouded along, the trail trig

i, t'tl_'t' mad l:Otlted to the hub

o

j, ,;

o.',_

e!j ,

° .'4 '
o,

• L" . ............ ? ..... ..<-
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MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION

:!_ The principal reinforcement is E-glass continuous
: �filamentroving which has been woven into transverse
i' filament tape (TFT), bias filament tape (BFT) and

=il;I longitudinal filament tape (LFT). TFT has the primary
_!_ filaments transverse to the axis of the tape. When this

_i,_ tape is wound circumferentially around the blade, itdeposits the transverse filaments at approximately 0° to
the spanwise axis. In an analogous manner, BFT is used

::_ to provide -+ 45 ° reinforcement. LFT is used to produce
90 ° reinforcement for chordwise strength. The resin matrix
used is the same as that used on the 150 ft composite

I blade. It is an amine-cured epoxy containing a reactive
• dilutent.

i STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS AND BLADE PROPERTIES
I APPROACH

,! The analysis utilized both computerized and hand calcu-

lations to evaluate the structural integrity of the blade.
!, Computer math models of the blade, hub Joint and mandrel
_ were developed and analyzed for stress response and inter-

hal load distribution. Hand calculations were then

_,i performed to evaluate critical design components based on
:,_: the internal load distributions. Minimum margins of
_ safety computed for ma_or structural components of the
,_' blade are summarized in Table i.

_[ ALLOWABLES
!,

:: Strength

,._; The strength allowables used in the analysis are the
ii minimum yield and ultimate strength values known for the
4 materials listed. In the case of the composite TFT and

hoop (LFT) material and the adhesive, the yield strength
i,] was taken to be 807o of the static ultimate strength of

"l the material. For the adhesive a knockdown factor of
" 0.75 was applied to the average ultimate strength of the

adhesive as reported in the literature for bonded scaz'f
Joints to develop the design ultimate strength. In the
case of TFT composite spar material, the strength data
were derived on the basis of maximum lamina strain theory
using a laminate analysis computer program. The resultant
failure envelope for the spar material is shown in
Figure 5.

.I
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ORIQINALPA_ t[J
OF POOR QUAL_

Buckling

The allowable buckling stresses for the blade were
computed according to the expression

O'calc.= 0.314 ,, (I)
(b/a) 2 i- 2212 _21

where, (b/a) = Blade Aspect Ratio

Y/F = Thickness to Critical Radius of
Curvature Ratio

U = Poisson's Ratio

11

A knockdown factor of 0.45 was applled to Equation (I)
to provide design allowable buckling stresses.

Fatigue

The fatigue allowable for the metal is the minimum
endurance limit for notched fatigue strength taken from
the literature. This value has been experimentally
characterized over a large specimen population and can
confidently be used in the blade application.

The fatigue allowables for the TFT composite blade
material were determined from the expression

6.20
SMAX = I- .690R (2)

SMA x = Allowable Maximum Stress

R dMIN/dMAE
_MIN == Applied Minimum Stress

_MAX = Applied Maximum Stress

Equation (2) is based on the regression anal_ysis of
data from 150 ft spar tests at NASA.

The shear fatigue strength of the adhesive is based on
a review of experimental fatigue data on adhesives given
in the literature. The value of 1280 psi represents
approximately 40% of the yield shear strength of the
adhesive. Fatigue endurance limits of this magnitude
appear characteristic of single lap shear Joint i
behavior under cyclic loading.
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:,, BLADE PROPERTIES

_: Stiffness Distributions

I""' The flexural stiffnes_ distributions of the blade in the

i: flatwise and edgewise directions are shown in Figures
°: 6 and 7, respectively.

-";:"" Weight, Center of Gravity and Mass Moment of Inertia

oi:.,_" The total predicted weight of the final blade design for
structural analysis is 2582 Ibs. A breakdown of this

I!::,!_. weight is shown in Table 2.

The spanwise distribution of this predicted weight is
_o*_'_'_'. shown in Figure 8 The center of gravity of the blade is
i-_:"-, located at STA (r/R) ffi.302. The predicted gravity
i#!:!" bending moment of the blade about STA 40 in. is 44,400
!__o:::!:_. ft/Ibs.
F °o 'L

i"---' COMPARISON TO NASA SPECIFICATIONS
/

:_ Table 3 summarizes the actual versus NASA specified
:_ characteristics of the final SCI low-cost blade design•

L_: The only parameter which is out of the specified rangei_'__
_:_i is the chordwise center of gravity, which is 38% from the
'_;:_ leading edge, against a specified maximum of 32%. NASA

L:W. analyzed the SCI design for flutter and pitch control
_::_:: forces and determined that the 387o location was

....:,_. acceptable for this particular design

.... MANUFACTURING CONSIDERATIONS

..y,:.., In this section we will discuss manufacturing considerations
,_i_!: for the final SCI design.

i _ ,_, FABRICATION PROCEDURES

L. ,:' : .,,:.

'_o:-., Figure 9 is an overall flow diagram for the SOl blade.

_i Preparation

o The first major step is the process used to vacuum-
_. impregnate the TFT material. The dry tape is unwound

i ....:,_[. into baskets which are placed into a tank for vacuum
,, impregnation. The wet impregnated material is then
':_°: rewound onto spools which fit the ring winder. The BFT

and LFT did not require the vacuum impregnation step, but
.:._. were wound from the supply spool through a res_.n bath,

and directly onto the ring winder spools.
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Other preparation included precutting of the foam cores
and the various plies of the web doubler layup, surface4,

. preparation and application of release agent to the mandrel.

Blade Winding

Figure I0 shows the overall winding arrangement for the
blades. The water-filled headstock and tailstock support

./ the D-spar mandrel in a fixed position while the
traversing ring winder wraps the tape to form the com-

;_'. posite. The foam cores are added in succession to form
the afterbody and trailing edge.

=_ Curing and Extraction

_ The cure oven is rolled over the wound blade from its

parked position at the headstock end. A 200 kW electric
: hot air blower is used to heat the oven.

For mandrel extraction, the tailstock is removed. Four
50 ton hydraulic jacks, driven by a common hydraulic

,. power supply, push against the bucking ring to free
4 _ the blade from the mandrel. The freed blade, supported

_: by two cranes, is then moved clear of the mandrel while
, temporary blocks are positioned under the mandrel to

=. support it until the tailstock is replaced.
L

Final Finishing and Assembly

The finished blade is painted in the winding machine
_: prior to final cure. The lightning protection strip is

applied prior to painting. After extraction, balancing
' tubes, D-spar rib, ice detector and tip cap are installed
- to complete the blade.

QUALITY ASSURANCE

The overall quality assurance flow chart for the low-cost
composite blade is presented in Figure ii. Receiving

? inspection, in-process inspection and final inspection
steps are included.

TOOLING DESIGN AND FABRICATION

Tooling designed fo_ the low-cost composite blade included
'_ the winding mandrel and its supports, the tape impreg-
_' nation equipment and jigs, fixtures and templates for
", alignment of the blade components during fabrication.
_ The most cr_tlcal item of tooling was the D-spar mandrel,
,- which is the "backbone" upon which the blade is built.

" 246
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Structural analysls showed the maximum predicted
deflection of the mandrel is less than I inch. The

maximum skin stress was found to be approximately
5400 psi which is well Below the yield stress of the
AISI 1020 steeLmaterlal.

HANDLING AND SHIPPING

The blades were shipped on a 60 ft extendlble bed truck.
The root end fitting was used to support the heavy root
end and to take axlal acceleration loads. The blades

were lifted with a pair of straps centered on the CG.

APPLICABILITY TO OTHER SIZES (15 - 200 ft)

No constraint was found in applicability of the LCCB
design and fabrication techniques to other sizes.
Similar blades have Been proposed, studied, designed
or built on several other programs in lengths from
15.5 to 250 ft. The filament winding process is not
limited to any particular size. (SCI has filament wound
large structures such as a railroad car body and a
22% ft dia x 60 ft long rocket motor case). It is only
necessary to provide a large enough winding machine and
mandrel(s). Since the composite is being fabricated by
the winding process, there is no limitation such as
size of available plates or sheets of material. The
rovings and tapes used in filament winding are con-
tinuous and of practically infinite length.

In the smaller size Blades, such as the SCI blades
designed for the 4 kW SWECS program, it might be cost-
effective to mold the outside surface to final contour

after winding. This method is used on helicopter rotor
blades. It results in a better contour and surface

finish, a denser laminate, and fast cure cycle.

RESULTS OF BLADE INSPECTION

The blades were inspected for dimensional accuracy, weight
and balance, and finish and appearance.

DIMENSIONAL INSPECTION

Measurements were taken of the upper and lower airfoil
contours. The total points measured were 96 per blade.
The measurements utilized sheet metal airfoil contour

templates made from the airfoil mylars.
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.>. The results show a mean error for all measurements of
,,.

__ -.085 in. This resulted from a general reduction in

-i::"'" composite wall thicknesses and foam dimensions due to
_. the vacuum bags used to reduce resin and void content,

and the shrinkage of the foam during cure.

_-:,,, The overall accuracy and fairness of the blade contour

__,_,,,_: was adversely affected by the vacuum bagging which
°o...... tended to pull the wet windings into any low spot in
,y.<,_., the mandrels, whereas the windings normally tend to
-°__'_ bridge and smooth out these places. The effect was
:_:_,,': especially pronounced in the fairing material used to
_-ii:'!::.,': smooth the transition from foam core to D-spar or first
:_:_:" ' afterbody.

-_:i,: The material was changed from syntactic foam to low
-'_'_" density polyurethane foam to save about I00 Ibs per
_:_'_:_- blade. This foam-in-place material tended to shrink
_._i'i_ and soften during blade cure, leaving a spanwise
_iI:-'::: indentation or trough in the outer blade surface.

_ _'..
._2_: Another problem encountered was local denting of the

i!C- trailing edge by winding tension collapsing the foam core.

=_':" FINISH AND APPEARANCE

-_-__ The exterior surface finish of filament wound composites
_:_ is a "natural" finish with some "grain" from the windings.
...... The TFT process uses final passes of 90 ° hoop windings
o:,_.:. or LFT to compact the composite and give a lay of the
,._:_': "grain" in the chordwise direction.

°_:_" The surface finish achieved is estimated to be NASA

-_._._.'. standard roughness. Appearance, on close up viewing,
_. leaves room for improvement due to the rough finish and

:_o_.. the irregularities discussed under "Dimensional
°'"?_ Inspection". These problems should not affect blade

_!iii".,-i performance and can be improved on production blades by
_ :_ learning, lower cure temperatures, elimination of vacuum
:_ii bagging, and the use of "foam in place" cores.
,_dy
"_:o_..! WEIGHT AND BALANCE

to..,, Table 2 shows an actual versus predicted weight summary
: of the blades. Within the accuracy of the scale used,

° _' the weights of the finished blades, prior to balancing,
were identical at 2180 Ibs (not including hub adapter).

_ The as builc center of gravity was also quite close,
,-_ within 1/8 inch. Both parameters were well within the

-: NASA-specified tolerances of + 2% (about 50 ibs blade
_ " to blade) on weight and -+ one inch on spanwise c.g.
_'.i Chordwise c.g. was not checked. Tota.l weight was 107.

less than estimated, mostly due to the compaction
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:I

',_ achieved by vacuum bagging. These results are

i_i encouraging, promising good reproducibility from blade
to blade.

i_i: COST AND WEIGHT ANALYSIS

,,_ WEIGHT SUMMARY

ii The projected weights for the LCCB are listed in Table 3.
,,'_ The 2852 Ib projected weight is well below the 3000 Ib
_, absolute limit for MOD-OA.

_i. PRODUCTION COSTS

E-_. In Table 4 the costs for quantities of 2 through I000
i:_ production blades are estimated. The assumptions made

i_'i for these estimates include (I) the use of foam in place_,_ cores for the afterbody and trailing edge, (2) a web
_'

i_! doubler wound into the D-spar, (3) continuous winding
i,:, with only one cure cycle and no vacuum bags or peel ply.[ S.

E ;_ This modified sequence reduces labor substantially
_i_,_ since the cutting, bonding and fairing of the foam cores
_o and the hand layup and positioning of the web doublers
F _. on the prototype blades were very labor-intensive,
_!_ as were the multiple cures, vacuum bags and peel plies.

_ COMPARISON TO NASA SPECIFICATION

i.<ilI Figure 12 shows the NASA weight cost envelope with the
production version of the SCI LCCB plotted. At $11,745

i_ and 2,852 ib, it is well within the envelope.

o_r_ CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

"'_ CONCLUSIONS

_"_ o This program demonstrated a unique and potentially
_ low cost approach to the design and fabrication of
"I blades for a two-bladed 200 kW wind turbine.

.',: o No technical limitations were found which would
prevent the application of the same techniques to
blades from 15 to 200 feet in length.

o The ring winder and TFT process are practical
'_ approaches to fabrication of complete large
.. composite multi-cell blades, and eliminate the
,: problems of mandrel deflection, while facilitating

the wrapping of an axially oriented composite, with
tapering wall thicknesses,
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o The mechanically locked hub flange design is
structurally adequate for use in large composite
wind turbine blades.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The prototype low-cost composite blades were well within
the MOD-OA weight and gravity moment restrictions, but
were costly to fabricate. Future wind turbines should
have hub designs which are coordinated with the blade
design to give the lowest possible cost of energy.
The following recommended changes in the present design
and process could then be implemented:

o Two cell design with D-spar as the primary load-
carrying element.

o Larger hub diameter to allow extraction of larger
mandrel without using a metal root end adapter.

0 Aluminum or mild steel hub fitting for lower cost.

0 Polyester resin for lower raw material and
processing cost.

0 Continuous winding process without costly vacuum
bag, peel ply and gel between winding steps.

0 Hollow afterbody wound on extractable mandr_l.
(If foam core must be used in afterbody, then
foam in place in a mold).

0 Consider use of modified airfoil with blunt

trailing edge.
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NOTICE

under one or more of the following U.S. Patents issued
to Structural Composites Industries, Inc., Azusa,
California:

4,260,332

,'_. 4,264,278

,. 4,273,601

_, _d other patents pending.

._. F.EFERENCES

,r I. g_man Aerospace Company, "Design, Fabrication, Test
_"-i,._ and Evaluation of a Prototype 150-Foot Long

Composite Wind Turbine Blade', NASA CR-159775,
i}i 'September 1979.

w:'7,.

_._.
•_,t:,i :.

,!;.._•

<}

.;!i

//, '
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POuR _UALITY

".: TABLE 1
CRITICAL LOAD CONDITIONS _ND MARGINS OF SAFETY

Cr_tlc_l LoMd

Blade Tip
Impact with
Tower _ht)tdown Deflection 0.06

' D-_par Shutdown Tensile 1.13

D-Spar Survival Hind Buckling 0.14

_--, D-Spar Operation Flatwino Fatigue 0.38

_" D-Spar Operation Edgewise Fatigue 1.67

D-Spar operation Combined Fatigue 0.17

•" Trailing
Edge Survival Wind Buckling 0.46

Hub Joint

,i_ Fitting Operation Tensile 0.14

Hub Joint

Spar Operation Fatigue 0.17

Hub Joint
Adhesive Operation Fatigue 0.25

Hub Joint
Hoops Operation Fatigue 1.32

Hub
Adapter Operation Tensile 1.93

[

Root End Survival Buckling 1.83
closure

. .. Ribs Operation Fatigue 2.35

: TABLE2
_;C_ CC_lSOHS

:. TOTA_B_AD£WEIGHTILB$)
MATERIAL FINAL DESIGN AFTERTOOLTRYOUT ACTUALE_ADE:

STEELHU_ _ITTING 16S 213

COMPOSITE 1_41 IS0S

2-L_. FOA_ 67 sa

(-LS. _o_ sv 9_

FOAM FILLER 118 21

ADDITIONALHARDWARE,PAINT, MISC, 20..._0 10__S

TOTA_ z_s zss_ nso

• HUe ADAPTER )?..__/_ 3;.____ 39.__._5

i-- GRANDTOTAL 2852 27_1 2515
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°_'i!_ ORIGINALPAGEIS
-,_ OF POORQUALITY.

i

;!" COHPARZSON TO NASA BP_CIFICATXON_

/ _?___c_LPjc_6TJo__ _£,_T_U.$L
;_'
L AIRFOIL NASA . _x0XX F._0XX

5

° i'. TWIST I0° hIAXIMUM 10°
='1

. _ MAXIMUM THICI_NESS, ROOT 40% 30_o (, _5_)
i MAXIMUM THICKNESS, TIP 18% |_,e,

. •
':. HUB FLANGE NASA DWG, CD, 758866 SAME

i_ AT STATION 31.7,_ INCH (WITIIADAPTER) i

i PLANFORM STRAIGHT, STEPPED OR TAPERED TAPRRED

,l" ROOT CUTOUT MAXIMUM 25_/O I_-|/_-%

_,!.. LENGTH 60 FT, HUB FLANGE TO TIP 60 FT.

.>.. NATURAL FREQUENCTm-S
--.',.': FLATWISE 1.50 Hz -I, 85 Hs I, 66 Hz

,',': EDGEWISE 2. IS"Hz -2.55 Hz 2.47 H_

_": WEIGHT, MAXIMUM 3,000 LBS, 2,852 LBS,

_,: MAX. GRAVITY MOMENT STA. 40 hN. 47,000 LB.FT 44,400 LB.FT

_,_ CHORDWISE C.G. FROM L.E. 32_o MAXIMUM 38%*

.i;. .MAX, TiP DEFLECTS[ON 103 IN. 97 IN. MAXIMUM

t * ACCEPTABLE BY NASA ANALYSIS

_'.

....?f.;'
_, .

J,_;i;
w,

--,:_. TABLE 4

"_' C(RdPARZSON OF PROTOTYPE BLADE COSTS WITH ESTIMATED PRODUCTION BLADE COSTS

._,; _.STIMAT_D COSTS ESTIHATED COSTS
_;<_ PRODUCTION BLADrS PRO'I*O'rYPEBLADES

NUMBER OF
-.,'_,_i;_,. BLAD_S/_R. _ ZOO 10oo Z 1GO 1ooo

• _',,," DIRECT _BOR

.'!_' HRS. 201 lSl 127 23 SS 7 gS 4.%3

- :i:,. BURD]_NEDLABOR 50ZS 3775 317S 41729 13900 8022

,._" BURDENED. 1) -- 496_..._4:!+' HATERIAL L 838__3 6275 5295 2882__3 B602

_, Total Cost 13408 I0050 84?0 67552 22501 12986

_'_', Fee _ 10t 134.._i 100___S 84..__ 67 S_ 225__0 129._.__

° TOTAL PRICE 14749 11055 9317 74307 24751 14285

_:::.., AHORTI ZED

" GRAND TOTAL 49269 11745 P386 10882? ;_S44} I4_S_

(1) Includes Root End Adapter
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QUHSTIONS AND ANSWHRS

O. Woingart

From: J. Dugundj i

Q: How much ovorlap did you usc whon winding tho 7 inch tape? L

A: _ to 3_ incha_. The Btrength and modulus of the resulting material
is comparable to a continuous filament reinforced composite of
similar materialej resinj volume, and fiber orientation.

From: P. A. Bergman

Q: Did you evaluate building a stiffer mandrel to deal with mandrel
deflection, rather than the rotating winding system that was built?

A: No! This was adequately addressed in the Kaman I00 ft blade and
HamiIton Standard WTS-4.
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FIBERGLASS COMPOSITE BLADES FOR THE 4 MW - WTS-4 WIND TURBINE

R.J. BusSolari

:,' Wind Energy Systems
Hamilton Standard Division of United Technologies

Windsor Locks, Com_ectic_ 06096 j

_" ABSTRACT

The WTS-4 iS a four-megawatt, horizontal-axis wind turbine presently being
fabricated for the U.S. Department of InteriOr, Bureau of Reclamationt by
United Technologies' Hamilton Standard division. The blade consists of a two-

: " cell, monolithic Structure of filament-wound, fiberglass/epoxy composite.
...._ Filament winding is a low-cost process which can produce a blade with an

aerodynamically efficient airfoil and pl_nform with nonlinear twist to achieve
high performance in terms of energy capture. Its retention provides a redun-
dant attachment for long, durable life and safety. Advanced tooling concepts
and a sophisticated computer control is used to achieve the unique filament-

: woqnd shape.

INTRODUCTION

.._ The Hamilton Standard WTS-4 is a 4 MW downwind, horlzontal-axls wind tur-

bine being fabricated for the U.S. Department of Interior, Bureau of Reclama-
tion, for installation at Medicine Bow, Wyoming. The downwind teetered rotor
contains two fiberglass blades which span a diameter of 78. I meters (256.4 ft).
The design of the blades was initiated as part of a Joint program between
Hamilton Standard and Karlskronavarvet in Sweden, to develop the 3 MW WTS-3

_ for the Swedish government, and was upgraded to meet the needs of the WTS-4.

-... The blades consist of a filament-wound_ fiberglass epoxy structure designed
_ for minimum weight and cost embodying long life and a large margin of struc-

k:, tural integrity. They are b_It by Hamilton Standard at its wind turbine mauu-

,. facturing facility in East Granby_ Connecticut.

"7:"

_:,. FEATURES

The WTS-4 blade is shown in Figure 1. The blade consists of a glass fiber
composite structure, 38 meters (125 ft) long, Joined to two stee _.retention rings
at the blade root. The blade is 15 feet wide at its maximum chord dimension.
The diameter at the retention is 6 feet.
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_I_C.K AND WI li'l i." PH_.%TOGRAI_'II

FIGURE 1. WTS-4 FIBERGLASS COMPOSITE WIND TURBINE BLADE

The blade assembly weighs approximately 29t 000 pounds, consisting of 19,000
pounds of fiberglass and 10, 000 pounds of steel retention hardware. The
blade has 23, 0XX series NACA airfoil with ll ° nonlinear twist _d optimum
planform for high performance.

The following features are embodied in the design of the blade.

• Monolithic filament-wound fiberglass structure.

• Redundant retention.

o Lightning protection.

Figure 2 shows a cross-section depicting the monolithic construction of the
blade. The advantage of this construction is that the simple spar-shell struc-
ture has no primary bond Joints. This results in an efficient structural shape
allowing the optimum use of strong, stiff, light material with continuously
variable wall thickness. The two-cell monolithic construction is achieved by
first winding epoxy impregnated glass filaments on a spar mandrel, followed by
a second filament winding over a shell mandrel with the two sections co-cured
forming a single composite structure. Filament winding provides an efficient
low-cost process which can be adapted to achieve _.he optimumairfoil shape,

planform and twist needed for high performance and resulting high energy cap- t
ture. I

2bU _:..
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^' ,.,

_&"oi?

=_:" FIGURE 2. CROSS-SECTION OF WTS-4 BLADE SHOWING

:'{.}:i MONOLITHIC CONSTP.UCTION ,.

:.:_: The retention at the root end of the blade_ to provide attachmeut to the hub, is
'_'_:i implemented by two concentric steel rings that are pinned and bolted together,
"i_ " the latter acting as a load transfer point between the fiberglass structure and
o :_, the rings (Figure 8). The bolted Joint is designed to withstand all of the normal
_'.,4_!,:._ and extraordinary loads, both steady and vibratory, expected during the blade
_'4;;:/: service life. Redundancy is provided by bonded Joints between the fiberglass
4'?:4t and the outer and the inner ring. Each of these Joints also is capable of hun-

- _':v'._;_ dling all expected loads.

_::i," The outer retention rings also serve two additional functions. They provide
:,::: the seat for the retention bearing and an integral attachment fo_ the dual re-
"_.:.,_ dundant pitch change actuators.

'_ I}.

{ ,i.

n

. .-7

° ': . , FIGURE 3. REDUNDANT BONDED AND BOLTED RETENTION



tw .:

_, Lightning protection is provided by thin aluminum strips applied on the leading
and trailing edges with connecting cross strips0 as shown schematically in/.

Figure 4. This system was successfully tested on saml_!e sections from a
i -: similarly constructed one-half scale fiberglass blade.

i=_ FIGURE 4. THIN STRIPS OF ALUMINUM TAPE PROVIDE
LIGHTNING PROTECTION

_i.

.; MANUFACTURING PROCESS

The basic filament winding process used to fabrlcate the composite structure
of the .blade is widely used in industry to fabricate cylindrical shapes such as
rocket casings and high-pressare pipes. , rotating mandrel, previously
covered by a release agent, is wrapped by strands of fiberglass fllsments
which have been wetted with an epoxy or polyester resin. Filament winding
noncylindrical shapes, such as the airfoil of a wind turbine blade, requires

: a unique systems operation of the filament winding equipment.

To provide the correct direction lay of the filaments, multiple axis control of
;-_!i_;: the machine is necessary. Figure B shows schematically the operation of this
- 7 winding process.
-"=L
!-- c

•_ _ . '" e, . . +p ,_--i ,

i.

, FIGURE 5. THE WIND TURBINE BLADE FILAMENT WINDING
MACHINE CONTROLS ALL VARIABLES DURING
WINDING

' .:' 262
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i

i , ', The carrlege, containing the spools of fiberglass filament and resin bath,
! , ! travels along a track parallel to the rotating blade mandrel. All motions of
i f
i :_ the carriage are computer-controlled to follow the rotational position of the

/_)_ blade. Tiffs provides a specially-designed path of filaments. This uniqueorientation of the fibers creates the specially-designed composite structure.
-:_. The complete winding of the blade requires over 400,000 program commands.

!_ I Less than 100 hours of winding time is required. This is equivalent to ani- average flberglass lay down rate of 200 potmds/hour.]

"- " 'I_ii: The process starts by winding a number of layers of epoxy-coated fiberglass

_'.i filaments on a one-piece spar mandrel, as shown schematically in Figure 6.

:- 2,,_ .<,

5 ",_;

J,. I'

I'L,

_ FIGURE 6. BLADE FABRICATION STARTS WITH FILAMENT
•_,.:" WINDING OF THE SPAI_

;='_ The mandrel is designed to be very stiff to obtain small deflections during

-<_" operation. After the spar has been wound with the proper number of layers
of filaments, it is air-cured briefly. A trailing edge shell mandrel of generally

-/ triangular cross-section is then positioned on the spar, as shown in Figure 7.

.,......

.. l_J. _. //

FIGURE 7. THE SHELL MANDREL IS MOUNTED ON THE FILAMENT-
.. WOUND SPAR
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;::" This shall mandrel has an airfoil shape and twist which patterns the final blade
°:. shape. It is strapped in place and filament winding is resumed over the assem-
d' " bly. The straps are removed as the winding progresses and the winding con-

o:: tinues until the proper number of glass filament layers have been applied.
:? (Figure 8).

....':::,,
L!:.;,.

_ _i::_2!.: FIGURE 8. FILAMENT WINDING OF THE TRAILING EDGE TAKESPLACE RIGHT OVER THE SPAR/SHELL MANDREL

i_4'_ ASSEMBLY

-:"":: When the winding has been completed, the entire blade assembly is placed
_., inside an oven and cured for several hours at an elevated temperature. The

_,:gs./ shell and spar m_ndrels are then removed. Attachment of the retention rings

"_:" and bolts, as well as finishing operations, are then performed. Figure 9 shows
a completed filament-wound blade before finishing operations in the factory,

.;_".... with another blade being prepared for shell winding.

o * Large wind turbine blades manufactured in the manner described have inherent
ii advantages. Because the process is automatic, it lends itself to low-cost

_:.-' quantity production. Process variables are few and noncritical, simplifying

i!"'_"::"- quality control procedures. The structural characteristics result in long life
i _.. and practically no inspection and maintenance. Hlgh performance is achieved
°_ because no compromise is required in aerodynamic planform and twist, and

._ . the resulting airfoil shape is smooth, accurate, and repeatable.

p,;;,,.

i :
! 9 . ,.

o .-

f
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ORIGINAl..PAGE
BLACKAHD WHITE PHOTOGRAPtl

FIGURE 9. ONE WIND TURBINE BLADE BEING FINISHED
WHILE ANOTHER ISBEING PREPARED FOR
SHE LL WINDING,
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,' QUgSTIONS AND ANSWERS

. R.J. Bussolarl

_._:

.,, From: O. Woinhart

_-.',_2. q: Can you say what tho production cost per pound will bo for tho
__ .... fil_ent-wound blades? Mat roinforcomont _as usodj g or $ glass?

i..':. A: Production cost will be four to five doZZaro per pound. E glaso ,

i:_: was ueed for reinforeement.

F ":";

| ,

r--._

,-_,5_

° 'i.

;v 1]

I :!g'' ;.
[ " "''; i

i
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N83 :[9244

DESIGN AND EVALUATION OF LOW COST BLADES
FOR LARGE WIND DRIVEN GENERATING SYSTEMS

W. S. Eggert, Chief Designer
The Budd Company Technleal Center

NASA-Lewls Contract DEN 3-129

The program task was to develop a low cost blade concept,
based on the NASA-Lewls specifications, and to evaluate its
principle characteristics, its low cost features, advantages
and disadvantages. A blade structure was designed and con-
structlon methods and materials were selected. Complete
blade tooling concepts, various technical ahd economic anal-
ysis, and evaluations of the blade design were performed. A
com_cehensive fatigue test program was conducted to provide
data and to verify the design. A test specimen of the spar
assembly, including the 1.oct end attachment, has been fabri-
cated. This is a full-scale specimen of the root end config-
uration, 20 ft long, and will be fatigue tested by NASA. A
blade design for the Mod. "O" system has been completed.

OVERVIEW OF CONTRACT OBJECTIVES

The design of large wind turbine blades have conflicting re-
quirements and criteria. Cost is the most sensitive require-
ment and structural reliability is the foremost criterion.
The basic design is predicated on the premise that large blades
should be an industrial product of predictable performance and
uncomplicated structure. In order to be successful, rotors
must be capable of being produced in volume at reasonable cost.
The Budd Company draws upon its background and knowledge in
fabrication of iong-llfe carbon steel and stainless steel
structures and mass fabrication of glass-reinforced Jtructural
parts. Fabricating technlques combined with a long history of
successful product designs assures that the program objectives
can be met.
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In oonventlonal design, the leadlnz edge oeotion, or the D
. spar area of the blade, is used to carry the operating loads,

and the trailing edge is essentially non-structural, carrying
_.. air loads for the trailing edge only• The Budd design does
: not have a conventional forward D spar• The design uses a

",'" c,.ntral spine spar that is essentially non-dimenslonal rela-
....... tlve to the aerodynamic surface; that is. it is a simple.
_..:: rectangular spar located within the envelope of the aerody-
".,:_. namic contours• This spar carries all the basic edgewise
":.. ?.oading and all the basic flatwise loading and provides pri-

/" n.Lrily all the torsional stiffness for the blade system•

._,! The leading edge and trailing edge fiberglass components are
::' designed to distribute the air loads to spar and are segmented
_,." spanwise to prevent them from having tn carry high loads in
. the spanwise direction due to spar bending deflections• These
_:- sections are bonded to the spar using an elastomeric adhesive.

The illustration is an idealized section cut at station 187 of
' "-", the blade• There is a center spar composed of spot welded
_ . stainless steel• This structure is composed of top and bottom
iL:i cap strips, two shear webs, one on the front and one on the
!'_"'- aft side of the spar• This spar is built with a I0@ twist
_:.,: from the root end to the outer end. The leading edge and the
i ._ _'.'

i_.,/._: trailing edge of the assemblies are fabricated of fiberglass

!_,.i_ reinforced plastic composed of multiple pieces that are then
_-.. filled with urethane foam• These fiberglass subassemblies

i-_6_'_
_,,_.' are bonded to the spar at the four flange corners of the spar•
/_ The leading and trailing edge assemblies are also bonded and
_..: mechanically fastened at the high camber point of the blade•
_ . The leading edge of the blade is protected by an elastomeric
:_'"_.. sheet to provide energy absorption due to impact of hail and
o,:_;._
,,_. other abrasive elements The leading and trailing elements
-_'_' are designed so as not to contribute significantly to the
:_....:,. structural stiffness of the blade•

_.'_ . EL_STOM[RI_ BONO

--f).'"". FOUT_R SKIN

_- ". : "--,-,,-_ / POLYESTER FIBEROLAS$

• . • • • • •

':" .'i .. '
...>'; STAtNLESS STEEL SPOT WELOEO SPAR

_',_". TYPICALSECTION

._. WIND TURBINEBLADE

i , .:; 20_
[ ,:. 4
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ORIOINAL PA@_|_1
• OF POOR QUALITY

_ Shown Is an exploded VlOW o_' the spar assembly. The _par is
composed of four sub-assemblies, an upper and lower cap strip
plate assembly and a front and rear spar web assembly. The

i soleotlon of ,talnloss stool and the,spot wold process prs-
vldes a unique method by which the spar stiffness can be_!
effectively tapered to prevlde a near uniform stress from
the root end to the tip of the spar. This tapering is ac-

, co_.@llshed by the use of tapered an_les that are spot welded
together and are Joined to the upper and lower cap strip

_ plate. The thlckne_s of the top plates are tapered in three
" steps using a butt arc weld to Join each thickness This is

a specialized process that was developed during the Budd 301
testin_ program. This provides a weld of high reliability in

i fatigue strength. By controlling this taper, we are able to

.! provide uniform tapering of the basic properties of the spar
:i section. The angles are first tapered In the blank and, as a
_ result, there is essentially no material lost. The angles
"i are then formed and then spot. welded to the spar cap assembly.

i:i This is all done in the flat and then they are elastically
_ , twisted to match the I0° twist of the spar. The spar webs

i are composed of two angles and spar web. The two angles andweb are spot welded in place to form the web for the spar•
_ '_ There are two of these These are also built flat and elas-

. _i tically twisted to form the I0° twist to the spar. The four
assemblies are then assembled into an assembly fixture with

. i, the i00 twist provided and are spot welded together. This
: :_. provides a very efficient tapering of the spar without machin-
_ ing and at a very low cost, using rolled sheet material The
:.< use of stainless steel also provides excellent corrosion pro-
< tection for long life of the spar. Spot welding provides a
', low cost, reliable, efficient assembly process to assemble

at a low cost. _
,i_ the spar /_.,,_. _,_s,

i,
i v ,I

!
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: ORIGINAL PAC_ If
" OF POOR QUALITY

The illu_tratlon shows a breakout of all the major sub-
assemblle_ of the blade.

I o

i !'

i

i h

k
i "

-..d, .
:_ ,,,

V :
i.

/v

!_ The illustration on the following page shows an exploded view
L of the leading edge and trailing edge assemblies. These as-

semblies are composed of low cost layup of flberglass-r_inforced
:. polyester. A commercial grade of this material is used. Fiber-
: glass elements are parasitic to the primary spar structure and
:: are used only to distribute the air loads to the spar. Their
_ design requirements are minimal. To stabilize these elements
_ for fatigue, the fiberglass elements are filled with a semi-
.... rigid, urethane foam of approximately 2 1/2 pounds per cubic
_ foot density. This provides a light-weight, well-damped struc-

! , ture for the leading and trailing edge assemblies and prevents
- ::. aerodynamic flutter of lightweight surfaces. This design permits
i , ,._ accurate dimensional control of the aerodynamic surfaces at low
:._T._ relative cost.
! ' ,,

i O-

,j,
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ip_: To reduce weiEht and to improve mass distribution in the blade,
_:_': the metal spar is cut short and a structural fiberglass tip

;,_,_ extension is used. The illustration shows a breakout view of
_L:,i! the tip parts.

;'2."!

2.;.0'. ,

o e' ' .

:2 '2
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ORIGINAL P_C7 1,,'_;
OF pOOR QtJALITY

The final assembly of the blade Is accomplished in two major
steps. The trailing edge assemblies are bonded to the spar.
Working from the inboard end of the blade outboard, the lead-
In_ edges are then assembled to the sp_r trailing edge major
assembly by bondlns and mechanical fastenlnz, working from
the inboard end outboard. The tlp assembly _s then bonded and
mechanically Joined to the blade assembly. The final step IB
the installation of elastomerlc sea]ins strips between the
edges of the fiberglass assemblies to provlde aerodynamic seal-
ing of the surfaces.

L

TRAILINGEDGESTO /
_, SPAR ASSEMBLY

•' 272
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' A study to determine whether the basic concept of the design
, could be utilized th_ouzh the entire range of blade _Izeg was

made. The basic concept of a rectansular spar Inside the acre-
, dynamic _urfaoe carrying the principal loads with paraolt.lo

_ aerodynamic elements directing the air loads into the spar can
,_,i be applied to the entire range of blades. The illustration
_' below shows the blades that were reviewed in this study. Us-..,,v"

i Ing the present cont_Iguratlon, with a hlsh aspect ratio blade,'i;: we would use a stainless steel spar from the 60 foot size blade
; down to the smaller sizes. The advantage of the stainless steel
_;_; spar is the ability to taper and spot weld the assemblies to-
_,! gather at low cost and with good corrosion resistance for the
"_, thinner gage materials needed on the smaller blades From the

60-foot blade on up, we would use a high strength, low alloy
_,,. carbon steel for the spar. The reason for this is that the
__ gage of the materials will be out of the range of those pro-
I_ ducible in stainless steels. Thicker gage cryogenic stainless
.,_ steel material might be used, but we do not think this would
_._,_. be economically feasible in the larger size.

, t

F-,;'i

! .:,._'. 200'

-L' 4Di':__,'

_",_ 150'

"'_: IO0

;-"' '.: I •

,-',_! 60

,.. '.i INVESTIGATIONOF
....... 30'
_:. '.i VARYING LF..NGTHF_

[

i _ ....
;_"_';' 273
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i_;_ ORIGINAL,PA(_ IS
_-- OF POOR QUALITY

i i,' The illustration below shows the basic span aonflguratlon for
!::.. the 60-foot blade. This is constructed of 301 I/_ hard .125
::..... thlok stalnless steel. Also shown is the genoral conflgurs-
i'_":_., tloD of a spar o£ 200 f_ length. It was basleally tho same
? .,,..

F,. de_i_n concept uaed for a 150-foot blade.

t .... _: 6_00 _i!,,,i ! 18A3 ,

_/ %"

;i/'/'

_:-: SPARROOTEND OF60' BLADE

%,

i! _ SPARROOT END OF 200 1_ BI,A_o .,. .
F_,_, "

[..:.:,_j

_': Our first cursory Judgements are that it may be more practl-i %:
. cal to produce, at a lower cost, a multiplicity of smaller

;_'_ blades rather than a low quantity of larger blades for the
_ _ same power output. Since the blade is only a small percentage

&;::, of the total system, this conclusion may not hold when the
..... . whole system is considered.

.... Larger blades enter into an area of manufacturing which is be-
_i!,'; yond the present state of the art in many areas. To provide

_} a good, low cost design will require considerable Investiga-
:/: tion. In the area of transportation, a blade up to 85 feet in
_ length can be shipped in one piece without major difficulty.
....._o_ Abovt, that size, the blades would have to be shipped in multi-
i?_ pie pieces. This, of course, increases the problems of design
o_':'," of the blade, inasmuch as this would require spar Joints out-

board in the blade theft would have to have the same degree of
!; reliability as the rc_ fitting. This can add considerable
o_- weight and cost but can be done. We are doing further investi-_ =.

_/i gation into the effects of varying lengths on design and their
_o relative cost and weight.
.0

I
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!!_. OF pOOR QUALITY
!'

FAT ! GUE STRENGTH QUAL! F! _CAT! ON PROBRAM

i In thlB :seotion, we p_e_ent a ou_ary of the fatigue feet
( preston and the otruetu_al analyol_. It eovero the te_t-

tng and the development of the allowable etreseoo used in
the design. Summarized _ve the structural properties ofi
the blade design. Testing of the fiberglass etructure_ are
diBcuoQed. The fatigue test program conclusions and the

;_ final blade design eonfigu_atton were presented to NASA-Lewt_
i on October 20, 1980. The illustration shows the eonfigura-
i tion developed for the fatlgue testing program. Considerable

: development was required to be able to perform satisfactory
fatigue tests on the large full scale test specimens.if

. ?

""'J1|

Parallel with the NASA full scale test element program, The
Budd Company has conducted an In-house fatigue test program
to obtain long term fatigue data on 301 stainless steel and
the effects of Joining techniques as related to long term
fatigue. See the followlng series of illustratlons and tables
for the test results. We have used data from this program to
supplement the full scale testing conducted under the NASA
contract.

!?, The 301 test series has been used to obtain base metal prop-
_; erties. All tests were run to I0 million cycles or more in
_ tension -tension fatigue at +0.I R value. Data presented

i ; are the minimum values without failures and have been adjusted
_ . to the blade design level of -0.5 R value using Goodman dia-
i : .... grams.
i . .

;
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i OF pOOR QUALITYi

BASE LINE TEST
RESULTS

.: . .3OI 141HARDSTAINLESSSTEEL
BASE LINE

:s. DATA_ 49000 R_I. CYCLICSTRESS-_ R VALUE

':i ',

i . . BUTTARCWELDCOLDREDUCED
!"

DATA:E24000 P.S.I.CYCLICSTRESS-.5 R VALUE

IL' _

_' . .SPOTWELD5 IN SHEAR

I

DATA:!:562,5LBS CYCLICLOADPER
," WELD.SINGLESHEAR.

, _ FULL SCALECONFIGURATIONTEST RESULTS

,i.. MULTIPLELAYERSOF 301 STAINLESSSTEEL
_, 5POT WELDEDTOGETHER iJI:

';'; _ • ......... • . , . elh _ ]]

L _'

i .... i_" DATA :1:21000P.5.1.CYCLICSTRESS"-,5 R VALUE

I

"IBq' AREA REPRESENTED BY TEST SPECIMEN

:_. DATA _16000 RS.I. CYCLICSTRESS-.5 R VALUE

276
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•_.;. ORIGINAL Pt",G_ _
"._. OF POOR QUALITY,

TESTP_GRNtCONCLUSIONS
OF301l/q ItARDSTAIItLES$STEELAttDq130STEEL

S_gARYOFTESTLEVELSAT10MILLIONORMOIRLOADCYCLES
AIIJUSTEIIFOP-,"R"VALUEOF-.5

" "' i I I

DE$10Itk.LOW_I.E
'/" TEsT Tirr VALUE (aOllor T[sTVAtUE)

- _" m mammmmammlmlmm ml

_-', SHOWNIN CYCLICSTRESS|
1

-

;; _1_ _TAL001 1/4 HSTAI.LESSSTEEL) *-qg,000PSI *-39,200PSl
"" : 4, •

,, l_z I_TAL(BurrARcHck_[_t Co_ HoI_[D) - 21,000PSI - 19,200PSi

: _s_ LIHR$P_ - Spot_U_O_ - 21,000PSl - 16,800PSI
i,

,! I_x SH_ LoxosIN SPOTHE_s (R- +.1) - 562.5 - qSO
(CYcucLOAD (CvcucLOAD

-, PERWEU)) PinHEU))
i:, 4. .I.

: RootFaroArrAc_Ewr- ARcH[cos= - 16,000PSl - 12,800PSI

t1130C.nO,EI_OLYSTEm. - _8,000PSl - 30AO0PSl
"_': (C.ARTVA_UE)

'_il THESEARETHE1.1AXINI.IHALLOWABLESTRESSLEVEL.8PERI4|T'_'EDIN THESPARFORFIHAI..DESIGN,

/"%

" SUMMATIONOF COMPUTEDSTRESSESIN THE SPAR

--_":'.,, 4'_.S .12.S .I?..S S"_40 I1,000 I4,_J_O ".,,'16,#0 ".',Sl.'.q toll l_

• . ii L II I III I I I mill I II

.:'-"• _00 .0_o .|P._ _J_ I_,000 P-to£_ -Io_'1 t'& -.SO to_t_2 !

52.5 .o_o .0_o "l'/_lo 12._S8_ 20. 11_ -_;_,'_ -._.Z _
"-' "T
• " • _ i iii ii, ji lu i i

=.o_ g31.5 .o_o .OGO &P.7_ 69_9 1%J_$7 -_;_.1 --.05 1,t:lr. 5S

T
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ORIGINALFAG[IS
" OF.POORQUAUTY

•: The followln_ series of chart_ describe the basic load_ used
_ for the design ¢_nd the _tructur_l properties of the _par.

EDGEWISE;BENDINGLOADS

•' _:_,,',I _ Sli_,,_ FLATWISEBENDING LOADS

o _0 tO SO 40 SO eO 70 0 IO :0 SO _0 SO I0 _0

S_[ _._l STAT_ O,[¢r) Noo SPANWt_e_ STJ_ON_t_

ItBLADEWEIGHTDISTRIBUTION SPARMOMENTOF INERTIA
Ill t_O0

-f --

I , ,I , , / * I , . t _ * * !_ I

o ioo too aoo 4oo soo 6oo _o ooo o too too _o aoo soo eoo _ootnoe_
STA'/'IQN'S(INCHB) |_MIONS (INCHL_

Computed blade assembly natural frequencies are 1.86 Hz in the
flatwlse direction and 2.15 Hz in the edgewise direction.

A test specimen was designed and manufactured to be used to
determine manufacturing feasibility for the aerodynamic sur-
faces and to provide the fatigue test data for the system.

278
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• ORIIIINALPAQ£IB
POOl] QUALITY

SET UP FOR STA. 187_.5FATIGUETEST

,r

,r

!_ -to_Kt_ ACCV.t.s_O_S'_= I
,. # CH_'CK POINT,,9 I

" i i i i*e ....

-°!
B

..... + ,-f--
?

u '.,"

SUMMARY DATA
, TESTING OF FIBER GLASS AERODYNAMICSURFACES

.,...: DESIGN LOAD 50LB$.PER 5Q FT. PROOFLOAD

" TEST *1
.,_,_ AERODYNAMIC LOAD EQLIIVELANT FROM 0 TO DESIGN t',LA,X.

..-: MA55 LOAD EQUIVELANT FROM 0 TO 2 O

..: : TESTED AT RESONANCE (APPROX. 18 CYCLES PER SECOND)
=: ", I1,000,000 CYCLE,_ (NO FAILURE)

-t:_i TEST _'2
t AERODYNAMIC Lt3AD INCREASED TO -I TO 'I"2 DESIGN MAX.

°:"! MASS LOAD INCRLASED TO -2 TO +4 13 I, IOO,OOOCYCLES

,:. (INDUCEDMINOR FAILURE IN URETHANE BOND TO 5PAR)

_,i_- -

_,:, lESTI - LOAED1"0175L_S,PER$0, FT.1110FAILURE)
--_",,,- (COItUIIUF.D

/' ItOREPAIR)
_c, lEST1 " 21tItR,CREEPlESTAT175U_S,S0,FT, 1It0CREEP)

"_ (CONTIlIUI_) "_

2g0
,v%,

":.;' , ,, ";' , , .... ,: . , ' ':,,, " .' , ,t.. :,'s. :,.,,_,;;..,, ::,"',_ -_. ,,',.",-._",t';;',., '.',,,:,_ :' ,,.; ',T'" , '_ "-' _,_ i¢ '" i _ '-_ - "_"- '; '" '. .... ' " _' '
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ORIGINALPAGEIS
:_ OF POORQUALITY,

_t i_OOTEND TEST' BEAM

i ¢o pz_ovideoonflr_stlon of the spar desl_ll,a _,Jllseals .root
I end test _ection has been manufactured. '_t_i_ specimen was

t designed to apply the design load to the ro_g end attachment
fitting e,_d at a zone approximately 6 ft ._,u,t the root end
to provide the maximum bending stresses in _:_'_espar deter-

....1 mined by the analysis.

r'_'"_ Shown in the illustration is the desl_: _;f ,;he root end beam.

1 AnalysIF, has shown that one way to accomplish a representative ,! test is to apply opposlng loads. _hls permlts us to obtain a

__! balance of the maximum cyclic stress on the spar and the maxl-_i', m_ shear load on the assembly (top and bottom assemblies to
i;; side assemblieS) spot welds. At the same time, the maximum
0,;_ moment and stresses a_e produced ag the root end attachment.

ii! The loads described induce the maxlmum stresses used in the
a71alysis. These are not the actual test loads. Testing levels

!!:,,_., T_ill be adjusted to ma-_h NASA operating experience.

ROOT END TEST BEAM

_:_ TEST ZONE
: _: APPROX. 72.5 INCHES
_-:__" FROMROOTEND

....._, 7,445 LBS

_ .oLo:.
.e ,

..... !i

o;..I 240 INCHES

:-" _..i 130 INCHF,,,5

,-: "REPRESENTMAXIMUMCYCLICDESIGN
__,,,:: LOADS IN FATIGUE

J. ,
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ORIGINAl. PAQ_ |1]
OF POOR QUALII'V

COST STUDY 125 FT ROTOR

A comprehensive cost and weight analysis of the blade design
has been _de. The design was processed in detail and we have
costed the blade as a function of the Indlvldual processes for
each part and assembly.

The table shows the cost and weights of the blade and major
sub-systems based on 100 units per year. The final blade
design weighs less than 2,500 lbs.

COST ANALYSIS

BASEDON I00 BLADESANNUALLY

i i i |

0310-100101 _ An,rib1/' 1 1635.? 811_t _011 S)ttl alotl,30o

1011 TrJtlSns 1_se A88_ 1 86,t 8|| 1?6 )g8 St.S0o
I I J

10S, • • • . 1 66.t IT3 ZTI _, 315 S0,100
106 • • • 1 53.1 135 lS0 885 15,500

II i i , it

10T • • • 1 IJ5.1 1111 1kl 855 110.300
, , t

108 • • • 1 33111 I1 11! I11 31,O00

181 /_SdIM _ Aoolr 1 73.6 88? 06 3T3 _10000
,, |

1811 • • • 1 S|.T 153 I1 335i llOe@00,183 • • • t 110.9 170 75 1115 3t,_,.d
J Ill im i I

15_ • • • 1 30.J 130 11 001 S0,500
nu ,|

185 • e • 1 I• 1_.5 10_ 10 117 tTo800, i , t , u

181 PtbL,_lloe _1_ Alijlr 1 li).l 110 1111 151 115,1100
L ! ' |,m IIIII I I

lliS JetnS 8ca1 S 11 10 ,. 10 -
JL J liB

1116 bldtnl IJH., Book | | li . 1 1,000
nu

I|T Uppee ROo_lPlttl114 I_trel° 1 Y ant 5 59 50110
u ui I I II H III I

1tO Love, ho_ IPt_11*nlOovelr 1 ? 81 S 5$ 5,100

150 II:_ bo_ IPt11_tnllee1 1 1015.? 1S 1T5 a90 110000
I I Ill III III

100 ItQo_Plinth8 1 100 161 391 SiS &l,000
I II m I| t I|

A4heetvo MI TI.1 16 - t1 ,-• n

100 lilt4o Ace; , 1 - 53 TO_ TST t)J),T@O

5,o,e_ 2466 4600 5570 10170 I_l_OO_

Based on the guideline chart from NASA, we meet the cost
criteria of the program. The cost estimate indicates a
probably cost of approximately $13,150 per blade which is

: considerably below the maximum allowable. See the chart
and cost summary on the following page.
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., The Budd Company completed Phase I of the contract• The
:i:../._ Phase II program (Building of a Plight Set of Blades) is

on hold pending future decisions on the need for blades/'9

:o, for 125 ft diameter rotor systems and the funding for such
_:":. systems• The trend of the wind energy program to build
_- larger systems in the 300 ft rotor size requires further
::/_ design study. We are very encouraged with the overall de-
_,:.': sign concept and its many advantages when applied to larger
_:'. systems• The concept permits the use of more complex air-
_::_ foil systems with minimum effects on costs. It permits
:_- modular construction of all elements of the blade system
_ which significantly improves producibility when applied to

_,-: high volume production The Budd Company is presently work-_'r •

-L_.. ing on designs for application to large rotor systems and is
o,-*:- available as a supplier to build such systems•

_ _

•T -L

__", .q

J

v
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QtlESTIONS AND ANSWERS

W. S. Eggort i
J

.!

From: Anonymous

Q: How do you propose to provide corrosion protection for the carbon
' steel, spar?

A: _zc upca' wou'l.,t be primed a_ painted in_i,tc and out pnior t,, a_,sembl!t.
Al_o, tT_ heaoy gage material l/2 inch to I it_oh l:hick wil.l stabilize
quic:kZ!t if aom,osion c',_dts.

From: P. J. Pekrul

Q: Is the Budd design cost-ef£ective in regard to weight, for the
larger 200 ft blade iength?

A: Thid "gothe subject of a further detailed studid,but early prcdictgons
indicate t_t a low earbon steel spar should be more cost-effeative
in the larger size.
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.....• N83 19245
- THE DEVELOPMENT AND MANUFACTURE OF WOOD COMPOSITE. WIND TURBINE ROTORS

.[ ,

:_ M.D. Zu_ck

,_;_ Gougeon Brothers, Inc.
,- 706 Martin St.

_':" Bay Citym MI 48706
T

. , This paper considers the physical properties, operational experience,
,,,', and construction methods of the wood/epoxy composite MOD OA wind tur-

bine blades. Blade_ of this type have now accumulated over 10,000
._ hours of successful operation at the Kahuku, Hawaii and Block Island,

....: Rhode Island test sites. That body of experience is summarized and
-'_ related to the structural concepts and design drivers which motivated

-_.... the original design and choice of interior layout. Actual manurer-
. •uring experience and associated low first unit costs for these

blades, as well as projections for high production rates, are pre-

:;_;i" sented. Application of these construction techniques to a wide range
='_ of other blade sizes is also considered.

%'_ THE WOOD/EPOXY MOD OA WIND TURBINE BLADES

j", 6"

.::_ The MOD OA blades fabricated by Gougeon Brothers, Inc. of Bay City,

:_i_, Michigan are the largest blades built to date using laminated wood/

epoxy composite as the primary blade structural material. They are
--<_,. also the most thoroughly tested, both in the laboratory and in the

=:'/_.'i, field, and will therefore be the primary topic of this paper.

-:',i. The laboratory testing includes both component level tests of individ-

:;_" ual root end attachment studs and complete unit testing employing

_:_ inner blade samples of 20 foot length. These tests supported the

i:<._7 early design goals established for the wood/epoxy composite blades,

-/-i and are reported in detail in another paper in these proceedings [I].

o," The wood compot MOD OA blades have also accumulated over IO)OOO

...../.,:_' hours of operation while synchronized to a utility grid in normal

= i_[ power producing mode (called sync tlme)) with over 6000 hours at the
"/'i Kahuku Hills) Hawaii site) and another 4000 hours at the Block Island)

_i_ Rhode Island site, Since the Kahuku machine is by far the leader in

_'°i_ total power output) and because its blades have been through a few
_'_:" interesting experlences) the blades of the Kahuku machine will be

='= the primary focus as regards operating experience. For a technical

_,?, and quantitative review of in-fleld performance and load data, the

o " reader can consult another paper in these proceedings which covers

:</. that topic in depth [2].

= _.... MOD OA Blade Design Drivers and Concepts

". This section will outline the basic blade design features) and the

_ '. concepts and design drivers which lead to the selected configuration.

_ The MOD OA design was heavily influenced by the requirement to pro-
duce a relatively stiff and lightweight blade with a chordwlse center

of gravity which was as far forward as practical. This led to a
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configuration with a rather thick laminated Douglas fir "D" spar which

makes up roughly the forward I/3 of the eiffel].. The walls of this

"D" spar a_e about 15% of the local airfoil thickness, and the nose
laminate thickness is reduced by step tapering the 1,6 mm (i/16")

veneer in order to maintain the desired proportions all the way out
the blade, The "D" is completed by a 6.35 mm (i/4") birch plywood
shear web. The aft 2/3 of the airfoil is composed of a panel with

19 mm (3/4") paper honeycomb core and 3.2 mm (I/8") birch plywood
skins in order to minimize weight in the tall while still providing

adequate panel strength and stiffness, See Figure i for a typical

section layout of this type. For the tlp, outboard of radial station

15.24 m (600"), the inner ply has been deleted and a solid honeycomb
core used in order to provide maximum strength and shape rigidity for

this outer portion of the blade where maximum airloads and energy

capture occur. The transition from tall panels to solid core tail
is shown in the interior layout drawSng, Figure 2.

The tail panels also feature a series of 19 mm (3/4") thicP fir

stringers which replace the honeycomb core along the panel forward

edge. These stringers serve a dual purpose. They are an edge closure

and bonding block for the tail panel itself, and also strengthen and
stiffen the blade in flatwlse bending. To serve this latter purpose

and provide the desired margin against the design driving emergency

shutdown loads, these stringers reach a total width of 200 mm (8")

in the inner blade and then taper away as they proceed toward the tlp.
There is also a stringer at the aft edge of the tall panel which
closes that panel edge and serves as the trailing edge mating and

bonding surface after it Is trimmed.

Inboard of radial station 3.81 m (150") there is a transition region
to the standard 24 bolt 473 mm (18.625") diameter MOD OA bolt circle.

: This involves a gradual buildup of the shear web from the 6,35 mm
(I/4") birch ply used for the outer blade to over iOO mm (4") of
laminated fir needed for load take-off at the root. Corner blocks

of laminated fir are used to fill the corner where the nose lamina-

tion and shear web buildup meet at the root_ so that all of the studs

in the bolt circle will be properly embedded In fir laminate. The

transition region also includes laminated fir diagonal braces built
into the tall panels which serve to collect the edgewise loads from

_:. the tall panels and direct them to the root buildup. The tail panels
:- are cut away aft of these internal diagonal braces in order to save

labor and associated costs, by providing easy installation of the

required diagonal rib which then also serves as the transom piece/
: tall closure.

Load take-off at the root is accomplished by means of 24 bonded in

place steel studs of 15" embedded length and tapered design, The

laminate at the root is increased to 124 _n (4.875") of Douglas fir/

epoxy in order to better transfer load into these studs. Originally
intended to bolt directly to the hub spindle at station .813 m (32"),

the studs now mate a steel spool piece at radial station 1.27 m (50")

due to doubts that the original MOD OA spindles were stiff enough to

allow the stud attachment method to work properly, To compensate the

additional .457 m length due to the spool piece D _457 m was simply
trimmed from the t_p for the first set of blades. That first set was
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chriatormd the Daw Poory blad_n in honor of a gantloman who provided

hotp, guldaneo, and oneouragomen_ _n the early work on wood/epoxy
blade design, Later blado_ wore likowt, ao tr,_,mmod by ,657 m in l_ng_h,
but wore also reduced by rou_hly 3 mm (I/8") in "D" spar thickness

to compensate moving ghc hlado outboard. Pronumoably a r_d_f, t p,nod
and suitably stiffened spindle would el, low elimination of the heavy
stool spool pi_co and a return to the full bl, adn I nngth and O npar
chicknoaa. That would a,ivo conntdorablo waip, ht, a_nco the spool piece

has a moan of a_out 180 k8 (400 lba w_fgh_), and would al,_o roduc_
overall costa. Aside from that, however, the overall mechanical and

ac_rodynamic performance of the blades would change very little from
what it is today.

External Blade Geometry

The wood/epoxy MOD OA blades employ the same 23Oxx alrfoll section as
the original aluminum blades. This choice was governed primarily by
the desire to hold section shape constant so that this would not be

a variable factor in comparisons between different blade types. As

it turned out, the loads and blade deflections experienced during

high feather rate emergency shutdown turned out to be the major design
drlv_r for the geometry and thickness of the whole blade, except for

the root design, which was driven by fatigue. Those loads and deflec-
tions could have been materially reduced by the choice of an airfoil
section which stalls sooner when at negative attack angles, which in

turn would have allowed a lighter blade or smaller t/c ratios, but

at the cost of making performance comparisons more uncertain. Since

research results are very important to the MOD OA program, the 23Oxx
series airfoils were retained in spite of the resulting structural

demands, and the entire geometry choice must be viewed with this in
mind.

The blade planform varies linearly from 570 mm (22.5") at the root

plane to 1585 mm (62.4") at the trailing edge breakpoint to 610 mm
:=_ (24") at the tip. The leading edge is a straight llne from tip to

root except for a small pullback near the root which was introduced
to smooth the root transition geometry. The trailing edge is a

" straight line between the trailing edge breakpoint and the tip, and

provides 4.8 ° of twist over outer blade. The straight trailing edge

was partly a manufacturing simplification, but was also found to

" provide a good match to the chosen planform when viewed from the
• _ standpoint of achieving good net energy capture over the whole band
.1

! from cut-in to design windspeeds, as opposed to maximizing energy
capture right at the design windspeed. The blade thickness varies

t

.j from 566 mm (22.3") at the root, to 498 ram (19.6") at the trailing
I edge breakpoint (t/c = 31/4%), antl linearly to 46 mm (I.80") at the

"i tip (t/c _ 7.5%). This rather thin tip was chosen to help promote
early stall in the emergency shutdown condition, although some drag
reduction benefit in the power producing mode could also be argued

to exist. Table 1 provides a more detailed tabulation of blade plan-
form, twist, and thickness values.

J
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., ._.t_urtng Method _

Altar cnnntdnrtng nnvnral altornattvnn, tim t_ougoon Brothnrn organ_za-
lion nettled upon the unn of vacuum molding with fnmaln half ahnlli
molda an the moat promining tnchniquo for economical volumn praduc_

; tten of laminated wood/epoxy bladon. Thin method 1neuron uniform
., clamping pronsuro for both tile none lamination nod the tail pnnnln

.. durJ, nfl main cure, and aloe conforming the wood componontn _o the
: desired ahape.

:, In practice, the molds are first coa_od with release agent [allowed
, by epoxy and glass cloth. This glass cloth and epoxy £orma a tough,

._ damage and weather reaistant outer akin. It also serves to help tie
"'. together the nose laminate grain, which runs in the spanwise direction,
"; Next a layer of aluminum screen is added, which serves to provide

lightning protection by enclosing the main blade structure within a

,i conductive shell. Thlt_ screen covers most of the blade surface, ex-

cept for a region at the tail near the breakpoint, The screen is
connected to a grounding bar at the blade root so that the current

.: can be collected and taken to ground. Next into the mold are the

plywood and honeycomb which make up the tall panel, the tall panel
:" stringers, and a ply sheath made of two layers of 1.6 tam (I/16 ''__ly
- 'thich covers and further strengthens the extetlor of the "D" s '.

Under current procedures, these components are then v_ct ,, , _ in
"' place and allowed to cure. The half shear web and :L :: e_ _,uildup

at the root ts added next. The last major molding ;_e_atlon is the
placement and bagging of the nose veneers. Each bali blade is then

r_, trimmed via a special tall mounted horizontal bandsaw, and the fit of
" the upper and lower halves is carefully checked before they are bonded
. into a single unit.

The root of the blade is then trimmed to the proper plane and capped

with birch plywood, the mating surfaces for the transom piece are
also trimmed to size and the transom piece is bonded in place at this
time.

Installation of the root attachment studs involves precise drilling of
the 24 oversize step tapered stud holes and complete wetting out of

? the exposed laminate inside the holes. The fftuds are all attached to

a single precisely machined plate so that relative stud positions can
. be assured to a high degree of accuracy. The holes are then filled

with thickened epoxy and the stud assembly Is accurately positioned in
•'= place and allowed to cure,

Final blade finishing operations include items such as installation of

the blade tip cap and tip drain system, cleanup of excess resin along
_ the blade half Joint llne, and exterior painting and addition of sta-

tion marks and blade identification.

Production Results and Experience

The first set of MaD OA blades produced had a mass of 1183 kg (2603

Ibs) each without the spool piece, with the center of gravity at

5.702 m (224.5") relative to the blade root plane. This was somewhat
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heavier than expected, and was primarily duo to a larsor than planned
.. u_o of rosin, particularly for filling the volume occupied by the

liglltnlng prot_ction screen, A change in procuduros and more rostt'ain-
_d use of rosin, along with t,h_ already mentioned slight reduction in
"D" spar wall tllickn_ss allowed a reduction of blade mass to 1.002 kg

.. (220.5 lbn) for last sot produced, which includes 4 kg (9 lb_) in one
blade and 6 kg (14 Iba) in the other to match weights and centers of

.. gravity, The center of gravity moved inboard by lO cm (4") to 5,602 m
(220,4"), again mo.asurod from the blade root piano, The weight of

'ii t,hif_ last sot of blades in felt to be about the practical minimum for
tim present dosifln, Significant further weight reductions would re-

";' quire, a change in airfoil section and an adjustment in the interior
proport :1on s.

A breakdown of the major blade material weights and costs is presented
in Table 2 in order to provide a better perspective on the actual

.' makeup of the blade. The table is for a full length blade with full

thickness "D" spar and consequently shows a higher total blade weight

: than the actual production blades.

i ' The single step lamination of the "D" spar, which involves about
_- , 500 kg (11OO lbs) of 1.6 mm (1/16") thick fir veneer (800 m2 (8700

. it2)) is the largest single step vacuum lamination of veneer known.

In order to accomplish this within the roughly 1 hour time limit
i 'i required for the epoxy resin system used, a special veneer coating
: machine is used to quickly apply a precise quantity of resin to both

sides of the veneer. In the early feasibility studies for the wood/

epoxy blades, it was not known if it would be at all possible to
move the required mass and area of veneer within the time required,

but this has in fact turned out to be both practical and efficient.
;Z The upper limit has not yet been reached.

_. OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE

:'._ The first set of wood/epoxy MaD OA blades were sent to the Kahuku,
,- llawaii site. When they were inspected upon arrival, it was found that

both trailing edges were split apart for many feet and that one of the

•-' transom pieces was also split away along its edge, Since this first

:. set of blades had not been purposely vented, it was quickly suspected
.T. that this damage could be due to a pressure buildup problem° The

Bay City plant of Gougeen Brothers is about 200 m (600 ft) above sea

:':!-" level, and shipment to llawail was via ship at sea level, and that

_' dl(ference could not account for the splitting observed, llowever, i
, :, when the overland route of the truck from Bay City to Los Angeles

°" ' was traced, it was found that a 2100 m (7000 ft) mountain pass had to
:"" b_. negotlated along the way. That would result in an interior pres-

"_, sure of more than IOOO N/,n2 (3 p_l), which was well in excess of the

capability ol the tail closure Joint, which had not been designed for
i "=, pressure vessel scrvlce, 'the failure was inevitable.

_' Meade Gougeo,1, chairman of Gougeon Brothers, inc. immediately llew

,i to llawai[ to personally load the In-field repair effort. In a matter
:-_ of a few days, the blades were repaired right at the wind site using

,: nornlal WEST SYSTEbl products and repair techniques. (Total expenditure
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of man hours and materials was approximately 24 hours and $I00.)

Since the time of that in-field repair, those blades have seen ever
6000 hours of sync time with no indication whatever of distress in

the area of the repairs. Several interesting observations can be
made based on this experience. It has demonstrated that the struc-
tura[ integrity of these laminated blades is such that they are per-
fectly airtight structures - there are no significant breaks in the

structure proper or its many bond lines. Pressure equalization for

shipping or for a possible hurricane environment must be explicitly

provided if desired. All subsequent blades are now vented at the
tip for moisture removal as well as pressure equalization. It has

also shown that the wood/epoxy construction system is suited to rapid

and relatively simple in-fleld repair, and that such repairs to date
have not had an adverse effect on service life. This is not a sur-

prising result to those familiar with this construction system, as

it is known that the resin system is several times stonger than the
cross grain strength of the wood which it bonds; however, those un-

familiar with the system may want to consider the implication of this

as it relates to the ease of in-field repairs and overall maintenance
costs.

Emergency Shutdown

Early in the operation of the Kahuku MOD OA machine, a true overspeed

emergency shutdown was encountered. This condition was the design

driver for both the flatwlse strength and stiffness of the wood/epoxy
blade structure. It constitutes the most severe one time load test

for which the blade design was qualified. The test result was nega-

tive: no visible damage was observed, and the blades still fly.

Periodic Inspections

The blades have been subjected to periodic inspection of a detailed

nature by hoisting an inspector right up to the blade for close,

hands on inspection. A summary of those inspection observations is

given in the wind turbine project report prepared by Hawaiian Electric
[3U:

"The most significant improvement affecting reliability and

availability of Makani Hulls has been the wood-resin composite
blade _. The three other machines have required major blade

repair or replacement within the first 2000 hours of synchron-
":: ous operation. Makani Huila has passed that milestone with no

•::i sign of blade deterioration.
¢

" The composite blades }lave proven particularly suited to
'! l[awailts moderate climate. The salt laden ocean breezes have

"' had no apparent negative effect on the blades. The resin

; protected blades are impervious to water and unattractive to
termites. The natural resiliency of the wood has eliminated

i premature fatigue failure. The resin glue has ellminated the

rivet proble,ns that have plagued the aluminum blades o[ pre-

,' vious machim, s, The blades are performing admirably.
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The first sche_iuled lO00-hour inspection (actually performed
: at 640 sync. hours) showed only minor separation near an un-

• loaded section of the blade root. Some paint touch-up was
:'. done. The 2000-ho_r inspection revealed no significant chan-
. ges in blade condition. If the separations noticed during

the first inspection have propagated at al.t, the change has
been too small to warrant corrective action. No special op-

" erational precautions have resulted from the inspections.
The blades are in excellent condition."

It should be noted that the aluminum MOD OA blades were designed and
build using standard accepted aircraft design and fabrication tech-

niques. But they were the trailblazers, and could not draw on pre-

£ vious experience regarding the actual severity of the wind turbine

• blade fatigue environment. Viewed in that light, their performance
was not unreasonable, and a lot of knowledge was gained. It is en-

!_• couraging that the emerging wood/epoxy technology was able to draw
_. on that experience base and provide a working blade at comparable

!"_ blade weight (without spool piece).

Power Output

The Hawaiian MOD OA machine at Kahuku Hills was formally dedicated

on July 3, 1980. By July 16, 1981, Just over 1 year later it had
achieved over 6000 hours of sync time, and had delivered more total

power to the utility grid than any of the other MOD OA machines,

including the Clayton, New Mexico machine, which began operation in

late November of 1977. The Kahuku machine has averaged nearly iOO kw

over this first year which is a power factor of about .5, even though
some down time for inspections and minor repairs is also included.

Taken against actual hours on line, the machine has averaged about
150 kw. This is in large measure a direct result of the excellent

wind regime at Kahuku Hills, and is also a tribute to the energy
; and dedication of the wind power team of Hawaiian Electric. However,

the consistent and troublefree performance of the wood/epoxy blades
has also been an important element in that success. For a more

_ _: detailed report of the operating experience of the HOD OA machines

from the standpoint of quantity and quality.-of power delivered, the

_ .. reader is directed to another of the papers in this proceedings [4].

Long Term Durability - FatiBue
co '[

The MOD OA machines are oriented with the blades downwind of the

tower. This causes each blade to experience a significant region
of sharply depleted _,ind velocity once each revolution. The result

of this can be seen in many ways. Most obvious is an audible low

level thump as each blade passes behind the tower. This is due

to the rapid unloading and restoration of the dynamic pressure dis-

tribution around the blade, This presents a significant fatigue

- environment to the blade structure, particuJarly near the t_p where

" dynamic pressures are highest. In particular the honeycomb cored
• tail would be the part of the structure most susceptible to this

pulsating pressure distribution. However, the design calculations
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showed large margin against this fatigue mechanism, and so far exper-

ience has not shown any problem in that area.

- The wind shadow effect also causes a transient vibration of the en-

,_C tire blade. The flatwise vibration damps out quickly due to aero-

dynamic damping but its effect is visible in the traces of flatwlse !

'_:} root loads[2] and also is visible to the eye if carefully observed, i
_o ,. The edgewise vibration is not visible to the eye. However, it is

," visible on the data traces [2], both as a 5 per rev, edgewise load

i:_= variation at the root and as a fluctuation in generator power output.

:,:: The overall set of loads seen at the blade root constitute a real

i_ design challenge at the root stud load takeoff of the MOD OA blades

: ,_- for long term fatigue. It was in recognition of this fact that NASA

_!._. performed extensive fatigue testing of both individual studs and
!:_1. entire inner blade sections. The performance of these specimens
>_ indicates that the blade root should be able to sustain the long

_,_o term fatigue loading environment, but the design margin there is

, >L certainly not as large as it is elsewhere in the blade. It should
_? :, be pointed out that significant advances in stud performance were

_'_::" made during early design and testing work, and that further ad-
i;!_:_ vances in performance almost certainly still remain. Even at the

!_io"_"io present level of development, this wood to steel load takeoff

!._:i'i method has been demonstrated to be reasonably efficient both for
_ one time loads and for long term fatigue loads.

i_'_' The primary wood/epoxy blade structure has large margin against fa-

r,,- tlgue both from the airloads which load the structure flatwlse and
i_/_= the gravity moment which loads it edgewise. The fatigue margins are

i.% _ typically in excess of 100% throughout all of the major structural

' i:/_ elements. For bonds and Joints which act in crossgraln loading,

).:i.i_I margins on the order of 300_ to 500?. were typically provided largely

because the low density of wood allowed generous bonding area and

_,. made such margins easy and practical to attain. If these margins
:: in fatigue seem large, one must remember that it was the one time

= .: loads of overspeed emergency shutdown wh_c_t drove much of the design

..... of the current MOD OA blades, and that wood is a material with very

..... good fatigue properties relative to its weight. One should consider

i:: . that nature has spent millions of years in the serious business of

i :_ competitive survival in order to 5evelop good strong trees, which
must stand repeated and highly variable loads from winds and other

....." load sources, and it is therefore not too surprising to find that

_/" wood is an efficient structural material with very respectable fa-

. tigue properties. The current design acknowledges and benefits from
:. those properties.

_ Environmental

Nature determined long ago that its structures must be biodegradable
.. and recycleable. It could not afford to have its forests cluttered

_ '.. up with indestructable fallen trees. Man is also beginning to real-

. ' ize the necessity of th_s approach. The ability of wood to decay
.... is a positive necessity in the overall scheme of things, but has
•: been an Inconvenience and limitation in mankind's structural use
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iof wood. It is important to point out that this decay is not a

simple function of the passage of time. Healthy trees can stand

for centuries with no apparent loss of properties. Samples of

wood entombed in the pyramids for thousands of years have been found

to be as sound structurally as recently cut wood. Time alone has

very little effect.

The decay process of wood requires an elevated moisture content and

a supply of oxygen. There is no "dry" rot. The flberglass/epoxy

outer blade sheath provides not only a tough physical skin, but also

an effective barrier to the passage of moisture and oxygen. All of

the bond lines and lamination glue lines provide additional and re-

dundant barriers, The net effect is to provide the wood with a mois-

ture stable environment without free oxygen, Both.of the require-

ments for decay are absent - the wood Is more effectively isolated

_" than either living trees (elevated moisture) or pyramid entombed

(some free oxygen) wood. It can be pointed out that lightweight

wood/epoxy boats protected with this technique have now survived

over 12 years in the relatively severe marine environment with no

evidence of degeneration. Thus there is no a priori reason to ex-
?

pect that suitable longevity would not be possible in the wind tur-

bine environment. Only time and experience will finally give proof,

but the prospects are good in view of our present knowledge,

THE FUTURE FOR WOOD/EPOXY WIND TURBINE BLADES

To date the wood/epoxy construction technique has been applied to

the construction of blades as large as the 19 m (62.5 it) MOD OA,

and as small as 6.7 m (22 it). By the time this is printed and

distributed, blades of 3 m (10 it) length will be in production,

In the NASA/DOE sponsored MOD 5A effort, a wood/epoxy rotor was

selected at the conceptual design level. That rotor would be

122 m (400 it) in diameter, which is a single blade length of 61 m

(200 it). It therefore appears at this time that the wood/epoxy

construction technique is a viable choice over the whole size range

of power generating wind turbines. The primary advantages of the

material which appear to suit it particularly well to the wind tur-

bine blade application are several;

I) low basic material cost

: 2) relatively low resin use as a percent of overall weight

3) high per unit weight strength and stiffness

: 4) exceptionally high per unit weight fatigue capability

' 5) thick shells for simple, buckling resistant design

! 6) resin stronger than base material gives easy bonding and
repair

7) high corrosion and weather resistance

8) smooth accurate airfoils

9) totally bonded, monolithlc structure

Overall, it appears that the basic technical capability of the lam-

inated wood/epoxy material in the wind turbine blade application is

reasonably well established, even though there are a number of areas
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.. where further development and better experimental characterization
would allow more efficient design.

The economics of blade production are also becoming reasonably well
_' defined. It took about ten men and two months to build the molds

and-first pair of MOD OA blades. This does not include building the

" plug from which the molds were taken, and some long hours were ad-

_'i mlttedly involved, but this still gives a feel for the time and

_ , effort involved in pursuing this method of construction. Also bear

i _: in mind that t,._ was a first time production run, with lots of first
i time bugs and problems to be worked out. Given all of tke above,

this overall performance seems a good argument that the basic tech-

nology must be reasonably efficient in terms of time and manpower,

Using the present tooling as is (no toollng/setup costs), and in-
cluding no costs associated with subsequent shipping and the llke,

a MOD OA blade can now be produced for about $40,000. By setting

up for a production run of I00 blades per year or more, and making

a few blade design changes to improve costs and produclbillty, £t
is felt that the blade costs could be cut roughly in half. There
are many avenues left to explore in the realm of cost effective

: production, but the initial results are encouraging. Aggressive

work is in progress to improve the basic knowledge and techniques.[L

associated with the laminated wood/epoxy material, and it appears

i'i_ that this material now warrants serious consideration at all size

levels of the modern electric power generating wind turbine.

i,
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ORIGIN_i PA_ i_

OF POOR QUALITY

QUESTIONS AND ANSWBRS

M. Zutock

From: A. Saunders

" Q: Has there been any evaluation of the effect o£ hyraulic fluid on
stud bonding?

t'A: Noj but a stud was tested in fa _gue with mold release on the stud
8 ° "_'C --to totally compromise the bond. No _gnzI_ ant loss of performance

was observed. Presumably failure of bond due to corrosion or in-
trusion of a substance such as hydraulic fluidwould be similarly
benevolent.

From: G. B. Ketley

Q: What cyclic and steady stress allowables do you assume for the basic
wood laminate?

A: The allowables for wood laminate are dependent upon the specimen
moisture content and the specimen temperature, and decrease when ,,
either increase. These variables must be specified to pin 4own
allowables. At standard conditions (68°Fand 12% me) for Douglas
fir laminate, the basic allowables are about ?800 psi compressive,
18000 psi tensile. In fatigue relative to a 12800 psi modulus of
rupture and for 106 cycles, the allowable8 are $6% for repeated
loads and 27g for fully reversed. Grain runout, density of the

: veneer, and defects should also be accounted for in setting allow-
ables.

[

•-. From: P. Henton

. Q: Is balancing of the two blades a problem?

", A: It is easy to do via adding controlled amounts of thickened epoxy
:, to the nose cavity, to balance both overall weight and cg location. ,,!

As a perspective, on the last set of blades, 9 Ibs was needed in
o)_eBlade and 14 Ibs was needed in the other. That is, less than
I_ of the 2208 lb finish blade weight.
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; STRUCTURALFATIGUETEST RESULTSFOR LARGE WIND TURBINEBLADE SECTIONS

.:, d.R. Faddoul and T. L. Sullivan
NASA Lewis ResearchCenter

, . Cleveland,Ohio
!°.:i

::il ABSTRACT
_-,

,'" In order to providequantitativeinformationon the operatinglife
F_'. capabilities of wind turbine rotor blade concepts for root-end load
_,,... transfer,a seriesof cantileverbeam fatiguetests was conducted.

Fatiguetests were conductedon a laminatedwood blade with bonded
:" steel studs, a low-coststeel spar (utilitypole) with a welded
i? flange,a utilitypole with additionalroot-endthicknessprovidedby
i.... a swagedcollar,fiberglassspars with both bonded and nonbonded

! = fittings,ands finally,an aluminumblade with a bolted steel fitting
_. (LockheedMod 0 blade).

, Photographs,data, and conclusionsfor each of these tests are
., presented. In addition,the aluminumblade test resultsare compared

_ to field failure information;these resultsprovideevidencethat the
I.Q:. cantileverbeam type of fatiguetest is a satisfactorymethod for

)-_:;..;. obtainingqualitativedata on blade life expectancyand for .i
, identifyingstructurallyunderdesignedareas (hot spots).

-:' INTRODUCTION

_,.- NASA-LewisResearchCenter is currentlyevaluatingthe operational
_ /.. performanceof large wind turbinesfor the Departmentof Energy. The
" objective is to develop the technology base for large horizontal-axis
_:, wind turbinesto produceelectricitythat is competitivewith

_-" alternate energy sources.

;_." One of the main componentsof wind turbinesthat requirestechnology
,.:- developmentis the rotor. For largewind turbinesystems,which have

_:,. rotor diametersof from 125 to 300 feet, the rotor cost is generally
: in excessof 25% of the installedmachinecost. In addition,the
- wind turbine rotor operates in a severe fatigue load environment,

which may leadto high,maintenanceand/orreplacementcosts for
•.: bladeswith structuraldesign deficiencies. Consequently,as part of

the wind turbine program, a major effort is being expended on
reducingrotor blade cost and qualifyingthe blades foe a 30-year
life.

i .
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One of _he major areas of concernin the designof wind turbine
generator(WTG) blades is the abilityof the root end (the Innermost
sectionof the blade)to transferthe fatigueloads from the main
spar sectioninto the WTG hub. Th_ root end is of particularconcern
becausethis is where bendingmomentsreach their highestvalues_in
many cases,this is also an area of transitionbetweensteel and some
other material. Consequently,It is desirableto test new blade
concepts in fatigue.

To accuratelyevaluatethe design,testingwould involvefabricating
a full-scaleroot end sectionand subjectingthat sectionto the load
spectrumthat would be experiencedin the field. However,since the
load spectrumoccurs over a 30-yearlife and includescentrifugal,
torsional,and bi-axialbendingloads,all phased to one another,
simulatingthe time phased load history Is impractical. Testingto
date has been done on the premisethat loads other than the bending
loads resultingfrom aerodynamiclift/dragand gravityforces produce
negligiblestressesand can thus be ignored. Further,the maximum
flatwiseand chordwisebendingloads occur at approximatelythe same
time and can be approximated(conservatively)as a singleresultant
moment. The load historywould still involveas many as 4 x I08
cyclesat the simplifieddesignoperatingloads. At a test rate of
I0 Hz, in excessof l-I/4years of continuousround-the-clocktesting
would be requiredto accumulatethe requirednumberof cycles. Thus,
the testing is furthersimplifiedby applyinghigher loadsfor a
smallernumberof cycles and over a shorterperiodof time.

The resultingsimplifiedtest program(typical)uses a full-scale
root end sectionof a WTG blade mountedas a cantileverbeam to a
very stiff test stand. The root moment is achievedby applyinga
single shear force at the outer end of the blade test section. The
magnitudeof the shear force is adjustedto approximatethe desired
resultantmoment at the inboardsectionof the blade. One or two
millionload cycles are then appliedunder each of a numberof load
conditionsthat are representativeof predictedblade operating
conditions. The test procedurehas been used on a seriesof Mod-OA
blade sections,which include: (I) a prototypelaminatedwood blade,
Ref. l; (2) a steel spar blade with wood ribs and cloth skin; (3) a
steel spar blade as in (2) but with a reinforcedspar root end; (4)
the final designconfigurationfor the laminatedwood blade,Ref. 2;

: (5) a I/2 scale fiberglasscompositespar with both a bonded and
unbondedroot end fitting;and (6) a spare aluminumblade from the
Mod-O program. A brief descriptiono_ each of the blade conceptsand
the resultsof the test programare includedin this report.

DESCRIPTIONOF FACILITY

The U.S. Army AppliedResearchand TechnologyLaboratoryhas a
helicopterfuselagestructuraltest facilityat Ft. Eustis,Virginia,
which is being used as the wind turbineblade test facility. Three
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•:_ elementsof the facilityare used for the blade testing, One element
is a "backstop"or structuralsupportto which the blade section_are
mounted in a cantileverfashion, The backstopconsistsof a 2" thick
steel plate, 54" x 54" square,mountedto three vertlcalH beams.
The H beams are structurallytied to additionalH beams that run

, horizontallyalong the floor and are mountedon air cushions. The
air cushionscan be inflatedor deflatedto tune the natural
frequencyof the system. Figure I shows the backstopassemblywith a
typicalblade mounted and ready for test.

_ The secondelementof the facilityis the hydraulicloadingsystem.
This consistsof a seriesof pumps supplyinghydraulicfluid under
pressureto a hydrauliccylinder(s). The hydrauliccylinderand
plumbingcan also be seen in Figure I.

The third elementof the facility is the controland data acquisition
system. A closed loop analogcontrolledservovalveis used to
proportionflow to the hydrauliccylinderin accordancewith either
strokeor load feedbacksignals. Data acquisitionis controlledfrom
the same computernetworkby measuringanalogsignals. Appropriate ,
computermanipulationis appliedto providereducedoutput in a form
such as maximumand minimum stressor cycle count.

LAMINATEDWOOD BLADE TESTING

The testingof the laminatedwood blade conceptused two different
._ specimens. The first was a prototypethat simulatedthe early design
:i of the laminatedwood blade. The D spar, as shown in Figure 2, was
,; made by laminatingwood veneersto a male mold. A shear web was then
:' bonded to completethe "D", and trailingedge panelswere bonded onto
: the "D" to completethe airfoil. In subsequentwood blade
•_ developmentefforts,this method of constructionwas found to require

too much hand labor in the fairingand finishingoperation.
Consequently,the conceptshown in Figure3 evolvedand was used for

) fabricationof four blade sets (threeof which are now operatingon
:-- Mod-OA machines).

!L! This currentconcept is to manufacturethe blades in female
•i blade-half-molds(an upper and lower half),and then to bond the two
_ halvestogether. Structurally,the two conceptsare identical,

.i exceptfor the detailsof the root end stud configuration. The
first, or prototypespecimen,initiallyused a stud as shown in"Ji

..-_ Figure 4a. The embeddedlengthwas 15" of 1" x 7 Acme thread.
Externalto the blade was a 5/8" NF threadedsectionthat was

I designedto mate with the hub spindleon the Mod-O/OAmachines. For
_" the Ft. Eustistests, the 5/8 studs were attacheddirectlythrough
' the 2" thick backstopplate. This proved unsuccessful,as shown in
:i Figure 5. Only 360,000cycles at a root moment of 84,100 ft-lbs

(maximumstud load of IO,O00 lbs)were achievedprior to breaking I0
of the 24 studs. Examinationof the failed studs and the test

,_ specimenindicatedthat failurehad been caused not by the tensile
'I

,.2
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force In the stud_ resulting from the blade bending moment but by
: bending _tr_sse_ in thn bolts lnducod by b_ndtng af the backstop
' plate. Consequently, it was decided to rntnforce the backstop plate
: by addingan extra H beam and to provid_a vary stiff,flanged,spool
,. piece betweenthe blade and the backstop. Thl_ spool piece,Figure

6, would be needed not only for testing,but for machine
° appllcation. A spool piece was requiredfor machlnoapplicatlon
,. becausethe Mod-OA flangewas designedto mate wlth a similarflange

on the originalaluminumblades and wa_ not _tiff enough to support
the wood blade dlrectly.

• The blade sectionwas returnedto GougeonBrothers,Inc., the
; manufacturerwho replacedall 24 studs with the configurationshown

in Figure 4b. The blade sectionand a boilerplatespool piece were
then sent to Ft. Eustis to continuetesting. One millioncycleswere
run at maximumstud loads of approximately]0,000,]3,750,and 17,500
]bs (root momentsof 84,000,115,500,and 147,000ft-]bs,
respectively). No evidenceof structuraldegradationcould be
found. At that point, the root momentwas increasedto 210,000
ft-lbs (maximumbolt loadof 22,000 Ibs) and _n additional670,000
cycleswere accumulated. At that point,7 studs were found to have
failed. Failurewas due to the sharpcorner and consequenthigh
stressriser at the transitionfrom the l" threadedshank to the
l-I/2"diametercollar (seeFigure 4b). No evidenceof any wood
failureor significantepoxy fatiguecould be found. Subsequent
examinationof the blade provedthat the laminatedwood construction
had come throughthe test completelyunaffected. A plot of the test

-' points achievedand their relationshipto operatingloads and numbers
., of cycles is shown in Figure 7.

At that point, testingof individualstuds had led to the development
of d completelynew stud design as shown in Figure 4c, (A complete
descriptionof the testingof individualstuds is containedin Ref.
l,) In addition a new blade manufacturingconcepthad evolvedand

i _ NASA contractedwith GougeonBrothers,Inc.to manufacturea second
i fatiguetest specimenutilizingthe latestdesign concept(see Figure
": 3). This specimenwas tested in a manner identicalto that used for

i :" the first specimenwith two exceptions. First, a spool piece
: identicalto that used for Mod-OA operationwas used insteadof the

_ boilerplatespoo, The other differencewas that a Linear Variable! .,

i " DifferentialTransducer(LVDT)was mountedon the spool piece to
i . detectany change in spring constantacrossthe interface, A

photographof a typicalLVDT mountingis shown in Figure 8. However,
: the initialloadof 12,500 lbs shear (269,000ft-lbs)was selectedto

"' be high enough to insurefailurein some elementof the wood, This
,; loadwas equivalentto that projectedfor the hurricaneload case.
. Controlof the blade loadingwas accomplishedby controllingthe
' blade test sectiontip deflectionto a constantamplitude, As can be

seen from the root bendingmoment curve in Figure9, the wood blade
did experiencestructuralfailureunder this load condition.

•.: However,more than 20,000 load cycleswere achievedbefore
.' structurallysignificantdamage occurred. And, the blade sustained

•!
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more than 100,000 cycles to root moments in excess of 225,000 ft-lbs
:_ before significant drop-off of load carrying capability was

.-, experienced• The LVOTdata plotted in Figure 10 indicate that some
deterioration of the root en_ was occurring even at a low number of
cycles, since the gap ope_tng was steadily increasing• Relatively

.; speaking, the change in gap opening was minor, changing only •014
inches in 43,000 cycles, or •0003" per thousand cycles. When

=:; compared to the initial value, this ts a change of 2% per 1000
cycles• However, at about 90,000 cycles, the rate of change took a

.r sudden increase,which indicatesthat major structuraldamage had
occurred• It took another25,000cycles beforethis damage was

- seriousenoughto cause significantloss in load carryingcapability
_++ (see Figure g)•

Consequently,the LVDT is felt to be a very sensitivetool for
i monitoringblade structuraldegradationand the concept is being used

on all Mod-OA machines. Under normaloperatingconditions,the gap
• opening (or closing)is a constantvaluefor a given set of operating

loads. Any changewould be reasonto suspectpotentialblade
_ problems. And, a 11mit switch could be used (and is installedon
-' severalMod-OA machines)to effect an automaticshutdown• At the

:i presenttime, however,there is no reasonto suspecta problemwith
laminatedwood blades on Mod-OA wind turbines. As is shown in Figure
7, the test data for both the prototypeand the revisedwood blade
test sectionsupportsthe design allowablecurve selectedfor

, relatingthe maximumallowablebolt loads to an expectednumber of
operatingcycles. In addition,Figure 7 also shows that the desig_

+o allowablecurve lies substantiallyabove the load/cycledata that is
predictedby machineoperatingexperience. Consequently,it is
believedthat the fatiguetestingof sectionsat Ft. Eustis has
proved that within the operatingregimesof the field machinesthe
blades shouldlast for at least the design lifetime.

!_ It should be pointedout that the fatiguetestingof root sections
does not simulateenvironmentaleffectsthat could accelerate

_=_ structuraldegradation•Nor do the root end fatiguetests necessarily
_ ": demonstratefatiguestrengthof the blade material in the basic
= " airfoilsection• And, obviously,the fatigue tests do not
:_ demonstratebucklingcapability• All of these itemsmust be tested
i_"T separately,the combinationof tests then validatingthe blade

capability. But in most cases, it is the blade root end that is of
the greatestconcernarm is the most difficultto test• Additional

,_ data that supportthe effectivenessof the Ft Eustismethod of
testingWTG blade sectionsare presentedlater in this report with

: the discussionof the aluminumblade testing
F

! _ STEEL SPAR BLADE

_ The conceptof using a taperedsteel spar (such as a utilitypole) as
__'! the primarystructuralmember of a wind turbineblade has existedfor

some time• In lg78the requirementof a new set of bladesfor the
_ -.+
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- Hod-O wind turbine resulted in the design and fabrication of two
.., blades based on this concept• A description of these blades and

_:; their performance on Mod-O is given in Reference 3• The detatls of
;" the blade construction are shownin Figure 11 and a picture of the
.._. blades mounted on the Mod-OWTGcan be seen in Figure 12• A

.... structural analysis of the steel spar blade design showedthat the
::. criticalarea in fatiguewas the root end weld• This weld connects
: the spar to the flange requiredfor boltingthe blade to the hub•

:_ Applicationof standardweldingcodes, such as the StructuralWelding
:_ Code_ to this weld resultedin the requirementof close interval(lO0

_o, hour) inspections. To better ascertaininspectionrequirementsof
"." this weld, a root end specimenwas tested in.the Ft. Eustis

facility. In addition,a prototypeof a second root end designwas
J_ also tested. This designconsistedof a doublewall at the root
:}- end. The outer tube was swagedover the inner tube. The purposeof
:: the doublewall was to reducethe stress in the critical
,_:, spar-to-flangeweld• Sketchesof both the singlewall and double
_: wall specimensare shown in Figure 13• The resultsof these tests
J_:::.i and the conclusionsdrawn from them follow.

:...: SingleWall Steel Spar
_.,: _:

._.,..,. The singlewall steel spar consistedof a flangethat was machined
...._" from rolledplate and a taperedtube of manufacturesimilarto that
-,:,: used for utilitypoles. Schedulerequirementsmade it necessaryto
:_!!_ use availablerolledplate for the flangerather than more desirable
:'j forgedmaterial• The tube was joined to the flangewith a high

_:::i" qualityweld• Weld soundnesswas establishedby radiographic
' inspection•

-_. The spar was load cycled for 106 cycles at each step of increasing
_ load until failureoccurred• Failureoccurredafter 265,000cycles
::_ at the fourth load level This is shown graphicallyin Figure 14•,::, '.. • •

_:_- The stress level indicatedon the graph was calculatedusing simple
:_:?': beam theory. Failureoccurredin the flange radius• Failurehere

::_;_.. ratherthan in the weld is attributedto the low strengthof the
" plate materialfrom which the flangewas machinedand the orientation

i: of the grain structurewith respectto the appliedstress. Figure 15
comparesthe grain structureof the plate materialwith that of a

_° " forgedmaterial. The plate materialwas stressedtransverseto the
_,'i grain direction• Fatiguestrengthtransverseto the grain direction
,.. has been shown to be significantlyless than that parallelto the
_ , grain direction(Ref. 4). The forgingprocesseliminateselongated
:°.'..:. grain structureand reducesfatiguestrengthsensitivityto stress
_' direction. Subsequentflangesfor spar bladeshave,beenmachined
_": from forgings.

Becausefailureoccurredoutsidethe weld area, the fatiguestrength
-. of the weld was not determined. However,certainconclusionscan be

drawn by comparingthe test resultsto the fatiguestress levels
allowedby the StructuralWeldingCode for turbularstructures
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(Ref. 5). In Figure 14 the singlewall test resultscan be compared ,I
to three weld categories: CategoryA is plain,unweldedpipe;
CategoryB is for butt spliceswith full Joint penetrationwhere the
weld is ground flush and inspectedby radiographor ultrasound;and
CategoryC is the same as B withoutthe grindingand inspection

_ requirements. The orlginalinspectionintervalof lO0 hours was set
using CategoryB allowables. As the figure shows,the test data
exceedCategoryA allowables. Therefore,a new inspectioninterval
of 300 hours was set based on CategoryA a11owables. It shouldbe
noted that in earlierversionsof the StructuralWeldingCode, a high
qualitywelded Joint could be placed in CategoryA.

The Ft. Eustis test resultsverifiedthat it was legitimateto apply
the StructuredWeldingCode to a structureof this type. However,
only a lower bound for fatiguestrengthwas obtained. The actual
strengthwill be obtainedonly with additionaltesting.

DoubleWail Steel Spar
L

The purposeof the doublewall steel spar was to reducethe stress in
the criticalflangeweld by increasingthe wall thickness. After
cleaningmating surfaces,a short sectionof taperedtubingwas

_ hydraulicallyswagedover a longerpiece of taperedtubingusing
commercialutilitypole fabricationtechniques. The end was trimmed
and welded to a flange. The wall thicknessat the weld was twice
that of the singlewall spar discussedabove.

The doublewall spar was tested in the same manner as the singlewall
spar. The initialload levelwas the highestload level that
survived10° cycleswith the singlewall spar. The spar survived
this test and the loadwas increasedto the level that causedfailure
in the singlewall spar. After 380,000cycles,the test was stopped
becauseof severecircumferentialcrackingin the weld and adjacent
metal, and longitudinalcrackingin the taperedwall portionof the

_ outer tube. A photographof the crack in and near the weld is shown
in Figure 16.

Analysis of the failureconsistedof examiningstrain gage data and
reviewingthe StructuralWeldingCode in an attemptto categorizethe
doublewall spar weld. In Figure 17, calculatedstrain is compared
with measured strainon the outer tube. The calculatedstrain
assumedthe outer tube was fully effectivein bendingexcept i, the
taperedoutboardsection. The figure shows that the outer tube is
much less than fully effective,which means the inner tube is picking

- up additionalload. The high straingradientnear the weld indicates
high shear stressesat the weld. The measuredstrainjust inboardof
the weld is very close to that calculatedand about half that
measuredon the singlewall spar for the same appliedload.

_."

The stresshistoryfor the doublewall spar is shown in Figure 14.
" Examinationof the StructuralWeldingCode showed there was no

categorythat preciselymatchedthe weld in question. It was clear,
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however,that there was a substantialreductionin allowablestress
in structureswhere doublerswere used and where shear in a weld was
present. It was concludedthat while the doublewall reducedthe
nomimalstress in the weld, this was more than offset by the stress
concentrationinherentin this type of weld.

TFT FIBERGLASSBLADE

Detailsof the TFT Fiberglassblade were presentedin the paper by
;i Weingart. To providea brief review,planformand cross sectional

views of this blade are shown in Figure 18. The root end retention
of the TFT fiberglassblade is shown in Figure Ig. After applyinga

.. film adhesive,epoxy impregnatedfiberglasswas wound over the steel

. retentionring. Curing of this assemblyprovidedan adhesivebond
:, betweenthe fiberglassand steel. To provideredundancy,the
" fiberglasswas also mechanicallylocked into the retentionring.
i, This was done by using hoop wraps to force the TFT into the
: depressionsin the retentionring.

_, To reduce costs, half scale specimenswere used for fatiguetesting.
_ A sketchof the specimenis shown in Figure 20. Two specimenswere
"i fabricated;the first specimen(bonded)was fabricatedin the same
, manner plannedfor the full scale blade while a releaseagentwas

appliedto the retentionring of the secondspecimen(unbonded)so
• that the retentioncapabilityof the mechanicallock could be tested.

Load Scalin9

In subscaletests,the appliedloadsmust be scaleddown so that the
appliedstress is the same as in the full-sizearticle. For an end
loadedcantileverbeam, the load scalesaccordingto the squareof
the scalingfactor,if both cross sectionand lengthare scaled. For
example,a half scale beam requiresI/4 the end load of a full-size

_ beam to producethe same bendingstress. To match the shear stress
• also requires I/4 of the load. In some root end designs,the bending

moment is the predominantfailure-causingload. However, in a bonded
joint such as that at the root of the fiberglassblade, the shear
load is also important.

_?
:., To provideboth the desiredshear and bendingstress at the root end
..... of a full size fiberglassblade would requirea specimen30 feet
i long. For a half scale test, the requiredlengthwould be 15 feet.
- Becausethe half scale specimenswere only 13 feet long, it was not
• ' possibleto provideboth the desiredbendingstress and the desired
. shear stressusing a singleshear load. Cost and schedule

requirementsdid not allow the design and fabricationof a specimen
: where two or more shear loads could be introduced. The tests were

conductedmatchingthe desiredbendingstress. This resultedin the
desiredshear stressbeing exceededby about 15 percent.

T
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Test Parameters

-i
.:,_ The test load sequence and number of cycles for both specimens are '

<, tabulated in Table I. After surviving the initial loading spectrum,
.i, the bonded specimen was rotated 900 about the pitch axis and the
"_ load cycling continued in an attempt to achieve l x IOb cycles at

_!:_.'. each load level. This specimen was rotated 900 so that the effect
_\ on the bond of the first set of load cycles would be preserved for

_': later examination. The unbonded specimen was cycled in the same
_",. orientation throughout the entire test.

is The bonded specimen was tested at a rate of 5 cycles per second (Hz).
_:"_" The initial rate used for the unbonded specimen was the same.
j!'_ However, when heat buildup was detected in the retention area, the
': rate was decreased to 3 Hz. No heat was detectable at the lower

--_,< cycle rate.

=o. Test Results and Conclusions
o •

_ii_:_ After 4 x lO6 cycles at lower load levels, both specimens failed

_i,_ after about 350,000 cycles at the hurricane load level. (The
hurricane load was defined as a pressure of 50 pounds per square foot

_- applied flatwise to the blade.) In both cases, failure took place in
: .... a 1/16 inch flange fillet (Figure 20). Visual and tap test

_. inspection of both specimens revealed no apparent damage in the 1
r_ retention area other than the flange failure. Definitive
ii.._, determination of damage will require sectioning of this area. This
-:;_:_ is planned for the near future.
_c

_'_ During initial load cycling of the unbonded specimen motion was
_. detected between the composite and steel retention. As the test
&': progressed, this motion decreased even though the load was
,,_ periodically increased. This behavior is shown graphically in Figure
i?. 21 where the compliance at the tip of the beam (deflection per unit
:,_ of applied load) is plotted against number of cycles. The plot shows

S;) the compliance steadily decreasing for the first half million
cycles. This behavior was probably caused by the composite being

_. wedged on the tapered portions of the steel retention ring. If it
- had been possible to run the test with reversed bending, it is likely

<." that high tip compliance and motion between composite and steel would
•" have been observed during the entire test.

._ Compliance data for the bonded specimen after it had been cycled 2.22
...." x lO° times and rotated 900 is also shown in Figure 21. On
.. average, the compliance of the bonded specimen is about lO percent

less than that of the unbonded one. Also, the data scatter for the
bonded specimen is less. This kind of behavior would be expected.
After about 4.5 x lO6 cycles both specimens showed a very rapid
increase in compliance. This is related to the failure in the flange
fillet.
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The results of these two tests gave high confidence in the ability of
the fiberglass blade root end to successfully withstand the operating
loads. After testi,}gof the bonded specimen was complete, no damage
to the bond was observed. The second test showed that if the bond

failed, the mechanical retention was capable of withstanding
operational loads.

ALUMINUM BLADE TEST

As mentioned earlier, fatigue testing of blade sections is not
considered to be a quantitative test in that it will not predict the

. number of hours a blade will operate satisfactorily on a field
machine. This type of testing is, however, very effective in

, highlighting design deficiencies or over-stressed areas (structural
:: "hot spots") in specific blade locations (generally the root area).

:- As a means of proving test effectiveness, one of the aluminum blades
._ from the original three blades built for the Mod-O (lOOkW) wind

turbine was modified to be a fatigue test specimen. Details of the
blade design and construction are contained in Reference 6. The

- modification consisted of cutting the 62.5 foot-long blade
approximately 21 feet from the root end flange. The cut section was
then reinforced for introduction of shear loads by slipping on a
one-inch thick aluminum plate (with the airfoil section cut out of
the middle) and rigidly fixing the skins, stringer, and trailing edge
channel to the plate. Another one-inch thick aluminum plate (without
airfoil cut out) was then bolted to the attached plate. This
provided a flat surface, normal to the blade spanwise axis, on which
the clevis for attaching the hydraulic cylinder could be mounted. A I

, photo of the modified blade section mounted in the Ft. Eustis i
; facility is shown in Figure 22.

To determine the loadings for the test series, the flatwise and
edgewise moments at station 81.5 were combined vectorially as per
predictions of the MOSTAB-HFW computer code for the Mod-O blade in
Mod-OA service. This established a relative direction and magnitude

for a single shear load to be applied at the tip of the test
specimen. The relative direction of the shear force line was 490
to the chord line of the Station 81.5 rib. The magnitude of the
first shear force to be applied would be such as to produce a station
81.5 moment of 103,00O ft-lbs (maximum aluminum stress : 7340 psi).

_ Subsequent load steps were to be such as to produce moments of
135,800 ft-lbs (9620 psi) and 164,800 ft-lbs (12,DO0 psi). The 7340L

psi stress level represents what would be considered an infinite life
fatigue stress (R-ratio = O.Ol) while the 9620 psi figure was what
would be expected as a maximum stress under the 40 MPH, 40 RPM
operating conditions. The third stress level, 12,DO0 psi, was
selected by arbitrarily placing a factor of 1.25 on the 40 mph, 40
RPM case. This turned out to be immaterial, however, since the
testing never proceeded to that load level.
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Testingwas startedwith a shear loadof 5900 pounds requiredto
producethe Station81.5 moment of 103,400foot/pounds. This load

_i. level shouldhave producedno problemsin the aluminumblade based on
designcapabilities. However,as soon as testingstarted,it was
evidentthat the root end load transferfrom the innermostrib

" (Station48) to the gunbarrelsection(Figure23), was inadequate.
,, Considerablescrapingand wear began immediately.This was directly
,:. comparableto what had alreadybeen experiencedin the field and had
: resultedin the incorporationof a shim (or bearingsurface)with
: high hardnessand low coefficientof frictionbetweenthe steel root

end fittingand the aluminumrib at Station48. Testingwas allowed
: to continueat the 5900 pound shear levelwith the intentionof
' shimmingthe Station48 rib as soon as wear became excessive. A

cyclic rate of 2 Hz was maintained;at about 500,000cycles a loud
poppingnoise was heard. A similarnoise was heard again at about

:,: 900,000cyles. One millioncycleswere completedwithoutobvious
_ ' externalcracks,althoughit is probablethat internaldamage had
i:_' occurred. Wear, as shown in Figure23, had not progressedto the
i.: point where shims were required.

' The shear load was increasedto 7900 pounds,which representedthe 40
i ._., MPH, 40 RPM case, and severalmore loud poppingnoiseswere heard
i i:_ immediately. After only a few hundredcycles,a skin crack was
;: noticed in the trailingedge, extending6 inchesinto the D spar
: skin. The extentof the crack is shown in Figure24. The test was

ii'! allowedto continuefor another55 minutesor until a total of 8778
_ - cycles had been accomplishedat 7900 pounds At that point, the
_/ crack had grown further into the D spar skin and testingwas

terminated. The blade was removedfrom the test stand and returned
.: to LeRC for inspection,which resultedin the followingobservations
: (referto Figure24):

. I. The crack extendedfrom the trailingedge throughan internal
spliceplate at Station88 all the way forwardand 14 I/2 inches

• into the intermediate(D spar) skin.

i I'_ 2. The aft stringerwas broken.

;=T_ 3. The middle stringerwas broken.

'_ 4. The crack also extendedup into the shear web for about half the
= blade thickness(I0 inches).

_, 5. The crack terminatedin a rivet hole in the forwardstringer.

_J 6. The forwardstringerwas not broken•

This type of failurewas typicalof a particularmode of failurethat
: was experiencedon the Mod-OA machines. Dustingof rivets in the
• trailingedge skins was also typicalof blades in the field. The

test section,however,did not exhibitrivet dustingsince the test
blade sectionhad a trailingedge skin that was much thinnerthan the
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;:_- Mod-OA blade, and there were no trailingedge stringers. Therefore,
i->Li,", not as much load was being transferredthroughthe skin into the
, rivets and dustingdid not occur. Also, the Ft. Eustis specimendid
_" not experienceStation81.5 rib crackingas was seen in the field.
;_:: The rib crackingof the blades in the field wa¢ caused by wear of the

Station48 rib, which in turn forced bendingloads intothe Station
u. _"

_ 81.5 rib. Thus, since wear did occur in the test secton,it is
: believedthat had additionalload cyclesbeen appliedto the blade,

_L, station81.5 rib crackingwould have been a certainty. To put
t= additionalcycles on the blade would, however,have requireda major
•_?L: _epairof the crackedskin and stringerand was not consideredto be
'_ warranted.

_°_°_ Testingof the Mod-O aluminumblade sectionwas thus consideredto
!_ have validatedthe fatiguetestingconceptbeing used at Ft Eustis._%_

L_II_:_ Structural"hot spots"were identified had this testingbeen_; ' cor.ductedearly in the aluminumblade fabricationeffort,appropriate
_ designmodificationsor structuralfixes would have been made. It is

)-_:_'_ probablethat this type of testingwould have preventedpremature
_. blade damage as was experiencedin the field•

.... CONCLUSIONS
i?,,

L!! The followingare generalconclusionsbased on the blade testing!/ experienceat the Ft. Eustis facilityand the correlationof the
_:*_ aluminumblade test data with operationalexperiencein the field.

_. I• Fatiguetestingof Mod-O/OAsize root end sectionsin cantilever
_ bendingto IXlOb cycles at a seriesof loads representativeof
)_<. the peak loads that wind turbineswill see in serviceis an
_ _*" effectiveway to identifydesigndeficienciesor structural"hot
__!'ii spots."

_' 2• Cyclic test rates of 2 to 6 Hz on largeblade sectionscan be
_-: achieved• This allowsa root end conceptto be structurally
i_,'IT, verified in a matter of 3 to 6 weeks of testing

__':,_ The followingconclusionsare specificto the differentblade types
listed•

I. The joiningof laminatedwood blades to the wind turbinehub
_, throughbonded studs providesa structurallysound system.

;_ Thousandsof cycles at loads in excessof the hurricaneload can
'_ be achievedwithoutstructurallysignificantdamage• Use of
•' LVDT's and/or limit switchesis a very sensitivesystemfor

_ '" detectingfailureof the bondedstud joint•

_ o .. 2. Should crackingand structuralfailureof the root end joint of a
_ laminatedwood blade occur,the failuremode is benign rather

than catastrophic.

L.IL_.;

_t
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3• Test of a singlewall steel spar showedthat designingto the
StructuralWeldingCode was conservative• To determinethe
actualfatiguestrengthof Lhe criticalsparweld requires
additionaltesting.

4. Test of a doublewall steel spar showedthat, while the nominal
stress in the weld was reduced,this was more than offsetby the
stressconcentrationinherentin this type of weld.

5. Half scale tests of the fiberglassblade root end showed that
both the primaryretention(bonding)and secondaryretention
(mechanicallock) are individuallycapableof withstandingthe
operationalload spectrumwithoutfailure.

6. For the aluminumblade sectionstested,the fatiguetest damage
correlatedcloselyas to type and rate with the damage that was
experiencedin the field.
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Figure4. - Stud design history.
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Figure5. - Brokenbolts from first test of prototypewood blade section.
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Figure 13. - Steel spar test specimens.
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Figure 14. - Comparisonof steel spar test resultsto Structural
Welding Code allowables.
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Figure22. - Mod-O aluminumblade mountedin the Ft. Eustis facility.
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_Lo WINDANDTURBINECHARACTERISTICSNEEDEDFOR
=i:, INTEGRATIONOF WIND TURBINEARRAYS INTO

A UTILITY SYSTEM

Gerald L, Park
_i_ Division of Engineering Research
_i, MichiganState University

..: East Lansing,Michigan 48824

ABSTRACT

'_,_ Wind data and wind turbine generator (WTG) performance
_;: characteristicsare often availablein a form inconvenientfor use by

utilityplannersandengineers. The stepsused by utilityplannersare
=', summarizedand the typeof wind and WTG data neededfor integrationof
i_: WTG arrays suggested. These included long-term yearly velocity
=,-:. averages for preliminarysite feasibility,hourly velocities on a
_.
+_. "wind season" basis for more detailed economic analysis and for
-_ reliability studies, worst-case velocity profiles for gusts, and
, variousminute-to-hourlyvelocityprofilesfor estimatingthe effect

_:L: of longer-termwind fluctuationson utilityoperations.
_:_:: Wind turbine data needed includeselectricalpropertiesof the
._: generator, startup and shutdown characteristics, protection
-,_.'," characteristics,pitch control response and control strategy, and
,,_. electro-mechanicalmodel for stabilityanalysis.

-_ INTRODUCTION

_i:,_.i:i Althougha large numberof reportsand papers havebeen published
_ on the integrationof wind turbine generators (WTG) into electric
;/i_!I utility systems [1,2,3,4]utility plannersand engineersstill have
._ somedifficultyassemblingwind and WTG data in a form applicableto

j_ their planningand analysismethods. The situationis improvingand it
..... is the purposeof this brief paper to summarizeutilityneeds so that
_:F: wind data and WT6 performancecharacteristicscan be presentedto

_:,,, facilitateutilityapplicationof WTG's in a mannerconsistentwith the
., evaluationof conventionaland other alternativesourcesof electric

_:_) power.

'I UTILITYEVALUATIONPROCEDURES

/ii"il It would be presumptuous of any author to claim to

B

describe/generationevaluation procedures in a complete utility

.I generic way. Nevertheless,many observers could agree that the
followingsteps are encounteredby most utilitieswho become involved

_ in wind integration.: I

J
., .Sensitivityof utilitymanagement,publicor regulatoryagenciesof
) need to evaluatewind as an alternativeenergy resource.

.: ..: PRECEDINGPAGE BLANK NOT FILMED 3_. t.'_.,..:_ _ ... _,.
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• Determination whether the technology and projected production of
_G's are adequately defined and characterized for preliminary
evaluation. At this point one can differentiate between smaller
customer owned _G's (under 100 kW) and larger utility-owned
machtnes (more than 100 k.W). The smaller customer-owned machines
are primarily a problem for distribution personnel and are
addressed elsewhere [5,6]. The paper concentrates on larger
ut<+_ty-ownedWTB's in arrays.

•Determin_roughWTG size and sitingparameters. Are feasiblesites
availablein the serviceterritory? What wind data is availablefor
these sites?

• Estimate average annual energy (in kwh) available from several
projected commercial WTG's at potential sites. Determine
penetrationlevels(windcapacityas percentageof totalcapacity).
Calculaterougheconomiccost of energyon fueldisplacementbasis.

• Use hourlywind datafor potentialsitesand a simplifiedproduction
costing program to determine generation mix with wind and an
improvedestimateof generationcosts for the wind seasonspresent
at the variouspotentialsites.

•Estimate collectioncosts for interconnectingand controllingthe
array, transmissioncosts to the existing networkfor reasonable
voltage variationsand current flows under fault conditions,and
protection (relaying) configuration and costs. Load flow,
stability,and short circuitprogramslikelyused in thisstepwhere
effectsof gusts, short circuits,and synchronizingare analyzed.

•Calculateor simulatethe operationof arrays under variouswind
fluctuationconditionsto determineeffectof WTG's on areacontrol
error, frequency,and thus dispatch. Investigationof protection
of the WTG's themselves,noise, and extremeweatherconditionsmay
be done at this point.

WIND DATA NEEDED

The steps in the previous section require various types of
informationabout the wind regime in the potentialarray site areas.

For Rough EconomicEstimate

:} Yearlyaverage_r distributionat potentialsites. If the yearly
: average is not an adequate estimator for certain WTG's, the

manufacturershould specify t_hatdata Is needed for an estimate of
•_ annual energy.

:t

.._
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Either data or a probablllstlcmodel to generate hourly wind
velocity samples characteristicof the potential sites to yield
monthlyor seasonalwind velocltybehaviortypicalof the site. Either
minimum WTG spacingor correctionsfor WTG interactionswhich reduce

+_+ energy productionshould be specified• The productioncost program
will indicatereliabilityof power productionas well as cost along
with an appropriategenerationmix for the arrayand siteconfiguration
chosen•

),.,,

_+: For Collection,Protectionand Stabilit_

z:_i.,_,._ Here the analystneeds peak expectedwind velocity,time proflle
! of gusts,and interarraywind behavior.
)'

I For'Array Operation

Trendsand oscillationsin wind velocityoverthe arrayon a 20 to
_ 40 minute time interval are neededZ_ This is to determinearea

+'i? control error, frequency of system, and demands on conventional
_ regulating units• Generator unit commitment and system dispatch
+_' usually requires adjustment if wind penetration is over several
Ji_ percent•
iZ:

i_ The key point is that the utilitysystemis not affecteddirectly
_ by the wind velocity (unless it is of destructiveforce) but by the
_, electricalbehaviorof the WTG array. The utilitywill be concerned

_ about excessivearray power output fluctuatlonsand above excessive
if:! var and voltagefluctuations.
_!,

i +_ This list of needs suggestthe followingwind data set as desirableand
i,;:: useful:

)_i • Yearly long-term average velocities or distributionsfor rough
i _F estimationof yearly array energyoutput.

)+_:! -Hourly wind velocity model across a potential site for refined
_ economic feasibilityand reliabilityestimates• This data should
;_ indicatethe range expectedover high and low wind years•

i • Expected worst-case (extreme) velocity profiles for gusts, as
_+, caused by storms and fast frontalpassages over a time frame of
.,,._ seconds to a few minutes. These profiles should included space

+ variablesto describevelocityover potentialarray sites• Note
that wind directionprimarilyaffectsarray configurationand may

" have operatingaffects if wind directionchangesrapidly.

• Wind velocityprofiles from a few minutes to an hour to represent
effects of array power output on the utility system operating

+ ' variables.



WTG SPECIFICATIONSNEEDED

Sincethe WTB designand controls,a_ wall a_ arrayconfiguration,
determine the transfer relation b_twoen wind wlocity and power
output,WTG spectflcationBshould include:

T.

• Electricalparametersspecifyingcharactoristlcsof the generator
for short circuits,1oadflow and stabilitystudi_s.

• Startup and shutdowncharacteristicsas a functionof present ar,d
past wind velocity for operating effects determinationand for
resynchronizatlonstudies.

• Protectioncharacteristicsof the WTG itself,eg: tripsettingsfor
. overcurrent,phase angle,voltageand frequencyrelays.

- • Characteristicsof the blade pitch controller,especiallyat and
' below rated power.

.i • Electro-mechanicalm_del for stabilityand synchronizingstud'es.
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_. QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

G. L. Pa_k

•' From. A. Swift, Jr.

. Q: Do utilltlas pre£et utillty-owno4 _ consumer-owned wind genarators?

i L A. Thatis a funotionof th_utilityand speoifgoa_yapparentlythe
,: si_e of the utility grid and the looatlon of the proposed wind

i generator with res_aot to the utilities Zines. _ge utilities
!_;,'" don't mind prlvate_y-owned wind generators, smal_ ones _ve more

inoZined to objeot.

i<i/::
. From: G. G. Biro

_= ,, Q: Do you have any dlfflculty getting wind turbine response times for
i%o_, various startup and shutdown conditions?

'-: A: No, for Boeing but it still took many hours to get i_ straight.

..... Q: How do the WECS manufacturers supply the station energy need for
, operatlons, which is needed for evaluation of total net energy
!-._,,:_:_ production?

'_.... A: They state peak power consumption for _liaries

0 2"
.:7,,:

i /"_

!",'t•
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¢ ,'
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LONG-TERM ENERGY CAPTURE AND THE EFFECTS OF

OPTIMIZING WIND TURBINE OPERATING STRATEGIES

" A.H. Miller and W. J. Formica

Pacific Northwest Laboratory(a)

Richland, Washington 99352

;: ABSTRACT

One of the major factors driving the evolutionary design of wind tur-

bines is the cost of energy (COE). The COE for electriclty produced by

: any means is based on three primary factors: capital costs plus oper-

_ atlng and malntenance (O&M) costs divided by the number of kilowatt

hours produced per year. Obviously an increase in production of energy

.. has the positive effect of decreasing the cost of energy produced by a
wind turbine.

A research effort has been established to determine the possible

/" methods of increasing energy capture without affecting the turbine

•_: design. The emphasis has been on optimizing the wind turbine operating

,: strategy. The operating strategy embodies the startup and shutdown

algorithm as well as the algorithm for determining when to yaw (rotate)

the axis of the turbine more directly into the wind.

_. Using data collected at a number of sites, the time-dependent simula-

tion of a MOD-2 wind turbine using various, slte-dependent operating

_i_i strategies has provided evidence that site-specific fine tuning can

i- produce significant increases in long-term energy capture as well as
: reduce the number of start-stop cycles and yawing maneuvers, which may

result in reduced fatigue and subsequent maintenance.

:"' INTRODUCTION

The economic viability of wind power in the current and future market

, is a multifaceted question and may be a function of the intended use by
' a utility and the utilities' own-operating strategy. These factors

_ aside D the optimization of a large wind turbines' computer controlled
operating strategy could produce the desirable effect of increased

energy production and decreased wear on the machine. At a recent Wind

_o (a) Pacific Northwest Laboratory is operated for the U.$. Department of
Energy under Contract DE-ACO6-76RLO 1830 by Battelle Memorial
Institute.
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: Turbine Designers Workshop held in Seattle, several ongint:ers from

industry emphasized that tile primary factor to be reconciled with In
designing a wind turbine is cost of electl lvtty (COE). This cost is
estimated on the basis of interest rata on m,_aey borrowed, the capital

:','" equipment cost, the annual operation and maintenance cost and the
energy produced.

% :;
"° Current estimates of the cost of capital (or actually cost of borrowing

(",.iL money) to an investor-o_med utility have risen to 20 to 22%, The O&M
costs for large wind turbines, such as a MOD-2, are estimated to be

-':_' between $20 and 25 thousand per year. Using the hundredth-unlt cost..%...

'_.'. for a MOD-2 wind turbine and an energy capture of 6 GWh per year, we
'.d_--

-',_: can calculate the cost of electricity as"
=#,

:-'-,:..:'": 106
",'!_t::: C.O.E. = 0"20 ($2_.0 X 1_ + $25,000. = $0.07 kwh

6 x 106 kWh

;...... It is obvious from the form of the equation that any percentage increase

_!:::_ in energy capture results in an equal percentage decrease in COE.

;':":"! ancillary studies to determine ways to optimize wind turbine operating

strategies as well as providing guidance to candidate site wind measure-

ment strategies and recognition of the scales of atmospheric motion

_ii_.: which affect wind turbine, operations.
(_"

_": ! BACKGROUND
J'_",7:
i_oo..i

-_..".' Research in wind energy seems to have been focused on two distinct yet
....:"::_ different scales or areas: wind resource assessment and wind turbine

:7_:" dynamics. The end-user, in almost all cases a utility, has requirements
:-;,:." and standards which are in a totally different time frame. The areas

" which have received emphasis can easily be equated to scales of atmo-

i_i:,:.' spheric motion illustrated in Figure I.

:: Resource assessments are typically based on a.monthly, seasonal, and/or

_,:,,, annual bases. This corresponds to space scales of thousands of kilo-
,,:. meters and would fall into the lower left hand portion of Figure I.
:"I blachlne dyna.4ics or loads on the other hand, are most concerned with

-"_! second to minute and at most, hourly avera_ time scales. The time
"!: frame between a few seconds and a month or slightly less are of major

" and frequently occurring atmospheric phenomena occur in that "window"

"',,: and could impact a utlllty, a model, or inert approprlate_ a simulation

_,_1, of the current generation of large wind turbine, the MOD-2, wasi-
deve 1.,: ._, aped.

• , L ,

.(... 'r.E _toDm_

.... First reported a year ago [1] the original model has evolved but on,ly
,::, ,n terms of otttput prodttct:s. Figure 2 [s a narrative flow diagram of

i.

• !,.
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_' FIGURE i. SCALES OF SOME COMMON ATMOSPHERIC PHENOMENA IN TERMS OF

FREQUENCY_ PERIOD_ WAVELENGTH AND WAVE NUMBER (MODIFIED

FROM MEYER [2 ])

the MOD-2 simulation, The attributes of this simulation are that it

' takes into account all of the losses incurred by the MOD-2 in its start

up, yawing and shut down strategy as well as seasonal atmospheric

density depending on the site under investigation and losses due to

wind being off-axls. Currently the program is set up to run using the

DOE 2 mln candidate site data since they consist of a variety of high

wind resource sites with continuous data for as much as 2 to 2-1/2 yr. .

: Though 2 mln instantaneous data may not be an accurate representation

of the true 2 mln average wind speed and therefore may give somewhat

: biased short-term statistics_ the assumption that the instantaneous

value l__ssrepresentative of the 2 min average wind speed will not cause

any significant effects in the long run.

The MOD-2 simulation model is initialized in an interactive mode.

'_ Since all the candidate site data are in an existing flle_ the site and

period of interest are input as well as variations one may want to

impose such as changing the maximum directional (yaw) error or motoring

the generator. Figure 3 is a presentation of a typlcal interactive

session. Upon execution the first data sample is read in and some

quality checks are made to assure that the data is reasonable. Assum-

ing the data is good and the wind speed > 6.26 ms-l_ the program deter-

mines the length of time over which the wind speed must be integrated

before a "startup" can proceed. The time required is a function of the
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run _Im?
'_ IfFUTF'ZL[?... It._
_ XS1MrSAfM mFII.[? (1"_S,8"110) 1
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F? ,_ FIGURE 3. A TYPICAL CET DISPLAY OF THE INTERACTIVE SESSION TO RUN THE
MOD-2 SIMULATION. THE CAPITALIZED WORDS ARE THE COMPUTER

_ll, GENERATED QUESTIONS, THE SMALL LETTERS ARE THE INPUTS.___:l

i_ _-.

_ _ wind speed and if the wind speed increases sufficiently during the_l
_ integration period, that period is shortened commensurately. If the

i; :, average speed is inadequate or "limit" criteria have been exceeded then
_., the wind speed integration is relnltialized. If on the other hand all

! "_:_.i criteria have been met for a startup the program tells the "turbine" to

;:'_ start its hydraulic pumps. This operation on a real MOD-2 takes 2 min
i _ between command and the hydraulic system being ready to operate. The

i_!: next step is to yaw the turbine into the wind (+ 5°) except for the

,:." very first startup at which time the turbine is assumed perfectly
•"_:._ aligned with the first wind direction. In reality a MOD-2 wind turbine

_// can be yawed 15° mln -I and therefore if the yaw error is less than 30 °

,._'_" the model simply assumes that the yaw manuever has occurred between

-:_. successive data p_ints and prints out such a message. Once any yaw

_;:_., error has been accounted for and the hypothetical "brake" released, the
[,_,:,._ model computes the length of time required for the turbine blade to
i-_, come up to synchronous speed and begin generating electricity. Once on

" line the model will continue to simulate all the yaw manuevers as well

_ _1 _: as the power out for as long as 6.04 ms-I < wind speed < 20.12 ms-I.

Figure 4 shows the characteristic curve of MOD-2 power out versus wind

i'_'- speed. In Figure 4 it appears there are two cut-ln speeds. In fact,

!_,o one is the cut-ln speed (14 mph) while the lower speed (13.5 mph) is

_, . , actually the low speed cut-out. The MOD-2 is unique in that it is the
:_,. first multimegawatt, upwind turbine thereby casting the nacelle mounted

• control anemometers in a "wind shadow" once the turbine blades begin to

_,: rotate. Because of this, once on line, the turbine becomes its own
control anemometer. Low speed shut down occurs not when a minimum

,: apparent wind speed is reached but rather when the turbine output power
reaches < 125 kW. To simulate the MOD-2 the wind data are used to cal-

culate power out by the polynomial:

" PkW = -541.0 - 93.5 V + 39.2 V2 - 0.909 V3
'kU
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ORIGINAL _,,,_c_[_
"' OF POOR QUALITY

14mph I ]27,5_hl 145mph !
: i .26Ms-lI

16_

0
8 1416 _ 32 40 48

WINDS_ED- mph(ATHUBHEIGHT• 2_ft. )

FIGURE 4. OUTPUT POWER CHARACTEEISTICS VERSUS WIND SPEED FOE A MOD-2

to the limit PkW = 2500. Above 12.3 ms-I, rated on the MOD-2, the
i_ s_nulatlon maintains constant power up to a wlnd speed of 20.12 ms-I

. above which the turbine Is cut off llne and brought to a stop. On a '
hlgh speed cut offp the wind speed average must be below approximately
18.3 ms-I for at least 4 min before the turbine is brought back on

llne. During those periods when the simulated MOD-2 Is online and

generating the model is keeping track of the wind direction and the

actual yaw angle of the wind turbine. If the average yaw error Is

between± 7° and _ 20° the turbine will be yawed dlrectly into the wlnd
: after 5 mln. If the error exceeds + 20 ° for 30 s a correction Is

• applled immediately. In these cases 6 mln and 2 mln are used respec-

tlvely due to the data base. Though thls appears to introduce some

error the tlme required for the wlnd turbine to be yawed (at 15° mln -I)
uses up the majority of the time difference In either case. Also

during periods when the simulated turbine is online a cosine correction

• for the yaw error is applied to the wlnd speed before power out is
computed.

Atmospheric density effects are applled seasonally. These were calcu-

lated from NASA Standard Atmosphere data. Th_ density correction is
only applied to the power producing wlnd but not to the wind speed data

, prior to power production. Since both cup and propeller anemometers

are zero-balance devices they have been shown to be essentially unaf-

fected by density at least up to altitudes well above any anticipated

turbine site. Therefore the startup strategy would be unaffected

; unless It were intentionally modified but the turbine output would be

reduced as a function of density.

. APPLICATION OF _HEMODEL

During the evolutlonary development of the MOD-2 simulation model it

was applied to diverse candidate slte data. Output products include

(if desired) a hard copy mlnute-by-mlnute account of the status of the

HOD-2 for each datum, Analysis and interpretation of such a product

led to the concept of computer optimization of large wind turbine

342
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operating strategies. As described in the prececding section the
MOD-2 simulated operating strategy accounts for the following:

" Cut-in -tlle time beLween initialization and power generation is

., in three steps: 1) integrating the wind speed data before
turning on the hydraulic pumps; 2) turning on the pumps and
yawing tile machine into the wind and 3) determining the
length of time required for the rotor blade to reach synchro-

_ nous speed.

,, Yaw manuevers - also a function of time, handles the modelled
positioning of the turbine with respect to the wind direction

and reduces the power out by reducing the apparent wind speed
" by the cosine of the error.

Turbine shutdown- occurs when power out drops below 125 kW or the

wind speed corrected for density exceeds 20.12 ms-I.

;ii Obviously no modification of the design of a MOD-2 could be anticipated
_ or tolerated in modifying the operating strategy. The initial step was

to run the model for a complete year at a number of sites. Five sites

were chosen on the basis of different topography and/or somewhat unique

<_ wind regimes. The sites chosen were, Holyoke, MA, Ludlngton, MI,

Kingsley Dam, NB, Clayton, NM, and San Gorgonlo Pass, CA. Results of

three of these simulations are shown in Figure 5. Subsequently single

months from each site characterized by the smallest amount of missing

data, were picked for further testing.

-_; Investigation of the distribution of yaw errors led the authors to

believe that reducing or increasing the yaw error limits may serve to
.:... increase energy production without prohibitive increases in the number

of yaw manuevers. The simulation was once again run on each site for

" a selected month varying the allowable maxlmumyaw error from the base

20° to i0°, 15 °, and 25°. The results are tabulated in Table i,
; Section A.

_ The second set of modifications involved the startup strategy. The
standard (base case) algorithm for determining the wind speed integra-

" tion period is a function of wind speed varying linearly from I0 min at
• 6.26 ms-I to 2 min at 20.12 ms-I . This was modified such that the

2 min upper limit occurred at rated wind speed, 12.3 ms -I. Further,

:. besides running the model with the original 20 ° yaw error limit a

'." second set of runs with a i0° yaw error limit was run. Results of
these tests are given in Table I, Section B.

Jd

; The third sequence of tests had a dual purpose. Start/stop cycles and

yaw manuevers, however necessary, are believed to be large contributors
'. to fatigue and maintenance. In an attempt to reduce false starts and

__ possibly increase energy produ,.tion simultaneously, the wind speed
integratlon period at cut-ln speeds was increased to 12-mln. Further,

both I0° and 20° upper yaw error limit cases were run for comparison.
The results can be seen in Table I, Section C.
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The last two attempts to modify the MOD-2 operating strategy are of a !
somewhat speculative nature and, though quite different in philosophy

" are quit_ similar in nature. Both-eases wcr_ run with only the 20" 1
maximum yaw error (base eas_). The d_fferenccs can b_ Identifled by

:. equating the modifications to a passive and an active method of
accomplishing the same goal. In the passive case tho low spcod
cut-off (6.04 ms -I) was invoked by a two-sample (4-mln) average rachor

than a single datum while the active method utilized the oynchronous
generator as a motor to keep the rotor speed up. While the passive
case was equivalent to allowing the turbine to free-wheel for short
periods, the active case used power equivalent to a 200-hp electric
motor (P.F. _ 0.8) to keep rotor speed up. In this case the power

+ consumed in the "motoring" mode was subtracted from the accumulated

_,. power produced. In the motoring case the turbine was allowed to motor
;: for up to 4-mln at every shutdown. If in fact the turbine experienced

positive torque-winds > 6.26 ms'l--the motoring was immediately cut-off.i
+ While it is known that a MOD-2 could be operated in the motoring mode,
.

the passive or free-wheellng mode may in fact add unnecessary stresses

{7 to the turbine and support structure.

• Results from the five sites for both modes of operation are listed in

Table 1, Section D.

t. DISCUSSION

.i . During the course of this study a number of unexpected results surfaced

which, though somewhat outside the scope of this report, are worth

_. reporting. Though the HOD-2 simulation model is undoubtedly subject to

::i the vagaries of the 2 mln instantaneous data, the only minor effect is

j likely to be in the number of low speed start/stop cycles. Otherwise
for periods of the order of less than a week and longer the effects of
the data should be minimized if distingulshable at all. As mentioned

:: earlier the first step in this study after development of the computer

model was to pick some sites and run a base case "bench-mark" against
which all variations of the operating strategy could be compared. The
result of each site's run included annual cumulative total kilowatt

hours produced. These results did not account for missing data.

i." Assuming the missing data over the period of i yr were scattered ran-
:: domly throughout the whole sample the resulting total was normalized by
L," the ratio of time the machine was "on-line" versus "off-line" (a per-

i, centage) multiplied by the total time missing multiplied by the site

+:. average power and adding that to the power produced. Figure 6, the
:..... power duration curves for the five sites, also gives the resulting OWh

•: produced using the site hourly average wind speeds. The annual power

i:,+.;i production for these sites resulting from the annual operating strategy
simulatlon are shown in Table 2.

+

"_. The dot on each power duration curve is the annual average power for

+" the site. Figure 7 shows the normalized wind frequency distribution
and the site annual average wind speed and average power derived from

the hourly average wind speed. Table 3 gives these values and the
_"_" values calculated from the MOD-2 simulation model.
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FIGURE 6. IIOURI,Y DISTRIBUTION OF POWER OIIT OF A MOD-2 BASED ON DATA

FROM 45.7 M IIEItIHT. THE NI_IBER BELOW THE SITE NAblE IS THE

NUMBER OF _IWh (106 kwh) OF ENERGY PRODUCTION ANNUALLY. THE

ABSCISSA IS THE PERCENT TIME THE TURBINE IS EQUAL TO OR
CREATER THAN THE POWER LEVEL ON THE ORDINATE.

TABLE 2. ANNUAL MOD-2 POWER PRODUCTION CONPUTED TWO WAYS

Hourly Average Operating Strategy Difference

:. Site __ (G___)...... Simulation (GWH) ..... (%)__

Kingsley, NB 4.59 2.93 -36

, Clayton, NM 5.72 2.87 -51

llolyoke, MA 5.34 9.... 90 -46

Ludlngton, MI 7.24 6.27 -14

San Corgonlo, CA ?.19 7.60 + 6

The Interesting point evidenced in Figures 6 and 7 and Tables 2 and 3 iu

that tile resulting dlfferenees appear to be uncorrelated with topography,

altitude or geographic location. Tile results obtained by modlfyin8 the

operating ._trategies may offer a clue. Examining Table i on a site by

_ite basis one notes that at tim Ho,lyoke, MA site the greatest gain in

power (with the exception of the free-wheeling and motoring cases)

-: comes from the _:_horter integration time at st.artup (Section B). Though

there is a concomitant increase in number of yaws, that increase is
_, tolt, rably small. The increase In power leads one to believe that tile

characterlstlc wind rises in velocity fairly rapidly from less than
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.__..; FIGURE 7. NORMALIZED FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF HOURLY WIND SPEED
l__, DATA (SOLID LINE) AND THE NASA MODIFIED WEIBULL DISTRIBU-
: TION BASED ON THE ANNUAL MEAN WIND SPEED (DASHED LINE).

-'-_'_-._. V" IS THE ANNUAL MEAN WIND SPEED (ms -I ) AND P IS THE

J_'i" AVERAGE ANNUAL WIND POWER(kW).

_:I ' TABLE 3. AVERAGE POWER FROM A MOD-2 FOR FIVE

_.i. SITES CALCULATED TWO WAYS
.._.. -

Hourly Average Simulation

_'l': Wind Speed Average Difference

*; Site .... (kWl. __- = -- ---- (kW) _ --(Z)

_l_" Kingsley, NB 524 334 -36___ ,

Clayton, NB 653 319 -51

='l 'C ' Holyoke, MA 610 331 -46

:o ,. Ludington, Ml 827 707 -14

2_,_.i San Gorgonio, CA ...I 868 + 6

*< cut-in but Judging from the lower power produced with a i00 maximum yaw

= .... error further leads to the belief that the directional variability is

: quite high. Assuming that is true the machine apparently "chases" the

"l wind while concurrently losing energy. The increase in power shown by
.... free-wheeling over motoring further indicates the wind speed must be in
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' '. SUHHARY AND ' ' 'IONLON(,I,US

:. : In the limited space available in this forum it is quite difficult to
" paiuta very exact, interpretative picture of the design, development_

utilizat los and results of the use of something like the computer model
=" " .' of the bleD-2 wind tttrbine., The model was developed in a logical manuer
+.%' aud as It was pttL to more slid nlor_2 use more and more output products

evolved° Host of these products have been left out of this report. As
OI; the present our invost:tsation has centered on simple power produc-

i.. tlon and the effects of changes to the production as well as those
'-" attributes which may affect the structural dynamics of such a turbine.

-_.:i:+ These results art, foulld In Table 1, Sections Bs C, and D and example

+:, lnterpretatl.ons found in tile Discussion section. The results presented
T:,+..'.: here clearly indicate that site specific, relatively short-term wind
-_+'+ t'llaractertstJcs do have an effect: on energy production from a HOD-2

¢:::'T,,: wind turbine aad the operat.tng strategy can be refined to increase

_:: power product [on without tutolerable increases in stress producing

_i • manuevers. 1.'urt.her+ though uni+eported here studies of the modeled

_. el, orations of a NOD-2 are poJntLllB out tile differences and similarities..., In the larger (synoptic) scale effects Otl wind characteristics at
+ spool f It' Hilt,}; Huch that ,It+ the future, armed with a proper under-

,.,,_ standing el" large wind turbine operating characteristics the scientific
:+ cotrmmulty can better ewtluate expected performance on the basis of

, ,,_ hourly data.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

A. H. Miller

_,. From.. A, Jagtiani

i _ Q" _qlat)s the cost per kWh of MOD-2?

"', A: I_nori_d the co_ts of site preparation and the legal and institu-
t_.onal _ssue_ and based on the I00 th unit cost of 82 million, at

., the m_rrent ra'_-investor owned utilities pay to borrow money

assuming G G_Tzgeneration per year the cost of electricity is
" abou_ 80.0? kWh.

c Q: What percent of time in a year was the wind turbine operating at

'. rated kW. Also, what's the overall efficiency of the machine? ,]

A: The percent time a wind turbine is at rated power is site depen-
• dent but for the sites studied extensively here the typical is

""_ only 2 or 3% of the time based on 2 rain by 2 rain time periods.

: The overall efficiency I look at is called plant factor which is
_," the ratio of what the integrated wind speed indicates should be

producable to what is actually produced. The values are typically
of the order of 0.3 or 30_.

i Q: What's the minimum centerllne to centerline distance in all direc-
, tions required for MOD-2) so they will not interfere with each

i'_' other?

" A: At this point no one knows the min_ centerline to centerZine

' distance required for noninterference. The MOD-2 wind turbines

are set up in an array to study wake effects with the three

_ machines set up along lines of the prevailing wires 5, ? and

10 diameters apart. I suggest you contact Pat Finnigan of NASA

Lewis as he has been doing some calculations on the subject.

Q: I am replacing a 1300 MW unit. How many MOD-2s will be required, '_
how much land will be required and what confidence interval will

" there be that we will have power at all times?

-:. A: I_00MW of installedcapacityin MOD-_s would amount to 520
'" turbines, if WPS-4s were used the number would be 32,5. _ze amount

:. of land required is a function of the arrangement and is hard to

: opcclfy. It is conceivable that the amount of land required for

," exclusive u_e of an individuaT, large tz_.bine is less than an acre,
•" however, ac,ce_;s roads and the likes must be added in.

. My confidence t_t there will. be power out of wind turbines at all
• • ( ,

,, t_mc_) _.v100% that the:reabsotu.tcl.yw_ll not be power at all
timc_). When ,me can ao_(nt on _.tts quite szte a_ jeo_raphzc

i- loea_e opee[j'[e.
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: INTEGRATIONOF WIND TURBINEGENERATION(WTG)
INTO UTILITYGENERATINGSYSTEMS

T.F. McCabe
M.K. Goldenblatt

aBF ScientificCorporation
Wilmington,MA 01887

!

Extensive progress has been made in the 1970's along the path of
integrating wind turbine (WT) generators into utility systems.
Analytical tools have been developed for determiningthe impact of
wind generation on utility cost of generation and generationplan-
ning. However,little has been done either in determiningthe sensi- I

tivity of study results to wind power modelling techniques nor in
; developingmethodsfor determininghow WT generationwould effect the

operationof a utility in meeting its daily load requirements. This
abstract describesthe analysis performedby aBF ScientificCorpor-
ation, for the PacificNorthwestLaboratory,in order to examine the

r sensitivity of a utllity's cost of generation to its ability to
accuratelyforecast wind speeds. The study also examined the sensi-
tivity of utility cost of generation to both wind speed sampling
frequency and wind turbine performancemodel. The objectiveof the
study was to determinethe informationthat a utilitywould require
in order to economicallyintegrateWT generation into the operation
of its system.

T The study used two-minutewind speed data, measured in 1979 at the
DOE meteorologicaltower located in the San Gorgonio Pass, Califor-
nia, for the availaolewind resource. The wind turbine simulatedon
the study was the MOD-2 built by the Boeing EngineeringCorporation.
Four different simulation methods were used in calculating the
expected performanceof MOD-2 wind turbines in the San Gorgoniowind
environment:

1. A time-dependentperformancesimulationof machine operation
that calculatespower output from the 2-minutewind data and
includescontrol logic for startup and shutdown,yawing, and
system time constants. For each hour, the 2-minute power
calculated is integratedto obtain the WTG's average hourly
power output.

PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED 3s3 " "
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2, An integrated hourly performance model that calculates
machine output every 2 minutes. Hourly power output was
calculated by integrating 2-minute power output over each 1

' hour. _!

3. An hourly sampledwind speed performancemodel that uses the
last 2-minute wind speed sample taken ewry hour to repre- I
sent the hourly wind speed. This method is similar to that

., used when using SOLMETwind speed data.

, 4. An hourly averaged wind speed performancemodel that uses
hourly averaged 2-minute wind speed samples in calculating

, hourlymachine output.

:_ The hourlyMOD-2 outputs definedby the four techniqueswere used
: as load modifiers in definingthe net load that must be serviced by
_ conventional utility generating sources. On this study net loads

were calculated for the projected 1995 Los Angeles Department of
Water and Power (LADWP)generatingsystem assuming a 10 percent WTG

_ penetration. These loads were then supplied to a production cost
simulationto estimate LADWP's 1995 annual cost of generation. The

:_ results were then used in establishingthe sensitivity of LADWP's
annual production costs and WTG value to the particular technique

_:_ used in calculatinghourlywind turbinegeneration.

The study also examined the impact wind forecasting accuracy would
_'_ have on LADWP operation and costs. The objective of this analysis
_ was to establish the sensitivityof LADWP production costs to wind
_ii speed forecastingaccuracy in an effort to define realisticgoals for

wind speed forecasters.

The following results were obtained from the analysis performedon
-_ this study. Caution must be exercised in generalizingthese results

since they were obtained by analyzing a single utility under very
specificassumptions.

-_.
e Using three differentnon-time-dependentmethods for calcu-

lating hourly WTG performance resalted in le;s than a 3
, percent difference in the calculatedMOD-2 capacity factor.
:_ Similarly, WTG life-cycle value calculated also varied by

_ less than 3 percent regardless of the non-time-dependent
" model used.

-/_ e Averaging 2-minute wind speeds each hour does not appreci-
_ : ably (less than 3 percent) change MOD-2 capacity factor,
i" single-year production cost savings, or life-cycle value
_,, from that calculated using wind speed samples taken once
' every hour when WTG power is calculatedusing a performance
_ envelope.

• , .j

.&
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'.,., ,

_=..,.> e Modeling machine performance wtth a time-dependent simula-
te:. tlon and using 2-mlnute wind speed data does appreciably
; change the MOD-? capacity factor, production cost savings,
i--!,{'" and life-cyclesavingsfrom those calculated using a static
_-_.... performance model. Using this simulation decreased MOD-2
_ ",' performanceby approximately13 percent. This resultedfrom

a combinationof increasedmachine downtime and a decrease@

i_}iI' in the time the WTG is computed to be operating at rated
capacity.

r,/..

:'7 " "

r-_!_: • The abilityof LADWP to accuratelyforecastwind speeds (WTG
;,,, power) can increase LADWP's operating savings by as much as
i_,r 20 percent.

L_,,-:' e The abilityof LADWP to accuratelyforecastwind speeds (WTG
_'" power) can decrease its dependency on swing fuels such asi  ii!

j-;/.o.

I "

i _t./

._'_. :
e

L:_',,'

;_'_,;,

". %

.o/.
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QUESTIONSAND ANSWERS

M. K. Goldenblatt

From: R, Barton

Q" Now much of the i0-13% difference between the 2 mln and i hr data
input types for wind is directly related to poor characterization
of high wind duration with smoothed characteristics? (I think I
saw m 200 hr at rated for the time dependent and integrated hourly
versus _ 1700 hr for sampled/averaged hourly).

A: We did not "characterize" any wind. We used actual _ rainwind
:_ data from the meteorological tower for all the models. Only the
: simulation modeled the effects of startup, y_r_ and shutdown.

At San Gorgonio the variability of the wind over 1 hr may not
allow the machine, represented here by the time dependent simu-
lation, to come up on-line at all but the average speed and the
static characteristics may indicate rated power.

Prom: G. L. Parks

Q: Why not emphasize that 10-13Z energy loss via 2 mln calculation
calls most hourly studies into question?

A: Without verification by using other sites or different years and

other utility parameters I'd rather not generalize and make too I
much of the 10-1_ yet.

i
:: From: M. Iriarte ]

Q: Wind forecast will definitely reduce operating costs in the con-
sideration of WECS systemsp but what confidence is there in the
forecast? Historical data only used?

A: This was a parametric study and no actual forecasting used. It
:, was a study where only perfect or absolutely imperfect forecasts

of the real wind were used to determine the effect on LADWP opera-
tions.

i.-_, From: M. Lotker
[

i Q: What has been NASAts experience with similar tlme-dependent data

. analysis on MOD-OA wind turbine?

From: W. Vachon

A: NASA examined some 1979 data from the Clayton, NM MOD-OA machine.
They found that for about 4-6 wk of data, the major reason for
lost energy production was due to machine oz_tageinduced by blade
problems. They did, however_ find that about 10-15% of the energy
was lost due _o startup and shutdown time.
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": THE USEFUL POTENTIAL OF USING EXISTING DATA

-:,.:'_" TO UNIQUELY IDENTIFY PREDICTABLE WIND
_"/: EVENTS AND REGIMES - PART I

;:_'. Dennis W. Trettel

_' and

_': J.T. Aquino, T. R. Piazza, L. E. Taylor, D. C. Trask

o.:

_.:_; Murray and Trettel, Incorporated
:_._i Northfield, Illinois 60093

i_, _,

._

....,"', ABSTRACT
= '!,

....i,.. Correlations between standard meteorological data and wind power
_ generation potential have been developed. Combined with appropriate
_.}" wind forecasts, these correlations can be useful to load dispatchers

._!. to supplement conventional energy sources. Hourly wind data were

i:_}/i analyzed for four sites, each exhibiting a unique physiography.
F_::_ These sites are Amarillo, Texas; Ludington, Michigan; Montauk Point,

i_ New York and San Gorgonlo, California. Synoptic weather maps and
_, tables are presented to illustrate various wind 'regimes' at these
°_,I_ sites.

i 'i_ _;

,io..-....I_, INTRODUCTION ,.]

_ Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) undertook a wind forecast 1
i- _, verification study using bivariate time-series analyses. As a

i =i_i consequence of that effort, time-series plots of hourly wind speed
i ....I_ and direction were generated. Site specific structures in the wind

°_1. patterns with respect to time were noted. It was recognized that a

iii valuable tool for the forecasting of wind energy could be produced if

. _; the observed wind structures could be correlated with synoptic,

subsynoptic or mesoscale weather patterns.

A contract was awarded to Murray and Trettel, Incorporated (M/T)to
address the potential use of conventional meteorological data to

, : forecast the wind at four potential wind generation sites.
#

I The sites to be investigated were: San Gorgonio Pass, CA (S_G);
_" _marillo, TX (AMA); Montauk Point, NY (MTP); and, gudington, MI (LDM).

!,
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DATA

The data used in this study came from three (_) sources:

Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) furnished hourly averaged wind

speed and direction time-serles plots by month for the year 1979.

They also furnished speed and direction data in tabular form. The

hourly data were based upon measurements taken at two (2) minute
intervals.

The National Climatic Center in Asheville, NC (NCC) fuzmlshed

microfilm products, including analyses of surface, 850, 700, 500 mbs

and winds aloft. They were NCC series MF489, MF494 and MFgl5.

Murray and Trettel, Inc. (M/T) had numerous in-house products

available including adiabatic diagrams for Green Bay, WI (GRB) and
synoptic sectionals of portions of the USA. In addition the M/T

files of the Daily Weather Maps Weekly Series were used extensively

particularly in the Booz-Allen classifications.

GENERAL PROCEDURE

Although there was necessarily some variation in the procedure due to
the location and topography of the four (4) sites there was a general

procedure that was used at all the sites.

Data Stratification

The data were tebulated from computer printout according to wind

speed, hours of duration of certain wind speeds (7, 10 and 15 mps),
maximum speed for the day along with direction and time of occurrence.

The data were stratified based on the followir4 reasoning. The

critical wind speed chosen was 7 mps (14 knots). This is just above

the 6.26 mps that activates the NOD-2 generator. The number of days

for each month that had an hourly wind speed equal to or greater than

7 mps was logged. The number of consecutiv4 hours of speeds equal to

or greater than 7 mps was also logged. This was further stratified

into three types:

Type l: less than three (3) consecutive hours of wind speeds
equal to or greater than 7 mps.

Type 2: 3-7 consecutive hours of wind speeds equal to or
greater than 7 mps.

_: 8 or more consecutive hours of wind speeds equal to or
greater than 7 mps.
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i

"i The rationals for this breakdown was based upon M/T expswisnoe in
working with eleotris load dispatchers since 1959. Type 1 would not

be a long enough period to produce useful goneratienl Type 3 would be

i_ long enough to produce useful generatlonl Type 2 was considered a
marginal situation.

L

:4 The data are also being analyzed for _.0mps and 15 mps thresholds and

will be included in the final report.

Booz-Allen (B/A) Classification
i:

i_ Each day of the year was classified as to weather pattern using the

_ B/A classification for both ground level surface and 500 mbs. A copy

i]; of these classifications is found in Appendix A.
i i_,

_;!: The B/A scheme was looked at as only a preliminary step. The advan-
C

i,: tags of the B/A classification is that it gives a quick and easy
_'_ description of a synoptic map. However, it has the disadvantage that

_ : pressure gradients are not directly specified. This is important in

i studying wind speeds. In addition, the classification is subject to
i _ the interpretation of the individual meteorologist. For example B/A

!--!_i Surface 24 is Pretrough, 29 is Postridge; at 500 mbs 9 is Pretrough,
_ 15 is Postridge.

( The B/A index was tabulated for each day rather than just certain
_ selected situations. There were two reasons for this: (I) there was

:i interest not only in the occurrence of strong winds but also periods
•.:_ of light, persistent winds when wind turbine operations would be at a
_'_ minimum, and (2) it was more efficient to accomplish the entire task

.-_;, at one time. This classification was accomplished using the Daily

_ -" Weather Map Weekly Series for all four sites.

_ 850 MB Wind Data

The 850 mb wind speeds and directions were tabulated for each day and

logged along with the data described above. There was some disadvan-

_ rage to this because of the difference in elevation of the four
sites. However, the 850 mb data and other selected levels (UW/US

North America-TTAA) come in on the 604 teletype circuit earlier

_: (1255Z) than the complete sounding. Furthermore using this selected
"..i level data would enable the meteorologist to make his forecast with-

out waiting for the complete 850 mb chart on the DIFAX circuit

(1433Z). This is a difference of almost two hours - a significant

_- time period in load forecasting.

i The radiosonde stations used were Amarillo, TX (363) I Green Bay, WI

i (645) and Flint, MI (637) for Ludington, MI (LDM); New York (486) for
i " Montauk Point (MTP); and Vandenberg AFB (393) and Las Vegas, NV (387)

i_ for San Gorgonio, CA (SAG).i

i
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Sncond fltandnrd Lnvsl Wind Data

An the data log_,in_ p_o_nnsNd and namn pr_liminary nn_lynls wan bn_
Run, the dlfforonon in olt)vatlen of t|lo various s;Jto_ led to the oon_
slusion that thn wind data at th,, snoond st_indard love] should be

nxaminod. Thin would overcome the dlfladvanta_o of the S!JO mb data
" mnnt'lonod above. But :l.t should also bn noted that thl,n :l,n/'ol_atl.on

in not available until a later ti.mn _-n the :fo_n of UJ1 PPt_I_ on the
. 604 1;tno (ntnvtine, at 1356Z) nnd oven latot, on the D:T.RAXt_:l.l,4ul'lt

(1,549Z),

The same stations wore used t,n :l.nd,toatod w:l,th the 850 mb data.

Pressure Gradient Analysis

The pressure gradients were measured acl'ossthe selected sites in two
., ways. The first method simply logged the pressure difference between

two representative stations. For example, in the case of San
.. Oorgonio the pressure difference between Los Angeles (LAX) and Los
,, Vegas, (LAS) was used. This worked very well particularly for the
., summer months because the changes in the pressure patterns were

minor. However, it became apparent that although this method worked
well for San Gorgonio, it did not work well for Montauk Point. A
second method used the synoptic surface maps and measured the pros-

; sure gradient across the site for a distance of 150 nautical miles

"' (75 miles on either side). The direction perpendicular to the gra-
dient was also logged. It was felt that the direction of the gra-

dient would be important due to local effects. This method worked
better for the other three sites because they were affected by
various pressure systems moving across the area.

SITE i: MONTAUK POINT, NY (MTP)

" Data Stratification

The hourly wind data furnished by PNL were analyzed and divided into
Types i, 2 and 3 described above. Particular emphasis was placed

, upon a speed threshold of 7 mps because of its impact on the MOD-2
:'. wind turbine and load generation. These data are tabulated in Table

-'.' I. In 1979 there was a total of 3,436 hours of winds speeds equal to

,: or greater than 7 ups. This represents 41 percent of the possible
, total hours. The percentages ranged from a maximum of 68 percent in

January to a minimum of 18 percent in July. It was not surprisit_,

"'_ that the cold weather season (Dec-Feb) showed the highest values

__" _ (average of 65 percent) with the lowest values (average 22 percent)

,_i in the warm months (Jupe through September).

,?

/

:L."
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' i ' ORIGINALPAGE13
.:_ OF.POORQUALITY

_! Tablo i. STRATIFIOATION OF WIND SPEEDS A_
_ MONTAUK POINT, NY _ 1979 _ TYPES i, 2 AND 3
7

•_ HOURS DAYS

...._,,. Avail _7 mps Avail Typo i Typs 2 Typo 3 NoneS7
_; Moo Data obs pons % Data No. % No. % No. ___.No. %M96

! J 652 *42 744 68 28 3 ii 2 7 23 82 0 0 3
_i F 672 437 672 65 28 0 0 5 18 21 75 2 7 0

_ M 744 277 744 37 31 6 19 5 16 14 45 6 19 0
/ A 720 293 720 41 30 4 13 6 20 15 50 5 17 0
_ M 744 299 744 40 31 4 13 7 23 17 55 3 i0 0

Zr J 72C 174 720 24 30 2 7 6 20 7 23 15 50 0
_ i J 427 77 744 18 19 3 16 2 ii 4 21 i0 53 12

A 744 154 744 21 24 6 25 2 8 8 33 8 33 7
._, S 720 188 720 26 30 4 13 7 23 9 30 i0 33 o

0 744 311 744 42 31 5 16 3 I0 19 61 4 13 0

= ' N 720 328 720 46 30 3 i0 3 i0 17 57 7 23 0
D 744 456 744 61 31 2 6 3 I0 23 74 3 i0 0

_ TOT 8351 3436 8760 41 343 42 12 51 15 177 52 73 21 22

Although the total hours of wind speeds strong enough to activate a
MOD-2 generator was of interest it was felt that the number of

_.,... consecutive hours of speeds equal to or greater than 7 mps would be
more significant. The data were therefore further stratified into

::_ Type i, 2 and 3 'days' (See Table I). The Type 3 day (speeds equal
. _ to or greater than 7 mps for 8 or more consecutive hours) were of

_,,;. particular interest. The values ranged from an average high of 22

__.,.'_ days (77 percent) in the period December through February to an

-_ average low of 7 days (27 percent) in the four month period June

='._,_ through September.

This leads to the conclusion that wind speeds at MTP were strong
/, enough to activate a MgD-2 generator an average of 52 percent of the

.,'.4 days in 1979 with values ranging from 82 percent in January to 21
,L.

._. percent in July. Wind pcwer could have a significant impact on the
--'_., cold weather heating load but minimal impact on the summer air

,. i conditioning requirements.

.. Booz-Allen (B/A)Cl_ssification

_'_"" The B/A classification was poorly correlated with the Wind Types and

.: was not considered a highly useful tool in this application except in

.._: a general way. As d_scussed earlier this was not too surprising due
to the lack of direct consideration of pressure gradients.

-" An exnmple o£ a Type 1 day (light winds) occurred on 15 February and

is shown in Figures 1 and 2. Note the weak gradient due to the ridge

of hlgh p,_'essure (B/A type = 33, post inverted ridge). The 500 mb
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7

: ' oh_rt _howr_ stro_ NW glow (B/A typ_ '_ 14, pr_-rid_n). Those map_

are _ood examples of the need for Judgment by the forecaster. The

I':. B/A nurfaoe type squid h_vo been 33, 34 or 351 the 500 mb could haw
_':i boon i0 or 14,

-.,, _l___ ,__,.__\_:_;._..... " ,, - ",

,.._ _I_IVi_l_ __ '...'__,_ ._ -_-- ,

-"" . ._.._SL.N.._.

'" Figure l, 15 FEBRUARY 1979 Figure 2. 15 FEBRUARY 1979
°" SURFACE MAP AT 1200Z (B/A=33) 500 MB CHART AT 1200Z (B/A=I4)

:"!!_" An example of Type 3 (strong winds) occurred on i February 'and is

_::/ shown in Figures 3 and 4. Surface B/A = 3, (deep closed low-

',i' postfrontal); 500 mb B/A = 4 (deep closed low-post trough)

,..%'

" '"....

_.__ , ._, :_,.-_ _ _"'_",i."_

: _

}

_.. Figure 3. I FEPRUARY 1979 Figure 4. I FEBRUARY 1979
' SURFACE MAP AT 12OOZ (B/A=3) 500 MB CHART AT 1200Z (B/A=4)
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850 MB Wlnd Data

The S50 mb wind dat_ at New York were oemparsd with the PNL data from

MTP. In particular the 850 mb spe_d was analy_ed and aomparod with

the maximum hourly wind speed in the sueoeodlng twelve hours. Those
data ars prosontod in Table 2.

Tabl_ 2. MAXIMUM HOURLY WIND SPEED AT MONTAUK POINT

IN SUCCEEDING 12 HOURS AS A PERCENTAGE OF

850 MB WIND SPEED AT NEW YORK (486)

MONTHLY DISTRIBUTION BY DIRECTION '

MONTH AVERAGE S SW W NW N NE E SE

Jan I01 58 87 106 135 I01 ......

Feb 87 90 -- 68 96 69 .... 90

Mar 90 43 93 129 104 83 64 -- 68

Apr 89 74 104 92 86 70 ......
May 107 107 104 108 120 -- I00 133 I00

Jun 123 113 170 127 77 Ii0 ......

Jul 102 -- 71 130 93 240 ......

Aug 93 -- 83 95 92 iii -- 108 --

Sep 114 109 130 i03 125 109 -- 180 140
Oct 108 82. 120 i00 200 160 ......

Nov 105 -- 61 92 128 84 -- 350 --

Dec 97 88 63 67 106 155 ......

Avg. I01 85 99 I01 114 117 82 193 I00

The maximum hourly wind speed at MTP for 1979 was I01 percent of the

average 850 mb speed for the year. The values ranged from 123

percent in June to 87 percent in February. The distribution of the

comparison by months and dlrection was also tabulated. However,

these values should be viewed only as guides because of the size of

this sample. It appears that the largest difference between the

observed maximum hourly wind speed and the 850 mb speed occurs with a

NN and N wind (E was discounted because of the small sample and the
unusually high single value in November).

The conclusion is that the 850 mb wind speed at 1200Z or O000Z is a

good first approximation of the maximum hourly wind in the succeeding
twelve hours.

SITE 2: LUDINGTON, MI (LDM)

.-. Data Stratification

The data for LDM were stratified in the same manner as Montauk

Point. The data are presented in Table 3.
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Table _, STRATIFIOATIONOF WIND SPEEDSAT

i LUDINGTON, MI _ 1979 - TYPES i, 2 AND 3

,: HOURS DAY_ (1200Z-1200Z)

.......•vail _ 7 mps _vail Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 NoneS7

MenData Dat So.%, So.

_i J 744 505 744 68 31 0 0 4 13 25 81 2 6 0

_i'_ F 633 348 672 55 25 I 4 5 25 18 72 1 4 3
:_ M 672 407 744 61 27 0 0 7 26 19 70 1 4 4

•._ A 529 232 720 44 20 0 0 9 45 9 45 2 lO lO
_, M 744 _33 744 45 _1 , _ 10 6 19 19 61 3 10 0
"'I J 720 349 720 49 30 5 17 "5 17 20 67 O 0 0

J 744 181 744 24 31 9 29 6 19 9 29 7 23 O

A 744 298 744 40 31 4 IS 9 29 17 55 1 3 O

,, S 720 399 720 55 30 3 lO 6 20 20 67 1 3 0

- 0 744 451 744 61 31 2 7 4 15 25 81 0 0 O

i. N 0 --- 720
D 0 --- 744

F

:/ i

The same general pattern as observed at MTP was also noted at LDM.

.,.:::i The maximum percentage (hours) of Type 3 winds occurred in January
- (68 percent) and the minimum in July (24 percent). The average for

_.. the ten month period was 50 percent but would have been higher if
.... data for November and December had been included.

Type 3 winds ranged from a maximum of 25 days (81 percent) in January

and October to a minimum of 9 days in July (29 percent).

Booz-Allen (B/A) Classification

_""7 As in the case of MTP the B/A classification was useful in only a

".! limited way. The moving synoptic systems often cause the B/A types
....: to change rather rapidly as the pressure systems move across the
--..' location.

Two synoptic situations are shown. The first example is a Type 1 day
(light winds) shown in Figures 5 and 6. The B/A classifications for

lO July are: surface = 35 (flat pressure area); 500 mb = lO

(meridional trough-posttrough) •

_,_. The second example is a Type 3 day (strong. persistent winds) shown

in Figures 7 and 8. The B/A classifications for 6 February 1979 are:

surface = 14 (open wave cyclone moving SE or E, center S, pretrough);

500 mb = 15 (meridional ridge, portridge).
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Table 4. 12Z 850 MB8 GRB WIND SP_ED (KNOTS)
VS LUDINGTON MI WIND TYPE

• WINDS_ED PE_OENTOOOUR_ENOE

O- 2 ktn ......

3- 7 27 _5 _8 55
8-12 20 3_ 47 60

13-17 12 lO 79 61
18-22 5 18 77 44

23-27 16 16 68 19

28-32 0 8 92 12
3_-37 o o ioo 5
38-42 0 0 I00 6

43-47 ......
Total: 262

The data indicate that when the GRB 850 mb wind is equal to or

greater than 13 knots, a Type 3 day occurs at LDM 80 percent of the
time in the following twenty-four (24) hours (1200Z-12OOZ). When 850

mb wind is equal to or greater than 2_ knots, Type 3 occurs 83

percent of the time; equal to or greater than 28 knots, 96 percent of
the time.

The conclusion is that the 850 mb wind at GRB at 1200Z is a good

first approximation of the type of wind day that is likely to occur
at LDM.

Pressure Gradient Analysis

The pressure gradients on the surface maps in mbs per one hundred

fifty (150) nautical miles were measured daily at 120OZ. The

pressure difference and the direction of th4 gradient were logged and
compared with the Wind Type (1, 2 or _). There were 282 cases

(instead of 365) in this analysis due to missing data. (The LDM data
for November and December 1979 were missing entirely. November and

December 1978 data have been obtained and will be included in the

final report in order to complete an entire year.)

Table 5 shows the tabulation of the number of occurrences for each

_ pressure difference and the percentage of the total for each type of

day. Note that when the pressure gradient is equal to or greater
than 3 mbs, a Type 3 day occurs 82 percent of the time; equal to or

greater than 4 mbs, 87 percent; equal to or greater than 5 mbs, 92

psrcent.
w
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l_tbh> !_, LUDINGTON f,tl PI,II..;SURI: GRADIENI VS fiUHl'fl[:t, Wll'ilJ

AI.L DM5

IYPI. U 1 ? 3 4 b b

i Nil, l)f O{:CHI'I'IH](:;I)5 "_!) 14 / II
'_ufOL,'uri'i,llc¢.,.ill 71 13 II 0 0

¢11 ( )¢'I."ill' r l.q if:i q, ;i!i 34 lh 9 I? b

- 3 No, ot Occurrunct,:, II 3U 40 44 ?3 3h
_, Ot llccllrrenctH, ;'1| 4h 71 BO l{!l !)_,_

;' GRADIEN1 0|0-090 u
, T_-R--I:.SS_IT_--GITE[FI_T:-.ffB-_

"; TYPE 0 1 ? 3 4 5 (_

_' 1 Nu. of Occurrences 1 2 _ ?
_.of Occurrences 11 17 15 lb

! ? No.ofOccurrences 6 6 3 3 _' 1
% of Occurrences 67 50 ;'3 ;'3 J3 13

.--",'. 3 No, ot Occurrences, ;? 4 B 8 4 7

" l • ot' Occurrences 22 33 6;) b2 67 8B

_..

GRADIENT 100-180 o

PRESSURE GRADIENT-BIBS

IYPE 0 I 2 3 4 5 b

1 No. ol Occurrences 3 1 'd ?
_, ot Occurrences 30 8 11 18

2 No. ot Occurrences 3 8 5 I
of Occurrences 30 b2 ;_6 9

.... 3 Nu. of Occurrences - 4 4 IL' B b 11

i _. % of Occurrences - 40 31 63 73 lO0 100

_ ,. GRADIENI 190-210 v

= ;- PRESSURE GRADIENT-NBS

IYPE 0 I 2 3 4 5 b

'l' 1 Nu, of Occurrences I0 3 3

% ot Occurrence5 5b 14 19

i_.'=, _ N,.. of Occurrencus 3 b ? l
% of Occurr_,nces 17 L'9 13 2b

':" ,_ NO. Ot OccurrellCeS b I,' 11 13 8 4

i _: _, ot Occurrences _'B 57 (_9 100 I00 /5

i ,, GRADll N1 ','Btl-3(iO °

_Lc,............................ _;R-E_½_R-L-UffA-I(r(ffl-Z_LCg: I_l'l 0 1 ',' 3 4 !, i,

i I Nt,. ot lk:turrvlil:,'_., ',' 3 0 ','
t_f' Ot Vfir rl.,ll_, t,S Ill' 11 11

_"," ,' Illl, 0l {]LLAIITI'IILi'_+, I _.' _ I ]
% ill IItLIIII'I'IR:I)S - J3 ?l; 3ti b 14

. ' 3 Nv, of tkuutrt'iltv', ltl / 15 b 13
% lit {h t+llrt'l,llt t'_, bil ill 143 HI, IU0

..
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:!=_" Thane data warn further _ubdlvidnd into quadrants to examine local Iaffects caused by Lake Michigan. The results are tabulated in Table
i 5, Note that the poroentalleof Type 3 days decreases (66 va 82) for 1

., the 010-090 quadrant (due to frictional effect) whllo the 190-?-70(86
vs 82) and 280-360 (85 vll82) quadrants haw an ineroane (due to leas

• friction ever Lake Michigan).

, _, The conclusion is that when a pressure gradient of equal to or
_" _roator than 3 robs oxlsts at 1200Z across LDM a Type 3 day is
, expected to occur at least 66 percent of the time and more likely to

occur 82-86 percent of the time.

,%

' SITE 3: AMARILLO, TX (AMA)

- The PNL data for AMA were stratified and classified in a manner

,,,. similar to MTP and LDM. In addition the 850 mb wind speed at 1200Z

_..,. was tabulated and _ompared with the number of consecutive hours (up
-, to 24 hours) of PNL wind speeds equal to or greater than 7 raps.

i Figure 9 shows this data•
!

"' 24. " " t%{' :_0" tft' :;:
l

@ *0 *'0 *l* 0 II

,o '. ' P'_ 6 * o° * •
I

',:' LLI

0 • • • o,O • •

i .... _ 15.... v "' ;. ' .
_ . CD • °_, o* ,,Q .6• _. •o* o

• °_o $_,o ,° •,

o" , ,,, :i o":'; IJ,J " ; o°

i'°; >" 10...... 1:" ' "
g ....... ..

o .... :# :.

5 _ ° 1.6 0,

1 * ,°0 •

I I , t I ! I
5 10 15 20 25.

!• .b,, 12Z 850 MB WINDSPEED- MPS

_" Figure9. 850 MB WIrlDSPEEDAT 1200ZVS THE NUMBEROF.
. CONSECUTIVEHOURSOF WINDSEQUALTO OR GREATERTHAN 7 MPS
: AMARILLO,TX (1979)
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Although there is a wide scatter of the tabulation there is a
doflnlte trend indicated. The sonoluslen Is that the stronger the
wind at 850 mbs at 12OO the greater number of consecutive hours of
wind speeds equal to or _reator than 7 mps.

An example of a Type i situation (light winds) io shown in Figures iO
and Ii for 12 February 1979. The surface B/A _ 35 (flat pressure

area)l the 500 mb B/A _ 14 (merillonal ridge, _roridge). An example
of a Type 3 situation (strong pezsistent winds) is shown in Figures
12 and 13 for 20 February 1979. The surface B/A - 24 (merldlonal
trough, pretrough)! the 500 mb B/A - 9 (merldlonal trough, pre-
trough). The 20 February situation was one of a series of systems ,,
moving across the AMA area. Type 3 winds persisted for nlnety-six
(96) consecutive hours from 19 February through 22 February.

Figure 10. 12 FEBRUARY 1979 Figure ll. 12 FEBRUARY 1979
SURFACE MAP AT 12OOZ (B/A=35) 500 MB CHART AT 12OOZ (B/A=14)

, I '" . , ' I / .. . .,...-x,,L'--.--_c--,t_.-," . ,i _..#r-_.....,.._-.--

• _"._..-,"-.--._-." /. i / - .-':.... ',-"

Figure 12. 20 FEBRUARY 1979 Figure 13. 20 FEBRUARY 1979
SURFACE MAP AT 12OOZ (B/A=24) 500 MB CHART AT 12OOZ (B/A=9)
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The conclusion in that a long ways trough over the Reeky Mountains

with a series of short wave troughs at 500 mbs along with associated

surface weather systems is a favorable pattern for Type 3 days. A

weak r_dgo over the Rocky Mountains is less favorable.

SITE 4: 8AN GOROONIO, CA (SAG)

This site is discussed in detail in Part 2 of this report. The B/A

types had high degree correlstion with both Type I and Type 3 days.

CONCLUSIONS

Montauk Point, NY (MTP)

In 1979 there was a total of 3,436 hours of wind speeds equal to or

i greater than 7 mps. This represents 41 percent of the hours observed.

Type 3 days occurred 52 percent of the days in 1979 ranging from a

high value of 82 percent in January to a low value of 21 percent in

July.

The 850 mb wind speed is a good first arproximation of the maximum

hourly wind in the next 12 hours.

Ludin_ton, MI (LDM)

When the GRB 850 mb wind is equal to or greater than 13 knots a Type

3 day occurs at LDM 80 percent of the time in the following 24 hours.

When a pressure gradient equal to or greater than 3 mbs (across 150

:: nautical miles) exists at 1200Z across LDM a Type 3 day is expected
to occur at least 66 percent of the time and more likely to occur

82-86 percent of the time.

Amarillo, TX (AMA)

The stronger the wind at 850 mb the greater the number of consecutive

_ hours of wind speeds equal to or greater than 7 mps.

A long wave trough over the Rocky Mountains with a series of short

wave troughs at 500 mbs with associated surface weather systems is a

.: favorable pattern for Type 3 days. A weak ridge over the Rocky
Mountains is less favorable.

San Gorgonio, CA (SAG)

The B/A types had a high degree of correlation with Type 1 and Type 3

days.
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_: ! APPENDIX The Booz-Allen Surface Types

_. _: Type No, ....... De so ription

_%:: I. Dee_ Cl.osed-Low (deepenin _ or mature c[olone)
a. Oonter No_'th

_,_ I I_I Advance Zone'_' 2 Prefrontal and frontal (ooculslon or warm

_:"ii front) (or trough)L /f.

,h',_:_ 3 (3) Postfrontal (or trough) (oolfl front or
':_,:_. occlusion)

:,,_,'i 4 (4) Warm sector

_'ill 5 (5) Prefrontal and frontal (cold)
b. Center South

6 (i) Advance Zone

7 (2) Pretrough
8 (3) Posttrough

2. Open Wave Oyclone Moving SE or E
a. Center North

9 (I) Advance Zone

i0 (2) Prefrontal (warm)

II (3) Warm sector

12 (4) Prefrontal and frontal (cold)

13 (5) Postfrontal (cold)
b. Center South

14 (i) Pretrough

15 (2) Posttrough j

5. Open Wave Cyclone Moving NE
a. Center North

16 (i) Frontal (warm)

17 (2) Warm sector

18 (3) Prefrontal and frontal (cold)

_::',"', 19 (4) Postfron_al (cold)

!i 20 (I) Advance Zone
I, 21 (2) Pretrough, warm front zone

_il _ 22 (3) Posttrough
-_:__! 23 (4) Warn sector
=:',,:i:"i

4. Meridional Trough (N-S or tilted)

_' .. 24 a. Pretrough
." ' "' 25 b. Posttrough

":' 26 c. Trough or frontal zone

"°.... _. Inverted Trough

_!_,, 2_ a. Pretrough
,_.:. 2_ b. Posttrough

_':: 6. Ridge, or High, Center South (or same latitude)
:_ 29 a. Pre Pidge !

:_i-',.'/, 30 b. Postridge

., ,: 372
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The Boez-Allan Surf ass Ty£o.s.(.Contlnued)

--_ T___o No, ............................DfJsorip%ion

31 a, Prainvertod ridge

32 b. Center

33 e. Postinverted r_dge

34 d. E-W gradient

8. Flat Prosou.re Area
35 Cole or other areas (except high centers) where

: wind is indeterminate.

• The Boo z-AIIen 500-millibars Types

Type No. Description
1. Deep Closed Low

a. Center North
: i (I) Pretrough
: 2 (2) Posttrough

b. Center South

' 3 (i) Pretrough

•• 4 (2) Poottrough

2. Weak Closed Low
_" a. Center North

" 5 (i) Pretrough

-: 6 (2) Posttrough
_ b. Center South

7 (I) Pretrough

8 (2) Posttrough

;!:" 3. Meridional Troug h (N-S or tilted)(includin_ transitional)
i_ 9 a. Pretrough

_ i0 b. Posttrough

c 4. Basically Zonal

:_: ii a. Westerly flew
.:: 12 b. Preminor trough
" 13 c Postminor trough:k' •

', 5. Meridional Ridge

_: 14 a • Preridgs

, 15 b. Postridge
i
i 6. __Center North _or same latitude)

I 16 a. Preinverted ridge
._ 17 b. Center

18 c. Postinvevted ridge

, l 9 d. E-W grad_mt

.:,_ 7. Flat Pressure Area

- 20 Coh_ or other transitional areas (except highs)
where wind is indeterminate and there is no

": convergence.

D
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"__ THE USEFUL POTENTIAL OF USING EXISTING DATA TO

i..... UNIQUELY IDENTIFY PREDICTABLE WIND EVENTS AND REGIMES
PART II

C. Notis, Meteorologist

._ Freese - Notis Weather_ Inc.
Des Moines, Iowa 50313

. ABSTRACT

Wind data from four DOE sites for the year 1979 was stratified and found

to naturally fit into a few unique groups. These were compared with
synoptic weather patterns using the Booz-Allen classification system.

Strong relat_uaships became evident between a particular synoptic type

_-_' and wind events for each site. Statistics indicate certain patterns

which result in stron_ winds, ( _ 7 m/s,15.6 mph) and some that result
_ in weak winds. For each site there is a preferred wind direction assoc-

,... iated with the strongest speed. Important relationships have also been

_o.,.. found comparing 850-mb and surface wind. Additionally, comparisons be-
:: <,_ tween pressure gradient and wind speed for a given gradient direction

_!_ show some significant relationships. It can be stated that the overall

_ _ results of the study show that by using existing data for any site, the

_:_ • winds can be characterized and correlated with synoptic weather patterns.'!"'" As a result, reliable wind forecasts can be made for utility companies
• .._.e_.. :

'..:,, for the purpose of power generation.

i-_:::'__. INTRODUCTION

'_"_". During the period Mmy through October of 1979 a few private weather con--

- suiting companies (including the author's company) were under contract

,' with Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories to forecast winds up to 24

!9o _ hours in the future for the various DOE wind turbine generating sites
• ".'_ scattered throughout the United States. In some of these locations_o

_ ' there wa_ no National Weather Service reporting station, thus eliminat-

.... _ ing any real time data. In addition, forecast verification of any kind
....._/' was uDavailable until about July or August. When some forecast verifl-

_,/' cation was available there was a three month lag. In other
words, ver-

_'_:_i Itieatlons received in July were actually the _y verifications. With

these severe handicaps, it was almost as if forecasting blindfolded.

., - Therefore, the forecasts were naturally less than desirab1_. However,

...., there was some skill sho_, especially by several of the weather consult-
ing companies.
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It became apparent following that forecasting project that each of the
sites had its own very unique wind characteristics. For example, a
northwest (NW) gradient will result in a strong southwest (SW) wind at
one site and a strong (NW) wind at another site. In order for forecasts
to become reliable enough to be used by utility companies, it was felt
that research was necessary to study the intricate relationships between
synoptic a_d mesoscale weather patterns, topographic influences, and a
particular wind event at each site. Z_ turn, this would lead to finding
forecasting rules and site characterization. Therefore, the decision

was made by Battelle personnel to undertake such a study. Contracts
were then awarded to two private weather consulting companies, Murray

and Trettel, Inc. of Northfleld, Illinois and the author's company.

Research on this project started in early February, 1981 and is expected

to be completed by December, 1981 with the writtlng of a flnal report.

.._ It is the purpose of this paper to report on the progress and findings
of this study up to the present time. E_e four sites which have been

designated for study by Freese-Notls Weather Include San Gorgonio,
-: California; Clayton, New Mexico; Boone, North Carolina; and Montauk,

New York.

DATA SOURCES AND PROCEDURE

There have been three basic sources of data used to conduct this research.

These Include Battelle - furnished time- series plots for each of the

four sites for the year 1979, digitized hourly averaged observed wind
speed and direction data, and National Cllmatlc Center (NCC) - furnish-

ed synoptic weather maps on microfilm.

The tlme-serles plots were carefully analyzed according to certain

criteria for speed and direction and a stratification was performed.

It was found the plots naturally fit into five or six distinct groupings

. per site. That alone suggests certain relationships between synoptic

patterns, topographic effects and wind events at each site. An example

of a tlme-serles plot for San Gorgonlo for May, 1979 is shown in

i: Figure I. Table I lists the wind speed and direction stratifications

= II'' I I I

°'"......L ;,;,, .........'...... 2; ........ "

FIGURI I. TI_-SERIES PLOTS FOR SAN GORGONIA FOR b_Y, 1979
SHOWING THE AVERAGED HOURLY WIND SPEED AND WIND DIRECTION

,'. 376
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+ ',L Limes were picked to eotneide with the HCC data.

:::?:: The N(:t:microfilm thlta used, Included mn'i'at'enulp_+,500-rob, 700-rob, and

i,P:i_i 8511-ntb surfaces for tilt, tlnltt,d Stat.e,_. These nl+ips were e+irel:ully ex+lmiil-

..::; ed and _! pal'tlcul_lr Hynopt It' Pattern wall noted dur'ing 0000 lllld 1200 tlHq'
&':. for Lilt, ,qlteH. Ill order to flit"lllt+lfe :llitl l_lmp|lfy tilt, dt, Het'tpt[Oll of

; " the p_ltteruH, 8ome kl.nd of elnst+l.flcatlon +ly_ttem x+a++nt,ee_aary. 'It uas
_.+;+ det'lded thlit _l el.al+s'lflctition ,,ty,_tem devtfat, d by Booz-AlJen (tlol.langer,

:!. 1t11+8) would be used for thh+ purpot-le. The l]ooz-Allen (B-A) system
,, con+lit+t++ of 35 ++ttl-l+aet, type,,+ +lntl 20- 500-1nb type++, it w+lH dechh,d to

..+,. +lira+ _lppty tile 500-rob B-A typt,_l t'o tim 700-rob lalirt+at'eo !+'Ol. the 850-rob
,_tlri_l¢e, the wind _pt, ed _llatt dlrt,t'lJon (et+tim_ited _lt that Ievt,I) X+tl_

! .."? re¢oi'dt, ti for later COml++ll'lsoilH with _ite XO'IIItIH. "labh., `_ lt_lt_ tilt' B-A
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j ,,<_ Oil tilt, tippt, r +itr I+litLel+llvi l,,.i not ¢tttnl+lt, le. 'l'hi+ ¢llls+atl+[t'ilttoit +lyHtt'm

,. lit'eyed to be Vel'y l+ellefit'llll to tilt, i+ro.it,t'l. At tlme_ It W+l_ I-+ltht,i +
,.

_. ,:A till fl¢lllt t'o dt't'tth, wh_ll II-A dt, slgli_lt Ion _1 flirt |elllill" ,qyllOpt It' pill It,l'il
;lhotlld hlive, l.t,. lIpl't,I I'Otlt;h II or llllO;il I'itlt_.t ,li, t,!t', ltlll lilt, l't,l, ill|l lilll

Willtl,,4 in tilt, st. c_l;tt,,,i ill't, qtlllt, _ilinll_ir. Itl lilt't+ llOlllt, lhought Ill,iv I_e
i

i ,L givt'll tt+ t'oilillllit, thl':It, II-A lylm;i Into ollt', llilt'l" Ill the I_rolect.
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Each of the B-A types for the various pressure surfaces was compared

with the observed wind speed and directlcn and with the stratified,..*,,. wind groups. Naturally, in some cases certain B-A types occurred so
_,.+.._.,.. infrequently that it was decided to ignore them. The means and standard

;,,_-." deviations were calculated for each relationship to get an idea of how

" each sample was distributed.

Due to the importance of the cut-ln speed of _.2m/s (14mph) for the

MOD-2 Wind Turbine Generator, considerable work has also been done on

the E 7m/s (15.6mph) threshold. For each B-A type, the number of occur-

rences of >.7m/s wind speed was calculated in percent. To further study

speed relationships, the perpendicular pressure gradient across 335 kilo-
meters (180 nautical miles) centered at the site was determined for

0000 GMT and 1200 GMT for each site. The gradient direction was also

recorded so that the relationship between gradient direction, gradient

strength, and wind speed could be studied. Finally, the ratio between

the surface wind speed and 850-mb speed was calculated and compared

with B-A types.

• _)

<. :i San Gorgonio

. b
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,.<.: Prior to the Htart of this re.search it was the consonsus t.hat this site

. would be the most difficult in terms of forecasting. However, after n

_! brief glance at the data, it became quite obvious that San Gorgonio
::; displays tho most consistent relationships between synoptic weatber pat-

erns and wind events. In order to better understand the wind charac-

',', torts|los at this site, a brief topographic description is helpful. The
site is located in a basically east-west mountain pass in southeastern

:' California. The elevation is approximately 341m (1120 ft.) and 5000-

",i 8000 foot mountains lle to the north and south. Needless to say this
_'" topography plays a very important role in determining the wind events

at the site.

It does not take mucb investigation to see that by far the favorite

'" wind direction at the site is southwest (SW) to west southwest (WSW),

whenever speeds exceed 6m/s. The typical time series plot shown in Fig-
; ure I clearly demonstrates this characteristic. Furthermore, a study of

___'_i Table 3 also shows this relationship. In this Table the mean direction

, and its standard deviation (_r), the mean speed and _r , and the % _.7m/s
-..

.... , are recurded for the appropriate B-A type. The B-A types which have two

; i mean directions recorded is due to the bl-modal character of these types.
' The bl-modal character is caused by diurnal effects when the pressure

•"_, gradient is very weak or when the gradient direction is northeast (NE)

ii through south (S). Under these conditions the wind tends to be strong

.... IARL _, WIP_ISMIIS1K,_I{._ ,'Wttk_k_110

: SAN GORGONIO

: ,_ ",tlrlace 8bO mb

• ' ,NO, ,%%'t'td_t' :%%'t'tagt, ",_[b %%'O|',1_tt' ,_%=t'l,lgt" Stlt|,l_'t _ LL'
t'l,i+**+ No, O|' Olin, Illrt'tlt[°tt 'giBr4_| Nitet'd SlBma Silt'lee|, .llit,,¢ L,t SIKm,t'" ' -- ....... -I"........ - .... bPt, t,J _tl;I,;,t 8%0 K+It it'

'_ .... t , ++ 4 , ,' _ 0 | ,* , i4 _ , q [ , lib I

l L? +%. l,.l B,8 h. + {,0 %;

t ,'b .'ti% _0 ,I... I,+ I, lit I l .'%+' %', "1. I I

q l+ .. | +'. i . _
+- + ;' ' I o o .. ,

: It _ I 1 0 I ....

- +

I ," I I 728 _ tl,,i ,, i l,; I ', • 1+, ' * ,o I , l o,.+'+ It II .'1'+ 2 It.. ",,0 a: m',
1,, +.. ,0 I 1._ l,tl t#_4 l

, I ', + + + + +

"+'" 1 h
:" I: ++ - .....

:+-'+ ' l+ ....

: ,/': + +"ll_

' "_ i ? ? " '
_+

• L " # +' lit ' I '' %,1' %11 ,'hls ',+I +I,. I .I, ,1 IS
[ :. T , '" ,' .' + l ', ,l ,' I 0. l, '+, 0 ' I+ , .' '

,.: +._, .+(+ t + .+_tI l+q '1 , % ,+ * P 11 ,+[, + [4_1 H , _ ,, , l+ '+ I .'
_. . , ,'7 +'_l "'1:+' '8 18,',1'+ I, t +',_+ Ib I,1, It" ". I I, I .t,,:

, .'l| ,' t I I0,'. ++._ Ill ' (lit 14. | 'I * +1 1_,' I Ill, ,' .' I , I + . ',j_LT
C It I ,I ,''+ lilt+ ,., h, ,tl I, 4, . ',Ill t

",' It +I'I ,' Ill I_ 10, ' "_, l 'H i_ ', •

: ++ .. { I I, I |0 +'_II 1.' t+ ?. a ', ; I ? ,

l,+ I .' + 'hL .'q,, 4 t ,",_, t,. l, 0 ' I ',3 :t ', I . I LI

.... t 1,0 , 'h

+ __ + , . _+.

: SW during Phe day and light easterly (F) ]liter at night and early morn-
int. Figure 2 graphically shows this bi-modal phenom.enon for B-A type 28.
llowever, note the predominance of the SW direction. More than 80% of the

time the w [nd Is SW for this B-A type. Generally, the strong wlnd types,

all with dlrectltm from '220°- 260°+ are associated w++th a pea|trough,

a prerldge , or a post cold frontal .+ituation. This Implles a w,ry

,
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"_. Important phenomenon regarding pressure for this site. As long as the.
,+ >*

: pressure is lower to the east of the site, the wind will blow quite
,- strong (generally at least 7m/s and quite often >15m/s) between 220_-

_ 260 ° . The exact strength is generally dependent upon the pressure

; gradient. On the other hand, the odds for a very light wind (_-6ra/s) 1
are very hlgh wlth low pressure to the west of the site. A mesoscale

!'i . ]
i ' _+ mmoo_to

,,9 '. -- 1
. +

la

i:+_:i 1_ th+'.

! ,_+,r:: "

" "+ 11

["- '+',.FI-• • ii 1% i i1 i_ [ ,li _ + ii
i+ +,o' :
F_ Wlltbl)llKOgll III lO'SOFiWA:TS

/,.... FIGURE 2. TYPICAL WIND DIRECTION FOR SAN GORGONIO

_i_ FOR BOOZ-ALLEN SURFACE TYPE 28.
_. ,_.

i ':, ': feature that sometimes occurs is a weak trough of low pressure Just

_:i:i.';_ west of the site followed by the usually strong Pacific High. If not
_: analyzed carefully, this weak trough might be missed. This will result

-..,;: in an over estimate of the wind speed. The above pressure rules are

i-_,_::' so universal at San Gorgonlo that one has to double check for possible
-'-, [, :

i_:- error if something contradictory to the rules is observed.

+_. Referring to Table 3 once again, note that with a few B-A types a mean
_+. speed and c_ is given without any direction This is due either to thei o .Z
r :", very small number of observations, or the great scattering of the data
_._'?". in some cases making the mean direction meaningless. Thls occurs wlth

"_' very light gradients. The most frequent B-A types are generally num-
i-:.:.'.'= bers 27-29, 31, and 34. The Table also shows the 850-mb mean direction

! ;" '" and _ , the mean speed and cr , and the ratio of the surface speed to the

_=:_ii' estimated 850-mb speed for the appropriate B-A surface type. It is in-
i terestlng to note quite a few occurrences of stronger surface winds than
! ::,..+. 850-mb winds especially for the posttrough or postfront types. Finally,
[ , ._ the Table also shows the % _ 7m/s for the particular B-A surface type.
i ". ,. Not surprisingly, large percentage values appear for the typical and

frequent B-A types for the site and small values are common for the

.,". pretrough types. The author suspects this correlation would be even

i .: stronger, but in some cases it was rather difficult for the researcher
i -

( to decide which B-A type should be assigned for a particular synoptic

i situation. A great deal of individual judgement went into the decision.i :
We are currently in the process of combining some of the B-A surface types.

For example, we are. combining B-A types 3, 13, 19, 25, 28, 29, and 31

-: due to the similarity in Isobaric orientation for these types• In a

: similar manner numbers 2, 4, 12, 18, 24, 27, 30 and 33 are being combined

I 111 _ 380 I_
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:.- We are designating the first group m_ postfrontal or posttrough and the

_. ," second group =s prefrontal or pretrough. Pr_llminnry indications with

_ this approach give oncouraglng results. Another glance at the,Table

",._ suggests some appear to a slg-still inconsistencies however. There be
_/ " ifleant number of cases with the designation of "pretrough" or "prefrontal"

_: ,, that have winds >7m/s. The secret here is the ori_,_i--tionof the is-

.... obars from west to east as a low pressure center or meridlonal trough

_f_. passses off to the north of the site. Under this slCuation, a fairly
.( strong southwest wind can result. On the other hand if a high is

_, located to the north (east to west pressure gradient of B-A number 34)
_io,_0
m_:, the result is very weak wind of < 5m/s (< 11.2mph) even with a fairly
-_.:- tight pressure gradient. Typical surface analyses of a strong and weak ,

_,/i: wind situations are shown in Figure 3.

_i '

_,?..

_;:/- FIGURE 3. TYPICAL .qURFACE MAP DESCRIPTION ASSOCIATED WITH STRONG

_! , WIND (LEFT) AND WF_ "rIND (RIGHT) FOR SAN GORGONIO.
r_!_,:',

......_ Finally, Figure 4 shows the relationship between pressure gradient

__, "_ and wind speed for a given gradient direction for all sites. As far

"_" as San Gorgonio is concerned, the curves beautifully demonstrate the

_ " very light wind conditions for the gradient directions NE through SW. !

.... For the westerly (W) gradient, we do notice a speed average of_8m/s

, for 1,2,4,5, and 6-mb gradients. The dip at 3-mb is probably due to

.___::ii'i_:ii an insufficient data sample. This Figure helps to explain the above
:. mentioned inconsistencies. For, if low pressure is to the N or NW of

_"' " the site, the gradient direction is more than likely to be W. For the

NW and N gradients which truly imply lower pressure to east and high

pressure west, the speed increases dramatically as the pressure gradient

• increases. As of the writtlng of this paper, similar graphs showing
the relationship between pressure gradient and wind direction for a

=, given gradient direction are not completed. Also, the 500-mb and the

,'' 700-mb data has not been fully analyzed yet but it is suspected that
. this data wlll not be as useful as that of the surface and 850-mb.
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FIGURE 4. CURVES RELATING PRESSURE GRADIENT AND WIND SPEED FOR

i : SAN GORGONIO FOR 8 GRADIENT DIRECTIONS. T_E IIORIZONTAL DASHED LINE.

,. IS THE 7 M/S THRESHOLD. OTHER FINE DASHED LINES IMPLY NO DATA AVAIL-
'- ABLE BETWEEN POINTS.

Clayton

";'. Clayton is located in the extreme northeast cornel+ of New Mexico and

has an elevation of 1534m (5030 ft). The foot hlllo of the Rocky
", Mountains begin I0 miles west of the site. TilLs site is considerably

" more complex in terms of weather regimes and site wind events than the

' It ' San Gorgonlo site. However, after a careful examination of the data

• tile"secrets" of the site are being revealed.

" As can be see;i from Table 4, the most common B-A types are 24-26, 31,

+ 33, and 34. All types have mean direction between 160 ® and 230 °
except for types 3, 13, 25, and 31 which show a W to NW direction.

'" Ih_wever, the standard deviations are qulte large suggesting the great
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vnrlab]llty llll¢lorratlc character of thls td.to. Ill fact, there in n
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- great diurnal effect going on at any time of the year. The preferred
_:"" direction at Clayton is somewhere between 180°- 360° for the

:.+ii strongest speeds with the prevailing wind being SW. Except for quite
_i; strong pressure gradients, the wind will generally blow quite strong

-i},i_!: from the SW during the day at _ 7m/s and light and variable at night
:+. and early morning. A good correlation exists between the surface diree-

.:{i lion and 850-mb direction for the great majority of tlleB-A types.

..... : Generally, tlle two don't vary by more than 20_-40 °. Tlle ratio between

the surface and 850-mb speeds is generally between 0.7 and 0.9 for all
_+" the synoptic types. Speeds can be strong at tileslte from all directions

+ except for NE through ESE. Ill these eases the speeds are generally
< 4m/s.

4":
,+,: Clayton is notorious for blowing against the gradient. For example, an

E gradient can result in a NW wind. In some cases, especially in tlle

:-=:':. summer half of tlleyear, weak low p_essure is located in western Kansas.
,;::_- With this situation, Clayton will blow from tile S%l right across the

,_ isobars into tlte low. If one had to choose the most co,mien synoptic
d l

. ..: pattern for Clayton it would have to be tlle lee-side trough either Just
: west, over, or Just east of tilesite. Figure 5 shows a strong and a

7; weak synoptic type for Clayton.

Figure 6 for Clayton graphically shows a fairly strong wlnd for most

:' gradient directions. The outstandh_g exception 1+. :he SE gradient

which shows light winds for all pressure gradient strengths. E and
• S gradients are also fairly weak.

= "_ During tile progress of this research the followln:, "rules of thtmfl¢'
. Imve been observed for Clayton:
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':' FIGURE 5. TYPICAL SURFACE MAP DESCRIPTION ASSOCIATED WITN STRONG

I ,/_;i. WIND (LEFT) AND WEAK WIND (RIGHT) FOR CLAYTON.Z_ _'.
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°,},.8|l¢_l-_dllt'_111I_' ofton llp, llt w,lt:hNE firildI_nI:u111.1_mlt-llolW¢_mlu1'o

, _D'_ldL_.Ilt_'IllIIfroI1)_ or .II.llllldi_T' the l!II'],Ut_l_O of fltrOllp, "_tltlt I'rollf"

type.

4. A SIS _r_ld.l_,ut ylolth_ w:ludn _f <Tm/_ oftt,n hlow.Ll_% 02_ -08 _.
[ 5. Lf hlgll rl, dt_¢_ _outhwm-d 1.11L'.oLhv ,,It_, tim dlrt_etlon wll, be |3II n-

150 _ with a SE _Iradl_,nt.
b. I,'or a 8 grad],ont spe_,d_ are _!z_ttet*a|].y _7m/_ OWql for very w_aki

-"' pJ?lldit_tlt;S (2rob _Ltt 180 lt(lutt_a], tll:L].t_.s), l}'lret?tI.oll lit gtqlt, ra].]y

lbO °- 220°dcp(_ndlug on the l.ow petal.Lion.
7. For (I SW gradlel_t, Lf [rotl_%ll [s 11_11r tilL, site, speed wl.ll bu quite

strong (>7m/s) from th¢, S or SW rt, gardless of gradtottt strt_llgth.
8. With a W gradtc_.nt, speed is go,nerally >7m/_ from 180° to 220e
9. With a NN gradient w Lnd blows 270 -300 if no low prtu, sure is in

tim vicinity. If a low is Located northeast of t, laytcn the wind
: will blow from about 240_.

Boone

This site is located on top of a 1348m (4420 ft.) mountain In far west-
ern North Carolina on tileApalaehlan Chain. The statistics of Table 5

show the most common B-A gypes to be 3-5 and 29-35. The direction with

the strouger speeds are SW through NW with tile peak speeds occurring with
NW winds as is common in the eastern U.S. At Boone the super strong

: winds (occasionally >2Ore/s) occur as a low passes off to the tzorth, the
associated strong cold front pushes east of the s.lte, and the high pres-
sure center approaches from the middle part of the country. 'the B-A
synoptic types with that regime arc 3, 29, and 31. These types are

naturally more predomtmmt in the winter half of the year. From Table
........ i

I_00NI
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FIGURE 7. TYPICAL SURFACE MAP DESCRIPTION ASSOCIATED WITH STRON_

WIND (LEFT) AND WEAK WIND (RIGHT) FOR BOO'._.
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5, gh_ surfnea to 850"mb speed ratios .re gnnnrally between 0.7 and
0.9 for the common B-A typos. The _ge_ption is B=A number 30 having

..... a ratio of about 1.2. The strong wind B_A _ypon also have high parsee _
f tags values of _7m/n. Typical strong and weak synoptic _ypon for Boone
_} :.. are shown in F_guro 7

; On Flguco 8 it 1o Aeon _hnt: _llo only gradients coou]•tlng In very ]_,ght
i-,., wind are the E and 8E and in _omo respects the NE and B with gradient
I t_trongth ¢4mb. The dashed linon in some of those curves indicate

i" lack of data between Feints. The SW and N gradients rotmlt in t]t:mng

[ wind events as soon in the graphs.
|

f .... A fuw "rules of thumb" for Boone include the following for tlle HE
" through S gradients (tricky gradients for this 8ite)t

_" i. With a NE gradient, direction is generally 320_- 340°except with

'-_i an E to W high pressure to the north or a low to the S or SE inwhich case the direction is 010°-040 ° . Speeds are generally
=_ fairly strong if gradient strength is _4mb.

....i_ 2. The direction with an E light gradient is 300°-330 °. Stronger
gradients result in 070°-ll0_wind direction. In Just about all
cases the speed is rarely over 5 or 6m/s.

_ 3. The SE gradient results in ligh_ _peed (generally _6m/s) and often
has 290_-330Odlrectlon.

_:_. 4. With a weak S gradient (_4mb) wind tends to blow witt "' ',-mb

direction and be _ 7m/s. When a wave or trough #,.'. . :_ .. _ha
.... vicinity of Tennessee-Kentucky area a SE direct:.t: _Ii r_s_tlt.

_",; If gradient is strong, wind will blow with the grnJient. Th_
speed is quite strong (_10m/s) when a front is near the site with

_ _". the S gradient.
!%"

Montauk

This site is located on the southeastern tip of Long Island, N.Y. The

i-_. , most common synoptic types for this site are B-A numbers 2-5, 18-19,
29-35 as seen in Table 6. Because of its location in the northeastern

. U.S., it is affected by quite a few synoptic types. This is not neees-
... sarily the case for San Gorgonio, Clayton, and in some respects Boone.

: The. table shows the strongest speeds tending to be associated with B-A

: types having W or NWwinds. About the only apparent contradiction to

_i".. this is B-A type 31 with mean speed of 6.Sm/s. This type has a large
. number of occurrences (119) but it is also noted that the_ is astro-

nomlcal. Thus, In many of these cases it is suspected that the ridge
•. axis is Just west with the high center to the north. This can cause

a considerable number of cases with light E through NW winds explain

i_ ing the rather low speed for B-A number 31. The surface to 850-mb

ratio is generally between 0.4 and 0.7 for the common synoptic types.
• This ratio is significantly lower than the ratio for the other sites,

.:; but on the other hand the 850-mb speed is stronger for this site as

_ - .......... is common for the northeast U.S. Figure 9 shows the typical strong wind
_: and weak wind pattern for Montauk.

Glancing at Figure I0 for Montauk, one thing that should be pointed

• out is that it generally takes _ 4mb gradient strength for all gradient

directions to result in speeds of R7m/s. The gradients with the

: "" 387
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weaker speeds seem to be NE, E, and S but note the large range for

this site. The gradlents associated with the highest speeds are the
NWand N.

The "rules of thumb" observed for this site include the following:

I. NE gradient is net generally good for strong wind. A hlgh

percentage of cases are <7m/s. This is especially true for

gradients < 7mb.

2. E gradient is likewise not a strong wind gradient but is a bit

stronger than NE. A gradient strength 3 or 4 mb usually produces
wind of _ 7m/s.

3. SE gradient is not very frequent. For a gradient strength of >3mb

the speed is _7 m/s.

4. S gradient is not a strong wind gradient. It usually takes _Smb
to result in wind of _7m/s

5. SW gradient is fairly common. 4mb or higher gradient gives wind o_

7m/s but even smaller gradient strength can result in quite
a few cases of _ 7.

6. The W gradient is also common. Any gradient can produce wind of
7m/s but gradients of >Smb results in speed _ 7 consistently.

7. The NW gradient produces some of the strongest winds of up to 20

m/s consistently.

8. The N gradient also produces speeds up to 20 m/s and a lot in the

range of 10-20 m/s. A strength _Smb results in _peed of _Tm/s

consistently.

9. Of the four sites studied Montauk by far has tilebest correlation

between wind direction and gradient. The direction is generally

within 10°-30 ° of the gradient direction.
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Research on this project is by no means complete, but the results and
findings to this point are very encouraging. There are strong correl-

' arlene between synoptic features and wind events, The wind events are
obviously also influenced by the local topography. When this study

': began, there were three major questions to be answered;
I. Are there synoptic or subsynoptic scale weather patterns evident

:_ at the sl_es in such a recognizable pattern, that they can be used
": to more accurately predict wind events for the purposes of power

generation?
2, Given a set of criteria with unique characteristics, can one then

recognize the weather patterns with which they are associated?
.. 3. Using the site winds and archived analyses, cancharacterization

=.. of the site winds in terms of apparent mesoscale effects of local
, topography be separated from synoptic scale effects?
_,. The answers to all of these are positive. The results clearly show

that by using existing data for a given site, the winds can be
_ characterized and correlated with synoptic weather patterns.
'" When this is accomplished, there is no doubt that forecasts of wind

events for the large wind power generators will he quite reliable
and very useful to utility companies. If given the opportunity to
once again forecast for these sites following the completion of this

; research, the author strongly believes that these forecasts will be
much more accurate, than those during the forecasting project of 1979.

As previously mentioned the current research is not complete. More

i work is needed to study in greater detail diurnal and seasonal effects.
Further investigation is also necessary on gradient, speed, and direc-
tion relations. Finally, some refinement of the findings is also
needed.
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--_i...)::i:,. ABSTRACT

_-::, This paper presents a model which can be used to predict the response

_..: of wind turbines to atmospheric turbulence. The model was developed

_jo-: using linearized aerodynamics for a three-bladed rotor and accounts

-_:(_ 'i for three turbulent velocity components as well as velocity gradients
across the rotor disk. Typical response power spectral densities are

_:_)_-{ shown The system response depends critically on three wind and turbu-,:_'._'_";._
_:'_. , lence parameters, and models are presented to predict desired zesponse

--'I)_.-_L_ statistics. An equation error method, which can be used to estimate the

-ii .-:.::::: required parameters from field data, is also presented.

=_o::'_: WIND TURBINE SYSTEM MODEL

_: . Before embarking on a discussion of the detaJ ed characteristics of

-:_":.':'i: atmospheric turbulence parameters, it is necessary to present the model-

,,!.¢:::: ing framework in which the parameters will b._ used to predict systemo_

•' i_ responses. The primary purpose of the model is to provide a tool by

which designers can estimate the eff¢:cts of fluctuating turbulence

_,,_ ,i inputs on the wind turbine, structural and power system responses.

•:_' For an n degree of freedom system, the basic principles of Newtonian

,; mechanics [i] give equations of motion of the form

'( :i
:0 .!

{z}+ [cs]{_}+ [Ks]{z}= {f }[M] (I)

'; where {z} = the nxl vector of generalized displacement coordinates

', [M] = the nxn inertia matrix.

"_" : [Cs] = the nxn gyroscopic and structural and power train damp-
, _ ing matrix.
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[K ] _ the nxn structural and power train stiffness matrix.

{fs} = the nxl vector of aerodynamic forces and moments gener-

:. _ ated by the turbine rotoz.

The aerodynamic forcing term of Eq. (i) depends upon the motion of the

'_ turbine rotor with respect to the ground as well as the motion of the

air. If the aerodynamic forces and moments are linearized about a

_?_ steady operating condition, the following equation results

5

{fa } = {fn } + [F]{u} - [Ca]{z} - [Ka]{z} (2)

_: where {fn } = the nxl vector of steady, nominal aerodynamic forces
:_ and moments. I

i {u} = the mxl vector of fluctuating turbulence inputs

i:_. [F] = the nxmmatrix of aerodynamic influence coefficients.

i- [C=] = the nxn aerodynamic damping matrix.

[K;] = the nxn aerodynamic stiffness matrix.
! ;

i '_" In this particular model, the turbulence input vector {u} consists of

_ three velocity components which are uniform over the turbine rotor disk

: '_ and six additional gradient terms which account for variations in tur-

bulent velocity over the rotor disk. Table i gives a verbal description

of the nine turbulence input terms appropriate for a rigid, three-bladed

_._ wind turbine rotor.

i:__ TABLE i. DESCRIPTION OF TURBULENCE INPUT TERMS

: Component Description

V uniform lateral or side component (in rotor plane)x

i _:'_ V uniform longitudinal component along steady wind
i_- y
_._ direction

V uniform vertical component (in plane)• z

_i.' V lateral gradient of longitudinal velocity
y,x

" V vertical gradient of longitudinal velocity
.,' y,z

. 7X z swirl about steady wind axis (in plane)

"_ er shear strain rates (in plane) expressed in a refer-

- - ence frame rotating at three times the rotor rate
.: 7r

e in-plane dilationxz

392
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Am mmin_] that t ho ntmonpheric t;.urbuhm_: in adoqu, tt_ly dcu;_u:ttmd IW tho
':: homo_]nnoous, it;t)Lroplc Von Karman m_do] [2], the tut'bUlL:nc_) il|}_tltv(_.ct'm:

can bt_ approxim+tted by tim fo]lowtnq not of sloe, hast.it difft_'_mtial

,< uquat..t.on:_ L:;]
_o0

z.. '.

,-_. {_} " tnw]iuj + t*_wl{W} (J)
[,l I' '

!, where {w} --=an mxl vector of, white no.is<: t,xcitat.ion_; with fl,tt
.q +% •

"', power spectral density, S = 0"L/V. 3.

""_ ' [A ] = the mxm dynamics matrix for the turhuJetlce input'_;.

."_, [BW ] = the mxm distribution matrix for the whlt_, noise excJ-
':_!'"_ tat ions--t' "' •

_;_i__ The matrices [Aw] and [Bw] are diagonal, except for two off diagonal

terms ill [Aw] , which accoul.lt for the three rotations per rotor revell-

?" tion e_fect in the cr and 7r terms caused by the three blades movinq_
_:_". through the in-plane turbulence gradient::.

"-_ %.p,

. .' Tile motion Eqs. (1), the at, rodynamie force Eqs. (2) , and the wind turbu-
.Y '

_>!i fence inputs Isqo. (3) can be combined into a set of system equations

" ,)_,._ of tile form

,%'

:....... Ix} = [A]{x}+ [_]{wl
=:: .:! (4)

__;: {yl ,, [el{x1 + (yn t

tua
•" {w] = the mxl whkte noise turbulence exc,itat-Jonvector.

; [y} = the _xl vector of system resl_llse wlrJables.

. {yn } " the _xl vector of steady nomJlIal system responses.

., 0 I 0

++"- IAI . let" (K +I< ) -_'+ ( C ) 5,"
...... " a s t :- the NXN sy:;tem
'+, 0" a matr t x
.... w J°,,_,

,t._ [CI ]

':.'/: [B1 O ,: the Nxm white noise excitation distribution

• - Bw m, ti,rix.

' ICl the _xN re.,;pon.,;e diutribut iou matrix.

:.... Not t, that &" Alld t_ all't, dL'Vi<l| it}lh_; t1+o111 lilt' '.;Lt,,ldy, qt.'lltq'+ll i::t,d t|.i[;-

.+....' I+|+lcl'Itltqlt. filial Vo.|.ot'it'l' COllll+t_llt'llt.q. Tilt' t+tlll,tlt,'; {*}'} dlld tht, t'ol'l't,,ql+Olld-
ill<l ll|,|l|'[X I('1 del_end tll,Oll thu l,/ll-tictlldt + tlt,[ ol + di:;l,ldct,lUCltt+'+, V_,Ioci-

-_' t it,,,+ ot + load rt,tq,Oll_qt, V, ll+i+Iblt,t; t+l + illtt,l't'+_;t t_, tht' tlt+t+itll|t+l'.

Tilt' .q_P.qlt'lll t'qthlt iOIX,'; of mot i_,tt qiVt'tt [+S' l k 1. t,l+ +ll't' dot i\'t'd ,t,_t._ltmlithl ,1

" t'itlid, l|lrt,l,-blddt,d t/tl'billt. 1o(o1'. |1 i_; l,O:;+';iblu t_, d_'l'ivt, :_h'lltt'lll

t'qtldt iOI/.q |'Of two-l,l,uh',l 1"t+to1':+ llilllil,It + tO tht':;t' t'qthll toll;;+ ,'MCOl'I

th, tt '._t'v,,l-,lt t,l" the t_,rnm ill the IAI m.ltrix will hnvt, l,t,riodic tol-m,;

3t_
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- instead of being constant as in Eq. (4).

.:., _ At this point, we will describe briefly how the wind parameters enter

:.. the various coefficients of the overall system model. First, the

._ steady wind speed, Vw, affects the nominal aerodynamic forces and the

linearized aerodynamic coefficients in the matrices [Ca], [Ka] and [F].

• Second, both the steady wind speed, Vw, and the turbulence integral

_ scale, L, affect the matrices [Aw] and [Bw]. Finally, the turbulence

[:i_,:' component variance, _2, as well as Vw and L, affect the power spectral

- density, Sw, for each of the white noise excitation components Thus,= ,, :' •

,_L three atmospheric turbulence parameters, Vw, a, and L, must be known

": in order to utilize the model given by Eq. (4).

_':'_._- Once the appropriate turbulence parameters a_'e specified, the response,

,..'i:." power spectral densities can be computed using the mode], given by

,','_:-' Eq. (4). Since the white noise inputs are uncorrelated, the following

:_,.,. equation results

:_.:_"' {Sy (m) } = [T(_) ]{Sw} (5)

'_i.....'_ where {S (_)) the _xl vector of response power spectral densities

=_%" {Sw} : the mxl vector of white noise excitation power
=!._. spectral densities.
_.':._'" [T(_) ] = the £xm matrix of squared, complex magnitudes of

the system frequency response matrix elements.

2"_.." _ : the radian frequency.

_",i:;C'- If Tjk(_) is one element of [T(_)], then

.,.::...... Tjk (_) = Hjk (i_) 2 (6)

, ,_o,,

"i_:i'.'.i where Hjk (i=) = the corresponding element of the complex frequency
ressponse matrix.

: .°":"." i = V-I.

-_., Assuming the eigenvalues of the system dynamics matrix [A] are distinct,
, the complex frequency response matrix is given by,,,¢.'

.°._.... [H(i_)] = [C] [M] [i_[I] - [A]].![M]'I[B] (7)

,""-' where [M] = complex modal matrix consisting of columns of eigen-o ,.

vectors of [A]. _

.....' [A] = diagonal complex matrix of eigenvalues of [A].

[I] ;_ identity matrix.

o i

,_
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TYPICAL WIND TURBINE RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS

A simplified five-degree-of-freedom model _or a three-bladed, horizontal-

axis wind turbln_ was developed by Thresher, et al° [4]. The five

?, generalized displacement degrees of freedom are given by

{z}T = (u,v,_,x,_) (8)

where U = lateral displacement of the nacelle in x direction.

:: V = fore-aft displacement of the nacelle in y direction.
• _ = yaw angle.

X = pitch angle.

_ = rotor angular displacement about spin axis.

I
Figure 1 shows the coordinate system used for this model. The configu-

ration shown in the figure is appropriate for a down-wind rotor design.

Thresher and Holley [5] utilized the model for two typical wind turbines

'. of widely differing size. The first, designated the Mod-M, is an 8 kW

_i free yaw system with a down-wind rotor. The second, the Mod-G, is a

large 2.5 MWmachine with a fixed yaw, up-wind rotor. The system

characteristics for these two machines are given in Tables 2 and 3.

TABLE 2. MOD-M CHARACTERISTICS

_ Rotor Characteristics:

-: Rotor Radius 5.081 m (16.67 ft)

". Hub Height 16.8 m (55 ft)

" Blade Chord (constant) .457 m ( 1.5 ft)

Coning Angle .061 tad ( 3.5 °)

. Blade Twist 0 tad ( 0.0 °)

Pitch Setting (to ZLL) .052 tad ( 3.0 °)

• _ Steady O_eratin _ Conditions:

_" Rotor Speed, _ 7.681 rad/s (73.35 RPM)

• Wind Speed, Vw 7.434 m/s (16.63 MPH)
, Approximate Output 6 kW

'_." Aerodynamic Properties:

_ Lift Curve Slope 5.7

- Drag Coefficient CD0 .02

Turbulence Parameters:

-.' Standard Deviation, _ .619 m/s ( 2.03 ft/s)

Integral Length Scale, L 91.44 m (300 ft )

System Frequencies (Tower Motion):

ist Bending (fore-aft) 15.1 rad/s (2.0 _)

" 2nd Bending (fore-aft) 53.1 rad/s (7.0 _)

ist Bending (side-to-side) 15.9 rad/s (2.1 R)

ist Torsion 0.0 rad/s (Free Yaw)

"" 395
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; TABLE 3. MOD-G CHARACTERISTICS

"_' Rotor Charaoterinticnl

_ ! Rotor Radius 45.7 m (150 ft)_r

:°""_ Hub Height 61.0 m (200 £t)

:_ Blade Chord (linear taper) 2.3G m ( 7.74 ft

' :,'_i to .96 m to 3.15 ft)

.[" Coning Anglo .070 red ( 4.0 °)

::_ Blade Twist (linear) .140 red ( 8.0")

'°' Pitch Setting at Tip (to ZLL) .108 red ( -6.2 e)

T Steady 08eratin _ Conditions_

" _ ' Rotor Speed, _ 1.833 rad/s ( 17.5 RPM)
i 8.940 m/s ( 20.0 MPH)

,, .! Wind Speed, V w
!_/ Approximate Output I.i MW

"; Aerodynamic Pro_erties_

" _i!:/i Lift Curve Slope 5.73
..,% .008
v._,o, Drag Coefficient, CD0

-:-i Turbulence Parameters_

-°!71/[ Standard Deviation, _ .744 m/s ( 2.44 ft/s)
: '.".' Integral Length Scale, L 152.4 m (500 ft )

"'_:"_ STstem Frequencies (Tower Motion)_

_ _ ist Bending (fore-aft) 2.75 rad/s ( 1.5 _)

_,'i'._. 2nd Bending (fore-aft) 12.8 rad/s ( 7.0 _)

_._ ist Bending (side-to-side) 2.9 rad/s ( 1.6 _)

i._.-"' ist Torsion 9.5 rad/s ( 5.2 _)

:"_.." Two aerodynamic wake models were used for each system to compute the

J'":':! coefficients in the aerodynamic system matrices [Ca], [Ka] , and [F].
:i_ :_i
_._." In the first, the steady conditions are used with standard momentum
:j,/:

L_.....:_', theory to compute the steady distribution of induced velocity across
"_""".': the rotor disk. This induced velocity is then assumed constant for

_..'"':' the given conditions. This model is called the "Frozen Wake." In the

'!"°'i:'.i/! second model, the induced velocity which results from a slowly varying

v_ velocity field is computed using a quasi-steady mementumbalance. In
I' this model, the turbine thrust is always in equilibrium with the driving

_i:, turbulent velocity, and is called the "Equilibrium Wake." Aerodynamic
--'.," stall is not modeled in either ca_.e.
o i.:_

" I Figures 2 and 3 show the power spectral densities of the thrust load

._!.i_i..'i and the yaw angle for the Mod-M machine. In the low frequency portion

", of Figure 2, the thrust load response closely follows the power spec-

._.,_ trumof the Vy turbulence input. At higher frequencies the resonance

! effects of the tower bending modes are observed. In Figure 3, the yaw

o_.:._ response is dominated by the Vy,x turbulence input. This turbulence
input term can be interpreted as the rate of change of the direction

&
% _ in the horizontal turbulent velocity component A smaller additional
o_ _i effect is due to the uniform side velocity, V , turbulence term.

;'

,>_
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:,, 1031_
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,_ Figure 3. Yaw Response, _, for Mod-M.
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.... FigUreS 4 _nd 5 show _imilar results for the Mod_ maahln_ o_o_pt th_

the tower torsion load in shown Instead of the yaw anglo for thi_ fIxnd

•_ y_w,mchlno. The Mod-G machine shows _ greater sonslti-_ty to the 3_

: effects of the _ and Yr turbulnnoo tnrms.

METHODOLOGY FOR COMPUTATION OF R_SPONS_ STATiSTiCS

,,_,_ _his section gives a brief discussion of the toohniquoll by which the

model given by Eq. (4) can be used to compute doslrod ro0ponoo static-

,: tics. Assuming that the fluctuating components of the atmosphorlc
turbulence arc adequately described by Gauooian statiotics [6,7), the

) model will give the conditional probability density function of the I

: response given the steady wind speQd Vw, and the turbul_nco parameters
o and L. Thus, considering only a single, scalar resi_nso variable

2

: 1 -i/2(y-py/_y)
_" p(ylVw,O,L) = -- e (_)

where py = Yn(Vw) = the steady response for given Vw

:?- _y = _y(Vw o,L) = the rms response for given Vw_'o, and L.

: This function can be recognized as the standard Gaussian denslty rune-

,... tion. The conditional mean, _y. is a nonlinear function of Vw, and
the conditional rms response, Oy, depends nonlinearly on Vw and L and

_: is proportional to o. The rms response, Or, can be computed from the
: response power spectral density by the rel_tion

_ 2 1
.... _ = -- I S (_)d_ (lO)

Y _ y i
"/ , 0

/'" 2
:'_' The response variance O can also be calculated directly using the re-
. lation [8] y i

= [C] [M] [P][M]*T[c] T (ii)
Y

o>, where [C] = th,:row matrix relating the respons_ to the system

•,_. state vector.

!-___!,'-. [M] = modal matrix with column eigenvectors.
• = complex conjugate of the matrix, i

,_. The Hermitian matrix, [P], satiJfies the linear relation

/

• I T -*T eL! .. [A) [P) + [P] [A] + [M[ [B][B] [M] (_) = 0 (12)

-i Vw

L_' "_ where [A] = the diagonal matrix of complex eigenvalues.

[B] = the white noise input distribution matrix.
(i
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N=It't_l.luIILII=_lllill.r.l_Otlllil, IMI, nnd [A] di_l,qld mm.l.:In_,i.,'.l.yon the,

l)'ilFillllt_|:l_l'll V 4111tl ],,
W

... NoW0 tltlllltllli' i|' LII (htlllFl'¢l to COlll|ltlt'(1 thi t p:L'Obabillt;y t.ha('_ y llxetli.ldtl d

• _'l,l'l.,*in el'it tx',=] value' yc. Th¢, _;andittonal prolx]bil.l.ty is qivon by

:... I'*'{y " yclVw,O,]'.,} '_ / t,(yJVw,O',l_)dy 1.1.:_)

• Sutmt.itutinq Eq, (_l) {nt'o Eq. 113) y[t_lds
<

,_1," p,ly vIVw,,,,,i <re('>' "" '-- ,'T - ) (14)

.' %J

_'" 1 (') o-y;:12i ' whorl, tn't'1.) = _ f dy =-_the error funct.lon.
i. /:;.::o

Tilt, tot.d,1 lu'olmbt]Jty is thus givon by

Pr{y "- yc) .:f f f (_I _ t,rf(_))P(Vw,O,L)dV dodL (Ib)o w
,, o o o y

whet't, I_(Vw,¢,,L) _--the joint: lu:obabi[it:y density function of the
' ix_sltlve wllld dnd ttlrbulence parameters.

b

-"i l"or coml,utationa] [*urlk_ses, the inte¢lral,J can be. approximated by dls-

!-":. CI't'I[.O.SUlOnIa[.I.OllS,.qO that

Yc-P

t_r{_, "_ _' } _'_ ,': (_ - _,rf(-%-JL))P(Vwj,%,L _) (16)
_i ' i,k,_ 2 Y

whert, tht, subscripLs denote discrete v,ilues of the [_arameters associated

"7 with "count[nq bills." 'l'hevrobability required Is the jolnt probability

that Vw ts in bin i, 0 _.,_:iu bin k, and t, is it, bin _._.

i , Ulilortun¢it ely, cOral*lore data for d(,tt,iuninil%%1thi, joint density funci [on

lkn" the willd ilnd t.tit'btllt_liCt, t_aranlt,ti,rs it, %lt,llt, I'ally lackintl, lltlwever,

.._ llt,Vt,l',l I silul,[ifying dtl}ltlllillt iollS tllakt, all ,lt>}_roxinlate modt,1 }_ssiblu.

! ii ,ill ,t [llloltl,ht,t:[c bOtilld,ii:y lair't,! • Wi th tiOtlt'l.'_l I buoyalit ,,_tability tlit_

It_q,lrithlll[c lu'ofilt' h,ls llol,ll t'otlnd t.o ach,qtlatt, ly niodt, l. tllt_ varicltion
of V with hoi<lht I'll. 'l_htil luodt'l ill of the lkU'lll

w

u, z-:' ,i.:-
V .... _nl .... !.l--- 5-'-) 117)

it' tl.,i I"
"" t'%

wht'l't' tl, I't'lct i<_ll re'it,city.
., _" lit,iqht ,Ibovt, I he _ll'_Uilld.

I; llOillill,il h_.|q|il w}1¢'1"¢, V t) (olt,.'ll Z¢>l'<l).
II W

>>
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0 O

Frost, et al. [i0] recommend the Weibull probability distribution for

_ the steady wind speed at the reference height of i0 m. Thus solving
==

Eq. (17) for u, when z = zr i0 m yields

t
Z-Z +Z

i: n o)
,,_? _n( z
._. V = V o (18)
_o:...._ W r z -z +z
'_" in( r n o)

. ," O

_!;.;_.: where V r '= Vw at the reference height.

=_." z = reference height.

.... i_, Since Vw and Vr are linearly related, Vw also satisfies the Weibull
=:i,.,, distribution which can be differentiated to give the density function

;.:, of the form

_2°_i" k

pCVw) k Vwk-1e-CVw/VoI= (_'::') (191
'_:L",. 0 0

where k = a site parameter (= 2).
_ V

_:'d. ": W
V =

=_. o r(1+ l)
::_:',;.: V = annualkmean wind speed at the desired height.w

"-:<_'- F (•) = gamma function.

" The annual mean wind speed at the desired height can be found from the

.,...,_ value at the reference height by the use of Eq. (18).

__'< The rms, turbulent component velocity, _, is found to be highly corre-

.;': lated with the steady wind speed. Panofsky, et al. [ii] give the re-

'._ lation

:, ..,: 0 = 2.3 U, (20)

.... so that when Eq. (17) is used for u,,

"_ ' 0.92
."., ' o = V (21)

•, Z-Z +Z W

' in( "' r o)
." ' Z
", ' O

- The turbulence integral scale, L, is much less understood. Most evi-

, . dence indicates that it is independent from the steady wind speed, Vw,
"_ and the variance, 02 . Several authors [12,13,14] recommend different

-" power laws for the variation of integral scale with height. However,

these relations are inconsistent and the experimental data exhibit

_... wide scatter. It is highly recommended that an experimental program be

404
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.__ undertaken to deteFmine an appropriate height scaling law and to account
statistically for the variation observed at a given height. In the

interim, we will assume the integr_l scale is deterministic and satisfies

the height relation

: L = L (22)
r z

r

.:_' where Lr = a site parameter (= 65 m).

! zr = reference height = i0 m.

Using these simplifying approximations for the parameter models, the

statistical procedure given by Eq. (15) reduces to

1 Yc -_

p(Vw)dV (23); Pr{y > yc} = _ (_- erf
,: o y

where p(V w) is given by Eq. (19).

The quantities _y and _v will be complicated functions of Vwgiven by
' the model of the turbin_ response, with Eqs. (21) and (22) used for the

°i parameters _ and L. Obviously, numerical procedures would be used to

; perform this computation.

:_ ESTIMATION OF MODEL PARAMETERS FROM FIELD DATA

Since the steady wind and turbulence parameters, Vw, _, and L, criti-

_ cally affect the statistics of the response, it is highly desirable to

have a reliable method for extracting the parameters from real field

data• One such method is the equation error method [15]. Basically,

the method determines a set of parameter values which minimize the

,: difference between the data and predicted values based on the model

equations• The resulting parameters will then serve to characterize the

turbulence sample observed. A whole collection of such parameter values

will then give the required statistical information discussed in the

previous section.

Before proceeding to give the detailed procedure for estimating the mean

! wind and turbulence parameters, a brief description of the equation

error method will be given. Suppose we have an accurate, noise-free

measurement of a random process, u, modeled by the stochastic differen-

tial equation.

= au + bw (24)

where w = white noise with flat PSD = Sw
a,b = model parameters.
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:/_ The measurements will be a set of N values, u(i) taken at discrete

times with a constant time interval, T, between measurements. The
• continuous time model can be converted to the discrete time form

" u(i+l) = eaT u(i) + _(i) (25)

_"'_ where _(i) = a random sequence of uncorrelated values.
q

i The variance _ of _(i) is found by matching the stationary variance of i
.. u(i) and u(t). Thus, from Eq. (25)

2aT
_ . E[u2(i+l)] = e E[u2(i)] + E[_2(i)] (26)
i

. !
_ which when solved yields

:_:_ 2 A 2 e2aT) 2:_:i _ = E[_ (i)] = (i- o (27)
i ._ _ U

! From Eq. (24) (assuming a < 0),

J i 2a_2 + b2S = 0 (28)
:.., U W

_ Using Eq. (28) in Eq. (27) yields

2aT) b 2
./ o2_ = (i - e (- _a Sw) (29)

Now, since u(i+l) and u(i) are linearly related and the noise term is

sequentially uncorrelated, standard regression methods [16] can be

used to estimate eaT and _ from the data sequence. Thus, we choose

-j the parameter, a, to minimfze the estimated variance

N-I
^2 1 aT 2

o__ = _ E (u(i+l) - e u(i)) (30)i=l

b2Sw , is determined from Eq. (29)
The product,

b2S = (31)
' w 2aT
_ 1 - e

' separately.

i It is impossible to estimate b and Sw

•'i With the mathematical preliminaries out of the way, let us ret_irn to

the turbulence parameter estimation problem. Suppose we have two
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'_1 propeller type anemometers set up to measure orthogonal horizontal i!

i components of the wind. Let vl(i) and v 2 (i) be sequences of measure- I
' I ments taken from the anemometers. The first step in the procedure is to

::: find the steady wind speed and direction. Thus, dotermine .

'?P N
u, i

= - 7_ vl(i)
/::['_ <Vl> N i=l

,/i.:[ (32 )

1 N
= -- v2(i )

= ' <v2> N iY'=l

!i !I Now,

---:'_'_:'! V = /<Vl >2 + <V2>2_: ':, w (33)

....._£ .. _ = tan -I <v2

<v 1
=L#_]
:_',_i. The lateral and longitudinal turbulence components are thus determined

_.':_!:_[ from
_:_.:•

_,!jj: V (i) = v2(i) cos_- vl(i) sin_
-:_:.._ X (34)

_"_ V (i) = vl(i) cos_ + v2(i) sin#- V

• 'C

":-:'. The next step is to determine the parameter, L, using the equation error

_ regression procedure. According to the model developed by Holley [17],

the lateral and longitudinal components of the turbulence satisfy the

/_'c_r stochastic differential equations

.I, 2V 2
o.:._: 2V W

,._.. _' = ----_wv +--w 1"_' X L X L

o ; (35)

•:."t V w/2 V 2

i, V = --_w V + W 2"!_ y L y L

=.;:!
:o_ where w I and w 2 are independent white noise processes with equal power
.;',} = O2L/V 3
_" } spectral densities, Sw - w"

o jJ Applying the equation error regression technique of Eq. (30) and normal-

:] izing each of the equation errors by the variance gives the variance
° I estimate

•; "2 ^2

:_" ^2 1 °l °2

'_ o = z"/ ( ' -4V _/L + -2V T/L)/ (36)
w w

" l-e l-e
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:'" ^2 i .-i -2v./L 2
'" Em

._";'.....'.'i where Cl _N-I g (Vx (i+1) - e Vx (i))i=l

-':-" ^2 l .-i -v_IL (i))2
..... a 2 =- Z (Vy(i+l) - e V,,," N-I i=l Y

.'.- A
,,. A 2

;_:'." The value of L is chosen to minimize c and c is the resulting c after
,_::: the minimization.

c ._' '
•... The parameter values determined by this method will characterize the

..,i.". particular turbulence sample observed during a given sampling period.

_".!_,:ii Zt is expected that the values will be differen_ for different days and
i:,_:: times at which the data is taken. This collection of parameter values

2:, can then be used to estimate the statistics discussed in the previous
-_-__:'- section.
_.,.'...

_j:._ co_cnusz0.s

_ The paper has presented a modeling technique which can be used to esti-

._ mate wind turbine response statistics due to atmospheric turbulence.

_:'_"_ Up to this point all of the modeling results have been theoretical.

_"" Before these techniques can be put to use by designers, it is required

-:'_' that they be verified using atmospheric and wind turbine field data.
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.'__: INHERENT UNCERTAINTIES IN METEOROLOGICAL PARAMETERS
._;., FO_-WIND TURBINE DESIGN

_o J. C, Doran

_+_ Pacific NorthwesC Laboratory
•"+i:),. Richland_ WA 99352

i;":"+C' One of the major difficulties associated with meteorological measure-

_+:,_;., ments is the inability to duplicate the experimental conditions from

L°+_-_- one day to the next. This lack of consistency is compounded by t_e
i_)y:_ stochastic nature of many of the meteo_ologlcal variables of interest.
I ,;;.

+]+i Moreover, simple relationships derived in one location may be signifi-cantly altered by topographical or synoptic differences encountered at
i+:_' another• The effect of such factors is a degree of inherent uncer-

_>i 'I_= tainty if an attempt is made to describe the atmosphere in terms of

;'_" "universal" laws. In this paper some of these uncertainties and their

causes are examined_ exsmples are presented and some i_lications for

_:. wind turbine design are suggested.

i,+_-(. The basic design process for a wind turbine typically takes into
io_-'_;: account a number of wind characteristics. First, some estimates of

L__": wind speeds and their frequency of occurrence are needed. This Infor-

m°+ " matlon may be summarized in a probability dlstrlbutloD functlo_ of wind

!_i._ speed However_ such information may only be available at a single

+_:e_, height, and it then may be necessary to use an extrapolationtechnique
to relate winds at one height to those at another. Finally, the

+_i_._'_i+ effects of unsteady winds must be taken into account, so some informa-

_:i+i_ tlon on turbulence is required as well. ,_

_+"+ When the basic wind characteristics of interest have been _dentlfled,

'_+_+ some s' ndard reference work or handbook may be used to quantify these

_':. features. Using these values as a design basis, and incorporating some
:_.:.+ reasonable safety factors where approprlate_ the machines may then be
_:+iii built and tested• Mass production and marketlng of the turbines

__°++ _ follow, based on the expectation that the failure rate will be small,
+'_rr at least in the near future.

i:_.... This process might work--or it might not• Presumably there are no

i° r inherent, fatal design flaws in the current generation of wind turbines
!+. ." and there is a reasonable expectation of success. Nonetheless, it is

! useful to keep in mind that the wind is temperamental and may often
_"_ refuse to abide by the laws summarized in standard reference works It! •

t, is therefore important that machines not be unduly sensitive to devia-

_ tlons from "expected" wind behavior.

PRECEDINGPAGEBLANKNOT FII.MED 411 +,:+__It+$_H;ION_LI,_
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Let us look at some of the_e laws and see how and wh_re they were 1
d_rived. The effects of st_ttstical variability, terfaln and thermal 1
influences on these laws can then bc aonsidered.

If one is interested in how the wind varies ov_r the course of a year,
a probability distribution function is needed. One that is often used

is the Welbull distribution,

Here, c is a scale parameter proportional to the mean wind speed and k
is another scale factor that determines the width of the distribution
about the mean.

If one wishes to know how this distribution varies with height, a

loglcal starting point is to look at the change in wind speed occurring
during a slngle hour rather than over a whole year. The variation of

the wind speed with height depends on a number of factors. If one has

a cloudy day, uniform upwind terrain for a distance of a couple of

miles or more, and flat terrain, and if one is only interested in the

firs_ 30-50 m of the atmosphere above the surface (posslbly 100 m if

all goes well) then the velocity profile is given by

(s) = A In z-- [2]
Z

, 0

U is the average speed at a height z, A is a constant and zo is another
constant called the roughness length; it is determined by the nature of

the upwind surface. An atmosphere that obeys this relationship is said
to behave as a neutral atmosphere.

_. If preferred, one can pick two heights, zI and z2, and express the
ratio of speeds at these two heights in the form shown below.

g (zl) [a]

,; This is the power law form, and c_ is the power law exponent. For zo in
• the range of 1-20 cm (smooth to moderately rough terraln), the log

formula predlcts that _ will lle in the range 0.12-0.19 for zI - 20 m
and z2 = 100 m. Clearly, if the log law is correct, the power law

exponent will have to vary as zI and z2 vary.

Finally, the distribution of turbulent energy over various frequencies

is given by an expression from Kaimal et al. [.I.]and Frost et al. [2]

n S(n)= 0.164 (n z/0.0144 U--)

( u)5/3 [4]

-: °u n z

i i + 0.164 0.0144

! . 412
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8(u) _.s the power spt_ctral density for longitudinal turbulence, C_u2 St_
i': the varianceof the fluctuatlngwind, proportionalto _hc total energy

:_ o£ the flucCuatlons,and n is the frc_ency. Tohe in_en_y of curbu_lento is ou/U. For Zo " 1-20 cm, _u/U _ 0.11 0.22 between 20 and
_00 m.

_ The WQibull distribution seems to work more or loss woll in a varloty

_ of situations. The ocher formulas are for "ideal"casos, but they may
not be a faithful representation of conditions that a turbine must live

i:_ with. There are at least three causes of this--terrain differences,
_ differences in the thermal structure of the atmosphere, and the random
,. ,: nature of the wind. There are often other causes as well, but consid-

erations of. these for the remainder of the paper will suffice.

2_ '_ Consider the wind speed distribution at a sinsle height. Justus

-_"_! et el. [3] have done a study of distributions taken from 140 sites in
;:! the continental United States. In this study they obtained estimates

_',i" of the expected statistical spread of Weibu11 distributions. Some
"" results are shown in Figure 1.

i.

"' .: ---0.14' -
: / %%

-i!.::: 0.12 -

°":: 0.10 -
IL,

!:i"ill o.o.
: !_:I 0.06

:_.. 0.04

i i?l
_:l 0.02

t

t

/'/1 0

l 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20WIND6PEED.m/e

!I FIGURE 1. WEIBULL WIND SPEED PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR 7 M/S

-_:,i: MEAN WIND SPEED AND THREE VALUES OF k

i Assume the annual average wind speed is 7 m/s (about 16 mph). Then the
; mean distribution looks like the curve marked k = 2.49 in the figure.
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However, one can axpoat 10% of the cases to look more peaked than the
k _ 2.74 curve and 10Z to look flatter than the k _ 1.94 _urva. If one
does a simple _alaulntion, one san show that the available power,

.,.'. proportional to Va, in 32_ h_ghor for the k - 1.04 aurve _han fo_ gho
" k - 2.74 curve, The actual dl, ffo_onco in nxtraetnd power, of course,

m£ght be lefln,

Thus far the assumption has boon that the moan wind opeod _6 actually
o.,,, 7 m/s. tlowover_ Corotia [4] has shown that if measurements are gakon

£or a year to attain an annual avoraEo speed, there is a 30Z chance
that next year's annual avorase speed will differ from this yea=to by

"" i0% or more. This is an inescapable result of the stochastic nature of
- the wind.

_ Now assume one has the wind speed distribution at one heisht and
wishes to extrapolate it to another height. Justus and Mikhail [5]

- have also proposed a set of formulas that will do this. Figure 2 shows
_, how well one of them works.

.%

: Here the ratio of extrapolated to measured e values, at some upper
_ level, is plotted on the y axis as a function of the c vetoes at the

lower level, plotted on the x axis. Recall that c is essentially a
,.." measure of the mean wind speed. This plot then gives an estimate of
•'.:, how well one can extrapolate the mean wind speed from one level to
"i.'" another on an annual basis. A value of one for the ratio would be

perfect. One can see that the formula works well in the mean, but
-.. there is a considerable amount of scatter. The data were taken from

_.-,,: measurements at nuclear power plant sites, and wind turbines might well
":., be located in terrain with far more complexity. In such cases the

_!,, scatter could be worse. The implications for estimates of potential
.: _ energy capture are serious. If c is overestimated, the energy will be,
-_ too; from the figure, errors of 20% are seen to be quite common.

Thus far, only statistical variations have been considered. What
.,. happens when other factors such as terrain or the thermal structure of

the atmosphere are explicitly taken into account? Under "ideal"
"!':; conditions one gets a neutral atmosphere and the wind speed increases

......., with the logarithm of the height. A condltion for this is that the
._, terrain upwind of the measuring point be uniform and flat. Under many

[:,,:' circumstances, however, the turbine site is unlikely to be particularly

_._,;:{_ level or uncluttered. It should not come as a surprise, then, if the
wind characteristics at turbine sites differ widely from those at
"ideal" sites.

"_x Consider a plot of the distribution of power law exponents that are
obtained at a flat site. Recall that the power law exponent depends on

,." the heights at which the wind speeds are measured. It also depends on
" the roughness length and the thermal structure of the atmosphere.
_ Figure 3 shows some results obtained at Meade, Kansas for moderately

strong wind cases, i.e., 8 m/s or larger at a height of about i0 m.
• There is a peak at a value of _ a little larger than 0.i, about what
•_ one might expect from the previous discussion.

v "

q
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__ 0,18 I
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o.o.I i0 I i , I i I i i I I i i I I i , ! . "" i I *_--, i I i i I !
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ALPHA

FIGURE 3. WIND S_EAR EXPONENT FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION NEAR MEADE, KANSAS

Now consider results from a second site, Wells, Nevada.

0.20

0.15

O 0.10
O

0.050 I I ! i ,I L.I_ III I I i I iil i I i i II
.0,15 -0.10 -0.0§ -0 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35

ALPHA

FIGURE 4. WIND SHEAR EXPONENT FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION NEAR WELLS, NEVADA
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': The terrain is relatively compllcated_ and there is no reason to
., suppose that the wind behavior at this site will be the same as that at

a much flatter one.

i
;J:

'r/,
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"... Another important factor for wind profiles is the thermal stability of
: the atmosphere. Figure 6 shows some profiles obtained by Tielemann [6]

at Wallops Island on the Atlantic coast. They were taken for direc-
;", tions such that the wind first traveled over the ocean and then over a

short stretch of beach before hitting the tower used for the measure-

, ments. As one might expect_ for these moderately strong winds the
" speed increases with the logarlt_ of the height. However, the nature

_..-:. of the upwind terrain would also lead one to expect a roughness length
,,' of i0 cm or less. Insteadp the two plots on the left give values

between 1 and 4 m, leading to much larger shears than anticipated. For

_ the curve on the left, the power law exponent up to 60 m is _ 0.5.

L :

i:i' 100

_s__ 50

2.,..;

I;_.-

' _.., 10 I I I I , I I
_." 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21

-;_. U m/sec

FIGURE 6. WIND PROFILES MEASURED AT WALLOPS ISLAND, VIRGINIA

- What has happened is that the thermal effects on the atmosphere due to
the proximity of the ocean have altered the structure of the wind. One

no longer has a situatlon in which the turbulence is controlled solely
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by mechanlcal processes, and all those s_ple laws discussed earller
don't really apply. There is a comforting myth that if one has strong
wind speeds the atmosphere can be treated as neutral; here are severgl
examples that show this is indeed a myth, Tielemann suggests that this
situation is quite common--strong winds, good energy potentlal but no
slmple wind profile.

A second example of the effects of stability is obtained by considering
the phenomenon of nocturnal wind shears. These arise when strong sur-

"i face cooling effectively decouples the winds at higher elevations from
_: the frictional influence of the ground. A particularly severe case is

_"_ the one shown in Figure 7, taken from data obtained from a tower in ,
Oklahoma.

:"

_. 1420 "

•" :i 1300 "
•

1200 -
• -_

' 1050 -

.:

900 -

)" 750
3:
C9
m

•r 600

450

200

160

7O
10

O0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64

WIND SPEED (mph)

FIGURE 7. EXAMPLE OF NOCTURNAL SHEAR
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.. Once again the power law exponent approaches a value of 0.5] if a tur-
bine is sensitive to large shears in the vertical, this cou]_ lead to
some potentially serious problems.

.._

So far the discussion has been limited to mean shears, i.e., shears of

. winds averaged for some period ranging between about i0 mln and 1 hr.
It is clear that the height extrapolations can be a tricky business.

These difficulties can lead to poor estimates of energy capture or more

severe shears than are desirable. There is another aspect of shears
/- that is often overlooked but that could also produce stre_ _ on a

• blade higher than anticipated. That aspect is the fluctuau _g behavior i

:' of wind shear, and these can routinely produce some surpEislngly high

shear values even in areas where the mean shear appears relatively i
" benign.

Figure 8 shows the distribution of shears measured over relatively i
smooth terrain in eastern Washington. The abscissa gives the differ-

ence in wind speed between two levels separated by 34.5 m (_ 113 ft),
_i:i> and with a mean height of 36.6 m. The speed at the lower level was

% 12 m/s (27 mph) and the test lasted 2 hr. A 1/7 power law, a frequently

used approximation for strong winds, corresponds to a veloclty differ-
ence of 1.9 m/s. It is clear that much larger velocity differences are

=:----_"' quite common.

..... 0.15 1

0(z=19m)=12m/s

= _ Zlz = 34.5m

=" _ 0.10

• 8
O

"_:.. __ 0"05 f

i":: LL

0--' i I , I , l , I , I , I i I , I • I
_ -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8

VELOCITY DIFFERENCE ,m/I

FIGURE 8. 'DISTRIBUTION OF WIND SHEARS MEASURED

NEAR RICH[AND, WASHINGTON
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! ._. Figure 9 shows the probability of the shear being less than or equal to
!".:.i.2:- a given amount, for a more general case• The shear here is expressed
i in normalized form| Bu is the fluctuating shearp AU is the mea_ shear

':, and O_u is the standard deviation of the fluctuating shear• This last
©$.,*

• :'.: quantity Is roughly equal to the mean shear, so the ordinate is roughly
- a measure of the number of multiples of the mean shear by which the

i_ "i, mean shear is exceeded• Values of shear three or more times the mean

__"., are readily obtained. This is a factor to be considered carefully when

:Y_'Y.! estimating the stresses a turbine blade might experience•

Y :: 6

:L <"' ,

i ,%0 i i

i__.. O'_,U

-:?:;..

3

:::'"" "2

i+!.

!?i!.-:" 1
_o .

[---:"r

!:;:"!. 0.90 0.96 0.99 0.999 0•9999

i;" PROBABILITY

_....: FIGURE 9. PROBABILZ_ OF NORMALIZED WIND SHEAR BEING

'/..+:i:i LESS THAN A GIVEN VALUE

: Now consider another aspect of wind fluctuations_ viz., turbulence
_"_,.:" spectra and turbulent intensity. The spectrum tells how the turbulent

, energy is divided into various frequency domains• A design spectrum
' might be of the form suggested by Kaimal et al. [i] and Frost et al. [2]

_: and given in Equation (3). Its form looks like that shown in Figure i0•

E
t-- ,. •

!..... However, this form only applies under very slightly stable atmospheric

i_!"? conditions, and it is quite possible to get brisk winds under other
L '.., conditions as wellF _ 2 •
+

i ° +" Figure 11 shows a plot made by Powell using a theory of Kaimal [7],
: .. which shows how the spectrum is modified under very sllghtly unstable

conditions. The zi is the height of the lowest inversion in the atmo-

sphere. There is quite a bit more energy in the low frequency end of

".. the spectrum.
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FIGURE I0. NO_IZ_ SPEC_ OF LONGITUDINAL TURBULENCE FOR NEUTRAL
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": All of this discussion again assumes that _he terrain surrounding the
measuring point is quite simple. In fact, the theory for the unstable

spectrum shown here was developed, in par_ t using data taken from a
-, site that had about a 20 m elevation di££erence in a distance of

: 16 km. It should not come as a surprlse, then, if rougher terrain
affects the form of the spectrum. Dutton and his co-workers [8]

_'• reported on some spectra measured in a hilly region of Pennsylvania.

Some results are shown in Figure 12.

100

=.

10 =-
m

: 0
" O0

.=1. o.ll

0.01

0.001, I I I I
0.001 0.01 0.1 1 10

f = nz/U

FIGURE 12. COMPARISON OF UNSTABLE SPECTRUM OVER FLAT TERRAIN (LINE)

i; WITH UNSTABLE SPECTRUM IN HILLY TERRAIN (POINTS)

Here the solid line is an unstable spectrum applicable to the flat

i._ terrain case; the symbols are experimental results and show an even

_ _ larger increase in the low frequency portion of the spectrum. This

portion may well be relevant to yawing or control strategies and

' perhaps even to structural fatigue.

One often summarizes the behavior of the spectra--at the risk of i

losing some information--by merely specifying the turbulent intensity. _

This is equivalent to integrating under the whole spectrum to get the iv_

turbulent energy, taking the square root of that and then dividing by
the mean speed. What are typlcal values of this quantity? It all

.. depends on when and where one does the measurement. Powell has I

:: reviewed some data, taken over flat terrain, on the variation of
.... turbulent intensity with stability.

J

In Figure 13, the ordinate is the turbulent intensity and the abscissa

is the Richardson number, a measure of the stabillty. All these data

423
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"'" FIGURE 13. VARIATION OF TURBULENCE INTENSITY WITH STABILITY
',"

..... DURING MODERATELY STEONG WIND CONDITIONS

were taken during relatively windy conditions, wel_ within the oper-

atlng range of most turbines. The range of values is enormous. Much

• of it is attributable to increased low frequency contributions in the

...... turbulent spectrum. Some scatter, however, is not well described by
, ; current theorles.

!-
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" The Snfluence of terrain may also b_ s_en by examining some of the

figures given in Table i.

}
I

"{. TABLE i. TURBULENT INTENSITY Ou/U
n

o"i. SitQ _TYpe _ U

'°" Hanford, WA Flat 37 m 12-18 m/s 0.125

....o:_i Boone, NC Hilltop 69 m 11-18 m/s 0.143 ..

_' White Sands, NM Escarpment Edge 16 m 10-13 m/s 0.464

.L/:q

._, The data here represent only a few sets ef measurements, but there is

_.:'o_ a striking difference between the first two sites and the last. Winds
......" blowing up over the edge of the escarpment result in severe turbulence
"'"_ 16 m (about 50 ft) above the ground. It is certainly not the turbu-

•_i_i:_ lence level one would get from an examination of data taken at the
Bonneville Salt Flats.

_._,; In summary, what can be concluded from all this? Are handbook descrip-

-_: tions of the wind useless? Not at all. However, one must remember

_ that their values should not be regarded in the same way as the specl-

_o:_ fication of the tensile strength of some material or the electrical
."_.,__,
_. _ resistance of a given diameter wire. In many cases they may Just be a

_ description of some atmospheric properties found in simple terrain

£_o'i_:_ under ideal conditions. They are quite useful as a starting point in

__J"' design, but if the performance or integrity of a machine depend critl-

•_o rally on any of these atmospheric descriptors, extreme caution is
..... _ advised.

_{.o,.; The title of this paper contains the words "inherent uncertainties".

_, In a sense this is a bit unfair. We are now in a position where many
_'"_")_ of the effects of atmospheric stability and terrain on various me_eoro-

:_!"_?'/. logical variables are understood. It is also possible Lo assess other

_'°_",;_ situations where such effects might be important, even if one can't

_o.°.._", always make a quantitative prediction of their magnitude. Thus, at
:'_:"i" least some of the uncertainly really arises from attempts to pigeonhole

°:':_': the behavior of the atmosphere without explicitly allowing for effects

..... we know are important. If one does this, he must expect wide varla-

,:,.:,7., Lions about the mean quantities.
";I

;,. .' There is still a degree of scatter that is not fully understood, how-

,.,'.,.. ever, or that arises from the random character of the atmosphere.
' ,I ,,
,'.,. Wq_atever the reason for the so-called uncertainties , the design

, process must clearly allow for a degree of flexibility, for too rigid

an adherence to allegedly standard atmospheric characteristics could

' well prove troublesome in the long run.

%:

•, %
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I POTENTIAL ERRORflIN USING ONE ANE_I_,TER

i. TO CHARACTERIZE THE WIND POWER OVER AN ENTIRE ROTOR DTBK

Richard L. tilden
Motaoroleglcal Offlee

r Pacif,tc Gas and E1oetv:l.cCompany
77 Seal+, Street

San Francisco, Cal, iforn_ln 94106

' INTRODUCTION
_,

There has not been much consensus in the wind energy industry on windI

/_ measurement strategies used to site larse wind turbines. Since energy
:,_ production estimates based on the wind measurements directly affect
°:' the expected cost of energy (and therefore the viability of a site),
::_ it is critical that appropriate wind measurements be taken,

i A key issue of concern has been what height(s) above ground the wind
_'_>__' should be measured. Essentially, there are throe strategies:

./L I. measure continuously at one height on a short tower, typically

...._ i0 m. This is relatively inexpensive, but requires one to assume
--_L, a vertical profile to estimate winds in the appreximately 15 to

., I00 m layer in which a large turbine operates.

:_i_: 2. measure continuously at I0 m and intermittently at higher levels
-:_: (e.g., kites) to estimate the wind shear with height.

"_:! 3. measure continuously at three or more levels on a tall (roughly
-,_ 60-150 m) tower, suitably representative of the entire rotor disk.
-_." This is by far the most expensive, but one can determine actual

effective rotor disk winds.

" Wind data collected at four levels on a 90-m tower in a prospective
#:'_. wind farm area are used to evaluate how well the 10-m wind speed data
'_,,. with and without intermittent vertical profile measurements
_ (strategies 2 and I, respectively) compare with the 90-m tower data.
-, If a standard, or even predictable, wind speed profile existed, there

,_::. would be no need for a large, expensive tower. This cost differential
becomes even more significant if several towers are needed to study a

,. prospective wind farm.

_. When only IO-m data are available, wind speeds are typically
:_.. extrapolated with a vertical profile power law to determine the
- L corresponding hub height wind:

z
v - Vie (TQ, Z

?

"
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V _ w:l.nd _qn,od _ll. hub Ilel._;htP,

V IO _ w'l.ud t_lu'_'d al 10 m

_, U hub heIght' (m)

_ '_, |)owL_r 'law expezlent

TIIh_ extrapolated speed Ju then 1114ed |o et4t,'lmate power output of a
turbine. One major problem w'lth t'htn approach is how to specify the
power law exponent a. A value of 1/7 is often used beeausc literature

cites It as a typical or Average va]ue•

However, tht_ is a great ow_rstmplifteat:lon and may be totally
lnaplu'opr'hite. The vertical profile of wind speed is a eompJ.ex
fnnctton of surface roughness (Munn, 1973), stability/time of day
(Mahrt and tteald, 1979), and topographic orientation (Htester and
Peunell_ lq81).

Over flat terraJn the 1/7 power law may be reasonable• But most sites
for wind energy development will be on hills, ridges, or in passes;
I.e., terrain features llkely to accelerate or retard flow tn the
surface boundary layer. Data from Pacific Gas and Electric Company's
(PGandE) 90-m tower demonstrate that alpha over such terrain can be
substant tally less than 1/7•

i

STUDY PROCEDURES

Three items are d_scussed :in this section:

• I made wind energy measurement program.
• The data base used for evaluating monitoring strategies•
• Processing of the data•

PGat_dE Wind Ener, Measurement Pr_lm

Pf, andE has been tnvestigat:tng wind energy potential t.n the Solano
County area near San Francisco, Cal:|forlrla for the pa,_t few years.
Thl_ area _,q a low gap In the t'cnt,ml (',al]forlth_ coastal range through
which cool tllal*llle gift ,_gtreallltr egltltWtll'd into the interior valley dllr[llg

the warm lqellBOll (Figure l).

There are currently e:tght monitoring sites hi Solauo Coullty--flve l O-m
towers, two '30-111 towt't',_, alld Olll, ¢)O-tn fowl)r, 'J'he tie-in toWt, l', called
S-t)l. Is lot'ated ttll at flalt ,qutr r|dge t'_lt4t (tlowllwllld tn taunlnler) of the

uKI Ill r [dpe I [lie or t lit, al1*e_l (Figure 2) •

,12t_
, :'
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....i... The 90_m tc.wc_r was installed in Juno, 1980. There are four monitoring ,

,_ levels_-lO, 30, 60, and 90 m. Wind speed and direction are measured
::_ by a Teledyne Geotech Model WS201 Wind Systems. One-half second
._,, averaged samples are recorded every two seconds. These data were

_ii recorded only on strip charts until mid-September, 1980. After thisdate, processed data were recorded on cassette tapes in addition to
;_, the strip charts.
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"!_ Data Base Used for Evaluation of Monitoring Strategies

i Since summer is the peak wind season, It was selected to be the data

base for this study• The exact dates are June 14, 1980, to
: September 30, 1980.

: _. Only hours with valid wind speeds at all four levels of a tower were

,,: used There were 2163 hours meeting this requirement, 83 percent of a

possible 2616 hours•

o.:: One direct and five indirect techniques for estimating the effective

/ rotor disk wind speed were chosen, and a data set with these six
,.- estimates for all valid hours was generated for further analysis.

.; Since PGandE had purchased a BNT 2560 (MOD-2), its performance curve
_,g!-i was chosen for use in this study. The six techniques were:

i?'!: i. Effective rotor disk wind speed. This is the direct technique.
i _- It is a cublc-weighted mean incorporating all four wind speeds and

i-,,_::' wind directions. It assumes that all parts of the rotor disk
i":2" contribute equally to the energy production, subject only to

'::,_: variations in wind speed across the disk (Jim Connell, PNL,
i-_ personal communication). The formula for a BWT 2560 is:

"' VRD ='{[0.11(V'300 + 0.25(V'300 - V200))3] +

i°

'jJ. 31 + [0.049(V200 + V'100 )3] +
_:::i:.;.._ [0"049 (V'300 + V200)

?-

=_ii'i":i [O.II(V' I00 + 0.35(V' 30 - V' 100))3]} 1/3
i_?'•

= V' = the wind•." where VRD the effective rotor disk wind speed,

".," speed at a given level multiplied by the cosine of the angle
._..o" between the wind direction at that level and the wind direction at

'2:._/ 60-m. (This accounts for direction shears.)
j.,

_::;,.,/; 2. Wind speed at 10 m. This technique assumes no change of wind
,_o._ speed with height (_ = O).

3• Wind speed at 60 m (hub height of a BWr 2560)•

° _! 4. Wind speed at i0 m extrapolated to hub height with a I/;'power
law. This is the conventional method used in most slte

_: evaluatlons.

: 5. Wind speed at 10 m extrapolated to hub height with an alphao

'%.

derived from 5 random days of 90-m tower data, using only hours
between 0500 and 2000 PST when the 10-m wind speed exceeded 4 mps.
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This exponent _ was computed slightly differently. The usual
method is to use the 10-m and 60-m wind speeds to get the power

law exponent between those levels. However, we replaced the 60-m

: wind speed with VRD, since VRD is the dilect estimate of the rotor

disk wind speed. Based on this method, the effective exponent at
S-01 was 0.06.

6. Wind speed at i0 m extrapolated to hub height with an exponent

_: derived from a randomly-selected four-day period of 90-m tower

data. This technique is Identical to (5) except for the dates•

At S-01, the exponent was 0.04.

For sake of brevity, abbreviations for these different techniques

_ will be used as f_llows:

VRD--effectlve rotor disk wind speed

i. V10--10-m wind speed (no extrapolation)

•i V60--60-m wind speed i

HUBXP--10-m wind speed extrapolated with _ = 1/7

:i, HUBKI--10-m wind speed extrapolated with _ determined

. from five random days of tower data.

_'_ HUBK2--10-m wind speed extrapolated with a determined

:: from four consecutive days of tower data.

:: Processing of the Data

The following were computed for the entire study period:

• Wind rose (VRD only), using 60-m wind direction

• Mean diurnal speeds (all techniques) and mean diurnal _ (10-VRD)

. Mean available power (all techniques)

•_ . Frequency distributions of u (10-VRD and 60-90)

= i . Frequency distributions of wind speed (all techniques)

_/ i . BWT 2560 power output simulations (all techniques)

- A comparison of summer and winter mean profiles was also made.
:. Results are discussed in the next section.

_i *The 95 percent confidence limits for estimating the mean summer u
._ computed this way (five random days) were about -+.02 from the actual
' mean.
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Wind Rose

' The wlnd rose for S-01 Is shown in Figure 3. Summer winds are from

_ the southwest through west wlth only minor exceptions.

,p N

?,i,i /

:0,, W E

i -.; 11.7

..,, _o
"'; " S

",:io FIGURE 3. S-01 WIND ROSE, SUMMER 1980. AVERAGE WIND SPEED (mps)GIVEN FOR EACH DIRECTION, PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY OF EACH

L_:_' DIRECTION INDICATED BY CIRCLES.

"i Mean Diurnal Speeds

'" Mean diurnal and overall wind speeds are shown for S-01 in Table I.

Clearly this site does not exhibit a standard vertical profile. There
Is a reverse in the mean wlnd shear, with highest winds occurring at

'" 60 m.

?
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" TABLE i. MEAN DIURNAL WIND

_,_. SPEEDS (mps) AT S-01, JUNE 14, 1980 - SEPTEMBER 30, 1980

i/ Speed

Number
!!!:": Hou Ob  r-
;: _ vatlons V30 VI00 V200 V300 VRD. HUBXP HUBKI HUBK2

"-_:'i Ol 90 11.3 12.4 12.7 11.6 12.2 14.8 12.6 12.2
-* 02 90 II.I 12.3 12.4 11.4 12.0 14.6 12.5 12.0

,__:ii_?!:_ 03 89 10.9 12.0 12.2 11.3 11.8 14.3 12.2 ii.7
• 04 87 10.5 11.7 11.8 10.9 11.5 13.8 11.8 11.3

![*i_i;_' 05 86 10.3 11.4 11.3 10.3 I0.9 13.5 11.5 ii.I
(_ii, 06 85 9.8 10.8 10.7 9.7 10.4 12.9 11.0 1.0.6
=_/ 07 83 9.4 10.3 I0.0 9.1 9.7 12.4 10.6 10.2
_ ' 08 86 8.7 9.5 9.3 8.5 9.1 11.4 9.7 9.4
:_ 09 86 8.3 9.1 9.3 8.2 8.9 10.9 9.3 9.0
_;_ i0 92 8.0 8.8 9.1 7.8 8.6 10.5 9.0 8.6
_, ii 94 7.8 8.5 8.6 7.6 8.2 10.2 8.7 8.4
_:_:_ 12 95 7.5 8.2 8.3 7.6 8.0 9.9 8.4 8.1
_2:? 13 92 7.3 8.1 8.1 7.6 7.9 9.6 8.2 7.9
-'._,: 14 92 7.5 8.4 8.6 8.2 8.3 9.9 8.4 8.1
_J 15 92 7.9 8.8 9.0 8.7 8.8 10.4 8.9 8.6
_i_:, 16 91 8.6 9.6 9.9 9.8 9.7 11.3 9.7 9.3
=_: 17 92 9.4 10.6 10.9 10.8 10.7 12.3 10.5 10.1
_" 18 93 I0.I 11.4 11.7 11.7 11.5 13.2 11.3 10.9
•_ '_" 19 93 10.7 12.1 12.7 12.4 12.3 14.0 12.0 11.5
=::t, 20 91 11.2 12.6 13.2 12.8 12.8 14.6 12.5 12.1

_ 21 91 11.5 12.8 13.2 12.6 12.8 15.0 12.8 12.4
,_oi: 22 91 11.6 12.8 13.1 12.4 12.7 15.2 13.0 12.5
" 23 91 Ii.7 12.9 12.9 12.1 12.6 15.3 13.1 12.6

: 24 91 11.5 12.6 12.7 11.7 12.3 15.0 12.8 12.4
Total 2163

..ii_/ OverallMean Speed 9.7 10.7 10.9 10.2 10.6 12.7 10.8 10.5

 i!"i

,. I: _

)
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: " ,/: The mean 0_ (10-VRD) for the study p_rlod at S-01 is 0.05• Thus the
,.,_, . HUBXP technique, using a = 1/7, causes a 20 percent error in

=_:.,,. estimating the mean rotor disk winds• Note that a's determined from

= _ _ only 4 or 5 days of tower data resulted in mean speeds within 3

" =i.,/5 percent of VRD.*

":_: The diurnal variation of _ is much different than over flat terrain

_:_i (Figure 4) The highest a occurs in late afternoon or early evenlng,

:,:., lowest values near sunrise. In flat terrain, however, highest _'s

=.S/_:/"_ occur about midnight, lowest values In the early afternoon (Hiester
....• and Pennell, 1981)

-_ MEAN DIURNAL S

_,

J'_,'_' .25

. _,_ FLAT TERRAIN
---_"_:_'_' ,20

.15

_"t""_ O,

• ._..,;,.. 0000 0600 1200 1800 2400
"'_"°' LOCAL TIME

_Q:, ,

.-=;,°:":. FIGURE 4. MEAN DIURNAL _ (10-%T,D) AT S-01, SUMMER 1980%!-::,
o;,'_: AND FOR TYPICAL FLAT TERRAIN.
7%_ :

.,* , , •

*However, the variability in individual VRD estimates are not at all

_" described by using a single derived _ value (see Table 3.4.1).

o ,,.
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Available Power In the Wind

ii Site evaluations frequently include available wind power as a measure
.... of the wind resource. The mean power is computed from the formula

'?

where P is the mean power, p-VWis the mean product of air density (p)

and the cube of the wind speed.

_'_" Considerable differences result when the six different estimates of

rotor disk winds are applied (Table 2).

,,

• TABLE 2. MEAN AVAILABLE POWER (Win-2)

;_ AT S-01, SUMMER 1980

i/,

Type of Wind Speed Power

VRD 978

"'"• "JlO 739

V60 1086

HUBXP 1666

HUBKI 1037

..... HUBK2 931

Not unexpectedly, HUBXP is completely off the mark, being 70 percent

too high. VI0 is the second poorest estimator, being 25 percent too

:.. low. The other techniques are all within I0 percent of the measured
-.:"'. value (VRD).
}. ,

Frequency Distributions of a

There is a considerable range in a-values at S-01 between i0 m and VRD

-/,,.L (assumed height of 60 m), as shown in Figure 5. Extreme values are

i_ less frequent with higher wind speeds.

The negative shear can be particularly pronounced between 60 and
90 m. Between these two levels a is often below -0.50 and has been

:,i measured to be below -I.00 under strong wind conditions (Figure 6).

!;i
.:. Physical interpretation of these data is difficult. Apparently there

_-"- is flow decoupllng or flow separation; in other words, a mixing depth

well below I00 m with surface winds of 10-15 mps. Onslte acoustic

" sounder observations during early 1981 support this conclusion.
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;_ Frequency Distributions of Wlnd Speed

_. The frequency distributions of wind speed for the study period at S-01
/ are presented in Figure 7. Category breaks for wind speed are

/"" critical values of the BNT 2560 performance curve:

'" Category Classification7

-':,i 0 - 6.3 raps below cut-in
_"-_ 6.3 - 9.4 raps cut-in to half-rated power

,!_ 9.4 - 12.2 mps half-rated power to rated power
_. 12.2 - 26.9 mps rated to cut-out
< >26.9 mps above cut-out

.,_.::'.. HUBKI, HUBK2, and V60 are very close to the true values. VI0 is less
- .... accurate, and HUB_P grossly shifts the frequency distribution towards
#:_i the higher wind speeds. It overestimates the frequency of winds above

=:_'i'_:_ rated speed by more than 20 percent.

_i,; BNT 2560 Power Output Simulations

%/ Mean diurnal and overall capacity factors for a BWT 2560 are presented
=i,_':"" in Table 3. V60, HUBKI, and hrUBK2were clearly the best approximators

-_!'.i'..i of overall mean capacity factor at the two sites, with absolute errors
ranging from 1-2 percent, relative errors from 1-3 percent.

VI0 and HUBXP were far worse. The absolute error using Vl0 was
" __ 6 percent, the relative error II percent. The absolute error using

HUBXP was 13 percent, or a relative error of 20 percent. Only VRD
,. accounts for diurnal changes in the wind shear profile characteris-

.," ' tics. Thus there is some diurnal fluctuation in the degree of error
_' caused by the other techniques.
c

#.,
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• FIGURE 7. S-01 WIND SPEED FREQUENCY

DISTRIBUTION, SUlkIER 1980.
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TABLE 3. MEAN DIURNAL CAPACITY

i " " FACTORS (PERCENT) FOR A B_ 2560 AT B_01,
_. ,:, SUMNER 1980

i,,., Hour (PBT) VRD VI0 V60 HUEXP HUBKI HUBK2

".:. O1 79 73 81 89 81 79

02 77 72 79 88 80 78

_: 03 76 70 78 86 79 76

04 74 67 75 84 75 73

-':- 05 69 64 71 81 73 70
. .p

,,: 06 65 59 65 78 70 66

, 07 59 55 60 75 65 62

*"_ 08 54 49 56 69 59 56

' " 09 51 44 54 68 56 52

,,,:. I0 48 40 53 65 52 49
! .... 11 43 37 47 63 49 45

_,:, 12 40 33 43 61 45 41

_.!i._ 13 38 32 40 58 42 37
_:..: 14 42 30 46 60 44 40

i ," 15 49 37 53 65 50 46

_-:" 16 60 45 62 72 58 54

':'" 17 70 54 71 80 67 64

/'-: 18 78 63 79 86 76 72

:"" 19 84 70 86 90 82 79

-'"'. 20 86 76 88 91 85 82

_:,:_ 21 85 77 88 92 85 83

! '"" 22 84 78 85 93 85 83F--:"""

i-°"!': 23 84 78 85 92 86 84

i-i._ 24 80 75 82 91 83 80

,_ Overall 66 58 68 79 68 65

i-

i c, ..
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, _int do tha_o orrmm really moan with voapoo_ to tlm cent of on_rgy?

h form.ln for _ompu_ing otmrgy co_t 1_;

!c_,_?n +_J:,I_1...̂9_L+j,F?: Aj,'e,
" COl", '_ AEP

.r

whoro

,- FlOE _ eoH_ of ouurgy, e._,, C/kWh

. _i '.[(]o tll]ti[al lly[Itlqll¢;o11_-

I"CI_, _ l.evo]iaed _lm, d charge rate,
;'> .

_,:, AObl = at, aug1 operation ami ma,_,llttqlallCt' COl-lt:fl
7 LFI = levelJzlng factor fo'r O+bl costa

--': LF2 = lovelizing factor for fuel cost_J

....,# AFC = annual fuel costs (equals zero for w'lnd turb:lues)
--.,o:.,_ AEP = anticipated anntml t:nerb, y product J on

'llms the cost of energy i:_ inversely propartJonaJ to the energy
production,

Relative errors greater than I0 percent will certainly be significant.

.i, Thus using the 10-m wind data alone (v3n) or with a I/7 power law
', p

(IIUBXP) would hove caused sigmificant errors. Tim 1/7 power law in
particular gave very poor results, and the cost of energy calculated

. on that basis would be 20 percent too low.*

_, Comparison of Winter and Summer Vertical Profiles

'_ The mean vertical profiles at both sites change seasonally with

" similar wind speeds and directions (Figure 8). The mean _ (IO-VRD)

"ii,.,"__ was .03 higher in winter than summer for westerly winds of
,.:. power-producing strength. This seasonal fluctuation results from the

_:,.., different wind-driving forces of the two seasons--mesoscale sea breeze
-::'? in summer, synoptic in winter.

:_'.. Also, strong winds blow from several _irectlons durin_ wlnter. Addl-
:"i."'" tional errors would thus be introduced if a summer _ were applied to
_"::",,: lO-m data from other seasons and/or wind directions.
L /

•.". " (

; .. SUMbh_RY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOb_ENDATIONS

':: Considerable errors in wind speed and power generation estimates were

:',, found at Site S-Ol with certain techniques for estimating effective

....- rotor disk winds, as summarized below (Table 4). In particular, the

:': _'. 1/7 power law (HUBXP) applied to lO-m data caused very large errors and
'_" should not be used.

_. i¢

o ','. *The study period comprised only the summer season, and thus does not
simulate anmml energy production. The concept is still quite valid,

• "'" though.
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WINTER

_o 1 ;'l
e
e

SUMMER l

I

,_STANDARDOO_ ] .
I : PROFILE

I :

111

z :
30 .'

/.

,tlo

o
I I I I I I I I I

0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4

WIND SPEED

FIGURE 8. MEAN PROFILE CHARACTERISTICS AT S-01 FOR WESTERLY WINDS

ABOVE CUT-IN SPEED. CURVES ARE NORMALIZED TO lO-M SPEED.

TABLE 4. SUMMARYOF ERRORS (IN PERCENT) IN
SPECIFYINGWINDENERGYPAI_I_'rERSCAUSED

BYDZ_ERE_rMONITORINGST_TEGZESa

VZ0 V60 HUB____ ItUBK1 .HUBK2

Mean speed b -9 3 20 2 -i

b
Mean power -24 11 70 6 -5

Percent hours at

rated power c -17 2 20 3 -1

Mean cap_clty
factor -12 3 20 3 -1

aVRD used as control variable

bRelatlve errors (actual error divided by VRO mean)

CActual percentage error
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i
In ooncluslon, the 60_m (huh holght) wind was the most _ecur_to

:. technique, oven _hough 8-01 had a moan reversal in shear with maximum
moan winds at that level, In praottco one would probably not measure
only at this level to estimate the wind resource, but those results do
imply huh holght data should be adequate for ostlmatlng the overall
performance of large wind turbines.

Whi_o the 10-mwlnd data alone were not very accurate, the addition of
even a few days' worth of vortical profile measurements greatly

' improved the estimates. Hcwever, one must be very c_reful about
f making gonerallzatlons from these results. (Only one season with one

dominant wind dlrect.lonwas considered here.) The amount of random
data needed to prediGt the ve_tieal profile characteristics with
sufficient confidence will surely vary from site to site and is hard

- to specify in advance. Further, intermittent monitoring strategies
(e.g., kites, Doppler acoustic sounder) run a high risk of missing
extreme conditions, such as severe wind speed and/or direction shears.

By far the most important conclusion of this study is that gross
errors in estimating rotor disk wind speeds and energy production can
result if measurements are limited to the lO-m level. As pointed out
earlier, most wind energy slt_s will be in complex terrain, and it is

'. absolutely crucial to obtain measurements up to at least hub height
and preferably to the top of the rotor disk.
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.; QUESTIOIqSAND ANS_Rf_

.,: R.L. Simon

:¢

"" From. B. Liabowitz
)

.

il Q: Clari£icntlon or the use of the intermittent data that was uaod.
was the _ obtained using intermittent data treated as a constant

,'i! between samplings for the month to extrapolate from lO(m) to hub
''_, height?
'-'I

.i A" Wlnd apeed at 10 m was extrapoZated to hub height with an alpha
, derived from 6 random daVs of 90-m tower dataj using only the, {

I hours between 0600 and _000 PSP when the 10-m wind speed exceeded
4 mps. This exponent _ was computed slightly diJ'ferently. The

i usual method is to use the 10-m and 60-m wind speeds to get the
+r_ power _w exponent between those levels. However_ we repla_ed the

80-m wind speed with effective rotor disk wind speed (VRD)+ since
," VRD is the direct estimate of the rotor disk wind speed.

From: M. 8acarmy

_. Q: Were you doing any studies on change of gust with height?

A" Not really. We kept the standard deviation of the collected
velocities for various intervals up to the I hr averages, and so
we could reconstruct the power spectral densities if we had to.

From: D. S. Renn_

Q: Over what averaging period were the _'s computed?

• A: I hr averages.

:" From: K. Foreman
:t'_

Q: Did your calculation of rotor disk power account for the differences
i in free air capture area relative to the physical rotor disk area?

"" (You know, of course, that optimally the capture area is (2/3) the
• rotor area,)

A: Yes, indirectly. We were trying to get the best number to repre-
sent what the wind turbine would "see" WRT machine performance..,

curves. It is thus the wind _peed that would be there if no+

turbine were the_oe.

From: M. F. Merriam

Q: Do you believe chat kite measurements are accurate enough so that

your conclusions are correct?

+ ,'
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PERFORMANCEAND LOAD DATA FROM MOD-OA AND
i MOD-I WIND TURBINEGENERATORS

)- David A. Spera and David C• Janetzke
• NationalAeronauticsand Space Administration
• Lewis Research Center
i C_eveland,Ohio

•.T ABSTRACT
"i

Experimentaldata, togetherwith supportinganalysis,are presented
"i on the power conversionperformanceand blade loadingof large,

i •' horizontal-axiswind turbinestested a_ electricutilitysites in
i_.. the U•S. Four turbine rotor configurations,from 28 to 61 meters in
i - di.ameter,and data from five test sites are included. Performance
_. data are presentedin the form of graphs of power and systemeffi-
;" ciency versus free-streamwind speed. Deviationsfrom theoretical

performanceare analyzedstatistically• Power conversionefficiency
averaged0.34 for all tests combined,comparedwith 0.31 predicted.

;_ Round blade tips appearedto improveperformancesignificantly.
" Cyclicblade loads were normalizedto develop load factorswhich can

L be used in the design of rotorswith rigid hubs.

INTRODUCTION

• This paper presentsexperimentaldata and supportinganalysisof the
power conversionperformanceand blade loadingof large,horizontal-

._ axis wind turbinestested at electricutilitysites in the U.S.
These tests were conductedby the NationalAeronauticsand Space

i Administration(NASA) as part of the federalwind energy program
! administeredby the Departmentof Energy (DOE). The principal
i objectivesof this work are (1) to provideperformanceand load test
i" data for wind turbinedesign, (2) to evaluatethe PROP-L2computer

i-" programfor predictingthe efficiencyof propeller-typewind
.... turbines,and (3) to examinea proposedenergymethod for testing
:o wind turbinesystem performance.

Data from tests of four turbinerotor configurationsare analyzedin

, this paper. Thu airfoilshapes and dimensionsof each configuration
i _ are listedin Table I, and their planformsare illustratedin Figure i
i _ l The rotors studiedhad two bladeseach and rangedin diameter ,

from 28 to 61 meters. Thickness-to-chordratios at 75 percentof
span varied from 0.156 to 0.240. Two NACA airfoilsand four skin

_ _ materialswere tested• One configurationhad semi-circularblade
_ ! tips. Blades in the other three configurationshad square tips

i_ As shown in Table II, test data have been groupedaccordingto the
configurationof the rotor and the turbineshaft speed into six test

" series. Each of these series is a combinationof severaldata
records,one to six hours long,which were selectedto representa

• varietyof operatingconditions.

PRECEDINGPAGEBLANKNOTFilI.MED 447 _li,,,._._c,,,;'''_ _ ,,__
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i " Data on test installations are also given in Table II Rotor• 0 •

: configurations 1, 2, and 3 were tested on Mod-OAmachines, while
..... configuration4 was testedon the largerMod-1 system (ref. I)
• . These experimentalwind turbinesare of the "firstgeneration"type

: ... (ref. 2), with the followlngdesign characteristicsIn common: Two
blades,fully pitchablefor power control;rotor hub rigidly

'_i attachedto the turbineshaft;turbinerotor locateddownwindof a
.- stiff truss tower; parallel-axlsgearboxwith a singlespeed ratio;
_ synchronousAC generator;and activeyaw control.

Preliminaryperformanceand load data measuredon the Mod-OA and
_,. Mod-I systemswere presentedin References3 to 8. The data

,_. containedin this paper significantlyextendthose reportedearlier,
by includingadditionalrotor configurationsand wind turbinetest

p:_ installations,moderatelylong operatingperiodsand additional
_7_ statisticalanalysis. Therefore,the performanceand load data
,-_. presentedhere can be regardedas typicalof the first generationof
-"_ large,horizontal-axiswind turbines.

_,'_ PROCEDURE

"" Test Installationand Data

_ _ Detailsof the DOE/NASAwind turbinetest installations,instru-
' .:_::"' mentation,and data acquisitionsystem have been presentedpre-
_ viously(ref. 9 and lO, for example),so only a brief discussion
_°_ will be given here. Figure2 illustratesthe test installationat
_, Clayton,New Mexico,which is typicalof all the installations
-_S_ listedin Table II. At each test site, an auxiliaryanemometer
"_" tower is locatedseveralrotor diametersfrom the turbinetower, in
_o_, the directionof the prevailingwind. Signalsfrom a varietyof
_ transducerslocatedthroughoutthe test system are recordedon
_:'" analogtape, digitized,and then processedto producestatistical
_. informationand graphicaldisplays. Data are recordedautomatically
..... during normaloperationof the wind turbinegeneratoras a
!!:A powerplanton the electricutilitysystem.

"_;:? The four parametersof specificinterestin this study of turbine' h,/ "

_ " performanceand loads are as follows:v'

._ I. Free-streamwind speed at hub elevation,Vo, measured by an
. anemometeron the auxiliarytower at the elevationof the
_ turbineaxis (StationO, fig. 2). Averagingtime was selected

as 30 secondsand the anemometerlengthconstantwas 1.5
°/ meters• Wind data were purposelylimitedto measurementsfrom a

single anemometer,becauseone free-streamanemometeris often

.;_ all that is available.

2. Output electricalpower, P3, measuredat the generator
.. terminals(Station3, fig. 2).

i ,.. 448
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:_ .,, 3. Two componentsof cyclic bending load on the blade root, 6Mv
_,:LI and 6Mz, Cyclic load is a typicalmeasure of fatigue1oadlhg
_-.:- and is calculatedfor each turbinerevolutionas follows:

_- Flatwise (out-of-plane):6My,i = 0.5(My,max-My,min)i (la)

" and

:i'_ Chordwise(in-plane): 6Mz,i = 0.5(Mz,max-Mz,min)i (Ib)
qo/'

_'c,I. in which i is the rotor revolutionnumberand max and min
designatethe extremevaluesof the load measuredduring that

::i.' revolution.
.,!,i!_' ,

:_. TheoreticalOutput Power

./4 Theoreticalturbinepower, as a functionof free-streamwind speed,
=;,.o....... was calculatedby means of a modified versionof the commonly-used
__- PROP FORTRANcomputerprogram (ref. ll), designatedas PROP-L2.
__ Recenttests on wind turbine rotorsin the stalledcondition(ref.
.:,_o_ 12) indicatedthe need for improvedaerodynamicmodeling in the
- basic'PROP program. In the PROP-L2version,aerodynamiclossesat
-'i___ squaretips are includedwithin the blade-elementalgorithmsby

=.,.L_ introducingthe followingtwo modifications:

....: I. Correctingreferencelift and drag curvesfor planformaspect

_/-:. ratio (refs. 12 and 13).

, .-. 2. Using "smooth"airfoilproperties,insteadof "rough"or
:_::_' "half-rough,"as in previousstudies(ref. 8, for example).

="_:._ A comparabletheory for the aerodynamiclossesat roundedblade tips
_:!i has not yet been developed. Therefore,test data for configuration
.:;_ 3R, with semi-circulartips, are comparedwith theoreticalcalcu-
__,. lationsfor square-tippedblades,to identifydifferenceswhich may
o _.,T.

....: be attributableto tip shape.

_. In additionto the PROP-L2computerprogramfor turbi.nepower, a
° model for losses in the power train is requiredbeforegenerator
__ outputcan be predicted. A generalpower-trainloss model which was

...._::! developedfor this study is as follows:

,, P23 = P3"P2 = "aP3,r "(b+s)P2 (2)

_ in which

o..,, P23 power-trainloss, kW

'_'. : P2 P3 turbineand generatoroutput power, respectively,kW

_,_,_: P3,r rated output power, kW

. a,b empiricalconstants
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For the Mod-OApower tratns, a ts O.OBS, b is 0.040, and s is
" 0.025. For the Mod-1 system,a is 0.027, b is 0.o_g, and s I_ zero. .

: EnergyMethod for Evaluatln9Performance

:_. The performanceof the wind-turbine-generatorsystem can be
evaluatedby measuringeither its power conversionefficiencyor its

::'_ energy conversionefficiency. Previousstudieshave used power as
_ the primaryperformanceparameter,with energy (and particularly
; annualoutput energy)as a derivedparameter. Data have generally

_, been statisticallyanalyzedby the "methodof bins" (refs.8 and
.... 14) An alternativemethod.hasbeen developedfor this study, in
.- which energy Is the primarypar_eter, power is a derivedparameter,
: and the requiredamount of statisticalanalysisis greatlyreduced

:,i_i_ or e11minated.

-,_ The energymethod for evaluatingthe performanceof.wind turbine
= systemsappearsto offer advantagesof simplicityand repeatibility,

comparedwith the method of bins, Also, evaluationof theoretical
: methods for predictingperformancemay be more relevantto operation
_" when comparisonsare made on the Basis of energy capturerather than
•, instantaneouspower. A committeeof the AmericanSocietyof

MechanicalEngineersis now evaluatingthe energymethod as a basis
°.: for a performancetest code for wind turbinegenerators.

To apply the energymethod,the followingsteps are performed:

I. Divide the test period into time increments,At. Each time
, incrementshould be 5 to 10 times as long as the longestwind

transittime from the free-streamanemometerto the turbine
(fig.2). Time incrementsof this lengthreducetime

• correlationerrors but still permitcomparisonof test data with
..o. steady-statetheoreticalpower curves. In this study time
- incrementswere lO minutes long.
• ,j

- 2. Duringeach time incrementmeasurethe time historyof the
•: free-streamwind speed at the turbinemldline elevation,
!!_ Vo(t). Calculatethe mean wind speed,Vo, the incrementin
' wind energy flux, Aeo, and the mean wind power flux, Po, for
" each time increment,as follows:

Vo = _tA_+Vo(t)dt , m/s (3a)m _ _

_.. Aeo = Vo(t)]3dt , W-s/m2 (3b)

: and

" Po = Aeo/At , W/m2 (3c)
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' 3• For each ttme increment measure the corresponding increment in
electrical output energy, AE3o Calculate Increments in
output energy flux, Ae3, mean output power, P3, and the

,- mean outputpower flux, P3, as follows:

Ae3 = AE3/A , W-s/m2 (4a)

'_ P3 = AE3/At., W (4b)

_. and

: P3 = P3/A , W/m2 (4c)

....:? in which A is the area of the surfaceswept by the turbine
- rotor, as projectedon a verticalplane

:_ 4. For each time increment,calculatethe systemenergy conversion
--_.... efficiency,as follows:

=.);. n3 = Ae3/Aeo = P3/Po (5)

_. 5. Evaluatesystem performanceby means of data from steps 2 to
- . 4. Evaluationmay be based on any or all of the following:

(a) Power curves,such as P3 and P3 versusVo, (b)
,". efficiencycurves,such as n3 versusVo, and (c)

.:i_:. statisticalanalysisof deviationsfrom availabletheory.

- RESULTSAND DISCUSSION

-L.:: Power ConversionPerformance
.,:,

Performancetest resultsfor each of the four rotor configurations
"_ describedin Table I are presentedin the followingthree formats:

:._ First, Figures3 to 6 show graphicallythe variationof outputpower
":_," and system efficiencywith wind speed for each configuration.
',' Secondly,summariesof test conditions,measuredmean power and
.: efficiency,and theoreticalmean power and efficiencyare listed in
:: Table Ill. Finally,Table IV containsthe resultsof a statistical
,_, analysisof deviationsbetweenthe test data and theoretical
_; performance

The test series duringwhich performancedata were taken are those
....- listed in Table II as series l.l, 2.1, 3.1R, and 4.1. Only blade

_o_. load data from test series 1.2 and 2.2 are includedin this study•
:_ Performancetest runs were selectedto emphasizewind conditions

below ratsd, for which efficiencydata are most significant.
.-_. However,no attemptwas made to select periodsof steadywind.

Instead,the variabilityof the wind power source was includedso
" that these data would be typicalof automatic,unattendedwind
' turbineoperationsin below-ratedwinds• In all cases, the
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".__..!_ experlmentalwind turbinewas the only wind power unit on the test
....7, site.

..,..., Figures3 to 6 presentcomparisonsbetweentheoreticaland

.,4,:., experimentalperformance. The theoreticalpower curves are for
...._ "site standard"conditions,in which air densityis equal to the

6.,_"i U.S.'StandardAtmospheredensityfor the site altitude. Test data
;."_ were also adjustedto site standardconditions,with the exception

-:i::;.:'="_i of test series 2.1. Atmosphericpressuredata were not available
ii_.)':_ for this test series. Each data point representsaverageper- ,
_"*"_'_ formanceduring a lO-minuteperiod of operationunder automatic
i-';{:_""; controI.
_..__,_._,.'_.:
_:_._._._ While some qualitativecomparisonsbetweentheory and experimentcan
_:_" be made from these figures,the amount of scatteris such that
'_'._:_." statisticalanalysisis required. This scatteris typicalof tests

:_:,,._,._. on large wind turbinesand indicatesthat wind conditionsover the
"_"_', turbineswept area and those sampledby the free-streamanemometer
_o:_;.. were not completelycorrelated. As expected,scatterof the effi-
-__._.L" ciency data is greaterthan that of the power data, becausewind

_/i- speedcorrelationerrors are amplifiedwhen the speed is cubed to...._°o-, calculate wind power flux.

\.:!_i";. Anothercommonlyobservedphenomenonis shown clearly in Figure4(a)
F:'_!_::.. by the data at the transitionfrom below-ratedto above-ratedwind
i._,.:_, speeds. Data in this regionusuallyfall below the theoretical
_:_:.• "corner",becauseaveragepower is always loweredwheneverthe power

_"_,;: controlsystem is active. Nevertheless,inspectionof Figures3 to

°_°°"._._,,, 6 indicatethat (I) zero-poweror cut-in wind speedswere predicted
:,."_ within 0.5 meter per second, (2) slopesof the theoreticalpowerL ':,_",.',
i.:;._.',..._,- curves were in generalagreementwith the test data, (3) test data
_o._. points for configuration3R (the 14 meter wood/compositebladeswith
i_:_.....i semi-circulartips) almost alwaysexceededtheoreticalperformance,
_.i,T and (4) test data verifiedthe predictedhighestefficiencyof rotor
_.,_.._ configuration4.

_i_:::: Table llI summarizesthe resultsof these four seri_sof performance

i",,i;_',. tests in quantitativeterms. For example,test seriesI.I was
....... composedof data recordstotalingII hours in length,with a mean
_._ : wind speed of 7.7 meters per second,equivalentto a mean tip speed
i__o ratio of 10.5. Duringthis period,the mean wind power flux at the
.P'_(4..,"

i:",: turbinehub elevationwas 270 Watts per squaremeter. Mean
!_,_.,, electricaloutput power flux was measuredat go Watts per square

, meter. This indicatesan averagesystemefficiencyof 0.33, theh!:,:.
_-. same as the theoreticalvalue. Similarly,during test series2.1,
i ;.,.. the mean power conversionefficiencywas equal to the theoretical
.'--_,_' efficiency.

:: The semi-circulartips on the blades in configuration3R appearto
.."'T have increasedthe performanceof these airfoilssignificantly,

! _ comparedto predictionsfor the same blades with squaretips. Basedi "

_._°' on the resultsof test series I.I and 2.1, the mean efficiencyof
i-."_ rotor configuration3 with squaretips would not be expectedto
[ , •
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exceed0.26. However,with semi-circulartips this rotor con-
figurationoperatedwith a mean efficiencyof 0.32. This indicates
an improvementof more than 20 percentin energy productionduring
operationbelow rated power. To verifythis improvement,tests of
configuration3 blades with square tips are planned. This amount of
improvement,however,may be limitedto low aspectratio blades.
Furthertests are requiredto evaluatethe effectsof tip shapf on
the performanceof blades with higher aspect ratios.

If the resultsof all four series of performancetests are combined
by weightedaveraginginto one data set as shown in the last line of

•: Table Ill, this set would representa sample of currentexperience
with large,first-generation,propeller-typerotors. Includingthe
effectsof differenttips and site roughnesses,an overall
efficiencyof 0.34 has been achievedin predominantlybelow-rated

: winds. This comparesvery well with a theoreticalpower conversion
efficiencyof 0.31 for the same wind conditions.

Statisticalanalysisof deviationsbetweenthe performancetest
resultsand predictionsmade using the PROP-L2computerprogramare
summarizedin Table IV. The mean deviationof the samplesfrom the
comm6n base of the theory shows a performanceadvantageof more than
9 percentof rated power for configuration3R over the composite
performanceof the three other configurations. This differencein
performancehas been attributedto the differencein tip shape

_ althoughthis has yet to be verified. Standarddeviationsfor the
four test series are remarkablyconsistentat 5 to 6 percentof
rated power. This indicatesthat the scatterobservedin Figures3
to 6 is repeatableand acceptablefor purposesof performance
evaluation.

By analyzingdeviationsbetweentest and theory,the theoretical
power curve can be adjustedto serve as a lower bound on predicted
performance. The size of the adjustmentdependson the desired
confidencein the predictedlower bound. Standardstatistical
analysismethodscan be used to calculatethe adjustment,as
discussedin Reference8. As shown in the last column of Table IV,
if the predictedmean power flux of a rotor with squaretips is
reducedby 3 Watts per squaremeter, there is a 0.999 confidence
level that the mean power during long-termtests will not be less

: than this reducedvalue. For blades like those of configuration3R,
"_ with semi-circulartips, an increasein the theoreticalpower flux

of 26 Watts per squaremeter is consistentwith a 0.999 lower bound
on mean performance. However,additionaltests are requiredto

° supportthis latterconclusion.

" To summarizethe resultsof the performancetesting in this study,
the wind turbinegeneratorsconvertedabout one-thirdof the

: incidentwind energy to electricity,the PROP-L2computerprogram
: was verifiedas a performancepredictionmethod,and lower boundson

performancewere estimated.
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Blade Bending Lo#d Data

:. Dynamic loads sustained by rotor blades on large, horizontal-axis
, wind turbines were measured during all six test series listed in
, Table II. The load data obtainedare typicalof first-generation ,

- : wind turbines, which are characterized by rtgtd hubs, rotors located
._ downwindof truss towers,and full-spanpitch controls. Load test

_ resultsare shown in Figures7(a) to 7(d) in the form of cumulative
probabilitydistrlbuti_nsusefulfor fatigue llfe analysis. Cyclic
flatwiseand cyclic chordwiseloadcomponentsare given for each
test series. Componentdirectionsare referredto the chord line of
the airfoilsectionat 75 percentof span. This chord llne is

:,_ nominallyin the plane of rotationduring operationin winds of
'_ below-ratedspeed. All loads were measured in the root areas of the
- rotor blades,at radialdistancesbetween5 and lO percentof the
'i blade span.

_'" As shown by the straightlines fitted to the test data, cyclic loads
_ were found to have log-normalprobabilitydistributionswithin each
_-.., test series. The slopesof the curve-fitlines are proportionalto
> the log-standarddeviationsof the data. Steeperslopesmay be
-:" attributedto largervariationsin wind speed,wind shear,and
":,i turbulenceduring the test series.

'" Table V summarizesthe significantresultsof this experimental
TI study of blade bending loads. In additionto informationon test
_L> series durationand mean wind speed,cyclic flatwiseand cyclic

=_._ chordwisebendingloads are listedfor two percentilesof interest:

;;c, 50 and 99.9. The 50th percentileload is usefulfor calibrating
_, theoreticalload predictionmethodswhich may not includeturbulent
- winds and operatingtransients(ref. 15). However,the value of the
_ 50th percentileload for purposesof fatigue life analysisis small

"'" becausefatiguedamage cannot be toleratedat this percentileload
in a long-lifedesign. Of more use in life p_edictionis the 99.9th

_,.. percentileload. A designfatigue life of lOOcycles or more is_
=_: often requiredat this load level. Operatingload limitsfor

,,: severalof the rotor configurationstested in this study were set at
_:" predicted9g.9thpercentilelevels.

_.;) The cyclic load data in Table V have been normalizedto remove
- ,, differencesin scale, in order to derive general loadfactorsuseful
% for design. A convenientreferencefor the flatwiseload components
:_: was found to be the differencebetweenthe theoreticalsteady
....." aerodynamicflatwisebending load at rated wind speed and that at
, i' the zero-power(cut-in)wind speed. The referencefor chordwise
_.. loads was the gravitybendingmoment measuredwith the blade

horizontal. All referenceloads were determinedfor the radial
i>;i' stationsat which the cyclic load: were measured. Load factorswere
" calculatedby dividingtest loads by the referenceloads for the

_:i_ test series.
L,t
o

_, Variationsin flatwisecyclic load factorsamong the six test series
,: were relativelysmall, consideringthe wide variationin rotor

. $-,,
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"_ configurations, This tends to varify the assumptionthat the
selectedreferenceloadcQntalnsthe key parametersgoverningcyclic

: flatwiBeblade loading, Flatwiseleadfactorswore smallestfor
•, test series 1.2 which had the lowestmean wind sp_ed and was

,,,:, conductedat a locationwith low terrainroughness(Table II), Low
terrain roughnessu_uallyproduceslow averagewind turbulence.

,.,_. Largerflatwlso load factorsgenerallycorrelatedwlth higlmr wind
speeds and locationswith rougherterrain, AvQragln9the flatwise

':: loadtest resultsfor the six seriesglves factorsof 0,_4 and 0.73
_,. for the BOth and 99.gth percentilecyclic loads,respectively,

, Chordwisecyclic load factorsaveraged1.11 and 1.46for the 50th
and 99,gthpercentileloads,respectively. While it is convenient
for designpurposesto referencechordwiseloads to the dominant

:_i gravityload, the componentsof these load factorsin excess of 1.00
have been found to correlatewith flatwlsecyclic bending,rather
than with blade mass properties(ref. 15). Again, variationsin

-_ chordwiseload factorswere small for each percentile,althoughthe
. actualchordwisecyclic loads varied by more than an order of

o:: magnitude.

_.i In summary,blade cyclic load spectrafor both flatwiseand
' chordwisebendingcan be estimatedfor first-generation,

i horizontal-axiswind turbineblades by applyingthe loadfactors and
,Y

_,,, referenceloads given in Table V.

: CONCLUSIONS

-_'!: This study has provideda set of test data on the power conversion

,_! performanceand dynamicblade loadingtypicalof first-generation,
_:::!: horizontal-axiswind turbinegenerators. The followingconclusions
_:,_.: are drawn from analysisof these test data:

:'_ 1. The mean power conversionperformanceof four test rotor

_::._, configurationsequaledor exceededsystemefflcienciesas
_.' predictedby means of the PROP-L2computerprogram.

_ _:!i 2. During64 hours of automaticoperationin primarilybelow-
-_"_I rated winds, the compositesystemefficiencyof the four rotor
-':_,-.i configurationswas 0.34, which comparesfavorablywith a

_i;i theoreticalefficiencyof 0.31 for the measuredwind
,,_.._ conditions.

! 3. The proposedenergymethod for analyzingperformancetest data
,,,.! provideda practicalsolutionto problemspresentedby wind

_"I turbulenceand time-varyingtest data. Resultswere found to
be repeatablefor a varietyof test rotorsand test

_ Installatlons.

,_,_ 4. Blade cyclic load spectraexhibitedlog-normaldistributions
,,i:. in all cases studied.

• ._
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5. Load factorsand referenceloads have been derivedwith which
blade fatigue loads can be estimatedfor design purposes.

UNIT CONVERSIONFACTORS

I m _ 3.28 ft I rad/s _ 9.BS rpm
I m2 _ 10.76ft2 I kN-m _ 738 lb-ft
I m/s _ 2.24 mph I kg/m3 _ 0.00197slug/ft3
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ORIBINALPAQEIII
OF POORQUALITY

r,

TABLE!

AIRFOIL GEOMETRYOF gIND T'IRBINEROYORCONFIGURATIONS
" i i

Spanwtse Chord Thickness Tw|st Sktn
coordinate to (towards matertal

; chord feather)
: m percent m ratto deg

: (a) Configuration 1 (NACA2.3000sertes atrfotl coned 7 deg)

_ 1.22 6 1.37 0.440 31.7 Alumtnum
2.86 15 1.37 0.372 21.7 Alumtnum
4.76 25 1.37 0.291 14.0 A1umtnum
5.72 30 1.31 0.260 11.3 Alumtnum

_ 9.53 50 1.06 0.212 4.0 Alumfnum
o 14.29 75 0.76 0.1_ 0 Alumtnum
": 19.05 100 0.46 0.120 -2.0 Alumtnum

(b) Conftguratfon 2 (NACA23000 sertes a_rfotl coned7 deg)

4.27 2_ 1.58 O.298 4.2 good
14.29 75 0.94 O.156 0 good
19.05 I00 O.64 O.088 -2.0 Wood

(c) Configuration 3R (NACA23000 serfes atrfoJl coned7 deg)

4.27 30 1.52 O.310 0 good
" :' 8.18 58 1.52 O.240 0 Wood

10.57 75 1.36 0.240 0 good
•_: 12.47 89 1.24 0.240 0 Ft berglass
" 13.51 96 1.17 0.217 0 F_berglass
: 14.10 100 0 0 0 FJber91ass

'.. Semi-circular tips, beveled both s_des, from 13.51 m to 14.10 m

... (d) Configuration 4 (NACA4400 sertes atrfotl coned9 de9)

3.07 10 3.66 0.333 8 Steel
L' 23.05 75 1.64 O.165 0 Steel

30.73 1O0 O.86 O.1O0 -3 Stee1

'_
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ORIGINALPACE
; OF POORQUALITY

, TAiiLEII

WINDTURBINEROTORTESTSERIESANDINSTALLATIONS

:_ Rotor Test Turbine rotor data Test Installation dataI

_,_- conftg, series ......
. no, Shaft Blade Swept Wind Rated _ocatton Hub Relattve

,_. speed tip area energy power el.ev, terrain
speed system rou9hness

ii , rad/s m_@ m2 kW m .,

,!i 1 1.1 4.3 81 1123 Mod-OA 200 Clayton, NH 1566 medium
1.2 3.3 63 1123 Mod-OA 150 Culebra, PR 110 low

i J

o

2 2.1 4.3 81 1123 Hod-OR 200 Kahuku,HI 137 low

2.2 3.3 63 1123 Mod-OA 150 Block Is.. RI 44 hlgh
'. '_ | w

".. 3R 3.1R 4.3 60 615 Mod-OA 200 Clayton, NM 1566 medium

4 4.1 3.7 111 2894 Mod-1 2000 Boone, NC 1387 high
, i

-uo

,, TABLEIll

_" " SUMMARYOF POWERCONVERSIONPERFORMANCEOF
±° ,.' FOURDOE/NASAHORIZONTAL-AXISWINDTURBINES

--,_ Test Test Free-stream wind Meanoutput Meanpower
:i';. series period input measured power flux conversion
.,,: no. at hub elevation at generator efficiency

:. Mean Mean Mean Theory Test Theory Test
L,. wind tip input [a] [a]

_'_": speed speed power
:_'. ratio flux

%.'- hr m/s g/m2 W/m2 W/m2

_'" 1,1 11 7.7 10.5 270 89 go 0.33 0.33

," 2.1 20 8.2 9.9 381 112 111 0.29 0.29

3.1R[b] 22 9.2 6.5 537 141 172 0.26 0.32

4.1 11 10.2 10.9 584 238 250 0.41 0.43

=" Data set 64 8.8 9.0 450 140 152 0.31 0.34

E:] PROP-L2 computer program, with s_uare-tip loss rood,1' Semt-ctrcu;ar tips on blades; al1 other blades have square tips

" i 459
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,,- ORIGINAL PA(._ |;I
,- OF pOOR QUALITy

TABLE IV

" DEVIATION OF T_ST DUTPUTPOWERFLUX FROMTHEORY,
' FOR FOURDOE/NASAHORIZONTAL-AXISWIND TURBINES

: .... ,, . .

,. Test No. Moan Standard Lower bound on
series of dovtaUon dovtotton meandeviation

•., no, samples of samples of samples (0.999 conf.)

!' Wlm2 Z of W/mP. _ of W/m2 :_of
....._" rated rated rated

(a) Blades with square tips

,3% %,,"

1.I 68 I 0.6 11 6.2 -3 -1.7

':" " 2.1 119 -I -0.6 9 5.1 -3 -1.7

"°:':_' 4.1 65 12 1.7 39 5.6 -3 *0.4
•,, 4

Data set 252 3 0.3 7 5.5 -3 -1.2
o-' '%'

:°/;; (b) Blades with seml-circular tips (theory for square tips)

' "'":";:_" 3.1R 131 31 9.5 19 5.8 26 8.0

'" .,r,

_. i '; TABLE V
.. v ,_,
_') ' .

..;_....: S_M_Y OF BLADE CYCLIC LOAD TE*;TDATA
_' FROM SIX DOE/NASA HORIZONTAL-AXISWIND TURBINES

,J!i'."_
,,,,), ' ,*

."/_:i. Test Test Mean F1atwise cyclic Chordwise cyclic

_i.!_; _ series period speedwind bending loads [a] bending loads [a]
o_ Ref. Load factor, Ref. Load factor,
_/:,<: load by percentile load by percentile
_o; 103 [b] [e]
-,.. ' rotor

°"_!:: revs. m/s kN-m 50 99.9 kN-m 50 99.9

i =,.o. 1.1 102 9.3 134 0,22 0.85 61.6 1.10 1.48

i°o,,!,.,..,..' i 1.2 86 6.1 118 0.17 0.53 61.6 1.04 1.36
t , '.'.

2.1 126 8.8 152 0.24 0.74 68.0 1.12 1.51

°_ :" 2.2 77 6.6 134 0.31 0.75 56.5 1.15 1.5B

6' "" 3.1 126 7.1 108 0.22 0.67 70.5 1.13 1.39

- 4.1 40 8.8 1177 0.44 0.97 739. 1.08 1.50

...._,_' Data set 557 7.7 NA 0,24 0.73 NA 1.11 1.46

._..,, [a] 0.5 (max load - min load) per rotor revolution, measured at 5% to 10% of span
" "'" [b] Stead) aerodynamic bending moment change from zero power to rated (PROP-L2 program)

It] Gravity bendin 9 moment, blade horiluntal (measured)
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OF POOR QUALITY

I m,olA.---- 1
I (a) Configuration]

" I _ 98m.DIA. :i

: (b) Configuration?

. I --'V-L:'8m.DIA.-----I
I

(c) Configuration3

" I _ 61m.DIA. I

"" (d) Configuration4 ';]
i

• i
" "(

' FigureI. -- Planformsof wind turbinebladestested for power'
conversion performance and structural loads.

._,":'.

' INPUT OUTPUT

": I MIDLINE I

'. STATION=0 1 2
FREE-STREAM

-. _ I ANEMOMETER _II

•; :! ,/' NACELLEII/IX,. ANEMOMETER._il i. 'i

"Q WINDw'/_l-_:_,--"r-'-""_" _ -I

I!: -SP

// _ \\ I ELECTRICAL_"_I

::' Y l _ 0UTPUT",,_J_ 1' " CABLE.-_

":: Figure2. -- Typicalp_rformancetest installation,showingthe Mod-OA
. 200 kW wind turbinegenerator,the anemometertower, and
"'_" measurementstationsat Clayton,New Mexico

,R,J.
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OF POOR QUALITY

•:' 200

200 -

., _ _ 160 '

_'_IGo-
m_

=:. _ 120 i_

"...; 120 -

Rn 80 _ ,
F_ F

, ;_ _ 40 40
=_ ° I0MINAVER

No R THEORY
7'v 0 _ _ I I I A,--- 0
_,'- 4 6 8 i0 12 ' 18

c_ FREE-STREAMWINDSPEEDATHUBELEV.,Vo,MIs

"" (a) Output power (air density= 1.05 kg/m3)

-,u,/

.."" 0,5-

_:"' _ 0.4 - °_oo__

_,:" _ 0.3

:_/ IJ

" uJ 0,2

; ,'j 0,I /o

•:'I ER !
'_'?'1 ---"- THEORY 1
F:_.:_ 0 I I I I

8 Io 12

;_"ii!."i'£i' FREE-STREAMWINDSPEEDAT HUBELEV.,VO, MIs
r (b) System efficiency

(. ,

:.....; Figure 3. -- Test ser_es I.I power conversion performance, compared with
°°/, theoretical performance (Mod-OA aluminum blades at Clayton,
__ New Mexico).
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'- ,

, Oil' pl:lt-qt, _'!!AI,I,'_:-L i

='_i,' i _

" ': " 200

200 r""_, "t:

"-..F _m 160 _g o

•'i:' ' _ 120 e_l_ o •

_"_) 40 AVER - 40 N

"" ::i _ -- TItEORY
o...._ 0 I,,m I I _ 0
:'.':_:i 4 6 8 10 12 18

_.:._.,,_ FREE-STREAMWINDSPEEDATHUBELEV,, Vo, M/s
o,e, ,T

-,_:o_'°;:,.,:' (a)Outputpower(airdensity= 1.21 kg/m3)

i . .L

,....... . 0,5,'-
_ 7.,; '_
I"C_ . !_

ii;i; o
_<. "'.',' 0,4 oO_g

L,_-. "
i:.+. +

_-°'.... _ 0,2

I!:°"_"I_::.::.., 0,1_- _ o10 MINAVER

ii)121i.!i..::". 0 '""_I I" ' ' _T_EORY

I

' 4 6 8 10 12

FREE-STREAMWINDSPEEuATHUBELEV,,Vo, M/s

_:,io"°I. (b)Systemefficiency

L_°.E Figure 4. -- Test series 2.1 power conversion performance, compared with
io_._ theoretical performance (Mod-OA wood blades _t Kahuku,

Hawaii).
i
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_ 300

_' _ 160 _" o. _o • -!50

000

;
.. c_. 120 " # e= -!00 ""

,.L _ ° ° 150 =

:" _ 80 " o_ I
: _ ............ - 100

,_" _ 40 " .;_/" o10 MINAVER . 50
-- THEORY

+. 0 ,,_
4 6 8 10 12 1/4 18

" FREE-SrREAMWINDSPEEDATHUBELEV,,Vo, M/S

" (a) Output power (air density = 1,05 kg/m 3)

0,6 "

0

" O

O,5 - • °R°e m
' t_ " % e ° ®

.: _ 0,4- t t _ e° "m ...V 'oOt.
.+. ...-.
: _ 0,2
'_+ _

o

..+ 0,1' o ° 10 MINAVER

j -- THEORY, . |0 I I I I

_ q 6 8 10 12 14 +

-_""'!. FREE-STREAMWINDSPEEDAT HUBELEV,,Vo,MIs 1

(b) System efficiency !

Figure 5, -- Test series 3,IR power conversion performance, compared i
i'

with theoretical performance (Mod-OA wood/flberglass _,
_--_." blades with semi-circular tips at Clayton, New Mexico).
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" ORIGINAL 2.<?-,__:,l
. oFPoo_9u+_Lrrf

,. 2,or _ 7°°

. z Iooo .J.. _'_1,6

/ _/ 1=°
_2" . O0_lb

.,,.. 0,8 300. i

-.": / ,_" -'"=_*1'o0
' DO

,. 0_ -_ i; i_ ' ' i02, 14 16 18

,,. FREE-STREAMWINDSPEEDATHUBELEV,,Vo,Mls
• ';&"

• °,

° (a) Output power (airdensity = 1.07 kg/m3)

o

.:: _ 0,6I

:""<: % ®o_o°
0,5 * o0_

_'L'! m @

•): 0,4 - ®•

.... . _ i °

U /,Ll

'- 0,3 -
:'r, _

7 _
ILl

m 0,2

"""..., 0,1 o • 10 MINAVER

. "--" THEORY

:."" 0 * J _ ......l I ,,, I ... i
';;: ' 6 8 10 12 lq 16

FREE-STREAIWINDSPEEDATHUBELEV,,Vo,Mls

(b) System efficiency

,• Figure6. -- Test series 4.1 power conversionperformancecompared
with theoretical performance (Mod-1 steel blades at

°',- Boone, North Carolina).
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• ,=. ,

"- TESTSERIES LOCATIONS

--o-- 1,1 CLAYTON,NM

: 15 x 104 -o- 1,2 CULEBRA,PR '

;?::, I¢

4 CHORDWISE,sMz

,;,:, ,..,'--' 2 - FLATWISE,sMy
,",: ..I

' 1 10 50 90 99 99,9

:'; PERCENTILE
•P "! .

_'',_, (a)Mod-OAalumlnu_blades(at5% span)

>'/:: --o-- 2,1 KAHUKU,HI

='::'-,, _ 150_x 104 -o- 2,2 BLOCKISLAND,RI

[ CHORDWISE.,Mz_..

•,, _ 3 ....0" "'LFLATWISEjSMy

i::c.!
.c.:_._ z / I I I III I
,, i i i0 50 90 99 99,9
/.. T

r PERCENTILE

::i' I (b)Mod-OAwood blades (at5%span).o, Figure7. - Probabilitydistributionsof blade cyclicbendingmoments,
.._;, with log-normal distributioncurve-fits.
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"i

::' TESTSERIES LOCATION t

:_ o 3,1 CLAYTON,NM ,

' 104

,. _ 6 / sMz' _ CHORDWISE,
./: _ m

¥

i i 3 -

" _-FLATWISE,sMy'JJ_

"' 2 m

-.%

:' 115 "
^.',

,:: z ;.- I I I I I
: I I0 50 90 99 99.9
" PERCENTILE
!

:2

(c)Mod-OAwood/flberglassblades(at7% span)

15 F" x 105 o 4,1 BOONE,NC

,z 10 /r CHORDWISE,sMz
8 ,'

4 _- FLATWISE,sMy_ 3

._ _ 2:i

,,, 1 I0 50 90 99 99,9
P,_RCENTILE

''t
t

'/ [

;_ (d) Hod-1 steel blades (at 10% span)
.1

} Figure7 (Concluded).- Probabilitydlstrlbutlonsof bladec_cllc
, bendingmoments,withlog-normalcurve-flts.

.;
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_". OPERATINBEXPERIENCEWITIIFOUR tOO KW MOD-OA
WIND TURBINEBENERATORS

A. B. Birchenough,A. L. Saundors,

_,' T.W. Nyland,and R. K, $haltens
Wind Energy ProjectOffice

_ NationalAeronauticsand SpaceAdministration
= Cleveland, Ohio 44135

The objectiveof the Mod-OAwind turbineproject is to gain early
experiencein the operationof largewind turbines in a utillty

_i_._ environment. Four of the 200 kW horizontalaxis wind turbines,
,: designedby the Lewis ResearchCenterof the NationalAeronauticsand

SpaceAdministration,have been built and installedat utility
:- sites, Since the first installationin 1977,_he machineshave

accumulated25,000 hours of operation,and generated2,500 Mwh f

_,, energy. The Mod-OAwind turbinesare a first generationdeslgn,and
even though not cost effectivethe operatingexpm'ienceand

: performancecharacteristicshave had a significanteffect on the
.; designof the second and third generationmachinesdevelopedin the

,: Federalwind energy program. The Mod-OA machineshave been modified
,;,i as a resultof the operationalexperience,particularlythe blades

and controlsystem. The latestmachineinstalledoperatednearly
6000 hours during the first year of operation,achievingan

.,;__ availabilityof 80%, and averageplant factor of nearly0.5, while
""" producing850 Mwh of energy.

_:.. This paper discussesthe machineconfigurationand its advantagesand
---_, disadvantages,particularlyas it affectsreliability. It also

=_,.,_ describes*he _achineperformance,both availabilityand power output• characteristics.

"-h'•

" . INTRODUCTION

::. Wind energy systemshave been used for centuriesas a source of energy
_ for man. The applicationshave rangedfrom pumpingwater and grinding
-. grain to generatingelectricity. These machines have generallybeen

..i small,but at times coDsiderableinterest,both in the United States
_ . and Europe,has existedin developinglargewind driven generators.
_' However, interestin these systemshas declinedbecausethey were not

"; cost competitivewith the fossll fuel systemsof that era.
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_--_° The recent changes in the energy situation have made it necessary to
i, develop alternative energy sources. Wind energy is one of the most

' highly developed forms of solar energy, and may be a viable
alternativeenergy source,

i
_ The FederalWind Energy Programwas establishedto enable research

: and developmenton the many applicationsand conceptsof wind energy
systems. This programoriginatedat the NationalScienceFoundation

..... and is currentlydirectedand fundedby the Departmentof Energy.
_ This program is designedto providethe continuityand Sustained
_: researchand developmenteffort generallylackingfrom the previous

privatelyfunded ventures.

:, One phase of the programis to developthe technologynecessaryfor
,_. the successfuldesign,fabrication,and operationof large,
_ horizontalaxis wind turbinesystems. This phase of the program is
_:_ managedby the Lewis ResearchCenter of the NationalAeronauticsand
i_,: Space AdminiStration. The Mod-OAmachines are the first wind
j!_.,.:: turbinesplaced in utilityoperationunder this program. The
L':_._: objectiveof this project is to obtain early operationand
._i:.._ performancedata while gaininginitialexperiencein the operationof
_": large horizontalaxis wind turbinesin typicalutilityenvironments.
/_: These are the first wind turbinesin 30 years to operateroutinelyon

_:_: a utilitygrid. The key issuesto be addressedthroughthese
i_!." operationsinclude:

__ o Compatibilitywith utilitygrid.

i;!.:i o Demonstrationof safe unattendedoperation.
s..... o Wind turbinereliabilityand maintainability.

o Operationsand maintenancesupport.
_: o Public and utilityreactionand acceptance.

_.: The heart of the Mod-OAproject is the field operations. Machines
, ... are installedin four utilitiesof greatlydifferingsize, technical
_.'.!_ capability,climate,geographiclocation,topography,and wind

. resource. The operations,routinemaintenance,and troubleshooting

_°_" and repairare performedby the utilityas completelyas possible.
_!_ This approachprovidesthe best simulationof eventualcommercial

_o-: operations. Althoughthese first generationmachines are not being
_,_.. operatedfor the prime purposeof producingpower and thereby

demonstratingcommercialusefulnessof these machines,they are
maintainedin a normal utilitymannerwhen possible. The major

_ exceptionto this maintenanceprocedureis that major failuresresult
_ in lengthyshutdownsfor analysis,redesignand modification. Thus
!_" the operationsrepresenta mix betweerutilitysimulationand
1 experimentaloperations.

_ This reportdocuments25,000 hours of Mod-OA operationalexperience.
The characteristicsof the wind energygenerated,the machine

..'. performance,and the subsystemstrengthsand weaknessesare

,70 C
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,.,._ discuss.d, The report also presents an asst_,ssment of the. projo, ct

_, success i. f.lfilltng Its gnals and _}b.lt:ci, ives.

:.., Th_ Mod-OA inachine is hast!d very hc_.avily on the Mod-O design, sn an
..." ,nderst.anding of the origins ot: Mod-O is necessary. In lq73. when it.
<:."" was decided to build a research wind turhine to be known as Mod-t),

= .:.i the size. ptlwer rating, and basic design were cho.a.n rathm'
""!..: arbitrarily. A literature search did not 1ocat_ substantial

/?_ technical des|gn information• Several persons who had been invL_Ived
_, in wind turbines before were contacted, and limite.dllelpwas

:_Lii received, but they were generally unable or unwilling to provide much
, specific help. The Mod-O turbine was essentially a fresh start in an

.".'..i unknown technical field•
" /!

?_:i The machine was to be "large," but not so large that size became a
,. major hindrance. It was not designed to be cost effective, but
,_ rather a build it strong enough to last philosophy was used• It was

:,:::_ii a laboratory type experiment, containing an extensive data system and
_.,._ operated by experienced personnel under controlled conditions andv L '.'.'

_:'_.':,.:: carefu1ly men itoted
_,_" :

="_"' The decision to install wind turbines in the field came almost

__i? simultaneously with tileinitial operations of Mod-O. The design was
_,_,,: to be upgraded slightly, therefore the name Mod-OA, and installed at
:!:!'::-!: field sites as soon as possible• Basically the power rating a,d,
/:.!: therefure, drive train strength, was increased, and automatic control
":"_ and safety systems were added. The first Mod-OA installation was
_,_:,"',::,, completed two years later, and the first large wind turbine to be

-:;)_!'; installed on a utility grid in the U.S• since WW II began operations.
'/.,.:_ i!

," :_ CONFIGURATION
_4,,,

::..' A cutaway view of the Mod-OA nacelle is shown in Fig• l• Tilemachine
L,_i.." is a two blade downwind configuration, using laminated wood-epoxy
_,,_ blades The hub houses the full span hydraulic pitch mechanism and
.:,,: spindle bearing, which support the blades in a fixed coned position.

{_"_'i:.: The low speed shaft, to which the rotor is atSached, is supported by
two rolling element bearings. Fhe 3 stage parallel shaft gearbox has

°i:. a h_;llowinput shaft through which the electrical wiring and pitch
..., actuator hydraullc supply line pass. The synchronous a1_,ernatoris

; coupled to the gearbox tllrougha v-belt drive, wl_icha11ows rotor
..._o speed changes, and a fluid coupling which provides drivetrain

-T_J soft.nessand dampln_.l.A disc brake is incorporated, on the high
-' speed sllaftof the gearbox, for maint.enanceand t,mergoncy shutdown.
_...... The hedplate is a box beam _t.ructure. and the nacelle housi,g is
_, i fiberglass. Tlle,yawdrive is electric, and uses dual motor::and

_.learim,l to provide sufficient torque. A disc brake provides yaw axis
""."'-'_ stiffness and damping. The tower Is a si, iff 4 leg truss desig.,

. bolted t,o the reinforced concrete slab fou.dation, lhe swit,cln,lear,
' ollicr(}prm'e_'_m' ba_ed cmlt, rol syst-,e0n, safety system, and data sy,d.ems

i

:. .$'I!
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:: are located in the control room located beneath the tower• A
.. detailed description of the mactltne design is giwn in Ref• 1.

., The Hawaiian machine is slightly different in that the v-belt drive
: to the generator is eliminated, and the yaw drive is hydraulic (Ref.

2, 3).

'L SITE DESCRIPTION

The machines, shown in Figure 2, are identified as Mod-OAl, 2, 3, and
"" 4 corresponding to the order of installation. Mod-OAl was installed

in late 1977 in Clayton, New Mexico. The Clayton utility is
municipally owned, and isolated from other systems. The power plant,

.. primarily natrual gas fueled, supplies from 1 to 3.5 Mw to the town
of approximately 3000 people. The plant is located approximately I/2

-: mile from the wind turbine, and personnel are available 24 hours a
,c day to service the wind turbine.

.-";. The second installation is on the Island of Culebra, Puerto Rico, and
was completed in mid 1978. The Island is located 20 miles off the
coast of mainland Puerto Rico. Electric power is supplied from the

.'. mainland thru an underwater cable• The personnel supporting the wind
turbine are primarily located in San Juan, and travel to the island
by airplane as required. The utility response to wind turbine faults
is thus basically limited to a single shift operation, and usually

:_ involves a one day delay•

.', The third installation was completed in mid 1979 on Block Island,
Rhode Island, located 12 miles off the coast of Rhode Island. The
privately owned utility, isolated from other electrical systems,
serves the population of approximately 300 year around residents, and

• - i_

up to several thousand persons during weekends in the sumner. The

,: load varies from approximately 250 kW to over a megawatt. The power
plant, located a few hundred feet from the wind turbine, usually

_ operates a single diesel generator at a time. The power plant is
attended 16 hours a day. Personnel are available to support the wind
turbine for one shift, but can usually respond rapidly if needed.

The fourth machine is located at Kahuku, the north side of the Island
of Oahu, Hawaii This site is 45 miles from Honolulu, where the
investor owned utility is based. Personnel assigned to the machine
are available 16 hours a day, including weekends. The site is in an
area currently being developed for a multimegawatt wind turbine
farm.

' The environmental conditions at thes__ sites also var_ radically. The
_. Clayton, New Mexico site has temperatures from OOF to lO0OF.

Icing conditions are common in the winter, but the site is very dry
typically. The winds are above curia two thirds of the time, and

'f
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....•_ : exceed cutout 50 to 100 times a year. There are strong dinural
. variations,with very smooth.nightwinds.

,:, The Culebrasite is a coastaltropicaltrade wind situation. There
_ : are minimaltemperaturevariations,and the wind is smooth,and
.....'_:_'). rarely above 30 mph exceptduring hurricanes. Wind directionis also

!IL:_ nearlyconstant. Corrosionfrom the salt laden air is severe,as atBlock Island and Hawaii.

_ The Block Islandsite has temperaturevariationsslightly lessextremethan Clayton,but higherhumidityand rainfall. The average

_?:i wind Is slightlylower than Clayton,but much gustier,and is above
cutoutmore often.

:!,::. The only significantdifferencebetweenthe Hawaii and Culebrasites
_ _ is the wind velocity. The wind at Hawaii is above cutin over go% of

-_i:;i.,_ the time, and above rated far more than at any other site.

_:cK UTILITY INTERACTIONS

:',: One of the early concernswith wind energywas that the variablewind
-o'; turbineoutputwould not be compatiblewith the utility. Also, would
_/. there be any unusualconstraintson the interconnectionto the
/ utility. A goal of the Mod-OA projectwas to resolvethese issues.

i%i: The compatibilityof wind energywith a utilityhas a significant
_: effecton the value of each kilowatthour (kWh) generatedby the wind
"_'_' turbine. If the wind energy contributionhas a neglibleeffecton

the utility,as has been the typicalcase with Mod OA installations,
_:',,: the value,per kWh, is the greatest.However, if the utilityhas to
=:" adjust its dispatchstrategies,spinningreserverequirements,and
%

_.. voltageor frequencycontrol,the value of the wind energy
_ decreases. Also to be consideredare the possible increasesin

maintenanceand decreasedgenerationefficiencyresultingfrom
:i:. greaterload swingsor off-optimumoperationof the generation
-i equipment.

, Although the additionof wind energymay requirechanges in power
_'i generationstrategiesand costs,they may be economicquestions
_:_ considerationsand not effectpower quality. What the utility
o:::_ suppliesto the customer is a voltage,of well definedamplitude,
.....: waveshape,and frequency. And wind turbines,while generatingpower,

do littleto support,and may even hinder,the maintenanceof voltage
o:, amplitudeor frequency. A11 largewind turbinesat this time use

conventionalgeneratorsand thus do supportwaveformcontrol. But
even waveformsupportmay become a factor as advanceddesignsmay

: incorporateinverters.
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l,!il
))_i) The Mod-OA installationshave createdno significantinterface:_ difficulties. In Hawaii and PuertoRico, the penetrationis less

_i_iI than .1%. The Islandof Culebra,PuertoRico, Is small,but it is

_iiii tled thru an underseacable to themaln islandgr'Id. In Clayton,New
• Mexico,the wind power penetrationcan reach 20%, but does not effect

utilityope_atlons(Ref.4). Incrementsof dleselpower which could
ii__ be added to or taken off line are still large co,@aredto the wind
i_,_' power, and in fact, if a singlediesel is used, Its overload
;:. capabilitiesare sufficientto sustainthe grid 'f the wind turbine
r,%', output would be lost And maintenancelevels and efficiencieshave
,i< not apparentlybeen changedby the introductionof wind power,nor

has the qualityof the power suppliedby the uti'litydecreased.

_Yil The wi_d energy penetrationat Block Island,howe_er,is very high
_ and the interfacehas been a problem. During the winter,the

penetrationlevelsexceed 50%, and have.averaged15% over a month.
"_._:. At this site, the generationequipmentin operationhas been varied
_;' due to the wind turbine,and the effectshave been significantenough
:: that the fuel efficiencyof the dieselsdoes decrease,the
/

:_o_ maintenanceincreases,and the power qualitydelivereddecreases.
_ : These are effectson a small utilitywith a singlemachineand

massivepenetration,and do not directlypredictthe effect of
_IL)_ severallarge farms on a large utility. However,the interface
_i.:' requirementsfor some of the plannedand proposedsystemswill not be
_i insigificantas has generallybeen the case in the Mod-OAprogram.

The economicsof wind energy assumethat likebase generation,wind
_....." energywill be used whenever it is available. But unlike base
_,_ generation,the output is highlyvariableand unpredictable•Each
_ new generationtechnology,whetherhydro,diesel,steam turbine,gas
_;i_ turbine,or nuclear,requirednew operationalstrategies,but perhaps
_:':. none were as "different"as wind. The followingsectionshows the
_ outputcharacteristicsof the Mod-OA wind turbineto help definethe
,_ interfacerequirements.

.....,). The interconnectionto the utilitygrid uses a transformerto convert
)i,_ the 480 volt generatoroutput and auxiliaryload buses to the utility
_:L. grid voltage,2.4 to 12 Kv in these installations•A reclosurefor
i;:i:_ isolationand grid fault protectionis connectedbetweenthe
_:'_ transformerand the utilitygrid. This interconnectiondoes not
):r'

•: requireany abnormalline stiffness,and is typicallymade on an
_v existingfeeder circuit.
.';, ,

ilc_°' Mod-OA wind turbinesoperate in a VAR supportmode, and as a power

'_u° i

, sourceas availablefrom the wind. Thus the output is best
characterizedby the output currentor power, both the real and

7 reactivecomponents. The actualeffecton a utilityis then
determinedfrom the utilitysystem impedanceand voltageand
frequencycontrolgains and responserates.

•., =

b "

Output voltage,that is excitationcontrol,on the Mod-OA is a fast,
:. inner loop on voltageand an outer loop on VARS, typically
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controlling for gO KVAR leading. This mode was chosen to provide
generator overexcttatton to prevent slipping out of synchronism. VAR
generation provides power factor correction for the utllity and is,
therefore, generally advantageous. In practice, staying in
synchronism has never been a problem, so VAR level could be set based
only on utility needs, Output voltage fluctuations have not been a
problem on these machines, and has never been measured with

" transducers having enough resolution and response rate to show any
: voltage fluctuation. Additionally_ other wind turbines have operated

in constant voltage, constant power factor mode_, and with induction
;* generators without causing unacceptable voltage fluctuations.

Power output fluctuations, besides causing possible voltage
fluctuations, require other generators to change power level to
compensate and maintain frequency control. The power fluctuations
resulting from wind generators are so unlike the normal generation

:; that wind generation is often treated as a (negative) load. The
:_i power output traces shown herein are for OA wind turbines at various
. sites, but are generally applicable to all turbines. The absolute
: amplitudes would of course be different. The frequency content would

also change.

; The results shown illustrate typical behavior over several time
spans. At one extreme, power variations with a frequency content of

! several hertz can be seen. The other extreme shows data based on
_: weekly averages.

There are four separate identifiable components to a Mod-0A wind
_ turbine power spectra. In general these apply to all wind turbines,
;: but the characteristics certainly vary. The four components are: a
: power impulse caused by blade passage behind the tower, the._:i,'

;:_ characteristic introduced when the machine is above the rated wind
:: speed and controlling blade pitch to regulate the power output, the

power variation in direct response to wind variations when operating
-:, below rated wind, and the start/stop transient as the wind traverses

the cutln/cutout criteria. These components are listed in the order
of decreasing frequerlcycontent, and generally in the order of

= decreasing interest and concern.

The shortest time spectra plot shown in Figure 3A illustrates the
°il blade passage phenomena, the so-called 2P or two per rev for a two-

i bladed rotor. The impulse is a lO-5OkW p-p variation depending onpower level and wind shear. The prime cause of the 2P in these
_, machines is the tower shadow effect on the downwind rotor. Changes
(_ in tower design, teetering, greater damping, more blades, and upwind

_ I16 confiquration will effect the amount of this component. The
r amplitude and frequency appears somewhat random in this figure, and
} unsymetrical between blades, due primarily to tl_emachine resonances

) and wind gusting. The 2P variations are more pronounced in Figure
!r 3B. The 2P variations are important to the machine designers because
i. they are a source of cyclic stress and may be the design drivers for

i
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dampingand peak torque criteria. To the utility,it may representa i
, sourceof voltagefluctuation,but is too fast to cause any effect on
• frequencycontrol. In the Claytonoperation,it tends to act as a
'; "dither"signalfor the dieselgovernors,and actuallyimprovethe

_' frequencycontrulby reducingthe deadband. The 2P effectswould be
_i integratedout in a farm situationwhere the machine rotorswould

_ _ typicallybe out of phase with each other.

:__ The secondcomponentof power fluctuationis illustratedin Figure
3B, where the wind turbineis controllingpitch to regulatepower.

i" The 2P is very obviousin this figure,but the compunentof interest
, is the power variationabout the 20OkW setpoi,tin responseto the
°" wind and pitch angle changes. The controlleraction is a
": proportionaland integralcontrolbased on the power signal. The

_°,. mean power level,based on a per revolutionaverage,varies about +25
_::, kW about the 200 kW setpoint, clippingcaused by the recorderis -

limitingthe peak signalto 230 kW in this figure. Actual peak power
" is approximately250 kW worst case. The gustingduring this data

_. case was rathersevere,approaching5 mph/sec. A longerterm case is
iili? shown in Figure 3C. The mean power is very constant,the variations
_,_.. are due to the 2P, and wind gustingand controllerresponse.

! _ The peak powers and fluctuationsunder these conditionsgenerally
=_o, size the strengthof the drive train components,and are thus
....- criticalto the machinedesigners. It also is of great interestto
!_:, the utilities,but possiblybecauseit is definableand controllable
> and thus more easilymeaningfulto discussthan the next case shown.

i-_."° However,the frequencycomponentsgeneratedat above rated power
-_:::i should integrateout in a farm, if they don't cause interaction
i_<_• betweenthe machines.

The most commonwind turbineoperatingmode is below rated power.
_L,o And presentdesignsare tendingtoward higherrated powersper swept
,_, _or area, thus raisingthe rated wind speed. Figure 3D is a 6 hour
::- po,er trace in smoothwinds with the IP and greaterfrequency
_ componentsremoved. During this period,the machineran continuously

;_- with the outputrangingfrom nearly 200kW to slightlybelow zero.
= • (The cutoffcriteriais -lOkW aversge.) Other typicalcases are
• :" shown in Figures3 E, F, G, H. Figure 3E is the ideal but rare case
_ where the machineruns continuouslyat rated power. Figure 3F is

L_ more typicalwith operationabove rated part of the time and below
rated part of the time. Figure 3G is steadybelow rated operation.
These are night winds on the plainsor trade winds. The final case

_ii is an extremeshown in Figure 3H. In 5 hours about a storm front,
:_ the machineshut off on low winds beforeand after the storm,and in

high winds during the storm. This operation,althoughinfrequent,
_ • and fully automatic,will not filterout significantlyin a farm of
_-_ wind turbines,and will requirerapid dispatchadjustme_It.

_: The final componentof the wind turbineoutput characteristicsis the
•- start/stopcycle. In low winds the transitionis very smoothand

_-
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- causesno perturbationin the utilityoperation,but the cyclesmay
be frequent. Figure4A contains4 cycles in less than an hour.

_.. However,the Claytonmachinetypicallyaverages2 hours per cycle,
and at other sites the machineshave exceededlO0 hours continuously.

: /- The high wind cycle, as shown in Figure 48, is much more infrequent,
• I00 per year, but more severe. The power decreasesand increasesat

_,_ approximately25kW/sec.

:' MACHINEPERFORMANCE

ii_-I The machineperformanceis basicallya discussionof hours of
.o operationor energy generation. Althoughthe 25,000 hours of.

!?_:oo_ operationhave producedextensivedata, a meani_gfu_ analysisis
=_:_'- complicatedby the effectsof the experimentalnature of the

program• This sectiondiscussesthe actual and predictedperformance
_L'_.o;.., of the machines,the major outages,and the trends and effectsof
;/ ongoingmodifications.

-;_."y The simplestdescriptionof the performanceis given in Fig. 5• This
_.:,,,_ curve shows the performancein a steady statemode, that is it does
_:.T not containany informationabout start-up/shut-downtimes,
o'_., hysteresisabout the cutin/cutoutwind speed,or the responsesto
_ ;' gusts. The curve also ignorestemperatureeffects,yaw error, and
_ _'_: wind shear variationsfor example,and impliesI00% machine

_o{:_;. availability. All these factorsmust be accountedfor in determining
=:._::, annualenergyproduction. However,the curve of Fig. 5 can be, and
_,_ has been, verifiedwith a relativelysmall, severalhour, data
_!_ sample.

._:.... Verificationof the actual versuspredictedmachineenergy is far
_-i_:,o more difficult• Thus the measureof machineperformancei_ not
•_- stated as an energy capturepercentagebased on annual energy
o:_ available,which would be all encompassing,but on the components

parts. The major componentsare the aerodynamicefficiency,drive ,
i]!_il train efficiency,machine availability,yaw pointingaccuracy,

start/stoplossesand cutin/cutoutsetpointsor parameters And
._,_._ these componentsare interactive• For example,reducingthe cutin

T_: wind speed tends to increasethe startuptime. Energy generation
_... would increase,as would sync time, but averagepower would
._: decrease. And the likelihoodof not startingsatisfactorily
" increases,resultingin decreasedavailability. Thus, although
_: reducingthe cutin wind speed helps energycapture,it is very

o_i_/._: difficultto quantifythe improvement. Meanwhileother easilymeasureableand understandableperformanceparametersdeteriorate•
/': Except to those closelyconnectedwith the program,many of the
_"_T controlsystem improvementsmade on these machines,for example,do

not appearto have had as much effect as has actuallyoccurreddue to
offsettingeffectsof chang._slikecutin/cutoutcriteria. _

-_j_ '_
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One measureof the machineperformanceas an energy source is shown
: in Fig. 6. The energyproductionof the four machines is plotted

versuscalendartime. The steepestslope portionsof the lines
representexcellentmachineperformat,ce(primarilyavailabllity)and
good winds. The horizontalsectionsrepresentprolongedoutages.

These outputsrepresentaverageplant factors(outputcomparedto
wind turbinerating)of 0.1 to 0.15 for Clayton,Culebraand Block
Island,and .5 for Hawaii. Deletingthe periodsof completemachine

:: outagedue to blade replacementdt the sites (none at Hawaii)and the
_ part time operationsat Block Island,would put the averageplant

factor in the .2 to .3 range for the first three machines. Part time
-_ operationsat Block Islandwere requireddue to potentialTV

interferencebefore a cable TV installationwes completed. Thus for
the first four months the machinewas only operated40 hours per
week. Althoughthe theoreticalenergy captureat these sites has not :_

' been computedfor the entire period,spot checks have shown a good
correlationif availability,start/stoplosses,and yaw error and

_ other minor effectsare taken into account. Availabilityis the -.-
major factor.

The availabilityof the Claytonmachine is shown in Fig. 7A. Several
trends do exist in the data. First, the long term average

_!: availabilityhas not changedmuch since initialoperations. However,
the shorterterm averages,I-2 months,have improved. During the

i first year there were many failures,both major and minor. Both the
utilityand NASA respondedrapidlyto failures,but neitherhad the

_: experienceto make rapid repairs. Thus there were no excellent(high
90's) periods,but also no long total shutdowns. As the program

_i emphasischanged,failurereponsebecameslower,and more analysis
was done beforeoperationsresumed. However,the utility's

:_ capabilitieswere greatlyimproveo,so more repairswere done using
local crews, and less lost time. Also, machineimprovementswere
being mad_• so there were fewer major or minor failures,except for
blades. As a result,there are many more excellentweeks, and fewer
mediocreperiods. However,the total outages,althoughno more
frequent,lastedfar longer. A graphicdemonstrationis shown in
Fig. 8, where the weekly availability,neglectingthe weeks of total
outage,has risen substantially,and the "typicalgood" week has
risen from the low 80's to the high 90's.

The availabilityimprovements,Fig. 7B,C, are more dramaticfor
., Culebra and Block Island. Both sites have had one major shutdownfor

blade replacementor repair,but there is also a marked rise in
typicalweek availability. Neithersite has utilitypersonnel

"" available24 hours a day, and thereforeminor problemscause
significantoutages. The availabilityimprovementprimarilyreflects
the decreasein "glitches"d _,to controlsystemimprovements. There
have been very few major failuresat eitherof these sites. The

" Claytonoperationis indicativeof operationswith a local repair



crew, on 24 hour ¢a11, which might stmulate farm operation. In
contrast,the Culebrasituationis a remote, inaccessible
installatienwhich must run in an unmannedfully self-sufficientmode.@.,

The Hawaiianmachineavailability,Flg. 7D, has remainedQuite hiqh
throughoutits life, and averaged0.8 for its first year of
operation. Wind power has a high priorityin that region,and the
combinationof high utilitycapabilityand supportat all levelsand

,_ the machine improvementsdevelopedfrom the experienceat the other
sites has made this machinevery successful.

At a11 sites,the utilitymust be given much of the creditfor the
_ high availabilities.The personnelworkingon the machines are
;: typicallydiesel mechanics,yet they performsophisticatedrepairs

! and troubleshootingon complicatedsystems. Their enthusiasmand
personalcommitmentto this experimenthas been a key elementin its

i _ success.
i

_ ComponentExperiences

, A detaileddiscussionof the failuresand resultingmodificationsis
_/_: outsidethe scope of this report. However,this sectioncoversthe
) generalareas that have been significantin the operatinns.

_" The blades have been the greatestsingleproblem in this program.
The originalaluminumbladeswere not expectedto be 30 year life low

) / cost components. But the actual life,generallyabout I000hour/per
_ repair,was much less than expected. The basic cause was a design
!=:_:._ deficiencyin one area. After an iterationof repairs,the

modificationsdevelopedwere very successfulwhen appliedto an
undamagedblade. The Culebrawind turbineoperatedover 4000 hours

! withoutrepair. The greatestimprovement,however,is the result o_
_ the low cost blade program,resultingin the wood epoxy blades
j ), operatingessentiallyfaultlesslyat 3 siteswith over I0,000hours
=_ cumulative running,and the fibreglassblades to be tested ati

_. Clayton.

The rotor hub has requiredrepairs,but alway_ in parallelwith blade
i _" repairs,and thus has not affectedthe availability. Due to the high
_ loads encounteredin a rigid hub, the pitch axis bearingdesign is
_ difficult. The early designsdid not maintainpreload, and the pitch
ii/, controlgears wore rapidly. These problemshave apparentlybeen
i /: solved throughminor redesignand upgradedlubricationrequirements.

No furtherhub modificationsare anticipated,althoughthe current
lubricationrequirementsare undesireablyhigh.

o The drivetrainhas been essentiallytroublefreeexcept at a single
site. The originalalternatordesignwas not sufficientfor the belt
drive configurationemployed. This led to a bearingfailureat
Clayton,and redesignof the alternatordrive-endbearing. However,
the alternatorshaft was damagedby the bearingfailure,eventually
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.c.

i!i!ii r_quirin_r_p_acem_nt°fth_Itern_t°rBTh_b_arln_wasr_placed

bnfor_ fatlur_ at thn other _lt_s, and thn 4th machtnn t_ a direct
drive configuration_limlnatlngthe problem. Also, th_ fluld
couplinghas failed repeatedlyat Clayton. These failureswarn

_ i,, probably acceleratedby the alternatorfailurn,but it wa_ not the
_ ,_ sole cause. The fluid coupling is not mountedaccordingto the
k,..; manufacturer'sspecifications,and as a resultgoes thru resonance

_ i!! every startup. A strengthen,dcase replace,,.,ntis now operatingIn
i Claytonand may solve the problem. There have been no significant

_i mechanicaldrivetrainfailuresat other sites.

_]:': The only other mechanicalsystemproblemhas been the yaw drive. Yaw
_': axis loads are high in a rigid hub two blade machine,and the yaw

systemcan imparthigh blade loadsalso. Actual hardwareproblems in

_ severalminor modificationshave been made to reduce the load
_;"-_ levels.

_',: Hydraulic and pneumatic systems are used for pitch control, yaw
::_.:! systemdamping,and the rotor brake. These systemshave been serious
o!.:.., problems in that althoughmalfunctionsare not frequent,they are not

k_:_, easily repaired. Most problemshave been from shifts in component•,F !'

settings,but pump failures,actuatorand valve leaks and rotary
:;._: couplingfailureshave occurredrepeatedly. An upgradingof the_
_ii_), systemsis reducingthe failurerates, but further improvementis
_,_, necessary.

_L:'II: The controlsystem,includingswitchgear,safety system,and remote
7:1 control,has consistentlycausedthe greatestnumberof shutdowns,

:o_'_!: but has not resultedin many major outages. Most shutdownsare not
_ :i the result of hardwarefailures,and a systemreset is all that is
_:_:; requiredto resumeoperations. However,at remote sites several

i_iD:'! hours to a couple days time is often lost. Controlsystem
Li_)-i developmenthas proceededon severalfronts and has been the most
._3_ heavilymodifiedportionof the wind turbine,exceptblades. These
_!_!- changeshave been to: Reduce blade loads,particularlyduring
L,)., startupand shutdown;increaseenergycaptureespeciallythroughlow
i_.... wind start/stopcriteria;decreasethe number of false _hutdowns;
h;, _ improvethe machineprotection;providebettermore reliableremote
_"i control;and ease troubleshootingof the controlsystem. The
i;:J approachis to performmore taskswith the microprocessor,delete the

separatediscreetsystemsused in the originaldesign,and to use
i ':{ improvedalgorithmsto obtain bettercontrol.

_!,"I Extensivedevelopmenthas also been done on the start up procedure.
,°_ Many energypredictioncodes assumeno time loss in start up. And
ii althoughthe energy in the start up winds is quite low, the percent

..,i_ of operatingtime involvedcan be quite high. During the first year
)!,! of operationsat Clayton,the machinespent approximatelyI0% of its
_ operatingtime in start up. The machinewould start at 12 mph, and
:_ each start took typically4 minutes. And unly 60% of the startswere
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successful. The other 40% would shuLdown and r_startautomatically
withoutoperatoraction,but the restartwould proceedmore slowly,
and take 6=10 minutestypically.

' The start up is now done at 10 mph, less tl_an60% of the wind _norgy ,
' availableat 12 mph, and takes 2 minutestypically. Approximately

'_ 10% of the start attemptsar_ unsuccessful,but the.restartsare
:, fully automaticand as fast as the normal start up.

The total loss due to start up time is difficultto assess because
the winds are so low. Assumin_ 100 startsper week, 2 minutesper

: start, and 25 kW averagewould be made duringthe lost time, the loss
is about I% at a 12 mph site. The losswould be less at a higheror
steadierwind site.

The two and a half years experienceand the modificationsmade during
_,, that time have had a marked effecton the system reliability. The

_" MTBF, mean time betweenfailure,was in the order of 200 hours during
: the first 6 months at Clayton. The comparableperiodfor Hawaii has
"_ a MTBF three times as high. The MTBF is based on operatinghours,

and only counts failuresrequiringhardwarereplacement. A more
= dram6tic increasehas been in a mean time betweenincident
,_" calculation,where any situationrequiringan operatoraction,is
o recorded,even though such an actionmay just be pushinga button at
_ : the dispatchoffice. The intervalhas gone from a few hours

initially,with most actionsrequiringa site visit,to typically
" 50-I00hours. A major reason that the Claytonavailabilityhas not

_,: increasedas dramacticallyas at the Culebra-B1ockIslandfacilities
is that the Claytonutilityhas alwaysbeen able to respondrapidly

. at any time. The other sites,being remoteor without24 hours
_ dispatchermonitoring,are affectedmuch more by minor incidents.

During the next coupleyears, it is expectedthat the machineswill
continueto performbetter,and weekly availabilitieswill typically
be above go%. And due to the blade improvements,major outagesare
not expected. However,we expectthe utilityresponseto decreaseas
the turbinesare no longerthe new "engine"in the system. Thus
minor failureswill have an increasingeffect on availability. The
infantfailuresand major design deficienciesare now eliminated,but

_=. some middle-agewearoutcan soon be expected. Overall, the
performanceis expectedto improve,but not markedly,and the

_ maintenacerequirementswill becomen,oreroutine.

:_ PROJECTASSESSMENT

The objectiveof the Mod-OA projectwas to gain early operating
_ experiencewith large,windt mbines. The 3 I/2 years and 25,000

hours of operationhave fulfilledthat objective,have been
invaluableto the designof 2nd and 3rd generationmachinedesigns,

_.: and the public and utilityperceptionof wind power. Also, the
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E
: " machtna_ themselves, even though l_t generation, are _onstdorad very
_, successful. These machinesare being watchedv_ry closelyby utillty

and alternateenergygroups a_ the bast indicatornf practicalwind
energygeneration.

There were also specificgoals for the project. One goal was to
: demonstrateunattendedfailsafeoperat;_n. The ,_,achinesare runnlnc A

unattended,and the protectivesystemshave successfullydetected ;_1
-; failuresbeforethe failuresresultedin.other seriousdamaqe. The.

unattended operation has had a stgn.iftcant effeot on reliability,
pointingout the need for very reliablecontroland fault detecti,_n.
Two other relatedgoals were investigatingthe tel.labilityof wind
turbinesystemsand the requiredmaintenance. The wind turbine

_" reliabilitywas initiallybelow the levelsrequiredfor commercially
viable systems,but problemareas and systemshave been identified,
and genera.flycorrectedand the systemschangedir ?ridgene_'_ti_,n

! designs. However,the high failurerate has provide:an accelerated
test of the maintenancerequirements,partlcularlythe ski : _nd
specialtoolingand crane requirements. Althoughmot,t f,'.,_.,_

_ diagnosticsare providedby LeRC engineers,moor of '_"
troubleshootingand repair is accomplished': _= ut_,,._,generally
by regulardieselmechanicsand ele,:t',, ;met of the dlagnosi

; could also be performedby the ut_',t_ii_-..betCe_-m_a_s,and
troubleshootingguideswere availab,_.

L'q.

i . A fourth goal was to assessthe compatibilitywith the utilitygrid.
_, The grid interactionwith thesemachines has been negligibleexcept
'_ at Block Island,where the impacthas been a very strongf.mctionof
_:: the utilitydiesel state of tune. The utilityimpactcharacteristics
- with Mod-OAmachineshave shown that the interfaceis not as severe a

problem as was expected,and is in generalvery benign..-%.

The final goal was to assessthe public reaction,and may be the most
criticalissue. And the public shouldbe divided into four gruups:

_::_ (1) the generalpublicas visitors;(2) the residentsof the local
area; (3) utilitypersonnelfrom other utilitiesand (4) the local '
utilitypersonnel. The first group is the largest. It is estimated

!" that 20,000people have stoppedto look at the Claytonwind turbine.
_= Most visitorshave a positivereaction,it looksgood, wind energy is

a good idea to pursue. Local residentsare no longer in awe of the :I
machines,and tend to be proud of havingthe machine,but pessimistic i_: about its success. This is primarilya communicationproblemin that ,

.... 'm they are unawareof how much the machineshave run. The pessimism i
- largelydisappearswhen given a few facts. Visitingutility I

perscnneltypicallyare aware of the economicsinvolved,and view the
Mod-OA machinesas an experimentwhich can be very useful,but

! - realizethat the machineis not currentlyviab:e and that improvement 1
_ is necessary. Their view of the projectis very close to the I

programs intent. The utilitypersonnelinvolvedwith the machineare q
nearly universallyenthusiastic,strong supportersof the machines. !

i "" !
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CONCLUDINGREMARKS

The Mod-OA projectwas developedto provideearly experiencein wind
power operationin a utility, To date, the machineshave operaLed
25,000 hours, and producedover 2.5 millionkilowatthours, exceeding
the productionof any other largewind turbinesin the country, The

_i machineshave providedextensivedata to verify the design codes and
;.. loads analysistools,and to characterizewind turbineperformance.

Althoughthese 1st generationexperimentalmachines are not currently
,; economicalpower producers,they have been valuablein assistingthe
, technologydevelopmentin latermachinesand in assessingpublic

reactionand utllitycompatibility. The machineshave evolveduntil
they are curre,tlyreliableenergysourcescompatiblewith the

;i utilityrequirementsand capabilities•
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....,.-. QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

'" :.... A.G. Birchenough
'l q'.

_" ,',- From: R. Hughes
/t "/..,

!:,:'_. _ Q: Have any tests been performed to determine the extent of radio-
| L: ',/..

frequency interference creaded by different blade types?

,,<:' A: There have been no comparative tests on the machines. Small scale ,
:'ii: testing and analysis has been done by the University of Michigan.

,,_,,;,. From: J. S. Wood, Jr.
7 v_'.'t

-_,.:_,:.' Q: What percentage of energy is lost between the hub. energy and electric
°_"_-" output at the generator? Is the design of gearbox gears a factor?

_=_,_i:: Has lube media been explored?

!_/':iij: A: The efficiency of the machine is about 80g at _l power. The gear-
_ ,_;,_:. box efficiency is 85g and is certainly a function of design. For
___oo,...: example, the efficiencies of the planetary gearboxes for the larger

machines are 88%. Lube media has not been extensively explored.

From: J. Cirka

_) Q: What is your prediction that the major components of wind turbines!.:..; (rotor, gear box) will achieve a 25-50 year equipment life? If
]_:-.i[: insufficient data exists, what would be the earliest date that this
_. equipment life goal could be verified?

_:'_ A: The major components were conservatively designed for a JO _ear life

_C";"...... and have not shown any abnormal wear to date. Life expectancies
_,;;.:, have not been updated for the actual loads experienced. The OA
--:_:_,:i" machines will probably not be operated for a long enough period to

:.... verify life predictions, but it may become available from the Mod-2

-i?{' i project experience.

'_,_ From: R. C. Henson

_._,.!: Q: What have maintenance costs been?

:.. A: The actual maintenance costs of the machines are not known. They

i ,,:", are being operated as an experiment arm are often modified. The
i:, " experience to date indicates normal maintenance requirements of

" 7 $5,000-10,000 per year, not counting failures.

"_ From: L. P Rowley

° ::- Q: Is there much yaw activity during the long periods of _d-OA running?
,._, !,. Does this adversely affect energy capture?

,°"'."" A: The t.ur,bine_epe.ud1-2 hou_,_per week yawing and maintain the average
°o - y_O cr_,o) ) at 5-10°. The enerEy capture Zoss fo_,this yaw error iek
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A. O. Birchenough (continued)

a small percentage and the energy required to yaz_ ts negligible.
" We restrain yca_ activity and accept the energy loss because the ya_

cycle is a high load situation on the rigid hub, 2-blade machine.

i From: T. Zajac

.i Has any machine experienced a lightning strike? If so, any distress?

i/ A: We do not know of a lightning strike on a OA machine. The Mod-O
'. machine has been struck, resulting in instrumentation failures.

_! From: C. Rybak
.b

.i, Q: Were the failures in the control system mainly hardware or software
-:i: r e I at ed ?

h" .

;il A: Early failures were hardware related. As the capabilities of the
i> computer were exp_ded, a greater percentage were due to software

_._ errors. At present, the software is well debugged and the primary
'_ failures are in the hardware, although these failures are infrequent.

._ From: R. Barton

-i_i Q: The "linear" yaw drive on Oahu was said to have less reliability than
---i a geared drive. Is this mainly the result of the implementation
-:.; with 8 actuators and associated plumbing rather than the concept?

-_. A: The 8 actuators have performed faultlessly. The reliability problem
'L has been due to general hydraulic supply failures.
! •

-: From: R. Moment

' Q: What design/material changes are indicated from your Hawaii and
Culeb,n, Puerto Rico, experiences with salt atmospheres?

,: A: The salt environment has cau6ed one design change; the control room
is air conditioned to eliminate fungus growth in the electronics.

o Components within the nacelle show very little effect. The tower
itself and any other components exposed to the weather need to be

i. protected.

: From: C. Tan

Q: Based on your experience at the 4 machines, what do you envision are
.... the required annual operating and maintenance requirements of a
" bl3D-OA system, estimated scheduled shut down time required per year,
_: required number of blade replacements over the life of the machine?

' A: We' do not ]'t:,c_ the l:,r,c_nt _IOD-OA _UJbem _ a prae.tical pc.wcr p_,o-
duation machine duc to ._to high maintenance ncquiPcments. Nonmal
_rwhcdulcd ma_nt,_',)zana,.' /o a_,oto_d 7t)O .t,._L hcna)_ a yccw (Cbnc o_ _tc).
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• -. )

., A.G. Birchonough (continued) I

:": and required minor repairs have also been of about this magnitude.
We cannot estimate the requirements for major failure repairs.

'_ Based on our recent experienoej i.e. wood blades and elimination of
: initial design faulta_ blades and major components would not be

replaced during the life (30 years) of the machine.

From: A. Jagtiani

i ..... Q: Can you tell me whether this machine will have the same audible
[.::.!i noise and TV interference problems like those experienced with Mod.-1) 9,'/'.

_' if installed near populated areas?

"h. A: The Mod-OA _aehines have lower noise generation and cause less TF
t -"_' interference than the Mod-1 due to design differences. However,
L, noice and fV interference is a normal characteristic which must bej," ,,

t;i!.;i! considered in the siting. _o of the Mod-OA machines are located
quite close to residences and have caused very little disturbance.•17

:!(:
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;i_ EXPERIENCEAND ASSESSMENTOF THE DOE/NASAMOD-I
: 2000 KW WIND TURBINEGENERATOR

AT BOONE,NORTH CAROLINA

)_ John L Collins,RichardK Shaltensi • •

_ NationalAeronauticsand Space Administration
!

i:' Lewis ResearchCenter
i RichardH. Poor, Robert S. Barton

GeneralElectricCompany
_i ValleyForge Space Center

.'- ..

! ABSTRACT

The borad objectivesof the Mod-I Programare definedincludingthe
backgroundinformationleadingto the inceptionof the Program.
Activitieson the Mod-l Programbegan in 1974 with turbinededication
occurringin July 1979. Rated power generationwas accomplishedin

F, February 1980. A descriptionof the Mod-l WT is included. In
additionto the steel blade operatedon the WT, a compositeblade wasr,
designedand manufactured. During the early phase of the
manufacturingcycle a Mod-IAconfigurationwas designedthat

_: identifiedconceptssuch as partialspan control,a soft tower and
i upwindteeteredrotorsthat have been incorporatedin secondand
_,. third generationindustrydesigns.

) The Mod-I electricalsystemperformedas designedwith voltage
! flickercharacteristicswithin acceptableutflitylimits. Power

output versuswind speed has equaledor exceededdesign predictions•
_._ The WT controlsystemwas operatedsuccessfullyat the site and
_ remotelyfrom the BREMC dispatcher'soffice in Lenoir,North
" Carolina. During WT operations,TV interferencewas experiencedby
,- the 'localresidents• As a consequence,WT operationswere
•_ restricted. Althoughnot implemented,two potentialsolutionswere

identified. In additionto TV interference,a few local residents
complainedabout objectionalsound particulbrlythe "thump"as the
blade passedbehind the tower. To eliminatethe residents'
objections,the sound generationlevelwas reducedby lO db by
reducingthe rotor speed from 35 rpm to 23 rpm. During January1981,
bolts in the drive train fractured• A solutionhas been identified
but not implementedas yet. Duringthe past two years the public

i . reactionhas been overwhelminglyfavorabletowardthe Mod-l WT
z ;- Program. This includesthe vast majorityof local Boone residents.
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_:" l.O OBJECTIVE

_, The overallobjectiveof the 2,000 kW Mod-I Projectwas to obtain
_-/,i early operationaland performancedata that could be used in the
_,- designof second generationcost-competitivewind turbines. The

-_ Mod-I Wind Turbinewas the first megawattsized machinein the
_',, FederalWind EnergyProgramto produceelectricalpower from wind
.... energy. Specificprojectobjectiveswere as follows:

o Operationaland performancedata for a Megawattsized wind
=i>' turbine in a utilityoperatedapplication

,

o Demonstrationof unattended,fail-safeoperation

... o Involvementof utilityas user and operator
:i

:i o Identificationof maintenancerequirementsfor largewind
.; turbines
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/: o Involvement_f industryin tiledesign,fabricationand
installationaf a the wind turbine

"." o Idontifycomponents/subsystemmodificaLlonsto reducecost, .
o" improverellahlltty and increaseperformance

o Assess public reaction/acceptanceof i_rgewind turbines

- :" o Demonstratecompatibilitywith utilityrequirements

=__. A very significantbenefitof the Mod-I Projectwas the discovery
under some conditionsthat the wind turbineemittedan objectionable

°_ sound level to lO families in the vicinityof the site• Methodsto
2).. characterizethe sound in order to establishacceptablesound

_i'_ standardsand to reducethe sound levelsbecame a significantpart of
....,_ the Mod-I Program•
,"0'
^ .

-__ 2•0 BACKGROUND

";: The FederalWind Energy Programadministeredby the 3epartmentof
.... Energy (DOE) has as one of its goals the developmentof the
c.., technologyfor practicalcost-competitivewind turbinesthat can be
@: used to supplysignificantamountsof electricalenergy. As a part
_:_ of the wind turbinedevelopment,the Lewis ResearchCenter (LeRC)of
,: the NationalAeronauticsand Space Administration(NASA)had the
" responsibilityto carry out the Mod-I Program. The GeneralElectric
°'_ Company(GE) under contractto LeRC, designed,built, and installed

_'"': the Mod-I Wind Turbineat Howard'sKnob (Boone),North Carolina.
: =.,.r ;"

...., Blue Ridge ElectricMembershipCorporation(BREMC),a rural
: cooperativewith headquartersin Lenoir,North Carolina,receivedthe

-_:_:: power generatedby the Mod-I Wind Turbine;and BREMC operatedthe
wind turbineremotelyfrom the dispatcher'soffice in Lenoir.

_. 3•0 CHRONOLOGY

:/ Major projectevents are shown in the chronologylistedbelow

'" ProjectInitiated , 1974
_,.'_o_ Contractplacedwi n r E e tic o . . . . . . . . . u y 1976

....." First RotationAccomplished................ May 1979

i_. TurbineDedicated .......... July 1979_ ! TurbineSynchronized'withBREMCNetw;rk ....... September1979
_; "' . Began SeiniregulatOperation .......... October 1979
=_o:o_ TurbineCompletedAcceptance s i g ..... . . . . January1980
.'... UtilityTrainingCompleted February 1980

":' .......,._. MachineGeneratedFul,lPower - 2 000 ....... February1980
=..... ReducedRotor RPM ModificationCompleted ....... November1980

' MachineDevelopedDrive Train Problem ......... January1981

Q.
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4.0 MACHINEDESCRIPTION

:_. 4.1 CURRENTMOD-I WIND TURBINEGENERATOR

The Mod.l 2000.kWwind turbinegeneratorIs mountedon top of a truss
tower with its horizontalroBer axis 140 fees high. Its two blades
are 200 feet in diameter(fig.4.l-l) and locateddownwindof the

"_ tower. The nacelle/bedplate,which supportsand enclosesall
equipmentmountedon top of the tower, is driven througha
yaw.bearingassemblythat rotatesabout the verticalaxis of the
tower in responseto changesin the wind direction. The tower is 12
feet square a_ the top and 48 feet squareat the bottomand is
anchoredto reinforcedconcretefootingsat each leg. Figure4.1-2
shows the machine installedon Howard'sKnob, at Boone,North
Carolina. The elevatlonat the site i_ approximately4500 feet above
sea level. The originaldesign specificationsare presentedin table
4.l-l.

The wind turbineassemblyconsistsof the rotor assembly,the
drive-train/bedplateassembly,the yaw assembly,and the tower (fig.
4.1-3). The turbinerotor initiallyoperatedat 35 rpm and generated

_ 2000 kW of electricpower in a 25.5-mphwind (at 30 ft.), and was
modifiedto 23 rpm and 1350 kW in November1980. The hub and blades{

are connectedto a low-speedshaft that drives a gearbox. In the
gearboxthe shaft speed is increasedfrom 35 rpm to 1800 rpm and
later23 rpm to 1200 rpm. A high-speedshaft connectsthe gearboxto
the alternator. The entire systemweighs 655,000Ib, 335,000Ib

_ machineweight and 320,000Ib tower weight. Table 4.1-2 presentsa
weight breakdownof the machine. The major componentsare described

• in the followingsubsections.

" Rotor Assembly

The rotor assemblyconsistsof three major subassemblies,the blades,
:_ the hub assembly,and the pitch-changemechanism. Each blade is

attachedto the hub througha three-row,cylindricalrollerbearing
that permitsthe full pitch of the blade from the power position

: (0o) to the featherposition(goo). Blade pitch is controlledby
hydraulicactuatorsoperatingthrougha mechanicallinkagewith
sufficientcapacityto featherthe blades at an averagerate of 8
degreesper second.

The blades are constructedof a monocoque,welded-steelleading-edge
spar and an aerodynamicallycontoured,polyurethanefoam afterbody
with bonded 301 stainless-steelskins (fig. 4.1-4). MeasuringI00.8
feet long with a taperedplanformand thickness,the blade uses an

'-- NACA 44XX series airfoilwith a thickn_.sratio varyingfrom 20
percentat the tip to 33 percentat the root. The blades,which. / '

weigh approximately21,500 Ib each, are assembledin six main
sections. Spar welds are locatedat five stations,as are the
trailing-edge-sectionsplices. A transitionpiece is welded to the
spar to providethe blade continuityto the interfacewith the hub.
A longitudinalstiffnerand chordwisewebs are welded in the spar to<



• . &,

}
i:
¢.

providebucklin__trength, Balla_tw_Igh_ ar_ used at _a_h blad_
_ tip for static and dynamicbalance,i

The _,ubassemblyconsi_t_of a hub barrel and a hub fail,haft(flq,
4.1-5), Th_ hub barrel hou_e_the pltchochangob_aringand _uppert_

; the b]ade_ at a ga cone angle, The tallshaftJoins the barrelwith

a 1200 saddleflangeand a transitionto the clrcularmaln.bearing
, seat and flange, The main rotor bearing is shrinkfitted to the hub
o! tailshaftand boltedto the bedp]ateadapterto form the
'r rotor°bodplateinterface.
t

, The pitch-changemechanismposltlon_the blades In responseto
., commandsfrom the controlsystem, It consistsof hydraulic
) actuator's,swing linkspa thrust ring and bearing,and two blade

pitch rods (fig,4.1.6). The stationaryhydraulicactuators
]" translatefore and aft motion to the rotating(35 rpm) pitch assembly
,i! througha thrustring. Thls assembly is _upportedby both
, stationaryand rotatingswing link arms to maintainclearancefrom
'_ the low-speedshaft and thus allow the fore and aft motion to change
:'_ the pitch of the blade throughthe pitch rods.

i Drive Train/Bedplate.Assembly

The drive-trainassemblyconsistsof a low-speedshaft and couplings,
a three-stagegearbox,and a hlgh-speedshaft that drives the
alternator(fig.4.1-7). The high-speedshaft incorporatesa

. dry-diskslip clutchfor protectionagainsttorqueoverloadsand a
: disk brake that will stop the rotor in the event of an overspeed

conditionand also is used to hold the rotor in a parkedposition.
_ The entire assemblyis supportedon a bedplateand enclosed in an

_ aluminumnacellefairingfor protection.
'-_.

•: Yaw Drive Assembl_

.; Yaw rotationof the machineto align with the wind is providedby the
_ yaw drive,which consistsof upper and lower structures,a cross

roller bearing,dual hydraulicdrive motors, and slx hydraulicbrakes
-- (fig. 4.l-B). Each yaw motor drives a pinionmeshingwith a ring

gear on the inner race of the yaw bearing. The yaw brakesdampen
o.,: dynamicexcitationsin yaw motionswhile the nacelleis being
. driven. These componentsare housed in a yaw structurethat
. interfacesbetweenthe machine and the pintle structureof the tower.

Tower

- The steel tubulartruss tower (fig. 4.l-l) is made of seven vertical
bays with the bracingdesignedfor boltedfield assembly, Tubular
memberswere used to reduce"tower shadow"loads on the blades as
they pass the tower. The tower was designedto providestiffnessin
the lateraland torsionalmodes. The bendingfrequencyis 2.8 time_

' the rotor operatingfrequency,and the torsionfrequencyis 6,5 tim_s
the rotor operatingfrequency. The maximumdesign wind load is 150

,i.
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mph, All the membersof the tower were fabricatedfrom A333 steel,
" which provid_sgood low-temperaturefracturetoughness.

_'_ The tower is supportedby separatefoundationsfor each of its four
_,_'v legs. Becauseof the d_ad weight of the wind turbine,relatively
' ,_ _mall tension loadsar_ developedIn the foundation. Each luq is
J securedby eight 1.5-inch-diameteranchor bolts,hooked at ,_,_epthof

30 inches into the foundation Tower baseplateshear loads react

i'_ througha nonshrinkgrout to a lip on the foundationthat is tied •
IL_ into reinforcingbars in tlm foundation, i
!

I "- ControlS_stem

_ The controlsystemfor the WT includesa PDP DigitalEquipment
. CorporationII/34 computerlocatedin the ground enclosureat the
_ base of the tower. The PDP II/34 interfaceswith two PDP ll/04

=: micro-computers.One PDP ll/04 is locatedin the controlenclosure,
. and the other in the nacelle. The controlsystemprovidesunattended
,:. safe and reliableoperationof the wind turbineplus featuresof a
/i data loggingsystem. It will automaticallystart,operate,and stop

i_i_i the machine, align it with the wind, and providedispatchercontrol. througha telephonelink. In addition,if the controlsystemdetects
o_ any operationor machineanomaly,the controlsystem is programmedto

_ safelyshut the machinedown. Figure4.1-9 presentsa simplified
_;: control schematic. References2 to 4 providea detaileddescription

and a summaryof the designcalculations,includingan analysisof
failuremodes and effects.

_:_ 4.2 KAMAN - COMPOSITEBLADES

L Two compositerotor blades,designedand built specificallyfor
/_ operationon the Mod-I wind turbineby Kaman AerospaceCorporation,
_. Bloomfield,Connecticut,have recentlybeen completed. These blades
_ were developedas the secondphase in NASA'son-goingevaluationof
°_ the applicabilityof compositeconstructionfor very largewind

turbineblades. The first phase servedto developthe technologyfor
such blades and demonstratedthis in a 150 foot test blade,which was

.!_. completedand static tested in 1978. This was the largestcomposite
-' rotor blade ever constructed,and successfullydemonstratedthe
°o potentialof this material.

:: The final blades,illustratedin Figure4.2-I, are fully compatible

' with the Mod-I wind turbineand possessdynamiccharacteristicsequivalentto those of the presentsteel blades. The blade'smain
-_, struct',ralmember is the D-spar,which reacts all primary loadsand
_., comprisesover 70% of blade weight. Constructionof the spar

utilizedthe TransverseFilamentTape (TFT) process,first used for a
.:: rotor blade in the 150 foot blade program. An epoxy resin is

i__ utilizedfor its superiorfatiguestrength,compatiblewith the 30
year design life of the blades. The afterbodyportionof the blade,

: a lightweightstructurewhich completesthe airfoilcross section,is
comprisedof upper and lowerpanel members. These are of sandwich
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;; construction,made up of inner and outer fiberglassskins with a
honeycombcore of resin-impregnatedkraft paper; the panels vary in

.. thicknessfrom I inchto 3 inches• An adapterfitting,of welded
steel construction,is permanentlyinstalledat the inboardspar end,
using a bolt attachment. The blades incorporatelightning

' protection,capableof withstanding200,000amperestrokes,and the '
lightningprotectionis configuredto minimizethe adverseeffect on

" the inherentlylow TV interferencecharacteristicsof composites.
_., The new blade also includesan ice detectiondevice,as well as a
.,..;. polyurethanepaint system and leadingedge protectionto withstand
'°' environmentaleffects. _

L, ]

_ !. 4•3 MOD-IA

': Shortlyafter the completionof tileMod-I Wind Turbinefinal design,
_"_ a trade-offstudywas initiatedon a conceptualdesign that would :
_}' take advantageof innovativedesign approachesidentifiedduring the
i_._ Mod-I design experience,but could not be incorporatedin th Mod-I ;

_!, due to scheduleand cost constraints• This designconceptwas;_ identifiedas Mod-lA,and had as its basic objectivesthe reduction '
iJr in weight from 327 to 200 tons and the cost of energyfrom 18 to
i_ • 5C/kW-hr(1978-$),see Figure4.3-I. In the trade-offstudy,three

;I_ candidatesystemswere identifiedas shown in Figure4.3-2.

,;:, Configuration3 was selectedwhich has as its major characteristicsa
_"i teeteredhub, two upwind bladeswith partialspan control,an
__:'. integralparallelshaft gearboxstructure,an inclinedrotor axis and
_:'. a "soft"shell tower• The Mod-IA overalloutlineis shown in Figure
..... 4•3-3. A view of the upper portionof the tower and nacelleis shown
-_:_ in Figure 4•3-4 Althoughthe Mod-IA was not built,many of the
_r. conceptsidentifiedin this trade-offstudy have been incorporatedin

_, second and third generationdesigns.

i,_°_,:_ 5.1 IMPACTOF POWER GENERATIONOF UTILITYGRID

_!!i. WT Power GenerationSystem

!:_;. The Mod-I Wind Turbine (WT) power generationsystem is shown in
;L Figure 5.l-l. It consistsof a synchronousgenerator,contactor,and
_.:" stepup transformerwith auxiliarypower connectionson the line side

_ of the contactor. High resistancegroundingis providedfor the
" generatortn limit groundfault current levels• The contactoris

'.._ unfused5 KV class motor starterwith a latchingcircuitbreakertype
mechanism. Its 50 MVA interruptingrating is more than needed to

_:", clear faultsfed by either the generatoror the utilitysystem. The
stepup transforlneris DelLa connectedat 4.16 KV with a generatorWYE

_, connection• At the 12.47KV utilityside, the WYE connectionis

"i}.i solidlyneutralgroundedand has lightningarrestorsand a fused load
_" break switchf'ordisconnectand protectionof the transformer.

b!,_,, The generaLorhas two controlson its output;real power and
_. excitation. Real power is controlledat the turbinerotor via full

i

''i_iI 4,_'1
/ " .
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span blade pitch controland excitationis controlledthrougha
°° , voltageregulatorand auxiliaryequipmentfeedingthe generator
_. shaft-mountedbrushlessexciter. Power controlis inactivefor wind

i._ speedsbelow rated wind speed and the Mod-1 outputwill fluctuate
_., with wind speed and deliveras much power as it can extractfrom the
:':: wind. For wind speeds above rated wind speed,the controller,i
+, regulatesaveragepower output to the levelof the systemtorque

-_+, ratingwith an integralplus lag power error type feedbackcontrol
,, The excitationsystemcontrolsvoltageprior to synchronizationwith
_+L the grid. Voltage,power factor,or reactivepower controlmodes may
,.,,-_ be selectedafter syncilronization.Most operationhas been in

reactivepower controlmode with a 250 KVAR deliveryto the grid. A
_, stabilizercircuit is also utilizedto modulatethe excitationin
• responseto hub speed fluctuation.

-i_i BREMC S_stemDescription

_:'" The Blue Ridge ElectricMembershipCorporation(BREMC)12.47 KV
_+:i+__ distributionsystemaround Boone,N.C. is shown in Figure 5.1-2. The
+_c Mod-I Wind Turbineis connectedto the Howard'sKnob Circuit,one of
+, three radialfeedersfrom the Boone Substation, Other connections
_.:,,
-+_+,, are possiblewith manual switching,to feed the Sherwoodor Hound
+_:_ Ears substations. The effectiveimpedanceseen by the WT generator
J_;'__, to an infinitebus equivalentis 0.142 per unit on the originally
°_ installedgeneratorbase of 2 MVA.

+_+. The Boone substationhas a 12.47 KV bus voltageregulatorand a
++ recloseron each feeder. A voltageblockingdevicewas added to the

_,_ Howard'sKnob circuitrecloserto preventnon-synchronousreclosing
_ * with the WT generator. The substationtransformerratingwas raised
_+'°,_ from 6 MVA to 7.5 MVA in October, 1980, by BREMC and has had a 45

±_,+ minute peak loadof 8.1MVA recordedin 19BI About 3600 customer_.,,C'

+++,. accountsare servedby the Boone substationof which 660 are on the
_+._L_ Howard'sKnob circuit, A residencelocated1400 ft from WT is the
_,,+ closest load, The most voltagecritical load is a water filterplant
___i with 350 total motor horsepowerand 67 percentundervoltagedropout-_._
,_.:,:+,_+ on the circuitbreaker. The Bamboocircuit,connectedto the Boone
+.." 12.47KV bus, has about 1370 accounts,includinga hospitaland motor°°.
+__,::++_ loads at a sewagetreatmentplant.

_:_+iLi UtilityRequirements

_-°_!,:_.I Maintainingconstantvoltage,serviceand protectingequipmentfrom
++ faults are the primaryoperatinggoals of BREMC. BREMC operation
_! I maintainsvoltagewithin a 5% band by use of regulatorsand other
+T devicesand limitsthe size of customermotors that can be
°_-'i fu11-voltagestarted. A standardvoltageflickerchart, s_own in

-"i'i:_ Figure 5.1-3, is appropriatefor dynamicvoltagefluctuationsthat

"ti_.i are acceptableto most utilitieswith negliglblecomplaints. The

i;,I utilitygrid acts as a large source�sink at constantfrequency• relaliveto the WT, and large power fluctuationsin the connecting

.,; . • • . . . ..... , . _ ..... v+++ ++ . - +" + + • -_:_ +_" " . ,........

+: ++_ +, . ' " + '_3+' _.+ ++ .. '+'+ +.++. ....++ ,_,+J_ +. '.... • +t _.-"_It ++'.... . + ....:_+++ o +.
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line are not objectionableto the utilityas long as they do not
cause objectionablevoltagefluctuationsin the line.

GeneralOperatin)Experience

i: BREMC has receivedno complaintsassociatedwith Mod-I power or
voltagedisturbances. To quantifythe voltagecharacteristicson the

., BREMC system,voltagerecorderswere temporarilyinstalledby BREMC
on the 12.47 KV line at the Boone substationand on a circuit

: supplyingpower to the meteorologicaltower which is about 200 feet
o7: from the Mod-I WT. Typicaltraces from these recordersare shown in
_" Figures5.1-4a and 5.1-4brespectiveiy.

Figure 5.1-4c shows the line-to-linevoltageand phase currentat the
_.. generatorduring a transient(breakerclosurefollowedby breaker
_,_ opening)that occurredduring the same period that voltagewas
_: recordedat the Boone substationand at the meteorologicaltower
i4" circuit. Althoughthe site voltagefluctuationwas almost7%, the

voltagevariationat the Boone substationwas not discernableon the
i;:, recordertraces. Most of the recordervoltagechange is due to
i_il voltageregulatoractionat the substation,rather than wind turbine
:; producedexcitation.
:_

" A typicalsite recordof operationat 35 RPM is shown in Figure
.-°' 5.1-5a. There is a time scale changepart way throughthe record
v,: that increasesthe chart speed by 5 times for better high frequency
ii: detail. The power set point was I000 kW during this time and during

the first 60 seconds,the pitch angle is off the electronically
controlledstop at about 1.5 degreesin order to regulate. For the

• _! balanceof the record pitch angle was constant. Power trace
oscillationrepresentswind fluctuationsplus drive train natural
frequencyintermittentoscillation,and 2 per rev responsedue to

" tower shadow.

_ The blade flap bendingtrace shows the impulsivetower shadow
responsethat occurs once per revolutionper blade for the Mod-I
downwindconfiguratioti.Voltagefluctuationis limitedto +1% with
frequencies2 per rev and 1 per rev as a reshltof the pow_ system

% stabilizercircuit (speedsensor,voltageregulator). The drivetrain
fundamentalmode damping is increasedby the power systemstabilizer
actionand the resultingvoltagefluctuationis well within
acceptablelimits. The reactivepower trace (Figure5.1-5b)is

" similarto the voltagetrace and was deliveringan average65 KVAR
=' (lagging)to the BREMC system.

_ The amplitudeof 2 per rev (figure5.1-5a)on the real power trace is

_. about 15% peak to peak which is betterthan the desigr_value based
.... upon the systemdynamicsimulationsmade during the design phase.
- The on-llnebehaviorof the Mod-I electricalpower systemat 35 RPM

showedno evidenceof instabilityand exhibitedadequatewell damped
decay in transientwind inducedoscillationsat the drive train
fundamentalfrequency.

'T
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!i: A typicalsite recordof power parametersfrom recentoperationat 23
RPM is shown in Figure 5.1-6. The voltagetrace, at the generator

"i(I_'• bus varies about 4% overalldue to the generatorpower angle changes
,,< resultingfrom drivetrainoscillationwith a less than optimumpower
.... system stabilizercircuit. A generatorbus variationof 4%
i:'i correspondsto a criticalbus variationof 2.2% which is well within

_!_L_ the small gust flickercriteria. Reactivepower oscillatesabout +50
L'_: KVAR around the 250 KVAR nominalset point due to drivetrain -
::_" oscillationsalso.

_;i_:'.: The real power and rotor shaft torque traces are in phase which
;',. illustratesthat drivetrainoscillationsare at the torsional
_! fundamentalfrequency. The frequencyof the higheramplitude
_;_ oscillationsis 0.42 hertz,which is near the one per rev frequency
_'.•,. of 0.383 hertz, Responseat 2 per rev, 0.77 hertz, is also seen at
, lower amplitudeperiodically. Shifts in averagepower at lower

....TILL. frequencyare due to wind speed changesor blade pitch changes. Some
__[ oscillatorybehavioronly occurredat 23 RPM with the presentcontrol
_%_ system.

_'_ Assessment

_L_t The Mod-I Wind Turbine'selectricalgenerationsystemhas performed
_,_ as expectedon the BREMC system. Voltageflickercharacteristicsare

J_. within typicalutilitylimits. Power variationat 35 RPM is about
°:: 15% peak to peak and is of no concernto the user utility. Power
_!'i_: oscillationsresult primarilyfrom the 2 per rev responseto tower

-:_. shadow. Electricalperformanceshowedno evidenceof instabilityand?.'I.L..

_:_ exhibitedan adequatewell damped responseto transientwind induced
__?TT oscillations, At 23 RPM, oscillatorybehaviorat the drive train
°_:' fundamentalfrequencyis higherthan at 35 RPM..2°>̀

"_:: 5.2 CONTROLSAND UNATTENDEDOPERATION

_>L Modes of Operation

_, The Mod-I WT was designedto operate in three controlmodes which are
_., (l) ManualOperation,(2) AutomaticOperationand (3) Unattended
i_. Operationwith Remote Control. The first mode, Manual Operation,
?..:, enablesthe on-siteWT operatorto performspecifiedm_neuversto
o., performmaintenanceand test functionswhile off line. Includedin
- these maneuversare (1) orientationof the nacelleat any yaw angle

, .• (anglerelativeto WT verticalaxis), (2) orientationof the blades
'_ at any angle relativeto the hub axis of rotation,(3) orientationof
, the blade at any pitch angle and (4) rotationof the WT off line at
,. any speed up to and includingrated speed. A completelist of
• functionsare shown in Table S.2-1.

The secondmode of operation,AutomaticOperation,enablesthe WT
- operatorat site to start up, set the output power level,obtain data

5OO
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,- and shut down the WT. All other controlfunctionsare performed
automaticallywithoutoperatorintervention. The purposeof this

i_., mode is to generatepower to the utilitygrid controlledby an
;_- operatorlocatedat the WT site. If the wind conditionsare within
' cut-in (VcI) and cut out (Vco) wind velocity,the WT will

;_ generatepower at the operatorprescribedset point (or less
_ dependingupon the wind velocityconditions)in a fully automatic

manner.

The third and lastcontrolmode is UnattendedOperation/Remote
Controlwhich enablesthe operatorlocatedat a remote site to start
up, set the power output level, and shut down the WT. The purposeof

' the mode is to operatethe WT from the utilitydispatcher'sofficeat

!_ Lenoir,N.C. 30 miles from the site with no operatorsat the WT site.

ControlS_stem Description
i

.: To understandhow the WT operatesin the manualmode and the
automaticmodes (controlledfrom the site or a remote location)a

•- descriptionof the overallcontrolsystem is appropriateat this
time. The primarycontrolmechanismof the Mod-I WT is blade pitch

iii_ control. Off line the primarycontrolparameteris rotor speed, and
on line it is generatorpower. In generalthe controlsystem

', performsall sensing,recording,utilitycommunication,signal
: conditioningand buffering,and commandfunctionsfor the WT. A

block diagramthat illustratesthe overallfunctionalarrangementof
the equipmentto performthe controlfunctionsis shown in Figure

• 5.2-I. The upper block of equipmentis locatedin the nacelleand
the two lower blocksare locatedin the controlenclosure. The WT
system providesprecisionanalogcontrolof blade angle and yaw
orientationin responseto wind direction,wind speed,power set

_. point, rotor speed and other operationalparameters. The controlof
most functionsis dependentupon multiple inputsand varying"logic"

: within an operationmode. The Controland RecordingUnit (CRU),with
• its data gatheringand processingcapability,is the systemmaster

controller. CRU logic is used to determinewhetherto operate
dependingupon operatorcommandsand controlparameters. As an
example,the operationalenvelopeof wind speed versusyaw error

: (differencebetweennacelledirectionand wind direction)is shown in
Figure 5.2-2. Manual control is also processedthroughthe CRU with

.... inputsfrom a keyboardto eliminatehuman controlerrors and thus

. providemaximummachine and personnelsafety.

Output power level is controlledby commandsto the analogpitch
controlloop in the Servo Controller. This permitsconsiderable
flexibilityin operation. A discretepower level can be maintained,
the systemcan track wind speed and maximizepower output
continuously,and the CRU logic enablesthe systemto come on-line

• automaticallyand autonomouslywhen wind conditionspermit. Also the
controlsystemprovidesmaximumenergy capturecapabilityat below
rated wind speeds,and maintainssafe controlof rotor speed at above
rated wind speeds. Sufficientdiagnosticdata can be automatically
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recordedso that the cause of shutdownsor anomalousoperationcan be
readilydetermined. Operatingprocedureson the Mod-I Project

: requirethat diagnosticdata alwaysbe automaticallyrecorded•

The controlsystemhas the followingspecificfunctions:

_ I. Controlthe rotor blade pitch angle to startup,supplysub-rated
power at wind speedsbetweenII and 25,5 MPH and rated power at

"" wind speedsbetween25.5 and 35 MPH (nominal).

.: 2• Controlthe nacellepositionthroughthe yaw drive and yaw brake
_ actuators.

:_ 3 Condition,buffer,and optionallyrecordsensor signals

_y 4. Provideoperatorinterface•

+:/ 5 Provideremotedispatchercontrol,via telephoneline.

"+ 6. Providesupervisory,alarm, and shutdowncontrol logic.

:,i These functionsare performedfully automaticallywithoutan operator
in attendanceat the site to accommodateinternalsystemvariablesas

_" well as externalvariablessuch as wind speed and direction. A
_+ detail set of controlsystemfunctionsduring startupand generation
_:,i_ are shown in Table 5•2-2•

: As statedpreviously,controlof blade pitch angle is the predominant
._ dynamicfunctionwhich directlycontrolsrotor torque. A detail
._'.

;_ listingof pitch controlmodes requiredto operatethe WTG with
:+i; associatedoperatingconditionsis shown in Table 5.2-3. The startup
+'_ sequenceto synchronizewith the utilitygrid is shown in Figure

5.2-3.

. The secondcontrolfunctionpositionsand holds the nacelleby
actuatingthe hydraulicyaw motors and the yaw brakes. To be able to

{i collectthe maximumwind energypossible,the nacellemust be rotated
C':: about its verticalaxis and alignedwith the wind direction. Control
i._ logicfor the four wind speed regimesis given in Table 5•2-4. If
:_. the averageyaw error has persistedabove five degreesfor five
.... minutes, the yaw hydraulicmotors are turned on, in the appropriate

direction,until the correctedangle is less than one degree.
Becauseof the slow I/4 degreeper secondyaw rate, a shorter
persistenceperiod is selectedas the yaw error increases,as shown
in Figure 5.2-4. This change in sensitivityallowshigherenergy

_ _ captureduring a changingwind direction.

The WT is a complexelectromechanicalsystemthat must be protected
from internalfailuresand externalforces such as wind, ice,snow
and temperatureextremes. For this reason,fail safe logic has been
designedinto the WTG controls• ,he types of shutdownsand the
criteriafor each shutdownare shown in Table 5.2-5. Backup direct

,.+
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_? actingsensorsare also providedfor overspeedcontrolof the
°: emergencyfeatherand brake systems.
'' v

.:. Experience

One of the main objectivesof the Mod-I Programwas the demonstration
,,_:" of the feasibilityof remoteutilitywind turbinecontrol.
o, Communicationfor remoteoperationis accomplishedat 300 baud via
°",. _. SouthernBell Co. telephonelines. Initialremotecontroloccurred
o;_" during acceptancetestingin February 1980 and was regularlyused
i_i thereafterwhen the WT was not allocatedto sound and TV interference

-"_,:' testingor undergoingmajor modifications. The majorityof the
remote controloperationoccurredbetweenIf:30 PM and 8:00 AM.

?_!" After remotecontroloperationprocedureswere established,phone
__ line communicationswere found to be acceptable. Severaldispatchers

?% at BREMC were trainedand operatedthe WT successfully. As
_'_; experiencewas gained,additionalmachineoperationalparameterswere
_:::,:" made availableto the remoteoperatorto providea more thorough
_T: understandingof the machineoperatingstate. Typical learning
_:_ problemswere experiencedincludingremote terminalhardware
'"_. failures,occasionalswitch adjustmentsand lack of initialoperator
=':_,' familiaritywith controlprocedures. Since the WT controllogic was
_i; based upon a fail safe philosophywith numeroussafetychecks,

...._: personneland terminalhardwareproblemsdid not result in WT
°;..'' misoperationor malfunction.

_,...,i,,_._. Significantand beneficialcontrols information,data and experience
=_o_'" were acquiredduring the WT operationphase. The most significant
_- problem in the WT controlsystemwas computerto computer
z, communications. This occurredbetweenthe DigitalEquipment

"_!_i;.', Corporation(DEC) PDP II/34 Controland RecordingUnit (CRU) and two
,i. _ PDP ll/04'slocatedin the WT NacelleMultiplexerUnit (NMU) and in
_ the controlenclosureGround MultiplexerUnit (GMU),respectively.
_:.".- The occasionalloss of communicationbetweencomputersresultedin
_::'=_ unscheduledWT shutdowns. Operatorerror message statementssuch as

_i NacelleMultiplexerLink Fail, TransmitBufferOverrunor ConnectFail are printedon the operatorterminalwhen communicatio"n-t"a'iq'ures
_ _ occur to aid in diagnosticprocedures. Communicationsare controlled
_;_ by DEC commercialcomputerelectronicsboards (DMC-ll's)which

containa microprocessor. The kinds of communicationsfailurescan
_: be understoodby examiningthe definitionof operatorerror message
--..,... statements. A ConnectFail occurs when a NMU or GMU fails to return
_-. an acknowledgementof an attemptto communicateby the CRU. A
:_,C NacelleMultiplexerLink Fail occurs when excessivetime for data

= .: transferoccursbetweeneitherthe NMU or the GMU and the CRU. If a
.,.._ successfuldata transferoccurs,a buffer is releasedfor reuse.
' ._, When the data transfer is unsuccessful,a buffer is not availablefor

transferof additionalinformationand a TransmitBufferOverrun
occurs.

.:'>,.

:. Before active investigationand solutionimplementationbegan in
_' March 1980 of the "link failure"problem,communicationmalfunctions
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were experiencedabout 8 days per month. As causeswere determined
and solutionsimplemented,malfunctionswere progressivelyeliminated
by November 1980. The specificsteps taken to eliminatecomputerto
computercommunicationmalfunctionswere numerous. The initialstep
in March 1980was to installslowerbyte rate microprocessorDMC-II
boards,50 kilo bytes per second (KBPS),in place of the existing
faster DMC-IImicroprocessorboards,l millionbytes per seconds
(MBPS),in the controlenclosure-nacellelink. The slowerbyte rate
boardsare more tolerantof brief communicationlapses. As a result
these new boardshave reducedlink failuresbut d_d aot elimintethem.

Secondly,in April 1980 the allowablecycle time for computer
communicationwas increasedto 350 msec from 150 msec. This reduced
link failuresfurther,particularlyin the automaticmode. fo
improvethe manual mode, the cycle time was increasedto 600 msec in
May 1980. Subsequentto this modification,link failuresconsisted
primarilyof TransmitBufferOverrunswith the preponderance
occurringduring lighteningstormsand yaw maneuvers. In spite of
severalelectricalmeasurementsindicatingthat the yaw slip ring was
performingacceptably,an auxiliarycable bypassingthe slip ring was
installedfor diagnostictests. Since there were no further link
failureswhile the bypass controlcable was installed,it was
concludedthat the lastmajor cause of communicationirregularities
was due to a deterioratedslip ring. In May 1981 a slip ring
manufacturer'sinspectionrevealedsalt depositson the sliver plated
contacts. This was the second such occurrenceof salt deposit
detectionon the slip ring contactseven thoughprescribedcleaning
procedureswere used about 22 months earlier. Based on the pattern
of link failures,it was concludedthat the slip rings were
pronressivelybeing contaminatedwith a salt deposit. Since the
Mod-I WT is not in a salt air climate, it is speculatedthat some
fluids used in WT operationor maintenancesuch as hydrualicfluid,
may containa salt additiveand might have inadvertentlyspilledinto
the slip ring assemblyduringthe initialassemblyperiod. It is

: plannedt_ investigatethe chemicalcompositionof all Mod-I fluids
to confirmthis hypothesis. No link failureshave occurredwith the
controlsystem since the May cleaningthat can be attributedto the
yaw slip ring.

Another lessonlearnedwas the need for qualifiedand readily
availableexpertisefor the computersystempreventativeand
correctivemaintenance. Mod-I site operationrecordsindicatethat
for the periodMarch - December,1980 that expert computer
technicianswere required13 times. Only during July and Augustwas

_ no preventativeand correctivemaintenancerequired. In additionto
preventativemaintenanceevery three months,computerserviceswere
neededfor repairof the line printer,replacementof electronic
boards,replacementof disk drive, tape unit repair and remote
terminalrepair. On call maintenanceservicewas purchasedfrom DEC
since they suppliedthe total computersystem includingperipherals.
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Operationwith a mlni-computerbased controlsystem proved to be
highlyflexiblein making systemchangesquicklyand inexpensively.
As an example,after it was concludedthat the system rotor speed had

: to be slowed to reduce the sound generationto acceptablelevels,the
._ CentralProcesserlogicwithin the CRU was easily modifiedto operate

the WT at 23 RPM with a 1200RPM generator. The controlsystem
_ flexibilitywas furtherdemonstratedwhen the WT was operatedat 23

r--_" '' RPM with existing1800 RPM generator(priorto a generatorchange)
o_ while generatingpower to a temporaryload bank withoutchanging

controlhardware.
i

.....i Also during routinetest, the CRU data base was temporarilychanged
_ numeroustimes in minutesto suit test requirements. Finally,since
_" the Mod-I WT was the first developmentvehicleplannedto demonstrate
_ the feasibilityof a largemegawattWT, a numberof unexpectedevents

_ : occurredthat requireddata for analyticalinvestigation.The data
archivefeatureof storinghistoricaloperationaldata on magnetic
tape within the Controland RecordingUnit proved useful in
investigating,analyzingand evaluatingall facets of system

' operation. This systemrecordson tape all "traffic"betweenthe
_= Controland RecordingUnit (CRU) and each of the Remote Multiplexer
• Unit_ (RMU's),all "traffic"betweenthe CRU and BREMC, all
_-71 communicationsbetweenthe CRU and the on-siteoperator,and all

changesin data states. Recordeddata is availablefor
, troubleshootingvia playbackprocessorwhen the WTG system is not

operating. An RKO 5 disc has been allocatedto recordoperatioml
• data for analysisif the magnetictape recorderis not available.

%_ Assessment

The Mod-I WT controlsystem shouldbe more appropriatelyreferredto
_ as an operationalcontrol,data acquisition,recordingand display

system. Based upon the WT systemperformanceduring and after the
program acceptancetest, a generalassessmentis that the control

:,F systemperformedas designed. The WT was operatedsuccessfullyin
_ all three modes includingthe unattended/remotecontrolmode from the
' BREMC dispatchersoffice in Lenoir,North Carolinaabout 30 miles
,ii from the Howard'sKnob WT site. The controlsystemhas the
:ii_ capabilityof a small conventionalpower plant in terms of memory and

processingspeed. When comparedto 1981 state of the art WT control
"_ techniques,the Mod-I is consideredthe equivalentto a second
' generationwind turbinecontrolsystem. Perhapsthe greatest
.i advantageof the Mod-I controlsystem is flexibilityand this was a

key requirementof the nation'sfirst megawattscale researchand
developmentWind TurbineGenerator. With the experiencegained from
the Mod-I system,second generationmachinesare using a more
simplifiedand durablemicroprocessor.

! 5.3 ENVIRONMENTALISSUES
_E

_i While conductingthe initialcheckoutof the WT during the winter of

iI 79-80,complaintswere receivedfrom residentsin the immediate
,i
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vicinity that the machinewas producinginterferencewith TV
_, receptionand was emlttlngan annoying_ound• Machine operations

were restrictedto minimizethese disturbancesto the affectedareas
"' while evaluationstudies were initiatedand establishedexpertshired "
" to properlyevaluatethese environmentalissues. It shouldbe noted
- that only ten householdshave complainedabout noise, and 35

householdshave noted some TV interferenceout of a communitywith a
populationof over I0,000.

i

,i The WT is locatedon top of Howard Knob (elevation4420 feet), a

i :" heavilywoodedmountain in the Blue Ridge Chain of the Appalachian
Mountains Howard Knob is locatedoutsidethe city limitsof Boone

i-:,: (elevation3266 feet), in WataugaCounty,in northwestNorth Carolina
=:'_" near the Tennesseeborder. It is importantto realizethat the
_ mountainousterrain(see figure 5.3-I, localmap of Boone)
.:'_' surroundingthe Mod-I site has a significantinfluenceon how these
_T environmentalissuesaffectthe residentsin the community.

_;.i_ 5.3.1 Introductionof TV Interference

:_ Throughout1980, TV receptionwas investigatedand evaluatedat areas
where complaintsof TV interferencewere receivedand at other
locationsin the generalarea to fully identifythe scope of the

{,_ problem• Communicationsconsultantswere used to conductthese test
E_., programsand investigations•The geographicorientationof the nine
):" TV channelsthat the Boone residentswatch are illustratedin figure
i!_:_ 5.3.1-I,and all of the transmittersare over 46 km from the WT.
. Table 5.3.1-I,entitled"TV ChannelsAvailablein Boone" lists the g

,c' networkchannels,stationlocations,networkaffiliation,effective
i.,/ radiated (visual)powers,transmittingantennalocations,distances
_" from the WT, and compassbearings•

' Discussion

'-V The qualityof TV receptiondependson the signalto noise ratio of
_, the receiver,the receivingantennaused, and the TV signal

_i,::: strength• To determinethe qualitythat is possible in the Boone
._ ' area, the ambientfield strengthswere measuredat the test sites on
L°" all of the availableTV channels. Since most of the homes are
i_.°:2 locatedin the valleysbelow the top of the surroundinghills, it was
i oi,'i expectedthat the TV signalswould be weak due to shadowingby the
! °;_i terrain. This proved to be the case; and accordingto the industry

° _ specificationof the signalsneededfor high qualityservice(good
i reception),the receptionof most channelsat almost all homes would

,_'_ be classifiedas poor. The severityof wind t.:bineinterference
_. with TV receptiondependson the ratio of the WT's scatteredsignal
: strengthto the ambientsignal strengthat the locationin question•
- The TV signal strengthswere determinedat the base of the wind

'i turbinetower and at the top of the nacelleapproximately150 ft
above the ground. The signal strengthswere similarat the nacelle

i i and base of the wind turbine,and the signalsreceivedon all
_ channelswere quite strong. Becausethe signalstrengthsare so

{L
r
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{: strongat the site of the Mod-I the reflectedsignalthroughoutthe
interferenceregionswill have a large potentialfor causingTV

.'t interference.

"_ The blades of a wind turbinecan interferewith TV receptionby
/ producingvideo distortion. No audio distortionhas been observed.

When the wind turbineis operating,the interferenceis causedby the
: time-varyingamplitudemodulationof the receivedsignalproducedby
" the rotatingblades. In the neighborhoodof a wind turbine,the
,.. signalsscatteredby the bladescombinewith the primarybroadcast

signal to create a form of time-varyingmultipathsignal,thereby
__ amplitudemodulatingthe total receivedsignal, The modulation
:,: waveformsconsistof sync pulses,and since each blade of the WT
°ii:i contributesindependently,the pulses repeatat twice ti_erotational
, , frequencyof the machinerotor. If sufficientlystrong,these

-_:_ extraneouspulsescan distortthe receivedpicture. When the blades
, are stationary,the scatteredsignalmay appearon the TV screenas a
,..... ghost whose position(separation)dependson the differencebetween
_{! the time delaysof the primaryand scatteredsignals. A rotationof

_,; the blades then causes the ghost to fluctuatewhich can result in a
_!i:. more objectonablepicture. In such cases, the receivedpicture
,_: displaysa horizontaljitter in synchronismwith the blade rotation.

=_,_.,: As the interferenceincreases,the entirefuzzy pictureshows a

i!_!/_ pulsedbrighteningand still largerintereferencecan disruptthe TV
=_,_ receiver'sverticalsync causingthe pictureto roll over (flip)nr
°_. even break up, This type of interferenceoccurswhen the

_o:'_,_ interferringsignal reachesthe receiveras a resultof scattering
_.... off the broad face of a blade and is called backwardregion
•_:-L interference. In the forwardscatteringregion,when the wind

....::¢" turbineis almost in linebetweenthe transmitterand the receiver,
_,_ >

_,!,: there is virtuallyno differencein the times of arrivalof the
:45 primaryand secondarysignals. See figure5.3.1-2for layoutof
_:_ forwardand backwardscatter'regions. The ghost is then superimposed
!_i on the undistortedpictureand the video interferenceappearsas an

intensity(brightness)fluctuationof the picture in synchronismwith
,o_:: the blade rotation. In all cases the amountof interferencedepends
,:," on the strengthof the scatteredsignalsrelativeto the primaryone,

ji:/;:.:i and the interferencedecreaseswith increasingdistancefrom the wind
:;; turbine. Interferencedecreaseswith increasingdistancefrom the

" machine,but in the worst cases can stillproduceobjectionablevideo
distortionat distancesup to a few kilometers. At a given distance

_' from the wind turbine,the interferenceincreaseswith increasing
o_ frequency;and the interferenceis worse on the upper VHF channels.

Test Resultsand TentativeSolutions

I As a result of the measureddata and the analysisperformedb_ the

I Universityof Michigan,Departmentof ElectricalEngineering[6, 7],the followingobservationswere made:

,_ I. In the city of Boone and the surroundingarea, the ambient
_" , field strengthsare low on all of the availableTV channels. Even
}!:-}
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with the WT stationary,the qualityof receptionis poor; and a high
• performanceantennai_ not suf,_icientto make it good.

2, With the WT operating,varyingamountsof TV interference
' were found at all test areas and on all of the TV channels. One

reason for this is the large increasein reflectedfield strengthin
the test area due to the Mod.l wind turbine, With a high performance

,: antenna,the backwardregion interferenceobservedat the test areas
was judged to be acceptable;while in the forwardregion,the

•. interferencewas Judged to be unacceptable.

The four tentativesolutionsto the Mod-I TV interferenceproblem
t were consideredas follows:

_ I. Restrictmachineoperatingtime to avoid operatingduring
;' prime TV time.

2 Use specialhigh performanceantennasat the affected
residences.

,_ 3. Extendcable TV into affectedareas.

4. Rebroadcasttelevisionsignalsvia televisiontranslatorsto
the affectedareas.

Restrictedmachineoperationto avoid prime time televisionwas
• implementedearly in 1980 to minimizethe inconvenienceof the Boone

residents. This was consideredonly a temporarysolutionand for the
- long term would not be economicallyadvantageous• High performance
_ antennaswould be economicallyattractivebut would not completely
• solve the problem. They would eliminateinterferencein the backward

interferenceregion but would be totally ineffectivein the forward
interferenceregion. The city of Boone and the denselypopulated
areas aroundthe city have accessto cable TV. Cable servicehas not
teen extendedto all the valleysand mountainousareas surrounding
Boone and the Howard'sKnob area becauseit is not attractivefrom a

: businesspoint of view. These were the areaswhere the WT caused the
TV interferenceproblems.

John F. X. Browneand Associatesmade a,1in-depthinvestigationon
the use of TV transiatoysas a potentialsolutionin the Boone area.

_: A TV translatoris a rebroadcaststationoperatingwith a low power
transmitter,usuallylO to lO0 watts. The translatorconvertsthe

" conventionalVHF TV signalsto specificUHF TV channelsand
: rebroadcaststhe signalsto a specificarea. The translatorapproach

dependsupon the interrelationshipof many variableswhich include:
• (1) terrain,(2) power, (3) antennaheight,pattern,(4) operating

frequency,(5) viewers'receptionfacilitiesand (6) localized
: objectssuch as buildingsand trees _hich restrictreception. The TV

signalquality,withinthe affectedarea adjacentto the WT site,
providedby the translatorsystemwould be equivalentto that

-. providedby a high power TV stationin a metropolitanarea. These
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. broadcaststationsare cansldorodto b_ a "secondary"s_rvlcoby th_

....;, FCC and ar_ 11censedon the basl_ of nonoint_rferencewith regularTV
•,' broadcaststations,

Cable TV and rebroadcastvia translatorsboth v_ouldprovide
.... technicallyadequatesolutionsto eliminatetelevisioninterference
:., in the affectedareas surroundingthe Mod.l Wind Turbineon Howard's

Knob, Specialantennaswill not solve the TV problemassociatedwith
_ wind turbines, Restrictingthe operatingtime for a wind turbineis

not consideredan acceptablesolutionto TV interference,

.... 5,3,2 Sound
;q

•. Introduction

';: During the initialcheckoutoperationof the WT in the Fall of 1979,
•. a few complaintswere receivedfrom local residentsthat the machine
.;i, was emittingan objectionablesound, In some instances,it was
_C reportedthat the sound was accompaniedby vibrationof residential

houses, The characterof the sound was describedby affected
residentsas an audible"thump"(similarto a large heart beat) at a

"' repetitionrate equal to twice the blade rotationalspeed. The
"thump"occurswhen a blade passes behind the tower, In additionto

_c the thump, a typicalWT "swishing"sound can be heard in the
_ backgroundthat is relativelyinconspicuous,

._ Initialcomplaintswere sporadicand as a consequencedifficultto
,ii correlate. This inconsistentpatternof complaintswas partiallydue

...., to the seasonalnatureof the Boone residentialcommunityin the
vicinityof the WT, To date ten specificresidenceswithin a 2 mile
radius have complainedabout objectionablesound with only two

:' residentscomplainingpersistently. The residentscomplainingahnut
objectionablesound also complainedabout TV interferencepreviously

_ describedin Section5.3.1.
-- °.

_i_i_ As a result of the sound complaints,a joint NASA/BREMC/GEdecision
_" was made to limitoperationof the WT to daylighthours with the
:_ exceptionof brief periodsduring the night for necessarysound
- measurements, To gain communityunderstanding,BREMC conducted

informativemeetingswith affectedresidentsin
•C. March of 1980. At that time considerationof a rotor slow down to 23

RPM later in the year was mentionedas a potentialmethod to reduce
._ sound levels, Also during 1980 BREMC re]easedarticlesto the local
• press informingthe generalpublic of the statusof the sound

...... situation.

,_ Testing.Programand Results

During the early winter of 1979 the Solar Energy ResearchInstitute
(SERI)conducteda limitedsound survey at the wind turbinesite and

5ou
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near a few affectedresidences. This surveyconfirmedthe existence
of random sound levelsat the residencesthat could be consideredthe

: basis for complaints. This is especiallytrue for a rural community
• _ that has a very low level of backgroundsound. The initial
7..: measurementsalso revealedthat additionalin-depthtests would be

requiredto obtain a basic understandingof the sound generationand
propagationmechanisms. Initialconcerns in additionto the basic

_,i' sound levelwere low frequencysound and structuralvibration. At
: this time local atmosphericand terrain,characteristicswere
c,, suspectedof intensifyingsound at some locations,

°- The first in a seriesof three in-depthsound measurementand
analysisprogramswas conductedduring February,March and Apri.lof

, lgSO. This programwas implementedby GE and SERI, and consistedof
'" sound pressure levelmeasurementsversus time and frequency. These

measurementswere made at the WT and in and near the home of a
'- residentthat had registeredsound complaintson severaloccations._u

:. In additionto soundmeasurements,vibrationlevels in the home of
one residentwere measured. To evaluatethe meteorologicaleffects

' on sound propagation,Penn State Universityand the Universityof
_.i Virginiapersonnelmeasured atmosphericparametersof temperatureand

wind velocityas a functionof elevation.
i"

The resultsand basic data from this test programwere documentedin
. a report entitledMod-I Wind TurbineGeneratorPreliminaryNoise

Evaluation9. Test data indicatedthat objectionablesound was
_ _ _asicallya sequenceof impulsesat a blade-passingthe tower
o_ repetitionrate as shown typicallyin Figure 5.3.2-I. A typical

'_ sound pressurelevel versusfrequencycurve is shown in Figure
i!. 5.3.2-2as measuredwithin 50' of the WT when generatinglO00 kW on

February12, 1980. A comparisonof the sound pressurelevel outside
,:,_: the house of a localresidentversus insidethe house can be obtained
::! by comparingFigures5.3.2-3and 5.3.2-4.

'" I_ was concludedfrom this initialtest programthat the frequency
range of primary interestwith regardto complaintswas from 5 - 70

; , Hz. The conditionreferredto as a "thump"is characterizedby an
:_, increasein soundespeciallyin the 20 - 30 Hz range. Any

_ objectionablehouse vibrationis due to low frequencyacousticenergy
FL'L in the same frequencyrange (20-30Hz). A mathematicalmodel was
_ developedas a sound level predictivetool which suggestedthat
i/,i" appreciableatmosphericfocusingof sound energy could be typicalof

the Howard'sKnob area. Finally,it was predictedthat a reduction
, in rotor speed from 35 RPM to 23 RPM would reduce sound;however,the

amountof sound reductionmight be marginalwith respectto
,, complaintsbecauseaffectedfamilieshad been sensitized.

-. The secondseries,in the sound measurementprogram,was conducted
_". with the WT in a temporaryconfigurationoperatingat 23 RPM
_, generatingpower intoa portableresistortype loadbank. The
" resultsindicatedan average8 - I0 db reductionin sound power level

_ • when comparedto the 35 RPM sound power levels,see Figure 5.3.2-5.
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_' "" These measurements supplied supporting data to continue with the
Ii _ ...•-.:, programplan to reducethe WT rotor speed to 23 RPM by replacingth_

_ii'i 1800 RPM synchronousgeneratorwith a 1200 RPM generator,

..... The third serie_ in the sound measurementprogramwas conductedin
; ' JanuaryIg81 after the 1200 RPM generatorinstallationwhen the WT
_ ' was generatingpower intothe utilitygrid at 23 RPM. Statistical, _,':i"

data was recordedin the 31.5 Hz octave band near field
_ : (approximately240 - 270 feet from the WT center)at three locations
_ _ and in the far field at two of the local residences. Data was
:, recordedcontinuouslyand statisticaldistributionswere

_: automaticallygeneratedfor half hour periodsso that sound pressure
_i::_ level data could be plottedversusthe percentageof the time that a
_ , specificlevel occurred. A typicalcurve is shown in Figure 5.3.2-6
i_,_'. with a 50 percentilenear field (at the WT) sound pressure levelof
_'__ 71 db comparedto a minimum ambientlevel of 54 dh.

_ '_ The resultsof this test programhave been reportedin a document
; "; entitledMod-I Wind TurbineGeneratorStatisticalNoise Studies2 by
i :_ R J. Wel'Isof the GeneralE|ectricCompany 'Atone residential
:_ area, the averagesound pressurelevel (50 percentile)varied from 64
_!' db when a complaintwas registeredto 51 db when no complaintswere

received,see Figure 5.3.2-7. At the secondresidentiallocationthe
,o" averagesound level (50 percentile),was 49 db while on-line,see

Figure 5.3.2-8.

_,
C Based upon the resultsof this test phase, it can be concludedthat
_ the sound level in the 31.5 Hz octave band is a reasonablechoice for
_, a convenientmeasureof wind turbinesound. The sound levelsin the
_::: near field are essentiallyconstantfor a given yaw angle and wind
--_.... velocity. The sound levelsmeasured in January1981 correlate

"_i, closelywith the prior 23 RPM load bank tests from the summer of
.__," Ig80. Much of the time the far field levels in the 31.5 Hz band are
. about as would be expectedbased upon the assumptionof spherical

/. L,

,.j,; divergence. No complaintsoccurredunder these conditions. The
- i; conditionreferredto as "thump"seems to be caused by occasional ,

_;,_ atmosphericfocusingdue to unusualwind and,temperaturegradients.
_" At one far field location,measured levelsas much as 25 db above

_:'_,. that expectedby sphericaldivergenceoccurred,and in such cases the
_ o:' far field levelexceededthe near field level.

' Assessment._. =

_ Complaintsabout objectionablesound resultingfrom WT were
' restrictedto an area with a radius of two miles and to lO 1

__ ! residents. Only two of these residentscomplainedpersistently. I
-° i Based upon the concernsof the local Boone residents,WT operation i

was curtailedduringearly eveninghours with a few exceptions. The i
' characterof the sound is repetitive,similarto a heart beat.

Reducingthe rotor speed to 23 RPM reducedthe sound level about lO
' db near the WT as predicted. At 23 RPM statisticalanalysisof sound

measurementsat the WT indicatethat the averagesound (50
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percentile)was about 70 db and that I percentof the time the sound
levelwas about 77 db. Adjacent to one of the local residentswho
was more persistentlyannoyedthe averagesound levelwas about 52
db, and l percentof the time exceeded60 db for the test period. At
the same locationduring a one hour and half period (I-1/2)when a
complaintwas received,the averagesound levelwas 63 db and 1% of
the time exceeded77 db. The measured sound levelsat local
residenceswhich are equal to or greaterthan sound levelsmeasured
at the WT on rare occasionssubstantiatethe notionthat atmospheric
focusing is a significantfactor in causingthe limitednumberof
complaintsat Boone. Another interrelatedfactor in causingsound
complaintsis WT producedTV interferencethat createsan awareness
on the part of a sensitizedresidentof WT operationvia a visual
medium.

5.4 Wind TurbinePerformance

The performanceof the Mod-I Wind Turbinewas originallyreportedin
1980 in reference[12]. The experimentaldata used in this
performanceanalysisof GeneratorPower Output vs. Wind Speed @ the
Hub was preliminaryat that time, but the machinewas operatingas
predicted. Figure 5.4-I illustratesthe same plot as the above
referenceexcept that there are substantiallymore data samples
includedin each plottedpoint. The machine'sperformancefollows
the designpredictionvery well. A few data pointsfrom the
referenceplot and figure 5.4-I are above the design line indicating
that the machinehas a higheroverallefficiencythanwas originally
predicted.

As expectedlossesoccur in the drive train and rotor of the
machine. The generator,bearingsand gearboxare standCrdcomponents
and their manufacturershave well documentedefficiencycurves.

Assessment

The resultingefficiencyincreaseis attributedto a higherthan
predictedaerodynamicperformanceof the blades. Th_ originalMod-I
Wind Turbineperformancecalculationsmay have been conservativedue

•: to the lack of blade aerodynamicperformancedata particularlywith
regardto blade surfaceeffects. A more detailedperformance
analysisof the Mod-I Wind Turbinehas been reportedin reference
[13].

5.5 DRIVE TRAIN

5.5.1 Drive Train DTnamics

Introduction

In March 1980, trade off studieswere initiatedto identifynear term
practicalmethodsof reducingthe sound level emittedby the
machine. Reducing_he rotor speed was selectedas the optionto be
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•" Implemented. This change could be accomplished by changing
synchronous generators, (1800 RPMto 1200 RPM), thus reducing the
rotor speed from 35 to 23 RPM. This option was selectedbecauseit

•; yieldedthe best set of advantages: (I) Minimumchangesto the
machine; (2) minimumtime scheduleto completethe machinechanges;
(3) minimumcosts; and (4) high probabilityof solvingthe sound

/! problem. A solutionh_d to be selectedearly to initiatehardware
_; procurementfor installationduringthe fall of 1980 for subsequent
Q. Lestingduring the winter of 1980. Selectingthe rPducedrotor speed
';!i_ , option in March 1980 providedsix months to procurethe hardwareand
; schedulethe change.

Discussion

::i_ During the analysisand "_signperiod for the reduced_otor RPM
option, it was realizedt,." the once per rev excitationfrequency
(0.383Hz) is close to the drive train naturalfrequencyof 0.41Hz
when operatingthe WT at 23 RPM. This situationpresentedthe

ii_ possibilitythat if the bladeswere not well balancedor
_)_:" aerodynamicallyt, _ned, an undesirablel P responsemight be
_:_ exper!encedin the drive train. The WT was operatedat 23 and 35 RPM
._. in a manual mode and synchronizedto the utilitygrid at 35 RPM

withoutany indicationof an inbalancebetweepblades. Therefore,
:.: since there was not a positive indicationof an impendingproblem

associatedwith this proposedchange, it was decidedto proceedwith
the rotor speed reduction.

_ During the period of time when the WT was operatedat 35 RPM, the
, machineperformedwell, was compatiblewith the utilitygrid, and was

dynamicallyvery stable. When the reducedRPM option was completed,
our concern_during the analysisand designperiod became a reality.

: Duringgusty wind periods,the machine experiencedpower swingsof +
_. 40% about the controlset point during intermittenttime periods. -
i . While this did not affectthe utilityor its customersbecauseof the
_ relativesize of the utilityand power generatedby the wind turbine,
i: power swings of this magnitudeare undesirable. Power swingsof this
5, magnitudeon the WT would reduce the life of some components
• primarilythe gear box, and on commerciallyproducedwind turbines

_:_ would add unnecessarycapitalequipmentcosts to withstand40%
;" fatiguetype overloadconditions. To avoid potentialdamage to the

WT gear box, the power set point was temporarilylimitedto 1,000KW
until the power swingscould be reduced.

_ Wind turbinegeneratorshave a lightlydamped torsionalmode
: generallybelow IHz which is determinedby turbine inertiaand shaft
_'" stiffness. The generatorinertiafor the 35 to 23 RPM change

: increasedfrom 50.5 Ib-ft-sec2 to 69.7 Ib-ft-sec2, which was an
: insignificantdrive t_ain inertiachange. Frequencyand damping

ratio of the first torsionalmode are influencedby four factors:
(I) drive train; (2) power regulation;(3) power system stabilizer;
and (4) hub speed feedback. The first torsionalmode of the WT driw,

'" train is 0.41Hz, which primarilyrepresentsthe movementof the hub
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:_- and blades against the effective stiffness of the shafting, gearbox,
:> and generator conectlon to the power system. Since the electrlcal

,_., stiffness between the generator and utility power system is higher
_ than the mechanical stiffness between the rotor and generator, the

:_ displacement of the turbine rotor on the first torsional mode is much
....._: greater than the displacement of the generator rotor. The stiffness
,_,::i ratio of utility power system to the wind turbine drive train system
:_ is 8.33 to l Electrical damping at the generator is difficult

_c:';-: because the generator rotor is a minor part in the displacement
=: caused by the first torsional mode. Shaft damping can be effective
.::.. but would require extensive structural changes.

_-_!,,,_;- Assessment
"9 _,4

:?_", Damping at the rotor can be achieved by a more active blade angle
=c,,, control. A control system analysis of a Mod-I system indicated that
=_:,o, increasing damping of the first torsional mode from 5% to 25% of
_,,., critical damping could be achieved by adding a signal in phase with
i_:_ hub speed deviation to the output of the blade pitch angle
L:_"._,; controller. This would require a more active pitch hydraulic system
,i__:o_ which could increase maintenance on this system at some time in the
i_:_;: future, since the system was not originally designed for the more
i_, active duty cycle associated with the added hub speed control signal

_;_' During January 1981 the WT was operated at the reduced power set
=o_ point while sound measurements were made to evaluate the machine
_J_ operating at 23 RPM. The program operating schedule called for
_ii_' completion of the evaluation and demonstration of the 23 RPM control
_,_, system problem in February 1981. A problem developed in the drive
_i_ train on January 20, 1981, which terminated operations, which will be
:L_,.. discussed in the next section.

!: * 5.5.2 Drive Train Problem

_-- Introduction

_o

• On January 20, 1981, the WT experienced a failure of 22 studs in the
_:_ drive train. Specifically these studs attached the low speed shaft
_ , gear coupling to the rotor hub. Figure 5.5.2-I i11ustrates the
_',._ general drive train arrangement on the WT and identifies where the
. bolted joint is located. When the rotor hub separated from the low

_L,,;,o.,.., speed drive shaft and remaining portion of the drive train, the
, safety s)stem initiated feathering of the blades which stopped the

_ rotor/hub and opened the circuit braker to the u_ility which
_'"_ electrically isolated the generator from the grid.
.i_°,,.
:_, • Discussion

The machine was safely secured and sustained relatively minor damage
.-_,T during the safety system c,_ntrolledshutdown. The torque plate which

is mounted on the rotor hub assembly contained the 22 broken ends of
the studs within helicoil inserts. The remaining portions of the
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;_ broken studs were recovered from the 1owe'. portion of the bedplate.
: The outer sleeveof the gear couplingwas damagedduring the shutdown

and will requirereplacement. This shaft couplingouter sleeve
rappedthe pitch rod adjustingmechanismduringthe shutdown. These
adjustmentmechanismsand the "uniball"end fittingsmust be
replaced. The instrumentationand power wiring bundle and conduit

• within the low speed shaft was severedwhen the coupling/low-speed
shaft separatedfrom the rotor hub and must be replaced.

Figure 5.5.2-2illustratesa sectionvie_ of the hub/shaftinterface
and locatesthe studs that failed. During assemblypersonnelaccess
to the backsideof the hub torque plate was limitedwhich
necessitatedthe blind connection. Figure 5.5.2-3illustratesthe
stud/helicoilinstallationin the rotor hub torqueplate/lowspeed
shaft couplingjoint. Self lockingstainlesssteel helicoilsinserts
were used to increasethe thread strengthin the mild steel torque
plate. The studs pass throughclearanceoversizedholes neededfor

._ helicoilinstallationin the torqueplate beforeengagingthe
helicoilinsert.

The rotor hub torque plate to coupling interfacewas designedas a
conventionalfrictionjoint with the fasteningstuds providingthe
preloadingto a joint capacityof 885,000ft-lbs. ?he drive train
had a rated torque capacityof 442,000ft-lbswhich yields a joint

) safetyfactor of 1.99. The drive train has a slip clutch adjustedto
slip at a settingof 829,000ft-lbswhich would slip at 93% of the
joint rating.

Metallurgicalanalysisof the failed studs revealedthat high strain;
predominantlylow cycle bendingfatiguewas the cause of the stud
fracturesat the helicoilend. The stud materialwas found by
metallurgicalanalysisto be of excellentqualityand free of any

• defects. After the failure,examinationof engineeringlog books
indicatedthat the studs were not properlypreloadedwhich is

i believedto result in a joint torquecapacityof 683,000ft-lbsor
only 77% of is originaldesign value. The stud geometryand spacing
in the oversizedtorque plate and gear couplingholes would allow a
relativerotationof l degree betweenthe torqueplate and gear
coupling. Torque loadingof the drive train forced relativerotation
which in turn failed the studs via bendingfatigue. A secondmajor
contributingfactor that the slip clutchmalfunctionedon several
occasionsbefore it was discoveredoperatingimproperly. A third
contributingfactorwas occasionaltorque Ioadingsin excessof the
design values includingboth peak and cyclictorque overloads. The
principalcause of this failurecan be attributedto improperly
installedstuds and a malfunctioningslip clutch which was installed
as an overtorqueprotectiondevice.

Assessment

The failed joint has been fully reviewedand analyzedand a suitable
repairmethod identified. The drive train damagecan be repairedfor
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"' the most part in the nacellewith only the low speed shaft and pitch
_._ changemechanismbeing removed. The ;'otorhub torque plate rework
i_i will requireprecisionmachining,and severalsourcesthat can
"',, providethis type of servicehave been identified.

-,-.:i SpecificRecommendations

_:,i_ Basic friction-torquejoints are desirablein futurewind turbine ]
'_.i applicationsbecausethey are lower cost than other conventionali'

__ designs. Also, some drive train designsmay have no other
,_ alternativethan to use frictiontorque joints. Designersin
' designingthis type of joint shouldconsiderprovidinga friction
%i torquecapabilityfor all specifiedloadswith a safetyfactorof 2.5
-':! as a minimum. In addition,the designershould assumethat the joint
i will slip near limit loads and the fastenerswill be carryingthe
TI_ torque load in shear. Clearancesaroundfastenersshould be
_?_ minimizedso that the fastenerswill be more uniform%yloaded.
,-, Designersare urged to be conservativein selectinga friction
_.L_'_ hoefficientfor this type of joint. Throughjoint fastenersthat are

_::iii positivelylockedare recommended,and helicoilsshouldbe avoidedin
,_ this type of joint. Lastly,the fastenertensioningtechniquemust
,_ be verifiedby test and verifiedat installationby proper=?k_._
,! inspection. Using a slip clutch as a overtorquesafetydevice in

wind turbineis consideredacceptable. Particularattentionmust be
i: paid to the application,installationand understandingall facetsof
:-/ its operationand maintanence. Designersmust obtainenough detailed
,:,i: informationfrom the slip clutchmanufacturersto fully understand
- "'_ the operationand limitsespeciallyif the unit is not a shelf item
._ or a shelf itemhas been modified.

± ._ 5.6 PUBLICREACTIONAND ACCEPTANCE

, Introduction

Over the past two years, the public reactionhas been favorable
• towardthe Mod-I Wind TurbineProject. This includedthe vast
._ majorityof localpeoplewho live in and aroundBoone near the
! turbinesite. In the regionalarea of North Carolinaand over the

_ rest of the country,peoplewere supportative;but not as interested
._ in the projectas the Boone residents. Nationally,the Mod-I Project
'; was recognizedas the first operationalmegawatt sizedwind turbine

-_ in the world.

_ Discussion

/.'[

There have beenmany articlesin the North Carolinaand Boone papers
reportingon the variousphases of the Mod-I Projectover the pasto i

_( two years. Occasionally,nationalpublicationssuch as Time

i Magazine,the Wall StreetJournal,AviationWeek & Space Technology,• have had articleson the Mod-l. Trade journals including1980
!! GenerationPlanbookand ElectricalWorld have publishedmaterial
i describingthe Mod-I Wind Turbine. Newspapersoutsideof North
,}
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i_ _ Carolinasuch as The New York Times, WashingtonPost, ClevelandPlain
LL Dealer, and PhiladelphiaInquirerand others have publishedarticles

_:L about the project. The North Carolinatelevisionstationshave also
reportednumeroustimes on the Mod-1 Program.

Variousmanagementpersonnelfrom the Blue Ridge ElectricMembership
Corporationhave given an averageof over lO0 talks per year around I
the state of North Carolinato variouscivic, religious,and public
organizationsduringthe first two years of the project• The Blue
Ridge managementhas reportedthat the groupsthat they have talked
to as well as the generalBoone residentshave been very supportive

: of wind power as a form of generatingelectricalenergy• The
academiccommunityfrom AppalachianState University,a local
college,have been very supportiveof wind power by conductingenergy

;!C_ seminarsincludingwind energy reviewsand are conductingtheir own
wind energyprojectswhich consistsof operatinga small horizontal
axis wind turbine.

_ The Mod-I site is a continualattractionto visitorsto the Boone
'j,

_ area and residentsfrom the southeasternpart of the United States.
Approximately4000 per year informationalbrochureson the Mod-l have
been passed out to site visitorsduringthe normalworkinghours by

_> maintenancepersonnel. During the fall of the year when the leaves
are changingcolor in the localmountains,1500 visitorshave visited
the site on severalsuccessiveweekends• This causedtraffic

_! problemson the WT accessroad and localoff-dutypolicewere hired
to controlthe trafficflow. Many foreignvisitorsfrom South
America,Asia, and Europe as well as United States governmentand

!°:'_:_,, industryleadershave visitedthe site. In fact large numbersof
......._. foreignand domesticVIP groups occasionallyhave been disruptiveto
:'°:_ meetingMod-I ProgramSchedules Schoolclasses,youth groups,
_f:, professionalorganizationsetc. are continuallyschedulingvisits
,: throughthe local Blue Ridge ElectricMembershipCorporationDistrict
_ Manager•

_L ' Assessment

_/. The public reactionto the Mod-I Wind TurbineProjecthas been
_._ demonstratedcontinuallyby the numberof visitorsto the site. The
,_ people have clearlyexpressedto Blue Ridge and site personneltheir
•. desire for pollutionfree electricitythat is not dependenton

_,:_:_,. foreignproducedoil. The local people have expressedtheir desire
to see the WT operatingmore of the time. The wind velocityis

_:_" highestduringthe eveningand early morninghours; therefore,they
:: haven'tobserved it during much of the operatingtime. In addition
_ configuringfor testingcauses periodsof time when the WT can't be

_: operated. In the opinionof the personnelinvolvedwith the WT from
=_ Blue Ridge, NASA and GeneralElectricCompany,the public,who have

visitedthe site and the local Boone residents,are definitelyin
_ favor of producingelectricalpower via wind turbinesgenerators.
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6.0 CONTRIBUTIONSTO WT TECHNOLOGY

•. Introduction

Since the Mod-I WT was the first modern megawattclass machinethat
had as its purposeresearchand development,a number of major
contributionshave been made to WT technology. These contributions
resultedboth from deliberateinvestigativeeffortsas well as from

:" unexpectedproblemsthat occur during any "firstof a kind"
._ endeavor. The importantWT technologydevelopmentsthat can be

attributedto the Mod-I programincludeinnovativelow cost WT design
• conceptsand metal and compositeblade fabrication/process

techniques. The Mod-I was the first remote unattended2 megawattWT
to synchronize,generatepower to a public utilitysystem,and be
controlledby a utilitydispatcher. Computercodes were verifiedfor

• dynamicand loads analysis,performancepredictionand electrical
stabilityanalysis. These will be usefulfor future generation
designsof megawattclass systems. Environmentalimpact issues,such

, as sound generationand TV interference,were experienced,evaluated,
:: and solutionsfor wind turbines identified. And finally,a host of

" includingthe importanceof optimizingan• "lessonslearned,
; installationsite to WT characteristics,have been reportedin the

literaturefor the benefitof the WT industry.

InnovativeDesignConcepts

Just after the completionof the Mod-I design,a Mod-IA configuration
was designedand reportedto the WT industryat a NASA workshop in

' March of 1979 that synthesizedthe innovativeconceptsthat were a
,, by-productof the Mod-I design experience. These low cost concepts

identifiedon the Mod-IA which were beyondthe scope of the Mod-I
specification,have been incorporatedin secondand later generation

., WT's. These innovationsare a soft tower,partialspan control,a
teeteredhub and an upwind rotor. The utilizationof these concepts

:. with others,has resulted in cost effectiveWT's which are the
keystoneof the emergingcommercialmarket.

o Blade ManufacturingTechnology

The manufacturingof the Mod-I rotor blades,modern industry's
, initialattemptto constructa blade of lO0 foot in length,

establishedthe fabricationtechnologyfor weldingand stressrelief
of steel bladesfor the WT industry. The Mod-I bladeshave performed

' successfullyexperiencingin excess of three quartersof a million
cycles and "know how" from these blades has been incorporatedin
secondgenerationsteel welded blades. Also two compositefiberglass

" rotor bladesdesignedspecificallyfor Mod-I have recentlybeen
• manufactured,furtherestablishingthe TransverseFilamentTape (TFT)

manufacturingprocess. One hundredfoot bladesonce regardedas a
challengein the 1970'swill be commonplacein the 1980'sprimarily
as a result of the knowledgegainedby the Mod-I design and
manufacturingexperience.
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Power GenerationFeasibility

In the area of performance,the Mod-I demonstratedthat a
• multi-megawattwind turbinecould be successfullysynchronizedwith a

utilitygrid and generatestableelectricalpower meeting utility
qualitystandards. Secondly,the Mod-I demonstratedthat an
unattendedWT could be operatedremotelyin conjunctionwith a
utilitysystemby a utilitydispatcherin a fully automaticmode.
Althoughpower level varies significantlywith wind speed and

. directionfluctuations,voltageflickerwas well within utility
standards. Transientsassociatedwith initialsynchronizationand WT

.... shutdownexhibiteda stable,acceptablebehavior.

EnvironmentalImpact,{

Perhapsthe most significantcontributionto WT technologyresulted
_, from the environmentalimpactof the Mod-I in the Boone, North

Carolinacommunity. In the Fall of 1979, shortlyafter dedication,
. unanticipatedcomplaintsfrom local residentsabout objectionable

sound and televisioninterferencecaused by the WT were receivedby
, BREMC,the local utility. As a result,extensiveeffortswere
•. conductedto characterize,establishstandards,and solve sound and

TV interferenceproblemsat Boone. The specificknowledgedeveloped
:" on the phenomenonwas then incorporatedinto the secondgeneration
,_ wind turbines.

• In regardto sound, extensivemeasurementswere made in the immediate
vicinityof the WT and at remote residentiallocations,

" intermittentlyand continuously,and duringdaylightand evening
hours at variousweatherconditions. These measurementswere made at

'" variousWT rotationalspeeds,on line and off. The most important
" favorableimpactof the Mod-I experienceat Boone resultedin an

acute awarenessthroughoutthe WT industryof the WT noise generation
,_ . problem. In additionto solvingthe 3oone problemby reducingthe
._' rotor speed, this unexpectedsite specificenvironmentalconcern
_" providedthe impetusto characterizeWT sound generation,develop

predictivecomputercodes and establishWT sound standards. The body
:_ of knowledgethat evolvedfrom the Mod-I experienceis being
-: incorporatedin futuregenerationdesignsand in utilitysite_

selectioncriteria.

A parallelstory about TV interferenceunfoldedin much the same
'i

manner to WT generatedsound. Althoughnot totallyunexpected
becauseof prior experienceat Mod-OA sites,TV interferencecaused

=_ complaintswithin a l-I/2 mile radiusdue to terrainwhich
, consequentlyrestrictedWT operation. An extensivemeasurement

programwas conductedthat evaluatedbasic signalstrengthand
interferencecharacteristics.The resultsof the test programlead

i to the evaluationof three tentativesolutionsutilizinghigh gain
residentialantennas,cable TV and VHF to UHF rebroadcast
translators. In the interim,however,the TV interferenceproblem
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was eliminatedby restrictingthe turbineoperationto other than

!_=': prime TV time. Thus far Mod.l has contributedto the understanding
i and identificationof solutionsto this criticalenvironmental
l_i.t problemthat will affectfutureWT.sit_ngdecisions.

!!_i 7.0 CONCLUSIONS
:_ , Power Generationon Utilit_Grid

The WT has generatedelectricalenergywithin utilitystandardsin a
•- stableand well controlledmanner. At 35 RPM transientwind
,,T conditionshave had no adverseeffect on the power generatedor the
...._ machine. At 23 RPM the power generatedwas still within utility
_<_...... standardsbut the drive train was respondingto its fundamental
: frequency.

:_ Controlsand UnattendedOperation
%%

_.o_ The controlssystem initiallypresenteda successionof minor

_!!. problemsand they were eventuallysolved. After the program
_?, acceptancetests,the controlsystemperformedflawlesslyas
._:.:: designed. The WT was operatedsuccessfullyin all modes including
,. manual operation,automaticoperation,unattendedoperation,and
< unattendedremotecontrolfrom the BREMC dispatchersoffice in

Lenoir. In addition,the versatilityof the controlsystemallowed
t_ testingin variousunconventionalmachineconfigurationsduring the
_/: Mod-I Test Program.

_i_" .'".

TV Interference

_ _':_< Cable TV and rebroadcastvia translatorsboth provideexcellent
solutionsto eliminateTV interferencecaused by wind turbines. Many

_: areas of the countryalreadyhave these systemsinstalled. Because
<,.. of the recent strong interestby the businesscommunityin providing
_-. these communicationsystems,cable TV and translatorsystemsare
_,, being installedat a rapid rate throughoutthe country. This will be

_ ;: a definiteadvantageto the users of wind turbines.
% >

.<" WT GeneratedSound

_ _ As a resultof the sound test programconductedon the Mod-l,the
: ,! sound emittedby WTs is now defined,understoodand predictable. In

addition,acceptablesound level standardsfor WTs are being
_ establishedfor WT manufacturersuse. The meteorologicaleffectson

i _ sound propagationand focusingof sound energy informationwill be an
importantcriteriain WT site selections.

......_ " Drive Train Dynamics

:'_ When the WT was operatedas originallydesignedat 35 RPM, the
'i! machineran well, was compatiblewith the utility,and was
i dynamicallyvery stable. When the WT was test configuredto reduce

.!
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" the sound emittedat 23 RPM, the machinerespondedto its fundamental
frequencyin high turbulentwinds,was compatiblewith the utility

....-, and was dynamicallystable. A solutionto the 23 RPM drive train
. fundamentalfrequencyproblemwould be a more activeblade pitch

:._.,. controlsystem. This would increasethe drive train dampingwhich
.......• would permitthe drive train to operatewith less excitationof the

._- first torsionalmode in turbulentwinds.

Public Reactonand Acceptance

.,, The NASA, BREMC and GE personnelinvolvedwith the Mod-I Program
__'" believethat the publicwho they have talkedwith at the site as well
_', as the local residentsaround Boone have a very positiveattitude,, L

:_o_ towardusing wind turbinesto generateelectricalenergy. The large
_'_._ numberof visitorsand groups from foreigncountriesand the United%

/:, States visitingthe Mod-I site in this remotemountaincommunity
atteststo the popularityof this method of energy conversion.

"/=:2. Contributionsto WT Technolo_

_:,_. The Mod-I Programhas made substantialcontributio_isto the
_._;:!:, developmentof WT technology. GE throughthe experiencegained
i_,.i;, during the designphase of the programdevelopedmany low cost design
o:,_ conceptsfor the benefitof the wind turbineindustry. Metal and
,i. compositeblade manufacturingtechnologywas also developed. The
o,_,. Mod-I first demonstratedthat a megawattsized WT could be operated
:!:!.: in an unattendedfully automaticmode and generateutilityquality
_:_::.:,' power into a public utilitysystem. Analyticalcomputercodes for

:_i__ predictingwind turbinedynamicand loads analysiswere verifiedfrom
,_:i, Mod-I data. A significantcontributionto the wind turbine industry !

_,.:T_ was the discoverythat the Mod-I had an environmentalimpacton the i
_::_Li community.

_'. ProjectObjectives

o!q._
_,_ The specificMod-I projectorjectives,listedbelow, which were a 1
"_,:.i_ part of the FederalWind Energy Program,have all been achieved.

_;:". o Providedmegawattsized wind turbineoperationaland performance
o:i,_, data.

/- o Demonstratedunattended,fai_-safeoperation.
J

_'=_.: o Involvementof utilityas user and operator.

_-. o Identificationof maintenancerequirements.
_u ,.

_<,: o Industryinvolvementin design,Fabrication,and installationof
.... the WT.

_ o Identifycomponents/subsystemsmodificationsto reducecost,
improvereliabilityand increaseperformance.

o

_ 5_i
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o Assess public reaction/acceptanceof largewind turbines.

: o Demunstratecompatibilitywith utilityrequirements•
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Figure4.1-2. - DOE/NASA2000-kWexperimentalwindturbine. HowardtsKnob,
Boone,NorthCarolina.
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•_ Functton Description

'i" I I

"" Nonttor Enable ProcessLockoutSensors, Xntttaltze Coal,andS

-i'/, " Xntt4allzattoh Xntttallze Yaw. Pttch, end LubeSubsystem

, Stte Enable ProcessAutomttc ResOrt Sensors

..-. Anti-Stall Lt,tt '_as a f(V.) to Prevent "Stall"

__.i Overstross Ltmtt Structural Stress as e f(VM, Yw Error)

J_!_i,' Yaw Correct Altgrl Nacelle Mlth Mtnd Vector

° °:. Pttch Ramp Ramp_ 90° to 72° - flextmumCoefficient of Ltft

°. "' SpeedRamp RampGenerator Speed0 to 1200 rpm

= !:,.: Rate Sync Set Freq. Generator • Freq. Uttllt¥

;' Voltage S_m(: Set voltage Generator - Voltage Uttltty

°_i'i_: Anole S_c En&ble Settch _mr Synchronizer, Watt for
,. Breaker Close

,,_ Power Ramp Step Power tn 26 W Increments 2 Sac. Apart

Shutdown DisengageUttltt¥, Feather Blades, Brake,
':.", Perk Rotor

'_..... PowerPeaktn9 Xterato PowerSet -Potnt to flex. Value for
• 11".VM_24.6

" _" Tmble S.2-2. Control SystemFunctions

''r.
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ORIGINAL PAC,tE |_

QUESTIONS AND ANSWHRS OF POOR QUALITY

•, J.L. Colllns

, From: P. A. Borgman

Q: What was the reasoning for suggesting that holi-coil type inserts
not be used £n connections?

A: Ile_i-_oili)wert type joint_ _re not recomme_'_edfor friction tUpe
=:" joints. The specific objeetion_ are listed below.
'_ I) There i_ concern that the heli-eoiZ insert will give by the

thread rolling over slightly. For most bolted type joints, a
slight relaxation is permissible; but for a friction joint that
depends on a fixed clamping force, any relaxation is not toler-
able.

2) The heli-coil has a self locking feature which makes if diffi-
cult to inspect. I prefer a positive mechanical locking type

.: device that can easily be inspected on both ends of the fastener.
3) On our particular installation, the clearance between the hole

-"., and stud shank allowed bending in the stud from torque loading
on the joint. A through bolt type fasterner would allow less
clearance between the shank and the hole thus eliminating fae-

_ tener bending and increasing the shear capability of the joint.

From: C. Tan

Q: Have you experienced _-cingproblems? Axe they severe? If so, what
can be done to cope with this problem in the future?

A: Mod-1 has experienced icing on the tower and blades, but not severe
enough to shut the machine down. Since the Mod-1 is a research

_" machine and _t operating on a continuous basis, there may have
been occasio,, f severe icing which would have prevented ope_tion.
Anti-icing systems can be installed on the blades of machines that

_" operate in climates where icing i8 rather common. These systems
i would be similar to those on airc2_ft wings.

.- From: B. Barren

Q: N,_atwas the source of torque overloads?

A: I) Torque overloads were caused by wind gusts which were not handled
" by the slip clutch. The 81ip clutch operation and set point were

not consistent.

2) The control system chcekout was 8omawhat rough on the drioe train.
_ ' 3) Motoring occurred due to late breaker opening.

..
....' T:rom: P. J. Pekrul

' Q: I) What caused the preload failure?
_-. 2) Please dicuss the compliance in the Mod-I drive train.
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- J.L. Collins (continued) OF POOR QUALITY

: A: I) The preload failure was sauced at the time of installation of
.... the stud fasteners in the Joint. The nuts were not properly

. torqued. The clearance b_tween the stud shank and hole in the
- torque plate/coupling allowed bending in the studs. The_e etude

then failed in low cycle be_ing fatique. See Figureo 5.S2-I,
_:..oa_d 5.52-3 for details.-- ",' Sac t.l _4

- ,. ,9) The compliance of the Mod-1 drive train is dominated by the low

_. speed shaft and gearbox. The torsiona_ naturat j_requeneyis
" .? P at 85 HPM. For a complete description of the machine, a
" review of the Mod-2 design report is recommended, which is refer-

"_ once 4 of this paper.

:,:,., From: Anonymous

_ ":_' Q: What computer codes were verified and how extensive was the verifi-

._o_- cation?

A: We verified the GETTS code which is a General Electric dynamic and
_,,"_ loads program. The code has been verified for three cases I) Mod-1
::.: r_gid hub, 2) Mod-O rigid hub, and 3) Mod-O teetered hub.

-c_:: From: R. Pratt

..., Q: Will Hod-1 be converted to an up-wind machine to eliminate noise
_i;": problems ?

:-.__. A: There are no plans to convert the Mod-1 to an up-wind machine either
-J".i. for a test configuration or permanent conversion. Converting the
. Mod-I to an up-wind machine has been studied and could be accomplished.

_:", However, there would be severe limits imposed on the machine in terms
o..ii_'" of power capabilityj cut-out wind speed, etc. This would be a signi-
;'" ficant change from the original machine design.

_:_: From: J. S. Wood, Jr.

-_:":" Q: Concerning wind turbine noise decibel readings: 1) What scales were
_..,., used? 2) Instant or sustained levels? 3) What frequencies were
o.," listened for?
_.y; •

-'_::_ A: Sound decibel readings were taken for $0 minutes about the _15 Hz
.-:::! active band with no filtering. The sound data has been reported in

_. reference 10 of this paper and ales was published in the Wind Tur-
, bins Dynamics Workshop held at Cleveland State untve s_ty, Cleveland,

_"_:: Ohio, Februar_j24-2S, 2981. The proceedings are published and iden-
tified a_ NASA Conference Publication 2185 or DOE Publication CONF-

"_. 810226 and entitled "Wit_ Turbine Dynamics."

•':' From: G. G. Biro./

:.... Q: What are the response times at low and high wind speed cut-in and
cut-out?

Q,,
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J. L, Col1_n_ (cont_uod)

A: Mod-1 about10mnut a a_no_rong_e gn altO, high o,
lo_ winds. It _a_ea be_een 2 and _ minutes to shutdown under no_-
real aondittone and about JO seconds for an emergency shutdown.

From: J, Wo_torgaard

q: Your chart noted "Concepts to aeduco Cost," Were all og those con-
¢opts shown on the blod-lA sketch or are there additional concepts
and.._deas you could mention?

A: T_ Mod-lA inal_vtea a m_oz_ty of the concepts that wouM result
in a more cost compatitiv_ future ui_ t_bina design. One item
not mentionedin the Mod-IA desa_ption wou_d be to replacethe
computerin the controlsystem _ith a microproceseor. The initla_
caplta_and maintenancecosts would be lessfor the microprocessor.

From: G. G. Biro

q: What were the,operation and maintenance costs?

: A: Based on the Mod-2 experiencejoperationand maintenancecosts can-
not be firmly established. This is becauseit i,s impossibleto
separatecosts for test supporta_d machineconfigurationchanges
from normal operationand maintenancecosts.

From: A. Jagtlani

Q: Will this machinebe modified_repairedand re-usedor will it be
removedor left in Boone as a monument?

_ A: The federalfunding leveZwill reallydete_ine whetherthe Mod-I
will be repaired. Even though the programhas been ve_ndsuccess_l,
there is additionalinformationon wind turbinetechnologythat
could be gainedby the continuedoperationof the Mod-2 machine.

:i
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DESCRIPTION OF THE 3MWSWT-3 WIND TURBINE
_1 AT SAN GOROONIO PASS CAMFORNIA

•' $. C. Rybak
: The Bendix Corporation Energy, Environment and Technology Office

Abstract

---__ The SWT-3 wind turbine, developed under an allTeement between Bendix and
" Southern California Edison (SCE), is a mi_opeooessor _ontrolled three bladed

, variable speed upwind machine with a 3MW ratinl_ that is presently operational
-_.,. and und_tfoinif system testinii at SCE's Devers Substation ten miles north of

" Palm Springs California. The tower, a rigid triangular truss configuration, is
rotated about its vertical axis to position the wind turbine into the prevailing

_ wind. The blades rotate at variable speed in order to maintain an optlmum 8el
' ". tip speed ratio between out-in and rated wind velocity thereby maximi_nl_ power

extraction from the wind. Rotor variable speed is implemented by the use of a
,: hydrostatic transmission consisting of fourteen fixed displacement pumps operat-

i:i ing in conjunction with eighteen variable displacement motors, FUll blade pitch
_ with on-off hyc_aulle actuation iS used to maintain 3MW of output powe_

_ between rated wind velocdty of 40 mph and the out-out wind velocity of 55 mph._, ,:

_';:_ 1.0 INTRODUCTION

_ In a privately funded venture, The Bendix Corporatio|t in con|unction with
_,i_: Southern California Edison ($CE) Company develOped and _eoted the SWT-3
J:, wind turbine at SCE's Devers substation in the San {3orgonio Pass area ten miles
i)i north of Palm Springs, California. The SWT-3 has a 3MW ratin[_ and its desigl_ is
•,,:,,., basedon the technology developedby Mr. Charles Sohachle. The wind turbine is
:!: presently operational and is undeegolng system testing to determine/verify
_::i_ performance characteristics. This paper des_ibcs the configuration of the

Ii SWT-$ and includes a description of major control subsystems operation as well' as a brief report on the present machine status.

l?

li 2.0 PHYSICAL CONFIGURATION OF THE SWT-3 WIND TURBINE

"'i The SWT-3 wind turbine is a three bladed variable speed upwind rotor machine
i:. which employs a nacelle enclosed machinery bedplate rigidly fixed to a steel
. truss tower. The approximately I00 feet high tower employs a pyramid shape

' i with a triangular base configuration approximately 75 foot on each side. The
_, tower is rotated about its vertical axis to position the wind turbine into the

- _r 575
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prevallinl_ wind, Rotor variable rotation_l speed i_ obtained by merm_ ot_ a
-. hydz'mtatie transmission eor_isting of 14 fixed dlsp_eement primps, 18 vm_lable

displacement motom _d the associated plumbing, The fixed displacement pumps
_e located in the nacelle and are dNven by the rotor throuL_ha _top_p gear box,
The variable dMplaeement motom _'0 located at the base of the tower In a
generator cnelmure and are tied to the generator thrOugh anotl_er stop-up gear
box, High pro_sm'ohydraulic llnm run from the fixed displacement pump_ to the
'variable dispMeement motors llnldn_ the two and forming the power trarmmlsslon
path, Throe qharge pump_ _upply fluid from a rcservior to the low pressure side
of the fixed displacement pumpsthu_ eompletln_ the primly power loop, Pitch
control is achieved by rotating the blades abOut thel_ longitudinal axis ruing an

: on-off hycbaulle actuation system. All control and housekeeping functions see
microprocessor controlled, however for _rious critical functions whose failure
could either impact system safety or result in severe wind tut'bine damage, hsed
wire loops ere implemented in parallel With the microprocessor to insure that
those critical operational areas are pt_nerly maintained in the event of a
microprocessorfailure.

A sehem_ttic diagram of the SWT-3 wind turbine is shown in Figl_'e 1,ft. The major
oom_<)ne,ts comprising the drive/power train is schematically shown in Fiffure
2.0. A top level block dial_am of the microprocessor and Its interaction with the
wind turbine system is shown in Fiffure 3.0. A summary of the SWT-3
specifications and pet_formanee characteristics is given in Table 1.0. Figure 4.0
shows the estimated yearly energy gathering capability of the SWT-3 wind turbine
as a function of average wind Velocity at hub height. Fts_n'e 5.0 shows the
estimated power output as a function of average wind velocity at hub height. A
mote detailed description of the SWT-3 design and control system operation Is
given In the paragraphs that follow.

3.0 OVERALL WIND TURBINE SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
=_,

The SWT-3 wind turbine was designed to produce 3MW of electrical power output
: in a prevailing wind of 40 mph at a rotor rotational speed of 41 rpm. The wind

turbine designallows for operation in wind speedsbetween 8 and 55 mph once the
wind turbine has been turned on. However for the wind turbine to be activated
the prevailing wind must be between 12 and 55 mph. For winds in excess of 55
mph the wind turbine will not turn on, or if operating will automatically shut
itself off.

Three major subsystems control the SWT-3 wind turbine. They see the rotor speed
control subsystem, the blade pitch control subsystem, and the tower yaw control
subsystem. A description of each of these control subsystems is given In what
follows.

3.1 Rotor Speed Control Subs_tem

hi order to extract the maximum amount of energy f._om the wind for wind speeds
between 8 and 40 mph a 6 to 1 speed ratio must be maintained between the blade

/ (rotor) tip speed and the wind velocity i.e., the blade tips must have a linear
velocity which is six times that of the wind velocity perpendicular to the disc
swept by the rotor. In order to maintain this speedratio for wind speeds varying
between 8 and 40 mph the rotor rpm needs to vary aoeordingiy. For the geometry
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FIGURE 1.0 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF SWT-3 WIND TURBINE
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._%',. b

I....' TABLE 1.0 BENDIXSWT-3WINDTURBINEGENERATORCHARACTERISTICS
!'_, . •

! " RATEDPOWER St000 KW
i ,:_"" ROTORDIAMETER 169 FT

Z ,- ROTORTYPE 3-BLADE HORIZONTALAXIS

E ...... ROTOR AIRFOIL SCHACHLE

°, ROTOR ORIENTATION UPWIND

! , ;, ROTOR TIP SPEED VARIABLE - 0 TIMES THE WIND VELOCITY

i,: _'! RATED WINDVELOCITY 40 MPH
_, ROTOR ROTATIONAL SPEED 41 RPM

i _,_' AT RATED POWER

! '__ CUT-IN WINDVELOCITY 12 MPH! .;.'" ,

[=_':" CUT.OUT WIND VELOCITY 55 MPH
_-:._"" (HIGH END)

i ._.,,.. CUT'OUT WIND VELOCITY 8 MPH
[ -_";

i_;:,._ (LOW END)_:,i'::'- GENERATOR TYPE SYNCHRONOUS

! __.,_. GENERATOR ROTATIONAL SPEED 1,200 RPM

i_! ::. GENERATOR VOLTAGE 4,100 VOLTS
-';._-'o, POWER FACTOR 1.0 AT FULL LOAD

" "_!:; HARMONIC CONTENT 296

_o_:.. DEVIATION FACTOR 3%
.w

"_'.. GENERATOR EFFICIENCY 96.5% AT FULL LOAD

:;'-. GENERATOR" ROTATIONAL SPEED 1,200 RPM

_ _': POWER TRANSMISSION SYSTEM HYDROSTATIC (14 FIXED DISPLACEMENT PUMPS
_:'_' WITH 18 VARIABLE DISPLACEMENT MOTORS)

i-__._ IN3/REV. • PUMP DISPLACEMENT 150.6 PER PUMP

MOTORDISPLACEMENT 38.$3"_/REV PER MOTOR MAXIMUMDISP.! ::.:?
_ 11.4 IN"/REV PER MOTORMINIMUMDISP.

_ " _" UPPER GEAR BOX HELICAL SPUR GEAR 1:6.11STEP-UP
i _,,: LOWERGEARBOX HELICALSPUR GEAR lfl.?19 STEP-UP
[ . _y,'
i ._,L'

o: • PITCH CONTROL HYDRAULIC ON-OFF ACTUATION

TOWER TRIPOD CONPIOURATIONt RIGID TRUSS
°::. CONSTRUCTIONt ROTATING FOR YAW CONTROL

_., T_WER ROTATION SYSTEM HYDRAULIC ON'OFF ACTUATION

_v,- tlUB HEIGHT 110 FT

" FOUNDATION CIRCULAR " 70.5 FT DIAMETER

i ". SYSTEM POWER COEFFICIENT 0.38 * FROM CUT-IN TO RATED POWER

," AVAILABILITY FACTOR 0.95

w..... TOWERYAWRATE 35 DEO/MIN

*'_ ' BLADE PITCHING RATE I°DEG/SEC NORMAL OPERATION

• 2 DEG/_EC EMERGENCY OPERATION

! .... _ 580
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A bleak dia_am of the rotOr_ power/speed control loop intended to commend the
variable displacement motor is shown in Figure 6.0. The rotor rpm, as indicated
by the tachometer mounted on the rotor shaft, is used to determine, from the

. , microprocessor stored look-up table, what the system pressure should be for the

particular rotor rpm. That system pressure in turn becomes the commandpressure. The actual system pressure is measured by a pressure transducer which
is passed through a low pass filter to avoid reacting to "Mgh" frequency pressure

::: spikes end to insure required lootb stability and response characteristics. The
,_ system pressure is differenced with the command pressure end a pressure error
:.-_ determined. This error data is then passed throui;h a variable speed deadband

>_. whoSe output commands the on-off solenoid valve thereby varying the motor
_-_:_ displacements. The variable deadband methodology is employed to avoid/
:_ diminish speed control loop limit cycling which would in turn stress system

-._ i .

°i!_/_: components.

! _" 3.2 Rotol_ PitOh Contl'ol Subsystem

'_t When the wind speed exceeds 40 mph but is below 55 mph the wind turbine will
_i_ generate rated power (i.e. 3 MW) while the rotor speed is maintained at
_!; approximately 40 rpm. This is aegomplished by pitching the rotor blades on the

' __ basis of system pressure limits (4,200 psi), rotor rpm limits (40 rpm), and
_=_"//,.. generator speed limits (1,200 rpm). Pitching the rotor has the effect of

_:o,_- maintaining the applied wind torque constant in wind regimes between 40 and 55
_: mph thereby maintaining rated ix)wet' output. Actually, due to the on-off

i:_ _ implementation of the pitch control, the blade pitch angle, and hence the power
,_ output, wilt limit cycle. The amplitude of the limit cycles are reduced to

_W°__ acceptable levels by the inclusion of appropriate loop compensation. A block_. diagram of the pitOh control loop is shown in Figure 7.0.

i__.:__ When the pitch control loop is activated the system pressure will vary due to the
_._: blade pitching action. The rotor power/speed control loop uses this parameter in
7_!__ ordei, to adjust the variable motor displacements to maintain optimum system

pressure and rotor rpm. However, the out're relatinff system pressure to rotar rpm
_;:_ assumes that the rotor blades are at their optimum pitch. Therefore if the speed

_ control loop is allowed to operate when the rotor blades are pitching, erroneous
_... information will be fed into the power/speed control loop. Those signals will in

L_ i_ turn erroneously and needlessly change motor dispgaOement. In order to preclude
'_:il such nee_ess motor displacement changes the .power/speed control loop is
:._". disabled when the blades are commanded to pitch.

3.3 Yaw Control SubSystem

:_:: The yaw control loop rotates the wind turbine into the wind so that the wind
_ direction is within an acceptable angular error with respect to the perpendicular

to the plane defined by the rotor blades. The control loop is implemented by
having a tower mounted wind vane which measures the wind direction with

.... respect to the tower. The wind vane signal is passed through a low pass filter in
.... order to avoid responding to "short" term wind direction variations which

otherwise would unduly stress the yaw control system actuation components.

: Since the tower can only rotate 330 ° the command to the yaw actuator mus_ take
• _ into consideration the angular position of the tower to avoid rotatin_ it through

": its stops. This is accomplished by having an angular transducer which measures
the tower angular position. The tower angular transducer measurement is addeu
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of the SWT-3 wind turbine (i.e. blade tip to center of rotation of approximately
84.5 ft.) the rotor rpm should approximately equal the velooity of the wind given
in mph to maintain the 6:1 speed ratio. However, the pnerator, to wh/eh the
rotor is coupled, is a synel_onous maehine running at a constant 1,200 rpm.
Thel'efore, if the rotor speed is to vary, the rotor must be coupled to the
synchronous generator t_ough a variable speed (i.e.gear ratio) transmission.

The variable speed transmission employed utilizes hydrostatic principles which are
implemented b:. _urteen fixed dispiaeement primps operating in eonJunetton with
eighteen Variable displacement motors. As t.w motor displacements are varied
the effective g_ar ratio between the rotor and the synchronous generator varies

•. accordingly, allowing the rotor to rotate at varying rates while maintaining a
constant rotation rate at the Synehronous generator.

To maintain the rotor at a pertleular desired rpm the summation of the torques
applied to the rotor must equal zero. The torques applied to the rotor consist of

• : those applied by the wind (Tw), the bark torque applied by the synchronous

generator' through the hydraulics refleeted to the rotor shaft (T_, and the torque

applied to the rotor due to losses in the system (T1). Therefore the following
relationship must apply for the rotor to remain in equftibrium and maintain
constant speed.

TW-Tg-T 1 = 0 (1)

, Assuming that the system losses are small or TI_I then the following applies

.=: Tw_ Tg (2)

Consequently it is o,lear that for the rotor to maintain constant rpm, the torque
applied by the wind on the rotor must be approximately counterbalanced by the
torque applied to the rotor by the generator through the system hydraulies. This
torque is direeUy proportional to the pressure in the main hydraulic lines under

;, steady state conditions. When the variable motor displacements are set to a value

• eorrespending to a gear ratio Ng,which in turn eorrespends to a particular rotor
speed for a synchronous generator speed of 1,200 rpm, the pressure in the
hydraulic lines win increase to a point where the bank torque applied to the rotor
approximately equals the torque applied by the wind to the rotor thereby keeping
it in equilibrium and maintaining its speed constant at a value eorresDonding to
the hydraulic motor displacement setting, ff the relationship between the applied
wind torque on the rotor as a function of rotor rpm is known, assuming the
optimum speed ratio of 6:1 is maintained, measurement of the generator applied
torque compared to the value of torque one should have for a particular rotor rpm
will establish whether this value is proper for the measured rotor rpm. Depending
whether the generator applied torque is greater or less than the optimum value
for the measured rotor rpm the hydraulic motor displacement cen be increased or
decreased respectively until the optimum pressure and rotor rpm occur simulta-
neously. Since the applied generator torque aettng through the system hydraulics

: is in the steady state directly proportional to system hydraulic pressure, system
pressure could be measured in lieu of measuring the applied torque directly.

.: Measurement of system pressure is considerably easier than measurement of the
torque applied by the generator consequently system pressure measurement is
used to implement the rotor speedcontrol loop.
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' to the wind vane measurement (which measures the wind diz.eetion relative to the
-i tower) to obtain the tower command engl_. The tower command anffle Is

ii examined to determine if it is larger than 360". (This condition cam happensince
both the ;ower anjpxlar transducer and the anemometer read positive emgles

"i between 0" and 36,,0"when t_ley rotate counterclockwise). If the tower command
• ;. angle exceeds 380" then 380' is subtracted frOm the ,am mandand the new towe_

command anffle Is obtained. If the tower cotnmand angle does not exceed 360"
- then it becomes the new tower command _le. The tower command aflgle thus

generated is then screened to determine if ,, is in the allowable re,ion f_ towe_
angula_2esition. If the new tower angular command is in the res_onbetween 330"
and 360"Jt is then determined if the new tower command angle is less or greater
than 345 v (i.e. ml,_mint of the region tJ_e tower.osnnot rotate through). If the
new tower eom_anr_ angle is between 330" and 345" the tower wiil Re oomm_pded
to rotate to 330". If the new tower comJ.land angle iS between 345" and 360" the
tower will be commanded to zero degrees. However, should i_ De necessary to
command the wind tm'bine to initially rotate away from the prevailing wind
direction in order to avoid the tower stops, it may be necessary to take the wind
turbine off-line to avoid stressip_ the blades and causing the generator to
excessively motor. The necessity of taking the wind turbine off-line unde_ those

i conditions is still under evaluation, however* the control algorithms required can
easily be aecomodated by the mi_oproeeesor.

A block diagram of yaw control lOop is shown in Figure 8.0. As seen from the
figure a variable deadband implementation Is used to avoid chasing the wind
thereby eliminating excessive yaw actuations which would otherwise result in the
presence of relatively small wind variatiom.

4.0 SWT-3 STATUS

The SWT-3 wind turbine was officially commissioned on December 16, 1980.
:_ Since that time the wind turbine has been under going system testing in order to

determine and verify system stability and performance o.haracteristics. Early in
the testing program it became apparent that modifications would be required in
the grid synchronization procedure in order to reliably put the wind turbine on-
line. The modifications included the addition of a synchroscope and alterations to

: the control logic for the variable displacement motors. Once these modifications
'- were implemented the wind turbine synchronization to the grid is reliable and

operates smoothly.

The wind turbine operational envelope has been steadily expanded as system test
and checkout proceeds. At present the wind turbine has generated approximately
1.1 MW of power at a rotor rotational speed of 21 rpm.
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S, C. Rybak

,-. ' From' A. ihistnf_5on

,.:. Q: What .l.n the ostt.nliitod mid/or Inoiit_urod ;Lo:_sl_s ill the hydrliul..l.c drive
:_ " ,_yst oln?

it',
¢' t o , o ,

=g'_ A: 7'h¢! /,l.qi_:l l'.1l /./l(.i ]lWdlaN_.ti+ dl,l'.lh# li{/_.ll.<#lll '(it dl>pl',i;IH#l,t/,t:/_l# :7l, [I,'Pl,('tll,

i':: Frolu: A. S. ,lagt.lilliJ,
"_..c ' t

:, Q: What is the I) initial cost o£ the machinoj 2) expected annual cost
of the maintonanc¢_ and operation, 3) overhead cost, and 4) cost per

: kilowatt-hour of generation?
>

A: :'l'hc SWT-Z i_ an ompen.bnev_Da'Z mach.Ln_ and ao _uc+h ite eoot, o re,c, not

:'" ind,z:c,,a&Zoc of the OOat:O of a aotm,tcu-,c_aZl.y _'_abT, c wi_ turbirte.

": From: A. Swift
i'_,.

'v '

=):: Q: what are the losses in the hydraulic pump and motor system?",,;L

_.i(' A: 'l'hc Zoe_lc_ in the hljdraulic: p_np a_ motor _ystcm (i.e. cxeT,udt.',n_
_."_ the uenc2,at,,r) arc approx_matcT.U 78 percent.

_! ,!' From: G. G. Biro
"0:'. "

_'i=i_ Q: What are the operation and maintenance costs and the station power
' . assistance costs?

._t;_,): A: Duc to t.hc. cxpci,_mentaZ mz_m,e of the mac:h_nc, the opera,urn and
" #tkZLlltdTkZH.dt: aost_ dr, not l_zoc tVty real. buai,ing on the co_ts for a

...., oom, lorz,d,z 1.l.y t,tabl.c tO[_d tsurb._nc.

--";<:'.- From: d. M. Medaglia

Q: Plcase discuss the weights, the cost of energy, and the maintenance

of this system.

: _" A: Tiu." na_wl.l.,' and component,6, i.nc, l.ud[ag t:hc bl.adcs_ weigh appro_gmat.cl.y
-i'.." :;flO, O00 l.l,,i, Thc towc_,, Lu<.:l,udZ._7 the _<,nt:vati,,n cquipmcn_, wc-iglm

"_". ,zpproxZmat,t:l!/ b30, O00 lbo, yie/dln a _7t)tJliO,_l'}#latt:Z_] 8001000 7,/ill <Lb('Dt:

- "" t,hc f,,uraJat:iou. Puc t.o t:iec, cxpcz.,_ncnt, aZ nal, m,c of the maohi_w, op,_±,-
'- ' (Zl,[t)tl tll/d tthll:tttt.'It(tlldt' dt_Ilg't/ /ttlO,:> ttO tscai,Zll_] Oil thd c,otibll fop a c*.c,ttl-

" mcl,,:l.,tZ/.U t_Z,lbl,' wl.nd tut'bww,

. ' From: M. Waters

7t. Q: What i.s the hydraulic fluids makeup requirements in gallons per
-.':' kilowtitt-hour of energy delivered7

bS:_

_"_ti__i_:_'--:'_'_''-""........."'-_:-".... _:: _ :'-:..............................................,, :',.. -.,_=',-:_........ 7"" __! " ". • . ".. ". " .... x "_-" - ' ..... :

--i ' " _', ., " • " o_ :' Y. u o ' :- ill .................. ........ _:! i:_........... : =;i: : ::_: :"............... +_: _...... . ....... '__ •
...... ' ;:_. _ .,- _ , ., , ,:, _ .< • . , 0., ' _-" "" " . , ,. ....... ; ii' ........ :
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S. C, Rybak {continued}

A' _hora ave no hydraulto makeup roqui,,om_nta if the ay_arn dorm not
l_ak.

From: O. O. Bi_o

Q' What are the r._sponsotimos at cut-In and cut-out for low and h:l,gh
wind condit£ons?

A: There .F,o _u_t enough test da#a at the pro#ant tlmo to give a deftni-
ti'oeanswer.

From: Anonymous

Q: What is the efficiency loss between rotor and gene_tor? What is
the expected life of the hydraulics?

A: The lees between the rotor and generator is approxlmately 2_ peroent.
At the present time it is not feasible to give a reaso_le estimat_
of the life of the hydraulic system.

From: G. C. Valentine

Q: Has blowing sand provided any maintenance/operational problems to
date? Has this been specifically monitored?

A: As far as we knowj blowing sand has not been a signlficant contri-
butor to operational and maintenanoe requirements to date.

From: D. Lingelbach

Q: How much loss do you have in the gear-box hydraulic pumpto hydrau-
lic motor-gearbox drive train?

A: The power transmission efficiency between main shaft power and gener-
.: ated power output is 75 percent.

From: V. Weyers

Q: How many hours of operation have you achieved and what performance
have you experienced7

A: Wc have between 60 and aO hours of on-line operation and approximate-
ly I.1 M_ peak power has been generated. We have experienced various
type_ of hydraulic problems that have caused delays and reduced the
on-line operating time. These problems are presently being addressed.

From: R. Herald

"t
t Q: How are the "ideal" rotor speed-hydraulic pressure relationships
;. (i.e. the lookup table) determined? What happened to the 3 Mw that

the unit is supposed to be able to generate?
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S. C. Rybak (.continued)

A: The roto, apaad Vt_, h_d_au'bia p vaaou_a _il.l ha dataminad hll iu_ot(,m
tenting, At the p,m, ant time wa a,a _Zow_lt c._panding the _¢M tu_
Dine pc.rfo.wnanaa bnva_opa. '_hedog_,aa to nhiah the _ _ _atin_ (-,an
ha api2_oaahad wil.1, be. d_o pm'.ma,¢l_y to the blade l.oado onao14ntmv, d
and /.ha t_apabv.ll.tlJ of the blada_, to witht,tand them.

From: _. Rao

: Q: 1) What i_ tho ufficionoy of tho pump _yntom and tho aystom as a
whole?

2) Do you have an accumulator between the pumps and dr£vu motor,_l?
3) How do you start the wlnd turbine bladus?

A: 1) Ylv.e efficiency of the power t_anomiooion system (i.e. from shaft
powe_, to eloet_aal power output) is approximately 76 paros,it.

B) Photo is no accumulator bo_eon the pumps and moto'z,o.
;_) Yho wind turbine is started via /Cullsp_t blade pitch control.

From: R. Edkin

Q: How do you run variablo speed using a synchronous generator?

A: Va_,iablcspeed is obtained by changing the motor displacement which
requires a corresponding change in rotor rotational speed since it

: is directly geared to the fixed displacement pumps.

From: A. Sounders

Q: Do you take the electric power off the tower via slip rings or cables?

A: Electric power _s extracted via slip rings.

From: R. Edkin

.. Q: What is your experience wlth hydraulic problems such as leaks, and
fluid contamination?

A: Experience with the hydraulics indicates that the system is suscepti-
ble tc l_aks and fluid contamination. It does not appear that the
hydraulic system will have the type of reliability that would be

: required of a co_¢nercialWECS.

From: B, Barren

Q: What is the band width o£ the blade pitch control sytem?

A: The bandwidth of the pitch control _oop is between 1/2 and I HZ.
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i
i OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE ON THE MP-200 SERIES
' " " COMMERCIAL WIND TURBINE GENERATORS

'-i:" M.B. Rose
....;.._ WTG Energy Systems, Inc.
;i 251 Elm StrePt
. Buffalo, New York 14203

;,- ABSTRACT

';L

. Since incorporation in 1975, WTG Energy Systems, Inc. has
_ dedicated itself to designing and manufacturing intermediate
i
_ - scale wind turbine generators. To date, we have installed

;!): three such generators, with a fourth scheduled to go on line by
i _ January 1982. Having accumulated thousands of operating hours

J

;-,., in diverse utility environments, the MP-200 System wind
turbines have demonstrated their potential as a viable
commercial generating source. This presentation will describe

_ , some of. the experience gained in the operation of these
machines.

--" INTRODUCTION

WTG Energy Systems, Inc. was incorporated under the Laws of the
-_! State of New York in April, 1975 and is engaged in the design,
: fabrication, assembly and marketing of utility grade wind
,?.,, turbine electrical generating systems.

_ To date, the Company has fully designed, assembled and field
_ tested the MP1-200, a 200 kilowatt wind turbine generator
! ,, prototype. This machine is installed as part cf the utility

! ; network of the Town of Gosnold on Cuttyhunk Island,
: ..... Massachusetts. The MPI-200 was installed in July, 1977. The

_' Company has entered into an agreement with the Gosnold Power
'" and Light Commission which allows the Company to use the Town's ,
.._ electric power network as a test bed for performance
'., evaluation, demonstration and advertising for its prototype
_ unit.

i: WTG Energy Systems, Inc. sold their first production unit to
F;. the Nova Scotia Power Corporation. The MP2-200 System was
_ _' installed at the Nova Scotia Power Corporation's Wreck Cove
i°IL slte in November, 1980. Nova Scotia Power Corporation will use
; :, this unit to pump water from a lake at a lower elevation to the

- reservoir at the Wrec,k Cove Hydro Plant, thereby increasing the
. capacity of the hydro facility.

v ;"
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Also in competitive bidding, WTG Energy Systems, Inc. was
awarded the contract to furnish Pacific Power & Light Co. with
the MP3-200 System. This unit was delivered to Pacific Power &.
Light's Whiskey Run site on the Pacific coast in Oecember,
1980. The MPS-200 has been in operation since the Spring of
1981 and is being used by Pacific Power & Light as a research
unit to determine the feasibility of wind generated electricity
for the...uttlity.,

WTG Energy Systems, Inc. has recently completed the detailed
design of a 600 kW wind generator. Production of this unit is
anticipated to begin in the Fall of 1981.

The Company's progress, to date, has been 9overned by a design
philosophy that incorporates the following guidelines:

The design and marketing of the Company's wind generators
must be economically viable when compared to conventional
generating sources

The Company's products must incorporate off-the-shelf
components and these products must be fabricated using
conventional manufacturing techniques.

The product design must lend itself to field erection to
both easy access and remote sites and this design must be
flexible to meet various interface requirements.

Recognizing that field maintenance and r=pairs ace a prime
life cycle cost consideration, a product design must evolve
that minimizes 0 & M requirements, permits service by
technicians familiar with conventional generating
equipment, and anticipates a product life of 50 years.

The wind generator and its electrical system must impose no
hazard to the public, its operators or the interconnected
system.

These considerations have been the driving parameters in the
design and development of the MP-200 System design.

MP-200 SYSTEM DESIGN

The MP-200 System mechanical, hydraulic and electrical control
systems are briefly described as follows.
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• Mechanical System"t _ L[

The MP-200 System is illustrated in FJgure 1, and consists of a
three-bladed steel rotor, upwind, which is supported by a shaft

• integral to the transmission. The constant _0 RPM rotor speed
is increased through a 40:i 9ear box and delivers 1200 RPM to a
6-pole, _50 KVA synchronous alternator. Hydraulic power is
supplied from a high pressure system mounted in the machine
cabin, and is delivered to the tip flaps through a rotating
union in the low speed shaft. Hydraulic power also operates
the disc brake(s) on the high speed shaft and the yaw motors.
Alignment with the wind is maintained by dual harmonic
transmissions driving a bull gear. Yaw brakes lock the drive

_ train to the tower. Details of the mechanical system are
summarized in the MP-200 System Wind Turbine Specifications.

_-_ The tip flaps control the aerodynamic torque of the rotor by
varying the aerodynamic llft and increasing the drag on the

:i airfoil. In the deployed position, the flaps are 60 degrees
out of the airfoil plane. The tip flaps operate in one of

; three modes; deployed during shutdown, in plane during normal
operation, and position control during start-up until

: electrical synchronization is achieved. Position control is
also used to limit the power production to _50 kW (maximum

_ continuous rating of the major driveline components) in wind
• velocities over 35 mph up to shutdown at 50 mph.

Microprocessor Controller: The microprocessor based controller
:_ repres_t_ an integrated approach to system control. The four

primary elements of this system are:

Oata Display & .Logging: All the operating parameters of the
wind turbine ar_ continuously updated and displayed on a large
screen CRT terminal. This display serves to replace a large
number of meters and indicators normally found on generator
control systems. The extensive use of visual attributes,
enhances the readability of operating data, calling attention
to improper conditions. The remote control printer console
(TTY) provides hard copy "LOGS" of t_e operating parameters
every hour or as requested (Figure 2). This terminal also
provides the means for entering supervisory commands . Certain
types of alarms can be cleared from the TTY remote from the
wind turbine station If so equipped. Detailed alarm messages
are printed with the exact time of day and date of an alarm

; condition.

. Supervisory Control: These routines schedule the operation of

.. the wind turbine based on commands, wind conditions, alarms,
etc. Machine start, run up, synchronize and shutdown sequences
are also performed by the supervisory logic.
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: Machine Control; This Includes the control of azimuth (yaw)
_gsitlon, speedlacceleration, synchronizing and power. Olrect

, 0¢igtal control used In these routines offers the advantages of
flexibility, speed and accuracy. Parameters may be modified by

:'. WTG, Inc. as required for specific applications.

, Machine Protection: A comprehensive alarm program included in
,,_:. _he control software duplicates the functions of numerous
_ protective relay devices as well as providing protection for
._' many fault conditions generic to wind turbines which would

.:; otherwise not be available. Normal alarm response sequences
_ (trlpout, shutdown) are also contained in the loglc of the
: alarm program.

,j Hardware backup protection of critical operating parameters is
;-. employed, providing baseline protection in the event of a
"_.!i,. computer malfunction. Elaborate fault diagnostics and error
ii_ checking routines were designed into the control program,
_,: assuring that conditions leading to system faults are detected
_:'_', quickly and appropriate safety mechanisms can be brought into
-o. action.

_"': All safety shutdown systems are inherently fallsafe, in that
.... aggregate component failures will not defeat shutdown actuators

(tips and brakes). All elements in this system are
-.r mechanically stored energy devices. Faults resultln9 in a

lockout relay trip automatically lead to a relay initiated
_.i. emergency shutdown, which in effect interrupts the power to the
_: shutdown devices needed to maintain an operating (run)
_ condition. A coded alarm message is displayed on the CRT and
_' TTY terminals providing a record of the fault(s) and
• facilitating diagnostics by operation and maintenance

personnel.

../ MP1-200 OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE

_ Beginning shortly after incorporation in the Spring of 1975,
WTG Energy Systems, Inc. developed the MP-200 System design
based on the design configuration of the Danish Gedser

. machine. The 200 kW slze range was selected keeping in mind
,, the engineering and manufacturing capabilities of the Company,
,; It was believed at that time, that this intermediate slze

.o,_ machine would have a marketing applicatlon in remote, diesel
"_ fired utilities where the cost of fuel would make the economic
•, considerations feasible. Cuttyhunk Island, Massachusetts was

_r selected for the site of the prototype MPI-200 unit as thls
small, diesel utility would be typical of the future

,- applications for commercial wind generators.
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In 3uly, 1977 the MPI.-200 prototype was interconnected to
Cuttyhunk Island's grid of an installed capacity of A65 kW. It
was noted in the initial operation of the MP1-200 that much
developmental work was required to evolve a control system that
would allow the machine to be compatable in performance, with
small diesel/generator sets. A high 9aln governing system
needed to be developed to operate stability with the existing
diesel governors without modifying the diesel generator
controls. Pitch control could not be used in this grid as its
response time was not adequate to operate within the required
frequency tolerances.

Over a two year period, a load modulation control system was
developed utilizing a load bank with very fast switching action
to regulate the effective load applied to the generator as part
of a speed feedback control system. By the Summer of 1980, the
Cuttyhunk maohlne was operating stabily with the grid at
penetration levels of over i00_, maintaining frequency
regulation of less than +/-0.5 Hz (of power line frequency) in
wind speeds of up to 40 mph. Power variations when operating
on line can be maintained within +/-I0_ of nominal. At this
time the MPI-200 has generated over 2,500 electrical hours into
the Cut_yhunk grid.

The prototype has provided us with valuable operational
experience which has led to the upgrading of subsequent
machines. Based on results from numerous tests and operational
experience on the MPI-200, the yaw drive has been modified, a
yaw brake system h_s been retrofitted, valuable experience has
been gained with o_eratlng in a corrosive salt water
environment, and the surface coating specifications have been
updated.

An extensive load and stress analysis program was conducted on
the rotor and tower system to experimentally verify the initial
design assumptions. Data was compiled and analyslzed for the
rotor's in plane bending moments, flapwlse bending moments, low
speed shaft bending and torsion, tower tension and torsional
stresses, and the natural frequency calculations were verified
experimentally. The theoretical performance calculations
correlated very well with original design data.

Oiscussions are presently underway with the Town of Gosnold to
sell the output of the MPI-200 to the town. It is anticipated
that a contract will be finalized by September, 1981, and the
MPI-200 will no longer be used as a research tool, but will be
a fully operational on-line power source.
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MP2-200 OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE

In the late Fall of 1979, WTG Energy Systems, Inc. was awarded
a contract by the Nova Scotia Power CorporatiOn for the first
commercial MP-200 System unit. The MP2-200 machine was
delivered and Installed by the Winter of 1981. The severe
winter at the Wreck Cove site delayed the commissioning
schedule, so that tt was not until late February, 1981 that the
MP2-200 first generated power into the Nova Scotia grid.

The following modifications from the prototype have been
Incorporated into the MP2-200:

The ribs and skin of the rotor are fabricated from 304
: stainless steel to provide increased corrosion protection.

The tip flap area was extended to from 13.3% to 16.7_ of
the airfoil area to provide greater drag during shutdown,
and a lower idle speed.

The tip flaps are centrifugally augmented to insure
?ailsafe operation in the event of rotor overspeed without
loss of hydraulic pressure.

Blade skin thickness was optimized using 22 ge. stainless
steel at the tip, progressing to 16 ga. stainless steel at
the root end.

The root end spar weldment was moved outboard to decrease
the bending moment and lower stresses transferred through
the weldments.

Corrosion protection was improved on surface finishes.

The machine cabin and spinner were redesigned to provide
greater access to machinery, and a tighter drive train
enclosure.

Dual high speed shaft braking systems were incorporated.

The thermal rating of the generator was increased to
compensate for peak power production approaching 400 kW on
the prototype.

i A complete manual control panel within the machine cabin
_I was included.

._ Software modifications to permit tip control to replace
. load modulation (load bank) for speed and power control
•! functions.

A remote supervisory control terminal to provide remote
operation and the facility to reset alarms.

.!
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The Nova Scotia Power Corporation machine is used at the Wreck
: Cove Hydro Plant to pump water a height o? 40 feet from a lower
':" elevation lake to the meln surge lake. As the hydro plant
- operates with a heed of 1200 feet, the effective power o? the

" 50 HP pump is greatly amplified. Pending the success of this
. unit, it is proposed that this demonstration unit serve as a

model for similar installations within the Nova Scotia Power
- Corporation grid.

• At this time, the MP2-20O has operated in the grid less than
lOO hours due to schedule delay. The schedule presently calls

.... for the wind generator to be in full production by mid-August.

HP3-200 OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE

_,'_' As the Nova Scotia Power Corporation unit was nearing
completion of fabrication, WTG Energy Systems, Inc. received a

.j contract to furnish Pacific Power & Light Co. with the MP}-200
_,. ?or their Whiskey Run location. The ?ebrlcatlon and delivery
_:. of this machine was singularly unique in that the order was
,, received the second week in September end the final shipment
,. left the plant on December 16th o? that year. The length of

time from receipt o? order to delivery was 14 weeks. The first
on llne operation of the MP3-2OO occurred the third week of

j':l January, 1981, four work weeks after delivery.

-;..:, Pacific Power & Light Co. plans to use this unit as a research
tool, in cooperation with WTG Energy Systems, Inc. to "increase

_ the knowledge of wind machine operation, wind turbine grid
_.o. integration analysis end design features that impact allowable
" energy capture". Specific areas of study include power quality
.:.,. analysis, performance analysis, power dynamics, aerodynamic and
- _ airflow disturbance and control and dispatch strategies.

- As o? this date, the HP_-200 has been formally turned over to
' ' Pacific Power & Light and is approaching 500 hours of routine
,-_ on line operation.

/

MP-6OD SYSTEM DEVELOPHENT

: Recently, WTG Energy Systems, Inc. received a contract to
.. develop the detailed design of • 600 kW machine suitable for a

_._ commercial wlndfarm application. The final report will be
submitted this week.

,. The MP-60O System is based on the MP-200 Systems experience and
consists of a 125 foot rotor diameter mounted on a 115 foot
tower. A 1000 HP transmission with a 48:1 gear ratio will
drive a 750 kW, 4160 VAC generator. Details of this unit ere

: summarized in the MP-600 System Wind Turbine Specifications.

.... .........................................................................
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Pending approval of the detailed design, production of this
unit is scheduled to begin in the Fall of this year.

CONCLUSIONS

Systems Design

The rotor on the MPI-200 has successfully sustained 5 x

106 completely reversing cycles, verifying conservative

high-cycle fatigue criteria.

Improvements have been made in areas of high local stress
concentrations providing additional assurances of "infinite
life" fatigue considerations.

The protection and control system has proved to be a
reasonable, cost effective approach.

None of the MP-200 Systems have encountered a major
component failure.

Marketing

The marketplace has not verified our initial projections. Our
two production units have both been purchased by "infinite bus"
utilities, not remote diesel grids. We believe a cooperative
relationship between the utility industry and "third party"
investors will _evelop as the major marketplace for commercial
units. The MP4-200, scheduled for installation in New England
later this year, was purchased by such an investment group. In
fact, the support of a major "third party" investment group has
been critical to the development of the MP-600 unit.

However, our initial market assessment may develop at some
future date. The international markets appear to be
increasingly aware of our progress, namely, those remote,
isolated diesel utilities. To quote from a recent study: "The
WTG machine has the advantage that it has been specifically
designed for isolated island environments and in fact has
operated on an island ... for several years".

bOO
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OmlI IAL
• Or

• •

_ MP3-200 WIND TURBINE OENERATORSTATUS PRINTOUT

_ O DATE: 041 TIME: 13139 O

• OPERATION MODE= AUTO RUN - ON LINE O

• _ COMPUTERERRORCODE= 0000 O
ALARM STATUS: CLEAR ALARM CODE= 000,00

•),, O_ i WIND VELOCITY: 24,2 MPH WIND DIRECTION: 198 DEG, •A AVG, WIND VELOCITY: 23 MPH AZIMUTH POSITION: 198 OEG, dlh
W

CABLE TURNS: I CW

', • _ LINE VOLTS (I-21: 494 TURBINE VOLTS (1-21: 494 TURBINE AMPS(1): 1SO •
._,' j

_..: __ (2-31: 493 (2-31:493 (27:185

_,' (1-3)1 494 (1-311 494 (311 175

i_.= • KILO-VOLTAMPS: 154 POWER FACTOR: ,S? LAG KILOWATTS= 137 OUT •

i.. KILO-VOLTAMPS REACTIVE: 7S OUT

:i MILL FREG: 60.01HZ GEN. SPEED: 1201RPM GEN.TEMP.: 30 DEG.C

• _ ALARM STATUS: CURRENT

ALARM _ODE WORD: 000.20 (HYD.)
• _ •

, :_ < COMPUTERERRORCODE WORD= 0000

i:;; _ _ MODE: EMERGENCYSHUTDOWN- LOCKEDOUT •
O" R

DATE: 041 TIME: 13:44

?- /

: O KEYIN CODES: SE - SUPERVISORY ENABLE SS - SUPERVISORY STOP

" ES - ENABLE SYNCHRONIZATION DS - DISABLE SNYCHRONIZATION

• _ •SO - SET DATE ST - SET TIME

:::":: • i __ spCA_- SETCLEARpowERALARM PS - PRINT STATUS •
_ ENTER 2 CHARACTERCODE FOLLOWEDBY THE RETURN KEY° BELL INDICATES

.'i • THE ENTRY WAS NOT ACCEPTED, TRY AGAIN, O

• •
'i
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

M, B. Rose

_ Prom: A. Saundors

: Q: Theory indicates that yaw braking for 3-bladed props should be
:_ minlmal. It would appear you have found this not to be true.

* *O" A: Without an exact point oJ'z,c,fercnee, it is dzffi u_t to garagethe
yaw moment. On our 200 llweerie.s,this momsnt is on the order o£

= 20,000 ft Ibs max, 5,000 ft Ibs typieal.
:w_

From: A. Saunders

Q: Can your high speed brakes bring the rotor to a stop from a full
power wind velocity?

A: There are two independent high-speed brakes. Either will stop the
rotor in a full power wind. Both brakes will stop the rotor in

"" less than 3 revs.

From: Anony_ous

Q: Do you keep a minimum load of the Island diesel at all times, or do?

you run stand-alone without any diesel back-up at Cuttyhunk?

_i A: It is possible to run the town completely with the wind generator
• and this has been demonstrated. However, the WTG normally allows
:." the diesels to "ia_.eback."

!_-_: From: J. S. Wood, Jr.

Q: What was the cost of site work at Whiskey Run and why was it so high?
what is the cost o£ the wznd turbine and the tower at Whiskey Run?

A: WTG Ins. _s not responsible for the cost of installation and site
p_,cpa_.ation.The cost of the wind turbine alone, excluding expe-

" ditinj costs, was around 40OK.

,,.-. From: S. Hightower

'.: Q: what would be the cost o£ the 500 Kw machine sold to Pacific Power
. and Light if one were to buy the next unit?

:. A: This J:tSjurcmay bc around 420K not ;'nelz_Jin[_the installation and
__t:c work.

. b06
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i M.B. Ross (contlnuod)

:; From: O, 0 Bite\

Q: Is the machineassistedwith outsidepower? If so, what arc the
:. energyroquirsmonts?

A: Yeo_ approximately15 k_a of a_x_lenW power _ required. Typical
-i" machine require-=, daily a_xiZia_y energy u_s is _ound 10 A_h (for " _

, ment_ onZy).

From: O. O. Bits

Q: What is I) the initial cost, 2) the operating and maintenance costs

... and 3) the overallefficiencyof the advancedtype machine?

• A: It is too early to project the initialand the operatingand main-
tenancecosts. The overall efficiency i8 CPrr_x approxirr_tely .30

_ from rotor to generatorterminals.

•_ From: A. S. Jagtiani

Q: 1) What is the operatingand maintenancecost on an annualbasis?
...... 2) What is the energyratingat certainwind speeds?

3) _ne supportingsteel tower can withstandwhat wind speed?

'- A: I) This cost is dependent on the customer.
i, 2) 200 kw at 30 mph, Z 350 gW max at 40 mph.

.;! 3) Lattice tower: 150 mph with 2 in. of ice.

......" From: G, O, Bits
'T

i!:5 Q: What are the responsetimes for cut-inand cut-outat high and lowwinds?
J ,.

A: Cut-in: from co,_nand entry to contact or closure - 1.5 min typical
to I0 rainmaximum.

_: Cut-out: Normal stop - < 3 rays, emergency stop - < I.?_ rays.

o

'L
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LARGE HORIZONTAL-AXIS WIND TURBINE WORKSHOP

Current Lar_n Wind Turblnn Systems

Sof_sion Chairman - V. J. Woyors (NASA LoRC)

"D,_volopmont Tests for the 2.5 Mogawatt Mod-2 Wind Turbine Generator"
J. S. Andrews

J. M. Baskin

(Boeing Engineering & Construction Company)

"Test Status and Experience with the 7.5 Megawatt Mod-2 Wind Turbine Cluster"
R. A. Axell

H. B. Wood

(Boeing Engineering & Construction Company)

"Mod-2 Wind Turbine Project Assessment and Cluste_ Test Plans"
L. H. Gordon

(NASA LeRC)

"Status of the 4 MWWTS-4 Wind Turbine"

R. J. Bussolari

(Hamilton Standard Division of United Technologies)

"The 80 Megawatt Wind Power Project at Kahuku Point, Hawaii"

R. R. Laessig
(Windfarms, Ltd.)
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DEVELOPMENT TESTS FOR THE 2.5 MEGAWATT MOD-2
WIND TURBINE GENERATOR

J. S. Andrews and J. M. Baskin

• Boeing Engineering & Construction Company

: P.O. Box 3707, Seattle, Washington 9812_

..,'. ABSTRACT .!

':.. The development of the 2.5 megawatt MOD-2 wind turbine generator has

_ included an extensive program of testing which encompassed verification I

_:.., of analytical procedures, component development, and integrated system
"_i_ verification. The test program was to assure achievement of the :

,.,.::i thirty year design operational life of the wind turbine system as well !
_: as to minimize costly design modifications which would otherwise

_._: have been required during on site system testing. Computer codes '
,,, were modified, fatigue life of structure and dynamic components were

!i.," verified, mechanical and electrical component and subsystems were i

_,._ functionally checked and modified where necessary to meet system i
':': specifications, and measured dynamic responses of coupled systems

./.ii confirmed analytical predictions. It is clear that the importance of
=_ developmental testing has been demonstrated through the successful
_i,:. MOD-2 acceptance testing.

.,.. INTRODUCTION

._.o. The design of the MOD-2 wind turbine generator began in August, 1977

:_ with final design being completed two years later in June, 1979. Dur-

_ ing this period, numerous wind tunnel, material and component develop-

_._ ment tests were conducted to support the concept, preliminary and
.. detail design phases of this program. In conjunction with the fab-

-_..!. rication phase and prior to first rotation, integrated system testing
_. of critical components were conducted with the objective of design

verification. These tests were planned so as to verify the function

..,.:,_ and dynamic characteristics of the components in an operating system.

_:; This paper will describe the development tests and the impact that

_ the test results had on component and system development. The MOD-2
_ wind turbine was designed using state-of-the-art materials and

=_..ii manufacturing techniques to reduce the development technical risks and
• eliminate expensive component development tests Even with this.=_/

conservative philosophy, the following additional tests were re_ired;

': (I) wind tunnel tests to verify analytical load prediction models

_. and aerodynamic configurations, (2) material testing to extend
- fatigae allowables data for steel to i08 cycles, (3) component
_, tests to ':erify buckling, fatigue and o_erational characteristics to

_i._: meet 30 year-life and, (4) integrated sjstem tests to verify component

_i" design in a dynamic operating environment..

_. The MOD-2 is a 2.5 m_gawatt wind turbine generator designed for 30
; year_ life, The 300 foot rotor is made of a hollow welded steel

"'_(! PRECEDINGPAGEBLANKNOT FILMED 6_z _I__INt'ENtlglI/_,_ ill
j_
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shell on a steel spar framework. The rotor also teete, s at its

center using elastomeric bearings, and has partial spa:, hydraulic

pitch control to regulate power output. The drive train, located in

the nacelle has a "soft" quill shaft _hich is integrated with the

pitch control system to regulate power quality and reduce oscillatory

loads in the gearbox and synchronous generator. The nacelle is

mounted on top of a cylindrical steel tower cantilevered from a

concrete foundation which places the rotor hub at 200 feet above the
ground level.

WIND TUNNEL

It was recognized early in the conceptual design phase of the MOD-2
program that wind tunnel testing was necessary to obtain data for

verifying the MOSTAS computer codes used for the determination of

rotor blade design loads as well as being used for coupled dynamic

analysis of a soft-tower wind turbine system. The test program which
was subsequently conducted had several secondary objectives, in

addition to the primary objective stated above. Included were (a)

the comparison of fixed and teeter hinged rotors, and (b) the

assessment of a rotor utilizing a controllable tip (as opposed to

full-span) for providing rotor power control.

A 1/20 mach-scaled model of the MOD-2 WTS as shown in figure 1 was

designed and fabricated for testing in the Boeing-Vertol 20 x 20 ft.
V/STOL wind tunnel. The first model was designed to provide both

hingeless and teetering rotor restraint, as well as incorporating full-

span pitch control of the blades. Scaling of geometry, mass, stiff-

ness and frequency were to be carried out in the model design. When

it became impossible to scale nacelle mass (due to the weight of the

model torque absorber system), compensating stiffness was added

to the tower to obtain the proper frequency relationship between the
tower and rotor rotational speed. When the evolution of the design

progressed to the selection of a partial-span, blade pitch control,
the model was modified to this _onfiguration for a second test.

The operating wind turbine environment was simulated using a flow

screen upwind of the rotor which had wire mesh density varying from

tunnel floor to ceiling. The degree to which the design wind gradient

was reproduced is shown in figure 2. Blade and tower bending and

torsion loads were monitored throughout both tunnel tests.

The significant results of the MOD-2 wind tunnel test programs were
as follows:

a) The MOSTAB computer code was shown to provide a good pre-

diction of power and of steady flaI_ise and chordwise bending

moments. However, the MOSTAB program was found to under-

predict the magnitude of alternating flapwise bending, and

on the basis of the wind tunnel test results, a factor of

1.b5 was incorporated into the program.

612
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b) The teetering rotor was shown to be superior to the hingeless

rotor by reducing flapwise alternating moments approximately
50%.

• c) The dynamic characteristics of the soft tower concept, coupled

with a dynamically scaled rotor, was proven over the operating

wind speed and rotor rotation speed range.

d) The MOSTAB and GEM-I predictions of rotor performance were

in agreement with test results for the tip controlled

_i configuration.

e) Performance of the tip controlled model compared well with

that having full-span control.

i_ f) No deleterious vortex shedding characteristics of the cylindri-

L cal tower occurred throughout the test program.

MATEF AL

All material testing, aside from q_lity assurance tests for material

_'i' acceptance, resulted from requirements to assure the design was ade-
quate for thirty years of operation. During its design life, a MOD-2
wind turbine rotor blade is expected to experience greater than 2 x l08

:_ load cycles. Thus fatigue is the major factor in the rotor design.

No spectrum load fatigue data existed for the materials under consider-
ation (ASTM-A588_ A572, and A633) beyond 1 x 107 load cycles. There-

fore a fatigue test program was initiated early in the concept design

phase that was to extend the fatigue data base to cover MOD-2 data
requirements, i.e. the derivation of fatigue design allowable stresses.

The rotor is subjected to a spectrum of loadings, namely, thrust bend-

ing (flapwise) resulting from the variability of the winds with time,
chordwise bending being basically the once per revolution variation

of weight moment, and blade axial loading derived from centrifugal
force and the once per revolution weight variation.

The MOD-2 rotor blade is an all steel structure, with transverse as

well as longitudinal weld Joints. All transverse welds on tension-

fatigue designed surfaces have the weld reinforcement removed and have

through-thlckness inspections, both ultrasonic and radiographic. The

installation of ribs and spars produce special welding and inspection
considerations which ultimately affect the design fatigue allowables.

The weld Joints and their fatigue design allowables are the primary

design considerations in sizing skin gages and thereby directly affect

weight and cost.

The development of the design fatigue allowable stresses has been

accomplished using the "preexisting crack" tolerance approach. This

approach assumes the statistically determined worst possible defect

which could escape detection, to exist when the system is put into

service. The growth of the initial flaw (assumed to be a crack) is

613
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¢ described by a crack growth model which employs the stress intensity
concept for characterizing the crack growth. The determination of the

i proper crack growth model to be used was accomplished by testing pre-

i.. cracked specimens under representative spectrum load conditions and
correlating the crack growth results with the predictions from the

,_ several growth models that follow.

(a) A retardation model which accounts for load interaction

'_' effects and considers all cycles to produce crack growth

:" (da/dn) = C(1-R)n(Kmax)m(K/Kol)L

;: (b) A threshold model which considers only those load cycles

•_: above the threshold to produce damage.

"; (da/dn) = 0 for K_Kthr

i:. (da/du) = C(l-R)n(Kmax) m, for K>Kth
p,

->:" (c) A combined effects model which accounts for both threshold

-: and load interaction effects

(da/dn) = 0 for K_Kth

/_ (da/dn) = C(l-R)n(Kmax)m(K/Kol) L, for K >Kth
<-

=_ The fatigue test was carried on in two phases, the first one involved

: testing eighteen specimens, using variations of the design spectrum of

?.[ the full-span pitchable blade. The second phase involved the testing
:.. of seven additional specimens to the tip-control load spectrum. Each

_/i specimen contained a surface fl_ introduced by electric discharge
machining. The specimen was then constant-amplitude fatigue tested

'_ to initiate a crack at the edge of the flaw (final size .05 inch deep

• by .25 inch long). The specimen was subsequently stress relieved to

=_ free the specimen of overload retardation effects that may have been

_i'< introduced by the pre-cracking process. Each specimen was tested in
.... a machine automatically controlled by computer, which permitted

""-. programming spectrum load cycles on a 24 hour, 7 day a week basis

....-::," Analyses of the test results were accomplished by determining the best

fit to each of the model predictions, figure 3. The combined model
'/t

,° provided excellent correlation, where as the retardation model under

_.'.. estimated the lives of the long term tests, and the threshold model
underestimated the lives of the short term tests.

:_ The final crack growth model used for MOD-2 fatigue analysis, for all

A grade steels is as follows:

"" (daldn) = 0, for K max _ K max (threshold)
/

(da/dn) = 3'x lo-lO(1-R)2"4(Kmax)B'O(KmaxlKol) 2,

., for Kmax > Kmax (th:eshold)

; FIGURE h

"'2
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COMPONENT

Devo]oJ_ment l,o:d;_ w_u'e eonductt,d to verify _;tn.l,'J.c stn.,out_,th, J'n.t, iguo and

o]_oraL.ioIlal ¢'h_trttot,eP,ist|o_¢ of o¢)m]_onent_ to _leot rt '._0 year ].:[f(_

r(_qutremeni,. The l'o]]_wJl:tt paPagrttphs w'[ll do_erlbo the oomponont
'bt,t_bq 9 %.e_'[; results tttld tile:it [Jllp/tct oil t:om]_ollellt, detl'I{r, II.

Cro.ek Detection

The crack detection system :tncol'porat_,d ]u the MOD-2 was designed

to detect tln.ougll thickness crack_ in the rotor blade and shut the

wind turbine system down prior to eatastroph:|c fMlure of the rotor.

Tile system basically pumps warm dry air throut;h the blade envelope and

dumps the air overboard at the inboard end, through an orifice. The

flow through each blade orifice is mnnitored, and the difference

between blade flows is an indication of tlle exJstance of another ex-

hausting orifice, a through crack. The determination of the minimt_n

length crack which could be detected was e.atimat_:d using design parm,-

eters i,e. glow tl_rougil a given sharp-edge orifice. However, the flow

through a crack like orifice is at best difficult to predict,
especially under various states of stress in the structur<,. To

minimize false alarms, tile critical leakage rate ,_hould be reasonal, ly

high, yet low euough to provlde a comfortable margin between detection

and structural, l'ailurc. Fracture totlghl,css test:[nil WaS required to

provide the data necessary for a,'st,sslnt- , the cr:[tica] crack length

for the MOD-'2 bl'tde m,'tter:ia]., which tougilness had b_,en assmned as
boiug ]:2.h KsJ lVffii-.

Operati onal Test

A be:_t wtu._couducted to w.r[fy that the MOD-2 crack dt,tection system

possc,'_sed adequat,, von_[tivJty and st:fl_:[ljt.y t,o detect tt t;_ven crack

in one rot.or blade at_ well _t:; to <h'tt,et malt'unction of t.he system.
[_ccond'try objectives of the [.cst progr[_l were to determine [,lie maximtml

]_rt,13t_llI'e c:tp'tbility oi' the blower, the pow<,r commmption of the equip-
mt,nt,, and ability of the ',_yst, em to dry the a_.r de livt_red to the blade.',.'.

Two 1;',',00 t*,allou tanks wert, Ilsed to [_llllll]l[tt , _,,11(, :l'tl' volume o|" tht,

tWO 1'o|,ol ° b lttdt, t;o Cracks :iu the bladt,t_ were t;l_lUl_ltt,d by use of a
lll,'ttlUIt] VtttV_' and l'Lowmt,tt, r o11 eat'}l b h'td_" t',tmu]:tt.oz'. 'l'tlc" wind turbine

ct'lu'k t|_'l,_,t'| [_tl '_ys[t,m W_tt' l ocatt,d 'ilh|t)ol*u _tlh| Wttt_ COlltlodtt2d _o _.]l_'

bl._tdt' ::iltlll[_tt, oF t.allkt_, which we l'e locttt.t,d o_tt. of dool's.

l)lll'[llt _, t_'/:[:illt _, oI' t h*' t'l'tt('k d{'tet'tlOll t_yt;_.¢_Ill, |t W,'tt:['ound thttt t.ttt _
bl:ldt, _'l'il'it'_' t. Ubt':; |ltl,| [,'_ lu' _:hOlq.t'Ilt'd ill oi'dcr t,o Jtlt'th'tt'_:t' tht' all °

l'low [tlld t hu:_ illClh':ti;e t]l,' t't,ll[_Ll ivity o1' tilt, i_yst;em t,o '_[r t'low iIllb_tl-
_tllt't, I)_'_,W_'_'II l_]:hl_'t;, 'l']le qyi'tt'lll W:L'; "tbl_' _.t_ d_'t_u"t, lll:t] ['tlll_t'[_I;_ _llt']l

"t:" bl_w,,r I':ti]Mt',, _,t" flit"l,l_)_'k',_l:,,, fi, :' ]'::[ ,'V,'t' ['1"(":[_11"o r,,l[t,l ° vttlV,,

W:t:" ith't_l'[u_V'l_,,d t.t.', ['l%'V_'l|t ,.)¥_,t' !_l't'111:tll'ill/Y, |.h_'bl:td_u;, _tIl_t :t ch_'_'l¢,

v:_lv,, W:t:: ;_dd,',t t_, the' ,I,,_,l_rl_dig[<,r _,ul, l,,t. The. :it, i liLy _1' l h_, ::y::toIn

(o d_'llv,,r ,It',,.' :tlr t,, tlt., l,!:t,i_,:', x¢:t:+, ,',,_,t'irtn,,d. A _:y+'++t.,'t_+_,,alibt+_ttt+on
l,r,'_','dum' w:t::.',_labl[i'ht,d.

t I%
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Crack Flow Test

A crack flo_ test program was carrlod out on pre-cracked specimens .25

inches and .50 inches thick. The objective of the program was to

experimezltally develop a means of determining flow rate through a

crack in a rotor blade under varyin£ stress, pressure differential

across the crack, and plate thickness for different crack lengths.

Each specimen became the closeout panel of a rectangular flow chambor

in which the pressure was varied by varying the inlet flow rate.
Cracks of 9 inches and 12 inches were tested on the thicker panel, and

•: cracks of 12, 18, and 24 inches were tested on the thinner panel.

,_ The test panels were clamped to the edges of the flow chamber so that

the application of end loads on the specimen would produce uniform

:_ stress across the uncracked portions of the specimen. Gross area

." stresses were varied up to 9 Ksi and flow pressures (pressure

. differential across the crack) ranged up to 4 psi.

" The state of stress affected the crack opening and thus the mass flow
through the crack. The results of the testing indicated that the mass

flow through a crack would follow the relationship:

= 2.7 x lO'3(t)''25(O)l'65(1)l'90(Ap)'5

Fracture Toughness Test

The fracture toughness tests were conducted on two pre-cracked specimens
•• fabricated from .25 in. and 50 in. thick AST_,-A572 grade 50 material

to verify that the assumed toughness was greater than 125 Ksii_n.
Although the test material was not the MOD-2 rotor blade material (ASTM-

• A633 grade A, desulfurized) because of inavailability, it was felt that

the differences favored the blade material as having higher toughness,
and therefore the test results would be conservative.

The width of each specimen was 60 inches while the pre-crack was 24
inches long. The specimens were sized to give valid data up to

125 Ksii_-_. and conservative results above 125 Ksii_. Each specimen

was instrumented with three crack propagation.gages (Type TKO40CPC
03-003), on the same side of the specimen. The first gage was located

to one side of the crack tip by .08 and the second and third gages

_ .08 inches from the fi'st and second respectively. In this manner,
a stable crack growth of 4.8 inches could be monitored.

i

During testing, the center portion of the specimen was enclosed in

_ a styrofoam box which acted as a c2_ostat. Thus the test portions of
• the specimen was maintained at a temperature of -40°F, the minimum

operating temperature for the wind turbine. The test load was applied

" at a rate such that a stress intensity of 125 KsiV_-n-.would be reached

in thirty seconds. The .25 inch thick specimen failed at a net area

stress of 55 Ksi, which was greater tharl the guaranteed yield strength
of 50 Ksi. The material toughness wa_ well in excess of 225 KsiV_.

The .50 inch thick specimen failed at a nef area stres_ of 46.2 Ksi

and an apparent, toughness of 188 KfiiV_. The average toughness of

A
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i 206 KsiV_. for the two specimen tests is well in excess of the value
; which was to bo verified (125 KsiV_.).

Crack Detection System Evaluation

¢ The mass flow operation developed in the crack-flow test and the frac-

' ture toughness results were used to evaluate the ability of the crack5

detection system to detect cracks prior to reaching critical length.

Figure 5 shows the relationship of crack-flow, as a ratio of detectable

; flow rate, to the number of days a detectable crack becomes critical.
": The relationship is for the blade station 360 which has the minimum

time before a detectable crack becomes critical.
?

_; Rotor Rib Field Joint

The MOD-2 rotor blade has a field assembly splice at blade radial sta-
tion 360 which attaches the blade mid-sectlon to the hub through ribs

_ that are welded to both skins and spars. The bolt attachment is___,_

symmetric about skin and spar. The Joint is highly stressed under
_ fatigue loading, _nd a test program was conducted to validate the Joint

.-: for MOD-2 design. However, the results of this test provided additional

j substantiation for the crack growth model discussed under material test-

• ing.

The testing was carried out using an MTS (Material Testing System)

test machine under the design fatigue spectrum of loads for the Joint.

-r The results shown in Figure 6 indicate good correlation was obtained
/'? between predictions and test results. The fatigue analytical model

was validated and was used to design the field joint of the MOD-2

with a 30 year llfe.
""

Rotor Blade Static Buckling Test
o.

The rotor blade has spars at two or three chordwlse locations dividing
- the skin into long spanwise panels. Leading edge panels are curved

;4 in the chordwise direction, while those aft of the front spar are
_ essentially flat. T.hepanels on the airfoil upper surface are subjected
; to design limit compressive stresses during emergency shutdown in the

- outboard portion, and operating below rated wind with a gust in the

inboard portion. The MOD-2 structural design criteria requires that
initial buckling shall not occur at less than 1.35 times the design

operating compressive stress.

Blade initial buckling stresses have be_n analzzed in the classical;[

', way, using the general equation, Ccr = KE(t/b) _. Buckling constant

_i" K is obtained from Boeing Design Manual DM 86BI buckling curves
for long flat or curved panels with simply supported edges. Tor

-i verify the buckling analyses, and to validate their use for defining
- blade structural allowables, a bending test was conducted on a mid-

. span representative section of blade structure (see Figure 7).

617
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The blade section included the field splice Joint at station 360 and
all structure outboard to station 780 inches. The specimen had a

special bulkhead at station 780 to accommodate the load application
fixture, whilQ the inboard end was attached to a strong back. The

loads at station 780 were applied in a combination of transverse

/i. shear and couple forces calculated to produce initial buckling in
compression panels at stations 400 and 670 simultaneously. The

_;' specimen was instrumented with forty-two strain gages and twelve

ii" electrical deflection indicators. Test loads were monitored and

I centre ._d using three load transducers. Strain gage data from
,o potentially critical buckling areas were monitored continuously

®_ during testing for any indications of initial buckling.
".L)r

The results of the test have verified the conservative nature of the

"!: initial buckling analysis methods described above. The specimen was

_ tested to 148% of the predicted initial buckling stress of one of the

i_ critical panels without buckling. The test results are summarized in

:i_ the table below.

I_/, TABLE 1
il
....,:, COMPARISON OF TEST DATA

_:_ WITH PREDICTIONS OF INITIAL BUCKLING STRESS

_ An_ Test

_' Blade Station Initial Buckling Maximum Measured -
.....I_ Test Stress

_ 400 12,_80 psi 18,500 psi

_ 670 8,350 psi 11,220 psi i

_/_[ The conservative nature of the blade buckling analyses, as established
o_r' by the static test, has validated their use as part of the wind turbine
__ system blade design procedure.

_[ Rotor Spindle

The spindle test program was performed to substantiate the structurali!....
_- integrity of the rotor blade spindle and its supporting structure.

iiii The design requirement to rotate the blade tip section resulted in
- complex structural load paths surrounding a spindle bearing structure.

A complex finite element stress analysis was performed to evaluate this
structure.

The test program objectives were:

(a) To validate the analytical means for predicting the deflection
and internal stresses of the spindle and supporting structure.

(b) To define the areas of high local stresses in the spindle and

• supporting structure, which occur during normal operating
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conditions of the wind turbine.

(c) Validate the operation of the pitch control nyntnm

The tests were perfo_nod by mountln_ the spindle _eetlon of th0 blade

in a cantilevered position and applyin_ combinations of fla_wiso and
chordwise loads selected to produce one full lifo of fatigue damase

on both the upper and lower blade surfaces. The test specimen included

all blade structure between spanwlse stations 1144 awl 1360. The

pitch actuator and supporting hydraulics were al0o included. Sl,eclmon

test loads were imposed by a series of hydraulic actuators connected

to the outboard end of the specimen through a rigid adapter fitting.
A schematic of the test setup and the loads applied are shown in

Figure 8 and a photo of the hardware and general testing arrangement

appear in Figure 9.

Strain, deflection and applied loading data were recorded for all
test conditions. The instr_mentatlon consisted of 73 strain gages,

_i 12 deflection transducers, 7 load cells, and one angular potentiometer.

All test objectives were achieved. The design lifetime (30 years) was
demonstrated and good correlation was obtained between analytical

stress predictions and measured stresses. The areas of high local
stress were identified by analysis and confirmed by test (see Figure

lO). No additional high stress areas were detected, and all margins

of safety in the critical areas were equal to or greater than predicted.

Pitch Control Testing

Pitch control system testing included the use of the spindle fatigue

_ test specimen as a means to functionally test the hydraulic swivel

_- in the blade-tlp pitch control system. The swivel is that portion of
: the hydraulic supply that provides the connection between the fixed

i portion of the blade at station 1249 and the tip actuator. The
! swivelling motion is from a tip position of -5 ° to +94 °. The testing

of the swivel Joint included simulated startup, operate, and shut_own

blade-tip pitch action as well as dithering for extended periods of
time. During the spindle fatigue test, the control system was active

and was used to pitch the tip section to operating or critical shutdown

load positions (5° or +28°). It was also used to maintain a given

pitch position of the tip during the imposition of the time varying
test loads. The control system held the pitch position io _+.i°

under load applle_tion, thereby validating its design stiffness

In order to develop and check out proposed changes in the pitch control

system, open and closed loop frequency response test,'_were pcrfol'med

on the cyclic load test hardware. The test hardware provided the

proper pitch actuator hydraulic,; and simulated tip rotary inertia.
The objectives of the test were to evaluate proposed changes and op-

timize control system parameters to guarantee a IHz frequency response

and demonstrate required stability margins. Various control system

:, chang_,s were t.valuated on a l,atch board to arrive at an improved
corltrol system. In particular, the beneficial effects of c]im_natlng

Ir

!;

i_ :=" q-ynq::F_T!=f:;=T=_::f: T = f::i :!: i:L:_: :::17; [::i:_?f :::= :--::f :::::::::::::::::::::: U[ ":: := ::q::i: ::T :V:='C_:_::fff:=i:=::_ _:=:=:'':=f:= f::= ::" ............................ n _=_.......:" ." ......
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tho Butt(q_orl,h fl].hcr0 impl_;ili_i_l, iny, Poi,_ri, rd ].oop m__lllponm_i,l.on and

o].oi_nd loop hr_J,,Iwa_o wtn, o dnmon.i;rat_;d, fPho optimum fi_,rvn-di,;l.vo._ ga-ln
l_t O° tuld ] 5o w_m t_li]o ,.Inl;<,rmlmul.

P,nIiipnl.or I_:l.lilu.l.nl_l uil of the, .on1,r,_l slyrit_,lll }l&d do_ionill;i,1_tod that frc,_

,Im.10y r_,Iq.,_]nf_o taunt n_llihlt t_ y,rtl,n oiL' =Adb 1._._+!Idb n,l:, l ]|_ l_)-lU

_mtol" !_..,plil_d<ll,li.y _"oqi.Mrc,I_ a gj_lll<.d'_t It,ant -5 db al, l./}l)

d,,gl'_.ul]_|iiu1_,I_1111'I;.qT|i,,l+pllIiIl;I'_,PflIlli!l,:l_Iidlil,,,n}HAI,].Ii,:,}.PP_IIIIl.,h_,

l.IiiD.l.'nV_Ulp,I,1,ehonnt.a.l,ny_t,om _f th(, t,,,gl,].:I,o].olulI,,,fi£IU.,olIIiOrl

fIi_._]ll?.l.n_,hlIo, fll! }'(_qli[P_'IIli'III,II.I|I_I'IIWN,PI, l_li(lII_II'LWI_I'ollI_Idll'l_IIVl',]._nIIlW,'I','

'r" "l' _ _t" _ t' L[lll|,lOlllelltud Illld Op%illl;[_n_[ _u.l':[llll Iiyll'I,_lll I lil,l,t!;r{d,].Oll l,,uM,'.[lll_,,

'l_o.ete.r Busting

•. The rotor ia m_,lnt-:ctt:d to the driv,, IQil_i't,|nL", thl'o/IL,,h li. t,l,t!_c,uP hJrig_

•" arid its e].ai_t,onmr'[e 1,1ul:t.ld]y (tm!%er) and _xl.td.]y (thrulM-,) loaded
beating, s. The Padlal beartngu re,act rotur thrutIt:.l pot',o_" driving

torquo, itild rotor dead weight loltdll. _ht: axial bt, ur_ug.a Itr_ bmlie,.d.ly

to l_eac't, rot.or d_:_d wt_ight 90 ° al't;t:,l" the radial t,t_et-r b.arlng_-_
' accomplished thil_ task.

Qualification Testing

The first elastomeric teeter bearing was subjected to qualification

tests by the lllf_nufauturer ill order to assure bond quality and to

obtain performance data.:.

• The soundness of the bonds between rubber and steel shims as well

as between rubber and hub structure was verified by rotating the

inner hub -+15° relative to tile outer ring structure. This angular

": motion was 2.3 times the expected extremes of %r'_vel during bearing

operation (+6 1/2°). The torsional stiffness of tile teeter bearing

was ascertaine.d at -40°F as well as at room temperature. Tile resu].ts

of the stiffness tests indicated compliance with bearing design
ill t ': speC Ca IO_lS.

Fatigue Testing

The teeter bearings had boell designed with methodology developed

• for much smaller bearings used in tile helicopter industry, '.uid those

used in the o[1 industry theft requl.rc application of low st.r_r>s .,._w

<- motion dea-l.gn. Becausu of a laelt o1' t,,_.It d_ttlt and expe:rimmv on

. be,,.rtn(5;; of the NOD-,? size, ,'m well. :m tile fact that the l.I.l'_ require-
cent w:_s well beyond even hellcoptt,r px]_cr[mlee, it was d,,cl.ded tht_t

a fatigue tcr_t wa:_ roquircd. ]'rl addltloi,, l.hls t_st ],rovi<h-,d d'_ta

"_'01' Inaln_t#nttllct, ,llld t il::pection l_l'oct'durt.',II, llpt;Ctl,Um teal int5 lk_P the

',:t)O X 10 b cyo].t_ ,,llulva],_lit of the design 1].l'e (30 yc,<'_r.;) would bc

c,ut. of +,lie question _;.i.ncc the opcratinl,:, rotation:_l l'r,.,qu_'ll%Y' i.s

[7.5 el,hi. A revtt'w of t,h_-, oln._l'atiilL', load_l and t,_,eter -ingle _:p,-,ctrum
ind].vated that_ at b_,k;t, bc,ar:_lit., tt,._ti.ng wtth at:plied ].oadl; of m_tt, d

. ' Wi ,,h t,[lll(, vM.ryilit e, rol..ov w(_ i.;lltdrivo tcirque loads i11 comblnftt.|,_ii "' _t

r

i
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-+ r"O
lo_d allwell as a rotation to ma_:tmum,_tee tar"motion ( 6,> to thn
t,mlmr i_tops) aI_D]l,_dl'of_! X i0 eye]ell would _xDorlo,thn bar%ring to

_tn _,quJvalont 30 year life.

']!h,'_ tml]t bor_r].ng wal_ hoav'iJ.y Jnid;rumento.d, _ls'.[iig ])4 Irtrr_:l.n g_V,_.s on
r_ _;h__ Jailor h%lb to m_!allHP(_ LalR_c;ntilL[[ IklR] l'_%d,la], l]traini1, q'hl_PlliOCJou}llc, fl

W_,LLU']o¢;[L'_(,d _).t [_ l]el(_('._,o(| p]fteoll ill t,he boarilil_ p_.b])er aI_ WIL_,I _ll Oil
I_he ]nner hub. Ilmtrum, mttd;Lon o. the ]o_d _pp]:l_,_t:lon _rmt_, ;In

" OOH,}UIiOt[Oll w:[th d:l_i_]lL_ell%(Hl%, Ll, li, llil,lu(!orl_, wt, P__, Ul|t,d be d,,,t(_,_Pm:l, ll_,_

" t,he [,.,z'u;Lon_r]and radlal _u,rlng,ral,ot_ of tb_: bear:lug. 'l?h(_ tost i_et-

up In shown In F:lgure 11.

Th_'ou/;hout the %,e_tlng, th_-_,radla] s]_rlng rate did not v_ry at all,
told the torsional u]u'ing rate, h_d reduec;(]7% by the ,.nd of the; te_t,

well b.low the '20% failure cr:|terion set by tho b_;arlng supplier.

Stabilized temperatures in the rubber were approxlm_tel,_ 150°F with-,.,

out fan cooling, and ]31,°Fw_th cooling. Design operating temperatures

will be well below the no-fan eolllng tempe_-ature because design

' operating teeter angles are of the order of +-2 to +2 1/2 °, not the
': -+6 1/2° continuous oscillation sustained during the %maring fatigue
: test.

Hydraulic Reservoir

The hydraulic reservoir is a tank ,located on the low speed shaft,
providing storage for the hydraulic fluid necessary to power the blade

" pitch control. The fact that it is located on the low speed shaft

• eliminates the need for a hydraulic slip ring. However, it did

require a special type of attachment structure so that it maintains

, constant orientation with the fixed system. Thus fluid is extracted

" from the reservoir from a fixed part of the tank.
%

_i It w_m detm'mined that an operational, test was necessary to evaluate
(a) fluid sloshing at various fluid levels, (b) air entrainment in the

_ fluid and its effect on bu_k modulus, (e) adequacy of the sealing
. system, (d) adequacy eL" the fluid quantity indicating system, and

(e) adequ_,ey of the wmting system, fluid return, and pump intake

provis ions.

. The test reservoir was a specially designed cylindrical 30 gallon tank

_ having a oh;at _,c_'y]icplastic outer shell, which in turn was rigidly
mounted to a rotating fixture (Figure 12). The axis of the reservoir

.,,£ :uld i,hc rotation axis o,L"the fixture were parallel and separated by

B0 inches. ']'h,_l,_,;_treservoir contained a system oi'baffles mount_;d
on bp'tPing,qand we i_d_i,ed no that the b:_i'f]esmaintained an upright

pouiLion dul'[nt', rot'tt].on of the outer shell and test Fixture. The
rt'klt'rvo_}* Vl'll{,_'%lldluunp ;mpply tub;.::were attached to io_It',Jtudillal

• ,[:

-_' b:_t'fltu;.'Pilehyd_'aulJ, e|rmlit _nc]uded a l'luw metier, elrculating
frump, :tlul"_n _tc,'ulnul•at,oi" I"o1" applying flow surges in the, syt_tt.m
I','{,tll'II | ill('.

'i'e:;tdata W:.U; l,r'imarf ly in tl,e form of phutogralQlS, v.t;mal ob:.;erw_i, ions,

" b21
1 '

• \ }

,..&...l,_ ": _ " " _ ....... .7 _ ' ° _ ' - _' " " '" - • " " : :_: ....."....... : ............ i: :':: i :_:
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., II,lld I,/I.blllll, l,I_ll| _1' bulk lll?khllllll lll,,n,11111'oll|oll|,li. (/bll_,rVI,.I.]tlll ill' nil'

i,ill.l'll[lllnl,ll[, I1.Illl l,lll, I/i.i,k ii1' Ii lllllll01-1111, 13111nil l'l).p l,t1111.i.I,.|¢lll tll' WilI.l,l,
01

=_)-, 11,11_I,t11'1, I'i'lllltl,t'd III Ill>llll';ll l'hll, ll/.'01'lt l,iI till' llrlJdlll'l, ll_ll ilylll,l>lll. 'Viii,

i_in.lill, l,l_lii i,,,I,i,i,v_lli' ill llliW l,i'lilihll_li ill_llilil._d_ wll,hiuil, liil,,,rlin. L bl,.l'l°ll,lt.

A r, vl,lirll 11ii,, d ll'l'liln,l' linil li_>,.ii llll'_ll'll_ll'/ll,_.d I,_l I._.lllll,,, i,lli,,llll]l,lll,i,

.. ii, iiit lll,l,ll.l, llui. 'Phi, lui.lK llllllllll,tll l'l,llln, lllt,iI _ultl,,iil, li_l,l,V U¢llilil,itlil, I,lii'_lii,;li-

• ' lllil, l,ln, I,luil, li, iill I'luhl lllOllhl ill _, wll,iI wl l,hl li I lllil l,It iil I l,tl i'ii I/I'M (lll_,'l'n I,-.

_... :liil,'. IflIM ill I'f.',).

:" _.,ILi'bllx ,Ihq, k <l.tl llni,k 'I'd,lit

:+. I,'+tl, I+i._,lu 'l'<,iit, I ul".

o,':' 'i'ht, Ul_J.u,y01, t _' i_t,_/.I.l'inlx lll,It,t,l.l,d ['tli, I.hu MOll-; > u{,,i 'It :;t,d iul ux,ilil, lnl _,

°: dt, ui[l;li COlil_,tll, bill, ;l I,ll I,ol'qlll, I,i,lLlililll.[ t-,-t,|lill t,lll_llll.l'l.:ii,y wtl,ll t.lill2rc)w,d b,V
_ _'t'lO_J_ lllltt :li.il ni,w dtui,lllii ],I.L't, wlu_ I.hI.rt._ ,V,'lll'lt. lll,unlitlt, Lll_' _'l_l_ifl_t;lit, l_'ll_,o.

' t'X{,t'llll i,O11 WII.I: b_'y¢_lld tin' t,llrrt,li|, i;I,n:{.o-ol'-l.hu-iirt,, it qulil i I'i t,ilt, iou

' '" bt'lll. WII,ll dtU'llll'd IIt't't'illlll.l',V t,o V'l'l',l [',V prt,d;l.t'tt,d t_t'l'+i't)l*lllltllCt' t_lll'll.lllt"t.tq't-i.

q'hl, tll,lt_t,l.ud l._,:vl, In_,t,hod witi_ II, ba_'lt-t,o-bItcl_, I,t'St, .iu wlli,_'h I,wo I'oliIplut,_'

",';i' tEt'lll'bc)._ul; lUid i.huir lllbi'it'ti, t,,]oil {lv,_lt,t,lllll wt)llltt. Dr) i_l)lillt, t'l.t'tt :tn ol'd_,l'

-__;,_ t,o l,lil],ost' Lht, hi tlh i ill,Ill. (.ortlilt'i_ i_l" I.!lt' op<'l'ld,;|ill', W tild I,tii'htilt' ( l"'i tltll'e

-_'_ ,l.t). '.l'hv htt_.ll :_p_,_'d oul, t,ul. llhll, l'l,i_ wt'l't, t'Olillt'dl.t'd vf'l. WIt,V of it "l'.Orillc_u

'" bill'_ whi lu t,hu I,_l'qtlt' i'ultl'l, iolii: Wl'l't' i,h'l'oiltlh I,ht' low i:l_t,t,d lililtl't.

,. l']l_lll;ui;_ ill I bot..h low i_l_t'ud ,_hli. l'|, I']ll.llt_,t"i w_,rc, t,:i<,d t.ollt, l.hc,r. 'l_tu '

; " l;ot'il l Oil b'l 1' 1,rt'l oi_d W:ul vILr i t,d i,h rout1]iOil_,, t tit, t.t,tvt, to pl'o_/'] dr, tlillitllil,t,t,d

drlvu ]iuu pow_,r vttl'ili|.iollil ill ot_l,l'ttt,loll. A til"ivt, nltlt-,of %_rttil I,Ollllt,t'i,t,cl

- to t.ht, out, l_ut. ,lhli, l't. of Olle o1' l,ho l_,t,ll.rboxoI;, t_rov't-d]ntl _ht, rot, tlt.i, Olilt]

":_" ',lt_t't'd COllt, l'o] 'l'ht" t_,t'll, l'[l o1' o.lt' o1' t.ht" 'btlXt'll Wt'l',' t;t.l'l_lli t_,ll,t(l'd |,o

-,_, lliOli]l,or t,ht, toot',h llt,l'e,ulei_ t.hrottlEhotlt, t.ho lu'ot_,rluli.

,. Tlfl_l_, ;' lu'oV idc,,_i t,hl, llt,ut'i.rlun of ot_t,rltt.i.nl _, c,oud i I.i Oil: l ililllUl,(-l, tod .i n

"/, l.h.lll ,tbl, pi'olll'luli, lhirilit( l.ht, I.tuil, l_l'ot11"alli, it. wti.fl dt,l,t,,rlliiiit,d thtl, t.

-':" t.',uitr toot.h btuldiul_, ld.l't't, UltUl Weft' WUI.1 b_"low AtlMA tu'od.i¢t.i.oiu_. _l]i£1}rt,

" ' illodt l'l_'lvl, t,Ollll l,o l.,ht, I'i tilt. _t,lq.,,<, ll_,71,i.c_L1 i_,t,l_r'._ ]l,:td t,O,l'rt, t't.tOll tl.ilt_,]o

-:,,+ |ilid I,l_ lit, lliinh,_ luid iL llht,u]d bo liOt.t,d i,hat, hlut it l'ull loltd tl,si, iioL
bt,cII t;c,llthLc t,l,d _ iluo|l i_ dt'l',i c' i t,llt')_ would |ltlvt, i_,o11¢' 111111o(.i i,t,tt.

_ ll[l'c)t't, lllt'lktltll't'lllt'llt,ll Of /_.t'll, l' I,I"_iu t'|'l'it'i.t'lli',V_ t_t'll.l'btIX [..l°t,tl, ltttWtt_V t,Ol't]ttt'_

"._ Iio illt' I t'Vi,l II Itlid vi b I'Itt, i oil t'h'l,,l"i.t'l,t' i' i .I [, i t'iI Wt'.t't' lilll, t|t' throut;|lout, t,ht,
i' l,t.il t,,

T.'ot_> '<

Ai._ it rlu:tilt, o1' l.h_, Imuk-l,o-biu'k l,t,lll, l_Ft_l*,l'tl.lli, t,h{, I'tlt, it;u_, i'li, t. lii/; o1' 1.tn,

t,:_,Iil'bOx W:_ll :tuluit,,ull, i'll,<,d lip 1,o 1 i,l?,', o1' itl,I;il;li l'u,t,t'd I.orllul'.

'" Vi llrlll, ioll [llll'Vt,,V

J
!. HilnililllE o1' I,I1_, i_,t,:irbox Itl, '.;_,l'o l,_,l'gU_, dul'itlC, l.]ll, blll,l/-I,l>-Ila_'l,, ll,'i,d

;_ 1,1,::l,, :i, i'lil,ld I, uildlil, <_1' hos'i'.'.onl.nl vil,r,_l,i<ui :_1 Illtltl ,,Ul,l,ut. 141'Ig wll, ll
_.xl,<,l. il,il_,t.d. 'l'll_, :;vi',l,_,lii i':tll :.,l!l<,<ll_,lil)' illl t,l_ I_!tltl Rl'bl wil,}i I,lll, ;i,i,-

-iL;,': 1,11,,,lt ioil or' ,,ulv,, 1',:; <,t'. r'it<,d l<,l'<ltit'. It, Wli+:: d,'l..'l'lllili.'d Ili;il. l,h_'

t_22

,<
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gearbox third stage planet passage frequency was resonant with the

t(_st stand yaw/lateral natural frequency. At low torque levels,
the third stage planets and sun of this gearbox are free to move off

their rotating center, causing unbalance at the planet passage

frequency.

The gearbox mount lateral stiffness was determined from subsequent

t(._d_,_,Aualysis of the gearbox as installed in the MOD-2 nacelle

prudlotod m_tural frequencie_ w_ll in excess of 2600 RPM. Therefore

no mount vibration problem at plant_t passage frequency was expected.

This wa,_ subsequently confirmed in intogratlon testir,g of the installed
gearbox.

TABLE 2

LOAD-ROTATIONAL SPEED SPECTRUM

 EARBOXBACK-TO- ACKT .STING

o 5o l
0 i00 1

15 lO0 1

45 lOO l
75 lOO i0
ii0 i00 I0

155 ioo io0

0 130 O.5

INTEGRATED SYSTEM TESTING OF COMPONENTS

Pitch Control System

During preliminary design, it was recognized that a test program was

necessary for the evaluation of the blade pitch control system, end

to end, prior to wind turbine system evaluation in the field. The

assembly of the nacelle, including the complete drive train and the

nacelle control unit (NCU) was planned to be completed well in advance
of the l'otor. Therefore it was necessary to design and fabricate
a rotor simulator to be attached to the first nacelle-drive so that the

pitch control sou Ld be functionally evaluated against a rotor load.

The rotor simulator also permitted the rotation of the drive system

at various RPM to assess electronic control through the rotor slip

ring and hydraulic sy_:i,cmfunctions under centrifugal loading. A

field t,,st unit (9_'U) provided the means to input electrical signals
which would simulate data sensed by those wind turbine sensors to

whi,,h the. control system would respond (wind speed, roto_ speed, and

yaw po_,itlon)•

Norm'_] and emergency shutdown a_ well as normal operations were simula-

I,,,(t and s_.veral control _ystem hardware deficiencies were observed:

(a) a valve in th,.:rutor hydraulic control man_foLd leaked, and (b)

:t,'ontrol :-;y_;t(,msurvo valve ma[functi(,r,ed. Subsequent rcde::igns

623
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replaced both valves with more reliable components. All control

system responses to simulated operating loads were verified.

.' Pitch Con,trol Rotor/WTS

The pitch control system was ground tested on the rotor and later

during system integration testing with the nacelle and to_er. The

ground tests with the rotor (rotor stand-alone) were performed with

.i the rotor in cradle supports with the blade tips free to move. The
objective of the rotor stand-alone tests was to demonstrate that the .

_i pitch system design modifications, introduced to resolve hydraulic
and electrical anomalies uncovered during the rotor simulator tests,

were properly integrated into the wind turbine system. These tests

_ also provided the opportunity to test the pitch control system with

;i final hardware modifications including actuators, spindles and blade

i tips. The dynamics tests included emergency feather rate, controlled

,"i rate, blade standoff and position error and frequency response tests.
All pitch system test requirements were met during rotor stand-

alone testing or illustrated by the frequency response test results
:/ shown in Figure 14.

The same series of pitch control system tests were repeated with

the rotor installed on the nacelle, during integration testing.

All system tests were successfully completed and compared favorably

with stand-alone results shown in Figure 14.

Modal Surve_

: Modal survey testing of wind turbine systems and their components is

: an important part of the design and testing process. The modal survey

is an effective way to insure that the wind turbine subsystems meet
performance expectations.

After evaluating alternative testing techniques, it was concluded that

the MCD-2 modal survey would be conducted with the rotor and nacelle

: installed on the tower in the operational configuration. The
advantages were that the system modes and damping would be measured

directly, including all coupling mechanisms which were hard to model.

The testing approach selected involved the use of a HP 5_51B Modal

Analysis System (similar to the one used for the modal analysis of
. ' MOD-O). The test technique involved impacting the wind turbine at a

_ prescribed point with a i000 lb. instrumented ram and recording the

responses of fixed accelerometers. The impact load transient and the

: response signals were simul_aneously recorded and fed into the HP 5451B

MAS to _etermine mod_ shapes, frequencies, and damping. The overall

technique is based on the use of digital processing and the Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) to obtain transfer function data and then use

of a ]oast-squared error estimator to identi_y modal properties from
the transfer function data.
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A :;l.,elal]ydm;]ff.nml11000lb. rzunw(ul[m;trlmi(,ntedw:ltha force
" t,|'itlWi(hlc'tLt' Ill ll,_i ]ls','td. q_]lC' l'll ln Wti: iIWlllI/_ |'rein 'l;hc. _Jll 1_olc, 1113c.t[ for

'_ MOI)-;_ i,lh,(,'|,[ollItlh|It]l.oWOd _,o ;[Zll|)xt('I....ii,b].Itdo,t,:l..p,q'o |lltztlr(,It

" p.l'_)l)oP.[lllp/ti"l,_|,hi,l'ItlllNtt['lOOll'd,t,.Plt]llt'tli,o .|t].low It e(tb.].e9 DhPough
l.ho oouL_,.i,of 'l,h(,t,/trge'l,d li_c.

.i. 'I'o oxei'l,e 't,he il[l_>lll.l'.lcitlit, nlodetl of int;ort_tl_.,s the ._lll}_t't I'OI'('O lllll'lt)

'< bt' _1' lull'l"ielellt _lll.IT,ll;ltlldo ,g.lld dili'n.t,[ou. The i'_till _n.s ell.];lbPItt.ed bol'oro

l.]l_, niodit] tulrvoy by vitl'ylllf,> l,ht, sf._ll'.l'lu,tls of the pll3n tlll]c>ltet, holtd

';';. ([llt,ePehn.uGltble £o:tlil Plibbt, l' pltd;i) ltnd vai'y]nfl 'Lhe sw'ilil length to
_' d(_vo].op approx]niat,e]y ]000 ]b, w.lth _R)0 nl_ duration.

.-' The lllocht] l'roquoileios :uld dampJll_ rt, Sll]t,l.llg l'roln the nlodR1 survey tl.re

:% showll in '.L'_tble ]t. 'Pile datR ;iS It direct oliLpiiL of Lhe lip 5hSlB Fourier

[ <9 Aiittlyzof llyst.onl w].th tilt: I,xcoptioll o1" ehol'dw;[se belrld:ing i lls.ce].le p[f, cll

!- ll.lld dz'.[vo-'_,Pfl.itl tors;ton llloth,13 whieh wez'o dt,tt,FlllillOd by ,aupp]emontal
i .,., mo_'tllS o

p-;i:' 'Pho d:d.:t gitthered dur'[ng, -I,he MOD-2 inoda] surw,y tests verified %,lit,

i 71:" ric|i|oveillellt of l'eqtlil'ed systolli desi_zi l'l'equellcies. 111 particular, thei-",w
i drive t.rain, t.owlu" mid blade modes were identified and shown Lo

! :_.;] lllt,t,t tl)_tll.Olll l'l't'tlllellOy t_litCOlllOllt ltlld sot_ar_tioil. The moRsured

<_,.,, dltlllplllg, pPovldt,d ltqi3tlPltllt't, t.|ilt_, dt'i_]£]ll d,q.nlplntl lissttlllptiolls were reRsOll-
' _tb1_'.

_": 'PABLE 4

!-_.,. MOD-I' MODAL SUtWI,',Y I_ESllLTB

! ._',., FI'Cq. (P) ]')/%lll_,._nt_ (,',,)
; -':-'. Mode Pred. Meas. Meas.

._ " Tee t.er 0.1 li ........

Dri vc, 'Pi'a i 11 'l'ol't1.i.oil 0. lib 0. )tl.'_ ....

"t.- Towel' Bend inil l,'lu'e/Af't I•',ql l. ?3 l. 0
',_I li. ;?',,., 'l'owt'i' ltl'lld i lit _, [Kt t.t" Plt'l ] . i_'i" ].. ,-

: 1,'l_tp lit,lid i lit; ,,,VIII. -_. th) 4..-]0 Oo "_',

i o.. Chol'd Fleildin(, :lyln. b.;';' b.l'l" ....

, 1,'1:it, Bendi titl Ant i syni. D. ll', t,0 '.d., 1.. 0)I
+- I,'lnp lit,lid t tit-, l"iid '" 111. .,',V 'f.'(| l) b 0. 'l'_.t

N,uei' l le I'i l.eh (I.."3'

:, SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A ::_,ri_,:" o1' t.,u;l:: li:w_, I,<u,ll c_mducl.c,d in ._tlp|,ol't c)t' bl_D-.' Niud iul'b]ll(,
_'<_ilil,_,il_,lll d,,v_,lol,ln_,lll,, t&_i' t,hl, ino:;l, i_:ti'l._ l,tl_'ii_. ;:ub.it,ltiil l:ll.,ed (tl_,

i.loliihtiic:;:: o1" {ll_' l,:ii'l i,'ul:tr COllipOil_qlt d_'i_iF;ll, lq.ieh l_,i:l, w_tt_ Colidiict(,d

,q! :i :i,,lil,dlil_. :',ueti lli:ll l.h_, i'(,i;u!l.i: i,_iil,t tu, iilcorl,op_tt_,d ilil,_ ttl_,
,h,::i!',n _h,l:iil oi' l.lll, r,!uu, il'ie ,,,_!n],,,ii_,ill . 'l'll_, ,,l',l_'_'l iw, <,l' t.ll_, L_,:;I

l,i',_t':l';tl_W v!tri_,d, t,tit <'<gild b,' inclu<h,d !n i_li_, t'l' t.lll' I'oll,>win C

c:zt<,:,,.,ri<,;,: (I _ vl,ril'iCu.lion ,,l' .ill:tlyl. i,,;ll l,r,'di,'l.i,m lltl.l.hodll, (,')
., i,l',,vid,, d:tl.:t t'_r ,h,i;iMll ,,I °lll,, ,',g_l,,qll,lll , (;_. v,'ril'ic:il i<,n <,1' Ii1'_,

>

,'r

i . ' _,?'3
i >.,,_
[ ...............
i -"7 "i _......... :: : " : : ........................... ................... * ........ ; .... . . ..................... / ': .................;.....
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, , ,4

predJet.i.on, ()1) w, rtt'leat, lon of _t,at.Ie at.m,ngt.h eapabl]it,y, (q) mmo_v_
erit, ieaI 1,m.d pwt,lm, and (b) I'um_t[ona] veril'leation. Tho eompom,nt,
and :[hi, err,rated nyr_t, enl t.t,_l.:_ dom, rilu,d in t;hit_ ira.pot had ore, of or
comb [ uat, i om_ of i,he.;e obJ _,t,t.I voa.

('ompollt,llt i,t".;t,|nt.', wa:_ v |l,a,I t,o t,ho dovolopmoIlt, of t,ho MOD-:? w[lld ttlPbino
fly:from boe.ttlll_o t;|lt_, t,t,tt_,:_ ]u'ov:|dod t,ttrly v:[tlib[l:[i,y to dt.:ll tt,ll pPob]ollll_
ttnd provided the dattt requJ.rod t,o develop _ound design _._olut, lom_.
'rho do[lj._,ll dt'l'[o.[ollo[etl bl'out.t, ht to l i,ghL by thetle te,.gt,,a were
promptly eorreet, ed. thereby avoiding eoqtly ret, rofit.._ during the
t_|loakout mild ttoct'pt,'uloe tostq of tho .._y_;tem. MOD-'2 olleckout aIld

_tceept,tulCo t_llaao-q have prooooded on a Far, for t_cllodulo than auticipat, od,
and is for tile most part due to the component and :[ll(,ogratod _y_It, oll!

t, est, ing described in this paper.

NOMENCLATURE

(I : Constant

K = Stress Intensity, Ksi.
ICm.tx : Maxinnmt Stress InGons.ity of the SpoctFic Load Cycle

(Stlm of lltoady and Alternating Streqst-,s), Ks:i
No1 : Zltx£11ltUll [Itl't'_l_l lAlten_g[t,y in the Speet, l'unl of St, re'ast.s, Kt_I
Kt,h : _II,rt..q..: 11:tt,_'ll_:i t,.V Thl't':_hol.d ( :It,l't'_:: Bo 1ow WM eh l_:unage in

Nor l'rodueod), l<si

I, = Exponent,
Ap = Proqsure Pifferent, i,'_ hc_'om_ P.'mol. pqi
R = _lt,ress l_:tt, io _ lqi nimuln St, vor,_/blax:imtul_ St;ros,.:

da/dn = Cr'tck (lrowth Rate in 1.ncho._/Cych.
1 -- One llalt" of Crack Length, 1uehtu_

In : gXpOllt'll[.

fi_ = Ai]'Flow, ill Oubic l,h,et, per Mimtt.e (St'd Condit, ions)
I1 : E.v, pOllt' II (,

t. = I'lat, t, 'l'hioktlt'g-_ ]ncllt-:_
0 = t]l'o':c_ Al'oa ,'lt.l't,_;:_ ill l'lat,t', K',:.i
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2
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FIGURE 5. CRACKDETECTIONSYSTEM CAPABILITY FOR MOD-2
BLADE STATION 360 BASED ONA FLOW

Load
Critical area _ t

with inducad X r_/Specimen 1_

flaw

Critical luea with --J Lo..,,t_ _ Soecimen '_%inducld flaw Load Spe¢ 2_

TEST DATA

(9 ®
• Fillet area stress (rail 18.000 18.200

• Initial flaw length (in.) 0,248 0.234

• Predicted fatigue life 17.000,000 17,000,000

Cycles Cycles

• Test Specimen Life 18,953.754 21,151.217

iNSTAL LATION Cycles Cycles

IN TEST MACHINE

FIGURE 6. ROTOR BLADE FIELD JOINT TEST
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, QUESTION_ AND ANSWERS

J, Androw,_
h

: From; A, Swi._g, JP,

• Q: Does the Mode2 tooter mo¢.hnn;knm too, or freely or i:_ J.t t_prin8 loltdod't

A: _t tootnpn #'_r_l. v. _h(: tm:t'_o_, boa,,in_t I1+*_,'b,_,!_*d,t_'{tlm'd #_ a mu' U

_tarl.#?o$nt, 'l.l_i_ i_l el.sou to muu but m_o_cfll'_,to l_.uuVo_¢'/.Z,_,/;to..

: From" r. Simon

Q: Is the to_tering mochanLsm on Mod-2 designed to handle strong
decreases o_ wind with height?

A: Yes, _p to extreme wi_do of I_8 mph with bl_do ooe_ea_, dow_i_
o_ the tower.

"_' From: .T. Andersen

Q: How are hydraulic connections mu_e to a gimball_d reservoir without
:. a rotating coupling?

A" It has a Potating coRpling under very low pPessure.

From: R. Barton

Q: Regarding the crack detector system, how do you detect the "same"
size crack in each blade? The comparison system is blind to this
occurrence (i.e. the difference in crack size is loss than the
detectable 21.3 inch length].

.. A: You cannot detect the scanse_ze crack in each blade, but the prob-
ability of having this occur in each blade is very low.

: From: W. Lucas

Q: What is the "initial fla,,size" used for fatigue analysis of welded
'_" joints and was the same flaw siz_ used throughout the system?

A: I) 0.2_ x 0.05 inches in welds for anaZy,disam_ 0. g2,5 x O.Ob for
inspection.

2) No, the m_e _oW _)izeWas not _ecd throughout the system.
" Gn some machined parts, the flaw size was smaller.

From: P, A, Bergman

Q: With regards to designing fox. fatiguo_ would not an existing "cumu-
lative damage" type of analysis be applicable to this p_oblcm?

_=' b34

•; ,A . . . •,..., , ,, _, •..... . ., .. ......... : ............. ...... _...... ...........

::...........:!_;......._ ....:.._. ., ....._':'' "'X'"__':"":,.'"" ,:_." ,._.% ',' ._..i ' ._'_" _ .'' _ .. '. ..•" ' .. '" ..

..... ° .... ....... .............. O000000?-TSE"14



,I. Andrown (c.:_nt:l.nuod)

A: ._'_"jvI'_Tll,'u /lad a /;N ,,to,thv o141.I.,, '_ ;e .IOII c*lldl,:o, lO_.f,a_.v.I l_c_.l'_tl:_d
0 , _ , o '

P_l.aPdalt'.,m _,ff,-:c_t-, ll, m _a_,u/.d_,I._ePd_,o./.g_ t.h_' b/.,_,Iv and '_I. ,aou_.d b,'

From: R. (',. lionson

' Q: llow frequently are crack tests made?

:.. A: At. th,: t,c_j/,)m_b*,j o.I' ,)a,:h t)/,nq' Ul).
,.'_.

., l'rom: T. Zajac

Q: Were environmental factors taken into account in fracture mechanics
ovaluation?

A: .Ye_), 1'!t t:hc _)cl.c,;t,t'on of/,_,,,pcP _t:,'cl ('L.c. demd..l'c_,._,_c,l, no ooppe_,
,,ontcnt ) .

From: S. Rao

" Q: C,m you talk about the generating system mtd any associated problems/
£had equac i e s ?

' A: iV,, tn,ol, lctm_. Jr: /_) a _t,m,t,n,d _)_nc:h_,on,n._,6_3cncPat:oP.

'" From: J. M. Medaglia 'i
Q: How much of the Mod-2 structure .is designed by fatigue rather than

".. limi.t loads? !

A: '/'tit' UtItI:PU )'O/Or L'_et:t)t .fOP Z,ZP,qC tt, t't-_(18 0;_l t, hC OOIII_)PC88_OlI it[dO, tZlld ; '_

l,,_,al ,zPc,w t_n t.h,' n,tecll.c and t.,.,_ocP. 'l'hc cntffPc d],t't_c t.Pa.Ln '_'_ i
4.. dot: [.Wl.cd t' U f, tt.'[,JUC.

i:; I

t,3b
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TEST STATUS AND EXP_,RI_,NCEWITH THE

7.5 MEGAWATT MOD-2 WIN,) TURBINE C IIST_

-[_i,' R, A. AXe11 t_nd I[.B. Woody
.... Booing Eng]neerinl; t_nd _onstruetion Co.

- C]|
": 6,...2Andov,_r Park West

Tukwila, WA 98].88

..... ABSTRACTu ..

. On May 29, 1981, a ceremony was held to dedicate the "(.5megawatt
NOD-2 Wind Turbine Cluster located at GoodxwJe Hills, near Goldendale,

>":_. Washington, This paper pre_;cnts a description of the development of

;;_,:... that cluster, including site preparation and construction activities,

.v.." preliminary test results and current status and future plans for the

_::. facility.

i<-
.,,++" MOD-2SYSTEMDESCRIPTION

+.. MOD-2 Program Profile

_:'(.:

" +:"' The MOD-2 is a 91 meter (300 foot) diameter, 2.5 megawatt wind turbine

....'<:': system developed by Boeing Engineering and Construction Company (BEC)
_,_+.:" for the Department of Energy under direction of the NASA Lewis Research

;_,, / ;:

;"+:':,_2 Center. The program started in August of 1977, first rotation
:+":. occurred in November of 1980, and the first three units were completed
_":'+ by May of 1981. The basic objective was to design, fabricate, install,

_:+".,-,.. checkout, and deliver large megawatt-s_ized wind turbines which would

+o:_," be economically competitive with conventional power generating equip-
,_' ment operating in utility networks. The DOE-funded program is for four

units of which three units have been installed as a cluster near

-_;" Goldendale, Washington, and the fourth unit is being installed near

':".:,. Medicine Bow, Wyoming. The major milestones, as shown in Table i,

T;_++", provide a chronology of program development.

The aoldendale Installation
l

The three-unit installation at the Goldendale (Goodnoe Hills) site

-_+_°?',i overlooks the Columbia River in a location well suited for capturing the

......_ prevailing westerly winds. This sitt._has been th,signated as a national
:"" wind turbine test facility and wi].l sL'rv'cas a rust bed for cw_luating

cluster arrangtm.,nt and operations as well tt,_for indiv']dual machine

=+_+:.:( pt_rt'ormanee upt:]mlzatiun, product improvum<,rlt,and maintt.nance

-o" " program development.

. t

5+' '['lu'MOD-;+ Mach Jtu'

.,_ Tht' btOl)-:' l,roi,:r_ul_ w:L,,: ]lt[|.,[u,t<!d wit.It ,:,,vt,e, tl ])OI,',/I"!AI;A:;.t_t,_,j V] (,(i [;round
vul:!s whi:h l.aJd t,h,, ',':um,wt i'I'+ I'_,' ,l_,v_,l_,,_itW; ,+t n_'w _':t,llt,l':,,ti_,n w[rlcl

+"-. PRECEDINGPAGEBLANKNOT FILMED '+__ P_'_ . It+TEN'{IOPIALI_
', ,,its,

+,

..... _ b
,,--...... :.,..._._¢.,
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turbine suitable for commercial production and installation. The

primary requirement was to provide a viable alternative to conventional

., power generation systems. The design optimization and economic

•. evaluation conducted during these initial program phases resulted in the _ii
configuration shown in Figure i.

Studies of various rotor configurations led to the selection of a

stool, upwind-oriented rotor with movable tip sections for controlling

rotor speed and power output. Upwind orientation with positive,

hydraulic yaw ,'ontrol is employed to minimize tower shadowing effects,

, rotor fatigue an(] noise, and to maximize energy capture by accurately

controlling nacelle heading. Rotor weight, cost and complexity are

reduced significantly by controlling the pitch angle of the outer
one-third of each rotor blade rather than employing full span control

(see Figure 2). The pitch control system hydraulic elements are

::' physically located on the rotating low speed shaft and in the mid-

blade near the tip Joint, thus eliminating hydraulic slip Joints and

increasing system reliability. The rotor hub incorporates elastomeric

radial bearings which allow the rotor to teeter within a range of ±6

degrees. This feature significantly reduces fatigue loads thus
permitting use of lighter, lower cost structure. The teetered hub

arrangement is shown in Figure 3.
:_

Unique aspects of the MOD-2 drive train include a "soft" quill shaft

integral i_ the low speed shaft assembly, and an epicyclic planetary

? gearbox, which is notable for its compact size and maintainability
'" features. The alloy steel quill shaft is configured with a torsional

;:., stiffness designed to dampen rotor torque fluctuations. The drive
train arrangement is shown in Figure 4.

The wind turbine tower is a soft, monocoque shell structure. This
configuration was selected because of its lower weight and cost factors,

_. minimum wind blockage, and its capability to withstand the two-per-
revolution bending loads induced by the rotor motion.

The electronic control system provides all functions necessary for

)i fully automatic, unattended operation as well as continuous system

•i monitoring and start-up/shutdown control from a remote terminal.
Control and monitoring functions are performed by a single micro-

i processor controller located within the nacelle. Rotor tip pitch
• angles are controlled by the microprocessor through a closed loop

: i electro-hydraulic serve system capable of driving the blade tips
at a variable rat_ of up to 15 degrees/secured. During operation

" "!_i the mieroproc_szor intef_rates s_ns_d power, RPM and collective pitch
'_ angle for pitch contrcl processing and maintains I) a nominal blade

-'", pitch angle durin_ below-rated operatLon or 2) a c,m_;tant power output

_, level wheu op,:rat•ingat ,-,ral,,v_ rat,c_dwind ;;Deed:;. Th,' microprocessor

':, also monLt,_,r_; wind _,,nsor outputs i'or _:tart,-up d_:t_rmitLation and
.; t,-, ,h,t,_,rm[m, yaw vrror and [nit, i_,t,, yaw ,',,rP,.ctlo,1.

!.
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• '" SITE ACTIVATION AND TESTS

:__,' In Outober, 1979, the DOE/NASA selected the Bonneville Power Administra-

_-_.- tlon (BPA) to be operator of the first three machines. The BPA had

_':" proposed a site near Goldendale, Washington. The site selection

enabled the detailed site activation planning to be completed and

., the initiation of site surveys. One of the first factors considered

.,:_.. was the arrangement and positioning of the three units considering

the terrain and the prevailing winds. Once the location of each
_-_... of the machines was defined, borings were made to verify the suitability

.... of the baseline tower foundatio_ designed from the sell criteria of

, the contract statement of work. The data from these borings resulted ,

in revision of the tower foundation from a spread foundation to use
of foundation rock anchors._.

5_ In early 1980, BOECON, the construction subsidiary of Boeing Engineering

; and Construction, moved an office to Goldendale and began preparatory

"- work to set up the construction site. Actual site activities started

_iii in March, 1980 and included excavations, forms, embedments, and

_!i..i. pouring of concrete for all foundations.

_. Completion of the tower foundation was accomplished with a pour of

!_i..... 400 cubic yards of concrete in an octagonal underground pad. The 72
,i installed anchor bolts extend 8.8 meters (29 feet) below the base of the

_!t_ concrete foundation into solid rock. The four tower base sections

:: were bolted to the buried foundation and welded together along field

.... splices. The remainder of the tower was then erected by vertically
_ stacking each of the tower sections and welding it to the lower tower

:_ section along field splices.

i) Site electrical installations installed at ground level for each
_ii. machine included switchgear, transformer, and a grounding grid.
.... Electrical power panels were installed inside the tower bases and

., power and signal wiring were connected from the tower base and up the
r.. raceway to the yaw slip rings at the top of the tower in preparation
_:" for installation of the nacelle on top of the tower. Site nacelle•

_. assembly operations included installing the gearbox, generator, lube

) module, and roof-mounted equipment. Each nacelle was then subjected
_ to an integration test at ground level to verify proper operation of

_. all significant functions before committing it to installation at the

, 61 meter (200 foot) elevation. The assembly and erection flow and the

"" transition to the testing sequence are shown in Figure 5-

,:_ Integration testing of each nacelle included i) continuity testing of
all oI' the electrical wiring, 2) control system tests to subject the

nacelle control unit (NCU) and associated sensors to operational and

-_ ," failure mod_ sc,_narios, and 3) oDcrational tests of the g,.arbox,

" _ lubrication system, l,[i._hsystem, and the yaw system. After completion

of the nacelle integration test, each nacelle was installed on

._t_ r(sp_,rl,iw_ tower uzing a gin pole.

The gin pole u_d ['_u" the, MOD-_! c]u:_t,_r[:__ 'f-;met_r (240 feet) truss

,' br,,_mwith qO,O00 kg (10n tun) capacity, [_ecured and manipulated by

. ::i.....,.!cablo_. Th_ gin pnl,, _tz_'If wa_ first loud tc:,tod prior to
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[.,. lifting the nacelle. Recertification of the gin pole by load testing
..... was accomplished after reassembly at each of the other two wind turbine
:'. sites. Use of the gin pole at the MOD-2 cluster has been a cost-

,,; effective way of accomplishing the installation requirements of the

_-,,_,., site (versus the higher cost of renting a ringer crane for the

_:''" extended period required)Imp-j,. •

After assembly, each rotor was also integration tested prior to
installation on the nacelle. Tests conducted include electrical wiring

continuity, operation and setting of the pitch system blade position
:'_/"' potentiometers, tests of the ice detector and part of the crack

_'_'::.' detector system, operation of the pitch system actuators and hydraulic
system, and verification of all of the engineering instrumentation

system sensors and wiring. After successful completion of the rotor

_: integration test, each rotor was installed on its nacelle using the
gin pole. Figure 6 shows a rotor lift, and Figure 7 shows the completed
wind turbine•

.. Pre-rotation activities included drive train alignments (possible only
C" after the weight of the rotor is installed on the nacelle) and rotor

•.':"_.,. strain gage calibrations. Integration testing of the completed machine
.... was then accomplished. This test series included home of the same

-_,,-.

or tests run on the ground, but with a complete system and all of the

operational sensors installed. End-to-end testing of the engineering

instrumentation system from the transducers throagh to the NASA

,.._. Mobile Data System (MDS) was also accomplished. A final pre-rotation

confidence test was then run prior to committing the machine to wind-

_;,: powered tests.
_..

°_°" Wind-powered tests are comprised of checkout and acceptance tests.

On WTS i, a series of qualification tests was also run to satisfy
r_.'"

_,, those system qualification test requirements which could only be

_i]' accomplished during wind-powered tests. After wind-powered operation
!Oo._;" was verified during the checkout test, acceptance tests were run to

_,i- demonstrate that the machine is fully operable and ready for acceptance.

i:iii,i,.' Included in these tests were wind-powered operation for i00 hours,
-?':!..,,. operation through various operating regimes, specified numbers of

_?.., start/stop cycles, demonstration of fail safe system operations, and
_',. '> operability demonstrations of'all WTS systems.

:_

#'_° WTS I and WTS 2 he.d completed acceptance test requirements, and WTS 3

had complete.d 50% of acceptance test requirements.

]i,,i; CURRENT SITE STATUS

F'igurt, 8 show',: how the MOD-2 cluster is configured. The ,_lU_Cings betw_,,n

'. the tht'c't' wind t,ul'blntu_ :l.r_, upproxlm:_t,l,ly 5, '( alld 10-r_d,or diamcI, crs.

! 'I'}1_':3,' ,,:pat" i tiC:i; i,ii[[b !l, t,v:t Ilia[, i Oll t_t' wak,_ cl'l't'_._t oF o11(" oi" the tul'l?ines
on a downwind turbine. The prevailinl: wind at, th-)_,dno_, 11,,'.1]/: i:-: 1'1_Olll_,}|t,.

) ' .

_0. wc;:t,, and r,,l:tI, iw,ly i,ol;liI|clll wind c¢,tld[t.i_ll|:: r_,::lll[, ill t,,.Jt, cihl,i.[I]Oll[:__ cn:d_ling d.'_tta oI| w'tk,., ,,I'f,c_.; ov('l ° '1' :llld l(I--l'Ol, Ol" ,l[alnt,I.(,1 °,: . [;of:it,-
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OF POORQUALITY

what fewer but tLdequate opportun]tlos _Lre available for test+the; at

5-rni,or dJamotcrs. The ]ocation of tile two met towers wtm optim:ized

": to assure that at ]ca:d,one, and usually both, of the met tower,n

' receLve unperturbed wind durint_ required test conditions.

b_lltlple operat, ion of all t,hree m_tellilleswas first accomplished in

May, 1981, initiating MOD-2 cluster operation. Both of the met towers

and tlle BPA substation }lad been installed and checked out earlier and

;"' were oper_ttl,m;tl. Construction equipment had been removed and the

'" gin pole disasqembled arld stored on site.

The nature of the testing of the MOD-2 cluster, including aerodynamic

wake effects of multiple wind turbines, requires simultaneous record-

ing of instrumentation on all three machines as well as met tower

•:, data. The MOD-2 intersite data system was designed, installed and

> checked out to accomplish this objective. _te data collection center

for this system is housed in a 3 by 4.5 meter (I0 by 15 foot) building

. adjacent to WTS 2. Operation of the data center was initiated in

April, 1981, and the capability is provided to record and display
data from the three wind turbines and the two met towers. In addition

to recording analog tapes for data analys_s, tile data center also houses

two computers for formating data to be sent to BPA and the Battel]e

.. Northwest Laborato:-y. Strip chart recorders, a line printer, and a

,." CRT preseut real time data displays to enable test control. A patch

• (. panel is illeltided tO permit data acees/_ to organizations requesting
test data. To facility post-test processing., all of the data is

recorded on a sing.le tape recorder wi%,h a eoltmtotltime base.

Engineering, data is collected on each wind turbine using, the Engineer-

[ng Instrumentation System (EIS) de.slgued and installed as part of tile

: NASA data system used on all NASA large wind turbines. This system

employs one rotating FM multiplexer mounted on tile low speed shaft

+_ and one FM multiplexer mounted on the nacelle wall to multiplex

' q. total of 04 channels at, tiny one time. A total of 80 transducers

are available on each machine and up to 40 may be selected for

c lu._ter tests. During qualification, checkout testing, add acceptance

testin£: of the ind[v_du'_l wind turbines, the NASA-provided Mobile

D_tta System (MDS) was used for data reeordizl_; and display. Having

:;ub._t,etni,ially completed t,hesc activities, the b_S h'ts been released

... l'or oth:,r NASA t,rogram:;.

Blc,tdat,:_ :tt+_' :l.],'.;c,tF:tll:;m.['{,tc'd.l'romi:]l(,l+.w:'>IIlOtfowl,r:: to _,iI¢,d'tta

center. Tvam:mi-:::tou _,i" a.ll of the data tu the data center :,:

:,+c,.'omt,lish.e,i ttqitt+: :'it,t,t' opt, it':; t.o pt't,t,l.ttd, tht, pos.;il, ii. ity off

---:" t'lt'ct.rit'tt] int,,l'ft, rt,uc_, l'.t'onl tht" adjttt't,ttL bur:ted power outp'ttt cttble+.;
which art, .loctl,ted _l t+t,wPut'lift;|']'oln+,}it'I?M (anti]t+,,:)d,+ti.:tc.tblt,t;(see

I; l+'lc,ure :_ For alu+roxituatt, c+tbh, t+,,utlug,).

+

).
t

t+,l 1

..... '%J=:" I_ _" • " ' •
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PRELIMINARY TEST RESULTS

Table 2 summarizes operation of the three wind turbines to date.

: During the majority of the checkout and acceptance testing period of
each wind turbine, the MDS as well as most of test team, was required

,!,, for testing. One hundred hours of operating time are required for

.i: completion of the test requirements for each machine. As of June i,
1981, the hundred-hour requirements had been met for WTS 1 and 2,

and test emphasis was shifted to WTS 3.

Substantial early wind power testing was accomplished on WTS 1 prior

_ to attempting to synchronize with the utility. A lesser period of

presynchronization test time was accomplished on WTS 2. Satisfaction
.... of the presync test requirements during testing on WTS 1 and WTS 2

i:'_ has resulted in relatively short periods of nonsync operation on WTS 3.

_/_•. During normal automatic operations, synchronization with the utility

_"_' is usually accomplished in less than two minutes after reaching rated

-" speed. Power generated has averaged between 1000 kw and 2000 kw

_7_" during testing, although all three machines have operated over the

_. power spectrum from 100 kw to above rated (2500 kw). In late May,

/ 1981, all three machines were simultaneously operated on-line with
_:_: no problems.

o'_ Test data obtained on all three machines have been used to verify the
_,'_ MOD-2 design, satisfy checkout and most _f the acceptance test require-

....,o ments for the cluster, and make suitable adjustments to subsystems
to optimize the operation of each machine. Noteworthy are the control

L', system improvements that have resulted in significantly improving

"'" power quality (assuring that power output is relatively insensitive

to wind gusts) and significantly reducing tower and rotor loads by
_ '. use of a notch filter and optimizing the gain setting.

Preliminary test data on power output versus wind speed is shown in
"' Figure 9. The data points are relatively well grouped showing consistent

data over several days of operation. The data is shifted to the right
compared to the design curve, but optimization of power output versus

':_ wind speed (controlled blade position versus wind speed) has not yet

"_• been accomplished. Detailed analysis must yet be accomplished to
-_ verify the preliminary data.

o

,,', FUTURE PLANS/ACTIVITY

" = Continuing activities at the Goldendale site will include completion
.$/:
.... of acceptance test requirements on WTS 3 and formal NASA acceptance

•_" of all three wind turbines. These actions will be accomplished in

concert with BPA assumption of normal operation and maintenance

,." functions, and commencement of a two-year test and evaluation program.
This two-year program will be conducted as a Joint government/industry

'-. team effort with specific activities planned and controlled by a
working group chaired by NASA LeRC and comprised of BPA, NASA, BEC

and Battelle representatives. The scope of effort under th_s program

%.
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"-/, ,i_

•. will encompass special tests (nolse, TV Interference, aerodynamic

i-__: wake effects, utility interface); hardware product improvements;

....• performance optimization and improvements; system availability

-_i) and maintainability evaluation; implementation of performance,
/ maintenance, and reliability data collection systems; _'eflnements/

_,,:/ improvements to operating and maintenance procedures; and development
-,,,', of a cost-effective supply support program.

.... o.

:_._."" The ultimate goal is to achieve maximum commercial viability of the

_?_/° MOD-2 wind turbine through knowledge and experience gained from the
,_'_'"": Goldendale installation.

7-'' ):,-

i _;__"

i _°/'i •

. :"..

/

. L
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ORIGINAL PAG_ IS
OF POOR QUALITY

, TABLE 1. PROGRAMMILESTONES

• Go.ahead August1977
• Conceptualdesigncomplete July 1978
• Preliminarydesigncomplete November1978
• Detail designcomplete May 1979

; • Fabricationstart June1979
• Site selectionfor first threeunits. October1979
• Firstunit

_., : • Start site preparation March 1980
• Site performancecomplete June 1980
• Componentfabricationcomplete July 1980

":" • Tower installationcomplete August 1980
• Nacelleintegrationandtestscomplete_ August1980

' ' ' • Installation complete October1980
• Initial rotation November1980

'.'-- • Synchronizedpower production December1980
:_.__

:; • Secondunit
• Installationcomplete March 1981

: _' • Third unit

,;: • Installation complete May 1981
• Fourth unit

:. • MedicineBowsiteselected April 1981
": • Installation complete December1981

,i

TABLE 2. MOD-2 OPERATIONSSUMMARY
.-!

_ Operatingtime Time On-Line PowerGenerated
(hours) (hours) (KWH)

i.

WTS No.1 107 84 99,400

: WTS No.2 122 112 138,000

WTS No.3 19 18 24,000
i"

!'/
Total 248 214 261,400

:,:.

(_,t,1
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ORIGINAL PA_ I8
OF POOR QUALITY

___ Ratedpower 2,500 kW

; l 45 ft_ I_,f--- Controllabletip Rotordiameter _ 91,4m (300 ft)

•: J -- _ Teeteredrotor Rotor type . Teetered- tip control. Rotor orientation __ Upwind
. _1_ 288 in Rotor airfoil .__ NACA 230XX

30O-ft die It 114 in Ratedwind @hub __ 12.2 m/s (27.5 mph)
.;'! _445 in _ Cut-off wind speed@hub

_ Wind _ t Goldendaleunits __ 20.1 m/s (45 mph)• _ / $ MedicineBowunit . 26.8 m/s (60 mph)
!' _- Teeteraxis JJJ_Nacelle 200 ft Rotortip speed_ 83.8 m/s (275 ft/sec)
: j_l_Tower Rotorrpm 17.5

" _,i------- 120-in O.D.
:' Generatorrpm _ 1,800

' II1%/Fieldsplices Generatortype _ Synchronous
"_, Ill/ Fieldsplices Gearbox . Compactplanetarygear

--=:_'_ 50 ft _. _,,,_ (4 places) Hub height 61m (200 ft)

° LE--_.; _ "=" 250-in O.D. Tower Soft-shelltype
Pitchcontrol ._ Hydraulic

-_:_ Foundation_ _1 804-in octagon Yaw control Hydraulic
_. _ - I Electroniccontrol _ Microprocessor

:_" FIGURE 1. MOD-2 CONFIGURATION FEATURES AND CHARACTERISTICS

_ _/,: ^e,_,*_\_0_

• _ov

i:__ _j/,,, _

_" L linnet --J F Pitch control actuator

.:_" _"-.._e_ix-_-.,_ "_ /-Bolted splice
: "" _'#,_ e_,__ _ Rotation

--'_ - 75 ft-.v#e"")_ 1"_ C.W. viewed

" Mid-section .... ""-_t / "_',_ - _--_ ii" "_rom up wind': ,../ "_ _e_,.

: Upperblade -" ¢_#_'

- surf,oo Hub section
-_

j FIGURE 2. ROTOR BLADE CONFIGURA T/ON

• 645
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i

t

Rotor hub Low _peod shaft %otatlon
_..-, seotion

•_; brake
|

• • ,.. Teeter

" ,.._" stop

: "_:" hatch

L_:.; Elastomeric
; _}_, bearing

4_' FIGURE 3. ROTOR HUB CONFIGURA T/ON

_-:_.

_o

_)_".'! "'" Rotor brak(

',° _ Gearbox l

i_._;:. Oilio,et i
_:.,7 1
:°:"; 2!

:, Generator ,
!_.o_

•,,'i...: Low speed High speed 'i
_. "' shaft assembly shaft/couplings

.. ,.. Flex mount _

i----:!- ,h,,t "i

... Fixed coupling

Teeter bearing interface ._

i :i"_:i':;_.' FIGURE 4. DRIVE TRAIN ARRANGEMENT

i ,

i "
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OF POORQUiddITY

Rotor N_mlle TowQr_nd Fa_llity

t', t - I
I ,otograt,on,os,I [ '°to,r"'lon'o"l

i -I I• Installotlon
i

_" I Calibrationsand Iallgnmonts ,]

=' Pro.RotationTests f

"-" I Integrationtest i

; and pre.rotatlon I

:_" confidencetest I
T

Wind PoweredTests [ I Checkout_test II Acceptancetest I

:.. FIGURE 5. MOD.2 WTS SYSTEM TEST FLOW
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FIGURE 6. MOD-2 INSTALLATION

: ORIGINAL PAG_ " _

i-::_ BLACK AND WHITE PHOTO(]RAP_I,
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FIGURE 7. MOD-2 WIND TURBINE
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'

Unit hl....'., Nort

"". Prevalllng 2,015.ft
i _: wind

! _ Data (:able
} _ _ 10505.ft Data

_= _ Data Center Acce.

i / ¢abh road

._ • Power Unit
i ,_" Met tower substation 1

_" _ 2

i -4

i,,. Met tower
.. 1 J

._ . L

Unit
',_; 3

": Goldendale, _-

_' Washington Statehighway8

-,,.. FIGURE 8. SITE PLAN (INCLUDING DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM)

i.J':_ 2,500

' ' ' "_,000 MemumdonWTS2Averagingtime., 10minute=
} ::. i SyltO StaftdMd lea level conditions
! _ power
L,/...°, (kW) 1,500 • 4 May1981

• 6 May1981j B 7 May1981
__:"'_,% 1,000 * 9 May1981

[.%,
i $ 10May1981
i _ • 11May1981

" 600

i
,v.l,... II

b "' O
_." 10 18 20 28 30 35 40 45

-, Windspeedet MetTower2 (mphet 198ft)

_'_ FIGURE 9. VARIATION OF MOD-2 POWER OUTPUT WITH WIND SPEED

'
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)!/ QUESTIONS AND ANSWnRS
: lit'

.i

" ." R.h. Axoll

!,
',:,; From: A. 8. JagtianiL

I" Q: l) What is tho distanco t.n foot botwoon units i, 2 and 37
i, , 2) is the support stool corto_: stool, galvanized stool or is £t

;_, paintod from tho outsido?

A: 1) D_'dbanoeo l)otwee_ wn,its"
." #1 to #2 - ? rotor di_neters or _I00 feet
Y_.. #_ 'to #3 - 6 rotor diameters or 1600 feet

_,{.l #1 to #Z - 10 ro_or diameters or 3000 feet
i?_:: 2) The tower is A672 grade 50 Ksi steel and is painted in place

;!:: after installation.
,,.., From: M. F. Oowell

F"'¢ Q: Have much larger blade diameters of 500 ft to 800 ft diameters ever
been considered for large amounts of power output?

': A: Yes. Thic will be discussed in the Mod-6 presentation _n Session VI.
. ?

[. ,

:" From: A. Smith, Jr.

[!:
_",':, Q: What is a tower notch filter that reduces tower oscillations?

_: A: It i8 a software f_lter which eliminates (notches out) responses of
'!

i: the pitch control system to the tower natural .frequencies.

_;_. From: T. E. Susinskas

:.:."," Q: How were the tower "g" loads reduced?

:::,;,\,
!¢::. A: A software "notch" filter was put into the control _ystem to elimi-
::._ nabs the pitch system response at the tower's natural frequency(s).

_:,,: From: M. D. Zuteck

_._.,. Q: What was the cause (wind gradient, blade droop energy, etc.) of the

'"I'": torque oscillations which were actively damped out? What was the

!!_,.. frequency (i.e. 2P, 3P, etc.)?

•,.,..; A: The power (torque) oscillations were at the natural f,,equencyof the

i' drive,train. The frequency was approximately 0.14 Hz (0.48P).

"i"i' From: B. Barren

'. Q: Were the welds on the towers annealed?
A: N,,'. ']"ll,_nc i_J _,_, vcquin_:mcnt for heat treatment as it ha'J Low fatiquc

l.oad_. It. i_ dcxi_ncJ by hi,jh w-DMs.
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R, A, AxoII (continued)

From: J Medl:gl:l.a
e

Q: Ikwe you verified that all fatlguo lood_ are now within design

a] Iowable or Js tower futi--_guostill _ 1)otontlal problem?

'' A: N,). W,: a.,, _,t.i// t:n t:h(' pro(v'm_ of ,:_vall4at{n._/ J'al.igue. Zoadtl (.,_t
" ,;,.!I'{.,I/H. ,'/,'lll¢'ll'[..tl ,'f [-]l(._ ?ll,'h:_]l'l.l*l() (I)_Zl'_'l, tl ¢)f t]l_ _. 7'()t()7'), T]h'! '1063¢31'

' 1'4I I,'_ _)ll/It'i' ,t _tt;/_c, JH,.! (°_)tl_h'Ptt.,

F rOIll : Anonymous

' Q: Why was the generator trip-out not interlocked with blade tip control7

A: Our l)aswlint__U_berrldeoi_t of the failt'aJb m/stem was baoed on several

faiture modG_ which inwluded generator trips ar_ loss of computer

c.ontrol,. Therefore, we could not rely on relating tip positio_ with
9encvator trip-out. Our proposed changes include keeping the genera-

tor on-line until a prescribed power level is reached. (Note: the

r_ormal shutdown of the machine does _t trip the generator until 100

Kw output i_ _,caahed.)

From: D. Lingelbaeh

_ Q: Is the emergency stop button hardwired to the tip control valves or

is it tied through a microprocessor?

A: It is hardwired.

From: Anonymous

Q: What percentage of design loads did the rotor experience during the
failure incident?

A: ,rv'eWent over design load_ on the rotor attach bolts and plan to re-

": place th(,'m. The rotor st_cture is designed by fatigue life, and

ii &) s(n,_le_ b_n design loads. (The bolts c_,e prestressed and there-

fo_,c not dediffned by fatiqu¢ load_. )
:_i
7

i
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_ MOD-2 WIND TURBINE
,_'"_. PROJECTASSESSMENTANDCLUSTERTEST PLANS

By

Larry H. Gordon
_: NASA Lewis ResearchCenter

_'_;.,: Cleveland,Ohio

: j'=

i/:: ABSTRACT
• ':;,;_

"_.. An assessmentof the Mod-2 Wind Turbineprojectis presentedbased on
,___. initialgoals and presentresults. Specifically,the Mod-2
_._.... background,projectflow, and a chronologyof events/resultsleading
_:_, to Mod-2 acceptanceis presented. After checkout/acceptanceof the

_ three operatingturbines,NASA/LeRCwill continuemanagementof a two
_, year test programperformedat the DOE GoodnoeHills test site. This
._,:. test programis expectedto yield data necessaryfor the continued
_s;/ developmentand optimizatlonof wind energy systems. These test
_.:. activities,the implementationof, and the resultsto date are also '

_,_,. presented, i

:._y. .t

";,- INTRODUCTION ]

_?'_ Within the FederalWind EnergyProgram,the U.S Departmentof Energy
o (DOE) Office of Solar Power Applicationshas overallresponsibility
_:_:, for conceivingand directingthe developmentof technologyfor wind

,%_ energy systems. The DOE has delegatedprojectmanagementresponsi-
........... bilityto the NationalAeronauticsand Space Administration(NASA),
_;"" Lewis ResearchCenter (LeRC),in Cleveland,Ohio, for conducting
i_!. successfuldesign,fabrication,and,fieldtestingof large (lO0 kW
_,,_:_i,- and larger)horizontal-axiswind turbinesystemsfor utility

:_i_ applications. The specificobjectiveof the FederalWind Energy
Programand the projectsby which it is implementedis the

_. developmentof the technologynecessaryfor commercially-feasible
" wind-poweredgenerationof electricity.

....' %

;2_ The Mod-2 wind turbineprojectis the first in the FederalWind
_';" Energy Programto be dedicatedto the design,installationand

demonstrationof a wind turbinesystemof commercialscale,at a
_°/, rated power or 2.5 MW. In addition,the installationof three such

.':
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machinesclusteredat a single site at Goldendale,Washington,is
expectedto test, evaluateand demonstratethe interactiveand
machine/grideffectsof multiple,identical,machines integratedinto
a utilitynetwork.

The DOE selectedthe BonnevillePower Administration(BPA) as the
participatingutilityof the Mod-2 wind turbineproject. This
utilitywas selectedfor Lhe reasonsof its scope as a large regional
power-distributingorganizationin the PacificNorthwestand its
capabilityof supplyingvaluablesupportin attainmentof the
DOE/NASAprojectgoals.

Specifically,this paper presentsthe Mod-2 requirements,project
flow, and a chronologyof events/resultsleadingto Mod-2

° acceptance. After checkout/acceptanceof the three operating
;_ turbines,NASA/LeRCwill continuemanagementof a two year test

:: programperformedat the DOE GoodnoeHills Test site. This test
programis expectedto yield data necessaryfor the continued
developmentand optimizationof wind energy systems. These test

: activities,the implementationof, and the result_to date are also
: , presented.

;? REQUIREMENTS

DOE/NASAawardedthe contractto design and build a second
_.' generation,Mod-2, wind turbinein August 1977. The specific

objectiveof the Mod-2 projectis to establishthe design and
, performanceof a nominalmegawatt-sizewind turbinethat can achieve
:_( a cost-of-energyfor the lOOth unit in productionof lessthan 5C/kWh

includingcapital,and operatingand maintenancecosts in Ig80
dollars. The wind turbinesare assumedto be deployed in a

i_ twenty-fiveunit clusterat a site having an annualmean wind speed
: of 6.3 m/s (14 mph) at a height of 9.1 m.

'i Meetingthose specifications,shown in figure l, requireduse of
lighter,more compact_less expensivecomponentsthan those used in
earliermodels. The experiencegained in operationof the Mod-O,

.=_ Mod-OA,and Mod-I suggesteddesign refinementsused in the Mod-2.
_ The evolutienof the technologybase for the Mod-2 is shown in figure
; 2. From this base four major innovationsevolvedand formed an
, importantpart of the successof the Mod-2 design. These four major

innovationswere: (a) controllingthe loadon the blades by tip
i control;(b) the "soft" steel shell tower; (c) the compact, light

_ gearbox;and (d) teeteringthe rotor at the hub to reduceblade loads.

_ The Mod-O ExperimentalWind Turbinenear Sandusky,Ohio was used to
= simulatethe soft tower,the teeteredhub, tip controlbladesand the

upwindrotor. Figure 3 shows the testingof the Mod-2 tip control
configurationon the Mod-O turbine.
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i

PROJECTFLOW '_

" To meet the design requirements,the Mod-2 projectwas structured
!_: toward a programof comprehensivetrade-offand sizingstudies,use

of innovativedesign ideaswhere advantageous,and design for
! simplicityand minimumoperatingand maintenancecosts.

Shown in figure 4 is the overallprogramschedulewhich includessix
iii:_ importantphases as follows:

_';; I) ConceptualDesign - Trade studies(particularlyexamining
' optimizationof rotor size from 300 feet up), developmentaltests and
_ii'_ design criteriasensitivitystudieswere used to selecta wind
,,i turbineconfigurationwhich best meets cost goals and technical

requirements. This phase was extendedfour months to include
: additionaltrade-offstudies,which resultedin a COE projectionof

less than 4C/kWh in 1977 dol.lars.A conceptualdesign reviewwas
:_ held June 1978 and written approvalby the DOE and LeRC Wind Energy
, ProjectOffice was given to proceed. An exampleof a typical
_ trade-offstudy as well as a summaryof all trade-offsare shown in
:-_ figures5 and 6, respectively.

i_" 2) PreliminaryDesign - Layout drawingswere preparedand analysis{ : ,

and expandedtestingWere conductedto furtherdefine and evaluate
,,,,¢ the configurationselectedin the ConceptDesign phase. Some
....: long-leadprocurementitems were ordered. The design reviewwas held
i_: in November1978, and written approvalto proceedwas given by the

DOE and the LeRC ProjectOffice in January1979.

_<' 3) DetailedDesign- Final drawingsand analysisand shop planning
_ documentswere prepared. Toolingdesign and fabricationbegan and
._/. long-leadmaterialswere procured. Final developmentaltestingwas

performed. The detaileddesign reviewwas held in May 1979
•' documentingthe work to date, with updatesin the analysisand

i,: planningas required. A key programatic decisionpoint occurredat
i__:. this time when DOE approvedtilenext phase, and specifieda total of
_ three machinesto be procured. Site selection,which was also to be
i-_'',. specifiedby DOE at this time, was deferreduntil October 1979. In
i _'._. OctoberDOE selectedthe GoodnoeHills site, near Goldendale,
), Washington,with the BonnevillePower Administration(BPA) as the
__ participatingelectricutility.

_ 4) Fabrication- This aspectof the projectwas probablythe most
,." difficu1'tto coordinateand maintainon schedule. Figure 7 shows

pictoriallyhow the compo, ats literallycame from all cornersof the
_ o USA. Major assemblyof the nacellewas performedby BucyrusErie in

i_: Pocatello,Idaho, the rotor was manufacturedby PittsburghDes Moine• ," Steel and the tower by ChicagoBridge and Iron in Salt Lake City,
i-j,. Utah. Althoughthe primarygearboxwas suppliedby Stal-Lavalin
_- Sweden an alternategearboxhas been manufacturedby Philadelphia
i%:r_, Gear in Philadelphia,Pa , and is presentlyundergoingcheckoutspin
! testing.
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..../i. 5) Installation,Checkoutand Acceptance. Site preparationwork
....:_." begah-a_-Gbo-dnde_BillsTfi-Ma_c_-IgBO_bll_owingthe selectionof
_._,,:;: subcontractorsand the conclusionof an interimagreementwith the
°!,. landownerto permitconstructionwork to begin. BPA held a

!: "ground-breaking"ceremonyat the site in April 1980. Installation
_ of meteorologicaltowers (PNL and BPA) was completedby July 1980.

._,. All foundationswere poured and cured and the first wind turbine
": tower erectedby August Ig80. Integrationtestingof the first

o..i! nacellewas completedat Bucyrus-Erieand this nacellewas installed
_..'_ on its tower in September1980. Followingthe successfulfirst

' _;_ rotationof turbineNo. 1 in November1981, turbinesNo. 2 and No. 3 '
.!! likewisebegan operatingin March 1981 and May 1981,respectively•

_;!: BPA held the officialDOE ClusterDedicationon May 29, 1981with all
_ _ of the turbinescapableof producingpower to the BPA grid. Each of
...." the three turbinesis presentlyin the acceptancetest phase.

"i,.!! Althoughoriginallytargetedfor completionby July 1981, the
...... acceptancetest schedulehas been revisedto reflectthe recovery
_,'!:_

i.,,..:,_, plan necessitatedby the failureof the emergencyshutdownsystemof
turbineNo. 1 on June 8, 1981. Failureanalysisand corrective

_";:' actionshave been scheduledfor completionby end of July 1981

' i Incorporationof the correctiveactionsduringAugust 1981 will
:_ return turbineNo 2 and No 3 to safe operatingconditionsin
_,,'_:. September1981. With availablewinds, acceptancetestingof turbines
...., No. 2 and No. 3 is targetedfor late September1981. TurbineNo, l
_i:i damage assessmentwill be completedby August 1981with replacement
,;_;_:" of the generator,quill shaft requiringlong lead times.
_i-T_ Consequently,acceptancetestingon turbineNo. 1 will not resume
_':: until lateDecember 1981. This recoveryactivityfor the Mod-2
._. cluster is noted in figure4.

_,_ 6) Two-YearOperationalField Test - Duringthis phase, the
-'_: BonnevillePower A'dministration(BPA) will provideoperationaland
_.._ maintenancesupportfor the wind turbines• This supportis defined
_!'. in an InteragencyAgreementsignedby LeRC and BPA in September

_ii 1980. BPA has agreedto purchasethe net power generatedby the....... three wind turbinesfor 2.5C/kWh. Under a separatecontractwith

_i_ BEC, technicalsupport(includinglimitedmachinemodificationsto
_=_i; meet projectgoals and specialmaintenance)will be provided•
" -,..._?.i_

...."_ ASSESSMENT

:=io The design,fabrication,assembly,and synchronizationof the three
•, _ Mod-2 turbinescertainlyrepresentsa major advancementin the
--_: developmentof largehorizontalaxis wind turbines• It is believed
,.. _; that these turbines,manufacturedon a mass-productionbasis, have
,:i, retainedthe originalbusbar energy cost goal (lOOthunit) of less
.:'!i_ than 4¢ per kWh (1977 dollars). Singleunits producedin today's

i; market are currentlycapableof producingenergy at costs of about
__, 8C-fOe/kWh

H _ ;, ,:
.!.
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Although it is prematureto assessthe multipleyear operationof the
Mod-2's,preliminaryperformancetestingover the entire power range

_, in winds up to 45 mph has been quite encouraging. Minor problem
. areas,technicaland operational,have occurredas In any testing

associatedwith prototypeunits. Althoughsome of these areas remain
unresolvedat the presenttime, none Is believedto be of such a

:, magnitudeto precludefuture planningand operationof large scale
wind turbinefarms.

With regardsto the continuedplanningnecessaryto make wind farms a
_;_ reality,it was interestingto observethat during the initial
_. operationof the three Mod-2's,the time period from first rotation

to first synchronizationbecame increasinglyless; from 1-I/2 months
to less than a week. In fact, if winds had been availablefor
sufficientduration,the thirdMod-2 would have accomplishedthese

:L' two milestoneswithin the same day.

.... This learningcurve, so importantin the confidencenecessaryin.<....,,

_:_ planningwind farms, was also evidentduring the constructionphase.
Nacelle lifts and rotor liftswere performedroutinelyby the time
the third turbinewas erected. Transportingfive rotor sectionsfor
on-siteassemblywas reducedto three sectionswith the complete

..... shippingof the rotor tip/midsectionsas a single (120 ft.) load.

,; As initiallystated,a detailedassessmentof all aspectsof the
Mod-2 program is premature. However,a visit to the GoodnoeHills
site has alreadyconvincedmany that large wind turbinesare a

_ reality. The commercializationof this realitydependson providing
a high levelof confidencein the long term operationof large wind

: turbines. After the first year of operation(June 1982),a detailed
i assessmentof turbineoperationwill be made. At that time DOE will

assessplans for continuedexperimentaloperationsand/orthe
_ dispositionof the turbines. The comprehensivetest plan defining
_L the roles and responsibilitiesof variousorganizationsinvolvedin

the operationalfield test phase forms the basis for the Mod-2 Test
_ Project.

' : TEST PROJECT

As presentlyscheduled,installationof the three clusteredMod-2
wind turbinesat the test site, known as GoodnoeHills near

: Goldendale,Washington,will be completedby the end of CY-81.

. The Mod-2 wind turbinesoffer a unique opportunityto study the
effectsof singleand multiplewind turbinesinteractingwith eachz
other, the power grid, and the environment During the two years

I followingacceptance'ofthe three machineslthe Mod-2swill act as a

_I_ wind power laboratory,while also functioningas part of the. Northwestpower systemthroughthe KlickitatCounty PublicUtility
_! District.
_J '4
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During this clusteroperationalperiod,variousorganizationsare
_" expectedto be conductingtests individuallyand/orjointlyat the

Mod-2 wind turbineslte. The objectiveof this test projectis to
ensure orderlyschedu1.ingand performanceof the respectivetests and
to maintainwind turbinesystem security. A Test ProjectReview
Board (TPRB)and a Test FacilityOperationscontractorhas been
establishedby the Lead Test Center. However,implementationof the
varioustest projectareas will be the prime responsibilityof the

_'._ Lead Test Projectorganization. These Lead Test Project
organizationsare expectedto includethe LeRC, BPA, BEC, SERI,
BattellePacificNorthwestLaboratories(PNL) and others.

TEST PROJECTPLAN

" The fundamentalstrategyof the test projectplan is both aggressive
: and flexible. In accordancewith currentprioritiesof the DOE

=. Office of Solar Power Applications,primaryemphasiswill be placed
on the field test operationof the wind turbinecluster.
Secondarily,the clustercan also be utilizedas an experimental
testbedfor supportingrelatedwind energy system developmentof a
moderatedegree. The flexibilityof the plan's strategyis conducive

-. to managementand attainmentof full developmentof _he Mod-2 wind
turbinecluster. Cooperationbetweenthe DOE and the NASA will be
maintainedthroughjoint LeRC/BPAapprovalof field test operation

. activitiesentailedby the project.

The interrelationshipof the test projectplan, the LeRC/BPA
InteragencyAgreementand the controllingtest plans describingtest

! activitiesat the Mod-2 wind turbineclustersite is shown in figure
i., 8.

•: The InteragencyAgreementis the basic understandingof the working
relationshipbetweenthe LeRC and BPA for the purposeof implementing

,-. this project. It is entitled"Integrationand OperationalField
_: Testingof 2.5 MW Mod-2 Wind Turbines."

! -

The test projectplan definesnot only the presentresponsibilities
: of the participantsleadingto the initialcheckoutand acceptanceof

the Mod-2 cluster(Integration),but also the cooperativemanagement
of an extendedtest program(FieldOpeeation)that is expectedto
providevaluabledata to be used in the continueddevelopmentand
optimizationof wind energy systems(ExperimentalMachine

r utilization).

i,; The test plans are detaileddescriptionsof the work to be
_ r accomplishedby the respectivedescribedactivitiesor tasks. In
_ respectto each activityor task described,the test plan statestest

objectives,conditions,facilityrequirements,operationalimpact,
- test matrix,documentation,resourcesand schedule.
"11
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i TEST SITE DESCRIPTION

_ To make the most of the researchopportunitiesaffordedby the Mod-2
=:,, turbines,each machinehas been assigneda separateprimarytest
o. function,while still working as part of the multi-unitwind farm.

_w

_,_,; As shown in figure g and 10, Unit 2 farthestfrom the road, will be
__' kept in operationwheneverpossible,and will be quicklybroughtback
F_ on line by Boeing or BPA crews in the area when it shuts down, in

-. order to determinethe maximumenergyyield which can be producedby
the Mod-2 at the GoodnoeHills site.

...... Unit 3, nearestthe road, will run under "realworld" utility
conditions. When the machineshuts down and requiresinspection,

?_" crews from BPA substationswill be scheduledto work on it. This
.' will give utilitiesan idea of tke staff commitmentnecessaryto

9 maintaina wind turbine,and the energy productionachievableunder
I" "

,,-,,..o,, routineoperatingconditions•

, Unit l, nearestthe visitor'scenter,is the machinewhere ideasfor
:, improvingthe design or operatinglimitson the Mod-2 will first be

tested,to furtherdevelopwind turbinetechnology.

_ The spacingof the Mod-2 turbinesat the test site is also considered
as an importanttest feature. The three machinesare purposely

:_; positionedat the cornersof an irregulartrianglewhose sides are
five, seven and ten blade rotor diameters(i.e: 1,500,2100, and

_fi_io 3,000 feet) long. This will allow researchersto test the effectsof .Ii
o,:. the machineson one anotherat differentspacings.

_ Two meteorologicaltowers--a200-footBPA tower and a 350-foot
.o_ BattellePNL tower--collectwindspeed,wind directionand other

J_,_<
L_. atmosphericdata at the GoodnoeHills site.

i _ The data center is the heart of the GoodnoeHills data acquisition
i . system A functionblock diagramof the int_rsitedata system is[ "', ,h_ •

_"k shown in figure If,

E:.<_ TECHNICALPLAN

i.,' As illustratedin figure 8, the activitiesprovidedby this test
,o_ '.,.' projectconsistof three major elements in the technologydevelopment
_: • a_d demonstrationof the Mod-2 wind turbine. These elementsare:
)_._ .

!_ l) Integration- The tasks relatingto this elementare primarily
)-.. concernedw_th the effort necessaryto achievefirst rotationof the

- three Mod-2 turbinesand acceptanceby LeRC for turnoverto BPA. For
this reason,the specifictasks have not been includedin this paper.

? .
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2) Field Operation- For a period of approximatelytwo years, this
element-wilT-be-devotedto verificationof the baselineperformance
and establishingthe operationalcharacteristicsof the Mod.2 wind

, turbineclu_ter.

3) ExperimentalMachineUtilization- This element is an important
aspe_t-_f-_--_T_dh-_d--T6-hgz_-6-.fm-h-r-6_e_-twithin the FederalWind Energy
Programto extendoperationof existingDOE/NASAwind, in the
interestof maximizingdata and componenttechnologiesdevelopment
throughreal-timemachineoperation. Hence, this aspectof the test
projectwill specificallybe concernedwith analysisand testing
pertainingto areas of:

o uluster/arrayanalysis
_' o array maintenanceevaluation

o advancedconceptsverification

Since the Field Operationphase is the currentactiveportionof tl}e
; Mod-2 test project,a brief descriptionof the varioustest areas to

date is as follows:

PerformanceTest Plan - Performanceevaluationof these machinesin
'_he_hree unit clusterconfigurationwill commencewith acceptanceof

•: each turbine. It is plannedthat the two year test periodwill
evaluatebaselineperformanceas well as performanceimprovements
which can be achievedthroughmodificationsof hardware,software,
and operatingprocedures. Specificperformancetests plannedto date

°'_ include:

l) BaselineSystemPerformanceTests ':

The primarygoal of this BaselineSystemPerformancetest is to • !
evaluatethe performanceachieved(or achievable)by the baseline
configuration.This will be measured in terms of power output as a

, functionof wind speed and the energyproducedas a fractionof the
energy availablein the actualwind environmentsexperienced.

A secondaryobjectiveis to evaluateand correlatethe calculated
:; power outputperformanceversuswind speed againstthe actual

performanceachievedat each wind speed.

2) High Wind Cut-OutSpeed Tests
-I

The baselineMod-2 is designedto shutdownwhen wind speedsat hub
' height exceed45 mph. Shutdownis initiatedwhen a specifiedvalue
_ of blade pitch angle is exceeded. At some wind sites a significant

increasein annualenergywould be achievedby operatingto higher
_.. wind speeds.

•: Operationat off-windyaw angles in the high wind speed regimes
! resultsin higherrotor teeteringmotions and associatedhigher
i cyclic loads. At variouscombinationsof wind speed and yaw angle,

.; 660
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the rotor t_ntermotion will bn _ufflcientto cau_ impactinqof the
tnnt_r 5top_,

The prlm_ryobjective15 to dntermlnothe maximumwind _pnod at which
the Mod-2 may bn operated,and what modlflcation_Are requiredto
permit the Mod-2 to operateat wlnd _peed_ above 45 mph when the wind
spectruminclude__lgnlfi_anttlme In the ahnvn 45 mph wlnd Sl)n_d

. regime.
r

: 3) Power OutputLimit Tests

The Mod-2 generatoris rated at 3125 KVA at 7000 ft. altitude. It
thereforehas capabilityfor a power outputof 3125 kW if operatedat
a power factor of unity, At lower altitude,the generatoris capable
of additionalpower output. The limitingpower output of the
generatoris, in general,a functionof internaltemperaturedue to
losses. It may be desirableto implementwind turbinepower output
controlbased on measuredgeneratortemperature.

The Mod-2 gearboxwas designedand tested at a torque loadingand rpm
equivalentto 3750 kW. Tileabilityto increasepower output is

; thereforedependenton the structuralcapabilitiesof the rotor and

i" drive shafts. Specificobjectiveswill be to:
k (I) Evaluatecapabilityof rotor and drive _haftsto operateat

higher torque,

'_ (2) Estabiishlimitingvaluesof torque.

(3) Developa recommendedcontrolconceptto operateat the
optimumpower output limit.

i _ 4) Low Wind Startup/ShutdownTests

_ The baselineconfigurationinitiatesshutdownwhen the power output
_: averagedover 51.2 secondsis..lessthan 125 kW. Considerable
'_ii operatingtime is lostduring startupduring these low wind

conditions. It is anticipatedthat many start/stopswould be
;: eliminatedan._that additionalannualenergycould be achievedby

allowingsomem(,toringat wind speedsof approximatelyII mph.
i: Consequently,emphasiswill be placedon:

ii (1) Reducingnumberof start/stopcycles

(i" (2) Increasingannualnec energyproduction

il 5) Pitch SettingRefinementTests
I"

.. Below rated power, thP controlsystemoperatesat two valuesof fixed
pitch with rate damping The values selectedmay not be optimum.

i
'-, Revised and/oraddltioFalsettingsmay optimizepower output at below !
ii rated power, i

'i: i
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i_ During startup the pitch settings have been programmedas a function
_, of wind speed and rpm to provtde maximumacceleration to 10 rpm.

Above 10 rpm the pitch settings are controlled by hub rate error
" unttl synchronization ts achieved at 17.5 rpm.

Specificobjectivesfor these sub-testareaswlll be to;

_ (I) Adjust the startupalgorithmsto assure accelerationthrough
L°' l_ rp_.

_ (2) Evaluatealgorithmchangesto minimizethe time to
_ synchronization.

i_i (3) Adjust pitch settingsat below rated power to optimizepower

L:_I: output.

_ 6) Yaw ControlRefinementTests

The yaw control is based on time averagingof yaw values as
) . determinedby the nacellewind sensors. Any refinementin control

algorithmswhich will reducethe time spent at yaw angleswill
_, improvepower output by the third power of the cosine of the yaw
":_ angle.

i, The primaryobjectiveis to increasethe annualenergy produced.
_ Sublevelobjectivesare to:

(I) Reduce yaw angle excursions

_,_:, (2) Reduce time spent at anglesof yaw
i

(3) Reduce the magnitudeand frequencyof cyclic loading
)_:• associatedwith excessiveyaw angles

_: (4) Reduce numberof shutdownsfrom excessiveyaw angles

_ (5) Establishoptimumsystemwith considerationof the duty
_:: cycle of the yaw drive system

_ System Verificationand ImprovementTests

Tests will be performedrelatingto long term verificationof system
, design adequacyand design improvement. Considerationwill be given

'=:i: to:

- o evaluatingsystem responsesto actualwind environment
', o varyingteeterbrake releasepoint

--L...... o evaluatingvariousyaw hydraulicduty cycles
_ o studyingemergencyshutdownprocedures

; o testinggeneratorexcitationcontrol
o evaluatingsystemsimplification



.... o incorporatingpower controlfunctions
_.:" o evaluatingmaintenanceprogram

i,:. During the first'yearof this overallproject,plan, this test area
i:o will be fully definedand implementedby a lead test project
, :.: organization.

.,_ EnvironmentalImpactTest Plan

i-iL.I This test area will evaluatesite specificand machine specific
_ :.,°. environmental effects at the Goodnoe Hills site. Site specific
_.., effectsshall include:

i.. o electromagneticinterference(EMI),TVI, RI, and other
i'!_:' establishedserviceand systemsutilizingradio transmission
! .... and reception.

:_.-..:: o audio and infrasoundstudies

. o ecologicalimpactsin flora, fauna,wildlifehabitat,

i_%' weather,air pollution,etc.

_ ,. o visual impactsto the public

:" o safetyto personnel

i_ Machinespecificeffectsshall include:!-ft..

'_::. o air pollutionin the form of saline spray,volcanicash,
!:_/:- mold, spores,etc.

:_:_ o groundeffects in the form of freezing/thawingsoil,
_:: rodents,landscaping,and grazing.

i _; PowerTransmission and Distribution Test Plan

i_,... The followingdescribesthe tests and analyseswhich shall be
i°!'" performedto evaluatethe impactand effect_of the Mod-2 clusteron
E"-. the electricalgrid. Primaryconsiderationwill be given to
_: evaluatingpower factor and fault protection. In addition,analysis

will be made of the impacts on the hydro system effect on th_
:. intertieoperationand recommendationswill be made for improved

....., schedulingproceduresfor wind generation. Specifictest activities
°i: will consistof:

_ _ o ElectricalPower and ReactiveSurgeson Weak Systems
i°':: o Singleand ClusterMachineStabilityon Weak Systems
i_.' o ReversePower Surges

o ClusterInteractionof ReactivePower Flow_,

i o_ o Power Fluctuationand Impacton System
F

E
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MachineD_namicsand StructuralAnalysisTest Plan

During the first year of this overallprojectplan this test area
will be fully definedand implementedby a designatedlead test
projectorganization. The main objectiveis to obtain appropriate
deflections,stresses,and responsesof the WTS that will permit
correlationof analyticalpredictionsmade from using the NASTRAN,
MOSTAB,NACA/AMESSTABILITY,EASY, AND LSD computercodes. Another
objectiveis to identifypossiblestructural"hot spots" in the WTS.

Extensivedata will be taken on unit l in both the parked and
operatingmodes in order to establishthe structuralcharacteristics
of variouscomponentsand to determinesystem responsesfor
comparisonwith analyticalpredictions. Any measurementsidentified
in early testingof unit l that merit additionalmonitoringon units
2 and 3 will be includedin abbreviatedmeasurementson those units.

i

MeteorologicalData Test Plan

A detailedunderstandingof the temporaland spacialcharacteristics
of wind patternsand other meteorologicalparametersis a critical
requirementof the Mod-2 clustertest program. A lackof
understandingof many meteorologicalparameterscould generategaps
in understandingmany of the performancecharacteristicsof the
turbines.

Since this programwill producean extensivemeteorologicaldata base
for use in other researchendeavors,meteorologicalparametersfrom
the two meteorologicaltowers,and turbineoutputparametersfrom the
three machine,will be recordedcontinuouslyon a centralizeddigital
data loggingsystem. In addition,it is anticipatedthat several
short-term,intensivefield measurementprogramswill produce
additionalmeteorologicaldata from the site. All these data will be
incorporatedinto a data base where informationis readily
retrievable. Specificobjectiveswill:

(1) Define generalclimatologicalconditionsat the site,
includingmean and turbulentwind patternsmeasured
temporallyand spatially,verticalvariationof wind
characteristics,and veYticaland horizontaltemperature
patterns.

i:"_ (2) Provideinformationto be used in evaluatingturbine
performanceevaluations,includingthe effectthat upwind
turbineshave on downwindturbinesdue to wakes.

Wake EffectsTest Plan

As the machinesbecomeoperationalwake studieswill be undertaken.
These studieswill involvespecial,short-term,field measurement
programsutilizinga varietyof measurementplatforms. The data

_ will be used to test and validateexistingand future numericaland
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• physicalwake models, and to a11ow parametricanalysisof critical
ic, characteristicsto improvethe models. Wake studieswill include

investigationof momentumdeficitsas a functionof distancebehind
• the machines and wake turbulenceproducedby the machines.

_ MANAGEMENTPLAN

•4, The Mod-2 ClusterTurbineTest Projectencompassesa broad and
diversespectrumof activitiesand organizationswhich require

_ coordinatedplanning,continuousevaluationof progressand full ,
•. communicationand interactionwith DOE and with the appropriate
_ utility,commercialand industrialsectors.

•_ The DOE Wind EnergySystemsDivision.hasoverallprogram
:!)! responsibilityfor this effort. The projectmanagementfunctionsat
/_ LeRC will be perfJrmedin the Wind Energy ProjectOffice locatedin
•i the Wind and StationaryPower SystemsDivisionof the Energy Programs
•. Directorate.

- ,i Key elementsof the managementapproachare:
_._

,,: l) ProjectManagement- The Lead Test Centerwill provideoverall
managementincludingplanning,integrationand coordinationof the

: involvedfield test organizations. It will focus on the field test
.: activityneededto prove wind energy systemfeasibilityand to

encouragetheir future use.

Projectobjectivesand plans will be formulatedand will serve as the
:_ basis for an ongoingassessmentof progressagainstplans and
_. requirements. The planningprocesswill includecontinued

interactionwith the field test organizationsand with utility,
commercialand industrialparticipants.

2) ProjectImplementation- Lead test, shown in Figure 12,
%1 organizatio'nswill be delegatedprime responsibilityand appropriate

--_L authorityfor the day-to-daymanagementand implementationof their
' designatedtest project. The Lead Test Center will establishbroad

managementprocesses,includingplanning,reportingand r_view
procedures. Existingreportingpracticeswill be used to the maximum
extent. A Test FacilityOperationscontractor,managed by the Lead
Test Center,will providethe test operationsnecessaryto implement

._. the test projectsestablishedby the Lead Test Organizations.

- 3) Test ProjectReview Board - As part of the managementstructure,
_, a Mod-2 Test 'Pro'jectsReview Board (TPRB)has been formed and is
_ composedof representativesof LeRC, BPA, LeRC Mod-2 Contractor,

BattellePNL and SERf, The TPRB is jointlychairedby LeRC and BPA.
_: The TPRB will reviewdetailedtest plans, schedules,and procedures

associatedwith the testingof the Mod°2 Cluster. The primary
purposeof the TPRB will be to plan and manage the testingof the
Mod-2 Cluster. Specificresponsibilitieswill be to: (a) ensure

": 665
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F coordinationof DOE Wind Energy SystemsMod-2 test program/facility;
= (b) reviewand approvetest projectplans submittedby the Lead Test
i'/... ProjectOrganizations;(c) ensuredisseminationof all test results,

analyses,and other relevantdata, informationand findings;(d)
_. ensure securityof the test facility,(e) ensurecost effective
;,:. utilizationof instrumentaion,data acquisition/reductionfacilities;
._," and (f) providestatus reportsof periodicreviewmeetings.

14"'

TEST PROJECTRESULTSTO DATE• Prior to the June 8 incident,the Lead Test Organizationshad planned
_,/" that noise,wake, and TV tests would be performedthroughoutthe

_:"ii_' months of June thru September1981. However,with the recoveryplan

_ for the Mod-2 turbines,these test plans have been revisedforSeptember/October1981 schedulewith only two turbinesscheduledto
-_iiI be operational.

," In preparationfor these tests severalpreliminaryareas were_:..

.... addressedpertainingto noise and TV interference. TV interference
_;.:_ tests were performedby BPA in February1981. BPA in these earlier
_ tests did not locateany home with TV receptlonwhich should receive

_:_ intereferencefrom the wind turbines. The primaryreason is the
-_.. terrainblockagewhich seems to preventfront lobe interference•

_i. Noise tests performedby SERI and NASA LeRC in February 1981 and May
_'. 1981 respectivelyhave also been quite encouraging SERf's
_" preliminaryresultsshow that the acousticoutput of the Mod-2 is
_ totallybroadbandin nature,with no strongperiodiccomponents• The

rotor noise is highly incoherent,and no rotor discretescould be
_-_ found above lO Hz, on the average• The sound producedby the Mod-2
_/ has been describedas a "heavywhoosh." Field personnelhave
:-'." reportedthat the "whoosh"could be heard clearlyup to abou_ 30-45 mJi"-
_o_ (lO0-150feet) away from the turbine,however,as the distancefrom
;_: the machineis increasedfurther,the "whoosh"is rapidlycoveredby

wind noise. NASA/Langleyresultsin earlyMay 1981 likewise
indicatedthat only broadbandcharacteristicswere evidentand the
low db levelsmeasuredwere similarto those commonlyassociatedwith
"busy" streettraffic. The noise startsto attenuateat distanceof

°" apporoximately3 rotor diamtersand is below recordinglevelsat I-3
.... miles downwindand 0.6 m11e upwindfor a singleturbine•

• When testingis resumedat GoodnoeHills in September1981
. (targeted),wake tests will be performedwith 5 rotor diameter

informationbeing obtained. Other testing(7 die. and lO die.
--_- spacingeffected)must be postponeduntil the entire clusterbecomes

. operationalin early CY-82. At the time of the June 8 failureand
the temporarystop on continuedoperationof turbineNo. 2 and No. 3,

_ the performanceof the three turbineswere as follows:

! 666
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OperatingTime* EnergyGenerated $_nc. Time

No. 1 107 hrs 99.4 Mwh 84.0 hrs
No. 2 122 hrs 138.0 Mwh 113.5 hrs
No. 3 19 hrs 23.7 Mwh 18.5 hrs

*One.__£five criteriafor acceptanceis lO0 hours of operation

ConcludingRemarks

The Mod-2 wind turbineprojectdescribedis the secondgeneration
phase of the FederalWind EnergyProgrammanagedby the NASA for
DOE. Industry,public utilities,and the governmenthave been
workingpantiesin this programdesignedto producethe technologyto
supplywind generatedelectricenergy. Industrialinvolvementin
turbinedevelopmentprovidesthe necessarycommericalbase,while
utilityoperationof the evolvingmachines in their networksassures
a viable end product in this governmentsupportedprogram. The
design,fabrication,assembly,and synchronizationof the three Mod-2
turbinesat GoodnoeHills representsa major advancementin the
developmentof large horizontalaxis wind turbines. It is believed

_.; that these turbines,manufacturedon a mass-productionbasis,have
retainedthe originalbusbarenergycost goal (lOOthunit) of less

! than 4¢ per kwh (1977 dollars). Single units produced in today's
market are currentlycapableof producingenergy at costs of 8¢-I0_
per kWh.

The Mod-2 project is now in the experimentaloperationsphase which
offers a uniqueopportunityto study the effectsof singleand
multiplewind turbinesinteractingwith each other, the power grid,
and the environmentduringthe next two years. To date, initial
performanceof the turbineshas been acceptablebut also has
indicatedareas for optimization. Correctiveactionshave been taken
to modify the turbinesas necessitatedby the June 8, 1981failureof
turbineNo. l's safetysystem. Test operationsare expectedto be
resumed in early Fall on turbineNo. 2 and No. 3. Full cluster
operationis anticipatedin early CY 82.

RELATEDMATERIAL

• I. Boeing Engineeringand ConstructionCompany,"Mod-2Wind Turbine
SystemConceptand PreliminaryDesign Report". Vol. I & II.
DOE/NASA0002-80/2,July 1979.

2. BonnevillePower Administration,"Buildingthe World'sFirst Wind
Farm", DOE/BP-85,May 1981.

3. Lewis ResearchCenter,"The Mod-2 Wind TurbineDevelopment
Project",NASA TM-82681,July 19Bl.
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: Figure I- Design RequirementslGoals
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; Figure 2- Evolution of Technology
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Figure 5- Typical Trade Study

I
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RPMoptimization 12.5 RPM

l_llln EplcYcllaversusparallelshaftgearbox Eplcycito
Quillshell versusfluidcoupling Quillshaft

Trussversusbeamversussemi. Truss
NllPl_l monocoqun

Hydraullaversuselactrloyawdflvo HYdraullo
. Soft tubularversusstill truss Gait tubular .I

TImnlr Bracedvqrsusconicalbase Conicalbase _t
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Tip to orouhdclearance 60 fl

EfeotrfoM DirestversusgearboxdrivenpnsflJtor Gearbox i
power Inductionversussynchronous Synchronous I
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| .
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Control Anolooversusmlaroproce.or Miuoprocenor
system (Di01tal)

Groundversusnacellelocation Nacolle

• Figure 6- Trade Study Summary
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; Ftgure 9- Mod-2 Goodnoe Htlls Cluster
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", Figure 10- Mod-2 Turbine Operation Objectives
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STATUS OF THE 4 MW WTS-4 WIND TURBINE

R.J. BUssolari

Wind Energy Systems
Hamilton Standard Division of United Technologies

Windsor Lookst Connecticut 06096

Z

ABSTRACT

The WTS-4 is a four-megawatt0 horizontal-axis wind turbine presently being
fabricated for the U.S. I)epar_ment of Interior0 Bureau of Reclamation0 by
United Technologies' Hamilton Standard division. This unit, called the System
Verification Unit (SVU) will be installed at Medicine Bow, Wyoming, early
next spring. The specifications, characteristics and features of the WTS-4
are discussed. The major components-such as rotor, nacelle and tower-are

i described and their status in the fabrication phase is presented.
t

. INTRODUCTION

The Hamilton Standard WTS-4 is a 4 MW, downwind horizontal-axis wind tur-

bine being fabricated for the U.S. Department of Interior, Bureau of Reclama-
tion, for installation at Medicine Bow, Wyoming. This machine, called a Sys-

_ tern Verification Unit (SVU), is a potential forerunner of a number of wind

: turbines to be installed in Medicine Bow by the Bureau of Reclamation
i_ as part of a long-range plan to istegrate wind power with hydroelectric

power.

The WTS-4 SVU will be the first 4 MW wind turbine erected anywhere in the
world. It reflects the culmination of Hamilton Standard's wind t_irblne activity

.... under way since the early 1970s. This effort consisted largely of company-
sponsored technology development until 1977 when Hamilton Standard Joined in
association with a large Swedish company to develop a megawatt-scale wind
turbine system. After an intense competition involving five European consor-
tium competitors, the team of Hamilton Standard and Karlskronavarvet was

__ awarded a contract to develop the WTS-3, a two-bladed, downwind, horizontal-
axis wind turbine rated at 3 MW. This unit is scheduled for installation in the
fall of 1981, in the town of Magiarp in south Sweden. It will be grid-connected
and operated by Sydkraft, the large, privstely-owned utility based in MaimS;,
Sweden. Hamilton Standard's contribution to this program was the overall sys-
tem design, the mechanical design of the rotor and pitch change system, and
fabrication of the blades. A new factory for the manufacture of large filament-

: _,_ wound blades was dedicated, by Hamilton Standard, in the fall of 1980 and is
now in full operation. The two blades for the WTS-3 are essentially complete

:: and will be shipped next month to Sweden.
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SVU PROJECT

The SVU project was launched by the Bureau. of Reclamation to evaluate the
technical and economic feasibility of integrating wind ttwbines and hydro-
electric facilities.

Preliminary studies by the Department of Interior, Bureau of Reclamation,
• indicate that current state-of-the-art wind turbines may be cost-effective when

coupled with existing hydroelectric installations. They have identified the
, Medicine Bow, Wyoming, area as having the most promising wind resources

that could be coupled with the existing hydroelectric system in the Colorado
River Storage Project. Their plan is to install SVUs at Medicine Bow to
evaluate the technical and economic feasibility, as well as the envlroamental
and social acceptability of this integration concept.

The nature of economic feasibility is the expected cost of electricity for a
multi-unlt installation of SVU-type machines capable of generating 400,000, 000
kW hours per year.

The scope of the SVU project, then, is to install and operate megawatt-seale
'-, unitsat Medicine Bow, Wyoming, and to trainDOI personnelto manage windt"

_ turbines and future acquisitions. For this purpose, a contract for procure-
..... ment and installation of a WTS-4 wa_ initiated February 1, 1980. Design work

: to upgrade the WTS-3 to a WTS-4, meeting the full requirements of the pro-...
curement specification, was completed in 1980 and all manufacturing activity,p

: exclusive of the blades, was concluded in early July of thls year. Final assem-

:-_:i bly is currentlynearingcompletionand system testinghas been initiated.Pre-
.... sentplansare to installand operatethe SVU inthe early springof 1982.

.%

'_': SPECIFICATIONS

=_!_, The WTS=4 specificationsare shown in Figure 1.

o: * Rating -- 4.0 megawatts

:" • Wind regime (st hub centerllne)
_ -- Cut.In 6.9 mls (15.4 mph)

-- Rated 16.1 mls (33.9 mph)
-- Cut.out 27 mls (60.4 mph)

'_ * Life

-_ -- 30 years
-- Low annual maintenance

FIGURE I. WTS-4 SPECIFICATION

(,7b
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i_ The operating range between cut-in and cut-out was selected to maximize

-, energy capture tailored to the Medicine Bow site. The characteristics of the
'_: machine are shown in Figure 2.

/

:i: i -i
_:,. * Rotor !
_ _' * Diameter:. 78.1 re•tom (2S6.4It).. i.
_ _: • Speed: 80 rpm

'.I; • TWOblades: filament-woundflberglus -
i .'_:_.. * DownWind

;i_,_ ..- Free yaw-' • Teetered with deltas

= ;;:- * Ntceile

/;!_ * G_lrl_x: Two.siege,1:60

_'- * Genmtw:. 1800 rpm, 80 Hz,synchronoue

-_"_ * Controlsystem: Digital, microcomputer,
' _,_. high reillblllly

....t_, • Swltehgeer. Utility standard
_,'_.:

:- _'....:_. * Housing: Fully enolo_KI,
i _;'!: ventilated

:=_'_ -- • Tower ¢hmrsoterlstle_

_ :i • Hub centetllne
=:_: height: 80 Meters (262 ft) AGL

_r • Conltru_lon: Steel shell

•_/ii * Dllmetm': 12 It nominal

'i_"

_i'; FIGURE 2. WTS-4 CHARACTERISTICS

_i_ The rotor diameter, 78. I meters (256.4 feet), Is identical to the Swedish
_:" WTS-3. The WTS-4 has many of the same components as the Swedish WTS-3.
• i:" The major changes include a larger generator to accomplish 4 MWs and rotor
_,i operation at 30 rpm to accomplish the 60 Hz synchronous operation of the gen-

. _'_- erator using the same gearbox. The tower and foundation are also of different
o', design,

..!i Features of the WTS-4 include the following.

.,"i,.': • Dy_mlc force_ moment, and torque deeoupling of the rotor from sup-
.." pertstructures.

• Teeter hinge ,..nlmizes dynamic loading.

• Delta-3 control' permits free yaw operation with accurate weather-
_ vantng.

.. 67-/
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: • Soft-mounted gearbox and fast control for high energy capture and
smooth power quality during high gusty winds.

• 4.0 MW synchronous generator with 20% over-rate capability.

• Fully redundant hydraulic control pitch change system and completely
autonomous emergency shutdown control system.

• Central electronic computer (nacelle mounted).

• Filament-wound, monolithic fiberglass blsdes.

• Full span pitch control for maximum control authority, energy cap-
ture and minimum drag above cut out velocity.

• Tall, slim, soft/soft tower minimizes turbulence loads, allows higher
energy capture in high wind shear locations and provides seismic iso-
lation.

• Fast pitch change rates for quick cut in, cut out operation and high
power quality.

• Ramped cut in, cut out loading sequencing.

• High turbulence intensity foundation design,

DESCRIPTION OF WTS-4 WIND TURBINE

The major components of the WTS-4 are common to most horizontal-axis wind
turbines. They are the rotor, gearbox and generator mounted on a nacelle at
the top of a tower. The rotor consists of two blades and a hub which contains
the full span pitch change mechanism. The rotor is mounted to the shaft of
the nacelle by means of a teeter pin which is tilted for Delta-3 effect. The
nacelle is allowed to yaw freely at the top of the tower.

The blade is a 38 meter (125 ft) long, filament-wound, monolithic fiberglass
structure as shown in Figure 3. Filament-wound fiberglass was selected for
its low cost and high structural integrity that is resistant to environmental ef-
fects such as corrosion. At the root of the blade are steel retention rings
which are mounted to a bearing on the hub allowing the blade to completely
rotate in pitch.

The hub, shown in Figure 4, is a steel structure containing the teeter and
blade bearings, the hydraulic control mechanism, pitch change actuation sys-
tem and the emergency feather accumulators.

O0000008-TSB04
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._ FIGURE 3. THE WTS-4 BLADE FABRICATED OF FILAMENT-WOUND
:._ FIBERGLASS FOR STRENGTH, LIGHT WEIGHT AND ,

/i.., LONG LIFE

:,_ Hydraulic

i_:_ Hub

"_ Blade
:_ actuator

'_"' /

"': FIGURE 4. THE HUB, A STEEL FABRICATION CONTAINING
.: THE TEETER BEARINGS AND PITCH CHANGE SYSTEM

The nacelle is shown schematically in Figure 5. Shown are the relative loca-
" tions of the gearbox, generator, and hydraulic supply system. The generator
- is provided by Ideal Electric of Mansfield, Ohio, and the bearbox by Thyssen

Henschel of West Germany. The nacelle, provided by Karlskronavarvet of
' Sweden, mounts to the top of the tower by means of a cylindrical roller yaw

: bearing which allows the nacelle rotor assembly to freely rotate in yaw.

679
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Exolter._ :. Generator

, Gearbox

, . i ulator

_ _':'" Hydraulic

i:i ,j/ .°°umu,..
_ " pumps

* :' :lexlble
.": , coupling

_"._ Blade ock
- :,,'.! .
,-,_ ._ actuator

:=::,:. adapter
!::_.-.. assembly

i _-," FIGURE 5. THE NACE LLE CONTAINS THE DRIVE TRAIN
i ...:..,*:. AND GENERATOR MOUNTED ON THE BEDPLATE

J_:_ .

_:.:.:" The control system consists of microprocessors located in the nacelle and
_o .._ the base of the tower, as shown schematically in Figure 6. Thts system pro-
=_"' rides not only unattended operational capability, but also safety, maintenance,

:_,_oi:, and diagnostic features. It allows operation from a nearby control building
-_ and has the capability of being operated from a remote station in Casper,
_: Wyoming.

__'_i The tower, as shown in Figure 7, is a hollowsteeltubeprovidedby ITT

i :,_'_:" Meyer Industries of Redwing, Minnesota and is fabricated of formed steel plates
! .... arranged in a twelve-sited tubular structure and seam-welded, similar to modern
i _ ::. transmission tower construction. Cot-Ten steel was selected for its corrosion
F . :

._".', resistanceand low maintenance. The tower containsan elevator,safetyladder,

......_ :_ and cable trays for retaining power and control signal cables.

/,t.,.

": ':", The foundation consists of a single caisson drilled pier construction 70 feet
o .,.,

. ,,. deep and 19 feet in diameter. This construction, shown in Figure 8, was

. selected as the most cost-effective foundation for the soil conditions at the
" site. One tower section is embedded in the foundation during construction

- with the above-ground sections being welded during tower erection. Site and
:": .- construction work is being performed by Stearns-Roger of Denver, Colorado.

OPERATION

Operation of the WTS-4 is automatic. A start and shutdown sequence Is shown
_ in Figure 9. Startingwiththe standbyconditionwhen the measurod wind veloc-

i .. ity reaches cut-in (the wind speed above which efficient power can be produced),

. 680
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:; R Pitch Control Operational

J/ System Logic

Wind ensors Diagnostics _-_ Remote Station I
F- Remote On-Off

Modem
Lta _--Display

Display Select ,
r- Modem Remote Link

P_ Microcomputer #2 _ Data Storage Device

Display
I _- Maintenance Controls

FIGURE 6. THE CONTROL SYSTEM PROVIDES UNATTENDED OPERATION,
SAFETY, MAINTENANCE AND DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEMS

i

_tlon A-A
(enlarged)

_/;Y////

: FIGURE 7. THE TOWER IS FABRICATED FROM COR-TEN

STEEL FOR MINIMUM MAINTENANCE
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:..: FIGURE 8. THE FOUNDATION WAS SELECTED FOR ITS COST
EFFECTIVENESS FOR THE SOIL CONDITIONS AND

+,

" 'HIGH TURBULENCE INTENSITY AT MEDICINE,

BOW, WYOMING

!+ 100

Sequence

80 Start.up signal
1 Pra.start check

= ; 2 Accelerationto teeter unlock
4 s Teeterunlock

_'_ _i; 60 - 4 Acceleration to speed control, 5 Synchronization
" O. 6 Rampup to 100% availablepowerO[

Cut.outsignal
' _'_ 40 +" ? Rampdown power
':.' 3 8 Decelerateto teeter lock S)

9 Teeter lock

'" 10 Decelerate to zero speed

: :'! 20 10

(_ I ' * ' i ' '
" 0 20 40 60 80 100 0 20 40 60 80 100
.... Start.uptime -- sec Shutdowntime -- sec

FIGURE 9. AUTOMATIC START-UP AND SHUTDOWN IS

. SCHEDULED FOR MAXIMUM ENERGY CAPTURE

1-
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! the control system automatically goes through prestart check to ensure that all
i normal and emergency features are operational, The blades are then positioned
t _ in pitch to achieve maximum rotational acceleration. As rotor rpm increasest

;'!i the control system controls the pitch to pause at 10 rpm at which time the tee-'_. ter locks are deactivated. The rotor is then allowed to accelerate to 30 rpmt

synchronous speed. The control automatically synchronizes and connects the
,, generator with the grid. The pitch change system is then controlled to achieve

100% of available power or the maxim_ rath_g of the generator.

:"i When the winds achieve cut-out velocity (a w_d velocity chosen for energy cap-
_ titre and safety reasons), the control system automatically ramps down the

i :i power, disenguges the generator from the line, implements the teeter looks ati ' approximately 10 rpm, and decelerates to zero speed. When the unit is not
I "_-_ operating, the blades are feathered vertically and the wind turbine automatl-

i S._! tally weather-vanes downwind.

{_"ii The WTS4 wind turbine design is complete and the components are being manu-
.?'i, factured and assembled. Fabrication o£ the blades is under way. Figure 10

-},'i:_',I shows the completed spar of the first blade. The nacelle is in the final assem-
_-" bly stages in Sweden and the control system software is being checked out.! ?" *

i / The nacelle assembly, prior to having the cover installed, is shown in Figure
:

11. The tower has completed its factory fabrication and has been delivered to
!_!:,;i the site in four sections. It will be welded together during erection. The hole
i °?: for the caisson foundation has been drilled and rebar is being installed prior

L. to pouring the concrete. ALLthe hardware and components will be on-site in
L-'. ,

i _,.',_ early 1982 ready for erection.

i ;__,_:_ The WTS-4 is an advanced design of a large horizontal-axis machine and lends
_i itself to numerous site applications. It has been .optimized for high wind sites
o_,,'r where wind energy holds the most promise of economical power production.

": Plans are well advanced to fabricate and install 20 such machines in Hawaii as

i /: part of a progra_n with Windfarms Limited of San Francisco. The Kahuku
i _ ' Point project will supply electricity tothe HaWaiian Electric Company. A letter

_- of intent has also been signed with Southern California Edison to install five
•" units at San Gorgonio Pass, California.

2:i/
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ORIQINAL PAG_ _;_
OF POOR QUALITY

: FIGURE 10. COMPLETED FILAMENT-WO_TD SPAR OF THE FIRST
: : WTS-4' B LADE

FIGURE 11. NACELLE IN FINAL STAGES OF ASSEMBLY
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QUESTIONS AND ANBWBRS

• x !

R, J. Bussolari !

' From: R. Barton

Q: How does the predicted BVU sound compare with the Mod-1 or Mod-2
measurements ?

A: Although no prediction methodology hao been developed for wind tur-
bine noisej it is expected that the noise of the WTS-d would be lees

" than that of the Mod-1 and probably greater than that of the Mod-2,
whieh appears to be very quiet.

From: .. A. Saunders

Q: In a power down sequence, exactly what generates the signal to dis-
connect from the grid?

A: This is handled by the control system timing and sequeT_ing during
". the controlled "power down."

" : From: R. G. Pratt

Q: Why would there not be an acoustical "thump" as the Mod-i has?

' . A: The Mod-1 has a large wake defect from the truss tower, a stiff
•i_ rotor (not teetered) and metal blades. The acoustic effect from

" the tower wake is expected to be low on the WTS-d.

, From: S. C. Rybak

Q: How does the Delta-3 optimize free yaw behavior?

" A: This is done by compensating the change in blade angle of attack
due to teetering in a wind shear.

From: H. Standard

Q: Can the machine withstand maximum gust loading with blades unfeath-
"' ered?

A: Yes.
•v",

From: A. Swift, Jr.

- "" Q: What is the _3 angle? Do the blades perform about the _3 axis as
a pair or singly7

A: The angle is 30°. The blades operate as a pair.

' 685
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. R, J, Bussolart (continued)

,' Prom: G. Schanzonbach

Q: i) What type (model no.) of m,i,croprocossor was used £n the central
system £n the nacelle and on Zho ground?

,,. 2) How many llnos of code are there in the control system =o£twa_o?
.!,_,'

A: 1) Phe mioroprooeooor modeT,was Intol,-I_BC 80/15A.
2) There are about BjO00 line_ of aode in the contPol ay_tem colt-

ware.

From: Anonymous

" Q: What are the maximum wind speeds assumed in the design at hub height
: " for 1) maximum gust during operation, and 2) maximum gust during
" hurricane or tornado loading?

A: 1) 60 mph at cut-out.
"... 2) I_5 mph for hurricane, not tornado.

' From: A. S. Jagtian£

Q: What is the approximate cost per unit't How many utilities have
: shown any interest?

A: Four to five million dollars in production quantities. A number of
.._, utilities have shown interest but none have placed any orders.

.7' From: F. March

.. Q: How is the tower anchored within the foundation pit?

_"_ A: Concrete is both on the inside and outside of the embedded section
,:,, of the tower.

,- From: L. P. Rowloy

d

C.i" Q: Can the accumulator feather the blades from an overspeed condition
.- in a high wind speed2 Is this a design case?

A: Yes! Yes, thi_ is one of the desi_z drivero.

:_ From: R. B. Stephens

' 'i Q: Is there any literature on the machine?-7
'i

": A: Yc_, We have bvochz_.esavailable. Write to HconiltonStandard,
Wind_:_orLocks, Co_meaticut.

i
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R. ,I, Bussolari (continued)

From: Anonymous

Q: What rolo did tho National Swodish _norgy Board havo in tho dovolop-
mont of the WTS-3 and WTS-4?

A: Ths role of the,N.E. is wbnilar to the DOE in the U.S. It.Ka oponoor-
ing the WTB-a program in Sweden.

From: S. Chase

- Q: Will a crane or the tower be used to raise the nacelle and blades?

A: A gallows frame will be u_ed.

From: W. Lucas

Q: llowdependent on so£1 conditions is the use o£ the single pier tower
foundation (i.e. would you use a different concept for sandy-clay
soil)?

A: It depends on the exact quantitative evaluation of the soil. Gen-
erally, this ttjpeof foundation would be good in clay.

From: J. I. Lerner

Q: What type of failure modes analysis have you been performing?

A: An extensive FMEA (failure, modes and effect analysis) was performed.
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THE 80 MEGAWATT WIND POWER PROJECT
AT KAHUKU POINT, HAWAI_

; R.R. Laesslg
_ Vice President-Engineering

Windfarms, Ltd.
San Francisco, CA 94111

,, Windfarms Ltd. is developing the two largest wind energy
projects in the world. Designed to produce 80 megawatts

._, at Kahuku Point, Hawaii and 350 megawatts in Solano
County, California, these projects will be the prototypes
for future large-scale wind energy installations through-

; out the world.

80 MEGAWATT WIND POWER PROJECT AT KAHUKU POINT, HAWAII

Loc at ion

i.j,_ The site for this project is the Kahuku Area on the
,! northern tip of Oahu, Hawaii (Fig. I). This location
' receives consistent northeast trade winds approximately "]80% of the year.

_-_ Although Oahu is not the largest of the Hawaiian Islands,
:, it contains over 90% of the state's population and has
.i the high_st electrical consumption. The state's largest
,:, city, Honolulu, is located on the south side of Oahu,

which is on the opposite side of the island from the

i_!.'": project area.

•_i. The site comprises about 2,100 acres, including three
ridges which slope upward from the coast toward
Mt. Kawela to _n approximate elevation of 1,000 ft.
These slopes increase the velocity of the prevailing
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; trade winds. Due to the wind's intensity, this area
"_ of Oahu is sparsely populated and contains less than
_ 3% of the island's inhabitants.

, ,%."

Currently, Hawaiian Electric Company's (HECO) 1300-
megawatt system is almost totally dependent on oil-flred

, generating plants• The annual fuel consumption is
_, approximately 10 million barrels of oil. Having no
o. petroleum deposits in the State of Hawaii, all oil must

be imported at considerable expense adding substantially
: to the state's electricity costs•

Energetic winds, the high cost of fossll fuel, the
:i support of the state government and the Hawaiian people
; make the northeast coast of Oahu one of the most desir-

able locations for the development of a major wind energy

_ installation•
ii

:_ Pro_ect Description

Twenty machines with a nameplate capacity of 4 megawatts
each will be placed on the Davis, Opana, and the Waialee

...., Ridges• This area is owned by the Campbell Estate, and

....;_ part of the Waialee Ridge by the State of Hawaii• It is
presently used for training purposes by the O S Army j
which has a long-term lease that will expire in 1983.

_.. The renewed lease will contain provisions to permit the
L<' coexistence of the wind farm and the military training

' range.

?: The site map (Fig. 2) shows the arrangement of the
. machines and the road system that will be built for
': installation and maintenance of these machines•

" The project will be developed in two phases=

The first phase includes six machines on Davis Ridge.
"" Installation is expected to start by the middle of 1983
,. with commercial operations starting near the end of the

same year. The transmission line used to transmit power
to the HECO system will be the existing 46 kV transmis-
sion line on the north shore of Oahu. This line has

.... a capacity of 22.5 megawatts and, therefore, is not
large enough to take the 80 MW production of the entire

_:,:' wind farm.

.., 690
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: The fourteen machines in the second phase will be In-
_ stalled in the beginning of 1984 with all machines

i

expected to reach commercial operation by 1985. Upon

. . completion of the two phases, the power of the entire
project will be carried by a newly installed 20-mile long

; 138 kV transmission line from..the existing Kuilima
" Substation on the north portion of Davis Ridge _o the
!'_ Wahiawa Substation•

-, f

-,i r

..:: The Wind Turbine Generator

,_,.. The WTG used in this project will be the Hamilton
A; Standard WTS-4, a machine that will be installed later

i_. this ye_ in the Medicine Bow Project and in Sweden•
__::i' This machine has a rating of 4 megawatts at 34 mph with a
_:,!i rotor diameter of 260 ft. and a tower height of 250 ft•
_::. The machine is equipped with a downwind rotor and its
i__ characteristics are shown in Fig 3
_.

_;_: A step-up transformer is used on each machine which
-_; increases the voltage of the generator (4160 volts) to an

" intermediate voltage of 46 kV. The 46 kV llne from each
%-".'_ ridge will be brought into a switchyard located near
=_:_ the present Kuilima Substation where all the switching

and safety equipment is located. For phase I, the power
_:_:_" will be transferred directly to the existing 46 kV
-_:o. transmission line, while the 138 kV transmission line
::.: will be used for phase II.

o:!,; All wiring within the wind farm will be underground•
._ This assures that the local environment will be disturbed

._ as little as possible and may also increase local accept-
_. ance of the project•

_:_, Land Acquisition

.., '

,_'_ In July of 1980, Windfarms entered into a detailed
o-',', agreement with the Campbell Estate, the owner of the
.' land. Under the terms of this agreement, Windfarms is

..,_" granted exclusive prospecting rights over the Estate's
2,100 acres. This allows Windfarms to conduct wind
measurements and other meteorological work to determine

:", the best sites for locating the turbine generators. It
if:: also allows Windfarms to select sites and do preliminary

'. 691
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meteorological and topographical work at the sites.
After all sites have been clearly established, the Estate
has agreed to grant Windfarms a separate lease of 2 acres
for each generator site and easements for the ingress and
e_ress and auxiliary buildings.

Many negotiations were necessary with the Campbell Estate
and the U.S. Army which presently uses this area as a
training ground. The U.S. Army has taken a very positive
view of this wind power plant and a mutually acceptable
way has been found to install the machines at the best '

wind location without impairing the U.S. Army's field
training area.

Power Purchase Agreement

In July of 1980, Windfarms Ltd. and HECO entered into a
Power Purchase Agreement in which HECO agrees to purchase
all energy generated by the Project during the next 25
years. The price paid by HECO per kilowatt hour gener-
ated will be equal to its average cost per kilowatt hour
during the preceding two month period. In addition, the
Power Purchase Agreement specifies voltage and frequency
requirements. Stability criteria are also an important
factor, and preliminary calculations have been made to

_ show that 80 megawatts on the present Hawaiian grid does
not affect the stability of the grid. Final stability
analyses will be presented in a future paper.

Meteorological Work

A comprehensive meteorological program has been launched
by Windfarms to accurately determine the area's wind
resource and the resulting energy output of the completed
wind farm. After the installation of the 107-meter and
80-meter wind towers on the Davis Ridge, two extensive
field services were conducted using kites and mobile
equipment which allowed the project meteorologists to
categorize each ridge and correlate it with the long-term
measurements gathered by the Opana Ridge instrumentation
and the Livermore Laboratories data.

Two additional towers will be installed at the Opana and
Waialee Ridges as soon as the permitting process is
completed.
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"._, Saintenance and Control Buildin_
' ,

y,

•_ The switchyard and the maintenance and control facilities
.._ will be located near the Kuillma Substation. The control
-- building will house the control center of the wind farm
: and will be the single interface point of the HECO system
o dispatcher and the wind farm. All parts required for
- :"_ routine and emergency maintenance will be stored in the
,_,: maintenance building.

Transmission of Electric Power,L

":.,..

-.:<_. The power from the first phase of the project will be
_ : carried by a 46 kV power line which presently connects

:"> the north shore of Oahu to the HECO grid. This trans-
mission line is large enough to take 22.5 megawatts

_:'. (26 MVA). The Kuilima Substation will be used as a
.,:' tie-in point to this transmission line.

_:il For the second phase of the project, a 138 kV trans-
mission line, approximately 20 miles long, is planned

7 which will connect the Kuilima Substation with the
C_ Wahiawa Substation. Several routlngs have been proposed
:. for this line. Minimizing the environmental impact and
7 interferences with the training area of the U.S Army were
::'_ the two determining factors for the final routing of this
o line (Fig. 4).

'. The transmission line begins at the Kuilima Substation,
.. , and will be routed through a gulch to avoid visibility

from the highway. It then proceeds in an approximately

i"_ southern direction through inaccessable mountain terri-
_ tory, and then runs to the west, terminating at the
:._. Wahaiwa Substation. The transmission line towers that
., are located in the southern mountain range are not
," accessable by road and will have to be placed and main-
:" rained by helicopter.

e

In order to establish a back-up line, the 46 kV line
:: connections at the Kuilima Substation will be made

* permanent. The Control system will limit the output of
. the wind farm to 22.5 MW at times when the 138 kV line is

not operational or during maintenance periods.

b9 3
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j This power line has been surveyed and tower locations
: have been selected. April 1984 is the antlcipated
. completion date.

: The Hawaiian Electric Company will build and maintain
_- ,., this power line as a subcontractor for Windfarms.i

, ":!: The metering devices used to determine the power deliv-
;,).; ered from the wind farm to the HECO grid will be

_:i located at the Wahiawa Substation, while the power

i_i deliveredSubstation. during phase I will be measured at the Kuilima

Environmental Impact Statement

":v::, In addition to selecting the locations of the machines ,
_:>: and planning for the 138 kV transmission line, the

_!_ current activity includes the preparation of the Environ-.,,_i mental Impact Statement. For this purpose, several local
ioq.., experts were hired to study the archeological, botanical,
:::_ zoological, socio-economic, and the electro-magnetic
_' interference impacts of the wind farm and transmission
_- line to the area. This work is being conducted by
__ the Bechtel Power Corporation in Norwalk, California,
::;. and a first environmental assessment was filed in June
_::'_ 1981. It is hoped that, by the beginning of 1982, all
"_: permits will be obtained to start site preparation, road
'/. construction, power lines, switchyards, and control
:_0' maintenance buildings.

o_::: A list of required permits and issuing agencies is shown
:°. in Fig. 5.

i-,i_? Costs and Schedule

o..', Negotiations about the final cost of the project are

."":_ underway and it is still too early to publish a final
figure. Currently it is expected that the project cost

"_ will be in excess of $250 million. Several cost items
" will be discussed that are usually not carried in present
' :'_ projections.

i

¢
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A major expense is the cost of interest during construc-
: tion. This cost for the present project is approxi-

mately $80 million. A further substantial expense item
is the cost of the transmission line. It is estimated
that the cost of the transmission line will be in exuess

of $500,000 per machine, or over $10 million for this
_ project.

Furthermore, costs such as land and Land Agreements,
i_ Environmental Impact Statments, Power Purchase Agree-

ments, and Maintenance Agreements are escalating the cost
i_ of the wind farm beyond what was anticipated. It is

_ important that these costs be considered in future
_ installation cost projections on similar projects.

v For the site of Hawaii, the cost of the transportation
of the equipment and all auxiliary hardware to the

:_ island, and then from the port of entry to the project
sites is a very significant addition to the total instal-
lation cost; they are enhanced by the non-availability of
large cranes and insufficient port facilities on the
north shore of Oahu.

The installation of the WTGs is scheduled for the

beginning of 1983 and commercial operation of the entire
wind farm is expected beginning in 1985.

°•<
"I

THE BIG ISLAND PROJECT

. A 4 MW project is being developed for installation on the
._ Island of Hawaii (Big Island). It is connected into
: the Hawaii Electric Light Company (HELCO) grid at the

Kamea Range (Fig. 6).

-> A Land Agreement was made with the Parker Ranch, owner of
the land in this area. The Power Purchase Agreement has
been executed with HELCO specifying the amount and
quality of power to be delivered to the HELCO system.

Two meteorological towers have been installed near
the sites and meteorological data are presently being
obtained. Concurrently, preliminary sites were estab-
lished and geological and topographical work was per-
formed to validate the viability of the established sites

• (Fig. 7).
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i: The power will be collected from the generators at 4160
t volts and then a single step-up transformer will increase
!_ the voltage to 34.5 kV, the voltage of the existlng
I, transmission line.

!,' The present schedule calls for start of commercial
_i operation at the end of 1982 with a total system cost of
1 less than $12 million.

ti ..
SOLANO COUNTY PROJECT

-I" A 350 MW wind power project is being planned by Windfarms
_ Ltd. near San Francisco, California.

_ Location
:_

,i"

'_: The project is located in the hills south of Vallejo in
ii a parcel bounded by Interstate 80, 780, and 680 in the

rolling hills of Solano County (Fig. 8).

Project Description

: A Letter of Agreement has been signed with the Pacific
-_". Gas and Electric Company (PGandE) which outlines loca-
:. tion, size, and power requirements of this wind power
. installation. The total installation will include

approximately 100 machines of various designs.

• The first 90 megawatts of this wind farm will be

_ connected to an existing 115 kV line that transverses
_ _! diagonally through the area.

!.

The electrical interconnection line of this farm will bei.
=_. underground at 20 kV, similar to the Hawaiian project.
_ Phase I power will be collected at two switchyards,
:" stepped up, and then transmitted into the existing 115 kV
: lines (45 MW each).

- )

-:" A preliminary layout of phase I of this project is showni

_" in Fig. 9.i.

q ,

i:
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Additional transmission line capacity will be required
- when the project exceeds 90 megawatts. This is pro-

Jected for 1986. PGandE is planning the new transmission
llne in order to transport 260 megawatts out of this
area into the PGandE grid and satisfy other local power

:_ requirements.

i
Preliminary WTG sites have been selected for phase I of

:_ this project (90 megawatts) and meteorological studies
have started with preliminary surveys of the site areas

: by kite measurements.

lii_iil Two temporary 10-meter towers have been erected and two

100-meter towers are projected to be installed as soon as
permits and equipment are available.

;:;:;_ Aside from the meteorological activities and preliminary

i_;i_ site planning, the current thrust of this project is
completing the Environmental Impact Statement, grading

_ _ plans, and the layout and routing of roads and electrical
_i:: power lines are being developed.

_c / The Environmental Assessment is progressing with the '

!_%<: assistance of Dan Coleman Associates. The first geo-
logical survey has been completed by Earth Sciences, Inc.

ii The present schedule projects the start of installa- i

_' tion of the first portion of phase I by mid-1983 and
_i_ will proceed on an installed power schedule shown in
•/o_ Fig. 10. !

_-.i.. The Solano Project is the first large wind farm within i
_i_ the continental United States and will serve as an

o_,.._, excellent example for integration of wind power into i
_ large continental grid systems. _

i

i- DESIRABLE FEATURES OF FUTURE WIND TURBINE GENERATORS

The wind farm installations discussed in this paper
indicate that wind power is entering a new phase. The
technology developed and gathered by DOE, NASA, and

_ : _ private industry is being used to produce large and
reliable wind power machines that fit the use for

= utillty-type wind power production.
.[
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It is, therefore, appropriate to make a £ew remarks on
deslrable characteristics of these wind machines.

Low Equipment Cost

The tremendous cost of the currently available machines
makes it mandatory to use them in connection with high
average wind velocities and with utilities having high
electricity production costs. Present tax credits are
very helpful but it is absolutely necessary to reduce
the cost of future machines to a level where the kilowatt

hour can be produced below 5 cents, includlng all instal-
lation, service, and finance costs.

Optimum M@chine Size

The considerable cost of site preparation, land costs,
transportation, and other auxillary costs require that
the machines be sized as large as feasible and that the

. size optimization take into account a realistic assess-
ment of these costs based on present requirements.

The recent trend which we have seen in the MOD-5 studies

confirms this point and we hope that future developments
will strengthen the economic viability of wind power
systems for areas with lower wind velocities and for
utilities where the avoided cost of electricity is not
extremely high.

Low Erection Cost

The previous paragraph underlines the necessity of
lowering erection costs of the WTGs and also the neces-

', sity of reducing erection time in order to minimize the
cost of interest during construction. New cost effective

: methods have to be found especially for the erection of
machine clusters such as those described in this paper.
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, Transportation Costa

,t

.(. The planning of our Hawaiian installation has shown that
:_ transportation has a significant impact on the overall '

cost of the project. The main problems here are overall
) _? dimension and overall weight.'i

)__:;_ The local non-availability of large cranes is a very
_ L-,I important factor. Road clearances of over 14 feet can
: "_ also be a detracting requirement. Therefore, the limit-
,!
.! ation of size and weight is an important design parameter

which should be considered in order to make the trans-

"_ portation and installation more cost effective and less
time consuming.

Reliability/Maintenance

e . ,

From the standpoint of the user of a wind installation,
_ the most unestablished items in his equation are the cost

of maintenance and the outage time of the equipment for)

i-. this maintenance. It is most important that the equip-
ment be designed with a very high availability factor

_ .. and, at the same time, a very low maintenance cost. That
i_;: means that simplicity of design, a minimum of parts, and

good accessibility for all maintenance should be high
priority items.

A simple and cost effective maintenance program for a
' 30-year period has to be established.

Environmental Impact

:_ In the past few years, Environmental Impact Statements
" have filled many months at the beginning of a power plant

project. It is important that wind turbines are being
_ designed in a way to have minimum impact op the environ-

ment. In particular, this includes the creation of noise
:. and visual impact. Another large portion of this impact

is the electromagnetic interference that affects TV as
"'" well as communication links.
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Life

In the immediate future where privately-owned wind farms
will be more predominant, the llfe of the mochlne will
be a very important factor-for financing the entire

. project. It will be a long time before life projections
on machines can be based on experience. It is, there-
fore, especially important _hat the early machines are of

i ' a very long life expectancy and operate in a reliable and
i " predictable fashion.

We are presently entering a new phase of wind turbine
_ generator development that reaches beyond the technical
i'.: feasibility stage of the first machines. It is now our
!_ responsibility to prove that wind farms can be built and

operated as long life reliable power sources and that the
? sight of large wind power farms should be as common for

future generations as the many thousands of power gener-
if: atlng and water pumping machines existing in the early
._. part of this century.

!.
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'.: ORIQ|NALpAGE_1,
' _ OF pOORQUALITV,

KAHUKU _O_NT

POWER B0 MW

YEARLY ENERGY OUTPUT >300 X 106 KWh_/YSAR

WTG 20 HAMILTON STANDARD WTB-4

NAMEPLATE RATING 4 MW
ROTOR DIAMETER 80M
HUB HEIGHT 80M

RPM/ROTOR DIRECTION 30 RPM/DOWNWIND
TOTAL WEIGHT 407 TONS

: TOWER WEIGHT 200 TONS
NACELLE & ROTOR 207 TONS

" TRANSMISSION LINE

IST PHASE INSTALLATION 6 WTGs

": 22,5 MW/46 KV TO EXISTING KUILIMA SUBSTATION
:.: 2ND PHASE INSTALLATION 14 WTGS

80 MW/138 KV TO WAHIAWA SUBSTATION (20 MI_)

LOCATION= DAVIS, OPAHA & WAILEE RIDGES

SUBSTATION & SWITCHYARD: AT KUILIMA SUBSTATION

7O2
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ORIGINALPACF,13
OFPOORQUALITY

R_q._D PERMIT8

i_ CDUA CONSERVATION DISTRICT USE

DLU CONDITIONED USE/HEIGHT WAIVER
,. SUBDIVISION FOR LEGAL
i
,f

I' ZBA ZONING VARIANCE

I FAA WTG AIRCRAFT HAZARD DETERMINATION

i TRANSMISSION-_IRCRAFT HAZARD, DETERMINATION

o{ DPW GRADING PERMIT

_: BUILDING DEPT. BUILDING PERMIT
!'i

-., FIRE MARSHALL FIRE APPROVAL

:il DEPT. OF HEALTH POLLUTION VARIANCE & NOISE PERMIT
_, WASTE WATER PERMIT TO OPERATE
:" 1L

DOT TRANSPORTATION PERMIT
PERMIT TO WORK ON STATE HIGHWAY

'f STREET USAGE PERMIT

!, DPED CONSISTENCY DETERMINATION

!-, CUE PERMIT FOR ACTIVITIES ON WATERWAYS
!:
+ DLU SPECIAL MGMT. AREA PERMIT

:_ Fig. 5/

L._.
E
L

i
';

I
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.... -. Fig. 6
!
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SOLANO WlND,._ARM
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

R. Laessig

:. From: J. Glasgow

" Q: What machine do you plan for your small Hawaii 4 _ installationJ.................

:,! A: This has not been decided yet. The selection will be made shortly.,<

"' From: G. Biro

::" Q: I) How much is the real estate value (Hawaii, Solano)?
.... 2) How much are the energy credit and tax benefits to the power
:." company?
.... 3) What is the minimum distance on a r_ _ge in Hawaii?

,i:_ A: 8) 1000 ft normal to wind_ 8000 to 600,,ft in wind direction.
q .
¢_, ,

_ i- From: P. Simpson
[.
.v;

|-_.

I) What wind measurements have been made at the various sites?
_:' Q: 2) What is the annual mean wind speed at machine hub height?! :.o

i:(," 3) What is the estimated total cost of providing access to the sites
"' o£ the machines in the 80 _ farm?

)._ 4) What is the estimated total cost o£ transportation?

iL!:,I A: I) At Kahuku Point, lO? m and 80 m towers, measurements have beeni 't
i=::.: taken since April 1881. At the Opana $0 ft tower they have been

L::. taken for 5 years. In Solano County measurement taking will be-
'-.: gin in August at two 10 m and two 100 m towers and 3 measurement
"- sites of PG&E.
_.i 2) It varies from site to site.

•... From: Anonymous
.',

"_'.,. Q: 1) What arrangement has been made with the property owners for use
•_ of their land?

"': 2) What price are you being paid for the electricity?

-, A: I) The land for phase 1 is owned by PC_E.
_:, 2) The price of electricity is presently bei_ negotiated.
i /_./

_o From: D. Bain

" Q: i) For the Hawaii 80 MW project, what is the cost of obtaining the
. needed permits?

,.. 2) How is long term wind access assured?
- 3) What are the project start and completion dates for hardware

installation?

i
r---
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_'..... R. Laessig (continued)

=_ 'i

....;.'-. A: I) Approximately $I M.

"'_,.. 2) The annual energy production is 17 x 206 Kwhr per machine at
;;": 100% availability.

:ii+" 3) Start of co,_nericaloperation is planned for mid-1883, completion
":i for 1985.
j\-

•,_i From: Anonymous

, i/
_._.. Q: How many total miles of transmission line are you installing for
_;;..- $12.4 M? What is the separation distance between machines?

"'_,, A: The cost of the 20 mile 130 kv transmission line for phase 2 is

_?Ji"' -.._ .$?"8 M; other costs are for phase 1 connection and other required
o_:__ _mprovemen_s.

-%,;_
_" From: B Masse

Q: What is the cost of electricity in Hawaii? What will be the cost
.... with the wind farms?

-'_._ii;_?T'" A: The cost of electricity is presently approximately _0.06 per Kwhr.
o'_', Since we are only providing less than IOS of the entire energy, the
.....i':'." effect will not be pronounced.

,._.: From: A. Swift, Jr.

--:-;_,' Q: How did you attract sufficient private investors?

._.t

A: Through investment banking corporations.

o ._"

: 7g_ :.

"*" v

.i

.-..

!
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+_ AN OVERVIEW OF LARGEWIND TURBINE TESTS BY ELECTRIC UTILITIES

=_ : William A. Vachon and Daniel Schiff

;_i" Arthur D. Little, Inc.
Or'

_i_t 20 Acorn Park

__!_ Cambridge, Massachusetts 02140

="_" ABSTRACT

+:.+:,:, A summary of recent plans and experiences on current large wind turbine
! (WT) tests being conducted by electric utilities is provided. The test

_ programs discussed do not include federal research and development (R&D)

_:i,-:. programs, many of which are also being conducted in conjunction with
_"':' electric utilities. The information presented is being assembled in a
'_,_.

_i project, funded by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), the
_!_' objective of which is to provide electric utilities with timely sum-
_ : maries of test performance on key large wind turbines. A summary of key

_._,,,.i:. tests, test instrumentation, and recent results and plans is given.

_J+ During the past year, many of the utility test programs initiated have
+__': encountered test difficulties that required specific WTdesign changes.

_+.:' However, test results to date continue to indicate that long-term

..:_,.?.- machine performance and cost-effectiveness are achievable.

:_,.... INTRODUCTION

-_....:, In the past two to three years, several electric utilities have initiated

_"" large WT test programs aimed at obtaining "hands-on" experience with

_. large wind machines interconnected with their networks [1-3]. These

_+_ programs have been conducted in parallel with--and often complementary
to--the federal large WT development and test programs. This paper

summarizes findings from a project sponsored by EPRI, which has as an

%<; objective the assessment of results from both federal and privately
.:.- funded large* WT tests and to communicate key results to the electric

_" utility industry. Thus far, three reports have been written on this

_+_. project and are available from EPRI [4-6].

: The major sources of data for this project are:v ,"

,_+

- *Large WT's are those with Prated>_100 kW.

_,.,s..+'_- ' 711
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• Fodet4L.R&D .projects dealing with large WT's;

• Private manufacturers of large WT's; and

• Electric utilities that are installing largo WT's.

The material discussed in this report summarizes key aspects of programs
" in which electric utilities have installcdWT's. The major programs dis-

cussed are being conducted in the United States, Canada, and Denmark.
?

OBJECTIVES OF WT TESTS

•: The major objectives of the current large NT testa bcing conducted by
electric utilities include the following:

• Obtain "hands-on" operational experience;

: . Become familiar with WT technology and economics,

• Measure the impacts of machines on the network;

• Determine long-term machine reliability;

• Examine interconnection issues and problems; and

• Determine long-term operation and maintenance (O&M) costs.

The goal of some utility WT tests is to realize only a limited number of
: these objectives; the goal of others is to address all of them. The key

elements in each utility test are described in the following sections.

KEY LARGE WT TESTS

: Table I provides a summary of the II key utility large WT tests being
carried out by 8 utilities in the U.S., Canada, and Denmark. The tests

involve eight different WT's, although on first examination, it appears
that there arc only seven WT's. However, the two machines being tested

'i_ by ELSAM, the Danish utility, have differen_ rotor designs, although

they have the same dimensions and configuration.

Only 3 of the II mach.nes are vertical-axis wind turbines (VAWT's) of the
Darrieus design. The remaining eight are two and three-bladed horl-

zontal-axls wind turbines (HAWT's). Even though past studies, aimed at

projecting the cost of energy from WT's, identified multi-megawatt
machincs as the most cost-effective approach, most of the test machines
shown in Table 1 (7 of ii) fall in the medium-scale range (i.e.,lOOkW_

Prated <l,O00 kW). This is true primarily bccausc it is far easier and
less costly to meet test objectives by using medium-size machines.
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!+'_'+- TABLE I. FJ_Y LARGE WIND TURBINE _E,ST8 BY ELECTRIC UTILITIES

(Exclusive of Federal R&D Effort_)

"_ Wind7,t_in, O_Frintion Dot. ofi +
i Di,mofor Ftrlt Ulility

, .. UhliW Manuf,_torar R|tMPower (kW) Type* m(ft) 8ynahrnniaotion
t

8outhmnCaliforniaEdisonCo. Uendlx 3000 H _ (164) 0¢o. 1981

_:.... . ALCOA O0O V 26 (82) Marsh1961

; . _-. PaciflaPagetandLightCo, WTGEnor�y 8ystoml 200 H 24,4 (80) Februm'y1981

-; '" : Euq_ncW,zto;antiEleetflcBolN ALCOA • 900 V 26 (82) Jenuow1981
!- -'_. (aroma}

i : Hydro-_,he¢ (Cen_,) DAF.I,d,I 230 V 24.4 (80) -April 1977

_ _ Ltd. reined,)
Plw.ific0,$ & ElectricCo. BoeingEngineering 2600 H g1.8{600) .. Dec.earlier1981

i-_ _ _: endCnnstruction

'" Nova8carlaPowdtCo. WTG EnorwSystems 200 H 24.4 (80) March1981

U.S.Bur,auof Reclamation/ HamiltonStandard 4000 H TL7(2_8) -January1982

i- i.i _. ColoradoRiverSto,oOePlojeal BoeingEngineering 2600 H 91.5(300) -Oeceml:)'ar1991

i _' "'! b Construction
• -.} - ; ELSAM(WT°sat Nibo.Denmark) Many(Unit A) 630 H 40 (131) January1980

: Many(Unit B} 630 H 40 (131} Augu_lg80
r

-- .+

i * HmRorlzontaI.AxbWindTurblt,e;V-VorticaI.AxllWindTurbine
i ..... ,

i : Tests in the United States

Many of those U.S. electric utilities that have good wind resources and

,': are aggressively pursuing wind energy programs are testing, or planning

," to test, megawatt-scale WT's (i.e., Prated_ 1,000 kW). The most
_,_ noteworthy examples are two large investor-owned utilities; the Southern[

i :." California Edison Company (SCE), which is conducting tests at the San

J _" Gorgonio Pass area of California (near Palm Springs) [1,2], and the

i + Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E), which is planning tests for the::+
i+++. Solano County area approximately 60 km (40 miles) northeast of San
i++" Francisco.

i_:. , The SCE test involves a unique throe-bladed, 3-MW HAWT manufactured by
L the Bendix Corporation [7], and one of two three-bladed 500-kW Darrieus

! _:,', VAWT's co_aaercially installed by the ALCOA Company [8]. In addition, the
, ._ + U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (a division of the Department of the Interior)

_ is planning to test two megawatt-scale W_'s in conjunction with the
Colorado River Storage Project's hydroelectric facilities. This project

,."'-_ will include a 4-MW Hamilton Standard WTS-4 machine [10] developed by the
manufacturer primarily with its own funds. Hamilton Standard was

+,. supported by the Swedish Government in a similar 3-MW WT development
._..,+ program. In addition, the Bureau of Reclamation plans to install a
,. commercial version of the HOD-2 WT; three such units have already been
., installed and are undergoing tests near Goldendalc, Washington [11].

:'. The Bureau of Reclamation project, although funded by the Federal
.. Government, is discussed in this paper in conjunction with other

electric utilities because the machines are being purchased on fixed-

price, non-R&D contracts under the assumption that they have been fully
developed and will require no further research and development.
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i The Bureau of Reclamation WT's will be tested under an interageney

agreement between Reclamation and NASA, signed in May 1979. The
. agreement calls for the design, fabrication, installation, checkout, and

operation of mcgawatt-slze wind turbines. AI_ funding for this project
', is being provided by the U.S, Department of the Interior, Bureau of •

Reclamation. NASA Lewis Research Center (LcRC) is responsible for
project management from the design stage through initial operation.

._ After Reclamation has accepted the WT's from the contractor, it will ]
i" operate and maintain the wind turbines, with support: from the LoRC, for
:, two years.

_ Two noteworthy tests using 200-kWWT's built by WTG Energy Systems are

- being carried out by the Pacific Pewer and Light Company (PP&L) of
'_ Portland, Oregon, and the Nova Scotia Power Corporation (NSP) of
_ Halifax, Nova Scotia. The primary objective of each utility in

"" conducting these tests is to obtain "hands-on" experience with_'s, and
.... to determine whether any adverse inLeractlons occur between the _ and
':i' the network. Because of the good wind resources in its service area,
"=-" PP&L feels that a considerable number of WT's may eventually be installed

by private installers, and thus they need early experience with wind
" machines to be prepared. NSP is also anxious to look at blade dynamic

loads to gain an understanding of the correlation between these loads and

-._ blade life. To this end, NSP had WTG Energy Systems, Inc., install a

limited number of strain-gage sensors on the blades.

i The Eugene Water and Electric Board (EWEB), as part of the Central
.... Lincoln Public Utility District in the Oregon/Washington area, has had

the ALCOA Company install the only other commercially available 500-kW
VAWT. At the present time, EWEB has not purchased the machine; it is

o y. awaiting satisfactory completion of acceptance tests by ALCOA. Like
PPbL, the major reason for the WTinstallation is to allow EWEB to obtain

:/ "hands-on" experience with all aspects of the installation and evaluate

?!i;! network impacts of the machine. EWEB may go ahead with a more compre-
hensive test program in the future, but it has yet to formulate firm

""'" plans.

,,- CanadianWT Programs

o_?_. The Canadian large WT program, thus far, has concentrated on VAWT

,. technology development and associated tests. Funding for the Canadian
"_;/ Government program has been provided by the National Research Council

-_:': (NRC) with joint private industry funding provided by Hydro-Quebec, the
: provincial power authority in Quebec Province.

-. As shown in Table I, the major Canadian large WT tests to date have bee_

:_ .: carried out on a two-bladed, 230-kW VAWT installed on the Magdalen
:., - Islands in the Gulf of St. Lawrence [12]. This machine has been used

ii_ primarily as a rescacch tool to obtain basic ongincering data on the
., aerodynamic, mechanical, and electrical performance of a VAWT. As such,

.... it has not seen a considerable amount of operating time In the future,

_ ..:, after most of the engineering data have been compiled, Hydro-Quebec

-_:_., plans to put the machine in an automatic operation mode to obtain long-
'! term performance as well as operation and maintenance (O&M) data.
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Danish WT Progrnm

Over the past 40 years, approximately 20 largo WTts have boon installed
and operated for extended periods in Denmark. Most of those moehino_
wore direct current (DC) versions installed in the 1940's before n full

altcrnatlng current (AC) network had been installed in Denmark.

' ' elAt the present time, the Danish Government is working joxn y with ELSAM,
the electric utility on the island of Jutland in NN Denmark, to test 2

throe-bladed, upwind 630-kW machines in the town of Nibe [13]. Develop-

ment and test activities associated with these machines represent the

major largeWTactivity in Denmark [6]. As indicated in Table I, the two

machines (Nibe A & B) have the same size and power ratings. The major
difference between the machines lles in their rotor design. The Nibe A

machine employs fixed-pitch blades during operation (with tip flaps for

_ shutdown, etc.) and supports the inner portion of each blade with in-

: plane and fore-and-aft stays. The Nibe B NT design includes fully

pitchable blades (like most U.S. two-bladed large wr's) and supports

their full bending moment.

;-' These machines, installed approximately 200 meters (660 ft) from each
other, will be comprehensively tested to verify both their engineering
designs and mathematical models as well as to check for blade dynamics,

sound, wake effects, cluster-coincident output, and slte-spcciflc issues

such as environmental problems.

UTILITY INTERCONNECTIONS

The NT tests identified in Table I will be conducted with some machines

tied strongly to a major transmission network, while others will be

installed on distribution systems. Based on the relatively low level of

power that is expected to be generated by cach WT installation, no

network problems are anticipated. Two examples of WT/utility inter-

connactions are provided below.

Figure I shows how the two large WT's (up to 3.5 MW of power) will be
strongly interconnected with the SCE transmission network. The one-line

diagram shows that the output voltages from the two machines are

•_ different, but each will be stepped-up by transformers to a common 12-kV
level and eventually to a 230-kV level for tic-in to the Devers

substation approximately 600 meters (2000 ft) away. SCE is in the

process of installing a 500-kV transmission line that will also tie in to

_ the Devers substation. With this futurc expansion, SCE feels that

additional WT capacity could easily be accommodated with no problems
expected. The SCE installation is one of the strongest WT inter-

connections being tested thus far, and is not expected to lead to any

adverse network interactions.
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;.

480V 12kV

FIGURE I. ONE-LINE DIAGRAM OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON
WIND TURBINE INTERCONNECTIONS

Figure 2 is a pictorial representation of the 200-kW WTG Energy Systems,
Inc., installation at Wreck Cove, Nova Scotia. The machine will provide
power to the 25-kV distribution system which powers a 50-hp water pump

• close to the WT. The pump is used by NSP to manage the water source
between two lakes; its waters ultimately help to serve two 100-MW hydro
units. The NSP installation will be tied in to the distribution lines

' 1approximate y 7 km (4 miles) from the 200 megawatts of hydropower. The
25-kV llne serves very few loads in the region of the WT, except the pumps
and a logging camp. No network problems are expected at present. In the
future, NSP plans to install a new 3.5-MW low-head hydro unit 2.4 km (1.5
miles) from the WT and add power to the distribution system. The firm

:.: does not plan to vary the size of the distribution line, and anticipates
no problems. This WT/utility interconnection although weaker than that
at the SCE test site, is still not expected to pose a problem for the
machine size being tested.

o,:,t::,oo
Ip." / L,.o

.,' ,SO.H

Oieln

TwoIO0.MW/
Turblnel

FIGURE 2. WIG ENERGY SYSTEMS, INC./NOVA SCOTIA POWER CO, INSTALLATION

(WRECK COVE, N.S.) 1
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: T|.} Ilmuunt of Ll_At,rumont:_|tion and thn dogr_o of fmphintieat:ion in tho
"! data rocord[ng _lVSt_mn vary wl.doly from ono ut||{•ty to the othor, Thom_

utLlltioa thaC aro o.mharklng on NT installations a_ a major roaoarch

proj_ct and haw_ good wind ro_mut'c_n tn thoir ro.gion hav(_ i,nvost_d
connldoral_lo timo and monoy r.o lay _1.: foundation for a thorouRh

: undort_tandint; of _ho major Cochniea], imvironmontat, lo.gal_ and social
_: i,nmm_; aurromtdinp, WT h_,tallatlona. Other util, it:J.es nr_: examining wind

_"'_ om, rhy more mqmrfLcially along with many other energy options. In this
,_.., ca.e, a mot(: I Lplited znw_,atmcmt, is boi, ng made and a more hesiod-down data
?/,

sy,tom is being i.nstall(:d.

Table 2 provides a synopsis of the £nstrumentatlon systems being

.:.,. emplc.yed in some of the.key electric utility tests discussed. It should
,. be noted that, in the SCE tests, the utility is planning to examine the

.. output of appro:cimately 22 sensors (including those for wind speed and
.: direction at heights of 9.1 m_ters (30 ft) and 46 met,rs (150 ft)), while
:!,, the manufacturers are also adding numerous sensors <md recording data

._ for det:_iled engineering analysis. Many of the manu_\,_cturers are also

investing time and energy in instrumentation for these early models,

... because they arc essentially engineering prototypes which will provide

"°: the basic data by which mathematical models and economic calculations
will be verified.

_" TABLE 2. StR_MARY OF TEST INSTRUMENTATION AT
_._ KEY ELECTRIC UTILITY LARGE WIND TURBINE TEST SITES

i _ Number Data t.t_0tn9

[ . UldH¥ of _'v.|lort 8Yltem ! ommt Date Samphng Rates

. : _}l'th.lfl California F¢li_. Co, 2_ _ Data L_r_f Mao lnl_ Every 15 mtnu',_s

!. _.. t:p_ctlom Anidyto¢ Print/Plot Pe,lodic

i _:" ! O_cllh_toph Strip Ch_o,tt Periodi_

": Petift_ Power & t i0ht Co. • 8 H,mdw¢iltmo Log SMut Wecl_ly

_, , liydro Ooobt_c([.'allada) "26 Oscillogt;tph Strip Chalts Petmdt¢
., FM S_cotdet Meg Tape Petmdtc

'• Mimcompt_ter Meg T_ Not Availal:do

' N,,v4 ,¢_1_)tIIIPossetCo, 10 M,croproce.e, Teletype EvI_V Hour

_ ,;, £ LSAM IDe.mm k) I _ Miltioamputer Disc. Tal_l, Plot EI_i - _" (A; o! Aari11081) rt_cotdot 8tdp Ch_'t Pott_lt_,

i _ _ Othel WT nm_h_nical tonso_s added hy maauf_cturels

! _' Sensors

All utility experiments will include integrated or instantaneous men-

. surements of the followlng parameters:

" • Powe r,

• React iw, power,

7 1,7
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! • Wind speed,

• Wind direction.

Some utilities will measure voltage, output current, power factor,

...... generator speed, barometric pressure, and wet and dry bulb temperatures.

; In general, the O.S. electric utilities identified in Table 2 do not plan
to measure detailed engineering data from the machine, such as torques,

_ bonding moments, temperatures, and vibration levels. Measurements of
these parameters are being made by the manufacturers to verify their
designs.

The WT development programs being conducted in Canada and Denmark

include many sensors and comprehensive data recording schemes. These

•. programs arc being conducted jointly by the government and the host
utility. The programs are aimed at accumulating both engineering data in

. , the early test phases and long-term performance and O&M data later.
_ Measurements of these parameters are being made bv the manufactuers to

verify their designs• Each project includes _ensors to measure the above
i_i. uti!ity-oriented parameters plt,s strain gages and accelerometers to
:: measure loads and vibratio_xs.

.... Data Recorders

' As shown in Table 2, the level of sophistication in data recording varies

: greatly from one utility to another. The following six types of data

', recording schemes have been employed with various test objectives in
mznd.

_.;. Oscillograph Recorder. High-speed oscillograph recorders are periodl-
call'y employed to test the "Itor network transient response to specific

=:i phenomena, such as wind gusts, utility tic-in to the network, hrrcut-out

_:i" from the network, and emergency shutdowns. The oscillograph can provide

ii_. an accurate strip chart trace of key parameters--as long as the basic
sensor and recorder responses are sufficient (i.e., adequate bandwidth)

to capture the phenomenon of interest. Most oscillographs have a
_" bandwidth of approximately 1 kHz, so the recorder is expected to capture

_ most transient phenomena of interest to electric utilities.

= Spectrum Analyzer. A spectrum analyzer can be employed periodically to

-._. measure the frequency content inherent in a transient phenomenon. Many

._ of the phenomena analyzed are the same ones which will be portrayed by an

° oscillograph trace.

_. Data Logger or Minicomputer. A data logger is usually a low-speed
digital sampling system that records the averages of key parameters over

periods of I0 to 15 minutes. Generally, the parameters include average

wind speed, energy produced, and reactive power consumed or delivered.
_- In some cases, data loggers may use amlcroprocessor to carry out routine

arithmetic operations before recording the data. Data loggers usually

" record the data on a magnetic tape or disc format. In many cases, a

minicomputer that may perform control functions or complex computations
can also be used as a data logger by outputting variables to a tape or
disc recorder.
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_ FM Recorder. The Canadian large WT test effort is employing a seven-
. track FM a_og recorder to monitor the key variables for short intervals

° in a given test. The bandwidth of this type of data recording system

_i_{' varies with the speed of the tape recorder drive, but in all cases it

.,. should be adequate to monitor WT transient phenomena. If FM-recorded

_i ,_ data have }to be handled on a computer, they must first be filtered and

i(: then subjected to an analog-to-digital (A-to-D) conversion operation
before being rewritten on computer-compatible tape.

" Strip Chart Recorder. One- to eight-channel analog strip chart

_!_:!' recorders o£ various types havemay been used in monitoring large WT
_ii? performance. These recorders be used to monitor higher speed

phenomena (up to approximately 100-Hz bandwidth) or provide long-term

!i_')fi_ monitoring of such parameters as wind speed, instantaneous power, or

i"!i even blade loads. The benefit in using strip chart records is that test

themselves well to limited visual examination of data, but are too

' cumbersome for use in the analysis of many records.

_%_f_!i Hand-written Records Periodically, hand-written records are used where
!..._'.j,
i_'_, no electronic outputs and no automatic data loggers are available. The

;-".',i_,_ written records are usually derived by reading elapsed meters, such as

_)'_i_ those that record elapsed operating time or cumulative energy generated.
The data recorded are usually summary in nature.

. %',p.

___.,,,:_; RESULTS TO DATE

_;,_;!" Table 3 provides a brief summary of the current status of _he major large
:.:_*_"" WT tests carried out by electric utilities in the United States, Canada,
: _ and Denmark. In addition Table 1 shows that, except for the Canadian

-_ _ VAWT program which began in 1977, all of the test machines began, or willi ._
_;3 -_ begin, operation in the 1980 to 1982 time period. Many of these machines
"_._ have been undergoing installation and checkout during the past year.

"_':'_; This section provides a brief summary of the progress on each of the
: .:,! teStS.

=_ :_ Southern California Edison Company (SCE) Tests
_' '}

o_.: Bendix WT Tests. As shown in Table 3, the Bendix machine has operated

,('.ii very littl_' over the past seven months, because SCE is being especially
_," cautious in its test engineering approach [2] The prototype machine

_ ,_! employs many unique design features such as a varlable-speed rotor, an
...._ hydraulically driven synchronous generator, and a tower which can be

:-! rotated to orient the machine into the wind. These features have never

.'_', before been included in the design of a machine of such a size, and thus

o: r SCE is being very careful that no major or unmanageable problems arise

"._: because of its test approach.

At the beginning of the test phase, delays were experienced because of

": light winds. Further delays occurred later because of minor failures in

"*"' the generator and its exciter circuit. During the early tests SCE

o r installed a conventional automatic synchronizer, thus modifying its

initial approach to controlling the machine's speed prior to coming on-
lY line. Recently hydraulic leaks and problems with the data logger have

•, -, 71'J
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caused minor delays. However, tests are proceeding, with a maximum power

output of 960 kW measured thus far during approximately 15 hours of total
synchronous operat ion.

; TABLE 3. STATUS OF KEY LARGE WIND TURBINE TESTS
BY ELECTRIC UTILITIES

• (Exclusive of Federal R&D Efforts)

Maximum
Power Energy

_#, Hoursof Produ_d Generated

Utility WindTurbll_) Status Operation (kW) (MWh)
,, , r ,,

SouthernCalifomlt.EdisonCo. Bendix Supp,rt _15 960 >2
(3000 kW) Engineering

Tests

ALCOA Reassembly N,A. >500 N.A.
(500 kW) Following

Fellure
• ,, ,..

• '-. PacificPower& LightCo. I_/TG Automatic _500 _409 N.A.
En_rw Systems(kW 200) Operation

EugeneWaterlindElectricboard ALCOA OperationCesud N.A. N.A. N.A.
(Oregon) (500 kW) AwaitingChanges

, HydroQual_c((h.neda) DAF.Indol Support 4300 ~200 N.A.
(230 kW) EngineeringTests

PacificGasb ElectricCo. BoeingMod-2 SiteWork - - -

: (2500 kW)

: NovaScotiaPowerCo. WTGEnergySystems AwaitingPartial 12 N.A N.A.
(200 kW} Redesign

U._. Suteguof Reclamation/ Hamilton.Standard SiteWork - - -
_ CuloredoRiverStorageProject (4000kW)

BoeingMad-2 SiteWork -- -- -
(2500 kW)

ELSAM(Denmark} NlbeA Rework 848 4680 152
(aSof Awtl 1981) (630 kW) Following

"1000 hr"
Impection

N'ib4lS - Automatic 4S3 **800 fP3
(630 kW) Opergtioo

N.A. lndi_t_ datanet av_

ALCOA NTTests. The first synchronous operation of the ALCOA 500-kW VANT

at the SCE site occurred early in March 1981..The machine operated for
a few hours (loss than 10) before it was partially destroyed during

checkout tests on April 3, 1981. The machine was damaged when an

" overspecd condition occurred that resulted from a complex series of
events. The machine reached a rotational speed of 60 rpm before

destruction; its normal design speed is 41 rpm. The whole series of
: events leading up to the failure occurred in 39 seconds. The main

reasons for the failure, according to the manufacturer, included:

• An omission in the WT's computer control program that was

. to bring the WT to a safe stop with its service brake at the

proper time.

• A sudden llne voltage drop of 25 percent which occurred

when the WT generator came on-line; the drop was caused by

excessive transformer impedance. The voltage drop also
caused the WT controller to malfunction temporarily.

%
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', • The aerodynamic efficiency of the Darrieus rotor being
:. higher than ALCOAmodels had predicted. The ALCOAmachine

_ components (vlz , the brakes, at_tachmonts, and such) were
I_ . not built strong enough to withstand the higher loads.

iii Pacific Power and Light Company (PPbL) Tests
i

_ At the present time, the PP&L tests of the 200-kWHAWTbuilt by WTGEnergy

.... Systems, Inc. (WTG) arc proceeding in a relatively smooth manner. The
•:_. machine began automatic operation in June 1981. Prior to this, the WT
_,: was not operated for a short period while a problem was being addressed.

WTGhad identified a design problem in which transient wind gusts were
_/_ generating excessively high transient output-power fluctuations. WTG '
_ was initially concerned that the associated fluctuating system torques
-_ might be damaging to the system.

_i' In June 1981, PP&L and I#1'0 to begin testing the NT in automatic
agreed an

_ test mode, In the meantime, WTG is exploring the possibility of
_i! attenuating the rotor torque variations caused by wind gusts by
=_._r installing an induction generator instead of the present synchronous
;" unit.

_!_ Eugene Water and Electric Board (EWEB) Tests

-::" The ALCOA 500-kW VANT, installed at an Agate Beach site within the ENEBi j'_

_._• district, operated for a very few hours before it was shut down. EWEB is
_.:._" awaiting word on a fix to the problem that arose on the similar unit that

,-:-_ was installed at the SCE test site. Present plans indicate that the
_'i machine design will be modified in the fall of 1981 to include a new gear

i _; box. At the same time a lower rotor rpm (approximately 36 rpm) will also
_, be employed. The machine is expected to be operational early in 1981.

i_.'_!i Hydro-Quebec Tests

'._., The DAF-Indal, Ltd., 230-kW VAWT installed in the Magdalen Islands has

'- been operated periodically in support of engineering tests. It has only

!'i__ operated approximately I00 hours since being repaired early in 1980--

.... following a failure in 1978, and has not as yet achieved its full output

_._il power of 230 kW. Much of the detailed test data from the machine has not
o.'_ yet been evaluated by the National Research Council of Canada, because of

manpower and funding limitations.
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:_:, Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) Tests

:/- The PG&E MUD-2 2,500-kW WT is expected to be installed at the Solano
,:. County, California, site in the fall of 1981, and tests on the WE are

:...-_. expected to commence in early 1982, followlng the successful completion
' of acceptance tests. PG&E has plans for a comprehensive data acquisition

....... system, as well as plans for detailed engineering, sound, televislon
"_':'_,, interference, and environmental tests.

_'i_i:._ U.S Bureau of Reclamation Tests
a ,, •

_,,. Hamilton Standard WT Tests• The first 4-MW WE (Model WTS-4) to be built

_-_:_i_,.. by Hamilton Standard experienced a few minor schedule delays, but in
"_ general is proceeding toward first rotation early in 1982 [I0]

•o:_::: Fiberglass blades for the machine are being fabricated at Hamilton
:_. Standard's unique blade-winding facility in East Granby, Connecticut.

_iii'i' Many of the early prototype engineering problems that might be experi-
J_:!'i. enced on this first unit are expected to be addressed in the similar 3-
,_..,'. I_I machine (Model WTS-3) being built for the Swedish Government for

-2:,.;,: delivery late in 1981.
:F ,,

.0_-._ Boein_ MUD-2 WT Tests. Many of the parts for the MUD-2 WE were ordered
__i?o' by Boeing in 1979-1980 as part of the DOE-funded cluster tests that

_01_! ultimately led to the installation of three MOD-2 WT's at a site near
•_._'_, "
_.._:= Goldendale, Washington. Early in the DOE program, it was tentatively
-_';_.._:.. planned that a fourth MUD-2 WT would be installed and tested. Therefore,

-__., many of the parts were available for the Bureau of Reclamation

_ installation. Their availability resulted in very rapid progress on the

__,_:.... machine installation. The only design change on the MUD-2 WT was to_.,_.

:o_..-. double the strength of the yaw drive system in order to accommodate loads
: at the higher cut-out wind speed of 26.8 m/s (60 mph) At the present
_._._, time, it appears that the machine will undergo its first network

' synchronization in the early-to-mid-fall 1981 period•
: .. :%.

_. '_-_" ELSAM WT Tests• %j

." The Nibe A & B WT's have been subjected to an arduous series of tests from
::7_ the time of their initial installation until their full automatic

.....:::. operation approximately one year later. The tests are being carried out
_:-,, by ELSAM, the Danish electric utility for Gotland in northwest Denmark.
::._'_'..: During this period, personnel from both ELSAM and the Ris_ National

...."__ Laboratory in Denmark conducted an exhaustive series of startup,
:";"o._ shutdown, safety system, and engineering tests to determine whether the

_" machine would perform at an acceptable level Numerous technical,L

,_ ;_ problems were overcome during this period, the primary ones being

0 _ associated with the control computers and the hydraulic systems. During
the tests in which the machines were providing power to the 2O-kV ELSAN
network, no voltage or frequency problems were identified.

3: The summary performance data for each machine, as shown in Table 3, are,%

current as of April 1, 1981. The following is a brief account of the
• results of tests conducted during the past year.
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Nibe A WT. The Nibe A WTwent into automatic operation in August 1980,

and by November 1980 it had run for 845 hours. At that time it underwent
a "1000-houz" inspection, which revealed a number of small problems;
e.g., oil leaks, corrosion, and bearing deterioration. However, the
major finding was that many welds in key, highly stressed locations had
been improperly made. Many of these welds were made in the area of the
blade stays. However, the machine has undergone a major rework on the
key welded joints and should be back in service in July 1981.

Nibe B WT. The Nibe B WT, which employs three fully pitchable blades, has
been operating satisfactorily since it began full automatic operation in
February 1981. Since then, it has logged 453 hours of operating time,

and no major problems have been identified thus far.

OTHER WIND ENERGY VENTURES

There are two other major types of wind energy ventures that could lead

_ to substantial new wind energy installations in utility systems. These
include (1) DOE-funded R&D programs, and (2) private wind ene=gy
installations funded by independent investors.

_ The major DOE-funded R&D effort at the present time is the 7.5-MWMOD-2
WTcluster at Goldendale, Washington [11] which came on line late in 1980

and early 1981. Comprehensive and practical WT performance, dynamic,

and operational data are expected to be completed at that test site.
.: Table 4 provides a brief description of the installation and also

identifies the other major private ventures being undertaken in the
United States.

.. TABLE 4. OTHER MAJOR WIND TURBINE CLUSTER TESTS

: IN CONJUNCTION WITH ELECTRIC UTILITIES

,m

Number of Installed Dr*re of Expocted

Pro,ect Duve!ol_r Utility Wind Turbine Wind Turin;has Capacity (MW) Completion
._

U.S. Department of Energy Bt, nnwdle Power Booing Mod.2 3 7,5 M;W 1981
A_mtnistr0tlon (2.5 MW} (Oper_ional)

Windfarm$ Ltd. Hawaiian Electric Co. Hamilton Standard 20 80 - 1985

WTS-4

(4 MW}

U.S W,rt(;l_wet', Inc. Public Service U.S. Windpower 20 0.6 boo0rnhef 1980

Company o| (30 kW) (Operlltio_d)

New Hampf, hbe

Wmdfa= ms, Ltd. Pacific Gas end N.A. 146 350 _ 1985-11o
Electric Co.

N.A. indic, a=, data not watlable

4

Because of the favorable tax credits that are permitted to private wind

energy ventures, and the appealing legal environment provided by the
Public Utilities Regulatory Policy Act (PURPA) of 1978, many private

: companies have been created. Their objective is to insta11WT's and then
- sell the electricity they generate back to the utilities. These
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companies, backed by funds provided by investors, have often been

referred to as "windfarmers," because the WT configurations planned in

_:_ these ventures often take the form of clusters or "farms" of many

machines. The output of these clusters will be fed dlrectly into the
" transmission and distribution networks of the local electric utility.

'_' People in the industry expect that the ownership of some WT clusters may
eventually be acquired by local utilities after the clusters have

' exhausted most of their tax advantages to the investor.

o',,

_ The three major investor-funded WT ventures in the United States are

:_:- briefly summarized in Table 4. The only private venture that is
currently operating is the U.S. Windpower 600-kW cluster located on

I_;I.. Crotched Mountain in southern New Hampshire. No formal test results are

._: publicly available on Chat project. The two Windfarms Ltd. projects

_i_:__ identified in Table 4 are in various stages of planning, negotiation, and
'_: design--with full operation expected by the mid-1980's, when the present

_ advantages of the federal energy tax credit are scheduled to expire.

:, SUMMARY

. At the present time, many electric utilities with good wind resources in

_.: their respective regions are proceeding to test pilot WT installations.

_: The overall goal of these early installations is to provide utilities

_:_!i with "hands-on" experience, so that they will be prepared to manage wind
_ energy as a new energy source when it becomes economically attractive.

_ At the same time, many utilities are attempting to develop a techni¢._,l

/i_" understanding of WT's so that they can effectively interact with private
_ WT investors and developers who may attempt to sell wind-generated

./ electricity to the utility.

-_:L However, no large WT installations have advanced beyond the engineering
prototype test stage. In this stage of development many typical hardware

: and software design problems are being identified and remedied. There-

•!. fore, the test results thus far do not alter current projections for

o. attractive wind turbine performance and economics when the technology
matures and production machines become available.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWBRS

W. A. Vachon

:.: From: J. Westergaard

Q: For analysis of the operation and maintenance costs over the 20 or
30 year time period, what factors are considered in your life cycle

.... cost models?

/.: A: Large WT manufacturers have prepared reports identifying the 0 & M
aaaumptiona in their cost-of-energy projections. In my study of
0 & M experiences on research machines, I have been trying to exam-

.! ine the outage times and associated problems as if they were handled
" by the local utilities in a timely manner with the assumptions that
: personnel and spare parts are available.

-. From: M. F. Merriam

•: Q: What do you mean by the remark that WTG-200 for PP_L is a 200 kw
;;_. machine with a 575 kw generator?

•_ A: Because the FTG Energy Systems F2 employs a stall-regulated rotor
•: (i.e. fixed pitch), the power output from their machine can reach
•, as high as approximately 400 kw at very high wind speeds. WTG has,

therefore, installed a $78-kw (nameplate rating) generator to ac-

commodate the higher output, and rates the machine conservatively ,
at 200 kw at approximately a $8 mph wind speed. They could just as
easily have called the machine a 300-kw unit, but it would only

• reach that power output at a much higher wind speed.

J:
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_:". UTILITY EXPERIENCE WITH TWO
., DEMONSTRATION WIND TURBINE GENERATORS

:- M.C. Wehrey
_ Southern California Edison Company

P.O. Box 800
'_.. Rosemead, California 91770

......_- ABSTRACT

_:_"_ Southern California Edison's interest in wind energy

ii'_._:.- started prior to 1975 and has been spurred by the Com-
:/" pany's large proportion of oil-fired generation, an

! ._ excellent wind resource and the belief that wind would be
_<" the first alternate energy source to reach commerclallza-
i __,:i tion.
:. ,,, 0

i_:;_ Edison has committed 360 MW of nameplate generating
..... capacity to wind energy by year 1990 in its long-range
"_=_:"_ generation plan. To reach this goal the Company's wind
L_I:7 energy program focuses on three areas: the continuous
_...,! evaluation of the wind resource, the hands-on demonstra-

_-_. tlon of wind turbine generators (WTG) and an association
with wind park developers.

_° Two demonstration WTGs have been installed and operated
'_!. at Edison's Wind Energy Center near Palm Springs, Call-
J" fornia: a 3 MW horizontal axis Bendix/Schachle WTG and a
•._,. 500 kW vertical axis Alcoa WTG. They are part of a one
...._" to two year test program during which the performance of

•'" the WTGs will be evaluated, their system operation and
environmental impact will be assessed and the design

...... criteria of future WTGs will be identified.

_ Edison's experience with these two WTGs is summarized and
°-: the problems encountered with the operation of the two

machines are discussed in this paper. The information
needs of a utility planning to use WTGs as a cost-effec-

= : rive and reliable resource are also briefly addressed.
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INTRODUCTION

The demonstration testing of two large WTGs ta only one
aspect of Southern California Edison 's wind energy
program. As illustrated in Figure I, other aspects
include a continuing evaluation of the wind resource on

, Edison's service territory with particular emphasis on
: the San Gorgonlo Pass region, evaluation of WTG designs
: proposed by the DOE and others, system integration and

_ economic studies. Recently, the development of coopera-
tlve commercial wind projects, an activity not shown in

•. the figure, has become an important part o£the program.

| REGION(,)}

PLANNING _ INTEGRATION

OPTIMIZATION COMMERCIAL ]
_i. FEASIBILITY SITING ---- IMPLEMENTATION

EVALUATION5 ECONOMICS

--- OEMO (s}

,, PERFORMANCEO&M

V- _.o._7-1 | INTERrAC_
: [ C,[.C./E.P.RJ. I / ENVIRONMKNTAL

Figure I: The Edison Wind Energy Program
<

.. The evaluation of WTG designs and systems are aimed at
determining the technical, economic, soclo-economlc, land
use and environmental factors associated with the instal-

_ latlon of multl-unit wind farms.

The evaluation of the wind resource, stated in 1975, has
_, continued with the installation by the DOE of a 150 foot
: meteorological tower near the Edison Devers Substatlon,

the monitoring of winds in the San Gorgonlo Pass through
the installation of 19 monitoring stations as part of a
study sponsored by Edison and the California Energy

,- Commission, and the installation of a 330 foot meteoro-
logical tower.
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THE EDISON WTG TEST PROGRAM

Tho fast program was designed to provide, over a poriod
. of two years, tho data needed to support the planning_
: Installat_on and operation of WTG. on a commercial
. seals. Although originally developed for the testing of

two spocifie WTG designs, the program was dosigned to
accommodate any wind turbines aimed at the utility market.

The ovorall scope of the program is to document the
performance of the WTGs belns tested, to train Edison
personnel as WTG operators, to assess the operation and
maintenance requirements and to evaluate the system
impact of the WTGs. The environmental issues associated
with WTGs will also be explored and the design criteria
of commercial units will be identified. The key ques-

: tions to be answered by the program in the areas of
"" performance and system impact are outlined in Tables I
,il and 2 respectively.

WTG PERFORMANCE

!-

_: t POWEROUTPUT

'_ e ENERGYOUTPUT

.,: e AERODYNAMICEFFICIENCY(CP)

?

L.. e MECHANICALEFFICIENCY(POWERTRAIN LOSSES)
. .,I

_: e OVERALLEFFICIENCY

! s WAKE CHAK'_TERIZATION(SPACING)

.-i

-!

•i! Table I: Key WTG Performance Questions
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fl _. ,_

___'P

e CAPACITY t.ACIOR

,,. e nYNAr]IC REStDNSET(} WIND (itlSlS

e POWERFACTORCONTROL

e VARSCONSLIMPTION

.i e ADEQLIACYOF EL.ECTRICALPROTECTION T)EVICES

O S[ARTIS10P If]l'4t:]

!' i

-=-<,7<,. Table 2.. System Operation Aspects of WIG Operation

_o. The Edison WTG test site is located at the eastern end of
' the San Gorgonio Pass, approximately eight miles north of
< the ,,'ity of Palm Sprlngs, California. The site is

" adJ_icent to Edison's Devers Substation which has a ion_
;,, history of data collectlon. Partial wind speed an_1
"!,; direction records were kept as early as 1962 as part of

an effort to solve wind-related problems with distribu-
....': tlon lines in the Palm Springs area. In mid-1976 the

:;- site was proposed to ERDA as a candidate site for the
,: MOD-OA WTG. The site was later selectud by the DOE to be

one of tile 17 candidate sites In tile program and was
,. Lnstrunlented with a lS0-foot meteorological tower. The

.=,. location of the tower with respect to the W'rGs is shown
in Figtn'e 3. The close proximity of the substatiotl to

'"" the W'l'(ls afforded _l cost effective electrical, connection

to the Edison grid. Recent dat,_ hlive shown that average
wind vel.ocitt, es are In the order o17 18 mph at 150 feet.

'_"_ blilxinltlnl wind velocities of 90 iuph have I'_t,ell rl_eordi+,d.

:, '1 _t
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!.:.%

3Mw

:_::" ./ DOE
...._. TOWER

p, .

q: .

_:!. Figure 3: DOE Meteorological Tower Location

-_"_i'. Three major sources_of data will be used during the test
_ °'_ program: continuous performance, special test and
. .i.!_.,_ manually logged data• The nature of the data is outlined
- f.n Table 3 The data acquisition system illustrated in

i _'" Figure 4 uses a data logger and a magnetic tape drive to
:':_:o sample and record performance parameters at predetermined
_ time intervals. Computer programs have been developed to
:.o,i_.- process the data and summarize performance statistics
°,:: under three tabulation formats, daily wind data, daily
..... WTG performance summary and monthly performance analy-
_,o" ses. Tables 4, 5 and 6 illustrate these three formats•

EDISON'S EXPERIENCE TO DATE

The Bendix/Schachle WTG is a horizontal axis machine with

.....• , a 165 foot, three-bladed rotor operating at variable
:_" speed to control the tip speed versus wind speed ratio.

732
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A, CONTINUOUSPERFORMANCEDATA

e DATA LOGGER

e COMPUTERTABULATIONS

B, SPECIALTESTDATA

• DYNAMICTESTS

e SOUNDDATA

e OTHER

C, MANUALLYLOGGEDDATA

I STATIONLOG

e o&rlCOSTS

e SHUTDOWNCAUSES

Table 3: Data Sources for Test Program

• .i:

'_ COMMONINSTRUMENTATION

14 DATA PROCESB(NG

;, DATA
'_r TAPE (ROSEMF,,AD )

•l, ___ DATA

I"

/L _ MW WTO

( .......,_lm.J COMPUTER " "

, PHINT *OUTS ...... .

- _kil It; ..-
l' 500 KW WTO

!:
:il Figure 4: Edison Data Acquisition System

!:
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DAILY NIHO DATA _JI'nqARY
DEVERS M|G TEST 51TE

DATE) 111

_ HOUR MIND SPEEO AT DOE TOHER MZND SPEED PREVAIL M_HD DRY BULB BARONETRZC POHER AT
." ENOZHG HZLES PER HOUR SHEAR OXRECTIOH AT TEMPERATURE PRESSURE 100 FEET

AT ]0 FEET _00 FEST 150 _Z_T COEFFZCIEHT 100 FEET DEGREES FAHR, ZHCHEfl HE, KId/ SQ FOOT

10100 eO,0 24,0 26,0 0,163 2 D0,0 E9,02 0,068
10100 20,0 24,0 26,0 0,163 2 80,0 t9,92 0,068

_ 10100 _0,0 2_,0 E6,0 0,163 2 80,0 29,92 0,068
_[ r 10100 20,0 2_,0 E6,0 0,163 2 80,0 E9,02 0,068

" 20100 20,0 _4,0 E6,0 0,163 E 80,0 E9,92 0,068
i 10100 _0,0 24,0 _ n n 1_ _ _fl fl 29,9E 0,068

10100 E0,0 24,0 9,92 0.068
*i 10100 _0,0 ED,0 _,92 0,068I 9,9E 0,068
._ 10;00 20,0 24,0 _,92 0.068

__,/::._:i 10100 EO,0 E_.O1o10o zo.o 24.o SUBSTITUTE DATA 9.9z 0.068
* _,92 0,068
i:_ 10:00 _0.0 2t.0 9.92 0.068
:._ 1o:oo eo.o z4.o FOE. FO_,.AT ONLY _._2 o.o6G10:00 _0,0 24,0
_*, 0.92 0,068
_. 10:00 20,_ E4,0

10t00 20,0 E4,0 9,92 0,06B
!_:_. 10:00 20,0 24.0 9.92 0,068

10100 _o,O 24,0 26,0 0,163 2 80,0 29,9_ 0,068
10100 _0,0 24,0 26,0 0.163 E 80,0 29,92 0,068
10:00 20,0 ED,0 26,0 0.163 2 80.0 29,92 0,068

_': 10:00 20.0 24,0 26,0 0,163 2 80,0 29,92 0,068

j:!_ 10:00 _0,0 24.0 _6,0 0.163 2 80,0 29,92 0,068
10100 20,0 24.0 26,0 0.163 E 80,0 _9.9_ 0,068

_: 10100 _0,0 24,0 26,0 0,263 2 80.0 _9,9E 0,068

;i _" DALLY AVERAGES 20,0 E_,O 26,0 0,163 _ 80,0 29,92 0,068

'"-;_ TOTAL ENERGY ZH THE NZHO FOR THZS DAY -- 1.628 KNH PER SQUARE FOOT
E_A,IZVALENTAVERAGE MZNO SPEED FOR THE DAY "" 2_,0 flILES PER HOUR

:_'._. Table 4: Daily Wind Data Summary

_ .. DAILY NTG PERFOrmANCESUllItARY
_. 3 HEGAMATTBEI_DZX/ SCHACHLE

OATEI 111

_'°_:"_ HOUR HZNO SPEED MZHO POHER FOR ELECTRICAL ELECTRICAL NET COEFFICIENT
'.' EHOIHG AT HU_ SNEPT AREA PONERPROOUCEO POHER ABSORBED ELECTRZCAL PONER OF
'" " AT NZLES PER HOUR KZLOHATTS KZLONATTS KZLONATTS KZLOHATTS PERFORMANCE

"'._ 10:00 2_,_ 159_.6 000.0 100,0 700,0 0,q390
oi_ 10;00 24._ 0,0 0.43900,0 0.4390
_,." 1o,oo _._ SUBSTITUTE DATA 0.0 0._390
"_' 10100 2_._
-" .- 10:00 2_,_ 0,0 0,4390

• lo,oo e__ FOR FORMAT ONLY o,o o._3_o
-_.! 10100 _,_ 0,0 0.q390
_::_ lO:OO 24,_ 159_,6 800,0 100,0 700,0 0,_390

'.i_- 7oo,o o,_39o
9 .... DALLY AVERAGES 24,4 1894,6 800,0 100,0

._ " DALLY STATiSTiCS

ENERGY PRODUCED(KZLOMATT-HOURS) 19200,0 NUtISER OF HOURS BETNEEH NACHENE

,:i ENERGY ABSORBED(KZLOHATT*NOURS) 2_00.0 CUT-ZN AND CUT-OUT SPEEDS 0
NET ENERGY(KZLOMATT*HOURS) 16800,0 HOURS OF MZHD TURBZflE OPERATZON 0

,':'" NUMBEROF HACHZHE STARTS 0 MTG AVA|LASZLZTY (PERCENT) 0,0

_ HUtIBER OF M_NO-RELATED SHUTDOk_J 0 MTGCAPACITY FACTOR (PERCENT) E3,3
NU#_F..ROF NOH-MZHO-RELATEO SHUTOOHNS 0

.i CIRIULAT_VE STATZST_CS TO DATE

ENERGYPRODUCED(KZLOMATT-HOU_) O, NIG AVA|LABZLZTY (PERCENT) 0,0
' HC&IRSOF I'UkCHZNEOPERAT_OH 0 NTG CAPACITY FACTOR (PERCENT) 0.0

_,! Table 5: Daily WTG Performance Summary
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"_/i+:i_'' I'_,ItlILVI,ItSP_I'_MA_EANAI.YSZS
&" '" $ PIEGAMATT DEHDIX/ _JCHACHLE

_'. DATE ; 800101

':" IJZNO SPEED IGI_ER CONTROL ROTOR GEHERATOR GEHERATO_t M_FIO POWER REAL REACTTVE PONER COEFFIPCZEHT YAM BLADE

i :_i-I' .::_1 AT OF AHEI4t31'IETER RI_ VOLTS AI"_S AVAILABLE POMER POllER FACTOR OF ERROR PZTCH

.=+ .,"_" 100 FEET HQUR5 HPH KZLO_ATT5 KZLOMATTS KZLOVARS F'ERFORMAHCE DEGREES DEGREES

_:i_;,:! IRLOMCUT-ZN 0.0 0.0 0.0 O. 0.0 O. O, O. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
:!i/ _ 15 0,0 0,0 0.0 O. 0.0 O. O. O. 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0

16 0.0 O.O O,O O. 0.0 O. O. O. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

':".+;._.'• 17 0,0 O,O 0,0 O, O,O O, O, O, 0,0 0,0 O,O 0,0
Y'+' ;+ 31 0,0 0,0 0,0 O, 0,0 O, O, O, 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0

_+. , 3E O,O 0,0 O,P '+ ^ '+ '+ " ^ ^ '_ 0,0 0,0 0,0

+:._...i_+,./ 33 0,0 0.0 O, 0,0 0,0 0,0
3+* 0,0 0,0 O, 0.0 0.0 0,0

"+;t'_'_- 35 0,0 0,0 O, 0,0 0,0 O,O
-o+_+., -

_=+++_,. 36 o.o o.o o. SUBSTITUTE DATA o.o o,o o.o ::
$7 0.0 0.0 O. 0.0 0.0 O.O

-"*;+ :. ' 3i 0,0 0,0 O, 0,0 0,0 0,0

_+_:_+_.:, _s o.o o,o o. FOP FORMAT ONLY o.o o.o o.o

_:_,..<+. _o o.o G.o o. o.o o.o o.o41 0,0 0,0 O, 0,0 0,0 0,0
+ +_+'*+ _i_ 0,0 0.0 O, 0.0 0,0 0,0

+_ ++++__. 43 0,0 0,0 0,. 0.0 0,0 0,0 +;
* '+_+++ +it 0,0 0,0 0,0 O, 0.0 O, O, O, 0.0 0,0 0,0 0,0

! _o._ +_ 45 O,O 0.0 0,0 O, 0,0 O, O, O, 0,0 0.0 0,0 0,0
+ _..+ + ++6 0,0 0,0 0.0 O, 0,0 O, O, O, 0,0 0.0 0.0 0,0
[ _'+_ _ 47 0,0 0.0 0.0 O. 0.0 O, O. O, 0,0 0.0 0,0 0.0

_ _:+ .r..+,, ms o.o o.o o.o o. o,o o. o. o. o,o o,o o.o o.o
.r-o++._°::.. 49 0,0 0,0 0,0 O, 0.0 O, O, O, 0.0 0,0 0,0 0,0SO 0.0 0.0 0.0 O, 0,0 O, O. O, 0.0 0,0 0,0 0,0

51 0,0 0,0 0,0 O, 0,0 O, O, O, O,O 0,0 0,0 0,0+ . .

+'_.."+i SE 0,0 0,0 0,0 O, 0,0 O, O, O, 0.0 0.0 0,0 0,0
-_i .; 53 0,0 0,0 0.0 O. 0,0 O, O. O, 0,0 0,0 0.0 0,0

:_;_'.; S_ 0,0 O,O 0,0' O, 0.0 O. O, O, 0,0 0.0 0,0 0,0
+'+._"+" S5 0,0 0,0 0,0 O, 0,0 O, O, O, 0,0 0,0 0.0 0,0
_+i*' ++_ S6 0,0 0,0 0.0 O, 0.0 O, O. O. 0.0 0,0 O.O 0,0
++'g+ S? 0,0 0.0 0,0 O, 0.0 O, O, O, 0,0 0.0 0,0 0,0

+ "t 58 O* 0 O" 0 0 " 0 O' 0 ' 0 0 ' O" O" 0 " 0 O" 0 0 " 0 0"0

_i+'_ S9 0,0 0.0 0.0 O, 0.0 O, O, O. 0.0 0.0 0,0 0,0

_ __/.+._._+ .._ _ 60 0.0 0.0 0.0 O. 0.0 O, O. O. 0.0 0,0 0,0 0,0

+;+ .+,+:+ ABOVE CUT-OUT 0,0 0.0 0,0 O. 0.0 O, O, O. 0.0 0,0 0,0 0,0

_': AVERAGES/ 27.0 23,0 _tO00. 100.0 159S. 800, 100. 0.99_ O,SO t* _.0 _)S.O

_+"_! : TOTALS 1_, S

:#.+, Table 6: Monthly WTG Performance Analysis

t " I . 1_ The proprietary blade design and tip speed control are

_!__-:'.,y._ expected to yield high rotor wind energy conversion
i-._....... efficiencies. Fixed displacement pumps and variable
+':"o, ,+' displacement motors are used to maintain a constant
_:**:;+ 1200 rpm generator speed. The WTG nacelle is supported
I +" by a 110-foot rotating tower. Electrical power is

i ii".": transmitted from the WTG to the test 81Ce substation
through 8lip rings mounted at the base of the tower. The

+ rotor is designed to operate at a constant blade pitch
° ' angle up to the rated wind speed. At and above rated
.,:,; wind speed the rotor blades are moved toward their
.io;.._ feathered position. A diagram of the power drive train

:.+ , is shown in Figure 5.
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MOTOR
,. (RPM 5 41)

/] /--.A.
..: /1 ¢./-°o..,-

II II 6E_BOX HYDRAULICPUMPS

" r*""' F-] (,,.°.)

DISPLACEMENT

• i
5 , l

_" U LC.ON'rROL" .J

HYDRAULIC STEP-UP

,..s. I__ __l_c.A ..T_ .T ..x,__ ..o..uL,c.o.oR'" __ .GE oiG,_,=._.,

Z'.
6" NIGH PREBURE JI

i ".: • PiPiNG •i
i"
i.

(ISe_) VARIABLE I: 1.719 -- GENERATOR
: ': DISPLACEM E NT 1(1200 RPM)

i: 'I TORQUE/RP M

' I CONTROL _1

' Figure 5: Bendlx/Schachle WTG Power D_Ive Train

•: ' The WTG was first operated on-llne on December 15, 1980.
_-" A gearbox bearing failure and low winds prevented opera-J

1981 The bearln_ failure wasi '_-' tlons until March 3, .
" caused by a lack of lubrication traced to the omission of

i"" an oll line.
i

i.".' Problems were encountered during synchronization of the
_"._ generator with the Edison grid. No generator field was
i ' applied prior to closing of the main breaker in the
; original synchronizing method. Recurring diode failures
[ in the exciter led to a change of method and the instal-
::. latlon of a synchronizing relay. The generator and grid

voltages are now matched prior to the closing of the main
i _ breaker by the synchronizing relay.

! .. 736
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':. The WTG is rated at 3 MW in 40 mph winds at hub height @

• However, the current operating envelope is limited to
lower power and wind speed values to allow for measure-

,.. ment and analysis of blade stresses.

: Problems have also been experienced with the Edison data
-:,._ acquisition system mainly related to poor quality con-

i trol. The computer programs used to process the perfor-
mance data are being tested as the WTG operating tlme is

.._.. building up.

= _ To date, power levels in excess of 1 _ have been reach-
: _- ed. Development efforts are currently focused on the
.....- implementation of automated controls, the expansion of
_i the operating envelope and the training of operators

...._'_"' The Alcoa WTG is a vertical axis machine with a 123 foot,
:,: three-bladed rotor driving a 500 kW induction generator
_ through a fixed ratio gearbox. The rotor is held by 6
• guy cables anchored 165 feet away from the generator

_; enclosure. The aluminum blades have a 29 inch cord and a

:_ symmetrical NACA 0015 airfoil. The WTG is started by a
_:: 30 hp motor and stopped by a service brake and emergency
:; brake mounted on the generator shaft. A diagram of the
_., power drive train is shown in Figure 6.

9"

%

. .. I V-'I" ' STARTER

"_'" _ 1 MOTOR

'::. , R

_5, ,,

": ...,_4e"r- / SPEED I I

: NGS_,.__._ SHAFT " "
COUPLI (41RPM) _ PARKING

.. EMERGENCY

,,._: _ i ,----, BRAKE
" "' __ T

• I "HIGH SPEED
• . GEAR BOX I SHAFT

.. (1',44,5) (1824.5 RPM)

r

PJ ,"i

Figure 6: Alcoa WTG Power Drive Train
,,%

?
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_:, The WTG was first operated on-llne on March 17, 1981 by
__.,._, Alcoa personnel and started preacceptance tests. On

,},:. April 3, 1981 the rotor failed and was destroyed. The_:_, cause of failure was an overspeed condition related to
_'. controls software and a malfunction of _he brakes. At

:_;i::_-. approximately 60 rpm the bl_des separated from the torque
_ _ tube and hit the guy cables. The overspeed was 50_ of

_:;_.," the 40 rpm normal rotor speed. Test data and analyses,_:" have indicated that the aerodynamic performance of the
_ rotor notably exceeded Alcoa's predictions and contribut-

_:_iii_i)i,/ ed to the overspeed condition.

_'"_. Plans are being formulated to rebuild the WTG following
:_%_:. testln_ of a modified NTG installed in Oregon. The new

WTG will be extensively redesigned.

_'_,_ UTILITY PLANNING NEEDS

_:: A general concern expressed by the utilities when they
__t_,_ investigate WTGs as a generation resource relates to the

i}i:[i?,:_, lack of operating data. Although this situation is
_ ,/ rapidly changing, the need for accurate information will
_;"_" remain during the coming years. Assistance to utilities !
__....,_ from the wind power community should be focused on ':
_:_::',,;,., providing information on reliability, O&M costs, oper-
_,, ating constraints and system interface requirements.: _V'_'.._.

... Performance guarantees and field support will be deciding
_g_: factors in the selection of WTG. Acceptance criteria
:_::_ also need to be developed and consistent methods for
_::i:.... predicting energy production need to be agreed upon.
_.°/,. Given the wind regimes of their selected sites the

,_o_ utilities need to be in a position to assess the energy
i-_: costs of WTGs with a good level of confidence.

_:_¢_ The key to obtaining their information will be the
°_- continuation of existing, and the creation of new WTG

u_2:.:... demonstration programs designed to generate the approprl-
_!i_. ate actual operating data while providing the necessary

ii_'_:_:_i" utility experience.

#J

-?,.:.

,.5""i'

.0
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

M. C. Wehroy

_ From: P. R. Goodman, Jr.
.,

Q: How was the existing spacing of the two test wind turbines deter-
:' mined?

A: Due to the prevailing westerly wind direction at the test site and
the north-south alignment of the wind turbines, approximately 6
rotor diameters of the vertical axis machine Cot _00 feet) were
deemed adequate spacing distance.

From: Anonymous

Q: How much penetration does 560 Mw represent?

A: 3SO _ of rated wind resourceswould representapproximatelyI_0
_i of firm capacity or from . 5 to I% of the total projected SOE system
, firm capacity in 1980.
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_':" WTS-4 SYSTEM VERIFICATION UNIT FOR
q,_

< WIND/HYDROELECTRIC INTEGRATION STUDY

°.!: A.W. Watts, PE
-"•9," ">

-_""":: Bureau of Reclamation

=_,:_ Lower Missouri Region
=_::_ P.O. Box 25247

_*_'_: Denver, Colorado 80225
-_]i

:_:_: " ABSTRACT

-.$; The Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation) initiated a study to
.....•' investigate the concept of integrating I00 MW of wind energy from

..... megawatt-slze wlnd turbines with the Federal hydroelectric system.

=',:"" As a part of the study, one large wind turbine was purchased through

,_h_ the competitive bid process and is now being installed to serve as a

"_:'::', system verification unit (SVU). Reclamation negotiated an agreement
%,::- with NASA to provide technical management of the project for the

- ::1 design, fabrication• installation, testing, and initial operation. '!
._...,_. Hamilton Standard was awarded a contract to furnish and install its

=:i'":'., WTS-4 wind turbine rated at 4 MW at a site near Medicine Bow, Wyoming. 1

=_°°";,, The purposes for installing the SVU are to fully evaluate the wind/ 'I'

/./,. hydro integration concept, make technical evaluation of the hardware i

_:, design train personnel in the technology, evaluate operation and ]i

,_ maintenance aspects• and evaluate associated environmental impacts, j_.
The SVU will be operational in June 1982. Data from the WTS-4 and

o'_ from a second SVU, Boelng's MOD-2, will be used to prepare a final J

_::": design for a 100-MW wind farm if Congress authorizes the project.

,:,;. WIND/HYDROELECTRIC INTEGRATION STUDY

'_) The Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation) has under construction two

, megawatt-size wind turbines at its Medicine Bow, Wyoming, site to
-; serve as system verification units (SVU). One unit is the Hamilton

• Standard 4-M_4 unit designated as WTS-4. The second unit is the Boeing

: 2.5-_4 unit designated as the MOD-2. Reclamation engineers, late in
1976, developed a concept for integrating large quantities of wind

'_ energy with tile Federal hydrosystem for a wholesale power supply,

see F]gure I. A 3!_-year feasibility study of this concept, based on

an installation of 100 ;.FW,was completed in June 1981. Tlle study and

_:_" the installation of two SVU's were designed to _ccomplish the
': following objectives:

. . ,..,._',_,,_'._I' ._',,,!_i,..D 741 _%...

• .!'i: '_ ...
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i. Mnasura and ovnluat_ thm wind ro_ourea in the M_d%alno Bow _o_;

2. Teat _h_ aoncap_ o_ intogrnt_ng wind end hydrool_rie gon_rat!on

faeilitio_ for produce%on of whol_olo power;

3. D_tormino the onvlronm_ntal Impnetn of wind gon_rn_.on wi_hln _ho

: _udy area;

4, Evaa.uato _ho fonnibll_,_y and Junt_.f_,ca_lon for conntru_ing a
large-ncale wind farm

5. M_aouro the acceptan=_ and reaction of _he public go the plan, and

6. Train personnel in _he technology.

Sinc_ the use of multiple larg_ wind turblnos at a slto for central

station-type power supply is a new technology and there is no prece-
dent for validating data for the study, it was determined early in
the study that one or mor_ SVU's operating at th_ site w_re n_ed_d

before a definite plan report could be prepared for the i00-_4 wind
farm.

The wind resource is in an area in south-central Wyoming near the town

of Medicine Bow. The hydroelectric system is the Colorado River

Storage Project (CRSP). This relationship is shown in Figure 2. The

characteristics of these two resources offer a good oppo_tunlty tO
determine the feasibility of integrating a large amount of energy from

the nonfirm energy supply produced by large wind turbines with the
,,_ firming capability and _,ergy storage in reservoirs provided by the

i: existing hydrosystem to produce a large block of wholesale electric

< power. The two largest hydro developments are shown, Glen Canyon and
Flaming Gorge.

There are 22 other existing hydroelectric plants in the Federal system

associated with the study.
%1

-i The wind resource selected for thls study is a large land crea near

.[ Medicine Bow, Wyoming, shown in Figure 3. The location is a high,
•! arid plateau area about 2.133 km (7,000 feet) and is located near

._ existing Federal transmission lines and has a high average annual wind

! potential A major factor of the wind/hydroelectric integration con-

I cept is to locate the wind turbines at the best possible wind resource

_ site in the same manner that hydrodams are located at the b_st hydro-
site. The wind turbines can be a great distance from the hydro-

generation as long as the transmission system has the capacity to

t serve the loads from the various generating locations.

"',i

i Eight years of wind data taken in the 1930'8 at the Medicine BowI
' airport are available. The University of Wyoming, under contract with

l_clamation, started taking wind data at the same site in December

i 1976. At the initiation of the special study in 1977, an area about

: 32.19 by 64.37 km (20 by 40 miles), as shown in Figure 3, was

i delineated and five 3.66 m (12 feet) anemometer towers were installed

_t 743
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. _ . ,i_

:i to gather info_matlon to evaluate a specific 8ire to install the 8VU'a.
-;/' After several months of data =ollaatlon and evaluation of all factors

' at the flve _Ites, _ite A southwo,st of the town of Medicine Bow was
_S selected to install a 60.35 m (198 f_ct) m_teorological tower, which

. was later extended to 109.7 m (360 f_e_) to measure the vortical wind
characteristics at three levels. The SVU's will he ins_alled near the

....:o m_teorologlcal towQr.

i'
"_ A computer modol of the M_icine Bow wind rogime has been developed

. .... using the I0 years of data now available to simul_te an average wind

; year by providing the wind speed each hour in the year, Inputting the

,_:, performance curve from a wind _rblne unit, the annual generation can
_'_ ' be determined by calculating the output each hour in the year.

= :,., Figure 4 smmaariz_s the results of inputting the predicted performance
:;, curve for the Hamilton Standard WTS-4 wind turbine. The monthly

-""i/_' energy production is plotted on a water year, October through.

_% September, and onpeak and offpeak generatlon quantities are shown

_j. separately. The total average annual energy p_oduction for one unit
': is 11.9 million kWh. The significant data in this summary are that

_ 69 percent of the generation occurs during onpeak hours and 31 percent

:ii: occurs offpeak. The onpeak generation has the most value to a power
_,: system and makes the resource at the Medicine Bo_ site highly

_L,'.,,?: compatible for integration with a hydrosystem. There is more wind
- _!,,. generation during the winter months which complements the hydrosystem

which has the greatest generation during the summer due to the spring
C. !.

:... runoff from the snowmelt in the Rocky Mountains.

....... PROCURemENT OF WTS-4 WIND TURBINE

_i Reclamation is a rather large engineering organization that designs

:"" and constructs large hydroelectric projects. However, after the

t_, decision was made to procure a wind turbine SVU, it was felt that the

,_ organization did not have sufficient expertise in the wind technology

j,/.j; and assistance would be needed. The National Aeronautics and Space
._..,,. Administration (NASA) was agreeable to provide Reclamation with the

_j:f" support needed to procure a wind turbine and the two agencies executed ,
=, ,_ an interagency agreement. NASA would provide the technical manage-

_ :," ment for the design, fabrication, installation, testing, and initial

_i_i!ii operation of the wind turbine SVU. Also, NASA would train Reclamation
f i:. personnel in wind turbine technology.

=::_ A number of wind turbine manufacturers had indicated an interest in

"'..,"",._.. furnishing equipment for the Medicine Bow site; therefore, the
_i _ decision was made to procure the first SVU by competitive bidding.

_.'i_:.,.: The chronology of events for the first SVU is as follows:

..'_.'_,_':: i. Interagency Agreement with NASA signed May 1979

%111_i-> 2. Request for proposals issued July 1979

.....•_," 3. Contract signed- Hamilton Standard February 1980
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; ORIGINAL PAGE iV
"i OF POOR QUALITY

_ WIND GENERATION DATA-MEDICINE BOW, WYO.

,,'_'_,, ANNUAL OUTPUT FOR WT.$-4 UNIT

, WlNTER_ _ SUMMER•" _ SEASON " ' SEASON
4

_'_' r'IOFFPEAK ENERGY
_'_' I_10NPEAK ENERGY

'i

0 OCT. NOV. DEC. JAN. FEU. APR. MAY. dUN. JLY. AUG. _,e,i;

i SUMMARY

WINTER SUMMER AN NUAL

: ANNUAl, ENER6Y *ik 7.7 42 11.9
SEASOHAL6EN. 64 % 56 %

.: PLANT FACTOR 44% a4% ,_4 %
ONPEAK 6EN. 71% 65 e/e 69 %

-' OFFPEAK 6EN. 29% ,_5 % ,_1%

_kMILLIONS OF KWH

- t, PERIOD WINTER SUMMER

ONPEAK 7A.M. TO IIRM. II_LIR TO lOOM
OFFPEAK fiRM TO 7_LM. IORM.TOIIAM.

Amlual Ceneration Pattern for _¢1'S-4

:_ Figure No. 4
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il.i,_ 4. Final design review - Unit September 1980

_,,", 5. Final design review - foundation and tower November 1980

i / ',

_,-_. 6. Start of construction at site May 1981

/, 7. Scheduled first rotation Juno 1982
I

j,, SITE ARRANGEMENTS

The site plan for the first two SVU's is shown in Figure 5. The area

,,_." is surveyed for 1 square mile sections. The location for the first
_t_/ SVU is about 8.25 km (5% miles) southwest of the town of Medicine Bow,

_.:,_:. situated near an existing county road. The WTS-4 wind turbine is

i/'"' about 251.5 m (825 feet) downwlttd from the meteorological tower. The
"".; prevailing winds are from west southwest at a bearing of aoout

::_.;, 250 degrees, which provide 90 percent of the generation. The control

_--_;_....' and visitor center building is near the meteorological tower and near
-_..= the edge of the development area to minimize visitor disturbance of

"'_ private land.

:---" The second SVU, MOD-2, is located 1.37 km (4,500 feet) downwind,
"# 15 blade diameters using 91.4 m (300 feet) rotor, and offset downwind

: from the first SVU. The 15 diameter spacing was an arbitrary spacing

i,,. since we do not have specific information on the affects of wind wake

h. ;";i produced by large wind turbines. We believe the selected spacing is
o - conservative and hope that more positive data on turbine spacing will

i__ be available in the near future before we do the final design on the
wind farm. We have awarded a contract to the Scientific Technologist

L_;I in Pasadena, Califoz%_ia, to do a study to assess affects of wind wake:.:'-.' from an array of wind turbines. The results of the study will be
_" available later this year.
i _9 T

!<. ;;.
i_:. TRANSMISSION SYSTEM INTERFACE

- _ " The transmission llne is designed for future operation of 115 kV for
_...,=_ the wind farm application and will be initially operated at 34.5 kV.
_: The line will be interconnected to the Federal transmission system at

! .,::'.i,. the existing Medicine Bow Substotlon, which is about 8 km (5 miles)

iii".i"" north of the SVU's. Since there are eagles and other birds of prey
i., in the Medicine Bow area, the transmission structures will be single6

: _ ' pole types, with conductor spacing to prevent eagle electrocution and

_._'_" a raptor antiperch device mounted on top of the pole. The details of

a typical structure are shown in Figure 6.

_... Figure 7 is a perspective view of the site showing the relationship

_'" " of the turbi,,e, control building, transformer, and switchgear near
the base of the unit and tile transmission line terminal structure.
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a ...... _ Onemilesecfions-i_,

!--i' ,;" CONTROL AND j_

:..."",:_.. VlSITAR CENTEy

.... ., BUlL ING

I ;'o _' _

__:,° :,. • _.-TERM IN A L

°';".' ,- SVU-I (WTS-4),- 'b /

....o'_',_:.• _'MET TOWER

,_', " ,--SVU-2 (MOD'2)

"j,;,:,?

="_" WINDTURBINESYSTEM
i".,. �VERFICATIONUNITS
o,;,,_._ MEDICINEBOW-SITE A

o% ;_, ,

,;_'. Slte Location of Wind Turbines

_:. :. Figure No. 5
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':_:"i Figure 8 is an _levstion view of the power circuit showing the routing

_. ,_ of the power cable down the Insldo. of tho tower, underground to

__ "._' Enclosur_ no, 2 that houso_ the elreuit breaker, underground to th_

_ _ 4.16/34.5-kV transformer, through the Interrupter _witch and tho,n

_.'/I underground, at 34.5 kV, to the terminal structure.

Figure 9 shows a simplified schQmntlc of the power circuit from the

iiff_il:_ wind turblno ganora_or to _he in¢oreonnoctlon _o tlm transmis_ion llno
'i'-,i at the tQmnlnal structure. Underground powor cables were selected to

/:,f_[ reduce the clutter near the base of the wind turbine and mlnlmlz_, thevisual Impact from overhead lines. A new transmlssion line was con-

ii"':I,:"l strutted to serve the SVU's although an existing utility 34.5-kV.,.:., distribution lln_ is near the site serving loads in the area. The
::',_ new line dedicated to the SVU's w_ll optimize availability by
"!"'_' eliminating the exposure of the longer distribution line. Disconnect

r,: -,, switches will be used to interconnect the first two SVU's to the4'./ i

_::: :' terminal structure. If Congress authorizes the IO0-MW wind farm, the
i'._?,_ turbines will be grouped in clusters of four to seven units for

,_:ii: interconnectlon to the llS-kV transmission llne, Reclosures or
_',; _. circuit breakers will be used in each of the turbine circuits ahead

.%-,. of the transformation to 115 kV.

[.- _:,.', SUMMARY ....

._ :. A brief summary of the turbine supplier's progress to date is as
follows: The site preparation and excavation for the tower foundation

_i.ii*. are complete. The fabricated tower sections have been delivered to
.:_7,.,.,..i. the site. The fabrication of the first fiberglass blade is complete.

_: The assembly of the nacelle in the Swedish factory is almost complete.

=_" _ Although the scheduled first rotation date of June i, 1982, has

,- slipped 8 months from the original date due to the accumulation of

_°".",: delays, we believe the design and construction of the WTS-4 will

L,,;_:, result in a quality product.

i....'.' NASA's previous experience in managing the Department of Energy's large

i_,_: wind turbine program has been invaluable to Reclamation by providing

i o.i,,, technical management for the SVU project at the Medicine Bow site.

i
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i..",,' QUESTIONS AND ANSWI]RS

A W. Watt_

r :,-

,: From: F. J, _imaz

- Q: Why not eliminate the generator unit in the WTa system and use the
'" wind turbine to drive reciprocating pumps instead of centrifugal

pumps. It will reduce cost appreciably and will pump water at all

_._>'" speeds of the rotor,

A: The lowo_+tcoot arran(fomentis to inte,grate wind anor_llyinto ._ll<Ji
_ hydrooyotem to m_,rvoload d't:r(_otl,Vw,[thoutpwnplnl_water which

.... rv(::lamationis using. Th<,be_t wind o.(tc:may not bo at tho 7.oca-

_. tion wlwre wato_ is b_:ingpumped.

i: From: P. Antoniak

+' Q: 1) What is your operations staffing?
' ". 2) What is your maintenance staffing?

3) What is the size of your operations buildlng?
....• 4) What is the size of your maintenance buildlng?

:+,,. A: .+I)Operat.tonswill be performed by the present s_aff at the Casper
0+ Control Center,.

-_ 2) Ma(.ntenaneestaff wiZ.1be Z empLoyees at the Medicine Bow site
+ • a_d other,support fareumaintenance crews stationed at Casper,
- Wyoming.
.... S&4) The operations will be done from the existing building in

+'.::." Casper, Wyoming. The maintenance building at the Medicine Bow
...._.. site is sized for the two SVU's and a larger building will be
+ " built for the farm application.

w "_i'"

_ From: Anonymous

b: .",o'

i-:?.+ Q: what are DOI-BuRec plans for expanding the cluster? (How many

!Y :i machines, by when?)

+=/::+i A: Wc do not have fundincd for additional ,_VUunits.
i .?,_,

_+_'+_ From: Anonymous
i '' ''

=[.+ Q: Does the hydro storage become full during the year?
_';_i'.'
L" A: System opera_-z:om_can be cot_troIZcdso that water does not by-pass
_-_,' _

i _.++.,... th<' _?cm.'ratore c+.t),_:,nwl;th the wi_Z farm.,0,'+ _,,,

+?:"'_ Fronl: A. B VanRennes
i _+. . .

i _+ " (_: What is the round-trlp efficiency factor of hydro storage, i.e. kwh
i=+ ' of hydro power received compared to kwh of pumping power expended?

_,."

i. i,._ A: 'l'la' intc,lmat-{on c.onc.cpt docc not: m_(, i.hc wa+t,cp p_w_p_'+n,ap_[neiple.
+-c .. +, ('::,'t' tiP,' j'fP'cl ,(m'+:l-Zo_z. )

v+
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" 9o B. _eely,1_oJ. W_rch.1, 14. O. _u_le_, a.d ft. C_ran_y
BO_V_L_ P0W_ ADMINI_T_T_ON

P,O, _ox 3621
PortIand, Orellon 97208

 sT cr

This paper doscribo_ the initial u_ilt_y expo=ieoeoe of operattn$ three HOD-20
durins the EuSinoeriu_ k_ceptance Testing, Electrical quantities of bel

"_ voltase,phase currentsand power are initiallybeing recordedto evaluate
" impacts to customers on the 59-kS subt=ansm£s_ion line duriuS synchronisation
' and operation of one or more _l_9e. To date, effects on the system have been

essentially undetectable.

Measurements of television signal strcn_tho wore taken at an exietin8
.., television remote, pickup and relay station at the _TS site, Potential TV

sisnal interferenceproblemsfrom the _TSs have been avoidedby replacinsthe
remote pickups _v£th mictovave repeater links for the four TV channels received
from Portland, Oreson.

%"

Preliminary measurements of audible and sub-audible noise levels indicate that
the upwind rotor, tubular tower desiSn of _.he HOD-2 does t. "_, have the pulsinS
htsh intensity infraeound problems experienced by the _-1 machine at Boone,

- North Carolina.

i:_" Some preliminary assessments have been made on the MOD-2WTSoIn tabard to
.. adequacy of emersency shutdovu systems and operation and maintenance support

activities. Wind Turbine Systems operatise on a utility system can experience
loss of connection or load and must be able to reliably shut themselves days.

,. _NTRODUCT_ON

'" The cluster of three HOD-2 Wind Turbine Systems (UTSs) installed an_. placed '
into service at Goodnoe IL£11s in the Pederal Columbia RAver Paver System ie !
the first mul_iuult _nd turbine senerator installation vhich has operated

,,"': with all _eneratore simultaneously supplyin8 paver to a utility electrical i
power eyst_. Coodnoe Hills is located in Klickitat County in southwestern

," ._ashiuston. The site, at an elevation of 2600 feet, is situated on a rldse
+ nort_ the Columbia River, 7 mlle_s east o_ John Day Dam and about 13 miles
:: east-southeast o_ Goldendale, Washinston. The HOD.2 units are connected to a

nearby 69-kS line o_e_ and maintained by l_lickitat County PUD, • customer vf
the BonnevillePaver Admz_tstration.

, II i1_ • I is II I I nil • III III

.,_ P_per prepared for the Lsr&e E_.rieontal-Axis Yind Turbine _orkahop held in i
kr. . Cleveland, Ohio, July 26-30, 1981, sponsored by DOS end NAeA-LeRC.

' •
"+'" _,',W&+........ "'+
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.. .qPA'ts psrtictpatlou tu the HOD-2 _esesrch, Developuent, and Demonstration
.:.!. p_oJeet provides for the follow_nSs

_..._?" 1. DeveloPed site - laud, access roads, 69=kV/12.5-kV substation, 3 miles
_: of 69-kV line, uicroweve radio station, underground 12.$-kV cables,
_.._ utderground telephone cables for protective relayiuS, control,
%,7. telephone, data trausxisston, 198-foot meteoroloSlcal tower, and Bats
_'i_.i, Acquisition 8ystea.

:." 2. Op_ration and Ksinteuance.

'"::' 3. Ad_tnistrative, Ensineerins, and Technical Support.

"",_. 4. Visitors* Center...

:_i_" 5. Ktt£gation of potential television interference.

;°:' 3PA started developins the site early in 1980 and Boeins Ensineer£ng and
:!_- Construction Company workins to a tlKht schedule completed construction of the

first NOD-2 WTS by December 1980. The other two WTSs were complete_ within
_. _. intervals of 3 months.

_J

Initial synchro_zaCton of the three MOD-2WTS8was accomplished on the
=_":_'; followiuS dates:

__'.: WTS-1 December 22, 1980
_.,._,.-, WTS-2 April 7, 1981
__"°_'"_ WTS-3 Nay 19, 1981

....._._ Test activities conducted by BPA since construction of the three HOD-2 WTS8
i_!!:_!' have been primarily concerned wi_h initial efforts to monitor and record the

-_. quality of power.

i,_'.:'_/I On Tuesday, April 28, 1981, _T8-1 was _onitored for 2_ hours by BPA power
"_ dispatchers via a remote CRT Control Term._nal installed at the BPA Dlttmer

_iii:_ Control Center in Vancouver, Washtnston, approximately 160 km west of the site.

.....'_i._ All three uu**ts were operated 8iuultaneously for a brief period on Kay 27 _Just

......_!.,,': before the dedication which was held on Friday, Kay 29, 1981.

_/iii.. On June 8e b_fS #I failed durin8 a stased emersency shutdown test and details
_ii..._ of that '_nctdent were covered in other sessions of the workshop. At the Cima

'i
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of failure CUe three units had accumulated runnin8 times and seneration as
follOvs:

Operatin S Ties S_c TlUe
WTS HRS HRS
m mmummmo

,, 1 107 84 99.4
2 122 113.5 138
3 19 18.5 23.7

This report covers the following areas of concern to utilities contemplating
the use of wind energy on its system. They are"

1. BPA integration facilities

2. Operation and maintenance aspects of larse wind turbine complex

3. Utility perspective on the June 8, 1981, failure of WTS #l at Goodnoe
Hills

4. TV sisnal field measurements and new microwave radio equipment and
antennas provided by BPA to avoid potential TV interference problems to
the existing Western Telecommunications, Inc. (WTCI) TV facilities. /i

5. Noise survey conducted by the Solar EnerEy Research Institute

6, The q_uality of power

BPA believes that the Coodnoe _£11e MO_2 project will provide an excellent
opportunity to obtain valuable utility experience on a cluster of large WTSs
as well as essential wind turbine development and demonstration type data.

BPA INTEGRATIONFACILITIES

As shorn in Figure 1, the three MOD-2 units are connected to an existin8
Klickitat County PUD 690kV transmission line located 3 mile8 north of the
Goodnoe Hills site. BPA constructed a l0 MVA69-kV/12.5-kV substation at
Goodnoe Hills and the 69-kV tap line. Each WTS is c3nnected to the Goodnoe
Hills Substation by three single phase cables, each shielded with an outer
armour Sround, and a 4/0 8round mat tie conductor at the bottom of a
sand-filled trench. The senerator terminal voltase is 4160 volts. The 4160
volt bus tie contactor, step-up 4.16-kV/12.S-kV transformer and meteriu8 are
located in a metal enclosure on a concrete pad next to each rover, At the
Goodnoe Hills substation, fuses and disconnects are provided on the 69-kV side
and one circuit 8vitcher on the 12.5-kV side.
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.. Undersround telephone cables have been installed between the Goodnoe Hills
Substation and each WTS and the microwave radio station. Communication

+_ circuits have been provided for the followt_S services and systeast

1, Dial Automatic Telephone System (DATS) over the BPA Microwave Radio

+ "_ Communication System. A 6-button telephone set has been installed in
,+# + each WTS Substation, Data Building, and Radio Station. The telephone
_ system provides connection to the local central office telephone line

and intercom service.

+ 2. Remote control of WTSs is from BPA's Dittmer Control Center located in

Vancouver, WashinsCon. Three CET remote computer centrol terminals are
-+++_+ installed at the Dtttmer Control Center. The three control channels

+ are submultiplexed on one uctcrowave radio communication channel.

=:, 3. Data Channel. The data from the minicomputer PDP-11/34A in the data
building located near the base of WTS-2 will send data by micromave

=/"+ radio to an existing Data Acquisition System located in Portland.

i
4. Power Circuit Breaker (12.5-kV PCB) disabling circuit. Synchronizing

of the WTS to the power system is done with the Bus Tie Contector (BTC)
at the base of the tower. The 12.5-kV PCB at Goodnoe Hills Substation

_"_ cannot be closed unless all of the BTCs are open.

_. The addition of WTSs on the 69-kV Feeder required modifications to be made at
_+,_+ the BPA Chenoweth and Kltckitat County PUD Goldendale Substations. Th_

modifications included

+ 1. Install "hot line" check relays and modify PCB automatic reclosure.
:, The WTS must be disconnected from the power system before any of the

'r , 69-kV or llS-kV PCB can be reclosed.

+" OPERATION & MAINTENANCE ASPECTS OF A LAEGE WIND TURBINE COMPLEX
mmmma

_!+_. Early experience with the MOD-2 complex at Goodnoe Hills indicate that wind
turbine system desisners should pay close attention to the operation and

maintenance support aspects of the complex, particularly from a utility
•+ standpoint. In resard to the Goodnoe Hills complex, the nearest BPA
:_ maintenance personnel are located at BPA John Day Substation approximately A0O

_+,+ miles away (1 hour drivius time). The complex has limited storase space, so

_! the bulk of warehousing of turbine spares, etc., is maintained off-site at The
Dallas, Oreson, approximately 50 miles away. The losistics of supporting

_i necessary operation and maintenance activities with the transit times involved
l

_ can well be tmastued. BPA is working with NASA and Boeius in developing plans
_ to provide necessary O&'.4support in an efficient manner. Monltorlng systems

_, that permit off-site dtasnosts of wind turbine problems prior to dispatch of
,_ maintenance personnel is one area which should be addressed by wind turbine

/ ._. desisners in laying out future remotely operated complexes.
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The _l_Ss (and other ¢ustcuers) are protected from._bnot_al operatl_
conditions by use of suitable relayins equipmen_o

'.. An alarm should be provided for each remote CRT control ter_tnal to alert the
operator when the communication or control circuit becomes.disable_...

UTILITY PERSPECTIVE ON TEE JUNE 8_ 1981p FAILURE OF _S fl AT GOODNOEHILLS

The failure of _TS _1 on June 8 (details of which were covered in more depth
...... in earlier sessions) pointed out the need of having reliable, redundant

emergency shutdown systems on largev Lnd turbines° From a utility
, perspective, BPA is concerned that the MOI)-2 units (or any large_nd turbine

employed on our system) be provided with "in-depth" redundant protective
.. failsafe shutdown systems similar in philosophy to those developed by the

utility industry for other prime mover systems.

' Specifically, BPAhas recommended to the NASA and Boein K investigative teams
: analyzin$ the_FTS _1 failure the follo_rlngz

1. Installation of "in-depth," maintainable, emergency shutdown systems on
: all HOD-2 _rlnd turbines° The systems should be independent, redundant

systems desisned such that any common-mode failure of the
electrical-hydraulic systems will not prevent safe shutdown of the vlnd
turbine system.

2. Ceneral refurbishment and/or upgrading of electrical control system
components.

3. Redesign of OaH procedures in regard to emergency shutdown systems.

These recommendations are being evaluated by the investigative teams°
Hopefully, the modifications that are implemented on the units as a result of
the incident will reflect the utility philosophical approach to prime mover
protection°

TV FIELD HEASUIt_NENTSAND NEWMICROWAVERADIO FACILITIES

Possible TV interference to the Western TelecommuntcattonsD Inc°(WTCI) ,
' existing CATV facilities at Goodnoe _lls was recognised by BPA.

_CI operates • marginal system installed in 1963 which consists of "off the
air" antenna reception of television channels 2, 6_ 8, and 12 from Portland,
Oregon° The TV channels are retranemitted by microwave radio to some seven
eastern Oregon co_munitie8o
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TV field measurements were Ude on February 12 and 13, 19800 The reeeived
slsnal strenSth at the time of the test, ou all chauxtels, was less risen the
ideal 500 mitt.volts (field intensity ueaaurement) desired at the receiving
antenna site vlth reference to a hish-$ain ye8i antenna. At the thne Of the
test, measurements of 140 to 190 uV were obtained at the channels 2, 8, end 12
antenna location and 350 uV =t the channel 6 antenna location. The channel 8
video information was receiving some TV channel 7 audio interference from a
statiots of unknown location. This may explain tlie periodic channel 8
interference noted during video tape recordins in the _CI station. Channels
6 and 12 in the WTCI station have some periodic ghosting problem8 as can be,._
observed on the video tape recording.

Because of ghosts the best location for "off the air" antenna reception.of..
Channel 6 found by WTCI was in a ravine northwest of WTS-2 .. ..

_ To preclude any possible TV interference from the rotor8 of the 140I)-2 units
• the four TV receiving antennas have been relocated. TV channels 2 and 6 are

,. nov balms picked up at Scapoose, Oregon, and relayed to Goodnoe Ktlla via a
• WTCI microwave radio repeater station at Mr. Defiance about 58 miles West
_-,.z" southwest of the site. TV channels 8 and 12 are picked up at Mr. Defiance and
_,. relayed by microwave radio to Goodnoe Hills. BPA paid _CI _162,412 for the

r new facilities. The modified system for WTCI is operating satisfactorily,

Planned 8taCit and dynamic measurements of TV scattering from the MOD-2 blades
of signals originating from Portland about 160 km away have not been

: completed. Tests are planned to be made to
,..._ a) detet_nine the TVI at the TV channel 6 location near WTS-2

b) determine the TVI at the TV receiving antennas for channel8 2, 8,
_:. and 12 located 1/2 miles south of WTS-1

_:: c) determine the equivalent blade scattering area of HOD-2.

BPA also made TV fie_d measurements at the Jones residence about 3/4 mile
.: north and 1000 feet below the WTS 8iCe, "cluster" home sites about 2 _la8
: west of the site and at Nacelle height of WTS-1. The signals at the home
.: sites are below FCC Grade B and considered by BPA to be "arbitrary Grade D° or
: less. 1_/ TVI to the residences is not expected and no complaints have been

received.

1/ lEES Transactions on Power Apparatus and Systems, Vol. PAS-99, No. 1
.,, Jan/Feb 1980 Page 373.

NOISE SURVEYOF MOD-2 VfS-1 BY SERI

Personnel from the Solar Energy Research Institute (SERI) made noise
" measurements during February 1981 with WTS-1 operating. SERI's plans for more
"- elaborate measurements with three NOD-2 units, previously scheduled for July

16, 1981, have been postponed indefinitely due to overspeed damage of WTS-1 on
June 8, 1981°
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I The foil•win8 are excerpts from the SEI_ reports

"& prelimi_sz7 noise survey was made Yebrusz7 24, 1981, at Geodnoe
, .: Hills, Washington, using the Turbine No. 1 MOD-2 Wind Turbine Generator,
:_ (WTG). The results of this highly prellBlnary survey show that, In the

_jil average, the acoustic output of the MOD-2 18 totally broadband t_
_,:_!_ nature, with no sir•uS periodic components... The sound produced by

+_:,! the MOD-2 has been described as a "heavy whoosh." This noise does not
_", appear to be correlated vtth the passage of the blade past the Cover and
,,._ probably is due to random turbulent eddies passtns through the blade
',"" disk. SEKI field personnel reported that the "whoosh" could be
_-, heard clearly up to about 30-45 m (100--150 ft.) away from the turbine,
_:. however, as the distance from the machine is increased further, the
._..i/_ "whoosh" is rapidly covered by vtnd noise."

_., An assessaent of the preliminary noise survey of the MOD-2 vtnd turbine has
_: been completed with foil•win8 results:

--/i-__ "The turbine noise at 1-1/2 rotor diameters do_mv_nd C450 ft.) is
/_: largely composed of incoherent, broadban_ rotor noise whose peak energy
_ is confined to frequencies below 20 Rz. The sound pressure levels, as
_ i. deter_ned from this small 8ample, do not appear excessive and compare
.iii"._ favorably with _easurements of other turbines when impulses were not
.,.:_ present. No• strong periodic impulses were found similar to those

..i_ characteristic of the MOD-I turbine. "

_ :_. It t8 to be noted that the "heavy whoosh" reported by SERI and heard by any
:,_ others is caused largely by the unstreamltned tips. If stremnltned covers
__ were to be fabricated and installed on the tips the noise level would probably
:, be reduced significantly.

Northwest Power - Pool Volta§e Schedules /

In order to provide voltage compensation on the Northwest Power Pool ,_
transmission system the transmission voltage levels are adjusted four times

• each day•

"" '7C,3
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_ i!:..-' Mouitort_ of Bue Voltages

i _:.._, Both circular and strap chart recording voltmeters have _cen lutalled end
maintained to monitor bus voltages at the BPA and l_tckttat County PUD

_:_ substations. The recording voltmeters az'e located at the substationa Zlstnd

]_" below and are shown in Figure 1 Utility System One-Line Diagram Goodfloe Rills.
Substation Bus Voltap

8 l. Goodnoe Rills (BPA) 12o5 kV
: _- 2. Goodnoe Rills (BPA) 69 kV
_:__'_ 3. Dot (KCPUD) 69 kV
i ,,...,, 4. Goldendale (BPA) 69 kV
-_:°:" 5. Chenowith (BPA) 115 kV

;.:; Table I 18 the schedule of voltages for Big Eddy Substation llS-kV and The
:__' Dallas Dam Power House ll5-kV bus.

•¢_::' TABLE I VOLTAGE SCHEDULE

_."__ STATION Bus kV HI MED LOW
"i 2 .....

_'_.... The Dalle8 Dam 115 121 119 118
:"-_,o.: BIg Eddy Sub 115 121 119 118

_:_:" Figure 2 - Coodnoe Hills Substation Voltage Chart 69-kV 4/20/81 and Figure 3 -
°oo," Dot Substation Voltage Chart 69-kV 4/20/81 show the changes in bus voltage when
_'_ WTS-2 and WTS-1 were synchronized to the power system. The bus voltage

-_",.i. increased about 0.9 percent when the WTS was supplying power._,._.'.:.

._,.._ The generators are equt- ,4 with both voltage regulators and power factor

'°,,/ controllers in the generator excitation system. Only the power factor 1
_i:'ii!! controller8 have been used. The generator power output has been maintained at

".._i_ unity power factor. 1,;..,,_.2 Two circular recording voltmeter charts _ i.e., Figure 4- Goodnoe Hills
_o Substation Voltage Chart 12.5 kV April 15-21, 1_81, and Figure 5 Goldendale
:_,, Substation Voltage Chart 69-kV April 9-21, 1981, show the scheduled voltage

° ',i'' compensation, iI
", -'[ 1

Between April 16 and June 2, 1981, there were 79 operating periods varyln_ from i
° ";', 1 minute to nearly 12-1/2 hours. Of these periods, 51 or 65 percent created no 1
" detectable chan_e in voltage. Twenty-etght_ or 35 percent, created changes of i

from 0.2 to 0.8 percent with the average change betns 0.35 percent..t

<> ,
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The effect of WTS on Cha Goodnoe Eills bus voltage is minimal and less than the
scheduled change. AC Goldendale Substation since the bus is much "stiffer" the

i+ effect o£ operation of the WTSs is much less perceptible. The typical variation

i-+ of bus voltage due to loads coming on and going off masks any voltage transients
thac occur when a WTS is synchronized and operated with varying wind speeds.

:., The voltage disturbance at Goodnoe Hills and Dot Substation was minimal each
_i, time a WTSwas synchronized or removed from service, generally less than one
:', half of one percent (O.5Z).

i+:"_ Neither BPA nor Klickitat County PUD has received complaints about abnormal
i-" voltage dips or service interruptions that could be associated with the MOD-2
i _ complex operation.
E+ ,

_" The corresponding voltage changes at the Dot 69-kV Substation were essentially
"_" the same as at the Goodnoe Hills Substation on the 69-kV side.

,/ Noise Spectra on the Bus

_: Noise spectra data of bus voltage was recorded at Goodnoe Hills Substation on
June 10, 1981, without any of the WTSs in operation. Further on-site spectral
data and other data will need Co be obtained with the WTSs in operation. The

+" data will be used Co analyze possible interactions between the Goodnoe Hills
'--,i. MOD-2 WTS and the natural dynamic modes of the Western Power System which vary

• from 0.2 to about 1 Hz at various times of the day and year.

_..'i. BPA eusineers have analyzed system dynamics and report the following with
' respect to Goodnoe Hills. 2/

+:i.+ ". • • Conditions at Goodnoe were inspected while the wind turbines were
off-line, which save no information about the actual degree of coupling
there. Further on-site spectral analysis with some machines in operation,,i
and additional operating records, should enable this to be estimated.. • •

The information at hand is by no means complete enough Co indicate the
._:. extent to which these or related interactions are, or could become,

"adverse". Some extrapolations about impact upon MOD-2 performance and
security seem reasonable, however:

:._+', 1. Intermittent power system oscillations at frequencies near chat of
._ the qutllshaft mode might produce unnecessary tripping of the MOD-2
_.I unit(s), but probably would not be of sufficient magnitude or

i_ duration to 4egrade shaft longevity. Such tripping, if it occurs,
would probably be too infrequent to Jus_.ify revision of ,,uit

;{ protection or reclosure schemes.

i!:

J_

+ :........+: _+ ........... .: +:_.:ii+:....+..i,+?+ .+ '+'++ : i+i .
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I 2. COupling of the persistent 0.35 I_ power systen sctLvLty into thes ,

MOg-2uUtotS£ue controls (e.S.D for bZade angle) nay produce
" appzeeisbZe veer and fatiSuQ to wchau£esl eleuents. Zf this is

found to be the case then zeV£sions of the uutch£ne control 1081c nay
_" be in.order."

2/ Ref: Meuo by J. F. Hsuer to E. J. Wszchol dated J_n_ _ 1981, Sub]!Possible Interactions between the Goodnoe IKlls HOD 2 and Hstura_

- Dynm_.c Modes of the WeStern Power Systm.

- SUMM_Y

No adverse power transients were observed during synchronisation of the WTS8.
.. Duriu8 operation from no load Co full load the changes in bus voltages were

u4n£ual and well below the scheduled voltage adjustments. The WT$ generator 18
_" equipped with both voltage regulator and power factor controller. The power
- factor controller was used durins the Rns£neering AccepCanee TUC8 Co uainteln
,!r the seneratoz power output at unity power factor.

--_

o.. TV interference and noise from the MOD-2 WTS8 are noC expected to present
._ p_obleas at Goodnoe _lls.

,.. WTS-1 whichwas dauased on J_ne 8, 1981, during a brief overspeed incident is
: being repaired end will be ready for more tests inK arch 1982. Unite 2 and 3
_ are expected to be hack in operation in late Septeuber 1981. A careful and

thoroush examination of the anergeucy shutdown philosophy and associated 8ystea8
_: by NASA, Boeins, and BPA is currently under way. BPAwill recommend that
_'_ several load rejection tesc8 under different wind conditions should be included
:._ in the Engineering Acceptance Tests to denonstrate the reliability of the normal
.._ and backup eaergency shutdown 8ysteus.

_ Operation and maintenance aspects of wind turbine complexes viii be thoroushly
analysed so the complex can be supporCed in an efficient manner.

.J
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_- A REVIEW OF UTILIT_ ISSUES FOR ThE INT_RATION

: OF WIND ELECTRIC GENERATION*

T. W. Reddoch and P. R. Barnes

o Energy Division

Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37_30

ABSTRACT

A review of issues and concerns of the electric utility industry for

:, the integration of wind electric generation is offered. The issues

.. have been categorized in three major areas: planning, operations, and
dynamic interaction. Representative studies have been chosen for each

_ area to illustrate problems and to alleviate some concerns. The empha-
:-.,, sis of this paper is on individual large wind turbines (WTs) and WT

• arrays for deployment at the bulk level in a utility system.

:. INTRODUCTION

The primary issues and concerns regarding the integration of wind

' electric generation into utility systems can be classified into three

•. major categories: planning, operations, and dynamic interaction.

_lanning involves an assessment of the feasibility of including wind

energy conversion systems (WECS) in the future generation mix of the

' utility. Operational issues focus on the dispatch of generating

.. facilities with primary concern on the impact of the variable output

power of WT arrays on the utility system, including the real-tlme

centre I and the economic dispatch of both the conventional and the WT
units. Dynamic interaction is concerned with the oscillations of

: power, voltage, and frequency between the WT and the other generating
" units in the utility system.

The activities within plann_ 4, operations, and dynamics span a wide

time frame ranging from seconds to years Dynamic interaction is con-. •

fined to time frames of milliseconds to minutes while operational

,, issues cover the dispatch of WT arrays and conventional generation

: *Research sponsored by the Division of Electric Energy Systems,
U.S. Department of Energy under contract _-7405-eng-2b, with the
Union Carbide Corporation•
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": units spanning time from seconds to days. Generation and transmission
i planning, on the other hand, is normally performed for a period that is
'. years in the future.

_" The purpose of this paper is to focus on the critical utility issues
" within planning, operation, and dynamics as they relate to WECS
" integration. This document can serve as a guide to understanding

utility system concerns, not solving them; and hence it should be
_'- useful to utilities, WT d_signers, and other organizations that are
:_" interested _n wind electric generation. Representative studies, either

completed or ongoing, have been chosen to illustrate potential or
v-.,_ observed problem areas as well as indicate how some of the problems

i_ i have been resolved. The emphasis is on individual machines or arrays_ , that are connected to the bulk transmission network, a likely u_ility

_'_ application. Those studies that are associated with the mechanicalproperties of WECS, WT design and small customer-owned WECS are not
_;':''i' considered.

PLANNING

The purview of electric utility system planning includes the totality

,.": of the system: generation, transmission and distribution. This dis-
i.. cussion focuses on large wind electric systems that are deployed as
itt;
i:;: single units or arrays connected to the bulk transmission system, hence
_""_'.'. distribution planning is omitted. Distribution planning is a key issue
i_i':: for non-bulk intertie.
_-"C"

! ;: JT_

i : The primary issues facing the integration of WT systems are within the

!_. generation planning framework, however, transmission planning does
!_ require some discussion. In transmission planning, capacity require-

ments and overall system stability are dominant considerations. From
the perspective of the transmission system, electric production from

°;i_" present designs of WTs is no different from production from conven-
i'_'' tional generation, hence present transmission design practice is
i:. adequate. The transmission capacity requirements are determined by the
°: " relative geographical location of the generation and the load and to
" the total power transport requirements. Two studies [i,2] have
:. considered transmission capacity needs and have shown those needs fall

! _.... within normal requirements of transmission design. Since, the
i- transmission system is also vital to overall system stability and is
' ' critical when generators oscillate against one another, two studies
:"<' [1,2] have considered these needs and have found no unique transmission
. requirements to accommodate a WT array. In general, present %_Tdesigns
;_""! have very little, if any, unique influence on transmission plans thus
_:'" relegating most efforts to engineering design solutions.

- 774
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Electric utility systems are designed to operate at minimum cost with a
prescribed level of reliability. In order to meet these goals, a gen-
eratlon expansion plan for capacity additions is devised to meet the

: next increment in load growth by mlnimlzin_ the total cost, i.e., the
capital, fuel, operating, and maintenance costs. The planning horizon
is a multi-year evaluation, typically 30 years in length. Since many
years are spanned in the evaluation, "present worth" or discount of

= future costs is used to determine the total costs. Typically, several

generation expansion plans will be tested to determine the most viable
"_ option while recognizing that the least cost choice must satisfy the

reliability requirements,

The key requirement in the expansion plan is the least total cost over
the planning period. Therefore, the capital cost of various generating
unit types must be weighted against the costs to operate these units.
The "trade-off" is typically determined by assessing the cost of pro-
duction by dispatching a given generation expansion plan against an
hourly load profile over the planning period. An iteratlve search is
performed by varying the unit types while meeting the load requirements
on an hourly basis.

Simultaneously, the reliability requirements are assessed. Since all
generating units exhibit some unplanned outage time, the need exists to
plan for generation in excess of load to cover the contingency for loss
of generation. The planning criteria is the commonly used index for
generation system reliability, the loss of load probability (LOLP)
which is the probability that load exceeds the available generation.
LOLP is used to indicate the expected number of events in which load is
greater than generation.

There have been many studies examining the impact of wind energy on
electric generation planning, far too many to enumerate here. In
general, these studies [3-6] have focused on modifying present genera-
tion expansion assessment methods to includ_ wind e_ctric systems.
The key to establishir_ the value of wind eiectric generation to elec-
tric utility systems is the idsntificatlou of factors such as timing of
energy production, correlation between energy production and load,
etc., which affect total system performar_e. The impact of these
factors is influenced by both the assessment methodology and the
economic assumptions. A review [7] of most of the methods has been
published and is recommended reading in this area. Additional work
remains for improving the effectiveness of conventional models,
however, new techniques for assessing the value of non-conventional
technologies such as wind is needed.

A planning manual [_] for evaluating the worth of WECS to utility
systems has been developed as an aid to utility managers, planners,
engineers, and consultants. The approach is consistent with or is an

• extension of present utility generation planning methods with partic-
ular emphasis on how wind can be considered as a generation source. A

: two-step approach is used in the manual. The first step is a prelimi-
nary evaluation of WECS value requiring many simplifications with the
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-:, result stror_ly dependent upon the average annual wlnd velocity in the
general service area of the utility. The first step is intended to in- !

_: form the user if a detailed evalustlon is warranted. The second step
is a detailed evaluation including all the conditions planners have

' found necessary for successful generation planning and the removal of
:_ the simplifying assumptions used in the preliminary evaluation. -
'.

Uncertainty in the plannlng of utility systems with WECS has focused on
:_: cost and performance of wind turbines. Although a number of experl-
•. mental machines have been deployed in the field, in general, data from

non-research activities is needed. One study [9] suggests that most
). cost data to date has failed to account for all the WT installation,
: land, interconnections, transformers, protection equipment, project

maintenance, O&M, etc. Most plannir_ studies have used non-site
.: specific data and have resulted in capacity factors for machines larger
_[ than those observed in practice [5,10]. Better data on cost and

performance of WECS will become available as utilities gain installa-
:i:_. tion and operating experience.

A good overview of the economics and development status of WTs is pro-
;, vid )d in a DOE/NASA report [II]. Wind turbines were shown to be more
;; economical when arranged in clusters of 25 or more units. The major
_ difference between the 25-unit cluster and a single unit is labor,

operation, and maintenance costs. Also, the availability of a WT array
! foL.energy production was estimated higher th._nthat of a single unit.

One of the first steps in evaluating the potential of wind energy is to

__ determine the wind characteristics of potential sites. Hourly average
wind data at potential sites is needed, however, it is often not

L__, available. This is a major difficulty in performlr_ economic dispatch
__. planning assessments. Several sources for wind data do exist, includ-
e" ing monthly average wind power for i01 sites [12]. Information on wind

-;" is also available from Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratory
o reports [13,14].

DYNAMIC INTERACTIONS
...'

An electrical power system is in a state of censtant dynamic nK)tion
i:_ resulting from load changes, changes in production level at various

:: power plants, and network switching. In general, these perturbations
cause excursions of power, frequency, and voltage at the system's
natural frequencies of oscillation which are usually sufficiently
damped to prevent a sustained system oscillation or one that grows with

• time. Systems exhibiting these properties are said to be stable. The
_" addition of WTs could over-excite normal, highly damped modes or excite

new modes resulting in utility system stability problems. It is impor-
tant to distinguish between system and WT instabilities since the

<_ former could severely restrict the use of WTs by utilities

• Fluctuations in wind velocity result in variations in WT output which
,: could cause severe system power swings, frequency variations, and/or

system instability. The severity of the problem is determined from a
' combination of generation mix and type, load profile, and overall
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oporation_l procedures. Uynalnio and transient analyses on the impact
of WT variations on utility systems have been performed in several

• studies 115-I_]. An early GE study concluded tl_at WECS were marginally
' stable with moderate wind gusts and exhibited unacceptable voltage and

,:: power angle oscillations with severe gusts [151 The study recommended

:- stacility improvement measures which were considered in later design

studies for advanced WTs. in general, utility system stability has not

: _ been threatened by WTs.

Y i"

'_ The dynamic an_ stability properties of large modern wind turbine

"°:",, generators connected to power systems has been studied by Hinrichsen

=.", and Nolan [10,17]. It was shown that the dynamics of WTs are dominated
.,. by the torsional characteristics of the drive train. WTs have a rela-

L L tively soft shaft that has a deeoupling effect on electrically and

i/_.., mechanically produced transients. The unusual torsional system charac-: teristics of wind turbines provide the ability to synchronize a WT

[_ :' through large phase and speed mismatches, however, its transient

L._:_ stability properties under automatic circuit breaker reelosing is poor.
_--_'. No adverse interactions were found for groups of WT units synchronized

;,_/ together. The dynamic behavior of multiple machines was found to be
:_'_ similar to that of a single machine.

F-•<$

i_°' The two most severe electrical disturbances for the WTs are short cir-

_:_, cults in the vicinity of the generator terminal and complete loss of
, load followed by subsequent restoration of load [17] Both disturb-

_,_ anoes result in large electrical transients.

i_. During a loss of load, the generator rotor m_ves quickly away from the

i "i_.!. synchronous reference position. However, the turbine which is coupled

"_ to the generator with a soft shaft continues to operate close to

i."_,?" synchronous speed. If resynohronization is attempted under these

! ,_-- conditions, large electrical transients result Since the mechanical

!.=-;C.' stiffness is much lower than the electrical stiffness, electrical
_=/ transients result in large forces on the generator windings. Studies

i;,._.. at Purdue University found that arbitrary reelosing should not be
_,,_t_' employed I'18] A modified WT hub speed control is suggested for

._ reolosing and reloading the machine. Special protection practices must

L ,: be developed to prevent mechanical damage to the WT generator• The

development of protection guidelines is the objective of several

- _ present studies.

. The dynamic impacts of large penetrations of wind generation on the
i_: . hawaiian _lectric Company (HECO) utility system was assessed by

Zalnlnger and Bell [2]. No stability problems resulted from adding

: : _0 _._ of wind generation capaclty to the HECO system although the WT

"_ array generator equivalent was found to be very active after a

_. disturbance due to the very small shaft inertia compared to that of

,, ' . conventlonal generators.

_ :. WT dynamic impacts are a subject of eontlnued investigation. The

: Electric Fewer Hesearch institute is fundir_< a research effort to

develop a methodolo_-,y for determinin:_ the dynamic impacts of" wind

,•' turbines on utility systems.

i .,_, _ 7'17
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OPERATIONS

Electric utillty operations cover a wide range of functions, including
operations planning, economic dispatch, frequency control and load fol-
lowing. These functions are affected by a combination of level of
penetration as a percent of instantaneous load and when the WT produc-
tion occurs. A number of measures for penetration have been employed
such as percent of peak load, percent of dispatched generation, percent
of peak capacity, etc., however, moat of these measures are ineffective
in capturing the essential factors affecting power system operations.
At modest levels of penetration relatlve to system load, the impact of
WTs has been small C19], however, the type of generation, small die-
sels, is a significant fact. As penetration levels are increased, the
variable nature of wind plant production could have significant impact
on the operations of the utility system such as excessive ramping of
generators and unacceptable frequency variations. Many of these
impacts will tend to economically limit the practical penetration
levels of wind generation for utility application.

Dnib Commitment and Economic Dispatch

An important aspect of power system operations is pre-dispatch or unit
commitment. This aspect of operations planning schedules production on
a one to three day time horizon in anticipation of load level and
reserve requirements. The power plants are then economically dis-
patched, typically on 10-30 minute basis. The affect of WTs on these
two processes has not been fully investigated. One study [i] in pro-
gress is investigating the impacts on unit commitment.

The economic dispatch issue will be considered as utility data becomes
available from sites where cycling of power plants might disrupt normal
dispatch levels. The effect of wind generation penetration on total
system operating costs is a combination of dispatch policy and unit
sizes. For a specific generation mix there is a maximum penetration
level of WTs that can be optimally accommodated. Beyond that maximum
penetration level, the cost penalty is greatly increased by a departure i
from the optimal dispatch of the generation as imposed by the increased
load following requirement.

Load Followin_ and Frequencv Control i

The cyclic variations in load require the capability to cycle power
plants such that a high quality of electricity is maintained, i.e.,
proper frequency and sufficient capacity. Thus, power plants must have

_ sufficient response capability to follow load both in magnitude and
rate of change. Typically, these needs are met by distribution of the
system's instantaneous load carrying capability among several units.
It is desirable to Limit the number units for load following since the
economic operation of the plants is compromised in this mode. Clearly,
WTs could add to the load following requirements of the conventional
plants.
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A number of studies have shown that load following and frequency con-

trol requirements can increase for signlfloant penetrations of wind

plants on a utility system [2,5,20,21]. Penetration levels that are

significant are correlated to the type and size of the generation mix
and the wind resource. A primary appllcation of wind power generation

is expected to be large arrays of megawatt size WTs connected to the
utility bulk transmission network. While large arrays are more econom-

ical than dispersed wind turbines, array output power variations due to
weather fronts can cause excessive frequency excursions. To limit fre-

quency and area control error deviations, one study has recommended
that the rated WT array capacity should be limited to a few percent of

the utility's system capacity [21]. In another study, it was found
that minute-to-minute ramping and daily frequency excursion limits may

require WT operating restrictions and/or increased spinning
reserve [2].

The impact of intermittent generation on load following and spinning
reserve requirements have been studied by several investigators [1,5,

20,21]. One study [20] indicated that spinning reserve and load
following requirements increased almost linearly with respect to pene-
tration of intermittent generation for the utility that was examined.

_ Increased spinning reserve requirements for significant penetrations
levels have been suggested from other studies as well [1,5,21]. As

• spinning reserve and load following requirements increase, the economic
benefits of wind electric generation per rated capacity decreases.

This is due to the cost penalties associated with reductions in conven-

tional generation unit efficiencies. All of these studies treat wind

generation as negative load.

i SUMMAR_

A review of issues and concerns of the electric utility industry for

the integration of wind electric generation has been performed. These
issues have been classified as planning, dynamics, and operations.

Selected studies in each of these areas have been discussed.

The discussion focuses on generation and transmission planning since

the WT applications have been limited to bulk system intertie. A dif-

ficulty in performing planning studies for wind electric generation is
the lack of utility acquired data on installation and operation costs
from non-research oriented activities. Utility experience with WTs in

=!:., the near future and improvements in wind forecasting methods will

, reduce these uncertainties.

Dynamic analysis of WT arrays interacting with utility systems and
,_ individual WT interaction have not revealed any serious problems.

Studies in this area are continuing.

: Operational impacts of WT arrays could be significant if penetration
•' levels are not carefully coordinated with system response and dispatch

requirements. The variable nature of wind could cause present spinning

.i reserve and load following practices to be inadequate to meet tradi-
tional utility operating guidelines. Further research is required to



identify critical parameters which are needed to establl_h the rela-
tlonshlp between the dlspatch, control, and operation of WTs and
utility systems.
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' ,;': ECONOMICSOF WIND ENERGY FOR UTILITIES

T. F, McCabe and M. Goldenblatt
_._ JBF Scientlfic Corporation

_. Wilmington,MA 01887

• As the cost of generating electricityby what has heretofore been
consideredconventionalmeans continuesto climb sharply, the nation

_._ has been looking toward alternativemethods to produce electricity.

i_ Wind energyconversionis among the alternativesbeing considered.

Utility acceptance of this technology will be contingent upon the
establishmentof both its technical and economic feasibility. This

' paper presentspreliminaryresultsfrom a study currentlyunderwayto
establish the economic value of central station wind energy to cer-
tain utility systems. The results for the various utilities are
comparedspecificallyin terms of three parameterswhich have a major

i_ influenceon the economic value: a) wind resource,b) mix of conven-
tional generationsources,and c) specificutilityfinancialparamet-
ers includingprojectedfuel costs.

= _ For the study the economic value is derived from the total savings
•_,'_ created as a result of reducingthe need for conventionalgeneration

by making availableenergy that is generatedby wind turbines. The
results presented in this paper, however, are only for fuel savings
and do not reflect any savings resultingfrom deferred or displaced

_ conventionalcapacity.

_ The wind energy is derived from modeling either MOD-2 or MOD-OA wind
_ . turbines in wind resourcesdeterminedby a year of data obtainedfrom

the DOE supportedmeteorologicaltowers with a two-minute sampling
.... frequency. In this paper, preliminaryresults for six of the util-
e, ities studiedare presentedand compared.

_ INTRODUCTION

.:_: In early 1976 the Energy Research and Development Administration
" (ERDA), subsequentlyintegrated in the Department of Energy (DOE),

_" issued a Request for Proposal (RFP) entitled "Candidate Sites for
Installationand Field Testing of Large Experimental Wind Turbine

; :_ Systems". ERDA solicited proposals from electric utility systems
-. only and the response to the RFP resulted in the selection of 17

"'_ candidate sites. At these sites, where no meteorologicaltowers
existed, DOE provided funds to place towers and institutedata col-
lectionin accordancewith standardsestablishedby DOE.

.. Pi_ECEDINGPAGE BtanJqKNOT F'IU_BD 7_3 , ...•,..,_.__rl/_'/........,:r,,_,,_I_]_V_r_.
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. In early 1979 DOEinitiated m program to estimate the ecenomlc value
of wind energy conversionsystems (W_CS)to the utilitysystem,_

_ providingtheseslt_s, OBF $clentificCgrporationwa_ contracted,y ,"' the SolarEnergyResearchInstitute(SERf)to determinethiseconomic
_ value for tl_ehost utilitiesat nine of the_o sites and a tenth

utilityusingthe wind resourcefrom one of the nine sites. Tablei
: containsa listof the utilitiesfor wi,lchthe economicvalueof wind

energywas determinedand indicates,as well, the candidatesltefrom
•.,._ whichthe windresourcedatawas obtained,

_,_ TableI. UtllitlesFor WhichtheEconomicValue
: of WindSystemsIs B_;ngDetermined ,,

• ,,',,

UTILITY SITE
jl I ii

-':_ BLOCKISLAND POWERCO. BLOCKISLAND
'"" CLAYTON MUNICIPAL ELECTRICSYSTEM CLAYTON
'_ CONSUMERS POWERCOMPANY LUDINGTON

HAWAIIAN ELECTRICCOMPANY KAENAPOINT.
HOLYOKEGAS AND ELECTRICDEPT. HOLYOKE
LOSANGELES DEPT.OF WATER & POWER SAN GORGONIO

:,.i PACIFIC GASAND ELECTRICCOMPANY POINT ARENA
PUERTORICO ELECTRICPOWER AUTHORITY CULEBRA
SOUTHERNCALIFORNIA EDISONCO. ,SANGORGONIO
SOUTHWEST PUBLICSERVICECO. AMARILLO

. '? ,,

JBF 1968
_...<" _:

_"_ For this studythe economicvalueof the wind energyis definedas
beingthe total savingsin costsderivedfrom the displacementof

__., conventionallygeneratedenergyby the wind generatedenergy. These
%,,_ savingscome from fuel and other incrementalcosts,operatingand,_," maintenancecosts,and the carryingcosts of deferredor displaced
._ conventionalcapacity.Theremay be othercostsincurredin orderto
'-% maintainproperoperationof the utilitysystemas a resultof incor-
.:..- poratingwind energyintothe generationmix; thesewere not consid-

ered in thisstudy.

-__ Thesesavingsthat resultfrom the displacedenergywere calculated
utilizingtechniquesthat the utility industryhas developedto

_- determinethe relativeeconomicattractivenessof alternativegener.-
_._- ationexpansionplans.

The differencesbetween the industrydevelopedapproachand the
_-"_ approachused in this studyrelateto threespecificfactorswhich

make electricenergyderivedfromwind unlikeany of the otherelec-
"": tric energy sourcestraditionallyevaluatedin utilitygeneration
""_.,, expansionplanning. The first of thesefactors is the stochastic



-?:'

_ naturt_ of tile wind end the power tt produces. Traditional energy
s_urces ar_, dl_patchablo. They produce power when called upon to do
sn wltlllnill,_,limits of forced outages which occur on a relatively

" Infroque,nt hasls. Wind systems, although dlspatchableup to the
.,.. limit of what they are capable of producingfrom moment to moment, '
.._, have a capacity whicllfluctuates as the wind fluctuates. Their

capahilitycan go from no output to tilerated capacity of the unit
_.," within a relativelyfew minutes. Fortunately,as their incremental

t.o,,tsare essentiallyzero, wind systemsare among the first units to
C,:.,. be dl,_patchedin an economicdispatchand, therefore,whatever energy
_,, they can producewill be acceptedby the utilitysystem. Consequent-
." ly, It has been possible to adapt the methodology dewloped by the

,./ electric utility to accommodatea source wlth rapid and uncontrol-
.,. lahlefluctuationsin output.

_)_':. The second factor is the wind system'sdependenceupon the.local wlnd
.:.,i. resource. The wind resource only a short distance away from a se- .]

, lected site could contain a substantiallydifferentamountof energy.
_ This site dependencyprecludesthe use of generic characteristicsas
,:_L_ input to the evaluationpro_ess and necessitatesthat a specificwind

=-_"_:,,._ system be simulated operating in a specific wind resource and the
_._._. resultingperformancebe evaluated in the generationexpansionanal-
_. ysis.
yo _

"': The third factor which sets central stationwind systems apart from..tA_

:._. _raditionalgeneratingsources is the lack of meaningful information
--_.- as to the projected purc:hasecost of such wind systems from their
,._:-_. manufacturers. This factor, when combined with the previouslymen-
....__.¿_. tioned observationthat wind systems have essentiallya zero lacre-
_:._ mental cost, makes it useful to adapt the traditional process to
_. solve for the economic value of the wind system rather than assuming

_i,. an estimatedprice.
, i. ,

_i.j The approach applied in this study for determiningthe value of wind
_;:i generated electricitydoes follow the accepted utility practice for
_.,_. evaluating generationexpansion alternativeswith some modifications
_:;;:' made to accomodate the three above-mentionedfactors. Two general
L...: categoriesof input data are required to calculatethe value of wind
•,,._ ener,qy. The first category consists of data related to the wind

_- system, its installation,and performance. The second consists of
:_:. data relatedto the specific,utilityunder investigation.

_.'. This paper presents some preliminary results from the study for
-"'i severalof the utlllti_s. These results are for savings in incremen-

._ tal, and operating and maintenancecosts only. No considerationof
- deferred or displaced capacity is included in this paper except in

describiml the methods used in determiningtl_etotal value of wind
_,b.

turbinesystems.

_, The primaryemphasisof this paper is to cm_pare the resultsfrom the
.....• various utilitieswith respect to thre_ factors which influenc_ the

_--_i.. economicvalue of wind systemsto those utilities. These factors are
the amount (if' wind energy produced by t.hespecific wind turbine in

._v,

,:?
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the speciftc resource, the mix of conventional generation used by the
utlltty to cover its load, and the pertinent economicparameters for
that utility including items such as fixed charge rates and fuel
costs projections.

METHODFORDETERMININGECONOMICVALUE

Figure 1 presents an overview of the approach that was utiltzed for
determining the economicvalue of wind systems to an electrtc utll-
ity. The processcontains three basic segments.

RESOURCE/ LOAD / UTILITY

DATA / DATA / DATA

I I L.....-,,
PERFORMANCE , DISPATCH COST/ I

SIMULATION SIMULATION I
I
I
|

CALCULATE

/ COST 1. COST2/ BREAKEVEN/MARGINAL
VAt UEOF

JBF1969 WIND SYSTEMS

Figure 1. Methodfor DeterminingEconomicValue
of WindSystemsto Utilities

The first segmentprocesses the wind resource with the wind system
.:. performance characteristics to develop the expected hourly wind

derived energy. This segmentrelates to the first of the factors
described in the introduction which differentiate this process from

: the conventionalutilityprocess. An inputto this processis the
wind resourcedata obtainedfrom the DOE meteorologicaltowerat the
particularutilitysite. The othermajor inputto this segmentis

_ the performancecharacteristicsof the wind systemunder consider-
ation. The outputof'this segmentis the expectedwind systemenergy
on an hourlybasis. This time correlatedenergywith its associated
zero incrementalcost is passedintothe generationexpansionsegment
to be dispatchedon a first prioritybasis againstthe expected
utilityload.

:: 786
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The generation expansion assessment is made in the next segment of
this economic approach. This is the most comprehensive segment with
substantial amounts of input required. The principal processes in
this segment are the simulation of the economic dispatch operation of

: the uttltty system and the analysts of the uttltty system's reliabil-
ity.

As electricconsumptioncontinuesto grow, utilityorganizationscon-
tinue to face the problemof addingsourcesof generationin order to
meet their obligationsof covering these increasingloads. A major
objectivein their generationexpansionprogram is to provideenergy
at the lowest possible cost consistentwith establishedlevels of
reliability. Not all generationalternativeshave the same costs or
even cost structures. Substantialvariationsexist in the relation-
ship betweeenfixed and variablecosts over the range of alternative

_ generatingsources. Fixed costs are incurredJust by the ownership
• of generation and are present regardless of the energy produced by

such generation. Incre_:.Italcosts, on the other hand, are those
i:, costs specificallyrelated to producingenergy and are, therefore,a

function of the amount of energy produced. As a generalrule, gener-
ating units that have low incrementalcosts, which makes them econom-

Ji ically attractivefor long hours of use, have higher fixed costs.
These higher fixed costs are the result of capital investmentsmade

.. to achieve greater efficiency from less expensive fuels. Once a
utilityacquiresa certainset of units to providegeneration,such a
set is loaded in increasingeconomicorder by incrementalcost. This
processyields the lowesttotal cost of generationto the utility.

In order to selectwhich equipmentshould be added to the mix of gen-
eration currently operated by the utility, the equipmentmix which

:i:. would reliably satisfy a projected load profile at the lowest total
_-_ cost of generationmust be identified.

The total cost of generationfor a given equipmentmix servinga giv-
•, en load profile is the sum of the fixed costs of the equipment in-

volved and the total incrementalcost that would be incurredin satis-
.... lying the load requirements. The fixed costs relate to the annual

cost of carryingthe investmentin the generation. Incrementalcosts
= have to be calculatedby simulatingthe dispatchof generatingequip-

ment to satisfy the projectedload requirements. The electric util-
Ity industry has developed numerouscomputer models to perform this
simulationwith varyingdegreesof sophistication.

: The approachfor evaluatingwind systems as part of an expandingmix
_ of generation equipment utilized one of these models to simulate
i_ generationdispatchbut includesadditionalfunctions to address the
' three factors which differentiate wind sources from traditional
_ sources.

i The major inputs to this segment were the projected utility hourly
,. load data, utilitygenerationdata, as well as the hourly energy out-
!, put from the wind system. The processes of this segmentwere used

numeroustimes in order to determinethe effect varyingsystem condl-
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T tlons will have on the utility operation. An initialbase case was
run utilizingthe hourly utility loads and the generatingsources as
projected without including any wind source. This establishedthe
base costs from which savings were computed as well as the system

_; reliability which serves as a target from which to develop capacity •
credit•

Subsequent cases were then run with various sets of conventional
. generation sources which can provide the target reliability. The

inclusion of wind generation in the utility equipment mix will tm-
°;, prove a utility system'sreliability. Consequently,the utility can

reduce its capacity of conventionalsources and still maintain its
" target reliability. Thl_ reduction in the conventional installed

capacity that must be maintained by a utility results in a capacity
:/ cost savings that can be directly related to the inclusionof WECS

into the utility'sequipmentmix.
,,....

_:_. The output of this segmentwas a series of single-yearproductionand _'
_i.... related capacitycost savingsfor variouspenetrationlevelsof wind.
o_ Although capacity credit was computed in the study, capacity credit
_:i results are not includedin this paper.

!::_ The third segment develops the life-cycle economic vaue of a wind
_, system to a utility from the calculated single-year cost savings.
_ Other inputs necessary for the value analysis include the various
_ utility financialand economic parameters The initialstep in this

=._ process was to develop annual wind system generatedsavingsfor each
_/ year over the projected life of the wind system. These savings are
_: developed from the computed single year savings using the utility's
_L projected economic parameters. From these the accumulatedpresent
...._ worth of the annual WECS generated savings for each year over the

_:: projected life of the wind system was calculated. Again, with the
use of the utility financialand economic parameters,these accumu-

_: lated savingsare convertedinto an equivalentfirst-year investment.
This investmentrepresentsthe maximum investmentthat could be put

.:i_ into the wind system without adverselyimpactingthe utility econom-
°_ ically. This equivalent investmentis also referred to as the eco-
; nomic value of the wind system to the utility. This value decreases

as the level of WECS penetrationinto the utility system increases.
...._ Comparisonof the values of each successiveWECS unit installedwith

the WECS manufacturer'sprice schedule would determinethe economic
_i_ viabilityof the wind systems.

<% In this study the analysis was done for three years, an early 1980
year, 1985, and 1995. The selection of the early 1980's year was

>,i based upon the availabilityof appropriatedata. Additionally,the
.... analyseswas done for variouspenetrationsof wind systems. Penetra-
. tion is defined as the percent that the wind energy system capacity
: Is of the utility system peak demand. Penetrations of 5 and 10
::_ percent were analyzed in each year along with a penetrationof 2.5
o percent in the first year.

': 7_U
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: ANALYSISRESULTS

This paper presents some preliminaryanalysisresults for six of the
electric utilitiesbeing studied. They range from a small isolated
municipal system to large interconnected investor-ownedsystems.

• Table 2 presents a list of the utilitiesas well as indicatesthe
utility abbreviationsused on the graphs upon which the results are
presented.

Table 2. Utilitiesfor Which PreliminaryResults are Presented

i::/ UTILITY ABBREVIATION
i.! ...........

: " CLAYTON MUNICIPAL ELECTRIC SYSTEM CMES
'- CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY CPC
i -" LOSANGELES DEPT, OF WATER & POWER LADWP
:.,- PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRICCOMPANY PG & E

: ,.' PUERTO RICO ELECTRIC POWER AUTHORITY PREPA
!_! SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON CO. SCE

.. JBF 1981

The amount of wind energy available to each of the utilities is
determined by simulating the performance of a wind turbine in the

- appropriate wind resource. The matching of the wind sites with the
utilities was provided in the introduction. A year of two-minute
wind data was extrapolated to the hub height of the wind turbine and
processed through an input-output curve for the specific wind turbine
to develop the power every two minutes. These were combined to
produce the hourly power to be compatible with normal utility power
data.

: Two of the ten utilitiesthat are the subjectof this study, includ-
ing one for which results are presented in this paper, are small
isolatedutilitysystems. Both these system are too small to be able

.. to incorporateMOD-2 wind turbines into their generationmix without
exceeding the penetration levels for wind energy that were estab-

,, fished for this study. Colncidentally,both of these utilities are
participantsin the DOE large wind turbine programs and have MOD-OA
wind turbines. For these reasons, MOD-OA wind turbine performance
was simulated in each of these utilities to develop the amount of
wind energy available to each of these utilities. Figure 2 shows
both the averagewind speed calculatedfrom the data obtained at that
site for 1979 and the capacity factor for the MOD-OA wind turbine
operating in that resource. Of the two locations, Block Island,
Rhode Island has a slightlybetter averagewind speed and a signifi-
cantly bettercapacityfactor.

: 7H_)
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_' Figure 2. Wind Speed and MOD-OA Wind TurbinePerformance

-_ The MOD-2 machine is simulated in the appropriatewind resource to
"" determinethe energy availableto each of the other utilities.

As the analysis for both Southern California Edison Company and Los
- Angeles Departmentof Water and Power used the San Gorgonioresource,

only four sets of results are presented in Figure 3. Of the six
_-, sites presented,the poorest average wind speed was at Clayton, New
_,_ Mexico whereasthe poorestcapacityfactor was for the MOD-2 at Point
,, Arena, California.

A significant part of the characterizationof a utility for the
purpose of establishingthe economic value of wind energy includesa
descriptionof the mix of generatingsources by fuel type and effi-

.: ciency.

The mix of generatingsourcesfor a given utilityis a reflectionof
size, regional fuel supply consideration,the financial structure,
and load of the utility. These mixes have evolved over the years
based upon a series of generation expansion evaluation efforts to

, identify the least costly means of producing energy to supply the
, utilityload.
i,
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_'* Figure 3. Wind Speed and MOD-2 Wind TurbinePerformance
io/_'i

i.::" The next three graphs present comparisonswhich directly relate to
_". generationmix impact upon the derivationof the value of wind sys-

,'.,.*:: ternsto the utility. They are the utility capacity projectionsfor
;;" each of the years of analysisby fuel type, the generationprojected
:,i:,, from that capacityfor 1985, and finally,the generationdisplacedby
_.? the wind systems for 1985 for both the 5 percent and 10 percent
: penetrationlevels.

:.- Figure 4 contains the capacityprojectionsfor each of the six util-
".;.._, ities. The relative mix by fuel type, the change in this mix, and
._T the relativegrowth in installedcapacitycan be seen from this graph.

L:_{i. The capacity is economicallydispatchedto meet the utilityload. It
_ is therefore useful to show the projected generation by fuel type.

Figure 5 provides this breakdown for each of the six utilities as
" projectedfor 1985.

;_ The hourly dispatchof generationcombined with the hourly displace-
ment of energy by the wind systems result in a displacement of fuel

_. by wind energy, The breakdownof this displacementby fuel type for
i .. _ the six utilities is shown in Figure6. This clearly shows that

791
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JBF1979 8CE LADWP CME8 PREPA PG&E CPC
Figure 4. Uttltty Capacity Projections

• except for ConsumersPower Company, which has little otl generation,
_. essentially all the value for wind energy from these utilities is

derivedfrom displacingoil.

Conversion of the displaced fuel into dollars and dividing by the
installedcapacity of wind systems for each penetrationand utility
provides a useful comparisonamong the utilities. These results are
shown in Figure 7. On this graph the annual savingsrange from under
$100 per kW for ConsumersPower Companywith its lower cost fuels to

: a savings in excess of $260 per kW for Southern California Edison
Companywith its 100% oil displacement.
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,; Figure 7. ProjectedAnnual UtilitySavingsfor 1985

,_ In the section in which the method for determiningeconomicvalue was
:,_ discussed,it was pointedout that the value is determinedby extrap-
ci,._ olating the annual savingsfor the first year to an annual savings
:_ for each year of the life and, by the use of normal present worth
: techniques,convertingthem to an equivalent first year investment.
:?. This investment is equal to the value of the wind system. This
o_,. process involvesa series of calculationsutilizing certain economic
•. parameters relative to the particularutility and reflectiveof its
. financial structureand its projectionsof the future economic cli-
:_- mate. A compositeeconomicparameterwhich is used in these computa-
o_ tions is the fixed charge rate. The fixed charge rate is essentially
./.:. the projectedequivalent uniform annual carrying costs of a similar
. plant investmentmade by that utility divided by the initialcost of

the investment. Figure 8 is a graphical presentationof the fixed
...._ charge rates for each of the utilitiesin order of increasingrates.

__: . As might be expected,the two municipallyowned utilitiesexhibit the
- lowest rates which is consistentwith their abilityto raise capital

°_. through borrowing at lower interest rates. Investor-ownedutility
,,. systemsmust divide their capital requirementsbetween borrowingand

the higher cost processof issuingadditionalequity.

Indicativeof these economicparameters,includingthe utilityfinan-
:" cial structureand fuel escalationrate projectionsand their use in
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this process to determinethe economic value of wind systems to a
utility, is the value to savingsratio. The value to savingsratios
are provided in Figure9 in the same sequence as were the fixed
charge rates. The inverserelationshipdoes not hold true primarily
due to the impacton the value determinationof fuel escalationrates
as used by the utility. Figure 10 provides a representativeperiod
of average annual fuel escalation rates by fuel type. It must be
rememberedthat, with the exceptionof ConsumersPower Company,most
of the savings were produced by displacing oil generation,hence a
comparisonof the oi] price escalation projectionsis most signifi-
cant. Based upon the fixed charge rates alone, it could be expected
that S_ .nernCaliforniaEdison would have the lowest value to sav-
ings ratio, and indeed that is the case. However, by similar logic
one might expect that the Los Angeles Departmentof Water and Power
would have the highest value to savings ratio, and that is not the
case. A review of both their projectedoil escalationrate and the
ClaytonMunicipalElectricSystem projectedoil escalationrate shows
why they did not have the highestvalue to savingsratio.

Earlier it was indicatedthat three factors influence the economic
value of wind systems to utilities. In the preceding paragraphs a
comparisonamong the six utilitiesfor each of the three factors has
been presented. These factors combine to providethe economic value

: of wind system to the utilities. In Figure 11 the marginal value of
wind systems for each of the utilitiesfor 1985 is presented. Mar-

: ginal value is definedas the value derivedfrom addingone addition-

7_5 !
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•. al wind unit to the penetration levelfor which it is expressed. The
L:t:: marginalvalueis providedfor boththe 5 and 10 percentpenetration
_ levelsfor 1985. Thesemarginalvaluesrangefrom a high of over! ,, ,

!_:, $5200per kW for the Los AngelesDepartmentof WaterandPowerat the
_; 5 percentpenetrationlevelto a low of almost$1400per kW for its
:-_" neighboringutilitysystem,SouthernCaliforniaEdisonCompanyat the

10% penetrationlevel.

,_, Althoughboth extremespresentgood valuesfor wind systems,they
: providean interestingcase inasmuchas the analysisfor each util-

izedthe wind datafromthe San Gorgoniositeand a simulationof the
MOD-2 wind turbine,hence neitherthe wind resourcenor the wind

i.. turbinecontributedto the difference.
=,

) _ Figure12 presentsthe marginalvalueof wind systemsat the 5 per-
cent penetrationlevelfor each utilityfor each of the threepro-
Jectedyearsof installation.The contributionof each of the three

, factorshas been presentedin the previousmaterialfor 1985. The
_. analysisperformedin the studyprovidedthe resultsseen in Figure

12. Not only have the marginalvalueschangedfor 1995 installa-
tions,but the differentratesat whichtheyhave changedresultsin

' a differentrankingamongthesix utilitiesfor 1_95.

i - 797
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_+-?_! There are several observationsworthy of note that can be made rela-
+"" tlve to these results. It is normally expected that the economic
, value of wind systems to the utility will increase over time. The
+" results for SouthernCaifornia Edison run contrary to that expecta-
,. tlon. Two factors that we have previously discussed explaln this
+'. result. Southern CaliforniaEdison is shifting away from oil in its

++++_: projectedgenerationmix and, therefore,some of the displacementin
: +'__ later years may be of fuels other than oil. Secondly, the fuel

_;_ escalationrates that they providedwere the lowest of the six utll-
:++.. itles. The results for ConsumersPower Company show a drop in value

_.++_ from 1982 to 1985 and then a substantialincrease in value to 1995.
_+ + The drop from 1982 to 1985 reflects an increasein the amount of coal
-i+_i'. generationdlsplacementwhereas the 1995 resultsreflectdlsplacement
-/+:. of peakingo11 units.

+;_* This paper has presented some of the preliminary results on the
_. economicsof wind energy for certain utilities. In addition,it has

+:. attemptedto provide,some insight into those factors which can con-
tributeto the value of the wind systemsto the utilities.
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_ M, tie ldonblat.t

: F l,om: F, March

:21,i Q; Ili,d you consider a capacity credit related to; 1) replacement of _,

:: t'et.i.vod equipment, 2) tile .i,ntri;lsl.c wlluo of improved reliability
::,', (i .o., ;wotdance of revt;|iut; loss)? Ilow wotdd your propose to take
07 ,

:, tht_,so t:IIct:Ol'S lille a¢COlUlt 'f

i_._.:i A: R('llptult ,,,lWtpm,,_t¢ a_,w u()l l_zk_r_t i4_to ,_,.,,,outtt t'41 t:hc _H.t_du. 6"_pat:i-
! :.:.f, llt ,:p,_dl'l _O_w _'(tl,'ul(d(',t 1,!1 id,'_tt:lj'!lgmd t.h,' ' ""' '( 1_/,, t, _:,t,v,t tu_,bi_tc

,h'_h'P, zt[,,)U ha, ttm l,(1,1 _Vht ,h'J'cpPi_ff j'ut.m,(' ,zddl, t tone no l.o_lge,.,
.i ::_',.,.. /h.','dt',t (m ,_ P,_m(/ t. ,_J' a(t, lttutt _,,rhh/ l.m,lffm'v to (_ ut..gl.i.l.g_a e,tu._,tm'.ent.

'" ?lllIP, •

_._'._,. Frolll: N. Vachon

Q: Did Clayton changt; their fuel use? They used to start thcir diesels
_,?: with oil and switch to natural gas to save money.

_ -: A: ('l,_!tl,,_ J'l_,'l lwu,_ff_' !'.', ,tlt,_l ju(:l. !I'IM J I,_IH_, (ulZlg (I/it)Wt',_ t hc

i :£k." ,A,mt n_od. Jh,'l.
,__:3¢" ,

_'s: .' Fl'onl: R. llughes

::_:, q: ffhen you say "Fuel Price l{sc.alatton Rate, '_ do you me_m absolute
....... pri.ce increase or nr.ice, increase relatJ.ve to inflation? Are you

_-,.,_,_.:,, sure St,h and t:ho other utilities were reporting the stone type of
_-"_'_'_=,, escalation rates? Why did you not use l)Oli estimates?! % '_,

' :_:" A: Tilt' t,)'A,(' f_,')'('m','_) J'c,p j'u,'l ,:ovl_) a)_'.p_',zl'_,,lult', t;(;l'; had a. ,'.)thwp

_,.:. /u,'p,',w,' b,'/',,,,' I,,m', ,m,t ,_ I','pU I,,_o,,m' th,.'2,,.',q't,'_, j'o_, 2t._ Jhcl,._" Iu'[,','_,'. Th,' j't,tHPc _rtl,,h_l _O,W J'_,P /PU', ,m,t I','lt,:H,t. _l'h,' _lu, t!t
i °-., ,,,_ll,',t J,,_, mff_l:l ulililtt ,'_tt/t_Ml,'_ j,,p Jlt('l t,_'1.,°,' /'H,'P,'_I_.h', I,UI
_..,;-'._" it ,',c,._m_l,',t lib' _h'H_t_l/P[ll/ t,J" lib' P('_;ltll_ I.,, O,IP/',l//t,_l_;' [H tlht_t"

i "? ' F I'Olll : AIIOIlylIIOUS

i _,,.-; Q: SCli escalation rates ilnply oil in'ice i llct'eases well ttnder lO'b per

_::'{[ yt, ar. Is tht._ realistic?

! <._ A: / ,,,l.,/h',,/ ,lu.':t,h'P ,',e,,t'l,t t,' _t,t't lh,' #ttotll','P_l ,'_t,',/ [u Ills' _ttlt, t,:t lot'l't'
!.... :3" itlt_'['[[,',/ ]']t lll_' II[ [," [I .t,'It /I/,'tU_N','O_'_;.k ';;"

. I:t'ol_l: N. A. M. ,latlsetl

:_:' :: Q: I_/t't'¢ variable Ol)t, rat iOll t't)sts el" t_,OllVtqlI iOlla[ |)l/lilts otht, l" t|lall
::,,_ file I t llkell i lit 0 I:011:; i lit'viii i 011': '

::... A: N,'.

. ,,..

• ,, . , '1_)_
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M. Goldenblatt (d,mtinued)

From: R. L. Moment

Q: Your charts show SCE to have the lowest economic benefits of the
various utilities included. Why do you think they have been so
active in wind energy, as evidenced by their taking the lead a few
years ago? Perhaps their economic analysis is quite different from
yours.

A: SCE is investigating machines that were not installed as a result
of their economic value. SCE is the largest user of oil in the
U.S. Their decision to purchase wind turbines was probably based
upon a comb_na.;_onof political, institutional, environmental and
economic factors. Also, just because SCE had the lowest _ind tur-
bine value (of the six utilities studied) did not mean it was a

bad economic decision for it to investigate the potential for wind
generation.

From: M. Lotker

Q: Why is PGE's cost of money so much less than SCE's?

A: The cost of money values used in the study were supplied by the
utilities themselves. I do not know why PGE's was less than SCE's.

From: K.M. Foreman

Q: Could not capacity credit be applied to displace obsolete or totally
depreciated equipment for those utilities that anticipate no growth?

A: Yes. For the study performed, however, that was not considered as
an option.

From: L. Rowley

Q: In 1985 do you see wind turbines displacing oil among the larger
utilities -- how many wind turbines will be in service by 19907

A: I can only say that in the last 5 years I have seen a significant
change in utiZities' attitudes towm,ds the potential for wi_ energy.
A8 to the amount of penetration that m gght occur in the next decade,
I hesitate to even make a guess.

.... From: D. Bain

Q: How sensitive is the break-evcn and marginal value to FCR? Would
uniform FCRs reorder the results?

A: The ,'_.... ..an_,_,_.r_ arc verT! _c'm_t[oc t:,, FCR. Un.[fo_r_ FCR_ wouZd Pc'opdc_n
the' _'c'_;uZt_ but wc;u{.,t b_' um,eai._o_c.

! 800 r'
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CONCEPTUALDESIGN OF THE 6 MW
" MOD-5AWIND TURBINEGENERATOR

.: R.S. Barton- Supv. Engineer,SystemsEngineering
W. C. Lucas - Manager,Wind ProjectsEngineering

GeneralElectricCompany
. AdvancedEnergy ProgramsDepartment

P. O. Box 8661
Philadelphia,Pa. IglOl

ABSTRACT

The GeneralElectricCompany,AdvancedEnergy ProgramsDepartment,is
designingunder DOE/NASAsponsorshipthe MOD-SA wind turbinesystem
which must generateelectricityfor 3.75 C/KWH (1980)or less. During
the ConceptualDesignPhase, completedin March, Ig81, the MOD-SA WTG
systemsize and featureswere establishedas a result of tradeoffand
optimizationstudiesdriven by minimizingthe system cost of energy :_

=: (COE). This led to a 400' rotor diametersize.

The MOD-SA systemwhich resulted is definedin this paper along with
the operationaland environmentalfactorsthat drive variousportions
of the design. Developmentof weight and cost estimatingrelationships

_ (WCER's)and their use in optimizingthe MOD-SA are discussed. The re-
sults of major tradeoffstudiesare also presented. SubsystemCOE
contributionsfor the lOOth unit are shown along with the method of

computation.

Detaileddescriptionsof the major subsystemsare given, in order that
the resultsof the varioustrade and optimizationstudiescan be more
readilyvisualized.

: PROGRAMSCOPE

The MOD-SA Wind Turbine Generatorprogram is a basic element in the
overallFederalWind Program. The goal of the MOD-SA program is to

_ developa reliable,commerciallyviable wind energy system,able to
produceelectricityat a cost of energy (COE) of 3.75 ¢IKWH or less

. in 1980 dollars,at a site with a 14 MPH annual averagewind speed.
The programis sponsoredby the DOE, with technicalmanagementby the
NASA Lewis ResearchCenter. GeneralElectric'sAdvancedEnergy Pro-
grams Departmentis the prime contractor. GE's major subcontractors
are GougeonBrothers(GB) for the wood laminateblade, Philadelphia
Gear Corporation(PGC)for the gearbox,and the ChicagoBridgeand
Iron Company (CBI) for the steel shell tower, foundationand erection.

The programbegan in Jbly of 1980, and is organizedinto three design
phases: ConceptualDesign,which was completedin March, 1981; Pre-
liminaryDesign,which is now underway;arLdFinal Design,scheduledto
begin in March, 1982. Each design phase is culminatedby a comprehen-
sive design reviewwhich has two main objectives: to conductan

' PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT RIMED co3
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in-depthreviewof the design'stechnicaladequacy,ant'_.nverify that
i the program'sCOE requirementof 3.75 C/KWH or less is s:.illbeing met.
., (Themethodologyfor estimatingand trackingCOE is describedlater.)

As the design work progressesthroughthe variousphase:.,subsequent
" design reviewsfocus on successivelygreaterlevelsof detail Much
: emphasisis placed on achievinga simple,reliableand maintainable -
" design. In parallel,developmentand qualificationtesting is used to

_ ; verify new elemen,ts_o.f..thedesign.

' - Fabricationof hardwareis scheduledto begin late in 1982, with in-
;-_:_ stallationand checkoutof the first unit completedearly in 1984,

'-:i•i followedby a two year Operationand Maintenancephas, There is an
option in the contractfor the manufactureand installacionof two

:' additionalunits. At this point in time, no sites have yet been iden-
tified for the MOD-5A.

_ The purposeof this paper is to describethe resultsof the Conceptual
--_J_ Design phase,updatedby the work accomplishedso far in Preliminary
i_;_ Design. We at GE believethat the MOD-5A design.meetsthe program
:, objectivesand offers significantadvancementin the state-of-the-art.
i _ Thus, it is appropriateto reviewa summaryof the major Conceptual
_ Design Objectivesas shown in Figure I.

!".'_' JECTIVE ACHIEVEMENT
ill

i. : • DEVEI.OPANOPIIMIZEDLOWCOSTDESIGNWITH •<3.0¢/IO_HACHIEVEDVS.3.75¢IKWHGOAL
COE LOWERTHANNASAGOAL

• VALIDATETHEOPTIMIZATIONTECHNIQUE e POINTDESIGNSVALIDATEDWCER'S.SYSTEMOPTIMIZED

[... ATCONCEPTUALBASELINEDIAMETER400'

• ADVAtlC_WIfiDTURBINESTATEOFTHEART e MANY.NAaORINNOVATIONSINCORPORATEDINDESIGN
,. TIIROUGHINNOVATIVEDESIGNANDOPTIMUM (GEARBOX,BLADEMAT'LETC)

USEOFAVAILABLEORNEWTECHNOLOGY
., ..... ... ........... ........ .... ..... °.°.. ..... .--.i....-.-...-. .... .. ...... ................................., ..

;" e VALIDATETHEDESIGNTDOLS e ANALYTICALTECHNIQUESANDCODEVALIOATEDDURING
:_" CONCEPTUALDESIGNPHASE

.:. e PDSITINNPROGRAMFORSMNOTHTRANSITION • CONCEPTUALDESIGNCOMPLETEDTOPOINTWIIEREDESIGN
" l TOPRELIMINARYDESIGNPIIASE SPECSANDPRELIMINARYDESIGNDP.AWINGSCANNOWBE

"'" I PREPARED"" i i , i i

I ]', ALLOBJECTIVESA('ItIEVLD

. FIGURE I. DESIGNOBJECTIVES

, SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

_" Wind Regime

The MOD-5A systemhas been developedfor a wind regime having a mean
wind speed of 14 MPH (at IO meters). This has influencedthe rotor

_ size and rating,Fig. 2. DuringPre]iminaryDesign,the system is being

O0000009-TSD06
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,_ examined for other wind regimes. The impact of a lower and h.tgher ]
mean wind speed upon the currentMOD-5A is discussedlater. 1

_i,'_'; GE has selectedthe cut-inwind speed to assuremaxinlumoutput and to !
°,j pre-empt"falsestarts"in low winds whereinmechanicaland electrical
/;: lossesare likelyto exceedthe energy to be derivedfrom the wind. A

_--::':,: cut-inwind speed of 14 MPH (at the hub or equivalently9.5 MPH at 10
_°" meters)has beenestablished. A 25% blade tip lengthwas found neces-
•-;_ sary for satisfactorystartup. The cut-outwind speed was first set
_;._ at 44 MPH becausethe additionalavailableenergy is insignificantat

higherwind speeds. Cut-outwas not based on structurallimitations
_':::::' and the currentMOD-5Adesign high cut-outis higher. ,

_' Low cut-outas shown in Figure2 is at ll.5 MPH and is based on rotor
_. ',:,.

<' underspeed. Gear shiftingfor two speed operationoccurs near 20 MPH
;_:; and rating is reachedat 29 MPH.
_ .:,._

!_:_'_::, Cost of energy (COE) is the overridingissue to the successfulcommer-
:._.., cializationof wind turbines. Accordingly,NASA has establishedthe
!_:;:" competitivefigure of 3.75 C/KWH (1980)as a bogey for the MOD-SAWTG
i:_ program. Projectionsfor the MOD-SA indicateless than 3 C/KWH (1980)
_..,. can be achievedat a 14 MPH wind site.

!_,_"_, INCONSTANT" RATED PO_ER

i " '_" " 1.o c _r

/,
400' r

! :_,-' II

,- | //" ,.... _ I
,.,, o= _ o

_,' j o.,s _, I

:'.-.:" _$0' I

" ' II.S Iq
_;. _ 10 30 30

v:._,.... "T--" - Hue WIND SPEED (MPH)

• ,..,?-_

.- ,..._ _ .
:o., FIGURE2. MOD-SA SYSTEH

! .

! o". Design Requirements

_= .' Major design requirementsand their effect on systemdesign are shown
in Figure 3. The MOD-5Ais based on a comprehensive design driver

) analysisand definition.
i

i : '°
i '
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': FIGURE 3. DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

,,

EnvironmentalFactors

Sound,TVI (televisioninterference)and other wind regimeswere the
major environmentalfactorsanalyzed.

Wind turbinesound levelsare dominatedby the effectof change in
blade angle of attack and correspondinglift pressures. The potential
for complaintsis highestwith the rotor locateddownwindof the tower,
as on the experimentalMOD-I system,where the tower wake produces

8O6
. I
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sudden large changes 1 The frequency of blades cut-
.._. ttng a wake at twice per revolution Is'sub-audible, but the complaint

potentialhas been tied to the energy in the range from 20 to 50 hertz
by spectralanalysisof measurementsand computedpredictionsin the

. audiblerange.

The MOD-SA system expectedsound spectrawas computed,Figure4, for
both the upwind and downwindrotor locationsat variousdistancesfrom
the rotor. As shown,the baselineupwind rotor locationproducesless

_ sound energy at 800 feet (solidline) than a downwindrotor would pro-
_i. duce at 3200 feet. The upwind rotor generallyproducescomputedsound

pressurelevelsonly a few dB above ambient sound,and no complaints
are expected.

L=:I..
, -_' (KM) INTERFERENCEI120 KM TRANSMITTER DISTANCE

L.':= 2S

'-_/ Ctl 52 - 700 MHZ L Ctl s2
i ,; CH 11 - 200 MHZ /- METAL
: : 20 /!:'_ (DB)
"4 1

: .u . 80 DOWNWIND- 800t 15 /M01)-SA CH 52 )
Z. - Oe_._,Oe_.__'_ _ "" FG/WOODDOWNWIND 3200° i

_: _ _ "_ SUB-AUDIBLE--I--AUDIBLE 10

)_L so _#,
/ f METAL

i 50 UPWIND "800 ° _". ,,,,. % ....

" I I I I I 0 , , FG/WOOD
r ' " 0 FREQUENCY 10 20 (MZ) lS0 250 3S0 q_0 S]0

._- MODEL 10q.5 (q00_) AT RATING ROTOR DIA - (FT)

_' FIGURE4. SOUND FIGURE5. TVI

• -" Wind turbinetelevisioninterferenceconsistsmainly of periodicrotor
_., blade blockingor reflectingof a signalbetweena televisiontrans-
', mitter and home receiver. The interferencedependson TV channelfre-..

quency such that the higher numberedchannelsare subjectto interfer-
ence at a greaterdistancefrom the wind turbinethan lower numbered
channels. A metallic rotor providesa better reflectorthan a non-
metallic rotor and causes interferenceat greaterdistances. The MOD-5A
rotor has wood laminateblades,but lightningconductorsand the tip

- controlactuatorareas are metallic. An effectivereflectingarea,
:" 25% of the way from non-metallicto metallic,was conservativelyselect-

ed as representative. (Figure5)

. The HOD-5A system providesclose to optimumperformancein a varietyof
wind regimes. Cost of energywas computedfor the baselineModel 204
and for a systemoptimizedfor the specificwind regime for three Wei-

- bull shapedmean wind speedsand for winds at two siteswhere wind
turbinesare being located.
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;. The MOD-5Ais optimum for 14 and 16 MPHregimes, It is within 1.4% of
,, optimum for 12 MPH where a slightlylower power rating is optimum.
.i,_. Model 204 performanceat San Gorgonioand MedicineBow is within3% of
F._' optimum.

o

Ck'

• .._ MAJOR TRADE STUDIES

!_i_:'i In developingthe ConceptualDesignof the MOD-5A WTG, eightmajor
....',_ trade-offstudieswere identifiedwhich requiredspecificreview and

):: " approvalby the NASA ProjectManagerbefore being implemented. In ad-
F-o? ditionto these eight major trade-offstudies,a significantnumber of
..=.

!:_; other design trade-offstudieswere performedwhich led to selection '
)::;: of the baselineconfiguration. Figure6 definesthe eight major trade-
' '", off studies,definesthe variousdesign,alternativesconsidered,iden-
L':_," tifiesthe selectedcomponentor subsystemand also establishesthe
_' major attributesof the selectedcomponentor subsystemwhich led to
........ its selection. Some of the studiesare discussedin more detail in the
i _'" following.
! _ t'

":'!,' ..' STUDY ALTERNATECONSIOERED SELECTION ATTRIBUTES

i: ..__. 1. BLADEMATERIAL • FIBERGLAS(EPOXY& POLYESTER) • WOODEPOXY • LIBNTESTWEIGITr

:_"_i'.:. e STEEL • LOWESTCOST• WOODEPOXY

:.... 2. BLAOEARTICULATION • INDEPENDENTLYCONEDBLADES • TEETEREOROTOR • ALLOWSUPWIND
,'"- • TEETEREDROTOR • LEASTTECH. RISK

_..L.' e LOWESTCOST

[ _, '.' ' 3. WINDORIENTATION e UPWIND • UPWIND • LOWESTCOST• DOWNWIND • LOWESTSOUND
| "o ,,. i

; ";::L.:.. 4. TORQUECONTROL e FLAPS • PARTIALSPANCONTROL • LOWESTCOST
. e PARTIALSPANCONTROL e MOSTRELIABLESTARTUP

Ft: ......
i _":: 5. TOWERHEIGHT • GHOUNOCLEARANCEt§' TO 12§' e §0' GROUNDCLEARANCE • COSTINSENSITIVE25'
: ;o TO 75'

o',._ • CANMOVEIN EITHER
• -. DIRECTIONTO ACCOMMO-
o ' DATEOTHERDRIVERS

'(, 6. SYSTEHRPM e OtlESPEED e TWOSPEEDMECHANISM e GREATERENERGY

i ". : TWOSPEED_tECHANISM(UPTO 2;1) 1.3:1 SPEEDRATIO CAPTURETWOSPEEDELECTRIC(UP TO 2:1) ql LOWERCOE
L '".',,: : e SYSTEMFLEXIBILITY

.' _: 7. GEA_I3OXtt4ACELLE e SEPARATEGEARBOX e ROTORINTEGRATED e MOSTEFFICIENTSYSTEM
>., LLO:IFIGURATION • INTEGRALGEARBC GEARBOX e LOWESTWEIGHT
. -. e ROTORINTEGRATEDGEARBOX • LffWESTCOE

, i

' ', 8. POTORSTOPPING e PARTIALSPANCONTROLSTOPPING 4 PARTIALSPANCONTROL • SIGNIFICANTSTOPPING
- • :- IECHf|IQUE • STOPPINGBRAKE TORQUEMARGIN

i o,. • NONEWHARDWAREFOR
• - THIS FEATURE

FIGURE6. MAJOR TRADE STUDIES
.
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Blade Material StudS

Cost of energy,shown in Figure 7 as a functionof rotordiameterand
power density,optimizesat a 400 ft. diametersystemwith wood lamin-
ate blades operatingat 350-375ft/sec,tip speed. The constantpower
densitycurveshave shiftsdue to the gearboxexceedingthe constraints
needed to ship in one piece. Field assemblyand test costs due to
large size and weight appear as eost Jumps.

Performanceis based on a NACA 64-6XXairfoilat I/4 standardrough.
Drag characteristicswere conservativelycalculatedby not including
the low drag "bucket"that resultsfrom the theoreticalperformance
in the laminarflow region. This airfoil has a reversecurvatureon
the high pressuretrailingedge that can be fabricatedmore readily
with the externalmold techniqueused for wood laminatesthan with the
internalmold techniqueutilizedfor filamentor tapewound structures.

At the systemlevel,with conservativestress levels,the wood rotor
systemprovidedlower COE at less risk than either fiberglassor steel
bladedrotors. Furtheroptimizationduring PreliminaryDesign has made
the rotor even lighterand more efficient.

o!_ 3.00E OI:WRTT$/150. FT_Ii&&_
A 3.EOE OI=WRT,TSII60. FT.l(tttt

-- + 4.00E OI:WRTTS/(6O. FT.I&_&(_

_ X 4.SOE O$:WRIIS/(6Q. FT.)t_ttL
_" _0 E.OOE O;=HRTT_/ISQ. FT.It(((_

_\\+ 5.50E OI:HRTIS/(5O. FT.l&_t(_ WOODBL80(8- 3.06E'O2:SOLIDITY
_J
_ 5.OOE O|:GROUND CLRflNC

S.BOE 02=TIP SPEEO
$.30E OO:RPN R_TI.Q

U!
Zn

;o

.i

ROIOR OIRIIETER

FIGURE7. BLADE MATERIALSTUDY

IndependentConing Study

Substantiallyreducedrotor loads on the independentlyconed configura-
tion resultedin a 30% savingsin rotor weight. On the other hand,
approximatelya 2% loss in energycapturewas encountereddue to coning.
The cost savingswere not quite enough to overcomethis energy loss,
althoughthe final COE was within I/2% of the baseline. Additional
reasonsfor retainingthe baselineare: l) Sound is significantly
higherwith the downwind (due to clearanceconsiderations)independently

809
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coned system,2) Lower programmatictechnicalrisk existswlth the base-
line becauseit has been extensivelyanalyzedin recent wind turbine
programs,and 3) The independentlyconed hub is considerablymore costly
due to double hinges,flap restraints,etc.

• i.._

_ap Study

The flap conceptwas developedas shown in Figure8 with 5 actuators
mounted externallyto the blade surfacedriving10 flap sections in
pal,'r The trade-offwas performedon a relativelyflexiblefiberglass
blab, and multiple sectionswere requiredto providehinge-lineflexl-
blllty. A hinge line near the low pressureside of the airfoilprovides
60° of up flap and 10° of down flap capabilityfor regulationand cam-
ber change. The flap system is more costlyand offers no advantages
over the baselinepartial span controlsystem.

CONTROLFLAPEQUIVALENTOF 2StPARTIALSPANCONTROL
Jm

eTA 120 eTA li_O,O

_ e 25%PSCBaseline : !["' • 50%Span, 30%ChordFlap Provides I

EquivalentRegulation -'--i -- '_ ' _ "_j 'R--r-_
e l0 Sections, 5 Actuators Required l " L_ . %-CONTROLDue to BladeMotion -----"-"..... 'A \

a CannotRelyon StartingAbility tSiOFLkP 70_C .;_ FLAPS

• Supportin9TestDataOn PartialSpan ._].o
BLADESECT. '- =-_'-_'_," / -

t NoTest Data Available On Flaps _'_.

a Small COEIncrease ExpectedOnRotor (HIGH PRESS.)I
SECTIONA-A (ROTATED)

FIGURE8. FLAP STUDY

MultipleSpeed

A comprehensiveanalysisof multi-speedoperationwas performed,utiliz-
ing the ratio between2 speedsas the sizingstudy variable. An optimum

' shift point was determinedby computationof output power at both speeds
and shiftingwhen the second speed provideshigherpower. An analysis
with hourlydata from Amarillo,Texas for 1978 and 1979 was also made.

Mechanicalspeed changingsystemswere examinedwith shiftmechanisms
that operatedat no load while rotating(warm)and only when not rotat-

e. ing (cold). A reconnectablewindingelectricalsystemwith warm shift
for 2 speed operation,and a full variablespeed electricalsystemwere
also examined.

i'
- Seasonalshifting(twicea year) was examinedas an optionalcold shift
.: strategy,but energy capturewas less than merely operatingat a single

speed becausethe torquelimitedsystemcould not capturesubstantial
- high wind energyduring the time it was in low speed.



c' t_

:,',.i The trade-offwas made for three mechanicalsystem operatingmodes and
one electricalshiftingmode, A constanttorque for the drivetrainand '

. a constantmaximumrotor RPM were used.

The single speed systemcaptures95,5% of the energy that a system
' b

operatingat maximum power coefficientfrom cut-in to ratingwould cap-
_o_ ture. This leavesonly a 4.5% potentialfor improvement,and the warm
:'F shift systemsobtain 3.1% of that 4.5% with all shift.lossesincluded.
.,".

-:l't; A warm mechanicalshift capabilityis better than cold shift; there is
.... a small cost increasefor the mechanismwith a substantialincreasein
: energy capturedue to more rapid shift times. The electricalshift has

=_ more costly hardwarethan a mechanicalshift and providesthe same en-
ergy capture. Therefore,the lowestCOE configurationis with a

_ mechanicaltwo-speed,warm shift.

_i_i NacelleArrangement

_.:. A range of trade-offswere performedto determinethe most cost effec-
_' rive method of supportingthe rotor. Prior art, as used in the MOD-I

and MOD-2 WTG, employeda rotor supportthat was independentof the
_'" gearbox(stand-alonegearbox). This rotor supportstructureadded size,
_:' weight and complexityto the nacelle. Severalmeans of avoidingthis

were evaluatedinvolvingan upgradingof the gearbox input shaft and
= bearingand gearboxstructure. The design that finallyevolvedincor-

_: poratesa singlerotor bearingin the gearboxstructure,that transmits
the rotor loads into the gearboxhousing. The bedplateis designedto

-:_' form a unified (butnot integral)structurewith the gearbox. The ad-
<:_ vantageof the rotor integratedgearboxdesignover the stand-alone
, gearboxcan best be appreciatedwhen one considersthat the total na-
_°C celle weightof the MOD-I WTG is lO0 tons, while the total nacelle
_o.. weight of the MOD-SA is 180 tons for over three times the power rating,

and the nacelledimensionsare approximatelyequal.

.... SIZING OPTIMIZATION

_i' Many weight and cost estimatingrelationships(WCER's)were developed

_:.Z and verifiedduring the course of ConceptualDesign. These WCER's per-
. mit predictionof system cost and weight as a functionof: rotor dia-
_._ meter, blade tip speed (determinesmain RPM), solidity (determines
_ :_ blade chord dimensionand best efficiencyvs. RPM), power density
•.J (determinespower and torque ratingswith diameterand tip speed),
. < speed ratio (for two speed operation)and ground clearance.

- Figure9 illustratesthe first tier of WCER and cost accumulation.
i:. The commentcolumn summarizeswhat is includedin each categoryand

._ the percentcontributionto cost of energy is indicated. At the sec-
°i ond tier, the tcwer structureand the gearbox(part of the drivetrain)
' are the largestsingleCOE contributors,at about 15_ each.

_ii_ A basic wind turbine,without installation,would be representedby
4_' categories40U through900, plus part of lO00 which equals about 65,_.
'_ The other 35% representsinstallationand O&M relatedcosts.

" _iI
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' r ' ' I ' FIGURE 9. WEIGHTAND COST ESTIMATINGRELATIONSHIPS

'._2

OptimizationProcedure
2"O' ,

.....( Figure I0 depictsthe procedureused to performthe s_,stemsize optlmlza-
-i,: tion, For the set of variablesnoted above, aerodynamicperformanceis
_:*_' computedand used in conjunctionwith wind durationand system availa-
-:.i,: bllltyto determinethe yearly energycapture. In parallel,costs (and
_,¢ weights)of the varioussytem componentsand O&M are calculatedto de-

_,,/: termlnethe annual cost and ultimatelythe COE. The computationsare....... then repeated until an optimal set of variables is found. The entire
" procedureis embodied in the GE WINDOPTcode, which in effectexplores
,::_.:_': continuousparametervariationsover input rangesof the sizingvaria-
': ':' bles.

, :

.:,:: OptimizatlonResults

°". The presentoptimumMOD-5A system,Model 204.2, has a COE below 3 C/KWH
':"': (1980)as the result of PreliminaryDesignphase optimization. Figure
,. II illustratesthe cost and COE trendsat ConceptualDesign,where a
L minimumCOE slightlyabove 3.3 C/KWH was predicted.

_:,::. The minimumCOE design is at 400 feet. The Statementof Work require-
ment of 3.75 C/KWHC0E was met by MOD-BAWTG's with diameters from 325

_.... feet to 450 feet.

, i The initialcost of the WTG increasesdramaticallywl_h dlame_er.
.o.: Higher cost is balanced by an even greater energy capture, resulting
" : in a lower cost of energy for largermachinesuntil above 400 feet,

-< when capitalcost tends to increasefasterthan energycapture,and
° cost of energy increases.

::.:"?,
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":. COST/WEIGHT

_,,,_,;, DATA
-_:!i'. COE
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, "_ LOG,CTO
_' . _.,, ii | t

, ,. MODIFY

'_i",'.,: VARIABLE5 ,q MINIMUM

,"i'" YES

_"'"'" DONE

c:: FIGURE 10. SIZING OPTIMIZATIONFLOW

-._,.,_,,.-, COE- G/KWH(1980)

_,"°.. CAPITALCOST- NILLION $ (1980)<!,J' .

-_is..
•_,:.v,. , IO_)THUNIT
_', PITAL COST

_.'.;v .' , DISCUNTIHUITIESOUETO GEARBOXMANUFACTURING

..... i '. ANDSHIPPING
.....

i .o_Y.._'. , MODEL204,0 CONFIGURATIONWITH I'/OOD

! _"ii'f ' LAHINATEROTORSYSTEH

m

.... " _ • 40 WATTS/FT-SQPOWERDENSITY
:'_'_' COSTOF ENERGY

i-.'_'.. , • I4 MPII (IUN) SOWWINDREGIME

300 /100 500

, -i ': ,; OIAMETIER (FT)

_,: FIGUREII. COE AND CAPITALCOST

i:_, PresentModel 204.2 parametersare: Di_leter400 feet; Tip Speed 375
_*_,• ft/sec. (17.9RPM); Power Density50 watts/ft-sq(6.2MW); Ground
_,, Clearance50 ft (250 ft.hub); Solidity3.06:;';Speed Ratio 1.35.
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BaselineSystem Definition

The MOD-SA Model 204.2 systemfeaturesare definedin Figure 12.

ROTOR _ ,4ACELL_.._EE
• UPWIND • ROTORINTEGRATEDHYBRIDGEARBOX • BEDPLATEWITHWIRING, PLUMBING,

e 375 FT/SECTIP SPEEDDESIGN • 2.71 MILLIONFOOTPOUNDTORQUE RUNSUNDERFLOORING

e WOODLAMINATESPANANDTIP • FIRST STAGEPLANETARY,THENSPLIT • YAWHYDRAULICSSYSTEH

• _-GXX AIRFOIL, 3.05X SOLIDITY PARALLELSHAFTON ENDSTAGE, • GEARBOXANDBEARINGLUBRICATING
• 25% HYDRAULICPARTIALSPAN THIRDSTAGEANDSHIFTER SYSTEM

CONTROL • ROTATINGSHIFT • CONTROLELECTRONICb

e 13.25117.9 (TWO-SPEED) e .STIFFNESSANBDAMPINGCONTROLAT • PUSH-PULLYAWORIVE

• TEETERED30 FT. STEEL_ FIRST STAGE • YAWBEARINGASSEMBLYATTACHEOTO

• 9° TILT +.9° TEETERALLOWANCE e TWOROWROLLERBEARINGINTEONATI[D TOPTOWERSECTION
# HYDHAULICPOWERUNIT ONHUB INTO CASEFORROTORANDGEARSUP- e YAWSLIP RING

• Eli,BOO LB ROTORWEIGHT PORT • 116,956 LB WEIGHT

• IN-LINE SLIP RINGACCESS

ELECTRICAL • SHAFTDRIVELUBEPUMP TOWER

• 62OOKVAOlL-7ILLED TRANS: • HIGHSPEEDSHAFTINCLUUESOVERLOAD • 14.5 FT CYLINGRICALSTEEL
FORMER RELEASEANGOVERRUNNINGCOUPLINGS • 250 FT TO HUB

"" e WALK-INAISLE SWITCHGEARAND • ROTORLOCKANDPARKINGBRAKE • TAPEREDBELLSECTIONFORTUNING

CONTROLENCLOSURE • 239,500La ORIVETRAINWEIGHT • INTERNALLIFT

e 69 KV NOMINALINTERFACEVOLTAGE • 490,000 LB WEIGHT

•RAOIAL FEEOER-TYPECLUSTER

;_ ARRNIGEHENT FOUNDATION
• 6.2 _ SYNCHRONOUSGENERATOR • SPREADFOOTING,REINFORCED

CONCRETE
MAItITENANCE

• PERMANENTCLUSTERCREW

•, • SPARESBUDGET

:: FIGURE12. MODEL 204.2 DEFINITION

A spread footing tower foundation with triple reinforcing and embedded
anchor studs is utilizedfor most soil densities. The soil flexibility
is includedin the tower frequencyanalysis. Reck or very soft soils

"" would requirea departurefrom the basic generalpurposefoundation
:, after soil analysis.

_ Electricalprotectionand interfaceequipmentis locatedaway from the
tower base to providemaintenancevehicleaccess. Factorywiring is

: providedfor the walk-incontrolenclosure. A window is providedfor
operator observation of the rotor during manual operations.

The baselineclusteris rated at 150 MW with 25 MOD-SA units. A multi-
ple grid tie is providedwith 69 KW clusterdistribution. Each WTG has
a step-uptransformerthat limits short circuitduty on the site con-
tactor as well as providinga voltagematch. A central sparesstore
and a permanent4 man clustermaintenancecrew are utilized to minimize
maintenancecosts.
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SUB-SYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS

Rotor Blade

i The selectionof the MOD-5A rotor blade configurationand materialwas
i based on the resultsof an extremelycomprehensivesystem/subsystem

trade study. This study definedthe lOOth unit costs of the three
• blade materialsand exploreddiametersrangingfrom 150 to 500 feet.

•_ Initialparametriccost and weight variationswere determinedfor the

_'_! threematerialsand iteratedbased on system performanceevaluation.
'- First resultsindicatedthat wood laminatehad lower cost and weight

--i(I than fiberglass,with steel a poor third. However,the wood laminate
oil" blade requireda thickersectiondue to its relativelylower strength.
i: This thicker blade,when configuredas a 230XX airfoil,providedless

,'/i energy capturethan the thinnerfiberglassairfoils. An alternatehigh
-c;i performancethickerairfoilseries64XXX,which can be readilyfabri-
,:! cated in wood laminatebut not in fiberglassor steel, allowsthe
•_ thickerwood laminatebladeto have performancesimilarto the thinner
i 230XX fiberglassblade,and swung the decisionto wood laminate.

?,.

o_ The blade is constructedof O.lO inch thick rotary cut douglas fir
' laminate,which is epoxy bonded at room temperature,using vacuum bags,
_ to form the major load carryingforwardportionof the blade. The

trailingedge portionof the blade is constructedof plywoodfaces with
i_i a paper honeycombcore sandwichedbetweenthem. The upper and lower

surfacesare laminatedin femalemolds which assure excellentcontour
_ control,and then bonded together,includingthe shear web, to complete

'_' a sectionassembly. The outer surfacesof the blade are coveredwith

_. epoxy and fiberglasscloth as part of the moldingoperation. The blade
constructionis similarto that successfullyused on MOD-OA and hence

,-_ presentsa minimal developmentrisk consistentwith the MOD-5Aprogram
=... philosophy. See Figure 13.

, PartialSpan ControlMechanism

__i A descriptionof thismechanismis shown on this simplifiedconceptual
< drawing (Figure14). The steel weldments,shown enclosingthe spindle

shaft, includeairfoilshapedskins, longitudinalspars and stiffener
o:_ ribs at both ends_ Not shown is a "thrusttube" which surroundsthe
" inboardend of the spindleshaft betweenthe two bearings. This tube

providesthe interfacewith the bearings,and reacts the radialforces
o: into the rib at the inboardbearinglocation. The tube carriesthe
; centrifugalforce of the tip from this bearingoutboardto the rib at
.. the radial bearing,where it is bolted in and distributesthis force

into the box structureformed by the two spars and skins immediately
_, surroundingthe shaft. The tube, shaft,and bearingsform a separate

assembly.

". Loads from the outboardtip portionof the PSC subassemblyare intro-
duced into the shaft by a bolted connectionat the outer rib and a
bushingjoint at the inner rib. The spar arrangementis the same in
both sections. The actuator is mountedat the midpointof the body

!,i
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to minimize the bending moments on the cylinder created by the inertial
'::il forcesof the actuatorunder the normal centrifugalaccelerationof ap-

".,.!,i proximately20 g's.

.,:.;_ Since the drag force providedby one fully featheredtip is sufficient
to stop the rotor, dual redundancy has been provided in the hydraulics

S: to ensure that a leastone tip will be featheredreliablyfor a safe
_'-:_ shutdownin case of a failure.

.... r ,oo,, ---I

.=_ :.;: ,= OIST.T.B.O.---_ ___ 60H --__;'_. MIO SPANJOINT __

"=:#'_i - -- "-_F
--"J':':';_, TIAtSPANCONTROL

;......I LBLAOEHUB_I _115_._ ....... _ _-- SUBASSEMBLY--,,>._._.

'_ leo.,=Lsect _ I uPst.P

.,,,:=.,._ ATTACI.IMEI_rBOLTS

.... ..,.:• BONOEDINTO'O' SPAR_'_'_ _

/i- gHF.ARWE8

"' ::;_ FIBERGLASSOVER-WRAP BASELINEWOODLAMINATE
:; , .t. i

• TYP.SECTIONFIGURE13. BLADE DESCRIPTION euoE
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NacelleAss_ _b_

Wtndenergy, capturedby the rotor at relatively low specific powerden-
sity over the large area swept by th_ hlades, is "concentrated" by the
gearbox and generator located in the ,acelle. The large diameter blades

.; result in a massive structure that must be supported safely under all
environmental conditions and wind speeds. The nacelle and gearbox pro-
vide the means of transmitting the static and dynamic loads safely from
the rotor into the tower and hence, into the ground.)

It was always knownthat weight in the nacelle meant a cost penalty.
;" Accordingly, an intense effort was made to reduce as much structure in

the nacelle as possible consistent with performance requirements. This
led to the selected rotor support method whereby the rotor bearing is

i:j integrated into the first stage of the gearbox, assuring a compact gear-
box, bedplate and nacelle. The concept is shovmin Figure 15.

n_, P" -. J *.._ F - (Ilq_-'vOt._O|A#III(I 1NO • IRO ..............
' " .qJlI,Qg _ _-_ -IKUlUI_KII'RIIIq_U@UT . u IIAI_|NI_I
I / i _'" -'-_ _AIRALLILBAFT1 ' ;" lq.ILiAII __ IN¥1RNAL¥|NTI_O@

r _HUI / .... i_ "'' _" "_ / / CLUTCH UNIT Gig#01_lt KAOI . 1 INll#F_:I .... _ - . . -- "11 I #¢_ATOnl.XHAt_lr

-.L ,,o,,,,I// - / ' -' ---'-- "

', ,//111I!_1l - i1[ I

J ___OPt.&TI 1_}¥_lq _ II I ,L .t------"_';"_-? -- v'-,..,."-_ " , .... _....._- _- ,_,,,,, --r,_ ... I
. .... _ - =:=.- ;I' ',, •

I YAW IUBSYITIM %_ HYDRAULIC I_III'IM _,

" : _" t.UI! PLI_P

:" FIGURE 15. NACELLECROSS SECTION

The gearboxand bedplatewere designedas a unifiedload carrying
structurebetweenrotor and tower. A cantileveredsectionof bedplate
suppo.tsthe generatorand power accessoryequilm_ent.A fairingas-
sures a secureand weather-protectedwork environmentduring routine
maintenance. The functionand cost effectivenessof each e1Bnentwas
carefullythoughtout to assure a low COE and maintainability. This is
reflectedin the compactgearboxand bedplateand an adequatework space.
Access to a11 criticalelements is providedby means of roof hatches,
removableFloorgratings,and ladders.

Rotor InteiLra_t3_d_H.vb_Lid peaybox

The MOD-5Agearl_oxis advancedgearboxtechnologyapplied to wind tur-
bine generators. It incorporatestechnologicalinnovationsin the
epicyclicfirst stage and Featuresborrowed fromother applications,
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such as the torsionbar ring gear suspensionused primarilyin Basic
o; Oxygen Furnace(BOF) drives,to providedrivetraincompliance. The

.:. most rewarding design feature is the integration of the rotor support
bearinginto the gearboxstructure. This alone resultedin a slgnifi-

: cant savingsin size, weight and cost of the overallnacelleby elimin-
.: ating a separateshaft, and the attendantradialand thrust bearings,
"_ gear couplingsand bearingpedestalsassociatedwith a conventional

....,": rotor support,not to mentionthe extra lengthof bedplatenecessaryto
"_ accommodatethe rotor supportassembly. Althoughthe epicyclicimple-
_"_'" menta_Icnof the first stage was found to be most cost effective,suc-
': ceeding stages were evaluated individually. Accordingly, parallel

to:_ shaft gearingin the second and third stageswas found to offer a sig-
' ::_:- nificantcost advantageat a small weight penalty. Parallelshaft
_,::!- gearingin the third stage alsomade it feasibleto incorporatea speed
i_ changerwithout increasingthe gearboxenvelope. See Figure 16. To
).p provideload alleviationand minimizepower swings,complianceand
b=:- dampingare required. The drivetrainprovidesthis by hydraulically
• dampingthe torsionbar suspensionof the epicyclicfirst stage. The

_ speed changer permits extending energy capture into the lower wind re-
i _.,-,. gimes to enhancethe COE.

-'_ ISTSTAGEPLANETARY(_)

,_, 2NDAND3ROPARALLELSHAFT (_)
[:_'/': 1:1 AND1:1.3 SL_EEDCHANGERATIOS
_ •

1 \ TORSIONBARSUSPENSION_)
_-" "" YIELDSDRIVESTIFFNESSASREQUIREDANDOAMPIIIG
! ''_ FEATURE

'."-' _ _'_e""-_11_':_l MOMENTSINGLEROTOR.PROVENBEARINGoNMOD-1SIZED(_)TOCARRYROTOROVERTURNING
.,. . ISTSTAGEHOUSINGTRANSMITSLOAf)DIRECTLYINTOBEO-

'PLATE I_)

" : _puu. 2NDAND3RDSTAGESCANBEREMOVEDWITHOUTDISTURB-INGROTOR

., ,,9
• OUTleT IHAFT

IORIION BAR "
• - _ SUfl'OMT ARM

PLAN|T&RY IWSTEM • "" ""- ./

_ 4 (_) -" 7" - ",'

F

4_ 4

. , _i_OIWAG,_PINION ; .. ' '_
:;. _ IONIOII'I_IOIM..ACII_ , , /-. t• ,,,otoo,o,,,, /

SnAU.ll. • _ IDt,,IIR Ollltl "J / /"

" " I_CONDAIIY PINIOft)

FIGURE 16. ROTOR INTEGRATEDHYBRIDGEARBOX

: High .SpeedDrivetrain

The high speeddrivetrainconnectsthe gearboxoutput shaft to the gen-
erator input shaft. It containsa flexiblecouplingfeatureto provide

_ for axial and angularmisaIignment. Two additionalfunctionsare
..

•, _18
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-_:_ incorporated for operational reasons. One is the torque overload re-
;. , lease clutch,which will protectthe drlvetralnfrom damage due to ex-

)::. ; cess torque levels (clutch disconnects when the torque level exceeds
• :: 1.75 x nominal)• The other is an overrunning clutch which will allow

_.;:,- the generator to motor when the input speed falls below synchronous
;_.. speed• The overrunning clutch also assists in providing a smooth tran- .
{::.._ sitlonduring speed changing sequence.
"o,"

.:v

!>_? Tower and Foundation

_:'_ The thin tube conceptas the basic tower structurehas many advantages
;_i:i, It is very efficientin carryingthe blade and nacellebendingand tor-
_L_: sional loads imposedunder normaland abnormalconditions. It provides
_:! an all-weatheraccess to the nacelle. But of most importance,it costs
_:% less than a comparabletruss structure. The tube is not as stiff as a
;_'* truss structure,but if the systemnaturalfrequenciesare carefully
_;_.... selected,this can be an advantagealso. By placingthe first bending
;_ frequencybetweenIP (oneper rev. of the blade) and 2P, systemdynamic
i_iI load trade studieshave shown rotor,nacelle,and tower loads to be re-
_,_ duced over those of a stiffertruss tower.

:_/IL The importanceof an optimumtower and foundationdesign is seen from
.:_;:_ its contributionto the COE figure. The sum is the largestcontribu-
_- tion, and the tower designaffectsfoundationcosts. During the trade
,. studiesconductedby ChicagoBridge and Iron (CBI),severalcases were
_ found where the least expensivetower designdid not yield the lowest
_ overalI cost.

°': Yaw Drive System

• A conceptuallayoutof the yaw system is shown in Figure 17 along with
.... the main features. The lift terminatesat the upper platform. Access
_ to the nacelleis by ladderup throughthe nacellefloor providingall-
_. weatheraccess. The yaw drive and slip ring assembliesare also easily
. accessiblefrom insidethe tower,as well as the bearingbolts.

To fulfillits design requirements,the yaw drive has to be neither
::: fast acting nor highly precisebecauseof the nature of the wind. The

::L.. rotationof the nacelleis similarin functionto the azimuthdrives
/!C of cranes,power shovels,rotaryderrick,etc. The conventionaldesign
"_ uses a single large slewingtype bearingwith gear teeth integrallycut
, intoeither the inneror outer race. A hydraulicmotor then drives it

with a piniongear. Duringconceptualdesign,methodsto reduce the
cost centeredon eliminationof the gearingcost.

The selectedconceptuses the brake disc (fixedto the tower)which is
_' requiredin any design,and brakescalled grippersmounted on the end

of a hydrauliccylinderto push or pull the nacellearound. A similar
yaw drive concept is used on the HawaiianMOD-OA design. Withoutthe
gearingthere are no backlashproblemsor precisegear mountingrequire-
ments. The stiffnessof the yaw drive is dictatedessentiallyby the
drive hydrauliccylindersand is only a matter of concernwhen rotating
the nacelle.

819
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: FIGURE17. YAW DRIVE SYSTEM

, Controls Equipment

Severaltrade-offsmade includethe type of control,type of processing,
locationof the centralelectronics,and the criteriafor hardwareim-

•. plementation. The selecteddesignwill minimizedevelopmentby maximum
use of proventechnology. The conceptualdesign uses multi-loopcontrol

_? and digitalprocessing,with the controlelectronicslocatedin the na-
-,, celle. The hardware implementationwill use provenmodular electronics

with a minimumof specialdesignand developmentof the interfacecir-
cuitry. An operatoron site or at a remote locationcan obtain data and

;_ superviseautomaticsystemoperation.

: Power GenerationEquipment

Power generationequipment,with the exceptionof the yaw slip ring as-
.: sembly,is standardwith optionalfeatures. This "off the shelf"ap-

proach providesfor lower cost and more realisticdeliverytimes. When
consideringsynchronousgeneratorsabove a rated output of 4000 KVA,
1800 RPM is no longercost effective;therefore,1200 RPM was chosen
for the baseline6400 KVA design. By choosingthe operatingvoltage
at 5500 insteadof the more common 4160 volts, the additionalcost for
the generatoris more than offsetby enablingthe use of a synchronous
motor starterinsteadof a more costlyhigh currentswitchgearassembl).
Step-upat each wind turbineis providedto minimize interconnection
losses.

CONCLUSION

The MOD-5A designconceptis an innovativenext generationmachine,which
meets its COE requirementwith minimumtechnicalrisk.

820 '!
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"' CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF THE 7 "
,, .., MEGAWATT MOD_tB WIND TURBINE GENERATOR

_,c R.R. Douglas
Boeing Engineering & Construction Company

'..:"- P.O. Box 3707, Seattle, Washington 98124

.,_v/ AB.TrRACT

?_/. Similar to MOD-2, the' MOD-tB wind turbine generator system is designed
.... for the sole purpose of providing electrical power for distribution

-i'.i._ by a major utility network. The objectives of the MOD-2 and MOD-tB

_' programs are essentially identical w&th one important exception; the
_.__!_,_'.- cost-of-electricity (COE) target is reduced from _%/Kwhr on MOD-2 to

_ii'? 3%/Kwhr on MOD-SB, based on mid 1977 dollars and large quantity
•'-"".. production.

:.- The MOD-tB concept studies and eventual concept selection confirmed8 " ,;i
.c "

_,- that the program COE targets could not only be achieved but substan-

':,_-,,.::.: tially bettered. Starting from the established MOD-2 technology as

-_., a base, this achievement resulted from a combination of concept
,:.-. changes, size changes, and design refinements. The result of this

. effort is a wind turbine system that can compete with conventional

%:, power generation over significant geographical areas, increasing

i_ _ commercial market potential by an order of magnitude.

_: INTRODUCTION

MOD-SB is under the overall management of the U. S. Department of
=,_ Energy, with direct management assigned to NASA-Lewis Research Center.

_ .. Like MOD-2, it is being developed for the sole purpose of generating

electricity that can be economically fed into a utility grid. While
_ it is generally considered a third generation large horizontal axis

wind turbine, it is more realistically a second generation (to MOD-2)

_ machine with respect to turbines that have been optimized for com-
_... mercial power production.

: A little over two years ago a similar paper [i] was presented by the

_. ,;.. author at the April 2_-26, 1979, workshop in Cleveland describing status

,"": of the MOD-2 wind turbine system development. At that time, the major
.:. message was that MOD-2 incorporated most of the concepts that showed

promise for ma_or reduction in the cost-of-electricity (COE) but
,,__ that significant gains in the future were still achievable by addition-

" al concept changes coupled with component-by-component improvement,

i_'_" using experience from MOD-2 fabrication, test, and operation. Nothing

°..5 that has occurred since that time has changed this premise. We have
been very pleased with the co,.cepts selected for MOD-2. Even so,

_DD-tB does show a substantial gain in operating economic_ with respect
_ to MOD-2. It is the intent of this paper to explain how and where

,_ these gains occurred. Frequent comparisons will be made to MOD-2,
, which represents the technical base from which MOD-tB evolved.

"- 821
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PRIMARY SPECIFlCATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS

The major MOD-5 requirements imposed on the contractors are as follows:

o Shall be designed for electrical utility use.

o Shall generate no less than 1 megawatt of three phase, 60Hz,
power into the grid.

o Shall achieve a COE of 3_/Kwhr or less in mid 1977 dollars.

(This compares to a 4$/Kwhr requirement on MOD-2.)

o Shall attain a 30 year life.

o ShaLl operate at unattended remote sites.

o Shall be a horizontal axis propellor type configuration.

o Shall be designed for 6.3 m/s (14 mph) yearly mean wind speed

and a maximum wind velocity of 53.6 m/s (120 mph), both
at i0 m (30') above grade.

Numerous other requirements were imposed with respect to safety,

network protection, gusts, lightning strike, seismic disturbance,

availability, controllability, instrumentation, analytical methods,

environmental conditions, etc. For the complete requirements and
specifications, refer to the MOD-5B Statement of Work [2].

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

The MOD-tB concept development effort was conducted over an approximate

seven month period. During this phase, twenty two major trade studies
(see Table I) were conducted and reported on in significant detail.

In the interest of brevity, only those studies that most impacted the

selected configuration or went beyond the scope of the MOD-2 studies
will be reported in detail.

Rotor

One concept that has always appeared attractive is the fixed pitch

rotor system. Though seemingly simple, in large machine sizes it is

a more technically challenging and risky concept than the apparently

more complex variable pitch systems. This results from the need to

safely stop the machine in an emergency and the necessity of develop-

ing a rotor that is efficient, stalls gently, is economical to build,

and limits both dynamic and static loads. The loads problem is, in
the final analysis, the decisive factor. Figure i illustrates that

,, the peak power of the fixed pitch rotor system is over 50% greeter

than that of the variable pitch system, resulting in comparable rotor

and dr_ve train load increases. These load_ are further amplified

by the inability to attenuate dynamic torque overshoots to the degree

: 822 /
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possible with a variable pitch system. The result is a very substan-
tial increase in rotor, drive train, and generator weights and costs,
offset by an increase.of 5_ in annual energy produced as illustrated

i_ in Figure 2. During the concept studies a competitive fixed pitch
rotor system was developed, including wind tunnel testing to assure

satisfactory stall characteristics. Despite giving the system every
benefit of the doubt, the fixed pitch system could not be sh, r_n quite

_i as cost effective as variable pitch, even though it could meet the
MOIl5 COE target. Therefore, a partial span variable pitch system was
se2ected. It is probable that a fixed pitch system would prove cost
effective on smaller machines where the costs involved in variable

i pitch control are relatively large.

i.i._ Another interesting concept that could very well prove cost effective
i_'. on smaller machines is a rotor center disk to accelerate the velocity

of the wind outboard of the disk. This concept (see Figure 3) wasi i
evaluated, including Wind tunnel testing that showed annual energy

, production was increased by about 5%, normally a gain that would
i_ appear extremely attractive. Unfortunately, the cost of the disk
•i:_;_ itself, combined with the ihcreased tower and foundation costs

_ resulting from high wind loads, showed the concept to be non cost
effective for the MOD-tB.

Numerous minor geometry changes from the MOD-2 developed shapes were
incorporated into the MOD-tB rotor, with the biggest gain from solidity

-"i' ratio, taper ratio, and t/c changes that resulted in a relatively
lightweight and efficient rotor. Although, wood and fiberglass were

.," evaluated in detail, steel construction was again found superior in
overall cost effectiveness except for the tip, where wood's smooth-

_. ness and ability to be fabricated to complex shapes offset the

performance losses resulting from the additional deflection.

_ Generator System

The Study to select the optimum generator system for MOD-tB was perhaps
• the most comprehensive Of the concept phase studies. Conducted with

the assistance of the Westinghouse Corporation, the matrix of potential

"_ generator systems illustrated in Figure _ was first reduced to three;
"; the best single speed system, the best multi-speed system, and the
.. best variable speed system. These three systems were evaluated in

_' detail, including the cost and performance impact of not only the
: generator system itself but of all other wind turbine system components.

Probably the most decisive factor in making the final selection was

the dynamic simulation of the competitive systems as illustrated in

i Figure 5. Even without the quill shaft, the means used to attenuate
. the large "two per revolution _' torque oscillations in the single and

i., two speed systems, the,variable speed generator reduced the torque
! overshoots from approximately 20% to 2%. This permitted not only
_ _ deletion of the quill shaft but also a reduction in size of all drive

_. train components. These savings, coupled with an increase in annual

: energy production as illustrated in Figure 6, more than compensate
for the very sizeable additional cost of the variable speed system.



'_" : An interesting example of the operational flexibility of this system
i o:" is shown in Table 2, indicating that useful power can be _oduced

. a much larger percent of the time during periods o_ relatively low
_. ' winds. The impact of this additional operating time on the ability

't

!_-'i of wind systems to be given "capacity credit" by the utilities
may prove to be one of the most valuable, though intangible at this
time, system advantages.

:i_' _tLs.:ellaneous Component Refinement

* During the final design, fabrication, test, and operational phases of

' the MOD-2 program, a number of areas were recognized where additional

i-:_,.:: refinement could reduce component cost or improve performance. These

i _i!_,: potential improvements fall in three general classifications, all
o_ of which were incorporated into the MOD-bB design.

_"_ The first classification results from operational data that indicates

__ growth is available because overstrength or oversizing was introduced

i_i_!i into some components as a result of conservative loads and analysis.

_?i. The drive train, particularly the gearbox, is the outstanding example.

,;=-_.,"_ The active pitch control system, coupled with the quill shaft,
i_.."- attenuated torque oscillations in the driv_ train far more than

L-:_I_ predicted. As a result, th_ gearbox was substantially oversized on
MOD-2. The reduced sizing on MOD-bB accounts for a very substantial

i-. _: system saving.

'" The second classification of component improvements results from?,

i_/o>, recognition during MOD-2 fabrication and assembly that specific
.-_- hardware component designs, though functionally adequate, could benefit

!....._- from producibility improvements to reduce production costs. Examples

F_o_,_ applied to MOD-_B include an all new plate girder type nacelle

_": structure, new rotor tip spindle designs, revised rotor teeter bearing
_i:- geometry, and revised foundation geometry.

..... The third classification of component improvement results from

-_!_! recognition that more refined analytical techniques could decrease

_ i._ costs or increase performance. Examples applied to MOD-_B include
_'. a sophisticated rotor parameter analysis program that permitted
: .....:,., evaluation of literally thousands of variations, resulting in both

_o..- increased performance and reduced weight and a tower optimization
_ program that solves for the lightest weight tower that precisely

r satisfies the strength, stiffness, and fatigue requirements.

! :" _kchlne Size O_tlmization

The development of weight and cost trend data for use in the machine
.- size optimization studies was in itself a ma_or pro_ect. The MOD-bB

- wind turbine system was broken down into over fifty separate packages
,". _or which parametric cost estimating relationships were established,

using experience from MOD-2, supplier data, and Boeing estimating

techniques applicable to quantity production of large complex systems.

,.,.,, 824
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'..'_j:: The re_u_t_ng miml,ng pro_rem_ were checked by de_gnin_ four point
:/i _ design _yntemn; _01.9 m (228'), 135.9 m (30hf), 169.9 m (3_0_), _nd

187.7 m (_20') di_aneter. The confirmed trending e_rvo in _hcn_n in
'.' " Figure 7, indie_ting that l_wnnt ooet-of-eloetr_,olty _cc_r{_ n,t

_i': _pprox_mately a 187.7m (4P.O')rotor_n4 7_,00KW pownr _t_ng.

J j The rather obviouo question _rloen _n to why the MODr,_opt_mi_n_
: mt 13_.i m (300') _nd the MOD-SB at 187.7m (b_o'). Althoughthn

i ,,,_'?':,,.. c_:tulatlveeffect of many small changes in thn co,_t estimating
_ ,,_.,".: rea_tion_hip_ played a part, throe m_or changoo wore prlm_ril¥
t "'"

I/_: re_ pon_ible:

:: : o Smaller gearbox sizing a_ a result of reduced torque ovorohoots
i_(', _ found possible with the MOD-_ type active control syotom and

.... with the use of the variable speed generator.

'_-.... o On MOD-2, supplier inputs indicated that gearbox co_ts increased
-",, as a function of low speed torque to an exponent of i. U_Ing
' CL. experience from the gearbox tha_ was actually developed for
.:._. MOD-2, i.t was found this growth exponent could be substantially

reduced.

L_;: o New crane designs that have been recently developed substantial-
"_" ly reduce the erection cost increase with size that prevailed
{i:::.:'" at the time of the MOD-2 studLes. The dedication of these
i_-_j'*. cranes to both original erection and subsequent maintenance
; :i.... of large wind farms further reduces both erection and malnte-
i-_ nance cost increase with size.

'_ .Costof Electricity (C.QED

' ._i_':.. Although the predicted tOE at the start of the MOD-SB concept phase
_: was slightly under the program target (3_/Kwhr in 1977 $), it was
,,"_,: generally anticipated that achievement of that goal during the hard-

_ ware deflnltion program phases would prove a formidable task. 8ur-
prlsingly enough, as a result of the concept studies discussed above,

!_;,: the OOE actually trended downward as the program progressed. At
_ ._/, this point in the program (early in the Preliminary Design Phase)
{-:,. it would take a tremendous and unexpected technical setback if the

_¢::/!. COE target were not achieved. This is true in spite of the fact that..... the MOD-p formula for compu_ing COE is considerably more stringent
i(i">i:i than on the MOD-2 program, as follows:

:'_:"" COX (cents/kwh) =

;. (Installed e_ulpment costs, $) (18)J

• Annual kwh

..,j'_ + (Intr_acluster costs, $).(1.8)
:,:.- Annual kwh

.:, + (_.anAcost_,$.)(i_)
.; Annual kwh

/::"-i 825
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:i:;',..' + ..(Por odi replaoom nt (P_Or!od_o l v l_i zL"Sfactor !_.!k°°!
". Annualkwh

.':i_ Annu_1 kwh

Tho oconario uood on tho MOD-tB progrom for dotermining COg is based
_,,_. on tho followlng"

o Coot of lOOth unit of a I000 unit production run.

o A dedicated manufacturing facility designed and tooled to

,.. accommodate production of approximately 20 units per month.

,.,;!i: o Installation in wind farms of at least 25 units. (Preferably_:__i::,,'"

-_ y as many as 60 units.)

=-:::: SELECTEDCONCEPT DESIGN

"::::::_ The essentialelementsand feature_of the MOD-tBwind turbine syotem
. that evolved from the concept phase studies are illustrated in

:°0 Figures 8 through ii. While there is an almost daily change in detail

costs and weights, no major size or concept changes are anticipated

..... during the preliminary and final design phages of the program.
__:,_

.'.'._, CONCLUSIONSAND PROBLEMS

_ ::. If produced under the program scenario of large quantity production

_!i_ in an optimum facility, MOD-tB can compete with conventional power
_::,.,.. generation over much larger geographical areas than was possible with

_:'_;_'_" previous systems. However, large scale commercialization of large wind

-_'. turbines suffers from the chicken and egg syndrome. That is, costs

_,_..... of units are so high when produced one or two at a time on prototype
......_.";.. tooling that the utilities can scarcely afford to buy them. On the

,:!_.,._" other hand, industry cannot possibly afford to invest the huge capital '
°.."i,:.. required for an automated high rate production capability without an
;,_:, established order base. To break this log Jam will require a great_+ ,

_..... deal of cooperation between government, industry, and the utilities.

_':'-&" We intend to do our part to achieve this end.

_" _ i, Douglas, R. R., "The Boel.._ MOD-2 Wind Turbine System Rated at

-J ..i 2._ MW", presented at th. Large Wind Turbln_, Design Characteristics
• .. and R&D Requirements workshop, Cleveland, Ohio, April 2_-26, 1979,
".:'.: N_._ Conference Publication 2106.

., 2. NASA Contract DEU3-200 Statement of Work - Exhibit B - Requirements
=_ i and Specifications, Aug. i, 1980.

,, ._ . : _'........... _ ",.,:.
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TABLE 1. CONCEPTTRADE STUDIES•

System Configuration Studles NacelleStudies

SC.1 MOD-SB baselinecompared N-1 Unitized steelshellversustruss
to modified MOD-2 N-2 Configurationoptimization

SC-2 Freeyaw
SC.3 Variable pitch ver._,usfixed pitch Tower Studies,
SC-4 Optimum machinesize

T-1 Tower frequencyanddiameter

Rotor Stud!es, To2 Tower height

R-1 Bladeaerodynamics MiscellaneousStudies
• R.2 Materialselection

R-3 Centerdisk M-1 Erectionmethod
R-4 Rotor control (braking,etc.) M-2 Clusteroptimization

M-3 Productionoptimization

• ° Drive Train Studies M-4 Componentproducibility
. M-5 Foundation

• DT-1 Soft drive configuration
DT-2 Gearboxconfiguration

- DT-3 Gearbox mountedrotor
DT-4 Generationvariations

TABLE 2. EXAMPLE OF LOW WIND ENERGY CAPTURE,SINGLE SPEED
VERSUS VARIABLE SPEEDGENERATORS.

(,
4

Ground rules

• Data basedon GoldendaleMOD,2 sitewinds 12/8/80 thru 2/8/81
(Hourly averagesof continousstrip-chartdata).

• Assumesa MOD-5B type variablespeedgeneratorinstalledon
.-! MOD-2 with 2,500 kW peak power.

Total winds 12/8/80 thru 2/8/81-..

• Singlespeedgenerator jr Energygenerationpotential = 469 MWH
_' [ Hoursoperation = 352 hours

': • Variable speedgenerator [ Energygenerationpotential = 536 MWH (+14%)
" _ Hoursoperation = 642 hours(+82%)

"_ Low windsrbelow8,gm/s (20mph)_12/8/80 thru 2/8/81

• Singlespeedgenerator [ Energygenerationpotential = 102 MWH
LHours operation = 143 hours

• Variablespeedgenerator f Energygenerationpotential = 150 MWH (+47%)
L Hours operation = 433 hours(+203%)

827 ................ !.'
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5,000

":' Fixed pit energythan with

. 10,000 variablepitch

4,000 •
- .. ' Variablepitch "', _ (1,788)

., 3,000

i=-"._.-, _(I'341)I" I_ li ,/

i --',.:i | _ | Variablepitch |
...._ 2,oooL / 1=/ I

.:: n_4,000 _ ixed pitch

L/V /u_ 1,Q00
,/, 2,090 ( 447][- J_ __ I

!_.. 0 - 0 0 10 20 30
; 0 10 20 30
i (22.4) (44.7) (67.1) (22.4) (44.7) (67.1)
; Wind speedat hub height, m/s (mph) Windspeedat hub height,m/s (mph)

L ._ FIGURE 1. VARIABLEPITCH VERSUS FIGURE2. VARIABLEPITCH VERSUS
i: .... FIXED PITCH POWER FIXED PITCH ENERGY
i ,_

-.,,.. COMPA R ISON COMPA R/SON

' : ,.

20% diameter center disk

• FIGURE 3. CENTER DISK TEST CONFIGURA T/ON
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El
" ;' 1 Synchro- Single.

• ...., 1800 rpm , nous speed
..'i:i. generator system

': " 1200 rpm

"_i.;_ 1800 rpm, generator I

" ! H t Ft H' .t__" 1200/ Dual Induction Multi-speed
,. _.-- Two speed I= _...:v 1800 rpm winding generator

_ :_:!.";.. 900/ Consequent Selected

-f_.ii/. ,_0Oro_I°°" ,.,._
o.

"_" ".: i II / I

I I

....., Baseline
_o':; 1200/ PAM

' '_ 1800 rpm

_',..'i.,:. 9001
"_':,_' 1200 rpm

-:,_..

,OO,l=oo,H_.,..H k ,_'.- 1800 rpm regular Three speed
_-,._:.. windings

_,-- .

..... i H H60011200 Dual C.P. Four speed
_i'. and 900/ windings_"' " 1800 rpm

=_t ""'%

%[';'.', 1

,...- rpm version nous speed,;. inversion generator system

- i H 1H
";, 1200 + Slip power f i Induction

-:._". 50% rpm recovery generator

e

, _, ' II A = Ill

. , ::. 1800 ± Synchro-
. 20% rpm nous flux

(

o .':

_: FIGURE 4. GENERA TOR SYSTEM STUD Y/VIA TRIX
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Single-speedor 2-speedgenerator Variable speedgenerator
: with quill shaft without quill shaft

•0.4 _

•0.6 Drive train _, -0.6 Drive train
J resonance _ resonance

• ' i -1.0 _ -1.0-
:: ¢D -1.2 -1.2 ! 1 I I

0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00 0 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00

_; Frequency(Hz) Frequency(Hz)

i- • Equivalentof + 20%alternatingtorque • Equivalentof + 2% alternatingtorque
;' at drive train resonance) at drivetrain resonance)

i,.

:'i

: FIGURE 5. AL TERNA TING TORQUES A T DRIVE TRAIN
NATURAL FREQUENCY - DYNAMIC SIMULA TION

_,-.

4,000
::" (1,7881

Variablespeed

3,000 generator _
• 11,3411

Energy
(MWH/yr/m/s)

2,000
(894) SealevelSTD

1000
(447) .

glespeed

.,. 0 5(11.2) 10(22.41 15(33.6) 20(44.7) 25(55.9)

Wind speedat hub height-m/s (mph)

FIGURE 6. VARIABLE VERSUS SINGLE SPEED GENERA TOR
ENERG Y CAPTURE
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_. Rated power=

_'i _0 kW

f,

• :'i' Costof electricity

,_i.i: (COE)

:x,:i? _ 7,8oo

!_; I I
= 60 197) 90 (295) 120 (394) 150 492)

___ Rotor diameter- meters(ft)
!-";

_ _ FIGURE7. COEVERSUSMACHINESIZETRENDS

Ratedpower......... 2.2 MW
.... Controllable tip Rotor diamete ...... 420-ft.

-_ f Rotor type ........... Teetered - tip control
Rotor orientation .,.Upwind

: Rotor airfoil......... NACA 430XX
Generator type ...... Variable speed

: Gearbox.............. Compact planetarygear
: • _ Teeter Tower Q_,_,.=_=lttype

_ axis rotor Pitchcontrol......... Hydraulic
Yaw control......... Hydraulic

Nacelle Electroniccontrol..JVticroprocessor

, Tilt Weight................ 1,300,000 Ibs

¢: " Wind

i _,: 420-ft dia.

/- Tower

L

,=..--Grade level

FIGURE 8. MOD.SB GENERAL ARRANGEMENT AND FEATURES
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Generator

. _rake
Gearbox "_

Shaft bearings

High speedshaft/couplings

-,

Low speed
shaft assembly

. Couplingadapter

; . Electricalslip rings

•_ Hydraulic pitch control

interface

-Teeter bearinginterface

_" FIGURE 11. DRIVE TRAIN ARRANGEMENT
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qUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

R. R. Douglas

From: G. Deman

.',,, Q: Why did you not place your tower's first mode frequency below one
.... per rev?

A: TWo reasons: I) Our studies indicated such a tower is actually

'_ heavier and more expensive when designed to meet the high wind load8,
and 2) with a variable speed generator system we would have been
forced to operate part of the time near a I/rev frequency. This is
not a tolerable situation.

?: From: M. Lotker

";" Q: Cost reduction (5 to 4¢IKwhr) is small compared to utility costs.
2_ Does it really make sense to retool to Mod-5 or stick with and get

high production on Mod-2?
?

A: Reduction in cost of electricity between Mod-2 and Mod-SB is greater
.:': than the 25% indicated and is actually about 33%. This is not con-
" sidered a small number by most potential customers! Secondly, there

-"j i8 no indication that elmination of the advancements represented by
::_i, Mod-5B would permit high rate production of Mod-2.

From: J. Glasgow

_L, Q: Are any of these improvements (i.e. variable speed, etc.) going to
_" be incorporated into future Mod-2 machines?

i A: As part of our internal R and D program, Mod-2 improvements are being
" continuously evaluated, some of which will almost certainly be in-

i.i corporated in the future. At this time, there has not been a firm
,.v. decision to incorporate variable speed generators into an imjROved

Zoa- .
.=_ ...

._,

....,. From: B. Dahlroth

". Q: ltave you studied the cost effectiveness of concrete towers?

• A: We lzavelooked at them only briefly on the basi_ that: I) there is
on_y a small reduction in thc amount of steel required in a concrete
tower ,_ aompa_,cdto our cur_,,Tntt..%hTPbec,d_Ise of the high tension

C. :. {(.;ad_;,and 2) precise taiZoPD_g of _rt_ffnessio considerably more
: d_J'f_.ultwZth the aombinatio,_wf ._'tccZa_ concrete required in a
" c,ma_,cl:ctower eompat,cdt_,_;Lec'/.alcme in the curre_t tower. Our

' ,hM,/ncnL-wa_ tlzaL ,,,.manct.,'_ of Jk:Ped no potential for aoct reduction.
b,

[',,
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':: R.R. Douglas (continued)

= From: B. Barren

:. Q: 1) What is the band width of the active control system in Mod-2?

",.; 2) How is the pitch control system affected by use of the VSCF
generator?

,o 'J ;

%, A: 1) One hertz.
:. " 2) Neither the mechanical nor microprocessor control system hard-
_ ware is changed as a result of variable speed. The software is

:' ?_ modified to accommodate different speed ranges.

:/i,-:' From: M. Iriarte

::_':_:i "i Q: Can you explain what you mean by a variable speed synchronousj L,

*; generat or ?

;::- A: What we refer to as a variable speed synchronous flux generator is
_)i_i." itself an induction type generator where the rotor speed plus the
_...... rotor excitation frequency relative to the rotor add up to give a%], •

.....;_ synchronous excitation to the generator stator.

-=_' From: P. Pekrul

";:": Q: What is the length of the tips?
./.j

=_, A: As currently designed, the tips are 30g of rotor radius or 63 ft.
2c::: ,

:i: ::,_ From: L. Wendell
-.g,

._,,_: Q: Does the active control system add significant wear and tear on the
:,, system7

: A: Obviously, the design intent was to provide components that could
" '," supply relatively trouble-free service. The similar Mod-2 system
......:. has not indicated a problem to date. Mod-2 will be monitored for
=_._:i" the ne_t several years to assess actual experience, the results
....; of which will be incorporated into Mod-5B if changes are found

""" desirable.
o-7'_

--<,;_""rT,"

[

,_.,j

r

w
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WORKSHOP WRAP-UP REPORT

Robert W. Thresher

• Program Chairman

: Department of Mechanical Engineering
Oregon State University

Corvallis, Oregon

At the end of each day, there was a discussion period led by the session

chairmen for that day, with the authors and other interested attendees

" participating. The purpose was to allow the group to interact and see

whether key issues of common concern would emerge from the discussions.

The session chairmen provided me with their individual views of the

discussions and I attended myself. These subjective inputs were the

basis of this report.

• No single issue of broad common concern emerged during the workshop.

:_ However, the discussions did indicate that the wind energy industry

•: seems to be entering a new phase. There was specific concern for the

long-term durability and reliability of turbines. This appears to have

been sparked by the realization that mass-produced turbines may be

operating on utility grids within a few years. In past workshops, the

focus of interest was design and development related. Now, interest

has shifted more toward designing for low-cost manufacturing and for

operational requirements.

I have categorized and tabulated some of the specific ideas that I

heard expressed as follows:

i. Design for low-cost manufacturing by:
!•

• selecting configurations which eliminate manufacturing

problems and reduce costs.

• verifying that the system has long-term durability and

reliability by testing system, components, materials,

and techniques.

• obtaining design data for long-term fatigue life (over

10 8 cycles) on the basic materials, joints, fastening.
and welds.

• PRECEDINGPAGEBLANKNOT FILMED _,
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2. Design for end user requirements by:

: • obtaining high availability and long life.

! g insuring fast and easy maintenance.

• obtaining minimal envzronmental impact.

• obtaining low installation cost.

!;:" • realizing low COE.

:i 3. Test wind turbine systems to:

[ - ,

i ... g verify COE.

,: • demonstrate durability and reliability.

,?

• obtain maintenance requirements.

• verify energy capture and land use required.

• demonstrate environmental compatibility.

4. Verify and improve design tools by:

> • operating prototype machines in a testing mode to check the

•_ dynamic and aerodynamic modeling.

• running specific tests aimed at improving the tools for

.... operating conditions and configurations where improved

predictive capability is required.

..... 5. Reduce institutional constraints by:

• consolidating the multiple overlapping permit requirements

for wind turbine installation and operation. (One-stop

permit shopping is highly desirable.)
i.

• defining the future role and specific activities of the

federal government in the wind industry.

i_i In conclusion, there were no key issues of common concern for the major-

_-_ ity of participants; however, there was concern expressed by various

! individuals for a broad range of issues that I have attempted to summar-

i ize in tile above tabulation. I suspect that this diversity of concerns

i is, in part, due to the wide spectrum of participant backgrounds and
.:_ internists. The qroup covered all sectors of the wind industry from

-: designers and dynamic analysts to utility planners and financial

analysts.

" 838
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